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-vehicular protection  Davis 
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PORTABLE... MOBILE... BASE STATION 

Top slew 
showing controls 

*Shown with accessory touch tone pad 

the TEMPO 

SYNCoM Si 
DOES IT ALL 

AND GIVES YOU 

TEMPO PRESENTS THE WORLD'S FIRST 
SYNTHESIZED 800 CHANNEL HAND HELD 
TRANSCEIVER 

This amazing pocket sized radio represents the year's 
biggest breakthrough in 2-meter communications. 

Other units that are larger, heavier and are similarly 
priced can offer only 6 channels. The SYNCOM'S price 
includes the battery pack, charger, and a telescoping 
antenna. But, far more important is the 800 channels 
offered by the Si. 

The optional touch tone pad adds greatly to its 
convenience and the addition of a Tempo solid state 
amplifier adds tremendously to its power. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency Coverage: 144 to 148 MHz 
Channel Spacing:  Receive every 5 kHz. 

transmit Simplex or 
.600 kHz 

Power Requirements:9 6 VDC 
Current Drain: 17 ma-standby 

500 ma-transmit 
Batteries:  8 pieces ni-cad 

battery included 
Antenna Impedance 50 ohms 

40 mm x 62 mm x 
165 mm (1.6- x 2.5" 
x 6.5") 

RF Output: Better than 1.5 watts 
Sensitivity: Better than .5 microvolts 

Price... $349.00 With touch tone pad... $399.00 

The Tempo line also features a fine line of extremely 
compact UHF and VHF pocket receivers. They're low priced, 
dependable, and available with CTCSS and 2-tone decoders 
The Tempo FMT-2 & FMT-42 (UHF) provides excellent 
mobile communications and features a remote control head 
for hide-away mounting. 

The Tempo FMH-2, FMH-5 & FMH-42 (UFH) hand held 
transceivers provide 6 channel capability, dependability and 
many worthwhile features at a low price. FCC type accepted 
models also available. 
Please call or write for complete information. Also available 
from Tempo dealers throughout the U.S. and abroad. 

Dimensions 

SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES 
Telescoping whip antenna, ni-cad battery 
pack, charger 
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Touch tone pad: $55 • Tone burst 
generator: $29.95 • CTCSS sub-
audible tone control: $29.95 • Rubber 
flex antenna: $8 • Leather holster: 
$16 • Cigarette lighter plug mobile 
charging unit: $6 • Matching 30 watt 
output 13.8 VDC power amplifier (S30). 
$89 • Matching 80 watt output power 
amplifier (S80)  $149 

TEMPO VHF & UHF SOLID STATE 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Boost your signal... give it the range and clarity of 
a high powered base station. VHF (135 to 175 MHz) 
Drive Power  Output Model No Price 

2W 130W 130A02  $209 
10W 130W 130A10  $189 
30W 130W 130A30  $199 
2W 80W 80A02  $169 
tow 80W 80A10  $149 
30W 80W 80A30  $159 
2W 50W 50A02  $129 
2W 30W 30A02 $ 89 

UHF (400 to 512 MHz) models, lower power and FCC type 
accepted models also available. 

11240 W. Olympic Blvd . Los Angeles. Calif 
931 N. Euclid. Anaheim, Calif. 92801 
Butler, Missouri 64730 

90064 213/477-6701  714/772-9200  lleffri  lass  
816/679-3127 

Prices Subiect to change without notice 
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fre_ 11111r ANTENNA . . . 
Top Performance for 20 - 15 - 10 Meters! 

Iti'gned and pioduced by 
Capable of handling 2,000 watts, 
the "SYSTEM THREE" is the 
newest tri-bander available to 
the amateur. 

one of the world's largest antenna manufacturers, the 

Wilson 
SY -3 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Band MHz . . .   14-21-28 
Maximum power input . . .  Legal limit 
Gain (dBd).   8 dB 
VSVVR at resonance . .  1.31 
Impedance    50 ohms 
F/B ratio .   20 dB 
Boom (0.0 x length) . . .   2" x 14' 4" 
No. of elements  3 
Longest element   27 4" 
Turning radius    15' 9" 
Maximum mast diameter .  2" O.D. 
Surface area   5.7 sq. ft. 
Wind loading at 80 mph . . 114 lbs. 
Assembled weight (approx.) 37 lbs. 
Shipping weight lapprox.1 . 42 lbs. 
Direct 52 ohm feed or balun 
Maximum wind survival . . 100 mph 

traditional quality of workmanship and materials continues on with the "SYSTEM 
THREE". The special heavy-duty vise-like extruded aluminum clamps on the reflector and director are a key point in 
the design of strength and durability. Superior clamping power is obtained with the use of a rugged 1/4" thick aluminum 
plate for boom to mast mounting. The use of large diameter High-O Traps in the "SYSTEM THREE" makes it a high 
performing tri-bander with a very economical price. A complete step-by-step illustrated instruction manual guides you 
to easy assembly and the lightweight antenna makes installation of the "SYSTEM THREE" quick and simple. 
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WV-1 WILSON VERTICAL TRAP ANTENNA 
No bandswitching necessary with this vertical. An excellent low 
cost DX antenna with an electrical quarter wavelength on each 
band and low angle radiation. Advanced design provides low SWR 
and exceptionally flat response across full width of each band. 
Featured is the Wilson large diameter High-Q traps which will 
maintain resonant points with varying temperatures and humidi-
ty. Easily assembled, the WV-1 is supplied with base mount 
bracket to attach to vent pipe or to mast driven in the ground. 
The new WV-1 Antenna is value priced ... and ships via UPS! 

SPEC IFICATIONS 
Input Impedance: 50 ohms • Powerhandling capability: Legal 
Limit • Two High-Q Traps with large diameter coils • Low Angle 
Radiation Omnidirectional performance • Taper Swaged Alumi-
num Tubing • Automatic Bandswitching • Mast Bracket furn-
ished • SWR: 1.1:1 on all Bands • 1'/2" O.D. heavy wall aluminum 
tubing • Does not  require guying • Overall length: 19' 8". 

Consumer Products Division 

Wilson Electronics Corp 
P. 0. Box 19000 • Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 • (702) 739-1931 • Telex 684-522 

• 

Prices and Weciticat.ons subtect to change without not, . 

1..,° Reader Serv,ce—see page 21 3 
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NEVER SAY DIE 
editorial by Wayne Green 

ATLANTA IN JUNE 
Dayton is still the largest 

hamfest in the country, but 
Atlanta is undoubtedly the sec-
ond largest—and closing in on 
Dayton. Atlanta has two major 
pluses and one minor plus 
which Dayton doesn't have. The 
biggest plus is the city of Atlan-
ta, with its incredible variety of 
entertainment and restaurants. 
That in itself is worth the visit. 
The second big plus is the 
masterful planning and en-
thusiasm of Chaz Cone W4GKF, 
the magician who has put this 
show together. 
Chaz, with the help of co-

chairman  Bob  Verlander 
W4BCD, has organized a fast-
paced and well-run show. They 
get the best in exhibits and 
somehow manage to bring in 
standing-room-only crowds for 
the forums. Perhaps it is the 
number and quality of the prizes 
that are responsible for keeping 
the place packed, even on Sun-
day. This is the only hamfest 
I've ever seen where it is even 
more packed on Sunday than on 
Saturday. 
The minor plus, at least to 

some of us, is that I have an op-
portunity to speak in Atlanta ... 
which I don't at Dayton. Last 
year at Atlanta, I held one ses-
sion on current events in ama-
teur radio and another on cur-
rent events in microcomputing. 
I expect I'll be doing the same 
this year. 
My ham session might be a 

good place for ARRL cultists to 
come to discover what many 
amateurs already know ... that 
I don't hate the ARRL. It may be 
time to bring this out in the open 
and talk about it. You know, it's 
funny about that ... when I'm 
critical of the FCC, everyone 
nods in agreement, and I don't 
hear any cries of anguish about 
me being anti-FCC. When I'm 
critical of our government, I 

don't get anything but agree-
ment. When I'm critical of the 
League, then I'm "slamming" 
them. Baloney. Why should the 
League be a sacred cow, with 
people having apoplexy at 
criticism? Is the ARRL a 
religion? Let's put these things 
into perspective and not let a 
cult mind rule out intelligent 
discussion of ham events. 
Sure, I suppose I should be 

more political and not so direct. 
If you don't offend anyone, you 
have no enemies ... but neither 
have you any share in the satis-
faction of helping to improve 
the world a notch. When I see 
something wrong, I speak out 
and try to do something about 
it, a trait which makes politi-
cians nervous. I speak out 
about the government, about 
the FCC, the ARRL, civil 
defense, and anything else 
where I see things going wrong. 
Yes, and I expect to get stoned 
for my trouble ... though I don't 
enjoy it. Can you name one per-
son who has spoken out who 
didn't make people angry? 
One of the things I believe in 

is amateur radio. I believe that 
our hobby is one of the reasons 
why the United States is so 
outstanding in electronics and 
communications. Over a million 
of the people in this country 
have been hams at one time or 
another, and this personal 
spark of self-interest sets them 
aside from the strictly profes-
sional technician or engineer. A 
ham will usually go that extra 
distance to get something 
done, while the "professional" 
knocks off at 5:00 pm to go 
home and watch television. 
Amateur radio has changed 

the lives of these million 
kids ... and the course of 
events for our country. Just 
look at the amazing correlation 
between the development of 
foreign countries and the 

number of their hams listed in 
the Cal/book . .. do you really 
think that is a coincidence? We 
all know that hams discovered 
and pioneered most of the 
presently-used radio tech-
niques ... and would have 
worked out a lot more if they 
hadn't had the FCC fighting 
them at every turn for years. 
Whether amateur radio 

means rag chewing, building 
special projects, civil defense, 
emergency nets, contests, DX-
ing, repeaters ... whatever it 
means, I feel that amateurs are 
part of a special breed which is 
very important to the world. 
Before you put down the jerk 
who sits there clunking the 
repeater, remember that with 
the right motivation this fellow 
may suddenly get into some 
special interest in amateur 
radio and pioneer a whole new 
mode of communications. I try 
to provide as much of this spark 
as I can with the articles in 73. 
When I hear or read that I'm 

trying to tear down amateur 
radio, I wonder who could 
possibly believe such bunk. I've 
built most of my life around 
amateur radio for the last 25 
years ... and that is most of my 
life. I've made it my business to 
keep up with just about every-
thing going on and the people 
involved. I've participated with 
enthusiasm in just about every 
phase of the hobby, starting out 
back in the 1930s with CW on 
40m and 21/2m VHF work. I've 
been into DXing, DXpeditioning, 
contests, RTTY, SSB, and SSTV, 
got into FM and repeaters in the 
60s with my own repeater, and 
have a reasonable score via 
OSCAR in mode B (the hard 
one). No, I'm not about to tear 
down amateur radio. 
Come to Atlanta, and let's get 

together to see if we all aren't 

Continued on page 166 
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tional mailing offices. Publication No. 700420. Phone: 603-924-3873. Microfilm edition —University Microfilm, Ann Arbor MI 48106. En-
tire contents copyright 1979 by 73, Inc. INCLUDE OLD ADDRESS AND ZIP CODE WITH ADDRESS CHANGE NOTIFICATION and send to 
73, Inc  Peterborough NHI03458 
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Instant recall. 
(And 25 watts of power) 
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Kenwood's exciting 25-watt TR-7625 and optional 
RM-76 Microprocessor Control Unit ...gives you the power 

you want plus outstanding channel memory 
and scanning capabilities. 

...there's more! The TR-7625 has a 
lot of versatility for a 2-meter FM 
transceiver, and when teamed up 
with the RM-76 gives you a lot of 
rig. Check these features for both: 

TR-7625 (only) 

• Memory channel... with simplex or 
repeater (± 600 kHz transmitter off-
set) operation. 

• Mode switch for operating simplex 
or for switching the transmit frequency 
up or down...or for switching the 
transmitter to the frequency you have 
stored in the TR-7625's memory (while 
the receiver remains on the frequency 
you have selected). 

• Dual concentric knobs for fast, easy 
selection of any 2-meter frequency, 
in 100-kHz and 10-kHz steps. 

• Full 4-MHz coverage (144.000 — 
147.995) on 2-meters; 800 channels; 
5-kHz offset switch, and MHz selector 
switch... for desired band (144, 145, 
146, or 147 MHz). 

• Digital frequency display (large, bright, 
orange LEDs). 

• UNLOCK indicator.., an LED that 
indicates transceiver protection when 
the frequency selector switches are 
improperly positioned or the PLL is 
not locked. 

TR-7625 WITH RM-76 

• Store frequencies in six memories 
(simplex/repeater). 

• Scan all memory channels. 

• Automatically scan up the band in 
5-kHz steps. 

• Manually scan up or down in 5-kHz 
steps (or fast tune). 

• Set lower and upper scan frequency 
limits. 

• Stop scan (with HOLD button). 

• Clear scan (for transmitting). 
• Adaptable to all MARS frequencies. 

• Select repeater mode (simplex, trans-
mit frequency offset (-± 600 kHz or 
1 MHz), or one memory 

transmit frequency). 

• Scan for busy or open channel. 

• Display indicates frequency (even 
while scanning) and functions (such 

RM-76 MICROPROCESSOR 
CONTROL UNIT 

as auto-scan, lower scan frequency 
limit, upper scan limit, and error, i.e. 
transmitting out of band). 

See the new TR-7625 and optional RM-
76 now at any Authorized KENWOOD 
Dealer! 

KEN WFIOD 
...pacesetter in amateur radio 

TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS INC. 
1111 WEST WALNUT/COMPTON, CA 90220 



GET MORE 
THAN YOU 
BARGAIN FOR 

at a TEN-TEC franchised dealer 
Buying amateur radio equipment is more than looking for the best price. It's all 
the extras you get from an involved, active dealer who has your best interests 
at heart—a TEN-TEC franchised dealer. . 

• FREE HELP - GOOD ADVICE 
Investing in amateur radio equipment is a substantial move in personal 
finances, so it pays to get all the advice and help you can. Your TEN-TEC 
dealer has been franchised because he's the kind of expert we want to 
serve you—knowledgable, honest, willing to spend the time you need to 
make the right decision. 

• FULL LINE DISPLAY 
There's no substitute for a first-hand look and trial when it's time to select 
your new gear. And your TEN-TEC dealer has our major models on 
display—even the manuals for each so you can check out every detail, 
every specification. 

• FAST DELIVERY 
Part of the joy of buying anything is taking it home with you. Once you've 
made up your mind, there's usually no need to wait for delivery with a 
TEN-TEC dealer. He will either have your model in stock (if it is an 
established one), or be among the first to receive new products. 

• FAIR PRICES 
Your TEN-TEC dealer is in business to make a living. His best price will be 
a fair price—one that is satisfactory to both of you. That way he will stay in 
business to provide all the services you want ... new products, stores of 
needed items for emergencies, help for beginners, and just being there 
when you need him. 

• FREE WARRANTY SERVICE 
The TEN-TEC warranty is one of the most liberal in amateur radio, simple 
to understand, and fair. And your TEN-TEC dealer is ready to provide 
complete warranty service to your satisfaction—most of the time without 
your having to return anything to the factory. 

• AFTER WARRANTY SERVICE 
Your TEN-TEC dealer won't forget about you if trouble arises. He's right 
there with the facilities to get you back on the air quickly. And he does it all 
at reasonable cost. 

You can count on your TEN-TEC dealer—he's franchised by the TEN-TEC 
factory because he's a man who is ready to help—to give you more than you 
bargain for. 



There's a franchised TEN-TEC dealer near you... 
Alabama 
Long's Electronics, Birmingham 
Younce Electronics, Mobile 

Arizona 
The Ham Shack, Phoenix 

California 
Ham Radio Outlet, Anaheim 
Henry Radio, Anaheim 
Ham Radio Outlet, Burlingame 
The Base Station, Concord 
Fontana Electronics, Fontana 
Cohoon Amateur Supply West, Lompac 
Loomis Electronics, Loomis 
Henry Radio, Los Angeles 
Dave's TV-CB & Stereo, Mentone 
Vineyard Amateur Radio Sales, Oxnard 
Electronics Emporium, San Diego 
Ham Radio Outlet, San Diego 
Quement Electronics, San Jose 
Shaver Radio, Santa Clara 
Ham Radio Outlet, Van Nuys 

Colorado 
Burstein-Applebee Company, Denver 
CW Electronics, Denver 

Connecticut 
Hairy Electronics, Hartford 
Thomas Communications, Newington 

Delaware 
Delaware Amateur Supply, New Castle 

Florida 
Ray's Amateur Radio, Clearwater 
Sunrise Amateur Radio, Ft. Lauderdale 
N & G Distributing Company, Miami 
Amateur Electronic Supply, Orlando 
Contemedia Communications Systems, 
Tallahassee 

Georgia 
ZZZ Electronics Incorporated, Atlanta 
Radio Wholesale, Columbus 

Hawaii 
Delcoms-Hawaii, Aiea 

Idaho 
Action Supply Company, Boise 
Ross Distributing Company, Preston 

Illinois 
Magnus Electronics, Chicago 
Organs & Electronics, Lockport 
Spectronics Incorporated, Oak Park 
Klaus Radio, Peoria 

Indiana 
Lakeland Electronic Supply, Angola 
Kryder Electronics, Ft. Wayne 
Graham Electronic Supply Inc., Indianapolis 
Electrocom Industries, South Bend 
Radio Distributing Company, South Bend 
Hoosier Electronics, Terre Haute 

Iowa 
Hi Incorporated, Council Bluffs 
Bob Smith Electronics, Ft. Dodge 

Kansas 
Associated Radio Communication, 
Overland Park 
Electronics Inc., Salina 
Amateur Radio Equipment Co., Wichita 

Kentucky 
Cohoon's Amateur Service, Hopkinsville 
Mobile Communications, Louisville 

Maryland 
The Comm Center, Laurel 
Electronics Intl. Service Corp., Wheaton 

Massachusetts 
C. B. Wilkins Company, Greenfield 
Tufts Radio Electronics, Medford 

Michigan 
Purchase Radio Supply, Ann Arbor 
Radio Supply & Engineering Co., Detroit 
Omar Electronics, Durand 
Radio Parts Incorporated, Grand Rapids 
Ferris Radio, Hazel Park 
H. R. Electronics, Muskegon 

Minnesota 
Electronic Center Incorporated, Minneapolis 

Mississippi 
Electronic World Incorporated, Pascagoula 
Communication Services, Philadelphia 

Missouri 
Henry Radio Butler, Butler 
Burstein-Applebee Company, Kansas City 
Ham Radio Center Inc., St. Louis 
Mid-Com Electronics, St. Louis 

Montana 
Conley Radio Supply, Billings 

Nebraska 
Communication Center, Lincoln 
Omaha Amateur Center, Omaha 

Nevada 
Communications Center West, Las Vegas 

New Hampshire 
Evans Radio Incorporated, Concord 
Evans Radio Inc., Nashua 
Evans Radio Incorporated, Portsmouth 

New Jersey 
Atkinson & Smith, Eatontown 
Radios Unlimited, Somerset 

New York 
Adirondack Radio Supply, Amsterdam 
Caledonia Community Outfitters, Caledonia 
Ham Bone, Dewitt 
Grand Central Radio, New York 
Jr's CB Radio Supply, Rochester 
Radio World, Rome 
Ham Shack Electronics, Watertown 
Hirsh Sales Company, Williamsville 

North Carolina 
George:own Communications, Asheville 
Bi-Comm, Greensboro 
Slep Electronics, Otto 
Bob's Amateur Radio Center, Salisbury 

Ohio 
Amateur Electronic Supply, Cleveland 
Amateur Radio Sales & Service, Columbus 
SREPCO Electronics, Dayton 
Marietta Radio & TV Supply Inc., Marietta 
Ken-Mar Industries, North Canton 
Universal Amateur Radio Inc., Reynoldsburg 
Richard Brock, Shaker Heights 

Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Ham Shack, Oklahoma City 

Radio Store, Oklahoma City 
Radio Incorporated, Tulsa 

Oregon 
Oregon Ham Sales, Albany 
Portland Radio Supply, Portland 

Pennsylvania 
Supelco Inc., Bellefonte 
Clegg Communications, Lancaster 
Tydings Company, FIttsburg 
Electronic Exchange, Souderton 
Hamtronics, Trevose 
Ham Buerger Inc., Willow Grove 

Rhode Island 
Budlong Marine, Cranston 

South Carolina 
ANR Electronics, Newberry 

South Dakota 
Burghardt Amateur Center, Watertown 

Tennessee 
John Franklin Enterprises, Chattanooga 
Arson, Madison 
Germantown Amateur Supply, Memphis 
J-Tron, Springfield 

Texas 
AGL Electronics Incorporated, Dallas 
Electronics Center Inc., Dallas 
Electronic Service Company, Elemendorf 
Hardin Electronics, Ft. Worth 
Tracy's Electronics, Ft. Worth 
Andy Electronics, Houston 
Madison Electronics, Houston 
Multi Communications, Houston 
J-T Electronics, Plano 
Jay Huckabee Company, Snyder 
Jung & Perkins Corporation, Tyler 

Virgin Islands 
Electronics Unlimited Inc., St. Thomas 

Virginia 
Arcade Electronics Inc., Annandale 
Priest Electronics, Norfolk 
Radio Communications Company, Roanoke 

Washington 
Amateur Radio Supply Company, Seattle 
Consumer Communications, Seattle 

Wisconsin 
Amateur Electronic Supply, Milwaukee 

Canada 
R & S Electronics, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia 
Hamtraders Incorporated, Downsview, Ontario 
WSI Sales Company, Kitchener, Ontario 
C. M. Peterson Company Ltd., London, Ontario 
Jac-Tenna Electronique, Tracy, P Quebec 

Franchised Dealer List as of December 1978. 
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RTTY Loop  
Marc I. Leavey, M.D. WA3AJR 
4006 Winlee Road 

Randallstown MD 21133 

Last month we started to in-
vestigate the design and con-
struction of one type of RTTY 
"stunt box." Over the next few 
sessions, I hope to fully explain 
a solid-state way to generate 
any desired RTTY code se-
quence. 
Fig. 1 is a reminder of what 

we are talking about. The 
desired data is encoded in 
some manner and passed in an 
intelligent manner to a device 
which puts it out in the stan-
dard format. Understanding 
how that data is encoded is this 
month's goal. 
Consider the circuit in Fig. 2. 

Each light is connected to one 
vertical matrix conductor. 
Forming a grid with these three 
are an equal number of horizon-
tal conductors. Each horizontal 
is connected to one, and only 
one, vertical member. It should 

CLOCK — — — 

ENCODED 
MESSAGE CONTROL 

LOOP 

c'1,%ITCTr — - - 

TTY 
COMPATIBLE 
SIGNAL 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of "stunt 
box." 

Fig. 2. One kind of matrix. 

73 
Study Guides 

and 
Code Tapes — 

The Best Available 

see page, 204 

be fairly obvious that ground-
ing any numbered horizontal 
conductor will cause the circuit 
of the corresponding bulb to be 
completed and the lamp to 
light. So far, so good, OK? Now, 
just suppose that I want both 
lights one and three to light, 
with one switch action. If I add 
another horizontal, as pictured 
in Fig. 3, then grounding that 
wire, number four, will certainly 
accomplish the required task. 
But the dotted arrow dem-
onstrates the current path 
when wire number one is 
grounded alone. A path to light 
three still exists, through that 
extra wire, and it will continue 
to light. Clearly, what we need 
are little one-way valves at each 
junction which will let current 
flow one way but not the other. 

After spending a few hours at 
the hardware store looking for 
such a valve and leaving empty-
handed, I wandered into the 
Radio Shack next door. There I 
found just the ticket, little tiny 
chunks of silicon and ger-
manium—diodes! Seriously, 
though, recall that one of the 
many uses of diodes is as 
switches. Also, note that con-
ventional current flow, a la Ben-
ny Franklin, is from positive to 
negative and is represented in 

INTENDED 
CURRENT 
_PATH 

•5 
ABERRANT 
CURRENT 
PATH 

Fig. 3. A matrix with a problem. 

Fig. 4. The solution to the prob-
lem. 

the diode symbol by the direc-
tion of the arrow. 
Now let's replace each of the 

direct connections shown in 
Fig. 3 with a diode, oriented so 
that the "arrow" points to 
ground. Fig. 4 shows what I 
mean. Grounding wire one will 
now light only light bulb one, 
and wire four lights only one 
and three. The current path 
shown previously no longer ex-
ists; it is blocked by the diodes 
used as one-way valves at the 
matrix junctions. Take my word 
for it that in a properly-
designed matrix, no other aber-
rant  pathways will  exist, 
either. 
What we have constructed 

here is called a diode matrix, 
for what should by now be ob-
vious reasons, and, although a 
three-by-four matrix is dia-
grammed, it is certainly not the 
most useful item in the world. I 
hope you can see, however, 
how one uses the matrix to in-
dividually select any of a set of 
possible outputs, encoded by 
strategically located diodes. 
By increasing the number of 
columns to five, the Baudot 
code can be represented. As 
many rows as needed may be 
provided for, one row per 
character. Encoding will place 
a diode in the matrix for each 
space bit in each character. 
The table in Fig. 5 shows where 
diodes go, represented by "X", 
for each character. 
Now all you need to do is 

decide on a message, like "DE 
WA3AJR MARC," that you 
would like to encode, and con-
struct a matrix as shown in Fig. 
6. Note particularly the need for 
a FIGS and LTRS around the 

LTRS FIGS  1 2 3 4 5 

A - 

• 3 
•  1 

ii  •  stop 
8 

ri 

O 9 
P 
Q 1 
R 4 
S  bell 
•  5 
•  7 
✓  ; X 
W  2 
X / 
• 6 

X X X 
X X 

X X  X 
X X X X 
X  X 

X  X 
X X  X 
X X X 

X X 
X 

X X X 
X X 
X X  X 
X X X 

X 
X 

X X  X 
X X X 

X X X X 
X X 

X X 
X 
X 
X X 

BLANK  X X X 
LETTERS 
FIGURES 
CAR RET 
LIN FEED 
SPACE 

X X 

X X X  X 
X X X X 
X X  X X 

"3". Since LTRS is all marks, no 
diodes are needed, and any 
blanks come out as LTRS. 
Neat, huh? Next month we will 
see what we can do with data 
encoded in this fashion. 
While I won't say that I have 

been inundated with response 
to my question on what kind of 
RTTY gear you all are running 
out there, preliminary returns 
have been quite interesting. 
Model 15s, 28s, and 32s appear 
to be represented, along with a 
smattering of Kleinschmidts. 
Those of you who are into 
microcomputers are using 
everything from 8080s to 6800s, 
Altairs, SVVTPCs, and Digital 
Groups. I am going to let the 
survey run a bit longer before 
trying to compile a meaningful 
list, but it looks good. 
Several of you have sent little 

notes regarding RTTY art. 
While there are quite a few pic-
tures and such on the air over 
the winter holiday season, 
newcomers who want to obtain 
a few, or those who want a par-
ticular one, may need an alter-
nate source. Well, a few days 
ago, I received a catalog from a 
firm called Teleprinter Art, Ltd. 
Perusing it revealed listings for 
all kinds of RTTY art, everything 
from portraits (JFK, FDR, LBJ, 
Ike, or whoever), nudes, car-
toon characters, and holidays. 
Prices are reasonable enough, 
with many items under a dollar, 
almost all under two. If you are 
interested, drop them a line at: 
Teleprinter Art, Ltd., 601 S. Dod-
son, Urbana, Illinois 61801. Tell 
them you saw it here, in RTTY 
Loop, OK? 

Next month we will get into 
putting the data, as encoded by 
our matrix, out to the TTY loop. 
For this we will use a device 
known as a UART. If that word 
is totally foreign to you, you 
have one month to study! 'Til 
then, BCNU on RTTY! 

SPACE 

FIGURES 

3 

LETTERS 

A 

SPACE 

A 

-443H • DIODE ORIENTATION 

8 

Fig. 5. Diode encoding. Fig. 6. A sample message. 



Super Terminals with 

Hidden Features 

M OOT 
Blank 

HiddenSelect ' CTRL 

Features 
with CTRLII 
& Shift 

SHIF T 

Morse Tuning Indicator .7 

D S- 3C 0 0 K S R 

C W 

DETE CT 

Helps Improve copy 

of noisy RTTY signals 

Om Transmit 

O N 

OFF 

SY NC H 

IDLE 

On Receive 

O N 

O FF 

U NSHIFT 

O N 

SPACE 

Keyboard  3 Stancard 

transmit  Operabng 
Modes  Modes 

LI NE  A SCII 

C O NY EI AU C OT 

M O DE   

O N 

M ORSE 

OFF 

' P O WE R 

Clear Morse ICTRL-R I  Word Mode I CTRL-F I  I Load ID Message ,Shitt-CTRL-P 

11111111111 M11 NNW 
-•1111  1111111111 !!A.K -1111111111111 

11111111111111111111111111111M-Cormt Errors  

Till 11111111klififilliel 
111 M1111111111,1111 

Speed Change  Eell 

CTRL-V I  I CT3L-G I 

Clear Output Buffer CTRL XI 

  Page Mode Controls 

Start of Text = CTRL-t3 
End of Text = CTRL-W 
Transmit Text = CTRL-C 

Cursor  LTRS  FIGS 
Positioning  Shift -.1  !Shift -• 1 
For Editing 

Special Baudot 

Characters 

For super operator convenience, 
Cur keyboard works in MORSE, BAUDOT, and ASCII codes and controls the terminal, too. 
You can edit a message, program the HERE IS message, send the "QUICK BROWN 
FOX .. . " test message, change speeds, and change the terminal modes, all from 
the keyboard itself. In fact, the KOS (Keyboard Operated Switch) feature even turns 
the transmitter on and off from the keyboard, The DS-3000 KSR also features full-length 
72 character lines (16 lines per screen), 5 speeds of BAUDOT and ASCII RTTYand Morse 
c 3de from 1 to 175 wpm (Version 3), and word wrap-around to prevent splitting of words at the 

a  e:ocrIt 
.1 -- 

end of a line. When combined with the HAL ST-6000 Demodulator, you have the 
ULTIMATE in RTTY equipment.  

L-DS-3000 KSR Version 3 (MORSE, BAUDOT, ASCII)   e:al 
DS-3000 KSR Version 2 (BAUDOT & ASCII only)   00  

Write for our latest catalog & RTTY guide. 14  

RETURN 

SHIFT 

Activate ID 

Message 

"Quick Brown Fox 

Test Message 

iShift-CTRL-01 

HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 
Box 365 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 
217-367-7373 Q f 

•,••• * al * . I 0.10. . 

For our Overseas customers: 
see HAL equipment at: 
Richter & Co.; Hannover 
I.E.C. Interrelco; Bissone 
Vicom Imports; Auburn, Vic., Australia 



ARE YOU ON FREQUENCY? 

MODEL 3600A .5PPM 17° - 37°C 

99995 • AUTO ZERO BLANKING 
• AUTO DECIMAL POINT 
• INCLUDES ANTENNA 

SAVE SHOP COSTS WHEN ADJUSTING XTALS 

MEET YOUR QS0 ON FREQUENCY EVERY TIME 

The 3600A and 3550W Frequency Counters represent a 
significant new advancement, utilizing the latest LSI Design 
. . . which reflects DSI's ongoing dedication to ex:ellence 
in instrumentation, for the professional service technician 
and amateur radio operator. Before you buy a DS! nstru-
ment you know what the specifications are. We publish 
complete and meaningful specifications which state accu-
racy over temperature and sensitivity at frequencies you 
need. And we guarantee those specifications in wr ting. 

MODEL 3550W TCXO 

$149" 
• INCLUDES INTERNAL BATTERY -OLDER 
• SAME AS 3600A LESS OVEN 
• SEE SPECIFICATIONS BELOW 

145003700j 

MODEL 3700 .2PPM 0° - 40°C 

$269" 
• AUTO ZERO BLANKING 
• AUTO DECIMAL POINT 
• INCLUDES ANTENNA 

PORTABLE! TAKE IT TO THE MOUNTAINS OR 

USE IT MOBILE — TAKE IT WITH YOU ON FIELD DAY 

ALL NEW! ALL UNPARALLELED DSI QUALITY! The model 
3700 700MHz frequency counter features . . . .2 PPM 0° to 
40°C proportional oven time base ... Built in battery trickle 
charger less batteries ... Combined in a rugged (.125" thick) 
aluminum cabinet makes the 3700 ideal for the communi-
cations industry, professional service technicians, and 
sophisticated amateur radio operators. 

3600A OWNERS: Update your 3600A frequency counter to 
a 3700 includes ....2 PPM proportional oven, rugged .125" 
thick aluminum cabinet, order 3600-A - 3700. Unit must be 
returned to DSI factory for modification. 

USI — GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS — MADE IN USA 

Model Frequency 
Range 

Accuracy 
Over 

Temperature 
@ 

146MHz 
@ 

220MHz 
@ 

450MHz 

Number 
of 

Readouts 

Size 
of 

Readouts 
Power 

Requirements 
Size 

3700 50Hz - 700MHz Proportional Oven 
.2 PPM 0° - 40°C 

10MN, 10MV 50MV 8 .5 Inch 115  VA C or 
8.2 - 14.5VDC 

3"H x 8"W x 6"D 

3600A 50Hz - 600MHz Oven 
.5 PPM 17° - 37°C 

10MV 10MV 50MV 8 .5 Inch 115VAC or 
8.2 - 14.5VDC 21/4,"H x 8"W x 50 

3550W 50Hz - 550MHz 1 PPM 65° - 85°F 25MV 25MV 75MV 8 .5 Inch 115VAC or 
8.2 - 14.5VDC 

21/2"H x 8"W x 5"D 

— ALL UNITS ARE FACTORY ASSEMBLED, TESTED AND CARRY A FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY — 

• NO EXTRA COSTS  • 
FREE Shipping anywhere in U.S.A. and Canada. 

All other countries, add 10%. 

Strongest warranty in the counter field. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

See Your Dealer or 

Call Toll Free: (800) 854-2049 
DSI INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

California Residents, Call Collect: (714) 565-8402 
VISA • MC • AMERICAN EXPRESS • CHECK • MONEY ORDER • COD 

7914 RONSON ROAD, #G, SAN DIEGO, CA 92111 

Model 3700   $269.95 

3600A - 3700 Factory Update (3600A Only) 
Includes Labor & Re-Calibration   $ 99.95 

Model 3600A   $199.95 

Model 3550W   $149.95 

Option 03 20-Hr. Rechargeable 
Battery Pack   $ 29.95 



DS! COMMUNICATIONS SERIES 
.3GHz 1GHz  700MHz 

DSI  C1000 1 G 

I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 11 ri 

MODEL C1000 10Hz to 1GHz 
• INCLUDES BATTERY PACK 
• AUTO ZERO BLANKING 
• AUTO DECIMAL POINT 
• 10MHz TIME BASE $49995 

Accuracy . . that's the operational key to this rugged ad-
vanced design Model C1000 1GHz frequency counter . . . a 
significant achievement from DSI. That's because you get 

.1 PPM 0° to 40°C proportional oven time base . . Built 
in 25DB preamplifier with a 60DB adjustable attenuator . . . 
x10 & x100 audio scaler which yields .01 Hz resolution from 
10Hz to 10KHz equivalent to 10 sec. & 100 sec.Gate Time ... 
Selectable .1 & 1 sec. time base and 50 ohms or 1 meg ohm 
input impedance . . . Built-in battery charging circuit with a 
Rapid or Trickle Charge Selector. ... Color keyed high quality 
push button operation . . All combined in a rugged black 
anodized (.125" thick) aluminum cabinet. The model C-1000 
reflects  DSI's  on  going  dedication  to  excellence  in 
instrumentation  for the professional  service technician, 
engineer, or the communication industry. 

- 

158.(30300.-11. 
•  • 

Ur. 
OVI• 

MODEL C700 50Hz to 700MHz 

$36995 
• INCLUDES BATTERY PACK 
• AUTO ZERO BLANKING 
• AUTO DECIMAL POINT 
• 10MHz TIME BASE 

ALL NEW! All UNPARALLELED DS' QUALITY! The mocel 
C 700 700 MHz frequency counter features . . . .2 PPM 
0° to 40° C proportional oven time base ... 25db preamplifier 
with a 60db adjustable attenuator. Built in battery charger 
with a rapid or trickle charge selector . . Combined in a 
rugged (.125" thick) aluminum cabinet makes the C700 
ideal for the communication industry and professional serv-
ice technician. 

3600A OWNERS: Up date your 3600A frequency counter tp 
a C 700 includes, new back board, .2PPM proportional oven, 
25db preamplifier, rugged .125" thick aluminum cabinet, 
order 3600A-700. Unit must be returned to DS! factory fcr 
modification. 

— GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIC'AS — FACTORY ASSEIVr— ' MADE IN USA 

Model 
Frequency 
Range 

Proportional Oven 
Accuracy Over 
Temperature 

50Hz 
To 

75MHz 

75MHz 
To 

500MHz 

SOOMHz 
To 
1GHz 

Number 
Of 
Digits 

Size 
Of 
Digits 

Power 
Requirements Size 

C700 50Hz to 700MHz 2PPM 0° to 40°C 50MV 10MV NA 8 5 Inch 115 VAC-BATT 
8 to 15VDC 

3"H x 8"W x 60 

C1000 10Hz to 1GHz 1PPM 0° to 40°C 20MV 1MV >50MV 9 5 Inch 115VAC-BATT 
8 to 15VDC 

4"H x 10"W x 71/2"D 

— All Units Are Factory Assembled, 

FREE 

Tested And Carry A Full 5 Year Limited Warranty — 

Model C 700  $369.95 

3600A-700 Factory Update (3600A only) 
Includes Labor & Re-Calibration  $199.95 

Strongest warranty in the counter field. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Call Toll Free: (800) 854-2049 

DS' INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
California Residents, Call Collect: (714) 565-8402 

VISA • MC • AMERICAN EXPRESS • CHECK • MONEY ORDER • COD 

7914 RONSON ROAD, #G, SAN DIEGO, CA 92111 

Model C 1000 $499.95 

Opt. 01 1.3 GHz (01000 only)  $ 99.95 

Opt. 02 .05 PPM 10MHz Double Oven 
0° to 50° C Time Base (01000 only)  $129.95 

Ant. 210 Telescopic Ant./BNC Adapter $11.95 



DX 
Chuck Stuart N5KC 
5115 Menefee Drive 
Dallas TX 75227 

DX PROFILE 
Herb Lehmann WA6BJS of 

San Carlos, California. is best 
known to most of us as the 
gravel-voiced, no-nonsense MC 
of the fifteen meter Afrikaner 
Net. 
Herb's first exposure to the 

mysteries of shortwave radio 
came in 1916 when, at the 
tender age of only eight years, 
a neighbor acquired a commer-
cial  crystal  set  which  he 
shared with Herb. But before 
long, World War I came along 
and all antennas had to be 
removed. 
In 1920, Herb's interest in 

radio was renewed when a 
friend asked Herb to accom-
pany him to town to purchase 
some transmitter parts. Shortly 
thereafter, Herb acquired some 
#18 enameled wire, a Quaker 
Oats box, two square brass 
rods  with  two-inch  sleeves 
which he cut into sliders, a 

Herb Lehmann WA6BJS. Those of us who have listened to Herbte 
run the Afrikaner Net for the past several years never thought he 
could look so serene. 

suspender clip swiped from his 
grandpa, a condenser, and a 
pair of headphones. All of this 
strange equipment was con-
nected to about 400 feet of 
"aerial wire" and Herb was 
ready for some serious DXing. 
His SWL hobby continued on 

and off for the next few years, 
and Herb began monitoring the 
ham bands more and more. In 
1941, Herb moved to his pres-
ent QTH in San Carlos and the 
roof was soon covered with 
dipoles. In 1956, by now com-
pletely addicted to the ham 
bands, Herb purchased a 
40-foot tower, a TV rotator, and 
a TA-33 JR triband beam. 
Forced into early retirement 

in 1964 due to a medical 
disability, Herb settled in for 
some first-class SWLing. He 
birddogged the DXpeditions 
for the local DXers and logged 
better than 300 countries for 
himself. 
For some reason, during all 

these years of SWLing the ham 
bands. Herb never really con-
sidered getting his own ham 

ticket until 1968 when some of 
the local youngsters began to 
encourage him. After several 
code lessons, Herb nervously 
took the Novice exam and 
shortly  thereafter  WN6BJS 
was licensed. In January of 
1970, Herb passed his General 
exam  and  began  DXing  in 
earnest. His Advanced class 
license, his new Drake TR-4 
transceiver, his 100th country, 
and his 63rd birthday arrived all 
in the same week. 

FLASH! 
The  73  Magazine  10 

Meter DX Decade Award #1 
goes  to  Bill  Gosney 
WB7BFK. Watch for a pro-
file on Bill in an upcoming 
column. 

In 1972, a chance encounter 
on fifteen meters with several 
W2 stations on Long Island in a 
round  table  with  several 
African stations resulted in the 
formation of the world famous 
Afrikaner  Net  which  meets 
seven days a week on 21355 
kHz at 1800Z. Stations from all 
over the world check in and 
give new country contacts to 
stateside stations. 
Along with Cal W2PPG and 

Leo W0GX, Herb has been the 
guiding force of the net since 
its inception. 
Herb says that one of the 

highlights  of  his  hamming 
career was a trip through the 
midwest in 1976 when he got to 
meet personally with some of 
the many friends he has met on 
the air. 
Much  of  Herb's time  is 

devoted to amateur radio, but 
he also enjoys classical music 
and sports, especially tennis 
and baseball. WA6BJS, known 
affectionately  to  his  many 
friends as "Herbie," is one of 
the class acts that  makes 
amateur radio the great hobby 
that it is. 

CARIBE 1978 
The Caribe 1978 Dxpedition 

which took place this past July 
and August is now history. 
Operations took place from 
Dutch Sint Maarten using the 
call PJ8USA and from Montser-
rat using the call VP2MBC. 
Alex  W1CDC  and  Mac 
WA1ZSW were  highly suc-
cessful in their efforts to put 
these two islands into many 
logbooks. Following an intense 
satellite  and  low-frequency 
operating schedule, the first 
contacts were made via the 
OSCAR 8 satellite, modes A 
and J. A number of contacts 
were also made via the OSCAR 
7 satellite using modes A and 
B. Using high-speed CW, better 
than 105 satellite contacts 
were made with stations in 
North America, South America, 
Central America, and Europe. 

In addition to the satellite 
and VHF operations, low-band 
activity netted 3200 plus con-
tacts, with CW again being the 
primary mode.  Bands  used 
were 10, 15, 20, and 40 meters, 
with major target areas being 
the Far East and the Orient. The 
Caribbean is rare DX for those 
areas of the world. 
The only regret they had is 

that due to bad weather and a 
tight travel schedule, they were 
unable  to  operate  from 
Anguilla VP2E and Guadeloupe 
FG7 as planned, but there is 
always next year and Caribe 
1979. 

DX NOTEBOOK 
Dodecanese SV 
WA4ICK has been running 

weekly skeds with SV1JH there 
on Rhodes. It is also possible 
that SV1JH could show on the 
14225  morning  net. Those 
skeds with WA4ICK are on 
14300 kHz at 1300Z on Satur-
days and 1900Z on Sundays. 
Make every effort to work this 
one, as it isn't often available. 
Seychelles S79 
Recent  word  out  of  the 

Seychelles reports that no new 
amateur  licenses  will  be 
issued.  Also,  any  present 
licenses will not be renewed 
upon expiration. This action 
was taken after a raise in the 
license  application  fee  to 
$80.00 had no effect. Apparent-
ly S79 will become an en-
dangered species. Better work 
one now while you still have 
the opportunity. 

Qatar A7XAH 
Ahmed has been showing 

recently on the long path on 
14270  kHz  after  1530Z, 
sometimes assisted  in the 
pileups by a JY or 9K2. His QSL 
manager,  DJ9ZB, says that 
14270 kHz is indeed the fre-
quency to watch. Ahmed is a 
Qatar ambassador and ap-
parently the only A7 in ex-
istence. 

Kerguelen Island FB8X 
F6DZL arrived in December 

for a tour of duty on this rare 
French possession. Look for 
him in the usual DX alleys on 
ten, fifteen, and twenty. 

South Sandwich LU3ZY 
The operators at  LU3ZY. 

Guillermo on SSB and Roberto 
on CW, left for Argentina last 
December. While on the island, 
they managed to rack up over 
3,200 QS0s. The new crew on 
the island apparently will not 
be so productive, but it is 
heartening to note that there is 
at last a permanent station set 
up down there for any visiting 
operators to use. All QSLs for 
LU3ZY should .be sent to the 
Radio Club at LU2CN. 
Somalia 601 
I2FGP should be showing 

from Somalia again soon. This 
time Giampaolo is planning on 

12 
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Call 
for the famous 

M•KEY 
JUST DIAL 

• TM Trade • Mork 

'H00=325-3636 

Mod& HK-3A 
• Same as above less base $9.95 

TOLL FREE 

Model HK-1 
• Dual-lever squeeze paddle 

• Use with HK-5 A or any 
electronic keyer 

• Heavy base with non-slip 
rubber feet 

• Paddles reversible for wide- or close-

finger spacing  $ 2 9 9 5 

Model HK-2 
• Same as HK-1, less base for 

incorporation in own keyer 

Extra 

995 

Model HK-3 
• Deluxe straight key 

• Heavy base  no need to 
attach to desk 

• With navy type knob 

9695 
navy type knob only $2.75 

• Speed, volume, tone and weight 
controls all mounted on front panel 

• For use with external paddle, such 
as HK-1 or HK-4 

• Can be used as Code practice 
oscillator with straight-key, 
such as 1-4K-3 

Model HK-4 
• Combination of HK-1 and HK-3 

on same base  $ 4 4 9 5 

• Base only 
with rubber feet  $12.00 

Terminals, red or black $.75 each 

Model HK-5A 
Electronic Keyer 

• New Cabinet Colored-Keyed 
to Match most modern radio 

equipment 

• Iambic Circuit for squeeze 
keying 

• Self-completing dots and dashes 

• Curtis 8044 IC Keyer alp 

• Battery operated with 
provision for external power 

• Built-in side tone monitor 

• Grid block or direct keying 

$6 9115 

Same day shipment... PREPAID 
So order today direct or from your favorite dealer 

," H2 

HD-73 HEAVY-DUTY 
ROTATOR 

with exclusive Dual-Speed Control! 
For antennas up to 10.7 sq. ft. of wind load area. Mast 
support bracket design permits easy centering and offers 
a positive drive no-slip option. Automatic brake action 
cushions stops to reduce inertia stresses. Unique control unit 
features DUAL-SPEED rotation with one five-position switch. 
SPECIFICATIONS: Max. wind load bending moment-10,000 
in.-lbs. (side-thrust overturning); Starting torque — 400 in.-
lbs.; Hardened steel drive gears; Bearings —100- 3/8" diam-
eter (hardened); Meter — D'Arsonval, taut band (back-
lighted). There's much, much more — so get the whole story! 

1 
Mail this coupon for complete details! 

YES, Send me complete details on the new HD-73! 
E Give me the name of my nearest dealer! 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE  ZIP 

The ALLIANCE- Manufacturing Co., Inc., Alliance, Ohio 44601 
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO MPANY  L,  A57 

Leek*, of the famous Antenna Rotator  Alhance TennARotor.  -TIV• Better Color Poe n 

C ',Pe the Allpenc• Mfg Co. Inc 
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some CW action and he will 
also be equipped for split-
frequency operation. He has 
been one of the top European 
contesters for several years, so 
he is not afraid of pileups. 
Franz Josef Land 
UK1PAA  was  reported 

recently, so there does seem to 
be some activity. It has been 
reported that both UK1PAA 
and UK1PAD are on  Franz 
Josef, UK1PAA on CW and 
UK1PAD on SSB. Regardless, 
work them first and worry later. 
Saudi Arabia HZ1AB 
This station is located at the 

US Military Training Mission at 
Dharan.  No  amateurs  have 
been in the contingent for over 
a year now and any operating 
is done  by  visitors or  by 
amateurs  working  in the 
Dharan area. Bill Gary K8CSG 
recently visited the area and 
found about 250 QSLs waiting 
to be answered. Most had been 
opened and everything but the 
QSL card had been removed. 
Bill says that the best way to 
QSL HZ1AB is to send the card 
along with an SASE to Leo Fry 
K8PYD. 5740 North Meadows, 
Columbus OH 43229. Copies of 
HZ1AB logs are sent to Leo 
and he takes care of the de-
mand. If you need a card for a 
contact with HZ1AB, try Leo. If 
he has the  logs, you  will 
receive your card  in short 
order. 

Vatican City HV3SJ 
W3US, who has operated  It's always interesting to run 

The Caribe 19 78 DXpedition was blessed with overwhelming suc-
cess on the satellites and low bands. Shown here on the island of 
Sint Maarten are Mac WA1ZSW and Alex W1CDC the day before 
making their departure for Montserrat, where they put VP2MBC on 
the air. 

HV3SJ in the past, passes 
along some information on the 
possibility of a second Vatican 
station. This will be HV2VO, 
located at Castle Gondolfo 
south of  Rome. The suffix 
"VO"  stands  for "Vatican 
Observatory." The operator for 
this second station holds the 
call  LU9LAZ and previously 
operated from VU2SX. This one 
may pose an interesting ques-
tion as to its DXCC status. 
Vatican City is a separate 
state. but Castle Gondolfo is 
located in the Italian coun-
tryside. HV3SJ is usually active 
on Saturday mornings around 
21280 kHz or 21410 kHz. QSL to 
W6KNH. 
Marcus Island KA1MI 
This  is  Dick  Kobylarz 

WB1GXU and he plans to be on 
regularly until next summer. 
Look on 21375 kHz on Monday, 
Wednesday,  and  Friday. 
KA1NC is also active from Mar-
cus on  ten  meters around 
28630 kHz. Best time to look for 
these stations is after 2100Z. 
This counts the same as JD1. 
Niger 5U7AG 
K1VSK  has  made  ar-

rangements for 5U7AG to be 
active  on  Sundays  on 
14265 kHz after 500Z. The sta-
tion is looking especially for 
those needing Niger for a new 
country and ego contacts are 
discouraged. 

"MOST NEEDED" LIST 

a "Most Needed" list because 
we can check and see how we 
stand compared to what others 
need. The following list is the 
result of a poll taken by the 
North Jersey DX Association. 
How many are on your list? 
1. Okino-Torishima 7J1 
2. Saudi-Iraq NZ8Z4 
3. South Sandwich LU/VP8 
4. Spratly 1S 
5. Bouvet 3Y 
6. China BY 
7. Burma XZ2 
8. Kamaran 
9. Bhutan A5 
10. Khmer XU 
11. San Felix CEOX 
12. Heard Island VKO 
13. Laccadive Island VU 
14. Mayotte FHO 
15. Mellish VK9 
16. Crozet FB8W 
17. Glorioso FR7 
18. Mt. Athos SV 
19. Central African Empire TL8 
20. Andam/Nicobar Island VU7 

NOVICE CORNER 
In reading through the mail 

this month, it seems that ques-
tions regarding the phenome-
non of long-path DXing pop up 
the most often. First we will ex-
plain what it means to work a 
DX station via the long path, 
and then we will make an at-
tempt at explaining the causes 
of long-path DX openings. 

Generally speaking, working 
a station via the long path 
means working a station with 
your beam pointed the op-
posite direction from the 
shortest distance to the sta-
tion. In other words, to work 
Europe and the Mideast from 
the United States via the long 
path requires pointing your 

antenna southwest, toward 
New Zealand. 
Long-path openings occur 

most often on twenty meters, 
with less frequent openings on 
fifteen and ten. If everyone else 
is giving a DX station 5 by 9 
reports and you can barely hear 
him, rotate your antenna 
around 180 degrees. If there is a 
long-path opening, he will prob-
ably be booming in now. Long-
path signals are usually much 
stronger than those received 
on the regular short path. 
Radio waves, like everything 

else in electronics, follow the 
path of least resistance. During 
the winter months, the North-
ern Hemisphere is tilted away 
from the sun; this causes the 
sun's rays to strike the North-
ern Hemisphere at an angle. 
This results not only in colder 
weather, but also in less ioniza-
tion of the atmosphere. Mean-
while, the Southern Hemi-
sphere is tilted towards the sun 
and is receiving the sun's rays 
more directly. The result here is 
longer, warmer days and a 
more heavily ionized at-
mosphere. It is this ionization 
of the atmosphere that allows 
us to make DX contacts. 
Long-path openings occur 

because the Southern Hemi-
sphere is more heavily ionized 
than the Northern Hemisphere. 
Even though the distance is 
greater, the more heavily ion-
ized atmosphere is the path of 
least resistance. 
I would like to mention one 

more item concerning beam 
pointing. Directions are not 
what we were led to believe by 
the old Mercator projection 
maps which hung from the 
blackboard in school. I strongly 
recommend the purchase of a 
Great Circle map of the world. 
These maps show true direc-
tion from the center of the 
United States. If you live on the 
east or west coast, it would be 
better to purchase a map cen-
tered on your area. If you can't 
locate such a map, there are 
several companies which will 
sell you a list of beam headings 
based exactly on your 0TH. 
Don't be surprised if you find 
out you have been pointing 
your antenna the wrong direc-
tion all this time. 

THANKS, KENT! 
The following letter is from 

Tom Walilko K8N00 to Kent 
Goddard, holder of the call 
ZD8KG. It chronicles the trials 
and tribulations of a quickie, 
unplanned DXpedition. 
Kent Goddard 
Pan American Airways 
Patrick AFB FL 32925 
Dear Kent, 
Thanks very much for the use 

of your call, ZD8KG. To explain, 
our USAF C-135 was traveling 

Continued on page167 
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MADISON 
ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC. 
1508-B McKINNEY • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

NEW! EXCITING! BREAKTHROUGH! 
YAESU  FT 901DM 

Transceiver & Accessories 

FT 901DM 

Speaker/Patch 
CW Filter 
FV-901 VFO 

$1,459.00 
74.00 
45.00 
415.00 

R  UO ES ON: 
YAESU  KENWOOD 
FT901 DM  TS820S 
FT625  TS520S 
FT225  TR7400A 
ALDA, AMCOMM, ETO ALPH 

omni•j 
ANTENNAS 
Model OJA-146 

TWO METER AMATEUR BAND 146•148MHz 

• NO GROUND PLANE REQUIRED 

• USE FIXED. MOBILE. OR PORTABLE 

• 5dB GAIN OVER ISOTROPIC IN MOST MOBILE 

APPLICATIONS 

• OVERALL LENGTH LESS THAN 64 INCHES 

• COLLAPSIBLE TO 22 INCHES MAY BE PACKED IN SUIT 

CASE FOR THOSE OUT OF TOWN TRIPS 

• STEEL WHIP AND ADAPTER INCLUDED FOR MOBILE AND 

FIXED APPLICATIONS 

• VSWR LESS THAN 1 21 

PRICE $39.95 UPS Prepaid 

220 MHz - $37.95 450 MHz - $37.95 11111 CALL FOR FAST QUOTES 

TERMS All prices FOB Houston Prices sublect to change without notice. 
All items Guaranteed. Some Items subject to prior sale. Send letterhead for 
Amateur dealers price list  Texas residents add 6% tax  Please add 

postage estimate 

W5G.J. W5M8B. K5AAD. N5JJ, W5IMJ. AG5K, W5VVM. WD5EDE. K5ZD, 
WD5ABR. WA5TGL.I, WD5BDX. WB5AYF. K5RC. K5BGB, WB5LISV 

Have A Nice Day' 
DLA 

GROUNDHOG GOODIES 
OMNI-J & heavy duty magnet mount complete   $49.95 

TRIEX W-51 FT Self Support Tower (Reg. $825.00) 

Your Cost (F.O.B. California)   $725.00 
Tonna F9FT Antennas 144/16e1   $79.95 
RIW 432/19e1   $59.95 

KLITZING VHF-UHF Amplifiers 

2M 10W In - 100W OUt   $198.00 

432 10W In - 50 W Out   $198.00 
BIRD 43 & Slugs. UPS Paid  Stock 

Microwave Modules 432.28S. UPS Paid  $329.00 

Telrex TB5EM, In Stock  8415.00 
NEW Palomar Engr. Transceiver Preamp  $89.50 

Bencher Paddles.  $39.95; Chrome  $49.95 

ETO 76 Amplifiers   Stock 
Lunar 6M•2M-220 In Line Preamps  $49.95 
Lunar 2M Amp 10.80 with Preamp. UPS Paid  $189.95 

Janel OSA-5  $41.95 
CDE HAM.3. $129.00; HAM-X  $249.00 

VHF Engrs. blue line amps   Stock 
Cetron 5728  $29.50 

Amperex 61468   $7.95 
Motorola HEP 170   $0.29 ea. 

Mallory 2.5A/1000 PIV Epoxy Diode   $0.19 ea. 

Aerovox 1000PF/500V Feed thru   $1.95 

GE 6146B or 8950   $7.95 

Technical books: AMECO. ARRL. Sams. TAB. Rider. 

Radio Pub . Callbook. Cowan. many others   Call 
NEW BELDEN 9405 (2#16) (6#18) 8 wire Rotor Cable. 
heavy duty for long runs   $0.2601. 

8448. Std. 8.wire Rotor   $0.16/ft. 
9888. double shield RG8 Foam  $0.391ft. 

8214. RG8 Foam   $0.25/ft. 

8237. RG-8   $021111. 
8267. RG-213   SI:1.25/ft 

Amphonol Silver Plate PL259   $0.59 

TIMES  " Foam Hardline $0.60/ft  Connectors $15.00 ea. 

7/8" Hardline $1.50/ft  Connectors $25.00 as 

BERKTEK RG-8X. 52 ohm. KW  S0.16/ft. 
Consolidated HD-18 Ga. Galv. Tower. 10 Sec  $29.95 

Robot "Slow Scan" Now In Stock   Call 

Alliance HD73 Rotor 

Teletower • self support • 55 fVw breakover 

 $109.95 

$499.00 

ICOM IC280 - $395.00 
DENTRON GLA1000 A pIifier - $319.00 

BEARCAT 2  $299.00 

144/146 MHz 

The 'Tonna' You've 
been 

hearing about 

SWR  1.2:1 
50 ohms  Horiz./Vert. 

length 6.4 m.  Wt. 4.4 kg. 
Side lobe attenuation - Superb 

Horizontal aperture  2 x 16° ( - 3 dB) 
Vertical aperture  2 x 17 °( - 3 dB) 

$79.95 
9 Element 144-146  $39.95 
4 Element 144-146  $32.95 

ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC. 
1508-B McKINNEY • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

713/658-0268 
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The age of tone control has come to 
Amateur Radio. What better way to utilize 
our ever diminishing resource of fre-
quency spectrum? Sub-audible tone 
control allows several repeaters to share 
the same channel with minimal geo-
graphic separation. It allows protection 
from intermod and interference for 
repeaters, remote base stations, and 
autopatches. It even allows silent moni-
toring of our crowded simplex channels. 

We make the most reliable and complete 
line of tone products available. All are 
totally immune to RF, use plug-in, field 
replaceable, frequency determining 
elements for low cost and the most 
accurate and stable frequency control 
possible. Our impeccable 1 day delivery 
is unmatched in the industry and you are 
protected by a full 1 year warranty when 
our products are returned to the factory 
for repair. Isn't it time for you to get into 
the New Age of tone control? 



TS-1 Sub-Audible Encoder-Decoder • Microminiature in 
size.1.25 x 2.0 x .65 - • Encodes and decodes simultaneousl • 
$59.95 complete with K-1 element. 

TS-1JR Sub-Audible Encoder-Decoder • Microminiature 
version of the TS-1 measuring just 1.0" x 1.25 - x .65". for hand-
held units • $79.95 complete with K-1 element. 

ME-3 Sub-Audible Encoder • Microminiature in size, 
measures .45 x 11 x .6' • Instant start-up • $29.95 compl?te 
with K-1 element. 

TE-8 Eight-Tone Sub-Audible Encoder • Measures 2.6" x 
2.0" K .7" • Frequency selection made by either a pull to grot nd 
or to supply • $69.95 with 8 K-1 elements. 

PE-2 Two-Tone Sequential Encoder for paging • -wo call 

unit • Measures 125" x 2.0x .65" • $49.95 with 2K-2 elemerts. 

SD-1 Two-Tone Sequential Decoder • Frequency range is 
268.5 - 2109.4 Hz • Measures 1.2" x 1.67 x .65" • Momentary 
output for horn relay, latched output for call light and receiver 
muting built-in • $59.95 with 2 K-2 elenents. 

TE-12 Twelve-Tone Sub-Audible or Burst-Tone Encoder • 
Frequency range is 67.0 - 263.0 Hz sub-audible or 1650 - 4200 Hz 
burst-tone • Measures 4.25" x 2.5" x 1.5- • $79.95 with 
12 K-1 elements. 

ST-1 Burst-Tone Encoder • Measures .95" x .5 x .5" plus 
K-1 measurements • Frequency range is 1650 -4200 Hz • 

$29.95 with K-1 element. 

Oa COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS 
426 West Taft Avenue. Orange. CA 92667 
(800) 854-0547. Cal Vornia residents use: (714) 998-3021 

VISA' 
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The paraieters of 

TEC HN OL O GY AT THE SPFF • SOUN D . 

the ou er perime 
Never before has an/ transceiver 

approached the capabiTrties of the 
Palomar PTR-130k! 
Its the first completely multi-

functional transceiver ever made 
available,to the public' 
The Palomar PTR-130k is a 

miniaturized mobile transceiver 

If you expect 
to invest in 
a new ham 
antenna in the 
next 90 daysa„, 
invest 15 
postage to get Antenna 
Specialists' brand 
new, complete ham 

catalog today. 

Palomar PTR-130k are 
.s of logic technology. 

capable of operating in 100 cycle 
resolution from 100 KHz to 
30 MHz in all modes of 
transmission and reception. 
Instant frequency selection is 
available with the touch of 
a finger. 
The Palomar PTR-130k. 

oireet. 

mate"' 

FRE E decal 
o'fr juSt 

the antenna 
specialists co. 

v" A82  a member of The Allen Closee 
12435 Euclid Ave Cleveland On,,. 44  

2200 Shames Choe Westbury L I Newl'oro 115y, 
Canada A C Simmonds  Sons Ltd 

  • 

technology is pure space age . 
the price is strictly down-to-earth. 
Send for our full color 
brochure to: 
Palomar Electronics Corporation 
665 Opper Street 
Escondido, CA 92025 
Telephone: (714) 746-2666 

WITH THE 

NE W 
TU-170 
TERMINAL UNIT 

Connect to your receiver speaker, transmitter 
microphone jack, and teletype machine and you're on 
the air. State of the art design features make the 
TU-170 ideal for HF and VHF autostat operation. 
Proved 170 Hz shift active 
filter demodulator 

Lighted tuning meter for 
easy tuning 

Current regulated loop keyer 
8 power supply 

AutoStat with threshold 
control and solid state relay 

Stable audio frequency shift 
oscillator produces phase 
coherent sine wave tones 

TTL compatible inputs and 
outputs for auxilliary 
equipment 

High level output for scope 
tuning 

TU-170  TU-170 
Kit  149.95 Wired  219.95 

Fleisher products  the critic's choice! 

FLESH 5 IERF GORP. 
P.O. Box 976, Topeka, Kansas 66601  (913) 234-0198 
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(Cut on dotted line and keep next to your radio equipment) (Cut on dotted line and keep next to your radio equipment) 

agt  b) & te,,,111#11110. 1 Pia 

... and it's the last call you'll have to make! 

(NO CHARGE TO CALLING PARTY) 

'000u3153S3S 
CALL FOR THE BEST PRICE AND FAST DELIVERY 

ON THE FOLLOWING LINES: 

ATLAS 
COLLINS 
DENTRON 
DRAKE 
HY GAIN 

ICOM 
INFO-TECH 
KEN WOOD 
MOSLEY 
STANDARD 

... AND MANY OTHERS. 

SWAN 
TEMPO 
TEN-TEC 
WILSON 
YA ESU 

8340-42 Olive Blvd P.0 Box 28271 St Louis, MO 63132 
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JONESTOWN 

We believe that radio broad-
casts were made from Guyana 
to San Francisco on the day 
before and the day that Con-
gressman Leo Ryan was killed 
in Guyana. 
Our office would appreciate 

your magazine printing a re-
quest for any ham radio 
operator who had contact with 
the People's Temple radio on 
November 17 and/or November 
18, 1978, to contact the San 
Francisco District Attorney's 
Office at either (415)-553-1505 
or (415)-553-1054 (call collect). 
Thank you for your service. 

Douglas N. Keener 
Investigator 

District Attorney's Office 
San Francisco CA 

AMMUNITION 

As I was stuffing my hus-
band's numerous magazines in 
the usual 99% of the closet 
(headache of wives of all hob-
byists), I happened to drop your 
Aug., '77 issue of Kilobaud. It 
fell open to an article entitled, 
"S000, You Want To Be An 
Author." With nothing else to 
read in the house but medicine 
bottles and vegetable cans, I 
read it. I cannot possibly tell 
you of my utter amazement at 
having my husband so perfect-
ly described. The excuses used 
by your aspiring authors(?) 
were classic—he's used every 
one of them, several times, in 
fact. 
Believe me when I say that I 

am sick and tired of being used 
as a sounding board for ideas, 
criticisms, and comments 
perpetrated by your magazines 
(he's an avid 73/Kilobaud 
reader). My question is this: 
Why discuss these subjects 
with a totally unwilling victim 
when there are people out there 
who would be happy to hear 
them? You must realize that I 
haven't the faintest idea what 
he's talking about. 
I have tried tactful sugges-

tions like "Why don't you get 
off your backside and write 
down your ideas and send them 
in?" Well, the answer, of 
course, is obvious. Just look at 
the list given in that article. 
I finally drew the line when 

an article appeared in your 
magazine this month. The 

c2r :21 J 
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author had the same ideas that 
my husband had four months 
ago. And you paid the man one 
hundred dollars for it. 
Just this month, my husband 

was wishing that there was 
some way he could buy the 
computer he wanted so he 
could start sending in pro-
grams (he's a computer techni-
cian working for his BSEE). He 
has the knowledge and the in-
telligence, but he has no con-
fidence in himself. So, like the 
dutiful and loving wife that I 
am, I exercised my right to nag 
him until he actually sat down 
and started to write. It's been 
two days since he started and 
it's almost finished. Though I 
am by far no expert, I think it's 
great. 
So, Mr. Green, thank you for 

supplying the ammunition that 
was needed for a short but pro-
ductive battle. 
Be looking for a superb arti-

cle written by a very proud 
WB0FGO. 

Jean M. Johnson 
Sioux City IA 

WRONGLY POINTED? 

I am an avid reader of 73 
Magazine and appreciate your 
many disclosures of vendors 
who do not live up to their 
claims. I do feel it my duty, 
however, to advise you when it 
appears the finger has been 
wrongly pointed. Reference the 
letter entitled "Skin Disease" 
on page 118 of the October 
issue: I sympathize strongly 
with Mr. Carver about his treat-
ment from Kensco Communi-
cations. His accusations 
towards Southeastern Com-
munications, while certainly 
understandable, are not war-
ranted, however. 
I have dealt with this firm 

three times in the last six 
months, each time with ex-
cellent service. Actually, this 
firm seems to go out of its way 
to please. Upon receipt of the 
first order of six crystals, which 
arrived one week after order, 
one crystal was bad (no one's 
perfect). It was mailed back on 
Thursday, and its replacement 
arrived the following Wednes-
day. The second order was 
back-ordered and then shipped 
special delivery at South-
eastern's expense when they 
were advised of the urgent 
need. The third was requested 

on a Thursday evening by 
phone and arrived the following 
Tuesday. 
I don't know what more to 

say. Hopefully, it will not be 
long before service such as this 
is recognized. It seems unfair 
that a company should acquire 
the reputation of another just 
because they buy their stock. 
Thanks for the chance to put 

in a good word for a good com-
pany. I hope you'll print this so 
others can see both sides of 
the story. 
Keep up the good work, 

Wayne. You certainly help 
make an already interesting 
hobby more interesting. 

Joe Bushel N4ARJ 
Orange Park FL 

SEEING THE LIGHT 

After years of putting down 
"Chicken Banders," the light 
suddenly dawned that I might 
be missing something. My un-
fair speeding ticket for 50 mph 
in a country "30 mph zone" was 
the final clincher. I couldn't 
help but notice, as the polite 
but firm officer was writing my 
summons, that all cars with CB 
antennas were leisurely pro-
ceeding through the speed trap 
at a mere 29 mph. 
I muttered all the way home: 

"I just gotta get me a CB." My 
XYL only shook her head— 
she's used to my muttering. 
A short time later, while 

wandering through a local 
hamfest flea market, I en-
countered an enterprising CB 
dealer who was selling new 
(outlawed) 23-channel CB 
radios, sans mike, as "CB 
monitors" for only $7.00 each. 
He assured me that there was 
no transmitter in the case, only 
the receiver. Hmm—perhaps 
he was "mistaken" about the 
"missing transmitter." My 
sporting blood said "buy," but 
my intuition does not always 
give me the best advice. For in-
stance, the bumper sticker on 
my Edsel used to say "AM— 
YES, SSB—NO." You get the 
drift! 
So I bought the $7.00 wonder 

and after further searching and 
dickering bought a microphone 
for $1.00 and a used Hustler 
mobile CB antenna for $2.00. 
Not wanting to wait until I ar-

rived home to test the rig, I ner-
vously connected power leads 
to fuse block and ground, 
plugged in the dollar mike, tem-
porarily connected my 5/8-wave 
2 meter FM antenna, and 
turned on the switch. Imme-
diately my car was filled 
with rasping, squawking CB 
signals! At least the receiver 
section worked. Now for the 
acid test. I turned the channel 
selector to a relatively quiet 
channel, squeezed the push-to-
talk switch, and timidly re-

quested a signal report. "Wall 
to wall and treetop tall" came 
back the report from a mobile 
station claiming to be eight 
miles from my location! Suc-
cess! I had achieved "Good 
Buddy" status for only $10.00. 
Could have had it for only $8.00, 
if I hadn't bought the antenna! 
Say, wonder if the guy who sold 
me the $2.00 Hustler will take it 
back at next year's Syracuse 
Hamfest? 

Charles Willson K2GMZ 
Palmyra NY 

GOOD-BYE 

I have received a notice that 
it is time to renew my long-
standing subscription to 73 
Magazine. I have decided not to 
renew. Among the reasons for 
this decision, the following are 
the most pertinent. 
The editorial policy of your 

magazine appears to promote 
unlawful activities and to en-
courage your readers to be 
scofflaws. I refer especially to 
your articles about radar jam-
ming. Amateur radio does not 
need a spokesman who ad-
vocates this type of activity, 
and I certainly do not care to 
support the distribution of this 
type of material. Your proposal 
for the formation of a religious 
cult to further impede enforce-
ment of the law borders on the 
ridiculous. 
It would seem to me that if 

you would devote your talents 
to the enrichment of amateur 
radio instead of filling your 
editorial columns with attacks 
on the ARRL and the FCC, your 
magazine would benefit. One 
cannot build a desirable 
reputation  by degrading 
others! 
Your conduct is hurting not 

only amateur radio, but also 
your pocketbook, which, if I 
read between the lines correct-
ly, is very near to your heart! It 
is my understanding that many 
others feel as I do and are not 
renewing their subscriptions. I 
was a charter subscriber to 
both Byte and Kilobaud, and 
when my Kilobaud subscrip-
tion expires, it will not be 
renewed. 

Mel Hart WORV 
St. Louis MO 

MORE ON KM1CC 

I was glad to read the article, 
"The KM1CC Story," in the Oc-
tober issue of 73 Magazine. 
However, I should correct the 
statement made about the 
equipment loaned to KM1CC by 
RCA Global Communications, 
Inc. The reference to "a modern 
WCC inked-paper readout 
receiver" isn't quite correct. 
First, the inked-paper re-
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ceiver, more appropriately 
recorder, isn't a receiver as 
most of us would think of a 
receiver. Typically, when we 
speak of receivers in the 
amateur radio vernacular, we 
are talking about devices used 
to detect radio signals and con-
vert them to a form of audio 
signal. The above-mentioned 
recorder does not detect radio 
signals; rather, it uses audio to 
control the deflection of a 
stylus, thus yielding an inked 
trace of the input audio. 
Neither would I describe the 

equipment as modern, because 
it dates back before World War 
II and hasn't been used at WCC 
since about that time. Inciden-
tally, the receiver loaned with 
the recorder was an old 
Radiomarine AR-67, an LF and 
MF band receiver used at WCC 
quite a few years ago and hard-
ly modern. 
The equipment loaned by 

WCC was to enable the non-
amateur to observe a visual 
display of CW signals. In this 
case, the recorder and the 
AR-67 receiver were used to 
monitor the WCC 500 kHz, A-2, 
CW signal. 
I felt these points should be 

brought out so that the astute 
reader doesn't get the impres-
sion that we (WCC) are still us-
ing the old inked-paper 
recorder and calling it modern. 

Wm. H. Farris, Jr. K1WF 
Chatham MA 

PAINT RIP-OFF 

This note is to notify your 
readers of a new rip-off. It's 
called "Paint falling off your 
car due to rf." This BS is being 
passed around to auto dealer-
ships and auto paint shops— 
that rf makes paint fall off cars 
in the area of the antenna. In 
my case, my new '78 car's trunk 
lid is discolored and the paint is 
chipping off. The dealer says 
that my radios are making it do 
that and that they are not going 
to fix it. I have talked to several 
other radio ops and they were 
told the same thing about the 
paint on their cars. 
If this happens to anyone 

else, call the local Consumer 
Affairs Office and raise hell. I 
did, and it worked. 

Jim Menefee WA4KKY 
Jacksonville FL 

CODE SUCCESS 

Your long-standing theory on 
teaching Morse characters at 
high speed while spacing them 
out to make 5 wpm is working 
out well for a class of prospec-
tive Novices I'm teaching. I ex-
plained that I was doing this in 
order to have them learn letter 
sounds instead of having them 

go through the double step of 
counting dots and dashes and 
then translating that to letters. 
They accepted the logic of this 
and seem to be having no trou-
ble copying letters at 15 wpm, 
spaced to about 7. 

Linc Thorner WDOCLB 
Minot AFB ND 

TOMBSTONE GAMBLING 

"New Life for Old Trans-
formers" in the January, 1978, 
issue was excellent, but one 
cringes when instructed to con-
nect 110 volts to "what you 
suspect are the primary leads"! 
Gamble wrong and the author's 
address of Tombstone could 
become sadly appropriate. 
A safe and constructive sug-

gestion is offered: First, set the 
ac voltmeter to its highest 
range. Energize a separate 
6.3-volt transformer and apply 
its low voltage to the unknown 
windings. When approximately 
110 volts is measured across 
another winding, that is the 
primary, and the energized 
winding is a 6.3-volt winding. 
Now it is safe to apply 110 V ac 
to the primary and identify any 
remaining windings. 

Gene Brizendine W4ATE 
Hunstville AL 

BOX-BUSTER 

Well, Wayne, you have done 
it again!! Here I am looking at 
my nice new set of library shelf 
boxes and wondering how the 
heck I am going to get the 
December issue of 73 into one 
of them which already contains 
the first eleven issues! Leave it 
to Green to sell you a product 
and then have such a thick set 
of magazines that you can't 
possibly fit a whole year's 
worth of mags into it. I didn't 
have any problem fitting in 
some of the other mags! Oh 
well, I guess I'll just have to put 
the December issue alongside 
the box when I get it! Keep up 
the good work, and keep those 
RTTY articles coming. 
Robert J. Farrell Jr. WB2COY 

Poughkeepsie NY 

THE WORD FROM JEDDAH 

My friend W9MXU receives 
current copies of 73 Magazine 
here in Jeddah (costs $5.05 US 
to mail the copies to him each 
month). I would say you have a 
devoted subscriber indeed!! 
What is great is that he 

shares 73 with me and now I 
want to be a subscriber— 
enclosed is my subscription for 
3 years. Please send 73 to my 
home 0TH in the USA. 
There are many hams here in 

Jeddah from all over the world, 
as well as many from the 
U.S.A.—all we can do is listen 
to all those beautiful CiOs on all 
the ham bands! I'm using a por-
table Toshiba RP-2000F receiv-
er covering FM broadcast 
through 30 MHz; it also has a 
bfo for SSB and CW. It's a fine 
little receiver and I had not seen 
it in the U.S.A. before leaving 
for Arabia. 
I hope when I arrive home I 

will have my first issue of 
73—that would be great. The 
very best to you and your 
organization on the outstand-
ing job you do for amateur 
radio. 

David 0. Finnell W5LCL 
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 

COMMON SENSE 

My hat is off to Wayne Green 
and his magazine as the finest 
amateur radio publication on 
the market. Contrary to Merrill 
Eidson's comments that 
Wayne should stop attacking 
the ARRL and stick to improv-
ing 73, I feel that Wayne is 
justified in his comments on 
the ARRL. 
Merrill mentioned being a 

solid member of the ARRL for 
fifty years in his letter. This is 
indicative of quite a few 
members of the organization. 
Most are from the spark-gap 
era and the big guns running 
the organization operate it with 
this antiquated style. 
I have been a ham for a 

number of years and feel that a 
magazine such as 73 is pro-
gressive and certainly repre-
sents the modern technology 
and operating practices of 
amateur radio. The only value I 
ever received from QST was 
who made DXCC, WAS, etc. As 
for technical articles of value, 

QST never did impress me. 
The ARRL certainly needs to 

work more for the interests of 
all hams instead of trying to 
promote measures that will 
benefit the elite group. A more 
down-to-earth approach by the 
ARRL would restore my faith in 
the organization. 
Wayne, keep up the good 

work. You have my full support. 
Your common-sense approach 
to amateur radio is needed to 
keep things in their perspec-
tive. 

Dick Sullivan KODOG 
Des Moines IA 

PETTING 

Thanks to Paul A. Lilie for his 
fine article on the Commodore 
PET ("Look What Followed Me 
Homer, page 142, November, 
1978). One of his "complaints" 
regarding the tape-handling 
system is the difficulty he ex-
perienced finding the end of 
program B on a tape when he 
wants to load a new program, 
A, on the same tape (he listens 
on an audio cassette deck for 
the end of the noise). 
I have a better suggestion: 

Ask PET to VERIFY "B". PET 
will search for B, find it, com-
pare it with A in memory and 
report a "VERIFY ERROR." No 
matter, you've found the end of 
B, which is what you need 
before asking PET to save "A". 
PET stops at the end of the 
VERIFY process. 
The PET's implementation of 

the IEEE-488 bus makes it a tru-
ly professional machine, well 
beyond the mere "hobby video 
game" class. 
How about some articles on 

the use of PET as a Morse/RTTY 
terminal? 

Paul Birman WA2JPJ 
Flushing NY 

Ham Help 
We would like to swap club 

newsletters with other amateur 
radio clubs. If interested, con-
tact: 
Sterling-Rock Falls Amateur 

Radio Society 
do Donald Van Sant WA9PBS 

1104 5th Ave. 
Rock Falls IL 61071 

In the last few years, I have 
been looking for a list of the fre-
quency bands and power limi-
tations of amateur stations in 
foreign countries. It is my opin-
ion that such data would prove 
valuable to many amateurs, 
both foreign and domestic. 
Most of the information on the 
American amateur bands is 
widely published and well-
known, but that of many foreign 

countries is believed to be con-
siderably restricted. Help in 
directing me to a source of this 
type of information would cer-
tainly be appreciated. Thanks 
for any information anyone 
may be able to provide. 

Paul Wiegert W8TH 
1205 East Franklin St. 
Centerville OH 45459 

I would appreciate (and pay 
reasonable expenses, if neces-
sary) info on solid-stating (ICs?) 
a WWII-type BC-221-m frequen-
cy meter. If I build modular, why 
can't I use it for CW vfo? All 
responses acknowledged. 
Thanks. 

Justin B. Snyder WA9M00 
403 North Ave 

Lake Bluff IL 60044 
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Contests 
Robert Baker WB2GFE 
15 Windsor Dr. 
At Co NJ 08004 

THE WEST AUSTRALIAN 
150TH YEAR CELEBRATION 

CONTEST 
The aim of the contest is for 

amateurs on all continents to 
contact amateurs in Western 
Australia (VK6) on all bands us-
ing all modes, this being to com-
memorate the 150th year cele-
bration of the foundation of 
Western Australia. 
The contest will commence 

at 1600Z on 31 December, 1978, 
and end at 1600Z on 31 Decem-
ber, 1979. 
All authorized amateur bands 

may be used between 1.8 MHz 
and 28 MHz using any of the 
modes appropriate to the 
regulations applying to the en-
trant. Operators are encour-
aged to operate both phone and 
CW. 
The three highest scores 

from each continent for mixed 
and individual modes will re-
ceive a commemoration cer-
tificate. This contest is also 
open to SWLs. 
For VK amateurs and SWLs, 

the three highest scores from 
each state will be eligible for a 
certificate, while VK6 partici-

pants who have more than 100 
out-of-state QS0s will get an 
award. 
SCORING: 
One contact in each mode is 

allowed in each band every day 
with the same station, for which 
the following scores and multi-
pliers will apply: CW-5 points 
per contact; phone-3 points 
per contact; RTTY-6 points per 
contact. Multipliers: One point 
per band used, provided that 30 
CISOs are obtained on that 
band, except for 1.8 and 3.5 
MHz, where 1 QS° will count. 
Final score = total points x 
total multipliers. 
LOGS: 
Contest logs should show 

date, time, call, band, mode, 
RST out, RST in, points scored, 
and include a running total. The 
log should bear a front cover 
sheet bearing the following: 
call, address, claimed score. 
and signature. Contest logs are 
to be forwarded to: The Contest 
Manager, 150th Celebration 
Contest, PO Box 6250, Hay 
Street East, Perth 6000, Western 
Australia. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE QS0 PARTY 
2000 GMT February 3 to 
0500 GMT February 4 
1400 GMT February 4 to 

Feb 2-11 
Feb 3-5 
Feb 4, 11 
Feb 10-11 
Feb 17-19 
Feb 17-Mar 4 
Feb 24-25* 
Mar 3-4 
Mar 10-11 
Mar 17-18 
Mar 24-26 
Mar 31 -Apr 1 

Apr 7-8 

Apr 21-22 

May 19-20 
June 9-10 
June 23-24 
July 4 
July 14-15 
Aug 4-5 
Sept 8-9 
Sept 15-16 
Sept 22-23 
Oct 13-14 
Oct 20-21 
Nov 3-4 
Nov 17-18 
Dec 1-2 
Dec 8-9 

Calendar 
ARRL Novice Roundup 
NH QS0 Party 
10-10 Net Winter QS0 Party 
QCWA QS0 Contest—CW 
Two-Land QS0 Party 
University of Cape Town Festival Station 
French Contest—Phone 
ARRL DX Competition—Phone 
QCWA QS0 Contest—Phone 
ARRL DX Competition—CW 
BARTG Spring RTTY Contest 
International 10.10 Net Canterbury Chapter 
QS° Party 
North Dakota OSO Party 
ARRL Open CD Party —CW 
ORP QS0 Party 
ARRL Open CD Party—Phone 
ARRL EME Contest 
ARRL EME Contest 
ARRL VHF OSO Party 
ARRL Field Day 
ARRL Straight Key Night 
ARRL IARU Radiosport Competition 
ARRL UHF Contest 
ARRL VHF OSO Party 
Scandinavian Activity—CW 
Scandinavian Activity—Phone 
ARRL CD Party—CW 
ARRL CD Party—Phone 
ARRL Sweepstakes—CW 
ARRL Sweepstakes—Phone 
ARRL 160 Meter Contest 
ARRL 10 Meter Contest 

_ described in last issue. 

0200 GMT February 5 
The contest is sponsored by 

the Concord Brasspounders, 
Inc., W10C, to promote the 
Worked New Hampshire Award. 
Stations may be worked once 
per band per mode. NH stations 
may work each other. 
EXCHANGE: 
NH stations send RS(T) and 

county, others send RS(T) and 
ARRL section or country. 
SCORING: 
NH stations score 1 point per 

QS° times the number of ARRL 
sections plus countries plus NH 
counties. Others score 5 points 
per NH OSO times the number 
of NH counties. 
FREQUENCIES: 
CW-1810, 3555, 7055, 14055, 

21055, 28130; Phone-1820, 
3975, 7235, 14280, 21380, 28575; 
Novice-3730, 7130, 21130, 
28130; VHF-50.115, 145.015, 
FM simplex (no repeaters!). 
AWARDS: 
Top scorer in each NH county 

and top scorer in each state, 

province, and country (50 points 
min.). Additional certificates 
available for confirmation of all 
10 NH counties. Send logs, 
summary, and checksheets to: 
Concord Brasspounders, Inc., 
C. Halloway, 9 Via Tranquilla, 
Concord NH 03301. Mailing 
deadline is March 12. Include a 
business size SASE for results 
and/or award. 

TEN-TEN INTERNATIONAL 
NET WINTER DSO PARTY 
0000 TO 2400 GMT on 

February 4 and 
February 11 

The contest is open to all 
amateurs, but only members 
are eligible for awards. All con-
tacts must be made on 10 
meters. Classes of operation in-
clude: single-op, multi-op, and 
CIRP (20 Watts PEP or less). A 
station may be counted only 
once; all logs must be in GMT. 
Stations with new calls must 
list old callsign. All ORP sta-
tions must list equipment used. 

THE 73 MAGAZINE 10 METER AWARDS 

The return of vigorous solar activity means that 10 meters 
is once again a band to be reckoned with. OP Sol's 11-year 
cycle of sunspot production is about to hit a peak, with the 
result that QRP 10 meter DX is possible. 
Now's the perfect time to convert that old CB rig to 10. 

American Crystal Supply makes a variety of simple and inex-
pensive conversion kits, or you can do-it-yourself from the ar-
ticles in 73. True appliance operators can purchase ready-
made rigs from Bristol Electronics or Standard Communica-
tions. To give you an added incentive, 73 is offering two nifty 
Certificates of Achievement for 10 meter channelized com-
munications. 
For domestic types, there is the 10-40 Award. This one 

should be pretty easy—just work 40 of the 50 states. The DX 
Decade Award goes to DXers who work 10 or more foreign 
countries with a channelized 10 meter rig. We have endorse-
ment stickers, too —the whole bit. 
To give everyone an equal shot at award #1, only contacts 

made October 1, 1978, or after will be valid. 
Well, don't just sit there. Get out your soldering iron, order 

some crystals, and put that CB rig on 10. This is going to be 
fun, so don't miss out! 

RULES 
1) All contacts must be made in the 10 meter amateur band 

using channelized AM equipment. Both converted Citizens 
Band equipment and commercially-produced units may be 
used. 
2) To be eligible for award credit, all contacts must be 

made October 1. 1978, or after. 
3) The 10-40 Award is available to applicants showing proof 

of contact with stations in at least 40 of the 50 United States. 
A special endorsement sticker will be available to those 
working all 50 states. 
4) The DX Decade Award is available to applicants showing 

proof of contact with at least 10 foreign countries. Endorse-
ment stickers will be awarded for 25, 50, 75, and 100 coun• 
tries. 
5) A log of stations worked, with the date, time, and type of 

equipment used for each contact, must be submitted when 
applying for each award or endorsement. 
6) Each application for an award or endorsement must be 

accompanied by a signed statement that all claimed con-
tacts are valid. No OSL cards need be sent, but they must be 
in the possession of the applicant. 
7) To cover costs, a fee of $5.00 must accompany each 

application for the 10-40 or DX Decade Award. The fee for 
endorsement stickers will be $2.00 each. 
8) All award applications should be mailed to: Chuck Stuart 

N5KC, 5115 Menefee Drive, Dallas TX 75227. 
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Introducing 
the Tenham-153 

two-meter FM radio. 
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Meet the Tmham-153. A 
)rand new radio for American Arra:eurs featiri ig a 
)rand new idea in flexibility: an outboard VFO fo: 
:ontinuous coverwe of the 144-148 Y_Hz ban! 
Alone, the Tenlam-153 is a 24-channel cry st.4-

.:7ontrolled tone crystal per channel) 10-watt 
2-meter FM rig. A compact, rugged racio bui-. ir 
the solid-state-of-the-art design tradition of Fujitsu 
Ten, one of the world's most famous names in elec-
tronics for the past 40 years. 
The Tenham-153 comes complete 

with 146.94 MHz crystals in place. 
Controls include a simplex/repeater 
(±600 kHz splits) switch, plus a handy 
priority channel switch right on the 
MIC for instant access. A built-in 
regulator compensates for DC voltage 
variations. A high/low power switch 
makes long-range simplex or close-

do too=a N 

range re:eater oneration convenient. 
Add th3 optional VRX:32B outboard variable 

frequency oscillator anc get complete coverage o 
the 144-148 MHz band. A large LED readout tells 
you exactly the frequency you dal up. It's the ulti-
mate ir. flexibility. What's more, the VF0832B acts 
as a handy frequency counter when you're netting 
crystals in the Tenham-153. A range check circuit pre-

vents out-of-band operation. The oscil-
lator disables itself and a warning light 
flashes on the front panel. There's even 
an RIT and fine tuning knob. Plus a built-
in tuning meter for accurate tuning like 
you've never experienced before. 
See the exciting Fujitsu Ten line-up 

of quality Amateur gear at your dealer's 
today. Or write us direct for complete 
information. 

TE N FUJITSU TEN CORP. OF AMERICA 
1135 East Janis St. Carson, CA 90746. Phone: (213) 537-8930 

12  0.0" Realer Service—see page 211 23 



Stations can credit any chapter 
with their score as long as they 
hold a certificate from that 

chapter. 
EXCHANGE: 
Call, 10X number, ARRL sec-

Results 
RESULTS OF WASHINGTON STATE QS0 PARTY FOR 1978 

Sponsored by Boeing Employees' 
Amateur Radio Society (BEARS) 

TOP SCORES, OUT-OF-STATE: 
State  Call  QS0s MuIt.  Total 

Alabama  K4ZGB  85  23  3910 
Arizona  W7RIR  35  17  1190 
California  N6PE  104  30  6240 
Colorado  KOMT  62  28  3472 
Connecticut  W1VH  50  19  1900 
Delaware  N3AHA  2  2  8 
Florida  K4DDB  68  19  2584 
Georgia  N4NX  98  31  6076 
Idaho  K7TAK  29  12  696 
Illinois  K9BG  103  27  5562 
Indiana  WB9BAI  70  18  2520 
Iowa  WBOUIT  24  9  432 
Kansas  K0FPC  22  9  396 
Kentucky  WA4QMQ  28  14  784 
Louisiana  W5WG  116  30  6960 
Maine  W1DLC  46  13  1196 
Maryland  W3PYZ  38  17  1292 
Massachusetts  W1AQE  39  20  1560 
Michigan  WA8VJE  44  12  1056 
Minnesota  WB0LNO  39  14  1092 
Missouri  KORWL  15  10  300 
Nevada  W7HI  32  14  896 
New Jersey  WB2VFT  92  20  3680 
New York  W2NRD  33  14  924 
North Carolina  N4GF  9  6  108 
Ohio  AD8J  41  14  1148 
Oregon  K7DRD  5  4  40 
Pennsylvania  WA3JXW  26  11  572 
Rhode Island  WB1DET  20  10  400 
South Carolina  K4BZD  37  12  888 
South Dakota  WA0BZD  42  14  1176 
Tennessee  WA4CMS  27  12  648 
Texas  W5VGX  44  15  1320 
Utah  W7LN  13  9  234 
Virginia  W4KMS  33  11  726 
Wisconsin  K9GTQ  41  18  1476 
Ontario, Can.  VE3KK  52  20  2080 
Nova Scotia, Can.  VE1BNN  5  4  40 
Brazil  PY1BAR  16  9  288 
Japan  JR1NRP  18  8  288 
Sweden  SM3BCZ  15  10  300 

TOP SCORES. WASHINGTON STATE: 
County  Call  QS0s 
Adams  W7GHT/M7  10 
Asotin  W7GHT/M7  19 
Chelan  N7RC  109 
Clark  N7ZZ  2090 
Columbia  W7GHTIM7  18 
Cowlitz  WA7PMW  466 
Douglas  W7GHT/M7  28 
Ferry  W7GHT/M7  20 
Franklin  W7GHT/M7  25 
Garfield  W7GHT/M7  25 
Grant  W7WMO  393 
Island  W7UMX  1053 
King  K7GR  403 
Kitsap  WA7U WE  620 
Lincoln  W7GHT/M7  33 
Okanogan  W7GHT/M7  14 
Pend Orielle  W7GHT/M7  18 
Skagit  WA7GVM  749 
Snohomish  K711  125 
Spokane  W7GHT/M7  29 
Stevens  W7GHT/M7  38 
Thurston  N7RV  190 
Wahkiakum  WB7OVA  46 
Whatcom  WA7YCZ  1430 
Whitman  W7GHT/M7  19 

MuIt. 
9 
12 
30 
114 
12 
62 
13 
10 
17 
16 
53 
90 
55 
56 
19 
11 
20 
76 
36 
16 
21 
45 
19 
71 
13 

Total 
180 
456 
6540 

476,520 
432 

57,784 
728 
400 
850 
800 

41.658 
189,540 
44,330 
69.440 
684 
308 
360 

113,848 
9000 
928 
1596 

17,100 
1738 

203,060 
494 

tion, and name. 
SCORING: 
Continental USA contacts 

are 1 point, 2 points if 10X 
member. DX (outside continen-
tal USA) are 2 points or 3 points 
if 10X member. CiRP contacts 
are 2 points or 4 points if 10X 
member. 
ENTRIES: 
Members only send logs to 

Robert C. Mugherini WA1AKS, 
PO Box 169, Randolph MA 
02368. Logs must be received 
no later than March 11. Results 
will be published in the 10-10 
Net spring bulletin. 
A WARDS: 
For each class, 1st place cer-

tificate to each US district, KL7, 
KH6, and other US Pacific 
Islands; each VE district, Cen-
tral America, and Caribbean; 
So. America; Europe; Africa; 
and  So.  Atlantic,  Asia, 
Australia, New Zealand, and 
So. Pacific. 

QCWA MEMBERSHIP 
OSO CONTEST 

CW: 
0001 GMT Saturday, 
February 10 to 

2400 GMT Sunday. 
February 11 
Phone: 

0001 GMT Saturday, 
March 10 to 

2400 GMT, Sunday, 
March 11 

Historically, the QC WA 
membership contest has been 
held on a single weekend for 
both modes of operation. For 
greater participation in 1979, 
the contest will be held on two 
weekends separated by one 
month. For additional interest 
and point-scoring purposes, 
three global areas have been 
established. Frequencies, con-
firmation texts, and related con-
test rules and guidelines are 
available in the QCWA News. 

TWO-LAND QS° PARTY 
2100 GMT Saturday, 
February 17 to 

0700 GMT Sunday, 
February 18 

1300 GMT Sunday, 
February 18 to 

0300 GMT Monday, 
February 19 

This is a new contest orga-
nized by the South Jersey Con-
test Coalition. There is no 
operating time limit within the 
contest periods, but there is a 
mandatory 6-hour rest period 
from 0700 to 1300 on Sunday. 
The same station may be 
worked once per band and 
mode, and mobiles and por-
tables may be worked each time 
they change counties. The 
states of New Jersey and New 
York, with 83 counties, will try to 
work the world and vice versa! 
EXCHANGE: 
RS(T), county, and state for 

Two-Land stations. RS(T) and 
state, province, or country for 

others. 
FREQUENCIES: 
CW-1805, 3560, 7060, 21060, 

28060; SSB — 1815, 3900, 7230, 
14280, 21355, 28600; Novice-
3725, 7125, 21125, 28125. 
SCORING: 
Each QS0 counts 2 points. 

For Two-Land stations, the 
multiplier is the number of 
states, provinces, and DX coun-
tries (by DXCC) plus the number 
of Two-Land counties. For all 
others, the multiplier is only the 
number of Two-Land counties 
(83 max.). 
AWARDS: 
Certificates to the top scor-

ing station in each Two-Land 
county, each state, province, 
and DX country. Second- and 
third-place awards will be 
issued where justified. Awards 
also for top mobile, portable, 
multi-operator, Novice, and 
club. 
ENTRIES: 
Logs with over 200 QS0s 

should include a dupe sheet. In-
dicate each new multiplier as 
worked. Also, include a sum-
mary sheet and usual declara-
tion. For results, include a large 
SASE; DX stations include a 
large SAE. Send entries to: 
South Jersey Contest Coali-
tion, do AB2E, Darrell Neron, 
322 S. Cummings Avenue, 
Glassboro NJ 08028. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF 
CAPE TOWN FESTIVAL AND 

AWARD, 1979 
To commemorate the 150th 

anniversary of the University of 
Cape Town, Cape Town, Repub-
lic of South Africa, the Cape 
Town branch of the SARL will 
operate a special festival sta-
tion with call ZS1UCT (ZS1-
University of Cape Town) and 
issue an award. 
The University of Cape Town 

Festival Station will operate 
Saturday, February 17, to Sun-
day, March 4, 1979, Saturdays 
and Sundays 0600 to 2000 GMT, 
and weekdays 0700 GMT to 
1000 GMT, 1500 GMT to 2000 
GMT. 
FREQUENCIES: 
Use for calling. Actual fre-

quency will depend on ORM. 40 
meters-7.050 MHz. 20 meters 
—14.210 MHz. 15 meters — 
21.200 MHz. 10 meters-28.580 
MHz. 2 meters-145.500 MHz. 
TRANSMISSION MODES: 
SSB, CW, RTTY, and FM. 
SARL Bureau, P.O. Box 3037, 

Cape Town 8000, Republic of 
South Africa. 
RULES AND AWARDS: 
The award is open to all 

licensed amateurs and short-
wave listeners (SWLs). DX sta-
tions and SWLs must log 
ZS1UCT plus two (2) other ZS1 
stations (ZS1 contacts to be 
logged between February 15 
and March 15, 1979). ZS and ZR 
stations log ZS1UCT plus 5 

Continued on page 172 
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This NEW MFJ Versa Tuner II II  •  • 

has SWR and dual range wattmeter, antenna switch, efficient airwound 
inductor, built in balun. Up to 300 watts RF output. Matches everything 
from 1.8 thru 30 MHz: dipoles, inverted vees, random wires, verticals, 
mobile whips, beams, balanced lines, coax lines. 

IVIET LO WER P RICES! 

Transmitter matching 
capacitor.  208  pf. 
1 000 volt spacing. 

Sets power range, 
300 and 30 watts 
Pull for SWR 

Meter reads SWR 
and RF watts in 
2 ranges 

Mt! It R, I 1'1  I RI 
MODEL MFJ-941$ 

Only MFJ gives you this MFJ-941B Versa 
Tuner II with all these features at this price: 
A SWR and dual range wattmeter (300 and 

30 watts full scale) lets you measure RF 
power output for simplified tuning. 
An antenna switch lets you select 2 coax 

lines direct or thru tuner, random wire/balanced 
line, and tuner bypass for dummy load. 
A new efficient ainvound inductor (12 po-

sitions) gives you less losses than a tapped 
toroid for more watts out. 
A 1:4 balun for balanced lines. 1000 volt 

capacitor spacing. Mounting brackets for mo-
bile installations (not shown). 
With the NEW MFJ Versa Tuner N you can 

run your full transceiver power output — up to 
300 watts RF power output — and match your 

NEW, IMPROVED MFJ-941B HAS ... 
• More inductance for wider matching range 
• More flexible antenna switch 
• More sensitive meter for SWR measure-
ments down to 5 watts output 

NEW LOWER PRICE $79 95 
Efficient ainvound induc-
tor gives more watts out 
and less losses. 

ANTENNA SWITCH lets you select 2 
coax lines direct or thru tuner, wire/ba-
lanced line, dummy load. 

transmitter to any feedline from 160 thru 10 
Meters whether you have coax cable, balanced 
line, or random wire 

You can tune out the SWR on your dipole, 
inverted vee. random wire, vertical, mobile 
whip, beam, quad, or whatever you have 
You can even operate all bands with Just 

Antenna matching 
capacitor. 208 pf. 
1000 volt spacing. 

one existing antenna. No need to put up sepa-
rate antennas for each band. 
Increase the usable bandwidth of your mo-

bile whip by tuning out the SWR from inside 
your car. Works great with all solid slate rigs 
(like the Atlas) and with all tube type rigs. 
It travels well, too. Its ultra compact size 

8x2x6 inches fits easily in a small corner of 
your suitcase. 
This beautiful little tuner is housed in a 

deluxe eggshell white Ten-Tec enclosure with 
walnut grain sides. 
SO-239 coax connectors are provided for 

transmitter input and coax fed antennas. 
Ouality five way binding posts are used for 
the balanced line inputs (2), random wire input 
(1), and ground (1). 

NEW 300 WATT MFJ VERSA TUNER II'S: SELECT FEATURES YOU NEED. 
NEW MFJ-945 HAS SWR AND DUAL RANGE 
WATTMETER.  NI ‘N l.( )\. Lit PRid:F: 

Foo', 
• 

Same as hIFJ 941B but kss 6 position antenna switch. 

NEW MFJ-944 HAS 6 POSITION ANTENNA 
SWITCH ON FRONT PANEL. 

EW $ 
LOWER l'It li I 

6 995 ' f • o oJ 
Same as MEJ 9416 but less SWR/Wattmeter 

NEW MFJ-943 MATCHES ALMOST ANYTHING 
FROM 1.8 THRU 30 MHz. 

\LA LOWER 1'111( 1 

Same as MFJ 941B, less 

SWFUWattmeler, antenna switch, mounting bracket 7x2x6 in 

ULTRA COMPACT 200 WATT VERSA TUNERS FOR ALL YOUR 
MN 901 VERSA TUNER MATCHES ANYTHING, 
1.8 THRU 30 MHz. NEW LOW ER PRI4 1 

FMcient 12 position air inductor 

tor more watts out Matches dipoles, vees. random wires 

verticals. mobile whips, beams, balanced lines, coax  200 

watts RF, 1-4 balun, 51206 in 

tr:5  

MFJ 900  ECONO TUNER MATCHES  COAX 
LINES/RANDOM WIRES. NEW I.O\X I It PRI( I 

$3 995 

7-7 
Same as MFJ 901 but ens baton tor balanced lines Tunes 
coax lines and random lines 

NEEDS. 
MFJ-16010 RANDOM WIRE TUNER FOR LONG 
WIRES. NI ‘‘ LUNN Hi N MI 

$ 2 9 95  14  '" 4-1  
1 8 thru 30 MHz Up to 200  • 

watts RF output Matches high and ow impedances 12 posi 

non inductor SO-239 connectors 2x3x4 inches Matches 25 
to 200 ohms at 1 8 MHz. Does not tune coax lines. 

For Orders  Call toll-free 800-647-1800 
Order any product from MFJ and t y it. If not delighted, return within 30 days for a prompt refund (less shipping). 

Order today. Money back if not delighted. One year unconditional guarantee. Add $2.00 shipping/handling. 
For technical infor mation, order/repair status, In Mississippi, outside continental USA, call 601-323-5869. 

Order By Mail or Call TOLL FREE 800-647-1800 and Charge It On 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC P. 0. BOX 494 
cal 

s MISSISSIPPI STATE, MISSISSIPPI 39762 

V . Reader Service —see page 217 
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New Products 
CSC INTRODUCES NEW 
SWEEPABLE FUNCTION 
GENERATOR, THE MODEL 

2001 
Continental Specialties Cor-

poration is again broadening 
its  line  of  inexpensive 
troubleshooting and design 
hardware with the introduction 
of its new Model 2001 four-
waveform function generator, 
electronically sweepable over a 
10:1 to 100:1 range. 
The 2001 offers sine, tri-

angle, square, and TTL square 
waves from 1 Hz to 100 kHz in 
five push-button-selectable 
overlapping ranges, tuned with 
a 10:1 vernier dial featuring 50 
increments and an accuracy of 
±5% of the dial setting. 
The TTL output will drive 10 

TTL loads with rise and fall 
times of less than 25 nanosec-
onds. 
Sine, square, and triangle 

waveform outputs are variable 
over a greater than 40 dB range. 
The high level output is rated at 
0.1-10 Vp-p into an open circuit, 
and .05-5 Vp-p into a 600-Ohm 
load. A separate low level out-
put, 40 dB down from the high 
level output, is rated at 1-100 
mV into an open circuit, and 
.5-50 mV into a 600-Ohm load. 
The variable amplitude control, 
once set, holds the output 
signal to within less than ± 0.5 
dB over the entire frequency 
range. 
The sinusoidal waveform of-

fers less than 2% distortion. 
The triangular waveform is 
within less than 1% of linearity 
error. The standard (not TTL, 
which is a separate output) 
square wave features rise and 
fall times of less than 100 nano-
seconds, and a time symmetry 
error of less than ±2%. 
The  voltage-controlled 

sweeping oscillator (sweep 
vco) may be zero-referenced 
from any frequency setting. 
The banana jack input will ac-
cept any signal from 0- ± 10 
volts, and offers a 22k input im-
pedance. 
The 2001 is calibrated at 25° 

C. ±50  C., but operates over a 
0-50° C. range. The 10" W x 3" 
H x 7" D package (25.4 x 7.6 
x 17.8 cm) weighs in at 2.2 
pounds (1.0 kg). Power re-
quirements are 6 Watts at 
105/125 V ac, 50/60 Hz. 
A 220-240 V ac, 50/60 Hz-

powered version is optionally 
available. Also available is a 
20-dB banana jack adapter out-
put attenuator. 
For additional information, 

contact Continental Spe-
cialties Corporation, 70 Fulton 
Terrace, New Haven CT 06509, 
or 351 California Street, San 
Francisco CA 94104. Reader 
Service number C9. 

VEGA ANNOUNCES THE 
WORLD'S SMALLEST 

TUNABLE SUBAUDIBLE TONE 
ENCODER-DECODER 

Vega has introduced a new 
subminiature, subaudible tone 
encoder/decoder for hand-held 
radio as well as routine mobile 
radio applications. The Model 
185 is completely tunable to 
any EIA CTCSS frequency 
without adding or changing any 
components. Measuring just 
1.0" x 1.56" x 0.55", the unit in-
cludes a high-pass voice filter 
and adjustable output level. A 
unique self-squelching feature 
eliminates external squelch cir-
cuit connections in most ap-
plications, making installation 
simple and quick. The Model 
185 exceeds all EIA specifica-
tions (including frequency 
stability) and comes with 

Vega's new Model 185 tone encoder/decoder. 

Vega's three-year warranty. 
For further information, con-

tact Vega, 9900 Baldwin Place, 
El Monte CA 91731; (213)-
442-0 782. Reader Service 
number V21. 

MIRAGE MP1 HF PEAK-
READING WATTMETER 
With the successful in-

troduction of the MP2 VHF 
(50-200 MHz) peak-reading 
wattmeter,  Mirage Com-
munications is now offering 
the MP1 HF (1.8-30) peak-
reading wattmeter. 
The MP1 is designed to pro-

vide the amateur operator with 

a versatile fixed or portable 
wattmeter, without having to 
use cumbersome plug-ins or 
add-ons. 
It has three power ranges (25, 

200, and 2000 Watts) which pro-
vide easy reading, whether in 
use for low-power QRP opera-
tion or with the biggest DX 
setup. The MP1 will read both 
forward and reverse power at 
the flip of a switch. 
The MP1 has the same fine 

features as the MP2, namely, 
the ability to display either an 
average or a peak power read-

Continued on page 170 
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If you can't 
hear them... 

Dx'ing 
Contesting • Ragchewing 

Traffic Handling 

There's a Telex Headphone that 
will let you do it better. Sure, some-
times you just can't hear them. But 
if there's a chance, it's easier with a 
Telex headphone. There's one for 
every discriminating choice. At 
better ham outlets everywhere, or 
write ... 

H4 

lielk Onelectronics 
OnnSION OF TELEM COMMUNICATIONS. INC 

86 01 N ORTHEAST H WY 6, LINC OLN NE 685 05 US A 

Telephone 402-467-5321, telex 48-4324 

Europe: 22 rue de la seg,on-d Honneur 93200 St Denis France. 
telephone 820-98-46 telex 63-0013 

TRANSISTORS, ETC. 
type  case  VCE  lc  PD  Ft  HEPO 
MPSAIO NPN 1092  40V  .1A  .3W  50Mhz  728 
MPSU52 PNP 10202 40  1.5  1.0  150  S3031 
MPSU56 PNP  "  60  1.0  5.0  50  " 
MPSA55 PNP 1092  60  .5  .5  50  708 
2N2222 NPN 1092  30  .8  .5  250  736 
2N2322 SCR TO-5  25V  1 AMP .2ma gate I 
2N2324 SCR TO-5  100  1 AMP .02ma " 
2N2325 SCR TO-5  150  1 AMP .2ma  " 
2N2907 PNP 1018  40  .6  .4  200 
2N3440 NPN TO-5* 250  1.0  10.0  50 
2N3565 NPN TO106* 30  .2 
2N3639 PNP 1092  12  .1 
2N3640 PNP TO106# 15  .2 
2N3646 NPN 70106# 15  .2 
2N3704 NPN 1092  30  .8 
2N3903 NPN 1092  40  .2 
2N3904 NPN 1092  40  .2 
2N4248 PNP 1092  40  .1 
2N4250 PNP 1092  40  .1 
2N4400 NPN TC92  40  .2 
2N4437 NPN 10106  30  .5 
2N5138 PNP 10106  30  .1 
2N5172 NPN 1092  25  .1 
2N5210 NPN 1092  50  .05 
2N5910 PNP 10106  20  .1 
2N5964 NPN 1092  150  .1 
016P1  NPN 1098  12 (high  .20  1.50 
D40C1  NPN 10220# 30  .5  6. DARLINGION  .30  2.50 
04101  PNP 10220  30  1.0  6.  150  S3027  .35  3.00 
044H8  PNP 10220  60 10.0 50.  50  .50  4.50 
RCA105 PNP 10220  .35  3.00 
MJE1091 " 10220  60  5.0 70 PWR DARLINGTON  1.25 10.00 
MJE1100NPNT0220  60  5.0 70 PWR DARLINGTON  1.25 10.00 
TIP31A NPN 10220* 60  3.0 40W  .40  3.50 
2N6101 NPN 10220  80 10.0 75  .60  5.00 
2N4304 N CHANNEL FET  10106 CASE  sim. HEP802 .35  3.00 
40327  NPN TO-5  300  1.A  5W  .40  3.50 

• house number - we guarantee that the device sold is identical to El  

29 ,'umber Specified  ‘lic numberS from PEP list   

• leads are cut and formed for PC r• .• • 

52 
S3021 

.3  40  55 

.2  350  57 

.2  400  57 

.2  400  50 

.3  100  735 

.3  300  736 

.3  300  736 

.2  40  715 

.2  50  57 

.3  700  736 

.2  250  736 

.2  30  52 

.2  120  56 

.3  80  728 

.3  700  52 

.5  100  S0005 
gain lo-pwr DARL.) 

each 
5.40 
.30 
.35 
.25 
.30 
.30 
.40 
.45 
.35 
.60 
.15 
.20 
.15 
.15 
.40 
.20 
.20 
.15 
.25 
.15 
.20 
.20 
.25 
.30 
.30 
.25 

ten . 
S3.50: 
2.50i 
3.00: 
2.00 
2.50 
2.50 
3.50 
4.00 
3.00 
5.00 
1.00 
1.50 
1.00 
1.00 
3.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.00 
2.00 
1.00 
1.50 
1.50 
2.00 
2.50 
2.50 
2.00 

• 

600 MF 
360V 
PHOTO 
FLASH 

.90 ea. 

10 $7.50 
100-$65 

DIP TRIMMER 
12 TURN ',/401,,1 1/4 
5K or 206K only 
mfg.  DALE EN S.50 TFO4 S4 

%WATT RESISTORS 
10 ea. -390, 1.8k, 3.9k, 6.8k, ilk 

43k, 68k, 240k - 5 percent tol. 

80 FOR  

'  DIGITAL IC', 
25040  1024 bit shift register TO-9  8.80 
054025 M S 3 input NOR gate  DIP  .19 
CCM011 CMOS 2 input NAND gate  "  .19 
MC4015 TTL quad latch MOTOROLA  "  1.00 
75451  dual peripheral driver  " (8)  .30 
1945058 1024 bit static shift req. "(8) 1.50 
74028  Quad 2 input NOR III. gate "  .12 
7430N  8 input NAND gate  .13 
74928  divide  by 12 TTL counter "  .30 
08380  (0M8836) NOR BUS receiver "  0, 80 
)48811 quad MOS interface IC  '  .50 
8424  lo/pwr dual SR flip flop  "  25 , 
5270  pin compatible w/7400  "  .10 
74178  (8270) 4 bit shift reg.  *  .30 
111321  dual JK flip flop SIG.  "  .25 

LINEAR IC's 

747  dual 741 0P- M0  .50 
17088PC 511 audio out w/heet sink "  1.25 
ABM-I  (MFC6070) 18 out audio  "(8)  .40 
1/1300  precision regulator  TO-99  .50 
16307  op-arep (improved 741)  "  .35 
1831861 micro/NH' OP -mriP 
uA715  hi/speed 1002/us 606147 op/amp 

available in DIPIDIL) or 0099  2.00 
MC1303 Motorola sten o amplifier DIP  2.00 
uA776  programmable op/ up 
183098. .5V-I AMP REGULATOR TO-3  .75 
78I2K  .12-1 AMP R(GuLATOR TO-3  .75 
1.01412 LAMBDA 012-3 APP REGULATOR TO-3 

(removed from sockets full 
specifications guaranteed)  3.95 

CA3079 zero crossing switch  OIL  .60 
uA703  VHF transistorarraysepoxy 0099  .30 

MISC. IC's 

11[05  Fairchild 1.2GH: divide by 4 
UHF scaler  39.00 

956190  Fairchild 30CMHz decade ctr.  7 -' 
2708  1148 bit EPROM 45006 
FCD820 Fairchild optoiisolator 001(6) 

DIODES  _ 

SIGNAL "pak" of 40 oriole Si or Go 
signal diodes / leads are 
pre trimmed for PCB board 
specify SI/Ge 40 min. each type 82.10 

183810 15 MP 200 P12 stud w/hcher.  .70 
184601 6.48 .0050 reference diode  .45 
162  Motorola 168 52 18 zener  .15 

SPOT 6000 200 ohm col' 
I amp 20 watt X conte. 
LONG LIFE 1210 operation 
HIGH SPEED (500Hz) 

BISTABLE RELAY 

s2.95 
ea. 

-S WITCHES-
RED PUSH BUTTON 
N.O. MOMENTARY 
CONTACT  N. 

40' each 
$3.75 ten 
$3S -190   

ONE AMP OP-AMP 
MICH PO WER ArmPLIFIER 
A 103 CASE REPLACJ MIT 
FOR  mATiONAL  Leitrudi 

0  $4.50 5/$20 

TRANSISTOR BONANZA 
PRIME  TO-92 PLASTIC TRANSISTORS FR), A 
KWH) SEMI CONDUCTOR MANUFACTURER. THESE 
ARE FIRST MALI') DEVICES MADE FO* A rnm. 
NITER FIRM. THE NMC2 HAVE CUT roii 
LEADS (00-5 SHAPE), AND THE MP ' 
LENGTH LEAP, SPififf NPN PA 051 
TYPE  - 

$6 for loo $504 

4/49 • 
10 

efe/ DIODE ARRAY 
20c ea.  1N914's 
10.61.50 c IRO STAGGERED  R18520 PIN PACKAGE WITH P/NS SPACED .I"  IN 

S1250 
( I 1181  251 each 
•  10 - $2.25 

SIMPEN 
SARA  

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR 
 * Epoxy BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 

10 AMP SOV  81048 

.90 ea. 10 for $7.50 100-$65 49 1k 

ZERO CROSSING SWITCH 
A.C. powered 14 pin 
IC used to trigger "r:' 
devices....RCA CA307 • 

60cea $5- ten 
TRIACS- SCR's 

TRIACS  

RCA 8A 600V TO220 TAB 

0.99 each ten/$9.50 $89/c 

RCA 88 200V TD220 TAB 

0.69 each ten/$6.50 $60/c 

SCR's  

GE C122 8A 6000 TO220 TAB 

(anode connected to tab) 

$.69ea. ten/$6.50  $60/c 

10 pak of TO18 low voltage 

SCR's all marked and prime 

parts, 204884, 380896, etc. 

10 for $2.95 

Numeric Display 
Single Digit 
GaAsP LED 

CCMCN CATHODE WITH RIGHT HAND DECIMAL. 
COAPACT -10 DIGITS IN 7.sce PANEL WIDTH 
HIGHLY LEGIBIE-BRIGHT RED A" CHARACTER 
EASILY READ WITHIN 10ft OVER  A WIDE 
VIEWING ANGLE-129m. PER DIGIT AT TYPICAL 
RRIONTNF̀ A IFVELS 

65ceach - 10 for $5.95 

PO BOX 41778 M oney  back guarantee- 55minimum order 
we pay post on orders for 510 or more. All 
payment must be in U.S. funds  Foreign Sacramento Ca orders must include post  BAC & MC are 
not prepaid orders and shipping is added 

4811 MYRTLE AVE 95841  916 334 2161 

RevLon 
ELECTR OT1ICS 

/ell/ 

,BANKAMERICARD 
rearm. kar 



Five-Chip Auto IDer 
—in case you forget 

You don't have to speak TV to use this one. 

Richard Bartholomew 

Box 300 Butler Terrace 
Freeland PA 18224 

Having seen several ar-
ticles pertaining to 

automatic code identifica-

100 

277 

REMOTE 
ACTIVATE 

•H  16  6806 

262219 

47,.6 

I  TANT 

7-35 
VDC 

'N  IS 
7805 

460 

ICs, 
one one 
one 

tion, all using diode 
matrices or one-shots, I 
thought I'd share a circuit I 
developed for TV transla-
tors requiring much the 
same thing. This particular 
circuit uses only five 
three TTLs (cheap), 
5-volt regulator, and 

1115 2  vCC 

5  015 2 

LM556 

TR G  TR G 

TNRES THRES 
2 

CON / CON 2 

OUT  OUT 

GNO  RES i 

226 
NNA.  

01 

2622226 

CO, 1  28 

1C2  20 

74393  2 D 

CLR 

2 26 
02 
2622224 

256-bit ROM (read only 
memory). There are also 
four transistors performing 
housekeeping chores such 
as inversion and pulse 
generation. 

Referring to Fig. 1, the 
circuit operation can be ex-

A 8 C GNO 

-- T 

OUT 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of automatic code ID circuit. *Tie high or low depending on 
message desired. See text for details. Note: tie all output to +5 volts through 3.9k 
resistor. All resistors are 1/4 W, 5%. 

plained as follows: IC1, an 
LM556 dual timer uses 
half of its internal circuitry 
to provide a 30-minute 
timer. The output of this 
timer is normally high. 
After timing-out, it goes 
low which turns off Q1 and 
forces the reset pin on the 
second half of the timer to 
go high. This enables the 
astable oscillator, and a 
clock stream, at about 8 
Hz, toggles IC2, a dual 4-bit 
binary counter. This count-
er performs two functions. 
First, it addresses IC4, an 
8-line-to-1-line multiplexer, 
which causes IC4 to selec-
tively scan its inputs for a 
signal. Going back to IC2 
now, it also addresses IC3, 
a 32 word, 8 bit/word ROM. 
The output of the first 
counter also drives the 
clock input of the second 
counter at a speed 8 times 
slower than the first half. 
This causes the multiplexer 
to scan each of its 8 inputs 
before the ROM address 
changes once. 

The  ROM  is pro-
grammed as shown in 
Table 1. I always allow the 
first three bits at address 
00000 to be 0. This allows 
for any clearing operations 
of the counters to com-
plete before data starts 
flowing. In the example, I 
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used the letters "DE 
W79QY7." I allowed 3 con-
secutive is for a dash and 
one 1 for a dot. Spacing 
between letters is three Os 
and spacing between 
words is seven Os. The table 
is read from address 00000, 
A through H, then address 
00001, A through H, and 
continuing down through 
binary address 01111. As 
can be seen, the ROM out-
puts 8 bits at a time to the 8 
inputs of the multiplexer. 
This is the reason for run-
ning the multiplexer 8 
times faster than the ROM. 
As each 8 bits appear on 
the inputs to the multiplex-
er, the inputs are scanned 
and converted to serial 
data at the Y output. 
At the completion of 

binary count 16,  the 
negative-going edge on the 
2D output of IC2 turns off 
Q2 for a period of about 
100 ms. This causes its col-
lector to go high. This high 
voltage on the base of Q3 

forces it into heavy satura-
tion, discharging the time-
out capacitor at TRIG 2 on 
IC1. This causes the timer 
to reset to zero and start 
timing out 30 minutes, 
when the sequence will 
repeat. Q4 was added to 
allow remote triggering of 
the timer. This is ac-
complished by either a 
logic 1 at the remote ac-
tivation input or tying this 
point to + 5 volts. 
IC5 is simply a 5-volt 

regulator which takes any-
where from 7 to 35 volts in-
put and converts it to 5 
volts for the rest of the 
circuity. 
This circuit can be pro-

grammed to provide two 
separate 128-bit messages, 
selectable at the flip of a 
switch. Input E on IC3, 
which is shown open on the 
schematic, can be tied to 
an SPDT switch which has 
one side grounded and the 
other tied to +5 volts. 
When switched to ground, 

the address to the ROM 
will start with 00000 and 
when switched to +5 
volts, it will start with 
10000. 
Being a computer freak 

and not a ham, I am not 
sure if this circuit will be an 
aid to anyone, but if so, I 

BCD count 
to ROM 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 

would like to hear from 
you regarding your uses 
and any changes you might 
have made. (For amateur 
use, the 30-minute timer se-
quence would have to be 
shortened to 10 minutes. 
The sample call sounds 
like a rare one. — Ed.) • 

Desired output of ROM 

A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H 
0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0 
0  1  0  1  0  0  0  1 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1 
0  1  1  1  0  1  1  1 
0  0  0  1  1  1  0  1 
1  1  0  1  0  1  0  1 
1  1  0  1  1  1  0  1 
1  1  0  1  0  0  0  1 
1  1  0  1  1  1  0  1 
0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1 
1  1  0  1  0  1  1  1 
0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1 
1  1  0  1  1  1  0  1 
0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Table 1. ROM programming sample. Sample indicated is 
W79QY7. 

Steve Schwartz WA2ALT 
2770 West 5 St. Apt. I8A 
Brooklyn NY 11224 

I f you travel a lot or live 
in an apartment, there's 

a great little antenna for 
the low bands. B&W makes 
a low-band antenna cover-
ing 2-40 meters and it vir-
tually takes up no space. 
The antenna is about 41/2 
feet long. When the anten-
na is disassembled, it can 
fit in a small suitcase with 

The Vacationer 

— B&W's portable antenna 

all your clothes. This an-
tenna is the Vacationerlm. 
The antenna comes with 

four coils and a shorting 
bar for 6 and 2 meters. The 
Vacationer also comes 
with coax, counterpoise, 
and all mounting hard-
ware. 
Changing coils is a 

breeze. To change a coil, 
all you have to do is loosen 
two screws and the coil 
slides right off. Tuning the 
antenna is just as easy. The 
whip itself does not have to 
ever be touched (except on 

2 meters). Tuning is done 
by adjusting the length of 
the counterpoise. The 
counterpoise can hang out 
the window or lie along the 
floor in the room. 
There's nothing else to 

buy for the antenna. The 
antenna mounts on the 
window via a vise-type 
mechanism. It's also great 
for you apartment-dwellers 
who can't put up antennas. 
The only "tool" needed 

for assembly and disassem-
bly is a flat screwdriver. 
The Vacationer antenna 

can be ordered from any 
store which stocks B&W 
parts. The number of the 
antenna is the Model 
370-10. The antenna lists 
for approximately $32.50. 
There is a previous 

model, number 370, which 
is less in price and does not 
include 40 meters. If you 
would like the specifica-
tions, write to Barker and 
Willamson, Inc., 10 Canal 
St., Bristol PA 19007. 
It's a great little antenna 

and the swr is adjustable to 
1.1:1. 
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Tone Decoder Improvements 

— another step toward perfection 

With a signal conditioner and valid-digit recognizer, you can't go wrong. 
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Rick Swenton WA1LMV 
19 Allen Street 
Bristol CT 06010 
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The Signetics NE567 is my favorite toy. I'll 
never give it up. After 
working on several old 
telephone company de-
coders, I realized that they 
definitely leave something 
to be desired—especially 
if you were to attempt to 
build one from scratch! 
Also, after experiencing 
several  commercial-
quality state-of-the-art 
DTMF decoders, I realized 
that while they are terrific 
decoders, their price is out 
of sight. That leaves the 
NE 567. 

Mr. Everhart* described 
the limitations of the 567 in 
a very thorough presenta-
tion. However, its limita-
tions can be worked 
around to yield a high 
quality, superior perform-
ing decoder. The 567 can-
not stand alone without 
conditioning its output. 
The circuitry presented 
here is a sophisticated 
signal conditioner and 
valid-digit recognizer. It is 
an improved alternative to 

 0*  separate delay networks 
on the outputs of all eight 

 Do 

Fig. 1. Decoding system schematic. 

*J. H. Everhart WA3VXH, "To-
ward a More Perfect Touchtone 
Decoder,"  73 Magazine, 
November, 1976, pages 178-
181. 

567s. (See Fig. 7 in refer-
enced article.) 

The block diagram of 
this system is in Fig. 2. It 
consists of two bandpass 
filters, one for the low-
group tones, and one for 
the high-group tones, two 
limiters, eight frequency 
decoders, a valid-digit 
recognizer/signal condi-
tioner, and an eight-to-
sixteen-line decoder. To 
build your decoder, see 
Everhart's article for infor-
mation on building the 
bandpass filters, limiters, 
and 567 decoders. The out-
puts of the eight 567 
decoders are then fed into 
the valid-digit recognizer, 
Fig. 1. The valid-digit 
recognizer consists of U1 
and U2 (7486 exclusive OR 
gates), U3 (7400 quad two-
input NAND gate), U5 
(7414 hex inverter), and U4 
(74123 monostable multi-
vibrator). 

The function of U1 and 
U2 is to determine if the 
567 decoders are sending 
only one low-tone signal 
and only one high-tone 
signal. The outputs of U1 
and U2 are ANDed to-
gether by U3 so that the 
output of U3 (pin 3) goes 
low only when the follow-
ing conditions are met: You 
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must have only one low 
tone and only one high 
tone. 

The next section of the 
valid-digit recognizer is the 
delay circuit consisting of 
U3, U4, and U5. R1 and Cl 
determine the time delay. 
The output of the valid-
digit recognizer circuitry is 
U3, pin 3. Pin 3 of U3 goes 
low only when one low 
tone AND only one high 
tone are present and they 
must remain uninterrupted 
for the time duration set by 
R1 and Cl. Optimum set-
ting of R1 is from 0.25 to 
0.5 seconds. This setting 
may vary for your par-
ticular setup. As a rule of 
thumb, set R1 to be fast 
enough for your signaling 
requirements, but slow 
enough to reject erratic 
pulsing. Remember that a 
condition could exist 
where a certain voice may 
be decoded as two tones 
which happen to be two 
touchtoneTM frequencies 

This would meet the re-
quirements of only one low 
and only one high tone, but 
would not be decoded if R1 
were set correctly. 

Next, we use the output 
of the valid-digit recog-
nizer to gate the outputs of 
the 567s into the eight-to-
sixteen-line decoder. U5 
and U6 are 7414 Schmitt 
triggers. They will further 
condition the outputs of 
the 567s and shape the out-

AUDIO 
INPUT 

LOW GROUP 
BANDPASS 
FILTER 

HIGH GROUP 
BANDPASS 
FILTER 

put waveform. U7 and U8 
(7400 NAND gates) provide 
the gating of the 567s to 
the sixteen-line decoder. 
Thus, no tone decoding 
can take place without 
valid-digit  recognition 
because the outputs of the 
567s are not being applied 
to the sixteen-line decoder 
unless valid-digit recogni-
tion has occurred. The out-
puts of the sixteen-line 
decoder, U9-U12 (7402s), 
are normally low and go 

567 .5 

770 

high when the digit is 
decoded. 
The system described 

here is in use at three 
repeaters in the Hartford 
CT area (WR1ABM: .28/.88 
and 442.85-447.85 and 
WR1 AFU:  .75/.15)  as 
autopatch and control 
decoders and are working 
well without any problems. 
With a 0.5-second response 
time, there has never been 
a false activation of any 
function. • 
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.1. -1 952 1 — 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of decoding system. 
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" SWISS QUAD VHF SERIES " 

SO 22 TWO METER DUAL QUAD 

ANTENNA GAIN AND FRONT TO BACK RATIO ARE WELL IM 
PROVED WHEN TWO ELEMENTS ARE DRIVEN AT ONE TIME 
WITH PHASE DIFFERENCE COMPARED TO A SINGLE DRIVEN 
ELEMENT SUCH AS A CONVENTIONAL QUAD OR YAGI  THE 
SO 22 PROVIDES THE OWNER WITH SUCH FEATURES SIMPLE 
ASSEMBLY AND LIGHT WEIGHT 

Multi Band Beam Super DX Series 

THE 3F35DX BEAM IS FOR USE IN THE 
10.15 AND 20 METER AMATEUR BANDS. 
THIS IS A HIGH PERFORMANCE BEAM 
THAT MAKES USE OF A COMBINATION 
OF PARALLEL FEED. FULL SIZE INDI-
VIDUAL DRIVEN ELEMENTS FOR EACH 
BAND. ALONG WITH THE USE OF MVO 
PARASITIC TRAPPED ELEMENTS HIGH 
013VIER RATING 3KW AND EXCELLENT 
VSWR ON EACH BAND. 

WRITE OR CALL FOR PRICES AND 
INFORMATION. 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 

ALL ANTENNAS IN STOCK. 
FOB OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA. 

3F36DX MULTI BAND FIVE ELEMENT BEAM 

BRODIE EL ECTRONICS COMPANY 
2537 Edgewood Drive 

Moors, Oklaho ma 73160 

405-794-0406 
E342 
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Ladimer S. Nagurney WAIKIP, WA3EEC 
Department of Physics 
Brown University 
Providence RI 02912 

The All-Wrong Power Supply 

—works in spite of itself 

Power to the junk box!—and from it. 

usually when one 
builds a power sup-

ply, one takes a currently 
vogue circuit and uses it 
verbatim. For solid-state 
rig advocates, the present 
norm is using a trans-
former, a diode-bridge rec-
tifier, and a series pass 
transistor. While I have no 
qualms about this circuit, I 
know many hams who 
spend time and money 
looking for the "proper" 
parts when, in reality, they 
can use junk box parts in an 
equivalent circuit. 

The circuit in Fig. 1 is the 
power supply I have been 
using for my Icom IC-230. 
It delivers about 3.5 Amps 
at 12 volts. When one looks 
at the schematic, however, 
the circuit looks wrong. 
First, the transformer volt-
age is too high and every-
one knows there are four 
diodes in every power sup-
ply worth mentioning. How 
can it work? 

First, consider the trans-
former, rectifier, and filter 
capacitor combination. 
The output voltage with 
transformer secondary 
voltage Vt, load current II, 
and capacitor C connected 
in a half-wave circuits is: 

Vout = 1.4Vt — Ii/120C. 
The ac ripple on this 
voltage will be: Vripple 
lou t/210C. Inserting our 
values we find the follow-
ing: Vout = 1.4(28V) — 4 
Amps/(120 x 4 x 10  3 
Farad) = 30.87 volts and 

Vripp.le = 4/(210  X 4 x 
10 —  = 4.76 volts. Thus, 
the output is a dc level of 
30.87 volts with a 4.76 volt 
ac voltage impressed upon 
top of it. Therefore, we 
have a varying voltage 
from 26 to 36 volts at the 
input to the regulator. 
We have just shown why 

we are using a higher volt-
age transformer with a 
half-wave rectifier. The 
transformer chosen was a 
surplus one with a 28 V, 4 A 
secondary, bought for 
$1.00. This is in contrast to 
the 18-volt types usually 
chosen for a similar supply, 
then operated with a 
bridge rectifier. 
Practically, what these 

equations show is that if 
our regulator can follow an 
input voltage from roughly 
25 to 36 volts, we can use 
this circuit to make a 
regulated power supply at 
a variety of voltages. 
Before slapping a three-
terminal regulator on the 

output and going to look 
for a "cold 807," one must 
do a little more designing. 
Returning to the voltage 

output equation, we note 
that at zero current our 
voltage across the filter 
capacitor is 1.4 x 28 or 
39.2 volts. This value is the 
maximum voltage across 
the capacitor. Then a 
capacitor with a working 
voltage of at least 60 volts 
should be used. 

The standard three-ter-
minal regulators have a 
maximum input voltage of 
about 35 volts. Therefore, 
one might damage or des-
troy the regulator if it were 
connected directly to the 
rectifier output. The zener 
diode (Z) and the resistor 
(R) in the schematic take 
this into account. The 
zener was chosen from the 
junk box and almost any 
power-type zener can be 
used as long as the regula-
ting voltage is below 35 
volts. 

The value of resistor R 
can be easily found. The 
current through the regula-
tor is roughly the base cur-
rent of the transistor which 
is roughly the collector-
emitter current divided by 

the gain of the transistor. 
Since a typical power tran-
sistor has a gain of about 
50 and our maximum out-
put current is about 3.5 
Amps, we see that the base 
current is about 70 mA. 
Since our lowest voltage 
across the capacitor is 
about 25 volts, we want 
something like an 8-volt 
drop with 70 mA or about 
100 Ohms. 
Although  the drop 

across the resistor is con-
stant, the actual voltage in-
put to the regulator will 
vary from 17 to 27 volts. 
This can influence the 
choice of zeners since a 
25-volt zener will only 
draw power when the volt-
age is above 25 volts and, 
therefore, has a smaller 
duty cycle than would a 20-
volt one. Maximum heat-
ing on a 25-volt zener 
would occur with no cur-
rent drawn by the regula-
tor. In this case, it would be 
about 10 mA, so a 1-Watt 
zener should do. The resis-
tor will dissipate 10 volts at 
80 mA, so a 2-Watt one will 
be fine. 
The final bit of analysis 

deals with the diode (D2) 
on the ground leg of the 
three-terminal regulator. 
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This is used to raise the 
regulator voltage up by .7 
V so a "12-volt" regulator 
will give a 12-volt output. 

No analysis will be given 
of the power transistor 
since my only suggestions 
are to heat-sink it well, 
choose one with a gain of 
about 50, and a power of 
about 75 Watts. A 2N3055 
is an inexpensive and 
usually safe choice. The 
small capacitor across the 
output is used for protec-

D1 
D2 
U1 

Q1 
R,Z 

Parts List 
10A, 60 piv silicon diode 
1A, 15 piv silicon diode 
7812, 12-volt positive 
voltage regulator 
2N3055 transistor 
See text 

tion from oscillation. Al-
though I have never had a 
supply oscillate, the capac-
itor is cheap insurance. 
The supply was con-

structed on a piece of par-
ticle board with plywood 
sides and a U-shaped cane 

Fig. 1. Power supply schematic diagram. 

metal cover for ventila-
tion. A little decorative 
stain made the XYL joyfully 
approve of the supply for 
use in the den instead of 
being hidden away. 

OUTPUT 

The design of this supply 
is neither unique nor in-
novative, but it shows that 
one can build a power sup-
ply from the junk box that 
really works.• 

Over the years, the ther-
mal,  or  calorimetric, 

wattmeter has remained the 
standard for all measurements 
of radio frequency power. 
Unfortunately,  calorimetric 
power meters are very ex-
pensive and, therefore, are 
found only in the laboratory. 
Almost without exception, 
the  front  panel  "power" 
meter found on a radio trans-
mitter is really a peak-reading 
voltmeter calibrated to ap-
proximate a reading in Watts. 
Any harmonic energy from 
the transmitter due to mis-
alignment or component fail-
ure can cause this meter to 
soar to a reading much higher 
than the true rms power out-
put. The obvious solution has 
been overlooked. Every radio 
transmitter can be equipped 
with a simple power metering 
circuit offering accuracy and 
insensitivity to harmonics ap-
proaching that of a thermal-
type meter. 
In place of the usual detec-

tor followed by a capacitor 
input filter, the improved cir-
cuit will employ a choke in-
put filter. This circuit, prop-

C 

INPUT 
900 

• in 

IN 

in 

William E. Coleman, Jr. N4ES 
Surface Equipment Engineering 
E-Systems, Inc./ECI Division 
1501 72nd Street North 
P.O. Box 12248 
St. Petersburg FL 33733 

The Hardhearted 
Rf Detector 

— insensitive to harmonics 

erly designed, will develop an 
output equal to the average 
dc level of the half-wave pul-
sating dc from the detector 
(resemblance to the choke 
input power supply filter is 
not accidental). An average 
reading voltmeter may be 
calibrated to read the true 
average power dissipated by a 
load. The ratio of average 
power to rms power remains 
relatively constant for ex-
treme distortions of the sine 

i c2  

Fig. I. 

2n01  IK 

RL OUTPUT 
(AVERAGE 

/  VOLTAGE) 

/7, 

330  1 047,F 
• 

IK  1 68,AF  OUT 

wave, while the power, com-
puted by the square of the 
peak voltage divided by twice 
the load resistance, may vary 
several decibels. 

This simple high-accuracy 
circuit has but one special 
requirement. The input in-
ductor must be chosen so 
that its effective inductance 
remains above the critical 
value required for voltage 
regulation to the average level 
over the frequency band of 

Fig. 3. Average detector. 

Input 

8.0 V p-p triangle 
6.5 V p-p sine 
4.6 V p-p square 

Calculated 
r T S power 

0.016 W 
0.016 W 
0.016 W 

interest. Therefore, a choke 
approaching self-resonance at 
the  operating  frequency 
would not be suitable. The 
critical value is computed by: 
Lm in = (0.060/F)RL henrys. 
A typical circuit for use at 

a 50-Ohm  termination, 
where Xci < 5 Ohms and 
Xc2 <RL/10, is shown in Fig. 
1, and the results from low-
frequency (F = 40 kHz) test 
circuits (Figs. 2 and 3) are 
shown in Table 1. • 

EPeak det. 

3.5 V--
2.9 V  4.4 dB 
2.1 

OUT 

EAvg. det. 

1.0 V 
1.0 V 
0.98 V 

Fig. 2. Peak detector. Table I. 
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Custom-Designed 
Power Supplies 

try the 723 

Bargain-basement fanatics will love this new approach. 

Carl S. Griebno K2GEJ 
R.D. #2 Kline Drive 
Pennellville NY 13132 

LSI, microcircuits, production, and 
component costs are 

NC 
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- v 
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mass 
high 
but a 
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V • 

V C 

VOUT 

VI 

" N C 

Fig. 1. Pin designation for 
the 723. 

few of the many reasons 
that are leading to the de-
mise of amateur radio 
home brewing. In spite of 
this, there are plenty of 
well-documented circuits 
for you to select from that 
will not wind up costing a 
fortune to build (see any 
issue of 73). Unfortunately, 
most of them require a 
power supply which can 
wind up with a price tag as 
large or larger than the rest 
of the project. 
If you are considering 

bargain-basement elec-
tronics, you should also an-
ticipate the problems asso-
ciated with quality, reli-
ability, and aesthetic ap-
peal. There are precious 

few units I would let adorn 
my operating table. 

This article will show 
you how to custom-design 
your next supply, featuring 
the widely used 723 IC reg-
ulator. This will allow you 
to have the supply best 
suited to your application 
and provide the quality, 
reliability, and features 
you desire. All this is at a 
surprisingly low cost. You 
should find the design cal-
culations relatively easy 
and the assembly straight-
forward. 

The 723 Chip 

There are many features 
of the 723 IC, one of which 

is a temperature-compen-
sated and amplified refer-
ence voltage output (Fig. 1, 
pin 6). This output voltage 
is typically 7.15 volts and 
capable of supplying up to 
15 mA of current. Current-
sense terminals (pins 2, 3) 
allow the user to select the 
upper current limit of the 
supply. Also, the 723 has a 
built-in error amplifier di-
rectly coupled to an "on-
board" series, pass transis-
tor. This combination is 
capable of supplying up to 
150 mA. The line and load 
regulation of the supply 
will be typically 0.1 %. 
Some of the 723's other 
features are low current 
drain, low temperature 
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drift, and high ripple rejec-
tion. Another good feature 
is the $.35 to $.50 price tag 
in single quantities. It is, in 
fact, uncommon not to 
find a 723 stuck some-
where in an OEM industrial 
supply. 

External Components 
Before we get into the 

design calculations, take a 
look at Fig. 2. Ti, Cl, and 
Q1 (or Q1 alternate) are the 
only external components 
needed for this supply, the 
remainder of the compo-
nents being mounted on 
the PC board. Looking at 
Ti, you can see I have 
drawn a center-tapped 
transformer. If you have 
this type of transformer, 
diodes D1 and D2 are used 
in a full-wave, center-
tapped configuration using 
pads C, D, and E on the PC 
board. If your transformer 
has no center tap, use 
diodes D1 through D4. Con-
nect the transformer leads 
to pads C and D on the 
board and you have a full-
wave bridge configuration. 
I have found that a 12-volt 
filament transformer with 
a bridge rectifier works ex-
tremely well for output 
voltages from 2 to 7 volts 
and a 24-volt control type 
transformer with a bridge 
rectifier is an excellent 
choice for output voltages 
of from 9 to 25 volts. Make 
sure the transformer sec-
ondary current rating is 
high enough for your sup-
ply design. There will be 
some more comments 
about Ti later on. 
Diodes D1 through D4 

must be chosen to handle 
the current you design the 
supply for. The popular 
1N4000 series diodes are 
excellent for current levels 
of up to 1 Amp. The 3-Amp 
epoxy "bullet" rectifiers 
are so inexpensive that I try 
to keep some on hand all 
the time (MR 500 series). If 
you are fortunate enough 
to be able to obtain some 
Motorola MR 751s, a 
6-Amp device, these also 
may be used on the board. 

The diodes should have a 
piv rating of at least 50 
volts. By using a glass-
epoxy board material with 
2 oz. copperclad, the runs 
on the board are easily 
wide enough to handle 6 
Amps with less than 10° C 
temperature rise. For de-
sign currents higher than 6 
Amps, the rectifiers, filter 
capacitor (Cl), series pass 
transistors (Q1, alt.), and C3 
may be wired externally 
with heavy wire. The cir-
cuit board can then be 
wired in as a control sys-
tem for the regulated sup-
ply. (See Fig. 3.) If you use 
the board in this manner, 
do not use R7, which is the 
current-sensing resistor. 
Mount the fuseholder for 
F2 externally, instead of in 
the hole provided on the 
PC board, and fuse for the 

Fl 
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50V 
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02. 
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14  
D. • 
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design current. Although 
not shown in Fig. 2, it is a 
good idea to wire diode D6 
at the output terminals of 
the supply. This is a "free-
wheeling" diode that will 
protect the regulator board 
from any inductive tran-
sients coming back to the 
supply from the load (e.g., 
a T-R relay). A 3-Amp, 
200-piv device is suitable 
for D6. 
At this time, it is worth 

mentioning that Q2 (Fig. 2) 
will require some heat sink-
ing at the higher current 
output levels. To do this, 
you might even wire an ex-
ternally mounted 2N3053 
or 2N3055 to the Q2 pads 
located on the PC board. 
Unless you have a river 

flowing nearby to cool Q1, 
a bit of caution must be ex-
ercised in what is done 

F2* 

C2 
0i,F DISC 
50v 

RE* 

•  C6 
— 
I  10V D C 

/77 

R9* 

17231 

here. A 2N3055 has a pow-
er dissipation specification 
of 115 Watts if you can 
keep the case temperature 
at 25° C (77° F). Following a 
derating curve for this tran-
sistor, Q1 can dissipate up 
to 63 Watts at a case tem-
perature of 100° C (212° F). 
What this translates to is 
approximately 4 Amps of 
current with a 15-volt drop 
from collector to emitter. 
Allow one 2N3055 for 
every 4 Amps of output 
current and, by all means, 
heat-sink them! Also, if you 
sink Q2 well, it is capable 
of driving up to four 
2N3055s connected as 
shown in Q1 (alt.). The 
other alternative, as pre-
viously mentioned, is to ex-
ternally mount Q2 and 
wire it into the board. The 
bottom line here is to keep 
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Fig. 2. Power supply schematic diagram. 
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the Q1 and Q2 case tem-
peratures below 100° C to 
achieve the best reliability. 
There will be a special 

section on Cl later on in 
this article. 

Overvoltage Protection 
(ovp) 

The ovp circuit, an SCR 
crowbar-type, is optional in 
that it has no effect on the 
operation of the regulator. 
If, in fact, you opt for a 
variable supply, it can be a 
nuisance. But, if you have a 
nice new SSB rig, it can 
save you a bundle. The cir-
cuit consists of an SCR, C8, 
R10, C7, R6, D5, and R5. 
The only variable in the cir-
cuit is zener diode D5. The 
zener should be rated 2 to 
3 volts higher than the 
regulated output voltage 
and have a 5% tolerance. 
The ovp circuit operates as 
follows: Any rise in the out-
put voltage above the rat-
ing of D5 will fire the SCR. 
After firing, it will remain 
in the on state until fuse F2 
blows, thereby protecting 
the load from a gross over-
voltage. Choose a rating 
for F2 approximately 20% 
above the design current. 
Resistor R6 prevents any 
anode-gate leakage cur-
rent from inadvertently fir-
ing the SCR. Capacitor C7, 

along with R5, acts to pre-
vent any power line switch-
ing transients from firing 
the SCR. This is especially 
true under no-load condi-
tions. C8 and R10 form a 
dv/dt (voltage change to 
time change) network that 
prevents the SCR from 
turning itself on due to 
high rate-of-rise voltage ex-
cursions across the device. 
There are anode and gate 
pads for the SCR clearly 
marked on the board. Also, 
there is a hole drilled in the 
common foil, just below 
the SCR mounting hole, for 
the cathode connection. 
When mounting the SCR, 
use the insulating washer 
that usually comes with 
the device. The stud is the 
anode connection and, 
without the washer, the 
mounting nut will come in 
contact with the common 
foil. If there is no insulating 
washer with the SCR, one 
can be easily fabricated by 
peeling the copper from a 
small piece of circuit 
board material. The unclad 
material may then be used 
as the washer. 

Remote Voltage Sensing 
(rvs) 

Rvs, a feature of this sup-
ply, is seldom discussed in 
literature. To better under-
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•SEE TEXT 

- INDICATES MARKED FOIL CONNECTION 
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C230 SERIES 
SOV MIN 
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Fig. 3. Wiring arrangement when the 723 is used as a con-
trol system for an external regulated supply. Run rvs wires 
from PC board. Do not use jumper (Fig. 4). 

stand the value of rvs, let's 
take a look at what can 
happen when it isn't used. 
All electrical connections 
are imperfect, as they have 
some resistance associated 
with them. The same holds 
true for wire. Consider a 
connector resistance of 50 
milliohms  and a power 
lead resistance of the same 
magnitude. That is like put-
ting a resistor with a value 
of 0.15 Ohms (two termina-
tions and a conductor) in 
each lead of the power 
cable. This comes to a total 
resistance of 0.3 Ohms. 
That doesn't sound like 
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Fig. 4. Component layout. 

much, but, when multi-
plied by 10 Amps, the resul-
tant voltage drop in the 
cable is 3 volts. Not good! 
Now, if we could sense 
voltage out at the load, the 
cable drop would still be 
there while the regulator is 
being "fooled" into putting 
out enough extra voltage 
to compensate for this 
drop. With this supply de-
sign, all that has to be done 
is to run two small wires 
in parallel with the power 
cable wires. Tie them to-
gether at the remote load 
location and you have rvs. 
(Connect the +S and the 
+V wires together, also 
the — S and the — V wires.) 
The reason you may use 
smaller wires is due to the 
fact that only a few milli-
amps of current are re-
quired to drive the error 
amplifier in the 723. Re-
member, the higher the 
current levels that you 
work with, the more impor-
tant it becomes to use rvs. 
R3 and R4 are shown to be 
3.9 Ohms. Any value you. 
happen to have between 2 
and 10 Ohms will be satis-
factory here. If you do not 
wish to use remote sensing, 
a jumper may be installed 
in place of R3 and R4. 

Let's Regulate 

The regulator portion of 
this supply consists of C2, 
R8, R9, C6, the 723 IC, C4, 
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Q2, Q1, R7, C5, R2 and R1 
(Fig. 2). The circuit, when 
constructed with a jumper 
between pins 5 and 6 of the 
IC (in place of R8), is for 
output voltages of between 
8 and 24 volts. Do not use R9 
and C6 in this case. Remem-
ber our reference voltage 
(Vref) output of 7.15 volts? 
In this connection, the ref-
erence voltage is applied di-
rectly to the (+) input of the 
error amplifier. Therefore, 
the (-) input of the error 
amplifier must be 7.15 volts 
in order for the 723 to be in 
a stable condition at Vou t, 
pin 10. Let's go through 
a simple calculation and 
see how we can design for 
an output voltage of 13.5 V 
dc so that you can run your 
new 2 meter rig or maybe a 
mobile unit brought in for 
the winter. Looking at the 
schematic, we see that the 
voltage at pin 4 of the IC, 
the (-) input of the error 
amplifier, is derived from a 
voltage divider R3, R1, 
pads 2 and 3, and R2 and 
R4. R3 and R4 are very low 
value resistors that allow 
for rvs and, therefore, have 
no effect on our calcula-
tion. Pads 2 and 3 allow for 
an external voltage adjust-
ment if desired. So now 
we're down to two resis-
tors, R1 and R2. The value 
of R2 is not critical (some-
where between 1k and 3k is 
fine), but must be chosen 
first. Let's say a 2k resistor 
is handy for R2. The volt-
age across R2 must be 
equal to our reference sup-
ply, again 7.15 volts. Our 
supply is supposed to oper-
ate at 13.5 volts, so the 
voltage across R1 will be 
13.5 volts minus the drop 
across R2 (7.15 volts). A 
proportion will give us the 
value for R1. The equation 
is as follows: 

R1  R2 

V R1  V R2 

Solve: 
R1   2k 

13.5 - 7.15  7.15 

7.15 x R1 = 6.35 x 2k 

6.35 x 2k 
R1 - 

7.15 

1776 Ohms. 
Use 1 800 Ohms, 5% 
tolerance, 1/4- or 1/2-Watt. 

This will give you an out-
put voltage very close to 
13.5 volts. If you would like 
to trim Vou t, use a 1300-
Ohm resistor for R1 and 
wire a 1k variable resistor 
to pads 2 and 3. This will 
give you 13.5 volts output 
at approximately 50% of 
pot rotation, giving you 
plenty of trim range. Other-
wise, don't forget to jump-
er pads 2 and 3 if you use a 
1.8k resistor for R1. When 
using the 8-through-24-volt 
connection, place C4 at 
C4A, Fig. 4. C4 is the com-
pensation capacitor and 
provides a high-frequency 
breakpoint in the error-
amplifier circuitry, pre-
venting unwanted oscilla-
tions. 

In order to use the sup-
ply for voltages of less than 
7 volts, only minor changes 
need be made. Resistor R2 
will not be used. Place a 
jumper in pads 2 and 3 and 
also in place of R1. In do-
ing this, the output voltage 
will be placed directly on 
the (-) input of the error 
amplifier. Let's say we 
want 5 volts output for 
some TTL circuit we have 
or maybe that new micro-
computer the UPS man just 
delivered. All that has to be 
done is to divide the 
7.15-volt reference supply 
down to 5 volts. This 
calculation will be the 
same as the previous one. 
Choose R9 (any value from 
1k to 3k). Let R9 = 1k. This 
time the equation is: 

R9  = R8 

V R9  V R8 

Solve: 

1k _  R8  

5  7.15 - 5 

R8 x 5 = 1k x 2.15 

1k x 215 
R8 - 

5 

430 Ohms. 

8 33mS 

E PEAK 
339V 

4 

E RIPPLE • (PEAK - DISCHARGE 

feDZ,CHARGE 

Fig. 5. Cl calculations. 

Use a 5% tolerance, 1/4- or 
1/2-Watt resistor. Now we 
have the R8 and R9 values 
we need for our 5-volt sup-
ply. Capacitor C6 is used to 
filter out any "white noise" 
present in the Vref output 
and in R8. Also, place C4 at 
C4B, Fig. 4. 

For output current levels 
of 6 Amps or less, R7 must 
also be calculated. R7 is 
the current-sense resistor 
and its value will set the 
maximum output current 
of the supply. When the R7 
voltage reaches 0.6 volts, 
the 723 will start reducing 
the output voltage in an at-
tempt to keep the output 
current constant. This cal-
culation is the Ohm's Law 
relationship R = E/I, where 
R is the value of R7, E is 0.6 
volts (the specified CL - 
CS voltage), and I is the 
supply current limit. The 
calculation for R7 is as 
follows: R = 0.6/2 Amps = 
0.3 Ohms. Don't forget the 
power dissipation in R7. 
That calculation is as 
follows: P= E x l= 0.6 
X 2 = 1.2 Watts. At the 
risk of not having current 
limiting, or waiting until 
you can procure this low 
value resistor, a jumper 
may be used in place of R7. 
As long as R7 is in place, 
the supply can even stand 
intermittent short-circuit 
conditions at the output 
terminals with no resulting 
damage. 

If you've read this far, 
it's time to get a cup of 
coffee or maybe a nice 
cold 807. We still have a lit-
tle more to go. 

Cl Calculations 

There are various ways 

CAPACITOR 
DISCHARGE TABLE 

%DISCHARGE  TIME 

80 

60 

50 

3? 

0 25 RC 

0 SORG 

0 ?SRC 

00 RC 

to find a value to be used 
for C1; most of them use 
higher mathematics. To 
me, that is an exercise in fu-
tility. What I will explain 
here is a simple method 
that works very well, and 
can be easily verified if you 
have access to an oscillo-
scope. Again, for the sake 
of numbers, let's work on a 
13.5-volt, 2-Amp supply de-
sign. I will assume you 
have found in your junk-
box a 24-volt center-tapped 
transformer. The first 
step is to add 5 volts to 
your design output volt-
age. The reason for this is 
to make absolutely sure 
that there is enough 
voltage to overcome the 
base-emitter drops (Vbe) in 
the regulator transistors, 
and give the series pass 
transistors some "operat-
ing room." Adding 5 to 13.5 
volts gives us 18.5 volts. 
This value is placed at the 
point labeled E DIS-
CHARGE, Fig. 5. Now, sup-
pose you would  like 
to use the full-wave, 
center-tapped connection 
as previously mentioned 
Divide the 24-volt rating by 
two. The reason this is 
done is that you are only 
using half the transformer 
winding by connecting the 
center tap to common. 
This will give you 12 volts, 
which is an rms value. To 
find E PEAK, the value C1 
will charge to, multiply 12 
volts by 1.414 (E PEAK = E 
RMS x 1.414). This value, 
16.97 volts, does not meet 
the minimum value of 18.5 
volts required by the sup-
ply design. E PEAK should 
be a minimum of 5 volts 
higher than E DISCHARGE, 
or the filter capacitor (Cl) 
will become very large (ex-
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pensive). This dictates the 
use of the 24-volt trans-
former in a bridge rectifier 
configuration. It also 
means that you have to 
come up with two more 
diodes. The value for E 
PEAK will now be 24 x 
1.414 or 33.9 volts. Now we 
have 15.4 volts before 
we're down to the E dis-
charge value. The next step 
is to find out what percent 
18.5 volts is of 33.9 volts. 
Divide E DISCHARGE by E 
PEAK. 18.5/33.9 = .5457 or 
54.57%. 
Now go to the capacitor 

discharge table in Fig. 5 
and find a percentage val-
ue closest to the above 
calculation, in this case 
50%. Across from this you 
will find 0.75 RC. What this 
means is that in the 0.75 
time constant, the capaci-
tor will discharge to 50% 
of its initial value, E PEAK. 
Now R X C is a formula we 
can work with to find the 
value for Cl. Remember t 
= RC? To find a value for t 
to be used in this formula, 
solve the equation 8.33 
milliseconds = 0.75t. The 
time value, 8.33 millisec-
onds, does not change, as it 
is the period between the 
pulsating dc peaks that 
charge Cl (60 Hz line fre-

timm -V  -S  +S  +V  F  G 
0 

quency). 0.75 is the table 
value reached by the E 
PEAK, E DISCHARGE cal-
culations. Solving the 
equation, we get: t = 8.33/ 
0.75 = 11.1 milliseconds. 

We now need a value for 
R to complete our Cl cal-
culation. This value can be 
found from R = E/I where 
E is the E PEAK value and I 
is the supply current design 
value, or 2 Amps. Solving 
this equation, we get R = 
33.9/2 = 17 Ohms. 

To find the value of Cl, 
use t = RC. Solving this, 
we get: 11.1 milliseconds 
= 17 Ohms X C. C = 
11.1/17 = 0.652. To get uF, 
multiply 0.652 X 1000 = 
652 uF for C1. Now 652 uF 
is the minimum value. Any 
capacitor of this value or 
larger is suitable. The volt-
age rating for Cl has to be 
greater than E PEAK. In this 
case, a 50 V dc unit should 
be used. This method is a 
bit arduous, but, nonethe-
less, it's a lot easier than 
some other methods. 

Potpourri 

I would like to make 
some more comments 
about Ti at this time. 
Transformers with second-
ary current ratings of two 

11\   4" 

8. ‘t X in 0 1 IL 4 

A 
e: Li5 L 1 

2 

K2GE1 

Fig. 6. PC board artwork. 

to three Amperes are very 
reasonable. If you would 
like to design a 12-volt, 
10-Amp supply, the trans-
former cost may become 
quite high. Remember the 
older tube-type TV sets? 
The power transformer 
used in these sets is good 
for 350 Watts continuous 
duty.  In  the  Radio 
Amateur's Handbook, in 
the power supply section, 
there are excellent instruc-
tions on rewinding trans-
formers. Also, in the sec-
tion on construction prac-
tices, you can find a cop-
per wire table that will 
guide you in selecting the 
right size wire for your new 
secondary winding. Re-
winding is not difficult and 
your efforts will be well 
rewarded. Another advan-
tage is that rewinding 
enables you to keep the Q1 
power dissipation down by 
reducing the E PEAK (Fig. 5) 
value to a reasonable level 
for your supply design. 
At no place in this article 

have I mentioned tying 
common ( — V) to the 
chassis. Also, on the PC 
board artwork (Fig. 6) you 
will not find any mounting 
holes in the common foil. 
This is done for two good 
reasons. The first is safety! 

P S -1 04 

Connect that third wire 
(green) in your power cord 
to the chassis. All of your 
equipment should be well 
grounded. The second 
reason is for convenience. 
With a floating supply, the 
positive and negative con-
nections may be treated 
just like a battery. Remem-
ber that microprocessor 
the UPS man just deliv-
ered? Just found out you 
needed a negative supply 
for some PROMs? Build 
two of these supplies. Tie 
the positive output of one 
to the negative output of 
the other and you have a 
plus/minus supply. The ap-
plications are unending. 

In Summary 

I believe an outline of 
the steps you need to go 
through in designing this 
supply is in order. First, the 
regulated output voltage 
and rated current must be 
selected. If the voltage is 
above 8 volts, calculate 
the values for the R1 and 
R2 voltage divider. If the 
voltage is 7 volts or less, 
calculate the R8 and R9 
voltage divider. If R7 is 
used, calculate that value. 
Select zener diode D5 in 
the ovp circuit if used. 
Select resistors R3 and R4 
if rvs is to be used. Decide 
on the number of transis-
tors to be used at Q1 or Q1 
(alt.), and select the correct 
diodes for D1 through D4. 
Finally, run through the Ti 
and Cl calculations. 

This sounds like a lot, 
but many of the above 
steps are quick and easy. 
The remainder of the com-
ponents mounted on the 
PC board are common to 
all designs. 

The 723 is a great IC. 
Give this supply your best 
shot and I'm sure you'll be 
very happy with the results. 
For those of you who. wish, 
I can supply a high-quality 
predrilled circuit board for 
this article. The cost is 
$4.50 postpaid. An SASE 
will bring an answer to any 
questions you may have.M 
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A Touch of Class 
— nifty $35 operating console 

For comfort and convenience, this bench can't be beat. 

Horace M. Lewey, Sr. WA4CUD 
2405 Cyprus Street 
Greensboro NC 27405 

Console design can 
make a world of dif-

ference in your enjoyment 
of ham radio. Comfort, 
convenience, and ease of 
operation were the criteria 

NOTCH OUT 
FOR 2X2 

set for the construction of 
this operating bench. The 
finished product provides 
all that and is very strudy 
as well. 
Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show 

how everything goes to-
gether. The parts list gives 
all the materials you will 
need. 

SYMBOL 

o BOLTS 

C) ROLLER 

X SCREWS 

SWITCH 

   2%2 

Fig. 1. 

40 mlr WITH OUT 

ROLLER 

Parts List 

two  3/4" x 4' x 8' plywood 
four  2" x 2" x 8' pine or oak 
three  3/4" x 3" x 6' pine (for front panel and shelf braces) 
24  1/4" x 21/2"-long bolts 
24  flat washers 
four  roller casters 
small can of plastic wood 

You should countersink 
all holes for the bolts and 
screws, fill them with 
plastic wood, and sand 
them smooth before paint-
ing or staining. This will 
give you an attractive 
finish. Leave a one-inch 
overhang on the sides of 
the top shelf and the desk-

12 SOCKET TERMINAL STRIP 
WITH THREE CUT OFF 

MIDDLE SHELF 

Fig. 2. 

SWITCH 
ON FRONT OF 
CONSOLE 

top, as you 
photo. • 

SIDE- MAKE 2 

10— 10111 

can see in the 

32 n 

Fig. 3. 

— 16.n 
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How To Bury Coax 

—the garden cultivator technique 

Ye keep what ye sow. 

Max Holland W4MEA 
Rt. 3, Rawlings Lane 
Madisonville TN 37354 

Aground plow is often 
used to bury coax 

cable. This special device 
usually is attached to the 
rear of a tractor and can 
put the cable down 8-12 
inches in the ground. See 
Ham Radio, May, 1970, 

page 66, for procedure. 
Haying no access to a 

ground plow, I had to use 
the Armstrong method. It 
is difficult to bury 100 feet 
of coax cable in this man-
ner. Using the tip of a chain 
saw to cut a slot in the 

ground is dangerous and is 
hard on the chain. 
My neighbor, WA4KJA, 

has a garden cultivator 
which has been in his 
family since the 1930s. By 
changing to a narrow 
plowshare which was made 
from a piece of band iron 
11/2 inches wide, we were 
able to make our own 
ground plow. 

The work is still hard, but 
it is easier than using a 
shovel. The narrow cut in 
the lawn disappears after 
several weeks. 

The garden cultivator is 
a Planet Jr. made about 
1935. Over the past 50 
years of amateur radio, 
people have operated 
mobile from cars, air-
planes, boats, bicycles, 
balloons, lawn mowers, go-
carts, and tractors. To the 
best of my knowledge, this 
is the first time anyone has 
operated from a garden 
cultivator. The rig is a 
TR-22 with 1-Watt output. 
The antenna is a 5/8-wave 
whip. The antenna pattern 
will change depending on 
the depth of the cut. 111 
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FT-7 MOBILE/BASE HF TRANSCEIVER 

ttrrtd 

Model FT-7 (20W PEP) 

The all-solid state FT-7 transceiver provides high performance on the 80M-
10M bands. Operating on upper or lower sideband and CW, the compact pack-
age provides many features engineered for convenience while mobile. A 
single knob provides all transceiver tuning, and the state-of-the art noise 
blanker minimizes impulse-type noise found in mobile applications. The FT-7 
is designed for operation directly from your car's 12 volt battery or from its 
matching DC Power Supply. 

• Single knob tune-up eliminates fumbling around panel searching for load 
and plate controls U Extremely compact size for installation under dash-

board  II 100 KHz calibrator is built in II Semi-break-in with sidetone 
• MOS FET receiver front end  MI Receiver offset tuning  II Provision for 
crystal-controlled operation  II Choice of frequency control between inter-
nal VFO, fixed channel, or external VFO  • Power consumption 3A transmit, 
0.4A receive (13.5VDC) 

NEW... FT-202R HAND HELD 
Tops for emergency work, tower and antenna adjustments, the Yaesu 
FT-202R is what you have been asking for! Small (67 x 49 x 171 mm) and light-
weight (only 400g, less batteries), it has full 6 channel capability (3 supplied, 3 
optional) wrapped in a tough impact-resistant ABS case. Complete with 
flexible helical whip antenna, S/power meter, squelch and tone burst, it's the 
affordable Handie you have been waiting for! At your dealer's now, ask for the 
Yaesu FT-202R —"THE HANDIE". 

\ /  Price And Specifications Subject To 
Change Without Notice Or Obligation 

YA UU   VaiARICO 
The radio. 

YAESU ELECTRONICS CORP., 15954 Downey Ave., Paramount, CA 90723 • (213) 633-4007 

1278E  YAESU ELECTRONICS Eastern Service Ctr., 9812 Princeton-Glendale Rd.,Cincinnati, OH 45246 



Mobile Antenna Ingenuity 
—cheap HF radiators 

A Kool-Aid budget, a Champaign result. 

George M. Ewing WA8WTE 

P.O. Box 502 

Cheboygan MI 49721 

Four or five years ago, there was a terrific 
bargain at a northern Mich-
igan hamfest. I unloaded a 
junky Hallicrafters S-38 for 
fifteen dollars, and spent 
the money immediately on 
a cardboard carton labeled 
"Mobile Stuff." Along with 
a lot of really useless junk, 
I found a Hustler mast, a 
bumper mount, three res-
onators for 80, 40, and 20, a 
desk mike, and twenty feet 
or so of good coax. The 
mobile antenna was bolted 
to the rear bumper of my 
trusty Barracuda right 
there in the hamfest park-
ing lot, and, with an aging 
NCX-3 and a borrowed 
Heath HP-13 supply, I was 

on the air almost immedi-
ately and enjoyed several 
years of rewarding low-
cost mobile operation. 
Almost four years later 

to the day, while visiting 
some friends at a confer-
ence in Lansing, Michigan, 
I came out of a motel to 
behold a horrible sight: The 
mast, mount, and the 
eighty meter resonator had 
been ripped off, leaving 
the chrome bumper itself 
twisted like a pretzel! For-
tunately, the rig itself was 
safe, still tucked under my 
pillow in the motel room, 
and I had purchased a 
spare resonator for a cou-
ple of dollars the year 
before. For the rest, I head-
ed straight for my (former) 
auto insurance company, 
Divestiture & Bombast 
Mutual. 
Following lengthy nego-

tiations, I left the insurance 
office with ten measly 
dollars in search of a new 
antenna and insurance car-
rier. One look in a catalog, 
which listed the mast sec-
tion itself for over twenty 
dollars, was so discourag-
ing that I shelved the whole 
project, resolving to limit 
my mobiling to VHF until 
another hamfest bargain 
came along. 
Several years more went 

by, and I replaced the 
venerable Barracuda with 
the bent bumper because I 
could no longer stand 10 
miles per gallon on pre-
mium gas. A long Thanks-
giving vacation trip to a 
science fiction conference 
in Champaign, Illinois, was 
coming, and, while I now 
had a good 2m FM rig, I 
would be out of range of 
repeaters for a good part of 
the journey. I decided to 
try and build a replace-
ment for the missing 
Hustler. I had managed to 
come up with a spring 
similar to the one on the 
original bumper mount for 
a dollar from a CB friend. 

This left about nine bucks 
in the fund, no machine 
shop facilities at hand, and 
a few days left before 
Thanksgiving. Could it be 
done? Of course! 

The Mast 
After some thought 

about aluminum or steel 
conduit, a helically-wound 
PVC pipe, and other substi-
tutes, I decided to go with 
a rigid copper pipe for the 
mast. It was sturdy, not too 
expensive, and an ex-
cellent conductor. Two 
sizes were available at the 
local hardware store, 1/2 " 
and 3/4". The trick would 
be to come up with fittings 
to match the 3/8" x 24 
threads on the remaining 
resonators, using only sim-
ple hand tools and hard-
ware available in a small-
town corner store the 
Wednesday before Thanks-
giving. 
The 3/4" tubing was stur-

dier, heavier, and required 
two fittings less than the 
1/2 " size. It would also have 
a slightly lower resistance 
loss at rf frequencies. On 

—  54 INCHES TO IDENTICAL END —  - 

1/2" TO 3/4-

3/4"  3/11"a 24 
PIPE CAP  NuT 

REDUCER FITTING 

1/2" 
COPPER PIPE --) 

SOLDER 

FLAT AND 
LOCKWASHERS 

FITTING ON 
RESONATOR 

Changing resonators. 
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Fig. 1. 1/2 --pipe version. Mast-to-resonator fitting. 



54 INCHES TO IDENTICAL END 

SOLDER 

5/4. 
COPPER PIPE 

3/4' 
PIPE CAP 

NUT 

FLAT AND 
LOCK WASHERS 

24 

FITTING ON 
RESONATOR 

Fig. 2. 3/4"-pipe version. Mast-to-resonator fitting. 

the other hand, its larger 
cross section and wind 
resistance might make it 
"whippier" in crosswinds 
on the freeway. 
The 1/2 " tubing was 

chosen because it was 
lighter, cheaper, and more 
closely matched the di-
mensions of the original 
Hustler chromed-brass 
mast. Cost was about 45 
cents per foot, or close to 
$2.50 for a 54-inch length. 
Had time allowed, used 
copper pipe could have 
been obtained for about 
half this amount, but it 
would have required exten-
sive cleaning. 

Mast-to-resonator and 
mast-to-spring adapters 
were made up using store-
bought plumbing parts (see 
Fig. 1). The same design 
would work for a 3/4" mast, 
simply by omitting the 1/2 "-
to-3/4" reducer fittings (see 
Fig. 2). The 3/4"-diameter 
ends are needed for clear-
ance for the hardware. 

Making the Adapters 
Clean the tubing and fit-

tings carefully with a rag 
and automotive rubbing 
compound or some other 
mild abrasive. Salt and 
vinegar will also clean the 
copper chemically, but I 
found the rubbing com-
pound much faster. Clean 
the residual abrasive, 
fingerprints, etc., off the 
parts with a solvent like 
alcohol, acetone, or car-
buretor cleaner. Do this 
outdoors or in a well-
ventilated area, and keep 
the solvent away from 
sparks and flames. Handle 
the parts with gloves or a 

clean rag, and you'll be 
able to solder them easily 
with ordinary rosin-core 
solder. 
Center-punch the 3/4" 

end caps and drill them 
with 3/8" holes to assemble 
the fittings. Assemble the 
bolts, nuts, and lock-
washers before you do the 
soldering. Assemble the 
hardware as per the 
diagram, and then solder 
with a small propane torch, 
gas stove burner, or large 
(250 W+) iron. 

After you have assem-
bled the mast, clean it 
again with the rubbing 
compound and the solvent, 
especially  the  areas 
discolored by soldering, 
and then give it several 
coats of clear spray lac-
quer or urethane varnish to 
protect it from corrosion. 
The total cost for the 

pipe, hardware, and fittings 
was just under five dollars, 
well within my cost goal. 

The One-Dollar Bumper 
Mount 

Refer to Figs. 3 and 4. 
The trusty Barracuda had 
been replaced with a '75 
Chevy Monza hatchback 
which got better gas mile-
age but featured an odd 
rubber-covered bumper 
that made mounting dif-
ficult. The base for the 
mount was made from a 
piece of 1/2"  marine scrap 
plywood, but almost any-
thing will do if it's sturdy 
—sheet metal, Masonite, 
etc. The brackets were 
sawed off of the front 
panel from a TD-2 micro-
wave bay that happened to 
be lying in the station junk 

3/8" X 24 adapters for the 1/2 " copper mast. 

box. An aluminum channel 
from a busted storm door 
or more scrap plywood 
would be just as effective. 
The insulating plastic plate 
is the only tricky part, as it 
has to be very strong me-

LOCK-
WASHER 

chanically. I used a piece 
of heavy phenolic from the 
fuse block in a piece of 
surplus equipment. A scrap 
of heavy PlexiglasTm or 
several pieces of scrap cir-
cuit board epoxied togeth-

us- 24 
THREAD FOR MAST 

I 0 
SPRING  o  172 -

0  GALVANIZED 
STRAP 

I/2" 
MARINE 
PLYWOOD 

BAKELITE OR 
PLASTIC PLATE 

3/16" 
— ALUMINUM 

ANGLE 

Fig. 3. $1.00 bumper mount—rear view. 
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Soldering the adapters onto the mast with a propane torch. 

er with the copper re-
moved would work okay. If 
you can scrounge up an in-
sulated 3/8" fitting like 
that used on commercial 
mounts, then the plate can 
be metal or wood. 
The nails or wood screws 

that hold the bracket to the 
plywood base were al-
lowed to extend through 
the wood for about an 
eighth of an inch, sticking 
into the rubber bumper 
covering and helping to 
secure the mount. The 
straps are cheap galva-
nized pipe hangers that are 
looped around the frame 
behind the bumper, pulled 
tight with pliers, and 
secured with screws or 

STEEL AND RUBBER 
BUMPER 

NOTE 

COAX BRAID GROUNDED 
TO BOLT ON FRAME 

INSULATED 

nails to the plywood. Use 
large washers on both sides 
of the insulating plate to 
ease the strain. This hole 
takes the full force of the 
entire antenna and spring. 
Guys of nylon string from 
the resonator connection 
on the mast back to the car 
will help reduce "whip-
ping" when the car is in 
motion. Make them light 
enough to break if the 
antenna hits an overhead 
object. 

Conclusion: The Ham-
burglar Strikes Again 
The makeshift antenna 

worked beautifully, with 
very good signal reports 
and a good swr across the 

COAX CENTER 
CONDUCTOR 
SECURED AT 
BASE OF SPRING 

Fig. 4. $1.00 bumper mount—side view (straps omitted). 

The $1.00 bumper mount attached to the Monza's rubber 
bumper. The coax braid must be securely grounded to the 
frame underneath. 

middle thirty kHz or so of 
the phone band in each 
case. Retuning the res-
onators was a bit touchy, 
but only required a few 
minutes with an swr bridge 
in the line. Results on 40 
phone were particularly 
good. Two meter operation 
with a Wilson 1402 running 
barefoot into a home-brew 
magnet mount was a blast, 
but, with only six crystal 
pairs, I was out of range of 
repeaters more often than 
not, and being back on the 
low bands again was a real 
pleasure. 
Arriving at the con-

ference in Champaign, the 
gear was all taken inside, 
leaving only the mast and 
bumper mount on the car. 
Upon leaving the hotel 
Sunday morning, it was 
found that some moron 
had grabbed the mast and 
bent it back and forth until 
it snapped, and then cheer-
fully pitched the top half 
into a nearby snowbank. 
WB9MQY, also at the 

conference, was very con-
soling. "Nyahh, nyahh," he 

said, "somebody stub-
tuned yer copper mast for 
5 meters!" 
After five minutes work 

with a hacksaw, removing 
the bent ends and solder-
ing the two pieces together 
with a 1/2 " pipe coupling 
(174 at a nearby shopping 
center), the mast was back 
together. A slight retuning 
of the resonator, and I was 
back on the road! 
Moral: Carry a wrench, 

and remove the mast and 
hide it inside the car, or use 
the Hustler quick-discon-
nect fittings. 
Total cost for the proj-

ect, including the repair, 
was well under the original 
goal of ten bucks, and with 
performance every bit as 
good as the original. The 
shiny copper mast looks as 
nice as the original, al-
though it doesn't have the 
knurled chrome fittings. 
Best of all, it's completely 
compatible with original 
3/8" x 24 threads which 
are also used in a lot of in-
expensive CB mounts and 
hardware.II 

Parts List 

two 3/8" x 24 (fine thread) bolts 3/4" long 
two lockwashers 
four flat washers 
two matching hex nuts 
'two 3/4" to 1/2"  copper pipe reducers 
two 3/4" copper pipe caps, drilled and reamed with 3/8" holes 
54 to 60 inches of Y2" copper pipe 
cleaning compound and solder 
•The 3/4" version is the same, except that the two reducers aren't 
needed, thereby just about making up for the greater cost of the 
pipe (Fig. 2). 
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73 Magazine Staff 

Impedance and Other Ogres 
—another look at swr 

You will now understand standing wave ratio. 

T he subject of under-
standing the effects of 

swr (standing wave ratio) 
has been explained in 
various articles a dozen 
times over in recent years. 
Still, many amateurs look 
at the "percent power 
reflected" markings op-
posite the swr values on an 
swr meter and are con-
fused. For instance, next to 
an swr value of 3:1 there is 
marked "25% power re-
flected." The usual belief 
is that 25% of the total 
power which the transmit-
ter is groaning to put out 
never makes it to the 
antenna to be radiated. In-
stead,  it is rejected 
(reflected at the transmis-
sion line/antenna junction) 
and goes bouncing endless-
ly back and forth between 
the transmission line/ 
antenna and transmission 
line/transmitter junctions. 

In other words, it is con-
sumed or lost in the 
transmission line and/or 
plays all sorts of havoc 
with the transmitter output 
stages. This is not the case, 
of course, but the "percent 
reflected" scale of an swr 
meter does produce an im-
age in one's mind that is 
hard to alter. 
Rather than start talking 

about transmission lines, 
mismatched loads, etc., 
there is something much 
more fundamental than 
that which one should 
understand to have swr 
become clear. It has 
nothing to do with elec-
tronics and just goes back 
to basic ac electrical cir-
cuits. Understanding it 
(and not just skimming 
over the idea) will make 
the whole subject of swr 
and its effects in radio ap-
plications clearer. 

AC LOAD 

Normally one thinks of 
power as just being the 
product of voltage times 
current, and indeed it is, ex-
cept that one has to put a 
little "extra" into the for-
mula when speaking of ac 
circuits. In Fig. 1, a sine 
wave of voltage and cur-
rent is shown as it appears 
across a resistor. The 
power dissipated at any in-
stant is the product of the 
voltage and current at that 
instant. In the example, the 
voltage has a peak value of 
30 volts, and the current a 
peak value of 20 Amperes, 
so the peak power is 600 
Watts. When both the volt-
age and current go into the 
negative half of their cy-
cles, you have — 30 x —20 
(at the peak negative ex-
cursion), so the peak power 
is still a positive number. 
By going back to the ac 
textbooks, one can confirm 

NEGATIVE 
POWER   

POWER 

/ 

that by multiplying the rms 
values of voltage and cur-
rent, the resultant obtained 
is average power. But, that 
is not important at the mo-
ment; the only important 
point is that one multiplies 
the voltage and current at 
any instant to get instan-
taneous power. 
In Fig. 2, the voltage and 

current waves have their 
same peak values, but 
because they appear 
across a reactive load, not 
a pure resistor, the waves 
are displaced in time. 
However, the power for-
mula still holds true at any 
instant (voltage times cur-
rent). So, if the voltage and 
current are multiplied at 
every instant, the dotted 
peak power line shown will 
result. The interesting thing 
about this power wave is 
that is goes negative. So, 
the actual overall power 

AC 
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Fig. 3. 

absorbed by the circuit is 
the net "positive" power 
minus the net "negative" 
power. This idea of neg-
ative power is where our 
little gremlin comes into 
play. The concept is that 
this negative or imaginary 
power represents power 
which the load will not ac-
cept. Therefore, although 
the source of power is able 
to supply power to the load 
as shown in Fig. 1, when the 
load is not purely resistive 
it cannot accept all of the 
power the source is capa-
ble of supplying. Said 
another way, during the 
portions of the voltage and 
current waves when they 
are both positive, the 
source is delivering power 
to the load. During the por-
tions of the voltage and 
current waves when either 
one of them is negative, 
the load is returning power 
to the source that it could 
not absorb. Where is this 
power in between the time 
it is "offered" and then "re-
jected"? It's in the electro-
magnetic or electrostatic 
fields associated with 
reactive elements— induc-
tors or capacitors. It 
doesn't bounce around like 
a Ping-Ponem ball between 
the source and the load. 
To obtain  the net 

average power a load 
takes, one has to take into 
consideration not only the 
voltage and current values, 
but also the time displace-
ment between the voltage 
and current waves. In basic 
ac circuits, the power for-
mula then becomes Pm/ 
= ERMS x Cos 0. Cos 0 is, 
of course, what electrical 
power people refer to as 
the "power factor." 

There are three simple 
things one can learn from 
the simple ac circuit before 
going on to the radio ap-
plications of the idea 
presented. Note in Fig. 1 
that the resistor absorbs a 
certain amount of power. 
Remember that only resis-
tors can absorb and dis-
sipate power. Now, if we 
have the load of Fig. 2 and 
we want the resistor part of 
the load to absorb the 
same amount of power as 
the resistor in Fig. 1, we 
have to do something. One 
thing we can do, so that the 
net power in Fig. 2 comes 
out the same as the net 
power in Fig. 1, is raise the 
voltage across the load and 
hence the power "offered" 
to the load. The load will 
reject the same proportion 
of the total power as 
before, but if we "pump" 
enough power into the 
load, we can get the 
resistive element of the 
load on Fig. 2 to absorb the 
same power as the load of 
Fig. 1. This means in-
creased input power and 
greater voltages and cur-
rents in the circuit as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

The other approach is to 
"match" the load. That is, 
if we cancel the inductive 
reactance in the load of 
Fig. 2 by a series capac-
itance reactance of the 
same value as shown in Fig. 
4, the voltage and current 
wave across the combined 
resistor/capacitor/inductor 
load will again become as 
shown in Fig. 1. Since the 
reactive elements cannot 
dissipate power, the circuit 
becomes the equivalent of 
Fig. 1, and no extra power 
need be pumped into the 

load to have the resistor 
dissipate the same power 
as in Fig. 1. This is all true, 
however, only at one fre-
quency. 
The loads in Figs. 1-4 are 

shown as being connected 
directly to a source of 
power. However, what if 
the load is connected to 
the power source over a 
long pair of wires, each 
side of which has some 
resistance, as shown in Fig. 
5? If the load is a resistor, it 
doesn't take too much ex-
ercise of Ohm's Law to see 
that the power available 
from the source will be 
divided between the resis-
tance of the load and the 
resistance of the wire pair 
in a manner depending on 
the relative value of the 
resistances. Let's assume 
that the resistance of the 
wire pair is a small fraction 
of the resistance in the 
load. If the load now 
becomes a combination of 
resistance and reactance 
and the power source is in-
creased to maintain the 
same power in the load 
resistor, the power lost in 
the wire resistance will also 
increase. But, this is only 
because more current must 
flow in the entire circuit as 
per Fig. 3. The wire resis-
tances will absorb slightly 
more power, but they do 
not absorb the rejected or 
reflected power because of 
the combined resistive/ 
reactive load. Again, only 
resistances can dissipate 
power. So, even if the load 
becomes reactive, as long 
as the resistance in the 
load is large in value com-
pared to the resistance of 
the wire pair, the power 
lost in the wire pair is not 
going to become signifi-
cant. 
When the foregoing sim-

ple circuits are "elevated" 
to radio frequencies, none 

• 

Fig. 4. 

of the fundamentals de-
scribed really changes. 
Some new elements are in-
troduced, of course. The 
wire pair is now a transmis-
sion line with a characteris-
tic called impedance, and 
a time element is intro-
duced. That is, power can-
not instantaneously go 
from the source (now a 
transmitter) to the load (the 
antenna). This time factor, 
of course, is very short, but, 
nonetheless, it does exist. 
That is why transmission 
lines have, besides im-
pedance, a characteristic 
called velocity of propaga-
tion. So, one has to speak 
about power traveling 
along a transmission line. 
For instance, in Fig. 6(a) we 
will assume that we have a 
"matched" system. That is, 
the transmitter is designed 
for 50 Ohms output, the 
transmission line has 50 
Ohms impedance, and the 
line is terminated in a 50-
Ohm antenna. The trans-
mitter is turned on only 
long enough to generate 
one cycle of sine wave cur-
rent, which we'll call the in-
cident, or forward, wave. 
Since  everything  is 
matched, the load com-
pletely accepts the power. 
If we leave the transmitter 
on continuously, we will 
have a continuous string of 
current waves traveling 
down the line and deliver-
ing power to the antenna. 
Note that although the cur-
rent waves pass current 
down the line, when there 
is a continuing series of 
waves they will appear to 
stand still along the trans-
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Fig. 5. 
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mission line. 
If in Fig. 6(c) we have a 

mismatched load  and 
again send a single current 
wave down the line, we are 
going to get back from the 
load a reflected wave. If 
continuous power is ap-
plied to the line, there will 
be continuous strings of in-
cident and reflected 
waves. Since the strings are 
continuous, some inciden-
tal waves will always be 
present at any given point 
along the line. Therefore, 
at any given point and at 
any given instant, the resul-
tant wave will be formed 
from the combination of 
the values of the two 
waves. At some points they 
will reinforce each other, 
and at some points they 
will subtract from each 
other. One probably thinks 
of various optical effects 
where two light sources in-
teract to produce a seem-
ingly stationary light in-
terference pattern. Much 
the same thing happens on 
a transmission line. The 
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result of the traveling inci-
dent and reflected wave is 
a resultant stationary 
wave. Stationary, that is, in 
respect to its position 
along the transmission line. 
Since the resultant sta-
tionary wave stands still, it 
is referred to as a "stand-
ing" wave. For example, 
the resultant of the wave 
shown in Fig. 6(d) might 
look something like the 
standing wave of current 
shown in Fig. 6(e). 
If one can grasp this 

basic concept of a standing 
wave, the rest of the ideas 
surrounding standing 
waves, what to do about 
them, how to interpret swr 
meter readings, etc., will 
not be difficult. If the ideas 
presented so far seem a bit 
unclear, one might go back 
over them a few times. Par-
ticularly, one should 
understand the simple ac 
circuit mentioned at the 
start of the article and be 
sure that one understands 
what rms values mean for 
voltage or current values. 

RMS CURRENT 

RMS CURRENT 

Fig. 7. 

15"  
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If one now feels comfort-
able about the basic idea 
of a standing wave, one 
can accept the information 
presented in Fig. 7. Instead 
of dealing with instan-
taneous values of a current 
wave, these figures repre-
sent the rms current, or the 
current that one would 
read along the line with a 
regular rf ammeter. In the 
case of Fig. 7(a), the current 
is the same at any point 
along the line  since 
the system is matched 
throughout and there is no 
reflected current wave. In 
Fig. 7(b), where a mismatch 
exists, the current will be 
found to have different 
values at different points 
along the line. Depending 
on how bad the mismatch 
is, the current variation will 
be relatively small or the 
current variation pattern 
can approach the half sine 
wave shown. The swr on 
the line is defined as the 
ratio of the maximum cur-
rent value to the minimum 
current value. In the case 
of Fig. 7(a), the ratio is 1:1 
and the line is referred to 
as being "flat." In Fig. 7(b), 
if the maximum current 
were 3 Amperes and the 
minimum current 1 Am-
pere, the swr on the line 
would be 3:1. 
One  can  actually. 

measure the current along 
a line to determine swr. It is 
done this way in some high-
power transmission lines. 
However, it is usually more 
convenient to measure 
voltages proportional to 
the value of the incident 
wave and to the value of 
the reflected wave. A 
directional coupler is used 
for this purpose, usually of 
the type shown in Fig. 8 (for 
a coaxial line). Two pickup 
wires are placed near the 
center conductor. One has 
a voltage inducted in pro-
portion to the value of the 
incident wave, and the 
other  a voltage propor-
tional to the value of the 
reflected wave. The ratio 
of the two voltages is the 
swr, the same as the ratio 

of the currents previously 
described. As one might 
imagine, there is no perfect 
discrimination in the pick-
ups between the incident 
and reflected waves. But, 
this type of instrument suf-
fices for most needs. In a 
practical instrument, one 
usually "sets" the forward 
or incident voltage reading 
for full-scale deflection on 
a meter. Since the attenua-
tion used remains in the cir-
cuit when the meter is 
switched to measure 
reflected voltage, the ratio 
of the two voltages is not 
upset. Therefore, the meter 
scale when reading re-
flected voltage can be cali-
brated in swr. 
Since an swr greater than 

1:1 indicates the load is 
taking less power than it 
could if it were matched, 
there is, as one might im-
agine, a mathematical rela-
tionship between swr and 
the percentage of power 
the load cannot accept. 
This formula is used to 
derive the "percent re-
flected power" one often 
sees marked along the swr 
scale on a meter. 
How bad is it to have an 

swr of greater than unity on 
a line? What can one do 
about it? Part of the answer 
to the first question can be 
answered by going back to 
the simple ac circuit, and 
part of that answer re-
quires a more careful look 
at the effects of a transmis-
sion line at radio frequen-
cies. If the load is not 
matched to the line, max-
imum power will not be 
transferred to its resistive 
component, as in the case 
of the simple ac circuit. We 
can try to get more power 
out of the source (transmit-
ter). This, of course, means 
loading the transmitter 
more heavily, with conse-
quent heat dissipation 
problems, etc. But, it can 
be done if the transmitter 
can take it and if one is 
willing to waste input 
power. So, if the swr meter 
reads 3:1 (25% reflected 
power), it means that the 
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load could accept 25% 
more power if the system 
were matched. One could 
make up, approximately, 
for the swr by putting 25% 
more power into the sys-
tem. 
When dealing with a real 

transmission line, there are 
also a few other factors to 
be kept in mind, although 
their significance is usually 
a bit overstated for the nor-
mal HF installation. Any 
transmission line has an in-
herent loss due to its 
ohmic losses, and also rf 
losses, because of the 
dielectric material be-
tween the conductors. For 
instance, RG-58 coax might 
have a loss of about 1.2 dB 
for a 100-foot run on 20 
meters. So, this means that 
even if the transmission 
line system were perfectly 
matched, a 100-Watt out-
put from the transmitter 
would end up as about 78 
Watts at the antenna. 
There is nothing that one 
can do about this except 
use a cable with a lower in-
herent loss at the frequen-
cy—such as RG-8. If the 
RG-58 line were now not 
"flat" but had an swr of 3:1, 
there would be some 
additional loss in this line. 
This is only because the 
reflected current wave 
travels along the line as 
well as the incident current 
wave. So, one suffers line 
losses coming and going. 
These losses can be ob-
tained from a number of 
graphs in antenna manuals, 
but they are not as surpris-
ing as one might imagine. 
For instance, in the exam-
ple given, the swr of 3:1 
causes the total line loss to 
increase only to about 1.6 
dB. Therefore, if we can 
still get 100 Watts into the 
line, the total loss would 
rise to about 31 Watts in-
stead of the 22 Watts lost 
under matched conditions. 
Consequently, the swr has 
not caused any tremen-
dous increase in the power 
lost in the transmission 
line. We are not burning up 
the transmission line 

because of the swr, but 
neither are we getting the 
available power where we 
would like to get it 
dissipated—in the antenna 
load. But, under some cir-
cumstances, one might ac-
cept the situation since 
even if a total of half the 
transmitter output power 
were not utilized due to a 
combination of line losses 
and inability of the load to 
accept a portion of the 
power, the radiated signal 
would only be 3 dB, or 
about one half an "S"-unit 
down. With a view toward 
doing something to over-
come the effects of swr on 
a line, getting the power in-
to the load may or may not 
involve doing anything 
about the swr. The cause of 
the swr on the line is the 
mismatch between the 
load and transmission line 
impedances. For instance, 
in Fig. 9(a) we have a 
50-Ohm load and a 50-Ohm 
transmission line. No mat-
ter how long the line is, a 
transmitter is going to see 
50 Ohms at the transmitter 
end of the line. In Fig.9(b), 
we have a complex load on 
the transmission line. At 
the junction of the line and 
the load there will be a 
mismatch. One cure for 
this problem is to do some-
thing  at  this  junc-
ture—insert an impedance 
matching device. This 
would eliminate the swr on 
the line, and the line would 
be "flat," with no more 
than its inherent losses. 
This is usually the pre-

ferred solution, but not 
always a practical one. So, 
in lieu of this, we can 
tackle things from the 
transmitter output ter-
minals. At this end of the 
transmission line there are 
two things we can do. One 
is to experiment with the 
length of the transmission 
line. A transmission line 
when it is not terminated in 
its characteristic im-
pedance will present a 
complex impedance at its 
feed terminals. Depending 
on the frequency and 
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length of the line, this com-
plex impedance can be 
capacitive or inductive. So, 
by experimenting with the 
line or by doing some 
calculations, we can find a 
line length where a situa-
tion similar to Fig. 4 exists. 
The transmission line/load 
considered as a whole is 
matched. The only price 
we pay is the bit of in-
creased loss on the line due 
to the swr. Of course, this 
sort of solution is only 
practical on one frequen-
cy. As the frequency 
changes, the antenna load 
impedance changes, the 
electrical length of the 
transmission line changes, 
etc. Therefore, the more 
common solution is to in-
sert a tuning device at the 
transmitter end of the 
transmission line. The tun-
ing device can handle the 
various complex imped-
ances found at the end of 
the line on various frequen-
cies  and  match  the 
transmission line/load con-
sidered as a whole. It 
presents a constant 50-
Ohm impedance to the 
transmitter output when 
properly adjusted. We 
haven't cured the cause of 
the swr, because the basic 
mismatch at the antenna 
terminals still exists. But, 
we will be able to get more 
power into the antenna 
and pay only a small price 

ID) 

(C) 

XMTR 

V REFLECTED 

ANTENNA 

in terms of increased line 
loss due to the swr. 
The foregoing was con-

cerned with swr, its effects, 
and what may be done 
about it. But, to really 
"close the loop," we might 
consider if we are really 
getting anyplace by match-
ing. That is, say we have 
the setup of Fig. 9(c). Our 
"super" tuning device is ef-
fective enough so that with 
the same antenna and 
transmission line on 80 
through 10 meters, it 
presents a 50-Ohm im-
pedance to the transmitter. 
The transmitter loads 
easily to produce a 
100-Watt output, and an 
swr meter between the 
transmitter and tuner reads 
1:1. The answer to whether 
we are getting anyplace 
depends upon whether we 
are trying to do something 
reasonable or not. Remem-
ber, in the discussion of the 
simple ac circuit it was 
mentioned that only resis-
tances can dissipate 
power. So, if the resistance 
part of the antenna load is 
significantly higher than 
the rest of the resistive 
losses in the system 
(transmission line and 
tuner), we may be getting 
someplace. Most of the 
power will be dissipated in 
the higher value resistance. 
The resistance part of the 
antenna impedance is 

I TUNER 

SWR I: 

SWR I 1- 2 

TUNER 

SOD 

MISMATCH i 
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referred to as radiation 
resistance  and can be 
found in antenna manuals 
for the usual types of 
antennas. For a 1/2A dipole 
antenna, it might be on the 
order of 60 Ohms. So if the 
resistance losses in our 
matching system are just a 
few Ohms, essentially all 
of the power will be 
dissipated in the radiation 
resistance. Now, if we take 
that 10 meter 1/2A dipole 
and try to operate it on 80 

or 160 meters, the radia-
tion resistance falls to 
around one Ohm or less. 
So, guess where all the 
power is going even though 
everything loads fine and 
the swr meter reading 
looks great? The use of tun-
ing devices certainly has 
advantages in many appli-
cations. It provides more 
uniform loading to the 
transmitter across a band 
where the actual transmis-
sion line/antenna junction 

swr is changing. They also 
allow many amateurs to 
operate on bands they do 
not have proper antennas 
for by at least getting some 
power into the antenna for 
radiation. But, you can't 
beat the basics of power 
distribution in simple ac 
circuits, even when operat-
ing at rf! 
This article has not tried 

to deal with every nuance 
of the swr question. Math 
has been completely 

avoided and a number of 
propositions have simply 
been presented without 
discussion, although they 
can be verified from anten-
na manuals. I feel, though, 
that if you try to relate the 
transfer of power in an rf 
application back, within 
reason, to the transfer of 
power in simple ac circuits, 
you will be able to feel 
more comfortable and un-
derstand more when look-
ing at that swr meter. III 

The Active Filter Cookbook 

— review of Lancaster's treatise 

Canadian confirms composition's class. 

Michael Black VE2BVW 

16 Anwoth Road 
Montreal, Quebec 

Canada H3Y 2E7 

n the September, 1977, 
issue of 73, there was an 

interesting article by Peter 
Stark using active filters. I 
was glad to see this be-
cause I feel that active 
filters have been rather 
neglected. The Active Filter 
Cookbook by Don Lan-
caster (Howard W. Sams & 
Co., 240 pp., $14.95) would 
seem to be the next step if 
you liked Peter's article 
and want to know more. 
Although not a wide 

variety of filters are 
covered in this book, 
everything that you need 
to know is here. The sort of 
stuff which is missing is 
about the more exotic 
types, and most people 

would not have any use for 
them. Don starts the book 
off with some filter basics 
and some definitions of 
filter terms. He talks about 
active filter advantages 
and disadvantages and 
continues with a descrip-
tion of the rest of the book. 
In chapter two, informa-

tion on op amps, which 
form the backbone of ac-
tive filters, is given. 
Described are integrators, 
summing blocks, and basic 
amplifiers. Also, there are 
some guidelines for select-
ing which device is useful 
for your application. Final-
ly, basic information on 
some of the more widely 
used op amps is provided. 
The next six chapters 

give theory on how the 
filters work, selecting 
which  configuration 
(Bessel, Butterworth, or 
Chebyshev) to use, and 
what makes up each of 
these three types. Informa-

tion on component toler-
ance is given here also. 
Don goes on further to 
discuss scaling, which is an 
easy way of taking the nor-
malized filters given in this 
book from their regular fre-
quency of 1 kHz and plac-
ing them at the frequency 
which you desire. 
Chapter 9 is miscellany. 

It gives information on 
selecting resistors and 
capacitors. It talks about 
manual wide-range tuning 
along with some thoughts 
on voltage control. This 
chapter ends with the 
description of elliptical 
filters, which are some-
what unusual. 
The tenth and final 

chapter, like all of Don's 
other cookbooks, goes into 
some applications for ac-
tive filters, such as tone 
decoding, modems, quad-
rature art, and color 
organs. Finally, he hints at 
some uses which the reader 

can pursue himself. 
Throughout this book, 

math is kept simple and is 
used sparingly. Instead, 
emphasis is placed on 
graphs and tables, which 
help the reader to better 
visualize what is going on. 
Examples of selecting a 
filter and putting it to use 
are given throughout the 
text. There are numerous 
pages on active filter 
theory, complete with 
math, but this is separate 
from the main text and can 
be completely ignored by 
those not interested. 
While some may scoff at 

the idea of paying so much 
for a book on audio filters, 
I would recommend this 
book to those who have a 
lot of filtering needs. At 
audio frequencies, active 
filters are far better than 
coil and capacitor com-
binations and this book 
will open the door to their 
use. • 
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vaesu FT-625R0 & IT 225RD 

Clegg is FM Headquarters! 
No one else offers the wide selection of VHF FM Transceivers that 
you'll find at Clegg. 

Clegg FM-DX 

40+ Watts — 
Synthesized 
Made in USA 
"THE BEST" 

Clegg FM-28 

25 Watts — 
Synthesized 

"Second only to 
the FM-DX" 

Clegg M ARK 3 and FM-76 

12 Channel coverage 
Select 144 or 220 MHz 
"For the budget minded" 

But if you have another brand in mind we can supply any of the other fine FM or Multi-Mode 
Transceivers and Hand Helds manufactured by YAESU, ICOM, WILSON, DRAKE —and at very competitive 
prices. And we service them all! 

WILSON Mark ICOM IC -21 

Whatever your needs in FM or Multimode Transceivers, Hand Helds, Antennas, etc., 
call your friends at Clegg, using our new departmentalized telephone system. 

ORDERS AND QUOTES: TOLL FREE 1-800-233-0250 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT: TOLL FREE 1-800-233-0337 

ENGINEERING, PURCHASING, ADMINISTRATION AND ACCOUNTING: 1-717-299-7221 

And —let us fill your antenna requirements: 

• Towers, Masts & Hardware 

• Rotators & Cables 

• Coax & Connectors 
• HF, VHF, UHF Beams & Mobile Antennas 

• Multi-Band Dipoles 
• Traps & Baluns 

diCommunications Corp. 1911 Old Homestead Lane 
Greenfield Industrial Pad< East 

v• C3  Lancaster, PA 17601 
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A Rock-Solid AFSK Oscillator 

—hooray for stability! 

Economy and performance go digital. 

Winford Rister WB4MBL 

402 Allicia Street 
Albertville AL 35950 

After fighting the 
temperature drift 

problem with a 555-based 
audio frequency shift 
keyer, I decided to try 
crystal control. The design 
had  three  basic  re-
quirements: high perfor-
mance, economy, and digi-
tal circuitry. 
Making a few quick cal-

culations, I found that I 
could obtain a 2125 Hz 
tone from an 8500 kHz 
military surplus crystal I 
had on hand by dividing by 
4000. Likewise, the 2295 Hz 
tone would require a 9180 
kHz crystal. Frequency tol-
erance is not critical in this 
application because a 
Hertz or two off in frequen-
cy is barely noticeable (I 
wish some of the guys 
could get within 10 or so), 
and the crystal would have 
to be off 8 kHz in order for 
the tone to be off by 2 

Hertz. 
The 8500 kHz crystal I 

used is a small type in an 
HC18-type holder, which is 
about 1/8 by 1/2 by 5/8 
inches. The 9180 kHz crys-
tal is in an FT-243-type 
holder and was originally 
at 8970 kHz. Fortunately, 
this type of holder is easily 
opened, and, also, the 
crystal can be etched 
rather easily.' 

Circuit Details 
The circuit uses eight in-

expensive ICs, all of which 
can be purchased from sev-
eral sources for less than 
four dollars. Each oscilla-
tor is free running. The 
oscillator circuit is the 
simplest one available,' 
but works well for crystals 
in the range from about 2 
to 15 MHz of almost any 
type. Some higher frequen-
cy crystals of the overtone 
type will oscillate at the 
fundamental frequency 
with this circuit. 
The output of each oscil-

lator is fed into separate 
divide-by-ten counters 

(SN7490) to ensure isola-
tion. Referring to Fig. 1, the 
output of each divider, 
now 850 and 918 kHz, re-
spectively, is fed into a 
NAND gate, U7A-U7D 
(SN7400). The four gates in 
this chip are wired so that 
only one of the frequencies 
is passed at a time, depend-
ing upon whether the 
switching input is low or 
high. The signal is taken 
from the last section of the 
7400 and divided by 10 
twice more with U3 and U4 
and then divided by 2 twice 
by U8, the SN7473 dual 
flip-flop. This results in a 
total division by 4000, 
which yields square waves 
of 2125 and 2295 Hz. The 
signal must consequently 
be passed through a low-
pass filter in order to 
change it to a sine wave. I 
used a circuit similar to 
that in the AK-1 3 for the 
filter. Active low-pass 
filters could be designed 
for this job, but the main 
advantage to them is space 
savings, since no amplifica-
tion is needed. The passive 

filter won out in my case 
for simplicity and eliminat-
ed the need for another 
power supply connection 
on the board. Some adjust-
ment in the divider net-
work may be necessary to 
suit individual transmitter 
requirements. Finally, this 
sine wave is fed into the 
microphone input of an 
SSB transmitter. 
The keying circuit shown 

is designed to operate from 
the series loop in the 
printer and keyboard. The 
keying input is taken from 
the top of the emitter 
resistor of the loop switch-
ing transistor (27-Ohm 
resistor in my TU). If plus 5 
volts is used for the switch-
ing input, resistor Rs 
should be increased to 15k 
Ohms. If separate key-
board and printer circuits 
are used, the input should 
be modified accordingly. If 
it's more convenient to 
have the mark condition 
low instead of high, the 
two crystals could be 
switched or another tran-
sistor configuration could 
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Fig. 1. TTL crystal AFSK oscillator. 

be used (see Fig. 2). For CW 
ID, on-off keying is used in-
stead of narrow shift. The 
key thus also acts as a 
transmit-receive switch 
when using VOX with the 
transmitter. 

Construction Details 
The complete circuit, ex-

cept for the power supply 

and the 88 mH toroids, is 
on a 2- by 4-inch circuit 
board using the layout 
shown in Fig. 3. Bypassing 
of all plus 5-volt leads with 
a .1 uF capacitor is recom-
mended. Leads should be 
kept as short as possible, 
and all leads which leave 
the chassa should be 
bypassed to ground to pre-

vent rf from activating the 
switching chip. Good filter-
ing of the power supply is 
necessary for a clean out-
put from the transmitter. 
The circuit draws about 
180 mA. 

Conclusion 
While not having the ad-

vantages of a single crystal 

Fig. 3. PC board layout, foil side. 

KEYBOARD CONTACTS 

A 

KEYBOARD CONTACTS 

TO PINS 2.12,13 
OF 1.17 

TO PINS 2,12.13 OF il7 
Fig. 2.(a) Separate keyboard 
normally high; (b) separate 
keyboard normally low (re-
quires reversing crystals). 

synthesized unit, this one 
does have rock-solid 
stability, is relatively inex-
pensive, and is readily 
compatible with computer 
or TTL circuits. Several 
QS0s were made using this 
unit, and only favorable 
comments have been re-
ceived. 
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Michael Black VE2BVW 
16 Anwoth Road 
Montreal, Quebec 
Canada H3Y 2E7 

Pulser Plus 
a one-shot with more 

This circuitry turns your single-shot multivibrator into a useful piece of test equipment. 

This gadget is a combi-
nation of circuits from 

two previous articles. The 
first, in the October, 1974, 
issue of 73, 1 described a 
wide-range repeating pulse 
generator using three 555s. 
The second article was in 
73 for February, 1975,2 and 
described a variable pulse 
width, single-shot genera-
tor using TTL devices. Both 
of these circuits were inter-
esting and I hope that the 
circuit discussed here has 
kept all the good features 
of both. 
The circuit of the pulser 

is shown in Fig. 1. Here, 
again, the circuit consists 
mainly of three 555s. Every 
time Si is pressed, there is 
a pulse at the output, the 
length of which is variable 
over a wide range. Both 
positive- and negative-
going pulses are available. 
The unit operates over a 
supply voltage range of 4.5 
to 16 volts, which makes it 
usable with both TTL and 
CMOS, and even linear cir-
cuitry under certain condi-
tions. 
Here's how it works: U1 

is connected as an RS flip-
flop. I have not seen much 
on using the 555 in this 

way, but it is just right for 
our application. As long as 
pin 2 is low, the output is 
high. When Si is pressed, 
pin 2 goes high, pin 4 goes 
low, and the output (pin 3) 
goes low. Since a 555 is 
negative-edge triggered, 
U2 will be triggered when 
pin 3 of U1 goes low. As U2 
is connected as a single-
shot multivibrator, there 
will be a pulse on pin 3 for 
a length of time deter-
mined by the equation T = 
1.1(R1 + R2)C1. A positive-
going pulse is available 
from pin 3 of U2. U3, con-
nected as an inverter, pro-
vides a negative-going 
pulse. Note that the output 
pulse is somewhat less 
than the supply voltage 
and the pulse height varies 
directly with this voltage. 
An interesting addition 

to this circuit is also shown 
in Fig. 1. This is nothing 
more than a diode bridge, 
but, when hooked up as 
shown, it allows you to get 
power from the circuit that 
you are testing without 
worrying about connecting 
the polarity wrong. This 
trick is not new, but it is a 
great addition to simple 
pieces of test equipment 

like this pulser and logic 
probes. 
This circuit can easily be 

built using a minibox as an 
enclosure. Have R1, S2, 
and Si mounted on the 
front. Put J1 in the back. 
Perhaps a rough calibra-
tion of R1 would be useful. 
In some applications, both 
output polarities may be 
required, in which case 52, 
the polarity selector, could 
be eliminated, and two 
output jacks used. Be sure 
to locate Si so that it can 
be used without hitting any 
of the other controls. 

This unit can be used 
anywhere that a variable 
width, single-pulse multivi-
brator is needed. While it is 
not very different from the 
average one-shot, the little 
extras make it a valuable 
addition to your lab.• 
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POWER -LEADS 
TO POWER 
SUPPLY 

Fig. 1. Versatile single-shot schematic diagram. Si = SPDT 
momentary contact. 52 = SPDT toggle switch. D1-D4 = 
1N914 silicon diodes. 11 = phone jack or similar. 
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CALL TOLL FREE 

1-800-228-4097 
Com munications Center 

443 N 48th Street 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68504 

In Nebraska Call (402)466-8402 

1-800°634'6227 
Com munications Center 

West 
1072 N. Rancho Drive 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89106 
In Nevada Call (702)647-3114 

Antenna Sale! 

18HT 

master charge 
......„."..c... 

HY-GAIN  Regular  SpeCi-ers- , 
TH6-DXX  Super Thunderbird  $296.95  $ 209.95 
TH3-M K3  3 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  219.95  179.95 
Hy-Quad  2 ele. Quad 10, 15, 20 Mtr.  229.95  199.95 
TH3-Jr.  3 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  144.50  129.95 
18 HT  Hy-Tower 10-80 Mtr. Vertical  299.95  259.95 
14AVQ/WB 10-40 Mtr. Trap Vertical  67.00  57.00 
18AVT/WB 10-80 Mtr. Trap Vertical  97.00  84.95 
205 BA  5 ele. "Long John" 20 mtr.beam 289.95  249.95 
203  3 ele. 2 Mtr. beam  14.95 
205  5 ele. 2 Mtr. beam  16.95 
208  8 ele. 2 Mtr. beam  24.95 
214  14 ele. 2 Mtr. beam  31.95 

MOSLEY 
Classic 33  3 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  304.75  219.95 
Classic 36  6 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  392.75  289.95 
TA-33  3 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  264.00  199.95 
TA-36  6 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  392.75  289.95 
TA-33 Jr.  3 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  197.00  149.95 
TA-40KR  40 Mtr. add on  119.50  89.95 

CUSHCRAFT 
ATB-34  4 ele: 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  259.95  209.95 
ARX-2  2 Mtr. Ringo Ranger  36.95  32.95 
A147-20T  2 Mtr. Twist  59.95  52.95 
A144-10T  10 ele. Twist 2 Mtr.  39.95  32.95 
A144-20T  20 ele. Twist 2 Mtr.  59.95  52.95 
A147-11  11ele. 146-148 MH2  34.95  30.95 
A147-22  Power Pack 22 ele.146-148 MH2 99.95  88.95 
A432-20T  430 -436 MH2 20 ele. TWIST  54.95  49.95 
ATV-4  10,15,20,40 MTR Vertical  89.95  79.95 
ATV-5  10,15,20,40 MTR Vertical  109.95  94.95 

HUSTLER 
4BTV  10-40 Mtr. Trap Vertical  99.95  82.95 
RM-75  75 Meter Resonator  16.95  14.50 
RM-75s  75 Meter Super Resonator  31.95  27.50 
G6-144-A  6 db. 2 Mtr. Base Colinear  79.95  64.95 
G6-144B  7 db. 2 Mtr. Base Colinear  119.95  99.95 

WILSON 
System One 5 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  274.95  239.95 
System Two 4 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam  219.95  189.95 
System Three 3 ele. 10,15,20 MTR beam  179.95  159.95 
WV-1 Vertical 10-40 MTR Vertical  79.95  69.95 

CDE ROTORS 
Ham III  $125.00  T2X Tail Twister $225 00 

••• 
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Charles H. Lloyd K2CL 
105 Crow Hill Road, RD 2 
Freehold NJ 07728 

Oh, My Poor Quad! 
— measuring wind speed 

L'Eggs are the legs. 

Several 73 Magazine ar-ticles on anemometers 
and weather indicating 
devices by W2A00" and 
W9CGI 3 caught my in-
terest and led to the con-
struction of the anemom-
eter shown in Photo A. I 
have been casually in-
terested in wind speed and 
direction, particularly 
when going fishing or sail-
ing or attempting to out-
guess the weatherman. 
Several early construc-

tion attempts were unsuc-
cessful due to the lack of a 
readily available, low-cost 
pivot point, and a method 
of trapping the wind (cut-
ting Ping-Ponem balls in 
half just didn't work). 
After stacking a three-

element 15 meter beam 
and a three-element 20 
meter beam, I became 

even more interested in 
wind direction and wind 
speed. The wind surface 
area and resultant torque 
vary considerably de-
pending on whether the 
wind blows against the 
elements broadside or 
against the boom length 
(element tips facing the 
observer). In my instance, 
the antenna surface area is 
approximately 9.5 square 
feet when viewed broad-
side and less than 5 square 
feet when facing the boom 
lengths. When you con-
sider the combined anten-
na torque and wind loading 
on the antenna and tower, 
the resultant load on the 
rotor and tower is con-
siderable. 

Pointing the antenna 
boom lengths into the wind 
significantly reduces the 

Photo A. Complete anemometer system. 

wind loading and length-
ens rotor life. If high winds 
should develop, an in-
dicating device in a high-
traffic area such as the 
kitchen would indicate 
wind speed and gusts. A 
wind vane mounted on the 
tower would serve to in-
dicate the wind direction. 
The major items re-

quired to construct the 
anemometer are a bicycle 
front axle, three L'EggsTm 
stocking containers, a slot-
car motor or other perma-
nent magnet dc motor 
(which will serve as a dc 
generator), a 0-50 micro-
ampere meter, a pipe or 
length of tubing, and the 
top from a spray paint can 
(Photo B). 
The problem of finding a 

low resistance pivot point 
was solved by cutting in 
half the front axle of a 
discarded bicycle and 
using it as the pivot point. 
Most bicycle axles may 
have to be annealed before 
drilling a hole to accept the 
motor shaft. This shaft can 

MPH CAL 
POT 0-500 
MAY NOT BE 
REQUIRED) 

Fig. 1. Anemometer sche-
matic. 

be held in place with epoxy 
glue or setscrews (Photo C). 
I used  setscrews  to 
secure the motor shaft to 
the axle so that the motor 
could easily be changed, 
although this hasn't been 
necessary during two years 
of operation. Be sure the 
slot-car motor readily 
drives the 0-50 micro-
ampere meter when spun 
by hand. 

A piece of tubing or pipe 
is selected so that the lip of 
the bicycle axle rests on 
the outside diameter of the 
tubing as shown in Photo 
D. An aluminum retainer 
bracket secures the axle to 
the tubing, and a piece of 
Romex insulation taped 
around the dc generator 
will prevent it from 
rotating inside the tubing. 

In Photo E, three 1/8-inch 
diameter aluminum rods 
are cut into 7%-inch 
lengths and threaded. The 
L'Eggs stocking containers 
are secured with nuts. Each 
rod is then threaded into a 
1%-inch  diameter  by 
%-inch thick aluminum 
disk. The threaded holes 
are spaced 120 degrees 
apart. The center of the 
disk should be drilled so 
that it will pass through the 
bicycle axle. 

Locate a plastic aerosol 
spray can top which will be 
used as a rain shield. Cut, 
or burn out with a sol-
dering iron, the internal 
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Photo B. Component parts of anemometer. 

plastic wall which is used 
to lock the cap on the can. 
A hole should be drilled in 
the center of the cap so 
that it will fit over the axle. 
The unit is assembled by 
placing the cap over the 
bicycle bearing nut, fol-
lowed by the cup assembly 
(which is secured with the 
remaining axle nut). (Photo 
E.) A wooden plug may be 
inserted in the other end 
where the two wires come 
through. 

It just so happened that 
three of the constructed 
anemometers indicated 
approximately one micro-
ampere per mph on the 
0-50 microampere meter 
readout device. Depending 
on  various  motor/dc 
generator outputs, a small 
value  of  variable 
resistance (0-50 Ohms) may 

have to be inserted in 
series to calibrate the mph 
reading. A switchable 
shunt resistor should be in-
stalled across the meter 
movement.  This will 
enable the meter to read 
0-50 mph or 0-100 mph full 
scale. Refer to Fig. 1. 
The internal resistance 

of the meter and the shunt 
value can easily be deter-
mined by using the formula 
or circuits found in the 
ARRL Handbook. In most 
cases, the shunt value will 
be the same as the meter's 
internal resistance. A 
typical shunt value would 
be 5 Ohms. I used common 
carbon resistors since ex-
treme accuracy was not as 
important as the relative 
readings. 

Frequent monitoring of a 
NOAA weather station in-

Photo D. Bicycle axle held in tubing by use of aluminum 
retainer. 

Photo C. Slot-car motor attached to bicycle axle by means 
of two setscrews. 

dicated that the observed 
meter measurements were 
very close to local mph 
readings. Since I was only 
concerned with relative 
readings,  no  actual 
calibrating resistance was 
required. 

If you are a purist, the 
easiest way to calibrate the 
anemometer is to compare 
the readings with an 
anemometer of known ac-
curacy. An alternate meth-
od would be to mount the 
anemometer on the front 
of a car and adjust the 
calibration pot. An open 
field or vacant parking lot 
should be selected and all 
safety precautions and 
speed limits observed. A 10 
mph reading should be suf-
f icient for adequate 
calibration. The air-foiling 
effect of the car chassis 

will affect the readings if it 
is held outside a window. 
Also, be sure the wind is 
not blowing. 

One word of caution: 
Provide some means of 
disconnecting and ground-
ing the lead-in wire from 
the anemometer to prevent 
damage from lightning. 

Mount the anemometer 
in a clear, unobstructed 
area and pay attention to 
Mother Nature!• 
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Photo E. Completed wind-catching assembly. 
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A Self-Contained, 
Fully-Automated, 

Transistorized Fuse Tester 

amaze your friends 

Take a look at the English answer to the battery and bulb. 

C.F.J. Ward G3TAI 
50 Lakeside 
Bracknell, Berkshire 
England RGI2 2LE 

ere is a simple fuse 
tester for the shack 

TEST 
TERMINALS 

Fig. 1. 

LED 

SPACER 

BATTERY 

THUMBTACKS 

which is quick and easy to 
build and use. Although it 
is only one step better than 
a battery and bulb, it does 
have an advantage in that 
it will test those low-
current fuses that appear 
here and there. (And it is 
bound to impress your 
nontechnical friends!) 
The circuit is shown in 

Fig. 1, and operation is as 
follows: 

1. With no fuse con-
nected, there is no base 
current and, hence, no col-

TR 

VEROBOARD 

LACING CORD 

BATTERY 

METAL STRIP 

WOOD BASE 

Fig. 2. 

lector current; the LED re-
mains dark. Use of a silicon 
transistor ensures that the 
leakage current is negligi-
ble. 
2. When a short circuit 

(good fuse) is placed across 
the test terminals, it com-
pletes the base drive line, 
and base current will flow. 
The resulting collector cur-
rent will light the LED. 
The base current will 

have a value of approx-
imately 0.24 mA since the 
supply is 3 volts. The base-
emitter drop is about 0.6 
volts, and the base drive 
resistor is 10k Ohms. This 
will cause a collector cur-
rent of HFE times 0.24 mA 
to flow, and, for a typical 
HFE spread of 50 to 150, 
this will be 12 to 36 mA, 
which will easily light the 
LED. With my unit, I used 
a low-gain transistor sal-
vaged from a surplus com-
puter board which gives a 
collector current of 16 mA. 
With a high-gain transistor, 
the collector current can 
be adjusted by increasing 
the value of the base drive 
resistor, but it is much bet-
ter to use a low-gain tran-
sistor because leakage cur-

rent through the fingers 
when using the tester can 
cause the LED to light even 
if the fuse is blown! This ef-
fect is much worse with 
high-gain transistors. 

Construction 

The tester can be made 
up as shown in Fig. 2. The 
components are mounted 
on a small piece of 
Veroboard. This is fixed to 
the wooden base plate 
with screws and spacers 
made from ball-point pen 
cases cut into %-inch-long 
tubes. The two AA-size bat-
teries are tied together 
with lacing cord, which 
holds them against the 
spacers. The test terminals 
are made from some brass 
strip that I had in the junk 
box, but bits cut from an 
old can would do as well. 
The batteries are soldered 
into the circuit since no 
current flows unless a good 
fuse is tested. They should 
last a long time with the in-
termittent use expected of 
a fuse tester. 
I have drilled a hole in 

the base of my tester so 
that it can be hung up 
when not in use.M 
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Don't Get Burgled! 
build this simple alarm 

Isn't security worth $10 or less? 

William R. Fletcher, Jr. 

2810 Riverview Drive 
Fairbanks AK 99701 

Here is a simple burglar 
alarm that makes an 

excellent one-evening proj-
ect and can result in a safe 
car or shack. It is based on 
the fact that some thieves 
will not stop for anything 

'A  CAL  p.e4  

except a good reliable 
alarm such as this one. 
There are no critical parts 
to find or adjustments to 
make with this alarm as 
with others I've seen (Jef-
frey Pawlan WA6K BL, 
"The Smart Alarm," 73 
Magazine, June, 1975). The 
circuit allows safe exit and 
entry using a minimum of 
components. Most ham 

operators with a small junk 
box could probably build it 
for almost nothing. Even if 
you had to buy all the parts 
new, it should cost less 
than $10. Shopping in the 
back of 73 Magazine could 
put it closer to $5. Not 
much for such a reliable 
source of protection. 

Operational Description 
All you have to do is 

park your car, open the 
door, set the alarm, and ex-
it. Unlike other alarms I 
have read about, there is 
no minimum exit time on 

• l2VDC 

TO DOOR 
SWITCH 

this one. For example, you 
can take as long as you 
want to unload groceries, 
kids, etc. This alarm is only 
activated and starts timing 
out the next time your door 
is opened, such as when 
you return or when a thief 
decides your car is next. 
You then have ten seconds 
to switch off the alarm. 
Once switched off, it will 
not sound the car horn. 

Circuit Description 
The circuit is inexpen-

sive, reliable, and very easy 
to build. For active corn-

TO HORN 
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Fig. 1. Burglar alarm schematic diagram. 



ponents, it uses a very com-
mon integrated circuit 
(NE555), one PNP transis-
tor, and one SCR. See Fig. 
1. 
The timer circuit is de-

signed to have 12 V dc ap-
plied at all times. If the cir-
cuit used a power switch, it 
would cause false trigger-
ing of the timer, and this 
would cause the horn to 
sound after time-out. It 
does, however, use a 
switch in the relay circuit. 
With the switch in the off 
position, it holds the input 
to pin 2 at ground, which 
also prevents false trigger-
ing of the timer. With the 
switch in the on position, it 
puts ground to the relay 
circuit so it can be 
switched in or out, to shut 
off the alarm, and removes 
the ground from the trigger 
input (pin 2). When pin 2 
goes high (12 V dc), this 
arms the alarm. 
When you open the 

door, the switch is in the 

off position and ground is 
applied to the trigger input 
(pin 2). If the door opens, 
the door switch puts 
ground on the trigger input 
wire. Now you can switch 
to the on position. This 
arms the circuit and the 
trigger input still sees 
ground (via the door 
switch). You can now close 
the door and lock it if you 
wish. This puts pin 2 at 12 V 
dc. The next time the door 
is opened, pin 2 receives a 
negative-going pulse which 
starts the time-out. When 
pin 2 goes low, pin 3 (out-
put) goes high (12 V dc) and 
turns on the SCR. After the 
circuit times out, pin 3 
drops back low again, 
which turns on Q1, and K1 
energizes which sounds the 
alarm. Relay K1 can be 
connected to a horn, bell, 
lights, or any combination 
thereof. The alarm will 
continue to sound until 
you shut off the switch 
and, by then, the would-be 

thief should be long gone. 
If for any reason you 

need to alter the entry 
time, it is easily accom-
plished by changing R1 or 
Cl. Increasing either will 
lengthen entry time and 
decreasing either will 
decrease entry time. With 
the components shown, en-
try time is about 10 sec-
onds. I find this to be just 
about right to comfortably 
enter and shut the alarm 
off. 
If this alarm is to be used 

for shack protection, you 
must build an additional 
input circuit which is 
nothing more than a switch 
and resistor combination 
(Fig. 2). Also, if house cur-
rent is preferred over a bat-

TO 
1 120VAC  20VAC 

131-4, IN4001- 50V 
RATING OR HIGHER 
AT I AMP 

tery, Fig. 3 shows a power 
supply circuit that will 
work. 
This alarm has already 

proven itself once for me! 
Since that one attempt on 
my car by a thief, I con-
sider it to have paid for 
itself. If you value your 
possessions as I do, this 
alarm will give you peace 
of mind while away from 
your car or shack. IN 

•I 2V 

SWITCH ON 
DOOR TO BE 
MONITORED 

TO INPUT 
OF BURGLAR 
ALARM (DI) 

TO GROUND 

ri7 

Fig. 2. Input circuit switch 
schematic diagram. 

• CI 
500*F OR 
GREATER, 
25V 

I2VDC 

Fig. 3. Power supply schematic for burglar alarm. 

Power x 2 
—dual auto batteries 

Your car will always start, and you can operate all you like. 

Harry J. Miller 
991 42nd Street 
Sarasota FL 33580 

i 
f you'd like to install a 
second battery in your 

car to operate your radio, 
CB unit, ham setup, etc., 
and not worry about hav-
ing enough current to oper-
ate your starter, use the 
device shown in Fig. 1. 

Your car's alternator will 
charge both batteries, but 
operating your radio gear 
too long will only dis-
charge one, leaving the 
regular vehicle battery ful-
ly charged for instant use. 

D1 through D4 are stud-
mounted silicon diodes 
rated at 60 piv and 25 
Amps or more. Mount with 
the usual insulating wash-
ers on a heat sink.M1 

RADIO GEAR 

12 VOLT 
BATTERY 

ALTERNATOR 

03 

02 AUTO CIRCUITS 

AUTO 
VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

12 VOLT 
BATTERY 

Fig. 1. Battery isolator schematic diagram. 
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George R. Allen W2FPP 
161 Rosedale Dr. 
Binghamton NY 13905 

Experimenting with Tones 

—fun with functions 

Tone generation the foolproof way. 

Tone generators, or 
audio oscillators as 

they are commonly called, 
are frequently used in ama-
teur and commercial radio 
systems. They are used in 
touchtonem pads, tone-
burst generators, subaudi-
ble generators, AFSK oscil-
lators, and in remote sta-
tion control systems. They 
have also been widely used 
for years in test generators 
for testing AM, SSB, and 
telephone equipment. 
While there are many ways 
to generate tones for these 
and other uses, most of the 
traditional methods have 
drawbacks of one sort or 
another. LC circuit oscilla-
tors, for example, are dif-
ficult to tune up, twin-T 
oscillators sometimes are 
reluctant to oscillate, and 
multivibrators aren't al-

4 7K 

10sF 
254 

ways as stable as required. 
The above problems are 
compounded when at-
tempting to adapt these os-
cillators to frequency shift 
keying.  While  these 
drawbacks aren't too 
serious to an experienced 
experimenter or engineer, 
they sometimes prove to 
be major frustrations and 
obstacles to the average 
experimenter who needs a 
good audio oscillator 
quickly. 
An easy and almost 

foolproof way to generate 
audio tones for a large 
variety of purposes is to 
use one of the IC function 
generators, readily avail-
able from most electronic 
supply houses. These func-
tion generators and a 
minimum number of exter-
nal components will pro-

EARPHONES 

Fig. 1. Basic audio oscillator. All resistors are 1/4- or 
1/8-Watt. For a frequency of 1 kHz, C = .1 uF, R = 10k. 

vide stable, low-distortion 
sine wave audio outputs. 
This article describes the 
operation and application 
of these IC function 
generators, and gives sim-
ple examples and circuits 
using an EXAR XR2206 
function generator IC. The 
experiments require no test 
equipment other than a 
pair of earphones and a 
VOM. The total cost of 
these experiments should 
be under $10, provided 
that a source of 12V dc is 
available. 

The EXAR XR2206 IC Func-
tion Generator 
Fig. 1 shows a basic 

audio oscillator using an 
XR2206 IC. None of the 
components is critical, and 
the circuit should work 
the first time it is turned on. 
R and C are the frequency 
determining components. 
With the values given for R 
and C, the function genera-
tor will produce an audio 
output of 1 kHz. Connect 
the earphones to point A 
through a .1-uF capacitor 
as shown. A clean sine 
wave of about 1 kHz will 
be heard. The output im-
pedance is 600 Ohms, and 
the IC will drive earphones 
of 600 Ohms or higher im-
pedance. It will not drive a 
4- or 8-Ohm speaker. The 

rms audio output is about 
1-2 V, which is more than 
enough for most purposes. 
For ease of construction, 
the circuit may be bread-
boarded on a Continental 
Specialties or similar 
breadboard. 

With the earphones still 
connected to point A, re-
move Rx from the circuit. 
The output should become 
slightly richer in harmonics 
as the sine wave is changed 
to a triangle wave. If an 
oscilloscope is available, 
the waveforms should ap-
pear as shown in Fig. 2. 

Connect the earphones 
to point B, the square wave 
output, through a .1-uF 
capacitor. A 1-kHz tone, 
rich in harmonics (square 
waves), should be heard. If 
an oscilloscope is avail-
able, the waveform should 
appear as shown in Fig. 3. 
The output frequency of 

the function generator is 
determined by R and C. by 
the expression: 

f = 1/RC. 
Thus, in this case, 
f = 14(1 x 101(1 x 10 —7 )] 
= 1/10 -3  = 10/1 = 1000 
Hz 

Component tolerances 
are an important con-
sideration if a precise fre-
quency is desired. With 
average, run-of-the-mill 
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capacitors and resistors 
(20% tolerances), you can 
get near the desired fre-
quency, but you won't get 
exactly on frequency. If a 
precise frequency is de-
sired, then a trimming resis-
tor should be inserted in 
the circuit as shown in Fig. 
4. 

Temperature Stability 

The temperature stabili-
ty of the XR2206 is about 
15 parts per million per 
degree centigrade, or 
about .1 5% over the 
temperature range of 0 to 
75 degrees C. This is very 
good temperature stability 
and probably better than 
needed for most purposes. 
Unfortunately, in practice, 
it is difficult to achieve this 
stability due to tempera-
ture tolerances of R and C, 
the frequency determining 
components. In the circuit 
given in Fig. 1, it is assumed 
that normal run-of-the-mill 
carbon composition resis-
tors and disk ceramic ca-
pacitors will be used. Com-
ponents of this variety ex-
hibit very poor tempera-
ture stability, and will 
change in value from 10 to 
20% from room tempera-
ture to freezing. This 
phenomenon can be veri-
fied by connecting the out-
put of the tone generator 
to a counter, and then plac-
ing the tone generator in 
the refrigerator. A signifi-
cant change in frequency 
will be noted. 

Frequency 
100 Hz 
500 Hz 
1000 Hz 
1500 Hz 
2000 Hz 
3000 Hz 
5000 Hz 

.01 mylar 
100 W V dc 

TRIMMING 
RESISTOR 
(HIGH QUALITY 
MULTI-TURN 
POTENTIOMETER) 

la/ 

(DI 

Fig. 2. (a) Waveform with Rx 
in circuit; (b) Waveform 
with Rx removed from cir-
cuit. 

Fig. 3. Waveform at square 
wave output. 

XR-2206CR 

Fig. 4. Adding a trimming 
resistor to adjust frequen-
cy. 

The temperature stabili-
ty of the tone generator cir-
cuit can be improved con-
siderably by using temper-
ature-stable components 
for R and C. Fort, mylarTm 
or silver mica capacitors 
should be used; for R, 1% 
resistors of the variety 
RN55 (an industry designa-
tion) should be used. These 
components exhibit good 
temperature stability, and 
are readily available from 
the supply houses listed at 
the end of the article. Fig. 5 
shows a stable oscillator 

1 meg 
200,000 
100,000 
66,500 
49,900 
33,200 
20,000 

Fig. 5. Stable oscillator. Resistors are 1% tolerance MIL 
style, RN55D, RN55C, or RN55E. f = 1/RC. 

with a table of components 
for various frequency 
ranges. 
The XR2206 IC is a 

unique chip in that it is de-
signed for two-frequency 
or AFSK operation. If the 
circuit in Fig. 6 is used, the 
frequency will change 
from 1000 to 1170 by 
grounding pin 9. By adding 
a relay, as shown in Fig. 6, 
this circuit may be used for 
AFSK keying. The output of 
the oscillator is continuous 
when changing frequency, 
as shown in Fig. 7, and thus 
the oscillator may be used 
to modulate an SSB trans-
mitter to produce FSK. 

Tone-Burst Oscillator 
Fig. 8 shows a simple 

tone-burst oscillator. Point 
C is connected to the push-
to-talk line in the transmit-
ter. When the transmitter is 
keyed, a short tone burst is 
generated and fed to the 
audio circuit of the trans-
mitter. RT adjusts the time 
duration of the tone burst, 
and RA controls the output 
tone level. Choose C and R 
according to the formula 
shown for the desired fre-
quency. 

Subaudible Oscillator 
A simple subaudible 

tone oscillator may be con-

•I2V  yi2V 

25V 

QDS GROUND TO TRIGGER 

TONE BURST  MAY 

BE CONNECTED TO 

PUSH-TO-TALK LINE 

IN TRANSCEIVER 

47K  OUTPUT 
• 

•12V 

I  4 7K 

I0,F 

RA 

structed by using the cir-
cuit in Fig. 8. In this case, 
omit the NE555V and its 
associated components, 
and connect pin 4 of the 
XR2206 to +12 V. The out-
put of the subaudible gen-
erator should be con-
nected to the high side of 
the modulation or devia-
tion control in order to by-
pass audio speech filters 
that pass speech in the 
300-3000-Hz range. This 
type of oscillator is called 

01 
MYLAR 

R3 

4 

HIGH 
QUALITY 
RELAY 

Fig. 6. AFSK oscillator. R1 
= 90,900 RN55, 1%; R3 = 
75,000 RN55, 1 %; R2, R4 = 
multiturn miniature 20k 
pot, such as Beckman or 
Spectrol, which are used to 
trim the frequencies to 
1000 Hz and 1170. Hz, 
respectively. 

1ST FREQUENCY  2ND FREQUENCY 

Fig. 7. Oscillator output 
when changing frequency. 

NE555v 

•I2V 

10K 
vv. 

iOOK 

.12V MAY BE 
12- i6v DC 

16 

2000 

E l 20K 
TRI MMER 
RESISTOR 

ER-2206CP 

9 

Fig. 8. Tone-burst oscillator. 
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subaudible since FM re-
ceivers with private line or 
tone squelch capability 
filter out frequencies 
below 300 Hz, and are not 
passed to the audio stages. 
Subaudible frequencies 
(frequencies below 300 Hz) 
are used to activate a 
private-access repeater or 
station. 

Audio Test Generator/ 
Code-Practice Oscillator 
A simple audio test 

generator may be con-

structed by using the cir-
cuit in Fig. 4. If R is 10k and 
the potentiometer is a 500k 
pot, the frequency may be 
varied over the range of 
about 200 Hz to 10 kHz. 
This simple generator may 
also be used as a code-
practice oscillator by plac-
ing a key between +12 V 
and pin 4 of the XR2206. 

Other Function Generators 
The circuits given in this 

article were based on the 
XR2206, which was chosen 

because of its ease of use 
and availability. Other 
function generators, such 
as the XR2207 and the In-
tersil 8038, may also be 
used to generate audio fre-
quencies. However, they 

are not the same as the 
XR2206 and lack some of 
its capabilities. If these 
other chips are to be used, 
a set of application notes 
should be obtained from 
your distributor. 

Sources for Parts 

XR2206CP, NE555V, .01 mylar 
(mylar film), nonprecision resis-
tors and other parts—James 
Electronics. 
Resistors, capacitors, and 
multiturn trimming pots—Poly 

Paks. 
Precision 1% resistors—Harvy 
Electronics, Vestal Parkway E., 
Vestal NY 13850, or Cramer, 

Summitt, and other large dis-
tributors. 

Synthesize Your Ashtray 

—article for non-smokers 

Let your dashboard do it for the 22S. 

Hugh S. Pearl WB9VWM 
2502 Oak Lane 
Rolling Meadows IL 60008 

eing a non-smoker and 
the owner of an Icom 

IC-225 provided me with a 

simple way to have a pro-
grammer built permanent-
ly into my car. The cup in 
the front ashtray  is 
removable and has enough 
room in it for 8 miniature 
toggle switches and 8 
diodes needed to program 
the 22S for any of its fre-
quencies. 

An aluminum plate was 
cut to fit the ashtray open-
ing and drilled out for the 
switches and mounting 
holes. The back of the ash-
tray has a hole and rubber 
grommet in it to protect 
the connecting cable. A 
9-conductor ribbon cable 
(10 conductor with one 
wire removed) was used 
with the accessory plug 
connected to one end. The 
photo shows a 24-pin 
Molex plug which my rig 
uses, but the 9-pin plug 
Icom provided works just 
as well. The switches, 
diodes, and ribbon cable 

7 ,28 
64 

32 

6 

a 

2 

LLVOLT 

were obtained from James 
Electronics. 
I made a listing of the 

frequency conversion code 
and mounted it to my visor. 
When the ashtray cover is 
closed, the programmer is 
hidden in the dashboard. 
Best of all, now no one 
leaves old butts in my ash-
tray. 
The connector in the 

radio is connected by the 
ribbon cable to the chan-
nel 22 switch position on 
the matrix board. The other 
21 positions can be per-
manently programmed as 
you desire.• 

e'. _. -104 
RED 

ORANGE _. _ ___________ 

YELLOW r".•  Pi 
GREEN ____________  

BLUE 
r".  III4 

I PURPLE ____________ 
GREY r'.  UPI 
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/... - -104 

BLACK 

RIBBON CABLE 
ASH TRAY 

Fig. 1. 

CONNECTOR 
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Midland's 13-510 Is One Great 2-Meter Mobile. 

Our 13-510A Is Ben Better! 

NEW! 

NEW! 

NEW! 

NEW! 

NEW! 

NEW! 

The 13-510A P.L.L. synthesizer delivers 1.200 frequencies between 143.00 
and 149.00 MHz ... the full 2-meter band. plus MARS. 
The 13-510A will operate with up to a 6 MHz split between TX and RX 
frequencies. 

The 13-510A microphone connector is pre-wired for your Touch-Tone' 
encoding microphone. 
The 13-510A has a 7-pin accessory connector for your Touch-Tone-R dial, 
tone-burst generator or discriminator meter. .Touch-Tone is a registered trademark of AT&T 
The 13-510A is compatible with available popular CTCSS continuous tone-
coded squelch system accessories. 
The 13-510A has 3 transmitter outputs: 1, 10 and 25 watts. 

Midland's 13-510. with its commercial-type modular construc-
tion, earned its reputation as one tough 2-meter FM mobile. 
Now Midland has made the 13-510A an even more versatile 
performer! 

The 13-510A P.L.L. synthesizer splits the 6 MHz spread be-
tween 143.00 and 149.00 into 600 discrete frequencies, and a 
5 KHz up-shift delivers 600 more for a total of 1.200 ... shown 
directly on the digital display. In addition, there's access to 4 
available offsets for repeater operation on • 600 Hz with crys-
tals supplied or up to 6 MHz spread with your crystals installed. 
Inside the 13-510A, there's a highly sensitive (0.3 uV), highly 
selective (-70 dB at t 15 KHz) dual conversion receiver with 

CHECK OUR SPECS: 
RECEIVER. Type dual conversion superheterodyne. 1st IF frequency: 16 9 MHz. 2nd IF frequency. 455 KHz. Sensitivity: Less 
than 0.5 uV for 20 dB quieting (0.3 uV for 12 dB SINAD). Spurious response: -60 dB. Squelch threshold. Less than 0.3 uV. 
Modulation Acceptance: t 7.5 KHz. Selectivity: -70 dB at e 15 KHz. Audio output power: 1.5 watts at 8 ohms. 

TRANSMITTER. Outputs: 1. 10.25 watts. Frequency deviation. Adjustable 3 - 16 KHz (normal 5 KHz). Audio Input 600 ohms. 
Modulation system . Direct FM. Spurious Radiation: Less than -60 dB below carrier. 
GENERAL. Power: 13.8 volts DC, negative ground. Current drain: Transmit, 2 - 7 amps.: receive. 0.8 amps. average. Antenna 
impedance. 50 ohms. Unit size: 2-5/8" x 6-13 16- x 9-5/8". Unit weight: 6.6 lbs. 

dual gate MOSFET AF and mixer stages. crystal filter in The 
1st IF, ceramic filter in the 2nd IF. and helical resonators in the 
AF amplifier. 

The transmitter is conservatively rated for 25 watts output. 
switchable to 1 or 10 watts for repeaters. and uses direct FM 
modulation to deliver natural sounding audio. 

Other features making Midland's 13-510A the one to look at 
include automatic protection circuit for the output transistor, 
internal DC filtering and polarity protection. a deep-finned heat 
sink for the power transistors, and electronic switching that 
needs no mechanical maintenance. Mobile mounting bracket, 
base stand and push-to-talk microphone are included. 

Want to know more? See your 
Amateur Radio Dealer for Midland Quality 

• P.L.L. "220" MOBILE 
•CRYSTAL "220" MOBILE 
• ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES 

or write for free full-color brochures. M41 

Fi Ai ID L.  ̂hi co 
I NfTI  NL VI C) NL L 

P.O. Box 1903, Kansas City. Missouri 64141 

Reader Service—see page 211 65 



Dr. Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT 

602 S. Jefferson 
Mason MI 48854 

Attention, Satellite Watchers! 
— a solid-state monitor for GOES 

The satellite doctor strikes again. 

n a previous article in 73 
(November, 1978), I de-

scribed various approach-
es for reception of GOES 
(geostationary operational 
meteorological satellite) 

picture signals on S-band 
(1691 MHz). For the experi-
enced satellite fanatic, the 
S-band conversion is the 
big snag to implementing 
GOES operations, since 

Photo A. The remote display terminal in the author's pro-
totype. This used the cabinet, bezel, CRT, HV module, and 
yoke from a Robot fast-scan viewfinder. The cabinet con-
tains these components and the relevant CRT circuits. 

most have adequate dis-
play equipment to handle 
the APT mode pictures. For 
newcomers, however, the 
problem is more complex, 
particularly since many 
new converts to weather 
satellites have little experi-
ence in electronic con-
struction. All things con-
sidered, the easiest ap-
proach for most is an inte-
grated display monitor 
which permits photographs 
to be obtained from a TV-
like display. 
The 73 Weather Satellite 

Handbook contains one 
such display unit that will 
do a fine job. This monitor 
is a multimode unit, how-
ever, and is designed to 
handle both geostationary 
and polar orbiting satel-
lites. If geostationary 
spacecraft such as GOES 
are the major objective, 
there are several design 
simplifications which are 
possible. In addition, since 
designing the original unit, 
several new circuit ideas 
have been tried with good 
results. It seemed a good 
idea to present a circuit in-
corporating many of these 
ideas while, at the same 
time, getting at a unit that 

was designed strictly with 
GOES service in mind. 
Before getting into a dis-

cussion of the unit, a short 
digression on design phi-
losophy is in order. There is 
no single-circuit solution to 
any given problem. Some 
approaches are more com-
plex than others, and each 
has its own unique trade-
off between simplicity and 
performance. As is always 
the case in my published 
circuits, I have taken the 
simplest approach that will 
yield quality results. If you 
think you have a better 
solution at one point or the 
other, feel free to modify 
the beast. If worse comes 
to worst, you can always 
put it back in its original 
state with assurance that it 
will do a good job. 
The second problem fac-

ing the home constructor 
these days is the matter of 
obtaining parts. It gets 
hard enough to obtain 
garden-variety compo-
nents at times, without try-
ing to duplicate a circuit 
where the author had ac-
cess to a one-of-a-kind part 
left over from the construc-
tion of the last lunar 
module! In that regard, 
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you can rest assured that 
all of the parts specified 
are widely available and a 
wide margin for substitu-
tion exists. In each case 
where this is possible, I will 
try to outline what you 
should look for in substi-
tute parts. Virtually all of 
the specified components 
are available from local 
distributors, off the peg-
board at your local Radio 
Shack, or from mail-order 
supply firms. 
Finally, as an aid to 

those who are terrified of 
what looks like a complex 
project, virtually all of the 
active circuits for this 
monitor have been boiled 
down to single large plug-
in circuit boards with only 
14 connections to the out-
side world. For those with-
out facilities for making PC 
boards, the boards are 
available, as I will note 
later. 

Circuit Functions 
In the broadest sense, 

the monitor has to take the 
satellite video signal and 
turn it into a meaningful 
image. To understand how 
it does this, we must first 
understand the satellite 
video format which is sum-
marized in Fig. 1. GOES 
pictures are transmitted in 
the APT (automatic picture 
transmission) mode, and, 
for the sake of discussion, 
the overall circuit can be 
broken down into a num-
ber of fundamental sub-
units, each with its own 
function. 
(1) Video circuits—These 
circuits must filter the 
signal to remove any com-
ponents outside of the 
video passband and must 
demodulate it in such a 
way that maximum subcar-
rier amplitude (white) 
results in a bright trace on 
the screen, while minimal 
amplitude (black) causes 
the trace to be extin-
guished. 
(2) Sync Circuits—Here we 
must maintain a precise 4 
Hz trigger rate in order to 
display the picture proper-

ly. Since it is possible to 
record the satellite pic-
tures on standard audio 
tape, it is most useful if the 
sync circuits will function 
even with the speed varia-
tions resulting from the 
recording and playback 
process, in addition to han-
dling satellite signals in 
real time. 
(3) Phase circuits—Al-
though the sync circuits 
maintain the proper trigger 
rate, they cannot assure 
that the line trigger pulse 
that starts each display line 
corresponds precisely with 
the start of each line of 
satellite video. Without 
special provisions for phas-
ing the picture, you are 
likely to get a display 
where the left edge of the 
actual picture falls some-
where inside the display 
frame, forcing you to cut 
and paste the picture to get 
the proper display. 
(4) Horizontal deflection 
circuits—In this case, we 
want to generate a linear, 
250 ms line each time a line 
trigger pulse is produced 
by the sync circuits. 
(5) Vertical deflection cir-
cuits—Here we want to 
produce a linear vertical 
scan which requires 200 
seconds for the trace to 
move from the top to the 
bottom of the screen. If 
8-second frames in slow 
scan (SSTV) are actually 
slow scan, then APT pic-
tures with their 200-second 
frame intervals are very 
slow scan indeed! 
The remaining function-

al description will center 
around Fig. 2 (a system 
block diagram) and the 
schematics in Figs. 3-8. 
Video circuits (Fig. 3). 

The video signal from the 
receiver or tape recorder 
enters the unit at ii across 
the 10k CONTRAST con-
trol (Fig. 7). Since the gain 
of all circuits after the 
CONTRAST control is 
fixed, it is this control that 
determines the amplitude 
of the final processed 
signal and, hence, the con-
trast of the displayed pic-

Subcarrier frequency 
Subcarrier modulation 
White level 

Black level 

Dynamic range 
Line rate 
Direction of horizontal scan 
Frame rate 

Direction of vertical scan 
Number of scanning lines/frame 
Aspect ratio 
Baseband video bandwidth 

2400 Hz 
FM 
maximum amplitude 

(0 96%) 
minimum amplitude 
(I@ 4%) 
@ 14 dB 
4 Hz (240 lines/min.) 
left to right 
200 seconds 
top to bottom 
800 
1:1 (square) 
1600 Hz 

Fig. 1. Characteristics of the APT satellite video format. 

tures. From the CON-
TRAST control, the signal 
enters the main circuit 
board on pin 12 (Fig. 3) 
where it passes through an 
active filter (U1) set up for 
a center frequency of 2400 
Hz, a bandwidth of 1600 
Hz, and unity gain. The 
2840-Ohm resistor in the in-
put circuit sets the center 
frequency, and can be ap-
proximated closely enough 
by paralleling two 5600-
Ohm resistors. From the 
filter, the signal is routed to 
U2, which is the video power 
amplifier. Here the signal 
gets a significant power 
boost. A part of the subcar-
rier signal is tapped off at 
"A" for the sync circuits 
which will be described 
shortly. The signal is also 
routed off the board at pin 
15, where it goes to Ti to 
be stepped up in voltage in 
the high impedance sec-
ondary windings. Here it is 
detected by a bridge recti-
fier network. The output of 
the detector is a 4800 Hz 
waveform (positive going) 
whose amplitude is propor-
tional to the instantaneous 
amplitude of the satellite 
subcarrier. This signal is ap-
plied to the CRT grid across 
a 10k load resistor (Fig. 7). 
The CRT is biased by the 

BRIGHTNESS control in 
the cathode circuit so that 
the tube is just cut off (the 
trace is just extinguished 
when viewed in a dark 
room). Any positive excur-
sions at the grid will cause 
the trace to brighten pro-
portionally to the applied 
voltage which is precisely 
what APT display requires. 

About 5 V swing on the grid 
is all that is required for 
useful display. To prevent 
transients or other inputs 
from blooming the trace, a 
conventional silicon diode 
and zener are used across 
the grid resistor to provide 
peak white limiting by 
holding voltage at the grid 
to a maximum of a little 
over 5 V. Q1, the blanking 
transistor, is driven by the 
line trigger pulse, pulling 
the grid to near ground 
potential and blanking the 
trace during horizontal 
retrace. 
Sync circuits (Fig. 4). The 

operation of the sync cir-
cuits is based on the fact 
that the 2400 Hz satellite 
subcarrier is locked to the 
same master frequency 
source as the 4 Hz line trig-
ger generator. If we can 
lock a stable frequency 
source to the subcarrier 
signal, it is possible to 
derive the 4 Hz line trigger 
rate by digital frequency 
division. Our reference 
source in this case is a 565 
phase locked loop. The in-
ternal voltage controlled 
oscillator (vco) of the loop 
is adjusted to free run very 
close to 2400 Hz by the 1k 
vco pot. When a sample of 
the subcarrier signal from 
"A" is applied to one input 
of the phase comparator, 
the vco is pulled onto the 
subcarrier frequency with 
the vco output providing a 
stable source for frequen-
cy division. The loop will 
follow any reasonable fre-
quency changes caused by 
speed changes in the tape 
recorder, thus providing 
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Photo B. Above chassis (top) and below chassis (bottom) views of the electronics 
assembly of the author's prototype. This unit contains the power supply and the main cir-
cuit board. A fan was required to compensate for inadequate heat sinking of the 
regulators (see text). 

for display of recorded 
video as well. The vco sig-
nal from the PLL (U3) is 
routed through a series of 
gates in U4 to provide 
phasing, a function I will 
discuss shortly. The 2400 Hz 
output from U4 is then rout-
ed to a frequency divider 
chain composed of U5, U6, 
and U7, providing a total 
frequency division of 600. 
Since 2400/600 = 4, we 
have derived the proper 
line trigger rate. This 4 Hz 
signal is routed to a 12 ms 
single-shot (U8) which gen-
erates the required trigger 
pulse. A sample of this 
pulse is routed to board pin 

10 for blanking, while 
another sample, "B", is 
used to actually trigger the 
horizontal deflection sys-
tem. 
Phase circuits (Fig. 4). Al-

though the phase locked 
sync system does maintain 
the proper line rate, it can-
not assure that the line trig-
gering in the display coin-
cides with the start of a line 
of video data. When it does 
not, which is likely to be 
the case most of the time, 
you get a situation where 
the left edge of the satel-
lite picture is actually in-
side the frame. This condi-
tion is corrected by the 

phase circuits. To under-
stand their function, it is 
necessary to redraw a por-
tion of Fig. 4 to show the 
connections of the various 
gates. This is done in Fig. 
4(a). 
The PHASE switch, a 

normally-closed push-
button, has one side 
grounded and the other 
connected to the phasing 
bus on the main board at 
pin 8. Since the phase bus 
is normally grounded, this 
low is inverted to a high by 
gate D, and this high is ap-
plied to one input of. gate B 
with the other input to the 
2400 Hz PLL signal that is 

buffered by gate A. The 
2400 Hz signal is thus 
gated through gate B and 
then through C without in-
terruption on its way to the 
sync divider chain. When a 
phase error exists, how-
ever, the switch is pressed 
(opened), and the status of 
the phase bus is now deter-
mined by the state of the 
collector of the phasing 
transistor (Q2). This tran-
sistor is driven by the Q 
output of U8, which is high 
except during the 12 ms 
trigger interval when it 
goes low. This results in the 
collector of Q2 remaining 
low except for a 12 ms high 
that is coincident with the 
trigger pulse. This high is 
inverted to a low by gate D, 
and this low at one input of 
gate B stops the 2400 Hz 
signal for 12 ms. This inter-
ruption, occurring once 
each line, represents a 12 
ms counting error in the 
sync chain so that the next 
trigger pulse is delayed for 
12 ms, causing the begin-
ning of the next satellite 
video line to appear closer 
to the left edge of the 
display. The PHASE switch 
is held down until the edge 
of the satellite video signal 
moves over to the left 
edge, at which point the 
switch is released. This 
restores proper sync, but, 
this time, the picture is 
properly phased. 
A worst-case phase error, 

where the left edge of the 
picture was all the way at 
the right end of the 250 ms 
line, would require 20 line 
pulses to correct (250/12). 
Since the line pulses occur 
4 times each second, the 
phase switch would have 
to be held closed for only 5 
seconds (20/4). This is en-
tirely ample since about 20 
seconds is actually avail-
able for phasing at the start 
of each APT frame. The ac-
tion of the phase circuits in 
stepping the picture into 
place is shown in Fig. 11. 
Horizontal deflection 

(Fig. 5). The 12 ms trigger 
pulse at "B" turns on Q3 for 
the duration of the pulse, 
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Fig. 2. A block diagram of the monitor signal processing circuits. 

discharging the 4.7 uF ca-
pacitor in the collector cir-
cuit. When the trigger 
pulse is finished, this ca-
pacitor begins to charge 
through the HORIZONTAL 
SIZE control, producing a 
voltage ramp that is ampli-
fied by U9. The output of 
U9 drives the complemen-
tary output transistors (Q4 
and Q5), which have the 
deflection windings in their 
emitter circuit (pins 5 and 6 
of the main board). Feed-
back to the inverting input 
of U9 via the 100k resistors 
helps to linearize the 
deflection waveform. The 
HORIZONTAL CENTER-
ING control feeds a 
voltage to the inverting in-
put which provides center-
ing of the trace. 
Vertical deflection (Fig. 

6). The vertical circuits, 
with a few exceptions, 

.01 

function much like the 
horizontal circuits, with the 
vertical deflection wind-
ings connected to pins 3 
and 4 of the main board. 
The differences involve the 
use of a much larger dis-
charge capacitor (2200 uF) 
to accommodate the 200-
second sweep interval and 
the fact that the capacitor 
is cycled by a switch (the 
sweep switch) rather than a 
transistor. In the RUN posi-
tion of the DPDT center-
off sweep switch, a reed 
relay (K1) on the main 
board is pulled in, causing 
its contact (K1A) to short 
out the capacitor and reset 
the sweep at the top of the 
screen. When cycled to 
the center-off position 
(RUN), the contacts of K1 
open, permitting the ca-
pacitor to charge and in-
itiating the sweep down 

Fig. 3. Monitor video circuits. Unless otherwise noted in 
this and other schematics, all resistors are 1/4 W, 5% car-
bon film, all decimal value capacitors are 50 or 100 V 
dipped mylar, all capacitors between 1 and 10 uF are 16 to 
35 V tantalums, and all higher value capacitors are 
aluminum electrolytics rated at 16 V. All unmarked diodes 
are general-purpose switching types (1 N457, 1N914, etc.). 
Circled numbers refer to board pinouts, while circled let-
ters refer to interface points on other schematics. 

the screen. The other posi-
tion of the switch (FOCUS) 
grounds the bases of Q6 
and Q7, centering the trace 
on the screen. This position 
is used to focus the CRT or 
the film camera and also 
serves as a standby posi-
tion when the monitor is 
not displaying pictures. 
The low-resistance vertical 
windings would cause one 
or the other of the deflec-
tion transistors to draw ex-
cessive current if left for 
long periods in the RESET 
or RUN positions. In the 
FOCUS position, neither 
transistor is drawing cur-
rent, and they will sit in-
definitely without over-
heating. 
Mainframe wiring (Fig. 7). 

Much of the mainframe 
wiring has been covered in 
previous circuit descrip-
tions. In order to eliminate 
the chance that power 
transformers would cause 
unwanted deflection of the 
scanning beam, it is sug-
gested that the power sup-
ply be remoted from the 
main cabinet. The main-
frame does contain the 
+5,  +15, and -15 V 
regulator ICs, driven from 
the unregulated voltage 
buses from the remote sup-
ply. If the regulators were 
mounted on the supply it-
self, you would get un-
wanted voltage drop in the 
connecting cable. In addi-
tion, the mainframe con-
tains the high-voltage 
module for generating the 
+7-10 kV required for the 
CRT external anode. The 

high voltage module will 
be discussed in detail in the 
construction section. Re-
gardless of the approach 
taken, however, it is 
desirable to power the 
module from its own regu-
lators to minimize interac-
tion with other circuit com-
ponents. 
Power supply (Fig. 8). 

This supply is one possibili-
ty for generating the re-
quired voltages. A low-
voltage transformer (T3) 
provides the unregulated 
voltages via a bridge rec-
tifier and filter capacitor 
network. The +350 volts 
required for the internal 
anode and focus grid of 
the CRT as well as the 
BRIGHTNESS network is 
obtained via a conven-
tional power transformer 
(T2) and a full-wave recti-
fier assembly. 12 also pro-
vides the 6.3 V ac required 
by the CRT filament. The 
mainframe and power sup-
ply circuits are shown with 
Cinch Jones P-808-AB and 
S-308-AB connectors, re-
spectively. An 8-conductor 
cable with an S-308-CCT on 
one end and a P-308-CCT 
on the other is used to in-
terconnect the monitor 
and its supply. The power 
supply is turned on via an 
ac lead actuated by an 
SPST switch (S3) on the 
mainframe. 

Construction 

Main Circuit Board 
Fig. 9 shows the land 

layout for the main circuit 
board which carries most 
of the active circuits. If 
you do not have facilities 
for making boards, this par-
ticular board is available — 
a point that will be covered 
at the end of the article. 
The component layout is 
shown in Fig. 10 as viewed 
from the component side 
of the board. The main 
puzzle in wiring the board 
is the cluster of unused 
holes between the LM380 
and the LM565. These 
holes mark the demise of 
an idea that was better on 
paper than it was in prac-
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Fig. 4. Monitor sync and phasing circuits. 

Photo C. An IR frame from GOES E displayed on the prototype monitor. Despite the small 
screen size, the picture is relatively clear, showing a major tropical storm off the west 
coast of Mexico. The IR format displays cold objects as white (space and high cloud 
tops), while warmer areas are darker. Note the warm surface temperatures in the 
southwestern US and northern Mexico in this frame. The use of a somewhat larger CRT 
would assure the full 800-line resolution in the APT pictures. 
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tice. The idea was to place 
a limiter in front of the PLL 
to remove any AM varia-
tions in the signal, thus im-
proving the ability of the 
loop to lock on the subcar-
rier. That part worked, but 
the unforseen difficulty 
was that the limiter was 
quite sensitive to any 
noise, and, should it begin 

to limit on noise, much of 
the advantage of the PLL 
was lost. Out went the 
limiter notion! 
In wiring the main board, 

sockets are suggested for 
all ICs. They do increase 
the cost of the project, but 
they suddenly seem worth 
it when you discover that 
you have a bad chip to 
replace! If you watch the 
polarity of tantalum and 
aluminum electrolytics 
and remember that all the 
ICs have the same orienta-
tion, you will not get into 
much trouble. 
Mainframe 
Once the board is fin-

ished, the remaining deci-
sions revolve around the 
packaging style you want 
to use. The schematics of 
Figs. 7 and 8 assume that 
the monitor will go in one 
box with the power supply 
remoted on its own chassis. 
In terms of simplicity, this 
is probably the best ap-
proach to take. In the case 
of the prototype unit, I 
opted for a different 
scheme which got just a bit 
more complicated. I hap-
pened to have a Robot Re-
search fast-scan viewfinder 
unit which had a suitable 
CRT, yoke, and HV mod-
ule, so this was stripped 
and used as a remote 
display terminal. The 
power supplies and main 
circuit board assembly 
were mounted on a chassis 
behind a standard rack 
panel. Photo A shows the 
display terminal, and 
Photo B shows the rack-
mounted electronics pack-
age. If I were doing the job 
over again, I would certain-
ly follow the first route I 
suggested. No matter what 
scheme you employ, the 
power supply should be 
remote from the CRT cir-
cuits. It is virtually impossi-
ble to package everything 
in one cabinet and avoid 
unwanted deflection of the 
CRT trace by transformer 
fields. You can try if you 
want, but plan it so you can 
pull the transformers with 
minimal difficulty! When 
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you actually start to build 
the mainframe and power 
supply, you will run into 
situations where you may 
want to substitute, so let's 
look at some of those op-
tions. 
CRT. The CRT used in 

the prototype was the orig-
inal tube that came with 
the fast-scan viewfinder. It 
is a type 5M140P7M manu-
factured by Thomas Elec-
tronics, 100 Riverview 
Drive, Wayne NJ 07470. 
They made a larger tube 
for the Robot Model 70 
SSTV monitor which is 
ideal for satellite display 
and has the same pinouts 
as the smaller tube used in 
the prototype. The latter 
measures only 4.25" x 
3.25" (5 inches diagonally) 
and is really quite small for 
the display of an 800-line 
picture. Although the pic-
tures are acceptable, you 
really can't get the full 
resolution unless you have 
a somewhat larger tube. 
The one used in the 

Robot Model 70 is just 
about ideal. Both of these 
tubes have a P7 phosphor. 
This long-persistence phos-
phor is sufficient to let you 
see some aspects of the 
picture in real time in a 
dark room and therefore 
has some advantages. P4 
phosphors of the type used 
in black and white TV sets 
will also work fine, al-
though they do not have 
the  long-persistence 
feature. If you have a 
Model 70 SSTV monitor on 
hand that is doing little 
these days with the advent 
of digital SSTV scan con-
verters, you can use this as 
the basis for a conversion, 
as it will provide a cabinet, 
yoke, HV module, and a 
suitable power trans-
former. If you are building 
from scratch, I would sug-
gest contacting Thomas 
and seeing what is avail-
able along the lines of the 
tubes they supplied to 
Robot. Their prices are 
quite reasonable com-
pared to other sources. 
Failing this, you can check 

out various small black 
and white TV picture tubes 
at your local distributor. 
Many of these will work 
fine if you change the 
socket wiring to accommo-
date the pinouts. Many of 
these will have a 12 V fila-
ment which can be pow-
ered  from  another 
LM340T-12 regulator tied 
to the + LV bus. 
HV Module. As men-

tioned above, the HV mod-
ule for the prototype came 
from the Robot fast-scan 
viewfinder. Other Robot 
display equipment will fur-
nish similar units. There are 
many designs available for 
such modules, and several 
alternatives are shown in 
references 1 and 2 and the 
SSTV section of reference 
3. All of these are similar in 
that a power transistor is 
hooked up as an oscillator 
operating into the primary 
of a standard TV flyback 
transformer with the HV 
rectifiers and capacitors in 
the secondary circuit. The 
main difficulty with most is 
that the suggested feed-
back circuits to run the 
oscillator are highly depen-
dent on the specific fly-
back which is specified in 
each case. Another ap-
proach worth checking, if 
you like to play on the 
bench, is to use a 555 timer 
chip as an oscillator at 
about 20-25 kHz and use 
this to drive the power tran-
sistor as a switch in the 
flyback primary circuit as 
shown in Fig. 11. This ap-
proach should work with 
just about any flyback, and 
you simply choose your 
primary taps to achieve the 
desired output voltage. 
Transformers. Ti in the 

video circuits (Fig. 7) is a 
standard audio output 
transformer with an 8-Ohm 
secondary winding (actual-
ly used as the primary in 
this application), and 
primary windings can be 
anything from about 1k to 
16k. Calectro and others 
make quite a few that will 
work just fine—simply 
look for a "universal" out-

Fig. 5. Horizontal deflection circuits. 

put transformer if you can 
find one that seems to be 
custom made for the ap-
plication. Power trans-
formers are comparatively 
noncritical as well. If you 
convert a Robot Model 70 
monitor, the power trans-
former in that unit has all 
the proper windings in one 
package. If you go the 
route of separate trans-
formers, as shown in Fig. 8, 
you can use the following 
guidelines in making sub-
stitutions. 
The LV circuit requires 

that the voltage on both 
the + and — buses be at 
least 17-18 V for the 15 V 
regulators to operate prop-
erly. The regulators them-
selves will take up to 30 V 
when properly heat sinked, 
so any transformer that 
will deliver between those 
dc limits will work fine. It 

should be capable of sup-
plying at least 1 Amp, and 2 
Amps is better yet. The HV 
supply is low current, and 
there are a variety of 
power transformers with 
225 and 250 V c-t second-
aries in the 25-50 mA range 
which will work fine. All of 
these have the required 6.3 
V ac filament winding. 
Deflection yokes. Any 

deflection yoke designed 
for a small solid-state black 
and white TV set will do 
the job here. If you have a 
choice, pick a yoke with 
higher resistance windings 
in preference to one with 
very low resistance. 
Cabling. You can do any-

thing you want in this area, 
from hardwiring the two 
units together to the use of 
exotic cable assemblies. 
Figs. 7 and 8 specify the use 
of a Cinch-Jones P-308-AB 
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Photo D. An example of an operational message. In this 
case, it is a system status announcement and part of the 
transmission schedule for GOES E. This example shows the 
old format with white letters on a black background. The 
current format uses black letters on white. 
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Fig. 6. Vertical deflection circuits. 

on the mainframe and an 
S-308-AB on the power sup-
ply. An 8-conductor cable 
terminated  with  an 
S-308-CCT on one end and 
a P-308-CCT on the other 
connects the two units. 
These plugs and sockets 
are available from almost 
any distributor and are in-
expensive compared to 
other options. Of course, 
octal plugs and sockets 
could be used if you can 
tolerate wiring the former 
—I can't! Just be sure to 
use a socket on the supply 
and a plug on the main-
frame lest you electrocute 
yourself some evening 
while wrestling with 
cables! 
General Notes 
Only a few general 
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guidelines are necessary in 
actually wiring up the 
mainframe and power sup-
ply. The first is to ade-
quately heat sink the IC 
regulators. Dinky sheet 
aluminum sinks were used 
in the prototype, and this 
required the use of a cool-
ing fan to stop them from 
shutting down when they 
got too hot. Generous ex-
truded aluminum units are 
a good investment and will 
keep the regulators cool. 
Note that the positive 
regulators (LM340T series) 
have their cases at ground 
potential, so no insulation 
is required in mounting 
them to a grounded heat 
sink. The negative regula-
tors are a different story 
(the LM320T series). Either 

•7-10 K v 
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use mica washers to isolate 
the cases from a grounded 
heat sink or mount them in-
dividually on smaller heat 
sinks, each of which is 
isolated from ground. 
In hooking up the deflec-

tion yoke, first measure the 
resistance of the two wind-
ings. One is almost always 
higher than the other. Use 
the  high  resistance 
member of the pair for Y2 
(vertical deflection) and 
the low resistance one for 
Y1 (horizontal deflection), 
and orient the yoke accord-
ingly. 
Ordinary hookup wire 

can be used in most inter-
connections, but you 
should use shielded wire in 
the CRT grid circuit and in 
the video input circuit to 
and from the CONTRAST 
control. 
S3, the SPST POWER 

switch, is best incor-
porated on the BRIGHT-
NESS control, so choose a 
pot with a switch assembly. 
Wire the BRIGHTNESS pot 
so that, when the switch is 
off, the center arm of the 
pot is at ground potential. 
This will assure that CRT 
brightness is always mini-
mum when the unit is first 
turned on. 
The HV module should 
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be mounted quite close to 
the external anode of the 
CRT so that only a short 
length of HV cable is re-
quired for the anode con-
nection. The HV module 
should operate off its own 
regulators (as in Fig. 7) to 
minimize its effect on 
other circuits. 

Setup and Operation 
Preliminary Setup 
By all means, check and 

recheck all connections 
prior to powering up. In 
particular, the +15, +5, 
and —15 V lines should be 
checked for proper volt-
ages. To start with, remove 
U9 and U10 from their 
sockets and connect the 
board to the ground, +15, 
and +5 V lines with the 
board on the bench. 
(1) Connect a frequency 

counter to the junction of 
the .1 uF capacitor and 1k 
resistor at the output of the 
565 circuit. Adjust the vco 
control for a reading of 
2400 Hz. 
(2) A counter or logic 

probe should show a 4 Hz 
signal on pin 8 of U8. A 
short pulse should be 
observable on pin 6 of U9 
using a logic probe or 
scope. This pulse should 
occur at the 4 Hz line rate. 
(3) Connect a scope or 

logic probe to pin 8 of U4. 
Gaps in the output of 12 ms 
at the 4 Hz rate should be 
noted. Use a test lead to 
ground pin 8 of the main 
board, and the gaps should 
disappear. 
You can now plug the 

main board into the pow-
ered down monitor. Preset 
all controls as follows: 

CONTRAST  minimum 
(panel)  (max. CCW) 
H SIZE (board)  midrange 
H CENTERING  midrange 
(board) 
V SIZE (board)  midrange 
V CENTERING  midrange 
(board) 
SWEEP (panel)  FOCUS 
FOCUS (panel)  midrange 

Fig. 7. Monitor mainframe wiring, assuming that all components, exclusive of power sup-
plies, are in one cabinet. 
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(1)  Advance  the 
BRIGHTNESS control to 



engage the power switch 
but no further. Allow 5 
minutes for the unit to 
warm up. 
(2) Slowly advance the 

BRIGHTNESS control in a 
dimly-lit room until a trace 
is just visible. If the trace is 
not horizontal, loosen and 
rotate the yoke until it is. 
Sharpen the trace with the 
FOCUS control. 
(3) Mask off the largest 

possible square area on 
your CRT. This will be 
referred to as the "viewing 
area." 
(4)  Adjust the HORI-

ZONTAL SIZE and CENTER-
ING controls on the main 
board so the trace extends 
from one side of the view-
ing area to the other. Mo-
mentarily ground the col-
lector of Q3. The trace 
should jump to the left 
edge of the viewing area. If 
it jumps to the right, you 
should power down and 
reverse the connections to 
Y1 and then reapply power 
and repeat the size and 
centering adjustments. 

(5) Cycle the SWEEP 
switch to RESET. The trace 
should move upward. If it 
goes down, you should 
power down and reverse 
the connections to Y2 and 
power up again. 
(6) With the SWEEP 

switch in the RESET posi-
tion, adjust the VERTICAL 
CENTERING so the trace is 
even with the upper margin 
of the viewing area. 
(7) Cycle the SWEEP 

switch to RUN and adjust 
the VERTICAL SIZE control 
so that it requires 200 sec-
onds for the trace to move 
from the top to the bottom 
of the viewing area. You will 
probably have to cycle be-
tween RESET and RUN sev-
eral times to get this right, 
but it is critical if the pic-
tures are to have the proper 
aspect ratio. 
(8) Back the BRIGHT-

NESS down to the point 
where the trace is just ex-
tinguished in a dark room. 
(9) Play a tape-recorded 

satellite signal into J1 start-

ing somewhere in the mid-
dle of a frame transmission. 
Slowly advance the CON-
TRAST control to achieve 
the best swing between 
black and white. If you go 
too far, the screen will be 
completely white due to the 
action of the white limiting, 
and, if you don't go far 
enough, you will lose some 
information at the black end 
of the picture signal. At this 
point, you should see a pic-
ture, but it will probably be 
out of phase. Press the 
PHASE switch until the edge 
of the picture lines up with 
the left edge of the viewing 
area. 

At this point, you have 
tested all of the elements of 
the monitor and are ready to 
display a picture. Generally, 
you will not have to alter the 
CONTRAST control settings 
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Fig. 8. Power supply circuits. 

unless you change the input 
level to the monitor. 
Operation 
Either a PolaroidTm 

camera with a closeup lens 
or a conventional roll-film 
camera can be used to take 

.LV 

V 

pictures from the moritor. 
It should be firmly mount-
ed at the proper distance 
from the monitor and 
ideally should employ a 
cable release to actuate 
the shutter. Reference 2 

Photo E. A visible light frame of the SE quarter of the earth disk as seen by GOES E show-
ing almost all of South America. This is an afternoon frame, so the eastern limb of the disk 
is already darkening as the terminator appears, marking local sunset in the South Atlantic. 
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contains a great deal of 
useful information about 
photography from CRT dis-
plays, and I won't repeat it 
here. In each case where 
the monitor is used, you 
should allow at least 5 
minutes for warmup to get 

reproducible  results. 
Whenever the monitor is 
on but not displaying pic-
tures, the SWEEP switch 
should be in the FOCUS 
position. When you are 
ready to display a frame, it 
can be cycled to RESET. 

CID 

The picture will begin 
with a few seconds of start 
tone-300 Hz modulation 
of the subcarrier which 
results in a distinct bar pat-
tern on the trace. When the 
tone terminates,  you 
should observe a black 

II 1 

cr to'N 0 

0 

area somewhere along the 
trace. Press the PHASE 
switch to move this to the 
left edge of the viewing 
area. 20 seconds after the 
end of the start tone, cycle 
the SWEEP switch to RUN 
and the frame will begin to 
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Fig. 9. PC board layout (foil side) for the main circuit board. 



read out, beginning with 
the ID header, followed by 
the actual frame. About 
the time the scan reaches 
the bottom of the viewing 
area, you will hear a 450 Hz 

0 
> 

0 
co 

0 61 
°T 

IL  

stop tone which tells you 
the picture is finished. In 
photographing the display, 
you should use a complete-
ly dark room unless you 
have a light hood assembly 
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for the camera. The shutter 
should be opened as you 
cycle the SWEEP switch to 
RUN, and it should be 
closed when you hear the 
stop tone. If you want to 

9c t7 C Z  1 

copy another picture 
immediately, simply cycle 
to RESET and await the 
next start tone, otherwise 
set the switch to FOCUS 
until you are ready for the 

0 

0 
\  0 

Fig. 10. Component side layout for the main circuit board. 
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next frame. 

Summary 

Photos C, D, and E show 
typical GOES APT frames 
displayed on the prototype 
monitor. Despite the small 
CRT size, the pictures are 
quite acceptable. The use 
of a larger CRT would 
sharpen them noticeably, 
however. With a larger 

CRT, the display can come 
quite close to the results 
achieved with a good 
photographic fax system 
with considerably less fuss. 
Polaroid film will give you 
almost instant prints with 
little bother, or the use of 
roll film will let you pre-
pare enlargements at any 
size you desire. 

This is actually an easy 

CUSTOM TRANSFORMERS 
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ALPHA A77D rower  $135 
BTI LK-2000 Plate   $135 
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Fig. 11. Operation of the phasing circuits. The top of this 
segment is the start tone (300 Hz modulation of the subcar-
rier) where the PLL first locks on the signal. This is fol-
lowed by a 25-second phasing interval. Note that the edge 
of the picture, marked by the black bar, is inside the view-
ing area. When the PHASE switch is pressed, the bar begins 
to move toward the left edge of the picture where it 
belongs. When it reaches the edge, the PHASE switch is 
released and the picture drops back into sync. Note that 
the last 5 seconds of the phasing interval is devoted to an 
ID header for the picture. Normally, phasing is done with 
the sweep switch in the RESET position and the switch is 
cycled to RUN about 20 seconds after the end of the start 
tone, permitting the ID header to be displayed. 

unit to build and operate 
and probably represents 
one of the easiest ways to 
get into GOES picture dis-
play. With a few modifica-
tions, the unit can also be 
used to display VHF pic-
tures from the new series 
of polar orbiting satellites 
that became operational 
with the launch of TIROS 
N. 
Circuit boards are avail-

able for this project from 
METSAT Products, Box 
142, Mason MI 48854. The 
main circuit board, G-10 

epoxy, drilled and plated, 
and a documentation pack 
costs $50. If you want to go 
this route, ask for minikit 
GM-1 • 
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Batteries Dead? 

— take preventative measures 

Your worries are over if you use battery status indicators. 

One of the problems 
associated with bat-

tery-operated equipment is 
knowing that the battery 
supply has been turned on 
and/or that the battery 
voltage is still within 
suitable limits. Suitable 
limits might mean the 
voltage range necessary 
for a circuit to perform 
properly, or the upper 
voltage limit that a 
rechargeable battery pack 
should have when it is 
properly charged and the 
lower voltage limit when 
discharged to the point 
where its usage should be 
discontinued before the 
battery pack is damaged 
by too deep a discharge. 
Depending on the capac-

ity of the battery used, one 
can "afford" only certain 
types of battery status in-
dicating circuits. Obvious-
ly, for a small piece of test 
gear operated from a 9-volt 
transistor radio-type bat-
tery, even the use of an 

•9 

LED or the smallest in-
candescent lamp available 
will take too much current 
(15 to 20 mA) compared to 
the milliampere hours 
(mAh) rating of the battery 
(62 mAh for an inexpensive 
9-volt type). On the other 
end of the scale, using a 
higher capacity battery 
source, one can "afford" 
even elaborate battery sta-
tus circuits that provide 
detailed information re-
garding battery condition. 
This article explores sev-

eral interesting battery sta-
tus circuits including ones 
that will work with even 
the lowest capacity battery 
source to more elaborate 
alphabetic indicators. 
Some of the circuits use 
discrete devices although 
ICs are available to do the 
job. Discrete device cir-
cuits don't take significant-
ly more current and use 
commonly available com-
ponents, whereas the ICs 
may  not  be  readily 

*RADIO SHACK 
RS 276-2029 
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Fig. 1. Due to the low duty cycle of this flashing LED cir-
cuit, the average current drain is 1 mA or less. 

available. 
Before getting to the cir-

cuits, one might mention 
meters as battery status in-
dicators. The availability 
of inexpensive, imported 
microampere meters might 
appear attractive to use 
because of the very low 
current drain. But, if one 
calculates the current 
change indicated by the 
meter as the battery volt-
age changes, it might not 
be very significant. The 
current change indicated 
depends on the internal 
resistance of the meter and 
any added series resis-
tance. As an example, if a 
typical, inexpensive 500-
microampere meter in se-
ries with a suitable resistor 
is placed across a 9-volt 
battery, the meter indica-
tion might only decrease 
by about 1/3 scale as the 
battery voltage sinks to 6 
volts. This is not a very ob-
vious indication that the 

battery voltage has fallen 
to the point where it will 
significantly affect the per-
formance of many 9-volt 
circuits. Of course, there 
are often small battery 
status meters available 
during parts sales, but a 
true indication is obtained 
only when the meter is 
used for its designe21 pur-
pose. 
After having left many 

9-volt-powered transistor 
checkers, bridges, and 
even portable receivers 
turned "on" instead of 
"off" after usage, with 
resultant battery loss, the 
circuit of Fig. 1 was finally 
discovered. It uses an LED 
as a battery "on" indicator, 
but the LED is flashed at a 
low duty cycle so the aver-
age current drain is only 
about 1 mA. The 2N4870 
unijunction transistor 
forms a simple pulsed 
oscillator circuit which in 
turn drives a 2N2222 

VOLTAGE 
MONITORED 
(I5V) 

Fig. 2. The NE555  trigger the LED on when the 
monitored voltage falls to 12 volts. The ratio of R1 to R2 
only needs to be changed if it is desired to change the 
voltage point at which the LED is triggered. 
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switch that turns on the 
LED. The LED flashing rate 
and the battery voltage 
range which may be ac-
commodated can vary 
over a wide range by the 
suitable choice of R1, R2, 
and Cl. Flashing rates from 
2 to 20 per second are the 
most attention-getting, 
while still keeping the 
average current consump-
tion low. The battery 
voltage can be anything 
from 3 volts on up. The 
values in the circuit of Fig. 
1 will produce a flashing 
rate of about 5 times a sec-
ond from a 9-volt battery. 
A small amount of ex-
perimenting is necessary, 
particularly with R1 and 
R2, for other battery 
voltages. They should be 
raised in value for higher 
battery voltages and low-
ered in value for voltages 
below 9 volts, although 
their value is not at all 
critical. The cost of the bat-
teries saved will rapidly 
repay the cost of the com-
ponents for this circuit if 
you have any tendency at 
all to forget to turn off bat-
tery-powered equipment. 
The circuit of Fig. 2 is an 

undervoltage indicator. It 
is particularly valuable 
when using nicad battery 
supplies since such bat-
teries can be damaged if 
they are too deeply dis-
charged. This circuit is 
useful only if there already 
is some sort of indicator on 
a piece of equipment in-
forming the operator when 
it is turned "on," since this 
circuit will tell the opera-
tor when it is time to turn 
the equipment "off." As 
shown, the circuit is used 
to monitor a 15-volt bat-
tery source. The ratio of R1 
to R2 is such that the LED 
will illuminate when the 
battery voltage falls to 12 
volts, which is approximate-
ly 80 percent of the fully-
charged voltage of the 
15-volt nicad supply. The 
voltage value at which the 
circuit switches on can be 
controlled by changing the 
ratio of R1 to R2. The cir-

cuit can also be used on 
other supply voltages in 
approximately the 9- to 
18-volt range. The circuit is 
quite sensitive and the 
turn-on of the LED when a 
low voltage condition is 
reached is distinct and 
sharp. If one wanted ab-
solute protection, pin 3 of 
the IC can also be used to 
drive a small relay which 
would automatically turn 
off a piece of equipment. 
This might not be a bad 
idea for some operators 
who insist on a last 
transmission although their 
nicad battery packs are 
about to be damaged. 
The circuit of Fig. 3 does 

not indicate when a supply 
is on, but it can indicate 
both an undervoltage and 
an overvoltage condition. 
This may be useful when 
charging certain types of 
battery packs where a 
fully-charged condition is 
indicated by a specific 
voltage level. The circuit 
can also be a warning 
device to indicate that the 
output of some device, 
such as a portable genera-
tor, is not within accept-
able lower and upper volt-
age limits. The circuit can 
be set up for completely in-
dependent lower and up-
per voltage limits and the 
limits can be as far apart or 
as close together as de-
sired. The critical com-
ponents are the two zener 
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Fig. 3. This circuit will ignite the appropriate LED if the 
monitored voltage goes below or above the value deter-
mined by zener diodes D1 and D2. 

diodes: D1 to set the under-
voltage indication value 
and D2 to set the over-
voltage indication value. 
These diodes have to be 
fairly exact in value. For in-
stance, if one wanted to set 
the upper voltage indica-
tion at 15 volts, one would 
have to use a 15-volt, 5% 
tolerance zener or test a 
bunch of 10 or 20% toler-
ance zeners until a suitable 
diode is found. 
The circuit of Fig. 3 pro-

vides a steady LED display 
for low and high voltage. A 
more attention-getting dis-
play can be obtained by 
combining the circuits of 
Figs. 1 and 3 so a flashing 
LED display is obtained. In 
this case, the LEDs shown 
in Fig. 3 are not used and 
the points marked X and Y 
are connected to the simi-
larly-noted points in Fig. 1. 
Note that two circuits of 
the type shown in Fig. 1 are 
necessary. 
The circuit of Fig. 4 pro-

vides a battery status 

LD-

display using a 7-segment 
LED readout. A low volt-
age state is indicated by 
display of "L", a high 
voltage state by display of 
"H", and when any in-
between voltage is sensed, 
the display is a constant 
"F". One can arrange the 
connections to the readout 
to display differently de-
pending upon one's fancy. 
For instance, one could 
have the display read "1" 
for high, "2" for in-between 
voltages, and "3" for low 
voltage. Another idea 
might be to have all seg-
ments on the readout ac-
tive for a high voltage state 
and then progressively 
switch off segments for 
lower voltage states. By 
studying the diagram and 
the logic states to get the L, 
F, and H display, one can 
arrange other displays on 
the readout. The zener 
diodes are, again, critical 
in value if the circuit is to 
react when specific volt-
age levels are sensed.• 
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Fig. 4. This circuit uses an LED readout and displays an "L" when the mon'tored voltage is 
low, an "H" when the voltage is high, and an "F" when the voltage is between the low and 
high limits. 
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How to Nab a Jammer 

—another use for 220 

It's the Omaha VHF posse vs. the Red Rider. 

This shows the 146.40/147 antenna with a 100' tip and, 
more difficult to see, the 222.34/223,44 repeater antenna 
with an 85' tip. 

John Gebuhr WII0CMC 
2340 N. 64th Si. 
Omaha NE 68104 

I t all started about a year 
ago when Omaha VHF 

was plagued by a character 
who went by the handle of 
"Red Rider." Every Satur-
day night without fail, for 
several weeks, he would 
come up on the 34-94 
repeater: "Breaker one 
nine, this here's the Red 
Rider." Usually, no one 
would answer him (which 
was the best policy in the 
long run), and the first few 
weeks he shouted obsceni-
ties until he found out the 
repeater got shut off when 
he did. We would get fixes 
on him and close in "for 
the kill," and suddenly he 
would QRT for 15 minutes 
to a half hour and show up 
again on the other side of 
town. 
After the 3rd week of 

this, it became obvious 
that he was listening to us 
on other 2m frequencies as 
we would track him. We 
used some very uncom-
mon ones, but he obviously 

had a synthesized receiver. 
His transmitters were iden-
tified as a PLL type of 
moderate power (10-30 W) 
and also a low-power 
crystal, probably hand-
held, unit. (This was later 
verified.) The two transmit-
ter fingerprints were 
watched for on legal 
transmissions, but never 
appeared until several 
months later. 

One night, we used 5 or 6 
ten meter mobiles and 
spotted his car, but he saw 
us about the same time and 
we didn't get a license 
number. We saw that eve-
ning that 10 meters would 
work, but to get enough 10 
meter mobiles to do a good 
job proved a hassle, as did 
propagation. 

A couple of days before, 
I had received a flyer from 
Clegg which offered ten 
220 MHz radios for the 
price of eight. I asked the 
rest of the guys if they 
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would be interested in go-
ing together on this, and 
there seemed to be some 
interest. I took a chance 
and ordered ten. About ten 
days later they came, and, 
by nightfall, six had gone 
out the door. That was on 
Thursday night. By Satur-
day, the rest of them were 
in service and crystals were 
ordered for two repeater 
pairs and another simplex 
frequency. The following 
Monday, ten more Cleggs 
were on order, and two 
weeks later, there was a 
220 repeater in Omaha 
with 19 users. 
If one wonders what 

happened to the 20th 
radio, it is now the upper 
34-94 repeater in north 
Omaha. The entire receiver 
lifted out of the case by 
loosening four screws and 
was put in a shielded box. 
The COR is a reed relay 
driven from the squelch 
circuit. R6-1 is removed 
from B + and reconnected 
to the base of a PNP tran-
sistor, the emitter is con-
nected to B + , and the col-
lector goes through a relay 
coil to ground. A diode was 
hooked across the relay 
coil to reduce spikes 
(hysteresis diode). A 25 uF 
capacitor was later added 
to provide a short squelch 
tail. The LED was added as 
a cosmetic device. 
Cavities were later made 

out of some 3" transmis-
sion line donated for the 
cause. A handful of "SMA" 
series connectors was used 
in the duplexer (because 
they were free) and a half 
pound of solder. 
The repeater finished, 

we got permission from 
Motorola to put the thing 
up on the Woodmen Tower 
(300' + above average ter-
rain) for the weekend. The 
top of this building is a pro-
tected site and has what 
looks like a crewcut of top-
quality commercial anten-
nas — ATS, paging, busi-
ness, railroad, and many 
others. I had managed to 
pack the entire repeater in-
to a suitcase, duplexer and 

all, and we carried it up to 
the top, climbed out on the 
roof 425 feet above the 
street, and clamped a Ringo 
Ranger to a lightning rod. 
We took the repeater out 
of the suitcase, set it up, 
and put it on the air in 
about 15 minutes. The 
duplexer didn't need any 
retuning, and we were off 
to hunt Red Rider. 
We had some success 

that night, but, unfor-
tunately, Red didn't stay 
on too long and we didn't 
get him. For about four 
months, 220 was probably 
the best-kept secret in 
Omaha. And in those four 
months, we compiled a 
nice fat file including 
names, addresses, vehicle 
descriptions, footprints, 
and real dog smelling 
prints, and sent it to the 
FCC in Kansas City. The 
night that we got a positive 
ID on the Red Rider, the 
comments heard on the 2m 
34-94 were, "This is the first 
Saturday night I'm gonna 
sleep soundly for a long 
time," and "Bad guys 31, 
good guys 1; that kind of 
evens up the score, doesn't 
it?" 
The only thing that got 

on people's nerves after 
that was that it took the 
FCC about three months to 
do anything about it. Since 
the FCC came to town, 
though, there has been 
almost no deliberate in-
terference or other flagrant 
rule violation. 
By this time, it was ob-

vious that 220 was here to 
stay, and there is now a sec-
ond repeater here cross-
linked with the 2m 40-00 
machine, making possible, 
for many people, full 
duplex operation. 
The second repeater is a 

Midland 13-509, which 
turned out to be the exact 
same radio as the Clegg, ex-
cept for the case and 
name, right down to the 
Japanese fingerprints on 
the PC board. As it turns 
out, the Cobra 200 is also 
identical to the above two 
radios and is the cheapest 

Fig. 1. 

one on the market. 
As with most ham gear, 

all three of these radios are 
imperfect and it is a lot of 
fun modifying them for 
various reasons. 
Modification #1 elimi-

nates the somewhat long 
squelch recovery time or 
reduces it to insignificance 
(with the squelch set near 
the edge of operation, it 
may take up to a full sec-
ond for it to recover). By 
changing C89 and C91 from 
4.7 uF each to 1 uF each, 
the recovery time is very 
fast without significantly 
impairing the operation. 
Modification #2 re-

moves the lamp behind the 
channel selector and 
replaces it with an LED. 
The LED is connected in 
series with R60 on the 
receiver board, and R60 is 
changed from 100 Q, 1 W 
to 47 or 56 Q, 1/2 Watt. The 
entire operation reduces 
receiver current from over 
200 mA to about 140 mA. 
Modification #2(a) re-
moves the meter lamp or 
puts a switch on it, reduc-
ing receiver current to 
around 60 mA, easily in the 
portable range. 
Modification #3 re-

moves the TX lamp and 
replaces it with an LED in 
series with the relay coil, 
reducing the low-power 
transmit current from 800 
to 700 mA. The only 
degradation in perfor-
mance this entails is that 
the transmitter must have 
10.5 V minimum instead of 
9.1 V to key properly. So, 
total low-power current 

'0 KEY  LINE tPTT1 

drain is 1.1 A stock minus 
meter lamp minus channel 
lamp minus key lamps = 
700 mA, clearly a signifi-
cant saving. A 12 V gel cell 
will run the radio for a cou-
ple of days and still have 
power to spare (1.5 Ah). 
Modifications #4 and #5 

change the SO-239 to a 
BNC for quick disconnect, 
lower loss at this frequen-
cy, and the capability to 
use a rubber ducky. The 
power leads are removed 
and a quick disconnect 
plug and socket are in-
stalled. 
Modification #6: The 

zener, D6, next to the 56 Q 
resistor (in Mod. #2) is 
disconnected from the 9 V 
line as is the 9 V side of the 
LED/56 Q network. An NPN 
1 W resistor is put in as a 
series regulator, and a 1k 
resistor is added as shown 
in Fig. 2. This modification 
further reduces receiver 
current by 5 to 10 mA, and, 
as the zener is a ±5% 
device, the performance of 
the receiver is completely 
unchanged. The 9.1 V line 
should now be about 8.5 to 
8.7 V. 
I might at this point say 

that the part numbers 
above mentioned are the 
same for all three makes of 
radio. The instruction book 
that comes with the Cobra 
is far more complete than 
that with either the Clegg 
or Midland. It is a service 
manual, whereas the other 
two have only a schematic 
and block diagram. 
I don't know when I've 

seen a radio that is more 
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fun to play around with 
and tinker in and modify 
than these. They are very 
easy to work on, are laid 
out well, and come apart 
quickly. 
The first two batches of 

Cleggs probably sparked 
the biggest antenna build-
ing boom Omaha has ever 
seen. The two amateur 
stores had nothing and the 
only antennas available for 
220 were from the local 
Larsen rep, and they were 
for mobile only. For the 
base antennas, most built 
5/8-wave or %-wave anten-
nas, and a few cut down 
Ringo Rangers to the prop-
er dimensions. 
There are only two 

minor problems I have 
seen with these radios that 
are really in the problem 
category and they are: 
First, the mike hanger but-
ton on the back of the mike 
is riveted too tightly, and, if 
it is dropped, frequently a 
crack appears between the 
button and the PTT switch. 
The second is the tuning on 
the output of TR 21. If one 
is not careful in tuning it, it 
can create spurs due to os-
cillation of the stage. A 
simple verification can be 
made of this by keying the 
transmitter and pulling the 
crystal while keyed. If the 
power meter shows output, 
it's oscillating. If the meter 
goes instantly to zero, it's 
probably not and is set al-
right. 
One might notice a 

much greater difference in 
antenna position com-
pared to 2m; because of 
the shorter wavelength, 
moving the antenna 5 or 6 
inches one way or the other 
may make as much dif-

ference as a 2/3-scale 
reading on the S-meter. Ob-
jects which only partially 
reflect and partially absorb 
on 2m become good reflec-
tors on 220, and, conse-
quently, the interference 
fringes are much more pro-
nounced (see optical 
behavior in any general 
physics book). 
Looking to the future, I 

see 220 as a band that will 
grow by leaps and bounds 
in the next 2 or 3 years. The 
220 class E is dead, there is 
a vast empty space there 
now in most parts of the 
country, and, as 2 meters 
becomes more congested, 
220 and 440 are the next 
logical places to go. I also 
think one of the reasons 
440 is so much more pop-
ular than 220 is the 
availability of used VHF 
gear retired from commer-
cial service at very low 
prices. But, as people are 
finding out, 220 seems to 
take the best of both 2m 
and 440 plus a few points 

all its own and offers the in-
dividual a new playground 
to do as he wishes on VHF. 
As a footnote to this, one 

of the 220 repeaters has 
become an administrative 
frequency for ARES and 
other such activities 
because of the large and 
ever-growing number of 
people who have 2m 
crystals in their scanners. 
146.94 is a hot-selling rock 
in Omaha Radio Shack 
stores. People are finding 
out that, for weather watch 
information, 146.94 is 
where it's at. Inasmuch as 
we have stations at NWS 
and a 3rd weather wing at 
Offu't AFB during severe 
weather and tornado 
watches, there are a 
number of bits of informa-
tion which should not be 
passed over 2m, so, rather 
than tie up telephones or 
take a chance on upsetting 
the nonamateur public on 
2m, they go via 220 as there 
are no scanners made 
which will pick it up.• 

There's a new, eighth OSCAR satellite in orbit, and the AMSAT team helped put it there' 

Your help is needed for future satellites. loin AMSAT and support the new, ad-
vanced Phase III series of OSCARs, engineered to provide communications over 
transcontinental distances for hours at a time. 

Send $10 membership dues to AMSAT, P.O. Box 27. Washington. D.C. 
20044. Life membership is available for a tax-deductible donation of $100 
or more, payable in quarterly installments if you wish. 

Phase III satellite solar cells may be sponsored for $10 each, and 
we'll send you a certificate specifying the cells you are sponsoring. 

For a tax-deductible contribution of $1,000 or more, we'll 
even inscribe your name on a plaque to be placed in orbit 
aboard the Phase III spacecraft for posterity, and we'll send 
you a replica honoring your contribution. 

Dues and contributions may be charged to VISA or 
Master Charge. Phone us at (202) 488-8649. 

Our famous value-packed mail order catalog 
filled with thousands of Amateur Radio items. 
Now ready to roll and yours for the asking... 
Call Tufts today for prompt delivery of your 
Amateur Radio needs from our tremendous 
inventory. Let us show you why Tufts is the leader 
in mail order sales. 

Our crew of 100% hams, very competitive prices, and reliable modern 
service facilities ensure your complete satisfaction. Call toll free daily 
9-9 and Saturday 9-6. 14800) 225-4428. 

TUFTS 
Radio Electronics 

209 S Mystic Avenue 
Medford MA 02155 
14800)225-4428 

1-(617)395-8280 
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Return the attached postage-free card, and we'll have your trial copy of 
Kilobaud/Microcomputing on the way to you within a few days. Wayne is willing to 
go to this expense because he feels that all hams can profit (and he means $$$) 
from an understanding of the basics of microcomputing. The fact is, there's a 
revolution going on, even more important than the one that replaced vacuum tubes 
with solid state, and you'll want to be a part of it and join the fun. Over 20,000 hams 
already have their own computers up and running and are having a ball. 
Kilobaud/Microcomputing is the only magazine in the field written specifically for 
newcomers to computers, and many of the articles are ham-oriented ... after all, 
many of the pioneers of microcomputers are hams. Don't let this revolution pass 
you by. Return the subscription card and your trial issue will be on the way, along 
with a bill for a year's subscription at a special introductory rate of $15. If you're 
not completely satisfied, just write "cancel" on the bill and return it to us within 30 
days ... and keep the trial copy. 

Rush me my trial copy of Kilobaud/MIcrocomputing and enter my subscription at half the newsstand price ($15). If 
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Russell C. W. Crom WB9WRE 
904 Barberry Street 
Mt. Prospect IL 60056 

This Station Plays Beautiful CW 

— with a Morse keyboard 

Roll over, Beethoven! 

T he international Morse 
code (CW) is a digital 

musical language. If you 
happen to be a straight-key 
master, such as K9ZTH, 
you can make music to 
rival that of Mantovani. If 
you happen to be blind, a 
talented pianist, composer, 
piano tuner, and a ham, 
you can even write a con-
certo using this musical 
language. 01' Rip Snorter 
John (W9ORS) is such a 
person and is presently 

writing The CQ Concerto. 
The first few bars are great 
and I can hardly wait for 
the finished work, because 
it will include a CW mes-
sage hidden within beauti-
ful music. 
Because timing is tricky, 

it is a challenge for a com-
poser to work the unique 
rhythm of CW into conven-
tional music. The dot is the 
basic unit of time in 
precise code. The syllable 
space between dots and 

Photo A. Diode matrix (front) forms 8-bit binary code. The 
13 ICs (back) provide logic to convert binary code to 
Morse code. Keying and VOX relays at lower right. 

dashes also requires one 
time unit. A dash is exactly 
three time units long and 
matches the letter space. 
The interword space is the 
mystical number 7. 
The digital aspect of CW 

makes ICs ideally suited 
for application in keyers, 
keyboards, and readers. In 
the CW language, spaces 
are as important as the 
dots and dashes. Often 
hams forget that spaces are 
important. At times, a ham 
will send, "my nag is ... " 
It is easy to run the "m" 
and the "e" together so 
that instead of having a 
name, the ham is a nag. 
Even old-timers with bugs 
and weighted keyers have 
problems. With dots set for 
40 words per minute and 
dashes at 20 words per 
minute, the sender speaks 
with an accent. He can 
communicate with his own 
kind who have the same ac-
cent, but others who prefer 
the musical rhythm of 
good code have difficulty 
copying 20 words per 
minute even though they 
are capable of handling 30 

words per minute of per-
fect code. 
The importance of 

spaces and the application 
of ICs has been recognized 
by others and many fine ar-
ticles have been published 
(see references). The elec-
tronic keyer with its super-
vised dots and dashes has 
improved CW communica-
tions in recent years. How-
ever, proper operation of a 
keyer takes a certain 
amount of musical skill 
which many of us do not 
have. As a result, the 
average CW QS0 is still 
well below 20 words per 
minute. 

The keyboard encoder 
offers additional improve-
ment in communications 
with the CW language. 
Good commercial equip-
ment is available, but high 
prices discourage many po-
tential users. Articles on 
home-brew projects are be-
ing published, and any ham 
who likes to solder (or wire-
wrap) can have a keyboard. 

My prototype keyboard 
used TTL and a 9-bit code. I 
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used a diode matrix to gen-
erate a binary code and 
digital logic to convert it 
into dots and dashes. The 
TTL scheme worked fine, 
but as I was putting on the 
finishing touches, a regula-
tor in the power supply 
failed and fried a $17.50 40 
x 9 first-in, first-out (FIFO) 
memory chip. About the 
same time, K2BLA pub-
lished a circuit that could 
be constructed using about 
$30 worth of parts. Also, 
WB5IRY wrote about the 
possibility of TTL becom-
ing obsolete. Both of these 
writers were generous in 
their praise for CMOS and 
emphasized how easy it is 
to construct a power sup-
ply for CMOS. With this 
motivation, I switched to 
CMOS and an 8-bit code. 
After trying high-fre-

quency keyboard scan-
ning, such as is used by 
K2BLA and in calculator 
keyboards, I have decided 
that diodes are still beauti-
ful (Photo A). They are rug-
ged, cheap ($2.84 for this 
circuit), and even though 
142 diodes have 284 leads, 
the hookup is so simple 
that it can be made while 
the XYL is talking. There 
are no glitches, and trou-
bleshooting is so easy that 
it can be done with a VOM. 
Considering the possibil-

ity that some hams may 
not be any more advanced 
in the art of applying ICs 
than I am, some basic fun-
damentals about logic de-
vices used in this circuit 
will be included for conve-
nience. Being an electrical 
engineer specializing in 
power, I am more familiar 
with 500 MCM cables and 
10,000 kV-A transformers 
than I am with the 14- and 
16-legged bedbugs normal-
ly called ICs. If you happen 
to be a digital pro, skip a 
few paragraphs and go di-
rectly to the schematics. 
Before going into the de-
tails of how the circuit 
works, let's review a few 
basics concerning solid-
state devices that are used 
in the system. Use Fig. 2 for 
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Fig. 1. Diode matrix for alphanumeric characters. All diodes are 1N4814 or equal. 
Resistors are 10k, 1/4 Watt. Switches—typewriter keyboard. 

reference. 
Flip-flops can be consid-

ered remotely controlled 
switches which have 
several input control lines. 
Two 4013 ICs are used. The 
4013 is a dual type D flip-
flop. Each section has 6 ter-
minals: a data terminal 
marked D, a clock input 
marked C, an output 
marked Q, the comple-
ment of the output marked 
(pronounced not Q), and 

set and reset terminals. 
Data is transferred from 
the input D to output Q on 
the positive transition of 
the clock, provided that 
both the set and reset pins 
are low. With a high on the 
reset pin, the Q output is 
zero, and the Q output is 
high regardless of clock 
status. 
Those of you who have 

constructed the "contest 
keyer" by WA4KUO will 
recognize the dot-dash 
generator used in this key-
board. The CMOS 4027 is a 
dual J-K flip-flop equiv-
alent to the TTL 7473. The 
J-K flip-flop is similar to the 
type D flip-flop, except 
that it has two input ter-
minals labeled J and K. The 
4027 also flip-flops on the 
positive transition of the 
clock. The J-K flip-flop is 

useful in this application 
because, with relatively 
simple connections, it can 
be made to toggle with 
clock transitions. 
Logic gates OR, AND, 

NOR, and NAND behave 
just as their names would 
suggest. OR gates and AND 
gates have two or more in-
puts and normally have on-
ly one output. In the case 
of an OR gate, a high on 
any input terminal will pro-
duce a high at the output 
terminal. With the AND 
gate, all of the input ter-
minals must be high in 
order to obtain an output. 
Then, with the NOR and 
the NAND, the operation is 
simply reversed. 
The inverter is another 

useful logical device. It has 
one output and one input, 
and they always comple-
ment each other. The 4049 
has six inverters in one 
chip. 
Two 40105 4-bit chips 

are used to make up an 8-
bit first-in, first-out (FIFO) 
memory. This provides 8 in-
put data terminals and 8 
output terminals. A binary 
code word of 8 digits is 
loaded into the FIFO each 
time that the strobe pin 
receives a positive pulse. 
The array will hold 16 

words. Within a few nano-
seconds after loading, 
code  words  bubble 
through the memory and 
queue up in order at the 
output terminals. When 
the output data is stable, a 
data out ready (DOR) flag 
goes high. Binary words 
can be clocked out of the 
memory by applying a neg-
ative-going pulse to the 
shift-out (SO) terminals. 
Loading is completely in-
dependent of the output. 
By using the FIFO as a buf-
fer between the input key-
board and the reading 
logic, the operator is free 
to type at any speed. If he 
types below the output 
clock speed, the output 
will follow the hesitating 
typing strokes. If the 
operator types faster then 
the clock speed, output 
will be a smooth contin-
uous stream. Of course, 
since the memory will only 
hold 16 binary words, the 
operator cannot go more 
than 16 letters ahead of the 
reading logic or some of 
the characters will be lost. 
Two 4035 chips are used 

to make an 8-bit shift 
register which also has 8 in-
put and 8 output terminals. 
The shift register operates 
in the parallel mode as well 
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as in the serial mode. With 
the parallel/series (P/S) con-
trol high, 8-bit words are 
parallel loaded into the 
register clock. Data at in-
puts are transferred to the 
outputs each time the 
clock is pulsed. With the 
P/S control low, digits are 
shifted serially toward the 
right with each positive-
going clock transition. The 
shift  register  is also 
equipped with a truth/ 
complement (TIC) control 
so that an inverted output 
can be obtained. That is, all 
of the outputs will be ex-
actly opposite to the cor-
responding inputs. Thus, if 
the serial input terminals 
(1-K) are made permanently 
high, zeros will be clocked 
into the shift-register out-

put. These zeros migrate 
toward the final output ter-
minal with each positive-
going clock pulse. 
Binary-coded words are 

generated for each letter in 
the alphabet and special 
characters by a diode 
matrix in the keyboard. The 
circuit is simple, and ex-
amination of Fig. 1 will 
show that it is only the 
Morse code with a marker 
bit added to mark the end 
of the character. Once you 
recognize the pattern, as-
suming that you know the 
Morse code, you can wire 
up the matrix without re-
ferring to a diagram. 
The buses KO-K7 are en-

ergized  through  10k, 
1/4 -Watt resistors from the 
positive terminal of the 

power supply. Keyboard 
keys ground out selected 
bits of the KO-K7 buses 
through diodes to form the 
8-bit code words required 
for each character. As an 
example, the letter "A" 
would have the code word 
00000110. Recall that the 
shift register inverts all 
digits. The inverted digits 
correspond to K7, K6, KS, 
K4, K3, K2, K1, KO, respec-
tively. 
In the Morse code, there 

are more dots than there 
are dashes; therefore, in 
order to minimize the num-
ber of diodes, one diode is 
used to generate each 
dash. Read the code word 
from right to left: "Dit, dah, 
marker." Meaningful digits 
are followed by a string of 
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Fig. 2. CMOS Morse encoder schematic. U1, U2-40105 FIFO. U3, U4-4035 shift 
register. U5-4078 8-input NOR gate. U6-4027 dual I-K flip-flop. U7-4017 quad OR 
gate. U8-4081 quad AND gate. U9, U12-4013 dual type D flip-flop. U10— hex inverter. 
U11 — NE556 dual timer. U13-4047 one-shot. Refer to spec sheets for power connec-
tions. 

filler zeros. 
For a closer look at the 

system, refer to Figs. 2 and 
3 which show the general 
schematic and its compan-
ion timing diagram. The 
diagram assumes that the 
operator has turned on 
power and set the master 
clock to operate at a 
selected speed. At some 
random time later, he has 
typed the letters "AE" 
followed by a word space, 
then the letter "T" at a 
speed greater than the cor-
responding clock speed. 
After power has been 
turned on, the master 
clock runs at a frequency 
set by the operator. The in-
stant that a key is struck is 
a random event with re-
spect to the clock output. 
The FIFO is very fast and 
responds within nano-
seconds after the operator 
strikes a key on the 
keyboard. The code words 
(one 8-bit word for each 
character) bubble through 
to the output terminals of 
the FIFO, queuing up in 
order. As soon as data is 
stable, the data out ready 
(DOR) goes high. Since 
there are two FIFO chips in-
volved, the two DOR 
signals are combined by 
AND gate U8D into a single 
signal. This high passes 
through OR gate U7C and 
on the next positive transi-
tion of the master clock 
output causes U12B to flip, 
thereby starting the dot 
generator in synchronism 
with the master clock. (I 
learned the hard way that 
this flip-flop 12B was need-
ed. Without it, sometimes 
the first syllable of a letter 
would be cut short or 
missed completely. The ad-
dition of the 12th IC had a 
bonus. The "Q" of 12B 
gives a signal to provide 
automatic receive/transmit 
switching.) 
The dot generator, U6A, 

is clocked by divide-by-2 
flip-flop U12A, which runs 
at one-half clock frequen-
cy. The combination of 
U12A and U12B ensures 
that the dots will have the 
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proper phase relationship 
with respect to the random 
loading of the FIFO. 
Observe that the posi-

tive transition from DOR is 
passed through AND gate 
U8C to provide a positive-
going clock pulse to clock 
the shift registers via pins 
6-6. This causes the parallel-
load feature to function 
because terminals 7-7 of 
the shift registers are al-
ready high (parallel mode) 
since at the time of start-
ing, the outputs of the 
shift registers were all zero. 
Therefore, NOR gate U5 
would have a high output. 
Remember that the dot 

generator runs continuous-
ly once it is turned on by 
the synchronizer flip-flop. 
Each dot represents one 
time unit. This is also the 
fundamental time unit for 
dashes and spaces. The 
"CK" clock signal is 
generated by U6A, which is 
shown as line 6 of the tim-
ing diagram, Fig. 3. When 
required, U5 and U1OB will 
silence the key by control-
ling pin 2 of AND gate 
U8A. Flip-flop U6B goes in-
to operation any time that 
a dash is required. Ex-
amination of the timing 
diagram will show that 
both the dot generator and 
the dash generator are 
divide-by-2 counters. The 
OR gate, U7A, combines 
these outputs to produce a 
dash whenever U6B is ac-
tive. Flip-flop U6B is turned 
off and on by commands 
from pin 13 of U3. 
In the case of the letter 

"A",  the  first  digit 
presented to terminal 13 is 
a zero. Consequently, the 
dash generator is re-
strained because there is a 
zero on the "J" input of 
U6B. Pin 2 of AND gate 
U8A is high because the 
signal from inverter U1OB 
is the complement of NOR 
gate U5 output and all 
characters (except the 
word space) will have at 
least one "high" at the in-
puts of U5. The dot gener-
ated by U6A will be passed 
on to the keying circuit 

Photo B. A surplus NPN transistor, two current-limiting resistors, and an LED make a 
breadboard logic probe to debug circuit. Discrete components (lower right) are used for 
the clock and sidetone monitor. 

through gates U7A and 
U8A. On the falling edge of 
the dot, the shift registers 
see a positive-going pulse 
on terminals 6-6 through 
AND gate U8C after it is in-
verted by U10C. This 
clocks the shift register one 
position to the right. Note 
that the shift register is in 
the serial mode because of 
the low on P/S. The next 
digit at terminal 13 of U3 is 
a one, representing the 
dash of the "A". This ac-
tivates dash generator 
U6B, causing a dash to be 
dispatched. (See lines 6, 7, 
and 8 of Fig. 3.)On the fall-
ing edge of the dash, the 
shift register is pulsed 
again and another high 
moves to terminal 13 of 
U3. At this instant, all of 
the inputs to NOR gate 5 
are low. This makes U5 out-
put high and silences the 
key by causing pin 2 at U8A 
to be low. U5 output also 
resets dash generator U6B, 
changes the signal on P/S 
from high to low in prepa-
ration for a new character, 
and, at the same time, AND 
gate U8B is set up so that it 
will pass the next pulse 
from the dot generator. 

The key is silent because 
of the low on pin 2 of U8A. 
The next pulse from the dot 
generator (see line 6, Fig. 3) 
is passed through U7D to 
shift out the next charac-
ter. On the falling edge of 
the SO pulse, the FIFO 
dumps the old character 
and replaces it with a new 
one. During the dumping 
process, the DOR flag dips 
momentarily. This logic 
function is internal to the 
FIFO and the pulse is of on-
ly a few nanoseconds dur-
ation. (This is the only 
pulse in the system that is 
too short to be seen with a 
simple LED logic probe.) 
The short pulse is used to 
clock the shift register and 
parallel load the new 
character via gates U7C 
and U8C. This is more easi-
ly understood by referring 
to lines 13-15 of Fig. 3. This 
pulse is not to scale but il-
lustrates the phase rela-
tionships. The process of 
dumping the old character 
and loading a new letter in-
to the shift register has had 
the effect of silencing one 
dot. The dot requires one 
time unit; this, with the in-
tervening spaces on either 

side, makes a total of 3, as 
is required by exact code 
for the inter-letter space. 
Some keyboards silence a 
"T", but this is not precise 
code because the "T" is 3 
time units long, which, 
when added to the two in-
tervening space units, 
totals 5 time units. 
To continue the exam-

ple, the letter "E" is dis-
patched next. Action 
would be similar to that 
described for the "A". The 
main difference is that 
following the "E" there is a 
word space. The code word 
for a word space is 
00000000. With this code 
word loaded into the shift 
register, the key is silenced, 
as was the case with the in-
ter-letter space, but pin 13 
of U3 is also zero and this 
drops the reset signal of 
the space generator on U9. 
This is a mini shift register 
which counts the word 
space. Refer to the timing 
diagram and note that it 
has the effect of silencing a 
total of three dots. These 
dots plus the four interven-
ing spaces total 7, as Mr. 
Morse specified for the 
word space. 
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The timing diagram 
shows the remaining letter 
"T" of the example. This is 
for illustration only and 
will not be described. 
Circuit details for the 

sidetone oscillator, master 
clock, and the strobe have 
not been shown on the 
schematic because these 
are readily available from 
a number of existing 
publications. Manufac-
turers will supply chip 
specification sheets with 
this information. 
The master clock and 

the sidetone oscillator 
(U11) are made from an 
NE556, which is simply two 
555 timers in a single DIP 
package. A variety of ca-
pacitors and resistors are 
suitable. Just follow the 
graphs in the specification 
sheets. The master clock 
should have its frequency 
adjustable between 20 and 
60 Hz for a speed range of 
about 5 to 50 wpm. 
The sidetone oscillator 

can be made variable if de-
sired. I used a fixed tone of 
about 440 Hz, which is the 
musical note "A". My rig 
has a sidetone oscillator, 
so I installed a switch to 
silence the monitor speak-
er while on the air. When 
not used for communica-
tions, the keyboard makes 
an excellent code teaching 
aid. 
An additional switch can 

Fig. 3. Timing diagram. 

be installed to have a 
"send-store" feature. By 
stopping the master clock, 
the FIFO can be preloaded. 
A storage of sixteen 
characters is too short for 
anything more than a CQ. 
However, for those who 
would choose to have a 
longer message, the Fair-
child FIFO 3351 is an ex-
cellent choice and holds 40 
characters. One 3351 can 
be substituted for the two 
40105 4-bit chips. Addi-
tional 40105 chips can also 
be cascaded to provide 
more storage. 
A master reset button is 

needed for the FIF0s. Just 
after power up, random 
noise is loaded into the 
FIF0s, and, unless the M-R 
button is used, you will 
have a hard time recogniz-
ing the language that will 
be dispatched. 
The choice of power sup-

plies is almost unlimited. 
The CMOS and the NE556 
can use anything between 
5 and 15 volts. On my 
keyboard, I used a 504 sur-
plus 6-volt, 200 mA calcu-
lator adapter. In order to 
improve the tone of the 
monitor, I did add a 25(1 
electrolytic capacitor and 
a couple of resistors to pro-
vide filtering. To my sur-
prise, even unfiltered 
full-wave dc can be used 
for the CMOS and still' 
work. It must be that some 

of the claims about noise 
immunity by CMOS are 
valid. 
As the numbering might 

suggest, U13 is an after-
thought. At first I was 
determined to make a one-
shot from the spare in-
verter gates in U1 O. 
According to RCA's ICAN 
6267, three inverter gates 
will make a one-shot. The 
circuit worked most of the 
time, but occasionally a 
double pulse would be trig-
gered, causing two letters 
to be loaded for one key 
stroke. I took the easy way 
out and cook-booked a 
4047 one-shot and selected 
a capacitor/resistor com-
bination to make a 2 milli-
second pulse. This is a very 
versatile chip and does a 
good job of debouncing; 
it interlocks the keys so 
that only one letter will be 
dispatched even though 
two keys are struck simul-
taneously. This circuit will 
ignore all other strokes un-
til keys are completely 
released. 
The one-shot strobe 

(4047) is triggered by "wire-
ORing" through diodes. 
The lower right of Fig. 1 
shows this circuit. Note tht 
only buses K1, K2, K3, K4, 
and K5 are monitored. This 
is sufficient to cover all 
characters except the word 
space. A separate switch is 
used for the word space. 

The 4047 is connected to 
fire on a negative-going 
pulse which is obtained 
through 2 diodes in series 
for the normal characters 
and through a switch for 
the word space. 
Experience with my 

Swan 700 CX has taught me 
that it eats expensive PNP 
transistors like a feathered 
swan eats corn. I took the 
coward's approach and 
used relays for both the 
VOX and key functions. 
This works very well except 
that if someday I am to 
give the "bionic brass 
pounder," WB2ZDF, his 
1000 wpm, I may be forced 
to use a transistor. Is he 
kidding about 1000 wpm? 
Maybe not, or at least 
something that will ap-
proach that figure. Al-
though no one can type 
1000 wpm, a RAM can be 
interfaced in between the 
keyboard and the FIFOs to 
provide burst sending. 
Then, with the video 
readers, very high speed 
should be possible. This 
raises an interesting ques-
tion. If TTL is on the verge 
of obsolescence, how 
about the RTTY bandwidth 
hog? 
Parts for the final circuit 

cost about $40 (this does 
not include parts invested 
in the prototype which 
have been returned to the 
junk box). It does include 
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$10 for a surplus computer 
keyboard. This keyboard 
had good quality reed 
switches and a fiberglass 
PC board. None of the cir-
cuits on the PC board were 
salvaged but were re-
moved from the old fiber-
glass board by using a 
wide-flame burner on a 
propane torch and a wood 
chisel. Holes for the diodes 
and the ICs were quickly 
drilled by using a standard 
piece of perforated board 
as a template and a Dremel 
tool. Interconnections 
were made with point-to-
point wiring using standard 
wire-wrap wire. I use 
solder-tail sockets rather 
than conventional wire-
wrap sockets because the 
long pins give my bifocals 
fits. A wire-wrap tool con-
veniently fastens connec-
tions to the solder-tail pins 
of the sockets and these 
can be quickly secured 
with a small dab of solder. 
This approach was used for 
all chips except No. 13. I 
ran out of sockets, so I 
simply wired this rascal in 
place. It worked so well 
that on the next circuit I 
build, I will not waste time 
with the sockets except for 
the two FIF0s. These are 
needed to provide a quick 
disconnect to simplify wire 
checking. 
With 13 ICs, one can ex-

pect to make a few wiring 
errors. These can be readily 
detected by using a simple 
homemade logic probe 
that will cost less than 
$1.00. My breadboard 
probe is shown in Photo B 
parked on top of the key-
board. It is simply an LED 
driven by a small surplus 
NPN transistor with a 
length of No. 22 wire as a 
probe. By setting the clock 
at 5 wpm, the waveforms 
shown in Fig. 3 can be 
observed by simply watch-
ing the LED and counting 
flashes. 
Should you decide to 

build a keyboard, be sure 
you understand the timing 
diagram. It is the key to 
troubleshooting. Also, re-

Photo C. This photo shows point-to-point wiring using wire-wrap wire for /Cs 
telephone wire for keys and diode matrix buses. 

check pin numbers against 
the IC manufacturer's 
specification sheet. Stan-
dardization is good, but 
there are some variations 
and it is possible that a 
typographical error exists. 
However, the diagram has 
been checked and re-
checked to prevent the lat-
ter possibility. 

The error signal has 8 
time units; thus, it can be 
used as an aid in calibra-
tion: wpm = 192/1, where 
T = seconds (stopwatch) re-
quired to send 10 error 
signals. 
A case was constructed 

from standard heating and 
ventilating sheet metal. 
While this is not as beauti-

and #22 

ful as some store-bought 
equipment, it is adequate. 
If you are still not con-

vinced that diodes are 
beautiful, you can use an 
ASCII keyboard, or, for 
that matter, any keyboard 
with an oddball code, as 
long as it does not exceed 8 
bits. You can even use your 
home computer. An EPROM 

Photo D. Finished keyboard with surplus calculator power supply at right. 
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can be used to interface 
between the keyboard and 
the FIF0s. 
In addition to all of the 

hams mentioned in the text 
and the references, I am in-
debted to the sales reps 
and tech-service engineers 
of both RCA and Fairchild. 
They patiently answered 
my numerous and some-
times frivolous questions. 
They not only made it 
possible for me to build a 
keyboard, but also helped 

me in my job as a power 
engineer to apply integrat-
ed circuits to industrial ap-
plications. 
After a 30-year recess in 

radio, my straight-key 
sending was even worse 
than it was during World 
War II when I frequently 
would be interrogated with 
"INT LF" (modern transla-
tion, QLF?). Now, with my 
keyboard, I, too, can make 
good CW music and the 
high-speed boys will talk to 

me. Perhaps after a few 
more keyboards are on the 
air, the average QS0 can 
be raised to 30 wpm.III 
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If you want to master code, get the Pickering Codemaster. 
Pickering Codemaster is the proven set of instruction 

tapes. In fact, we've sold tens of thousands over the last 
12 years. And the reasons are simple. Our tapes are easy. 
to learn. Easy to use. Complete. And reliable. 
But don't take our word for it. Ask any ham. Or better 

yet, order a set and see for yourself. 
CM-1 Beginner (Novice Class) 
A complete course in code Is on the tape. Practice at 
5, 7 and 9 WPM. The tape includes code groups and 
punctuation. 
CM-11/2 Intermediate (General) 
No instruction, just practice. 1/2 hour at 11 WPM, 1 hour at 
14 WPM, and 1/2 hour at 17 WPM. It includes both coded 
groups and straight text. 

CM-2 Advanced (Extra-Class) 
Mostly straight text, some coded groups. 1 hr. at 20 WPM, 
1/2 hr. each at 25 and 30 WPM. For real QRQ, play this 
tape at twice speed! 

Pickering Codemaster. 
Your key to code. 
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Single tape price  $ 7.95 
Any two; save $1.90  $14.00 
All three; save $4.85  $19.00 
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ICOM's New IC-280 

ICOM introduces its new 2 meter mobile radio with 
the detachable microprocessor control head, the IC-
280. Bright, easy to read LED's and a new style meter 
grace the brushed aluminum "new look" front panel 
of the detachable control head, which provides mem-
ory and frequency control for the remotely mountable 
main section. 

The IC-280 comes as one radio to be mounted in the 
normal manner: but, as an option, the endre front one 
third of the radio detaches and 
mounts by its optional bracket 
anc the main body tucks neatly 
away out of sight. Now you can 
mount your 2 meter mobile radio 
in places that seemed really tight 
before. 

With the microprocessor head the 
IC-280 can store three frequencies of 
your choice, which are selected by a four 
position front panel switch. These frequen-
cies are retained in the IC-280's memory for 
as long as power is applied to the radio. Even 

when power is turned off at the front panel switch, the 
IC-280 retains its programmed memories; and when 
power is completely removed from the radio, the 
± 600 KHz splits are still maintained! 

Frequency coverage of the IC-280 is in excess of the 
2 meter band; and the new band plan (144.5-145.5 
MHz repeaters) can easily be accommodated, since it 
was included in the IC-280's initial planning by the 
ICOM design team. 

The main section of the IC-280 puts you up to the 
minute with the latest state of the art engineering. The 
new IC-280 includes the latest innovations in large 
signal handling FET front ends for excellent inter-
modulation character and good sensitivity at 
the same time. The IF filters are crystal 
monolithics in the first IF and ceramic in 
the second, providing narrow band 
capacity for today and tomorrow's 
crowded operating conditions. 
Modular PA construction with 
broad band tuning provides full 
rated power across the full 2 
meter band (plus a little). 

All ICOM radios significantly 
exceed FCC specifications 
limiting spurious erniselons. 

Specifications subject to 
change without notice. 

IC-210 Speck!licetiloase: 0 Frequency Coverage 143 90 —148 11 MHz C.; Operating Conditions Temperature -10 T to 60*C 1141 to 14011. 
Duty Factor continuous 0 Frequency Stability t 1 5 Kt-Lt 0 Modulation Type FM (F3) 0 Antenna Impedance 50 ohms unbalanced 0 Power 
Requirement DC 13 8V t 15% (negative ground) jCo,nent Drain Transmitting 2 5A HI (jOWl, I 2A Lo (1W). Receiving 0 630A at max audio 
output 0 450 at SQL ON with no signal0 Size 58rnmihl  156mmlw I x 228mm(d) 0 Weight approx. 22 Kg 0 Power Output IOW HI, 1W Lo 
0 Modulation System Phase 0 Max. Frequency Deviation t 5 KHz 0 Spurious Output more than 60 dB below carrier 0 Microphone 
Impedance 600 otrns dynamic or electret condenser type, such as the SM-2 0 Receiving System Double superheterdyne 0 Intermediate 
Frequency lv 10 P95 MHr. 2nd 455 KHz  Sensitivity I uv at S  /N at 30 dB or better, Noise suppression sensitivity 20 d8. 0 6 uv or less 
Selecnvtty less than -1-7 5 KHz at -6 dB, less than t 15 KHz at -60 dB 0 Audio Output More than 1 5W t (Audio Output Impedance 8 ohms 
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Thomas C. Harper 
10352 Carrollwood Lane #I94 
Tampa FL 33618 

The Cure for Migraines 

a low-pass CW filter 

In most receivers, the groundwork has already been laid. 

NI any hams copy CW 
by using an SSB re-

ceiver with an outboard 
CW filter consisting of 
88-mH toroids or active 
filters, to obtain very nar-
row bandwidths and a beat 
note of about 1000 Hertz. 
Some have found that a 
couple of hours of this type 
of operating will bring on 
something resembling a 
migraine headache and a 

strong desire to go work 
SSB up the band. 
A lower beat note and a 

bandwidth of a few hun-
dred Hertz appear to alle-
viate CW fatigue. The 
lower tone is softer to the 
ear and a somewhat wider 
bandwidth allows the sig-
nal to be moved around 
slightly in the passband, 
which helps to avoid mo-
notony. 
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Fig. 1. Low frequency response of typical receiver. 

One advantage of this 
approach is that one side 
of the needed filter 
response is already there in 
most receivers. The low 
frequency side of a typical 
communications receiver 
might appear as in Fig. 1. 
The audio section is 
designed to attenuate the 
very low audio frequen-
cies, usually with the 3-dB 
point around 300 Hertz. 
This allows you to build 

a simple, low-pass filter to 
get the desired attenuation 
on the high-frequency side. 
The filter is shown in Fig. 2. 
The .176-H inductors are 
made from two 88-mH to-

roids connected in series. It 
plugs into the speaker out-
put, requires no power, 
uses common compo-
nents, and will fit easily in-
side a small minibox. Its 
response is shown in Fig. 3. 

Combined response is 
shown in Fig. 4. Bandwidth 
is about 300 Hertz at the 
3-dB points, allowing for 
some variation of tone (and 
drift). There appears to be 
less ringing with this ap-
proach, as compared with 
one narrow filter. 

This filter may solve 
your headache. See you on 
the low end, OM.IN 

411  50011 

RECEIVER 
AUDIO 

°PDT 

  TO 
176 0 .176 0  HEADPHONES 

i680f1 

4,,F I 3pF  4,.F 

Fig. 2. Low-pass filter schematic diagram. * = 2 88 mH in 
series. 

HERTZ -. 

Fig. 4. Combined low-pass filter/receiver frequency 
response. Fig. 3. Low-pass filter frequency response. 
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Flukemeter 

Like the classic "Flukemeter" differential voltmeter of the fifties (inset), the new 8020A DMM offers a superb combination of performance and 

value for the seventies. Only $169! 

You know Fluke for innovation in 
precision test and measurement in-
strumentation. For almost 30 years 
we've anticipated the measurement 
problems that come with fast-chang-
ing technology. 
And we've done it again. Introduc-

ing the new 8020A digital multimeter. 
The 8020A is built to the same high 

standards we've designed into its pred-
ecessors. The only difference is that 
the 8020A is smaller. And, of course, 
it costs a lot less. 
You'll find the 8020A is the only 

DMM around with such impressive 

features for only $169,* now and for 
some time to come. Features that mean 
value and versatility, like 26 ranges 
and seven functions, including conduct-
ance (which measures leakage to 
101°(1). And three-way overload pro-
tection. Hi-lo power ohms. And more. 
In fact, the 8020A is 13 ozs. of pock-

etable benchtop instrument perform-
ance, in the Fluke tradition. Perform-
ance you can count on for up to 200 
hours of use with its inexpensive 9V 
battery, single custom CMOS LSI chip 
and low-power, razor-sharp 31/2-digit 
LCD display. 

Great performance, low cost: That's 
Fluke tradition. Where else can you 
get a field reliable tool built to preci-
sion lab standards? Or, factory cali-
bration that's NBS traceable, with 
0.25% de accuracy? And, of course, the 
Fluke 8020A has a full year warranty 
including all specifications, with world-
wide service backup. 
The quickest way to get one is to 

call (800) 223-0474, toll free. Give us 
your chargecard number and we'll ship 
one immediately. Or come into our 
Midtown Manhattan showroom, 54 
West 45th Street, New York, NY 10036. 

TOLL FREE HOT LINE 800-223-0474  ADVANC 
ELECTRONIC 
A FLUKE AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR 



An 8080 Repeater Control System 
— part I: an overview 

This setup is the definition of "modern." 

Robert Glaser N31C 
3922 Algiers Road 
Randallstown MD 21133 

W hen told I was going 
to install a micro-

processor on our repeater 
as the controlling element, 
some felt, "A micropro-
cessor on the repeater— 
what for?" After explaining 
that I would not add 
anything as complex as a 
microcomputer to the 

repeater unless there was 
good reason to do so, there 
was no vocal opposition. I 
suspect that it was not until 
the control system was 
placed into operation that 
e‘'eryone became in favor 
of it. The reason I mention 
these facts immediately is 
that a quick first impres-
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Fig. 1. WR3AFM equipment. 

sion of the control system 
could very well be that the 
system is too complicated 
for the resultant benefits. 
In fact, the opposite is true. 
The system is indeed much 
more complicated than 
what is normally en-
countered in similar ap-
plications. However, the 
operations it can perform 
are much greater than 
would be found were the 
benefits only propor-
tionate to the system com-
plexity. With an intelligent 
controller, functions can 
be done which could not 
possibly be done otherwise 
with a reasonable amount 
of hardware. 
Originally, the major 

function of the control 
system, and the reason for 
implementation with a 
microprocessor, was to 
provide many on/off out-
put lines controllable 
through multiple digit 
decoding of touchtoneTm 
signals. The existing sys-
tem, consisting mostly of 
relays, was capable of at 
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most six functions. We re-
quired several dozen func-
tions, and simple expan-
sion of the relay system 
would have made the re-
peater look and sound like 
a telephone company cen-
tral office. After the new 
system was finished, the 
simple output functions 
took a back seat to the in-
novations which were not 
possible before. 
In order to understand 

what the 8080 control 
system does, a brief 
description  of  the 
Baltimore Amateur Radio 
Club's repeater (WR3AFM) 
is necessary. Fig. 1 shows a 
block diagram of the re-
peater. There are actually 
two repeaters: a two meter 
repeater and a 440 MHz 
repeater. The 440 repeater 
is a simple duplexed one. It 
has an autopatch indepen-
dent of the rest of the 
system. The two meter 
repeater is a multiple split 
site repeater. The two 
meter  transmitter  is 
located at the site of the 
440 repeater. Spread 
around the city are up to 
six receive sites. Each 
receive site receives 
signals on the two meter in-
put frequency and retrans-
mits them on a 440 link fre-
quency to the transmitter 
site. At the transmit site, 
signals are received from 
each of the links. Each link 
receiver feeds a voting 
selector, which contin-
uously evaluates the 
signal-to-noise ratio of 
each signal and passes the 
best one on to the transmit-
ter. The two meter repeater 
also has an autopatch. The 
repeaters can be con-
trolled via the two meter 
repeater autopatch tele-
phone line or a 440 re-
ceiver reserved for control. 
All told, there are eight 440 
receivers; off the receive 
port of the 440 duplexer is 
a 440 multicoupler which 
splits and boosts the 
signals received from the 
440 repeater antenna. As 
can be seen, we obtain 
maximum utilization (eight 

Control system connected to repeater. 

receivers and one transmit-
ter) from the 440 antenna 
on the top of the tower (400 
feet high)! 
The voting selector can 

be directed to pass only 
one of its inputs to the 
transmitter, or to ignore 
some of its input receivers. 
This is a major fJnction of 
the control system. As our 
repeater gradually ex-
panded, it became more 
difficult to diagnose prob-
lems. A week would go by 
before we even realized 
that one of the receive sites 
was inoperative. With the 
new system, it is easy to 
check  all  sites  by 
commanding the voter to 
pass each receiver one at a 
time. During the summer 

months, we are plagued 
with skip signals from users 
of  the  two  nearest 
repeaters on the same fre-
quency: HazeIton PA and 
Trenton NJ. At times, our 
repeater is unusable due to 
constantly timing out from 
the extraneous signals. We 
can now command the 
voter to ignore our north-
eastern receiver, from 
which most of the inter-
ference arrives. These two 
basic functions provided 
the impetus for the con-
struction of the 8080 
system. 
The system has other im-

portant functions. It allows 
the two meter and 440 
repeaters to be linked 
when needed. A prere-

corded tape loop can be 
activated on request, giv-
ing information about the 
repeater and the club. A 
feature is provided to test 
touchtone pads—the re-
peater tells the user in 
Morse code what it re-
ceived. The processor con-
trols the autopatch. In-
stead of the normal 
system, it gets the re-
quested telephone number 
from the user and redials 
the number into the 
telephone system. If the 
proper number of digits is 
not received, it will not 
even access the telephone 
line. Single-digit codes per-
mit dialing of emergency 
numbers. Non-collect toll 
calls are impossible. There 
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Using the System 

The following text, after suitable modifications, is intend-
ed to be distributed to users of repeater systems using the 
8080 control system. Use of the processor functions and the 
autopatch are described. 
WR3AFM is now controlled by an 8080 microprocessor. 

The processor permits flexibility in the system as well as 
many functions which could not reasonably be imple-
mented without a processor. There are five CW IDs; four are 
permanently stored, and one is remotely programmable via 
a touchtone pad. Any of the five IDs may be selected, or, as 
is often the case, the different IDs may be made to cycle. The 
programmable ID allows meeting announcements and 
anything else that could be useful to be placed on the 
repeater. 
For testing and diagnosis, each of the individual receive 

sites on 07/67 may be either disabled or forced on through 
the voting selector. There are several modes of accessing 
the control system, so it is possible for control stations to 
work on the system without interfering with repeater users. 
For most functions, the 8080 responds to correct commands 
with an "R" in CW, so when "R"s are heard on 67 this means 
that someone is commanding it. Under such circumstances, 
be slow to pick up transmissions in case the control 
operator has any requests; if none are made, feel free to con-
tinue using the repeater and ignore the "R"s. 
For those interested in the size of the 8080 system, it cur-

rently has about 2K of program in ROM, 256 bytes of RAM, 
seven eight-bit output ports, and three eight-bit input ports. 
The control program is about 1300 lines long, and the hard-
ware consists of 57 integrated circuits. 
The processor makes possible the redialing of telephone 

numbers, the virtual elimination of incorrect dialing for 
autopatches, and the prevention of toll-charge telephone 
calls. In addition to the control functions and the autopatch, 
the processor has five codes available for general use which 
are accessible via 146.07. Any ideas for additional func-
tions will certainly be entertained. For each of the codes, it 
is necessary for the first digit to be held at least one full sec-
ond. It doesn't hurt to hold any tone longer than required. 
With this in mind, here are the various codes: 
1#1 —Links the 146.07/146.67 repeater with the 444.35/449.35 
repeater. The repeater answers with an "R" if the function is 
accepted. The linkup will remain up indefinitely until 
knocked down with a •. Signals on 146.07 will come out on 
both repeaters, and signals on 444.35 will come out on both 
repeaters. When disconnected, the repeater responds with 
an "R" as well. The intention of this function is for calling 
someone on the other repeater, not for extended rag chew-

ing on both repeaters simultaneously. When transmitting on 
444.35, 1#1 will also link up the repeaters. This function on 
the 440 end is not controlled by the microprocessor, and it 
does not acknowledge with an "R". The * on 444.35 will kill 
the linkup if it was initiated on 444.35; alternatively, on the 
440 end the linkup will time out after three minutes. This is 
only true for linkups made from the 440 repeater. The two 
linkups are separate; if linked on 146.07 they must be killed 
on that frequency, and if linked on 444.35 they must be killed 
on that frequency. 
2#2—Initiates a prerecorded tape message giving informa-
tion about the repeater. The tape will disable itself upon 
completion. 
3#3—Disables the blocking of touchtones. Any tones sent 
after the 3#3 before the carrier is dropped will not be 
blocked. Normally, upon recognition of valid tones, the 
repeater mutes them. This is done to protect the ears of 
those of us who monitor often. It is done on a tone-by-tone 
basis to facilitate diagnosing problems, since you can hear 
a short blip for every digit and can tell how many tones were 
sent. For those hams with selective call decoders, it is 
necessary for the tones to pass unimpeded, which is the 
reason for this function. If only short tones are required, the 
selective call function need not be used, as the repeater 
does not initiate tone blocking until a valid tone of about one 
second is received. This is to prevent blocking of voices. 
4#4—Touchtone test. Any digits sent after the 4#4 before 
the carrier is dropped will be sent in Morse to tell the user 
what the repeater decoded the digits as. Any sequence up to 
24 digits can be accommodated. 

5#5—If preceded by a 4#4 test, will repeat what the 4#4 sent. 
If preceded by an autopatch, the telephone number entered 
will be sent in Morse. If an autopatch attempt fails, 5#5 will 
show what the number requested was (if the autopatch code 
was accepted). If, after making an autopatch, you wish to 
clear your telephone number from the machine, simply do a 
4#4. 

NOTE: The functions 1#1 through 5#5 are intended for use 
by anyone, club member or not. The autopatch is restricted 
to club members and transients. When performing any of 
these commands, be certain to identify your station first. 
The functions are there to be used, but not abused. This is 
somewhat of an experiment in the hope that our repeater 
users will use these functions wisely. We hope to be able to 
continue this free access. Should it become necessary, any 
of the functions may be disabled by remote control. Please 
do not force us to deactivate them. 

are several different CW 
identifications which may 
be selected, and special 
IDs can be loaded in 
minutes remotely. For a 
number of years, we have 
had a reprogrammable CW 
identifier (73 Magazine, 
April, 1976). It was a great 
success, and the ability to 
program an ID remotely 
makes it more useful. Any 
of the functions can be 
disabled, and, of course, 
the repeaters can be turned 
off if necessary. A com-
plete explanation of the 
user codes appears else-
where in this article. A 
sample of what can be 
placed  on  the  tape 
message loop is given. A 
complete description of 

the control functions, 
"Controlling the System," 
also appears elsewhere. It 
is more difficult to control 
the system than with a sim-
ple arrangement, but many 
times it is not even 
necessary to enter the con-
trol mode and forcefully 
disable functions. Merely 
by transmitting on the con-
trol frequency, everyone 
else loses access to the 
touchtone decoder. This is 
of great use when some 
user decides that he will ex-
ecute some function with-
out identifying himself, as 
required by FCC regula-
tions. A simple transmis-
sion on the control fre-
quency removes his access 
to the system, and it is not 

even obvious to those 
listening. With any amount 
of luck, these individuals 
adjust their touchtone 
pads attempting to bring 
up a function and throw 
their pads away in disgust 
after being unsuccessful. 
We have been quite 

pleased with the overall 
operation of the control 
system. The user codes 
have given the repeater 
users some involvement 
with the repeater, and, 
after the initial adaptation 
period, general user senti-
ment has been quite 
positive. Although the con-
trol system is fairly com-
plex, the reliability so far 
has been good. In the first 
two months of operation, 

the system crashed twice. 
In the software world, a 
computer "crash" refers to 
the occurrence of some er-
ror which causes a com-
puter to ignore operator 
commands, necessitating a 
hardware restart. I added 
an  error  detection/ 
recovery routine to the 
system, and there have 
been no crashes since. 
There have been no hard-
ware failures. 
In the following sec-

tions, I will show how you 
can duplicate the system, 
how the hardware and soft-
ware functions are dis-
tributed, what the hard-
ware components are, and 
provide explanations of 
how to use and control the 
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Autopatch Access Procedure 

The following procedure is recommended for accessing 
the autopatch. 
1) "N3ABC autopatch" 
2) Send the autopatch code and the telephone number in 
one transmission. Remember to hold the first tone one sec-
ond. It is imperative that the carrier continue throughout the 
entire operation of all ten digits. Upon the release of carrier, 
the repeater will determine if your number is valid. The 
number is valid if any one of the following conditions is met: 
exactly one digit which corresponds to a single digit 
emergency number; exactly seven digits, the first digit not a 
1; exactly eight digits, the first number a 0; exactly eleven 
digits, the first number a 0. If the number is invalid, nothing 
will happen. It will act as though no autopatch code had 
been entered, and it is not necessary to send the knockdown 
digit. If the number is valid, the repeater will bring up the 
telephone line and redial your number. 
3) After the number has been dialed, and the line has clicked 
over, "N3ABC". 
4) Conversation 
5) "N3ABC clear with John Doe at 12:37 PM on August 12." 
6) Knockdown code. If the "beep" is heard, the patch has 
been killed. 
7) "WR3AFM this is N3ABC clear." 
If you have problems, remember the 5#5 code. 
The repeater now has several single-digit special 

numbers. Make a note of these special codes: 
2—Baltimore City Police 
3—Baltimore City Transit and Traffic 
4—Maryland State Police 
5—Harbor Tunnel Information 
6—Anne Arundel County Police 
7—Coast Guard Search and Rescue 
8—Baltimore County Police 
9—Howard County Police 
To use the single digit codes, send the autopatch code 

followed immediately by the single digit. The repeater will 
dial the proper number for you. 

Half Duplex 

The autopatch is half-duplex. This means that the audio 
from the telephone line is switched off when you push the 
PTT. This feature can be used to block obscene language, 
business communication, or whatever, if the called party 
gets carried away. However, "skip" or interfering signals 
also have the same effect. Therefore, it is not wise to initiate 
an autopatch under such conditions. If this problem occurs, 
remember that the party on the telephone can hear you 
perfectly—it is just that you cannot hear him whenever any 
signal is present on 146.07, be it yours or something else. 

Autopatch Timer 

The autopatch is to be used for short traffic only. A timer 
will automatically terminate the patch after three minutes. 
Once activated, the patch will stay up until terminated by 
the timer or the knockdown code. No kerchunking is needed 
to keep it up. Three minutes is more than adequate for most 
autopatches. However, sometimes when in communication 
with police regarding an emergency it is desirable to con-
tinue the autopatch past the three-minute limit. Because of 
this, the timer is automatically deactivated when a single 
digit emergency number is used. The patch will not time out 
for these calls. For normal calls, it is not possible to extend 
the three-minute limit. For all calls, think of what to say 
before calling. 

system. The method of 
construction, a detailed 
circuit  and  program 
analysis, and some prin-
ciples I learned in develop-
ing the project will be 
presented in subsequent 
parts. 

Duplication 

The 8080 control system 
can be duplicated for your 
repeater with few mod-
ifications. The control 
system supports some 
features of WR3AFM 
which may not be of use on 

Tape Message Text 
(Time: 2 minutes, 50 seconds) 

Welcome to the Baltimore Amateur Radio Club's 07/67 
repeater, WR3AFM. The transmitter is located at the old 
WBAL tower on Park Heights Ave., and drives a 250-Watt 
amplifier, though only a portion of that power reaches the 
antenna through about 500 feet of feedline. The repeater 
has receivers north of the beltway on Old Harford Road, at 
the WRBS tower near 1-95 south and the beltway, downtown 
at 4000 North Charles Street, and at the OTH of K3VC and 
N3JC at the top of the Jones Falls Expressway. Each of 
these receivers drives a 440-MHz link transmitter. At the 
transmit site, there is a link receiver for each receive site. 
Each signal is fed to a voting selector, which continuously 
evaluates the signal-to-noise ratio of each receiver, the best 
of which goes to the transmitter. All of the repeater equip-
ment is of the General Electric MASTR make. 
At the transmit site, there is also a duplexed 440-MHz 

repeater, 444.35 in and 449.35 out. 
You will note that a short click is heard after releasing 

your carrier. This signifies that the repeater timer has been 
reset, and leaves time for breakers. It is not necessary to let 
the repeater carrier drop. 07/67 has an autopatch, limited to 
travelers and club members, but open to anyone for 
emergency traffic. 
The repeater is set up to block touchtone signals. After a 

long first tone of about one second, any further tones will be 
blocked from repeating, and only a short blip will be heard. 
There are several codes that anyone is welcome to use. One 
pound one links the 67 machine with the 440 repeater. To 
acknowledge that function, the repeater sends an "R" in 
Morse. The repeaters remain linked until a star is sent, again 
acknowledged with an "R". We do not desire to use this 
function for more than a calling mode. Two pound two gives 
this recorded message. Three pound three will disable the 
repeater's blocking function until the carrier is dropped, per-
mitting the tones to be repeated. Any touchtone digits sent 
after four pound four will be verified in Morse after the car-
rier drop. Five pound five will repeat what was sent during a 
four pound four operation or the telephone number dialed 
during an autopatch, whichever was last. 
The control system for the repeaters is an 8080-based 

microprocessor, which performs the various functions in-
cluding multiple identifications, as well as redials telephone 
numbers for the autopatch. 
The Baltimore Amateur Radio Club has another two meter 

repeater, 34/94, which is a duplexed repeater in the Towson 
area. We hope you enjoy the use of our repeaters, and would 
like to see you at our meetings on the first and third 
Wednesdays of the month at the Ames Methodist Church in 
Pikesville at 8:00 pm. Listen for interesting bulletins 
weekdays on 67 at 7:30 am and rebroadcast on 94 at 6:00 pm. 
Code practice can be heard Mondays at 9:00 pm on 34/94. 
Should you desire to contact the club, write the Baltimore 
Amateur Radio Club, PO Box 5344. Baltimore MD 21209. 

an  average  repeater. If 
nothing but the basic user 
codes, the multiple IDs, 
the autopatch functions, 
and on/off control for a 
simple repeater is needed, 
the 8080 control system 
would still be worthwhile 
to construct. If the system 
is totally duplicated, and 
portions are left uncon-
nected (due to having no 
voter, 440 repeater, etc.), 
the system will operate and 
leave room for expansion. 
Alternatively, the appro-
priate pieces could be left 
out easily. In either case, 

the program would remain 
the same. It may have 
codes which do nothing or 
do something different, 
but the program is the ma-
jor work and is already 
done for you. If no changes 
are contemplated for the 
program, then it is not 
necessary to understand 
how it works. It is always 
informative to do so, but 
don't worry about it too 
much if you are not 
familiar with 8080 machine 
language. For those who 
wish to personalize the 
software, it can certainly 
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Controlling the System 

The following text is intended for distribution to control 
operators of repeater systems utilizing the 8080 control 
system. The necessary codes will have to be changed. 
The microprocessor control system is a complex but flexi-

ble and powerful system. It is of utmost importance to com-
pletely understand its operation before attempting to utilize 
it. Although at first the system may seem to be overly com-
plicated, the structure of the control codes makes it easier 
to use than a first glance might show. 
Basically, the system reads the output of the touchtone 

decoder to decipher the codes, and has 56 output lines 
which may be controlled by the proper input combinations. 
External to the processor itself is additional circuitry to per-
form the necessary functions, i.e., autopatch, remote base, 
control frequency repeat, and phone line control. User 
codes all operate on the outputs indirectly. The proper bits 
are set and reset to perform the desired function, but control 
codes are all direct changes of output lines which are 
assigned to control the various functions. 
The basic decoding method used decodes three-digit 

codes. The first digit of the code must be held down for one 
second, or nothing will happen. After the release of the first 
digit, if three seconds elapse before another digit is re-
ceived, the code will be canceled where it stands. After the 
release of the second tone, three seconds is likewise al-
lowed to enter the third digit. During the time that the first 
tone exceeds the one second time period, and until the end 
of the digit sequence, the blocking relay will follow any valid 
touchtone signal. During an autopatch or remote base func-
tion, the blocking relay will follow the tones as well. At all 
other times the blocking relay is not activated. Due to this ar-
rangement, in order to have voice signals blocked, the voice 
must be a valid touchtone signal for one second —certainly 
a rare if not impossible situation. 

be done. If you do not have 
any support for the 8080, or 
for some other reason can-
not program 2708 ROMs, I 
will provide the two ROMs 
for a cost of $50. Specify 
your choice for the follow-
ing codes: 67#, 2*2, 9#5, 
6*#,  #*6,  #48.  The 
knockdown digit will be * 
unless requested other-
wise. Codes may not start 

with whatever digit is 
chosen as the knockdown 
digit. Also specify the four 
IDs and the telephone 
numbers for the single-
digit dialing. For obvious 
reasons, the above codes 
must be changed for each 
repeater. 
This project is by no 

means a simple one, and it 
is not suitable for the 

Telephone and Control Receiver Access 

There are two modes for each of these devices: control 
and talk. The normal mode for both is control. For the con-
trol receiver, this means that the signal is not repeated on 67 
but the control receiver grabs the touchtone decoder. The 
control receiver has highest priority, unless the control 
receiver touchtone bit is set, which effectively removes the 
control receiver from the system. If, while transmitting on 
the control frequency, a # is entered for five seconds, then 
the control receiver talk mode is entered. While in this mode, 
the control receiver is repeated on 67. The only way to exit 
this mode is to send a one-second  while on the control fre-
quency. As long as the control receiver bit is not set, the con-
trol receiver always has the decoder. When in the non-talk 
mode, this allows control of repeater functions without 
bothering users of the repeater, except that they will not be 
able to access the touchtone decoder to make auto-
patches. For the telephone line, when a call-in is made, the 
mode is set to telephone control. You cannot hear anything. 
However, the touchtone decoder is listening only to the 
telephone line. In this manner, control can be exerted in the 
same way as with the control receiver. If you wish to hear the 
repeater on the phone line, a five-second # on the line will 
switch you out of the phone control mode, and the voter 
audio will be sent down the phone line when an incoming 
carrier is present. When a signal is present, it has the 
decoder, not the phone line. Otherwise, the phone line has 
the decoder. To return to the phone control mode, a • while 
on the telephone will do so, as will hanging up and redialing. 
If the telephone touchtone disable bit is set, it will be im-
possible to enter the phone control mode, and any touch-
tones received from the phone will be rejected. 
Note that any of the three modes of control may be dis-

abled: 150 input, control receiver, and telephone. Beware: If 
all bits are set, you go to the repeater and push the reset but-
ton (or wait for a power failure to reset it automatically). 
Naturally, it would be inconceivable to lock out all modes of 
control accidentally. 

beginner. Construction ex-
perience with integrated 
circuits and  a basic 
understanding of the 
system are required. It is 
not an extremely difficult 
project as long as care is 
taken during assembly. 
Probably the most difficult 
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Fig. 2. Repeater/control system interface. 

part will be deciding how 
to interface a particular 
repeater to the system. The 
entire system can be con-
structed in one week (full-
time) by a proficient 
builder. Do not shy away 
from the project if you 
have no prior experience 
with microprocessors. The 
"black box" approach is 
utilized, and detailed 
knowledge of the inner 
workings of micropro-
cessors is not required. 
Total cost for the system is 
dependent upon how 
much peripheral equip-
ment is available. The con-
trol system cost us about 
$225, exclusive of the 
touchtone decoder and 
pad, amplifiers, and tape 
loop. 

HardwarelSoftware 
Balance 

Some of the control 
functions are implemented 
in software and some are 
implemented in special 

A 
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hardware. Deciding where 
to draw the line is an in-
teresting problem. There 
are trade-offs which must 
be made. The major advan-
tage of using a micropro-
cessor is replacing hard-
ware with software, so at 
first glance it may seem 
that everything that can be 
placed into software 
should be. However, I 
would rather add one flip-
flop than add several hun-
dred extra lines of pro-
gram. Four years ago, I 
made the mistake of taking 
all possible hardware out 
of a system. My first at-
tempt at computerizing 
WR3AFM started at that 
time when I constructed a 
system based on the 4004 
CPU, a 4-bit machine. I 
designed the hardware, giv-
ing the software total con-
trol over the hardware. 
Everything was done with 
the software. At that time, 
being hardware oriented, I 
built the thing first and 
assumed that I would then 
write the program. The 
hardware functioned per-
fectly— unfortunately, I 
could not write the pro-
gram. It could be done, but 
it was so complicated that 
it would have taken me 
several months of concen-
trated effort to accomplish 
the task. I effectively 
junked the project and am 
still trying to think up some 
possible use for the thing. 
This time around I did 

not make the same mis-
take. There are four state 
flip-flops in the external 
hardware. These keep 
track of the autopatch, 
remote base, control re-
ceiver talk, and telephone 
control states. The pro-
cessor does not know or 
need to know the current 
state to execute its func-
tions. It basically acts as a 
CW identifier and a multi-
ple digit decoder. It does 
keep track of many inter-
nal states, but these states 
are not needed until a func-
tion is called which needs 
them. The extra dozen ICs 
greatly simplify the soft-

ware, and I believe that the 
hardware/software 
balance of this system is 
near optimal. 

Hardware Description 

The repeater block 
diagram shown in Fig. 1 

was previously discussed. 
Fig. 2 shows how the con-
trol system interfaces with 
the repeater. Surely, each 
repeater will have to be 
reckoned with on an in-
dividual basis. Understand-
ing how WR3AFM works 

should demonstrate how to 
interface the control 
system with any repeater. 
The 146.07/146.67 MHz 

repeater is referred to as 
150 and the 444.35/449.35 
MHz repeater is referred to 
as either 440 or 450. The 

WR3AFM. Left cabinet-444.35/449.35 repeater. Top to bottom: power amplifier, 
transmitter, receiver, control panel, autopatch circuitry. Center cabinet-146.67. Top to 
bottom: power amplifier, transmitter, control receiver, control shelf, 8080 control 
system. Right cabinet— link cabinet. Top to bottom: 440 multicouplers, power supply for 
receiver #6, 5 link receivers, voting selector. Tube receiver on bottom no longer in use. 
146.67 pass cavay on top. 440 duplexer out of view in left cabinet. 
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User Codes 

There are eight user codes. 1#1 links 67 and 449.35. The 
two repeaters remain linked until they are unlinked by a 
single • . The proper output line is automatically set and 
reset for the link and unlink commands. To tell the user that 
the link or unlink has been established, the repeater 
acknowledges with an "R" in Morse. 
2#2 plays the prerecorded tape loop. Once it is started, 

there is no way to stop it short of shutting down the 
repeater. 
3#3 is the disable blocking or selective call code. The 

blocking is disabled after the second three is received until 
the incoming carrier is dropped. 
4#4 is the touchtone test function. Any tones up to a max-

imum of 24 will be played back on CW after carrier drop if 
preceded with the 4#4 code. 
5#5 will repeat what was sent during a 4#4, or the 

telephone number requested in an autopatch, whichever 
was last. 
67# is the autopatch code. In one transmission, the code 

plus the telephone number must be sent. The processor will 
not access the telephone line unless a valid telephone 
number is received. Normally this consists of exactly 7 
digits, the first digit not a 1. Other valid numbers are 8 or 11 
digits, with the first digit a 0 and the single digit codes. If the 
single digit code is correct, the proper emergency number 
will be found and sent. If an invalid number is attempted, 
nothing happens, exactly as if no autopatch attempt had 
been made. For valid numbers, the repeater will bring up the 
telephone line and redial the stored telephone number. This 
system prevents incorrect calls due to signal chopping 
which cause shotgunning of the touchtones (which result in 
more than 7 digits). When a single digit code is used, the 
three-minute timer is defeated automatically. If the 67# is 
sent by itself and the direct autopatch bit is set, then the 
repeater will bring up the telephone line and permit the user 
direct access to the telephone dialing system. This is not 
normally done, as it is not needed. 
9#5 is the remote base code. The normal method is to use 

this by calling in on the phone line. However, nothing 
prevents its use on the air. All it does is connect the repeater 
to the phone lines, but it will not initiate a call. This is not 
strictly a user code, as the users should not know it, but 
there is no technical distinction between it and the other 
user codes. If the repeater times out during an autopatch or 
a remote base function, those functions will be canceled. 
2*2 also performs the tape function. There is no distinc-

tion between this and the 2#2 except that the 2•2 is for con-
trol stations only. The two codes may be disabled separate-
ly. By using the 2•2 function, if it becomes necessary to 
disable 2#2, control operators may activate the tape upon 
request without needing to get into command mode and 
enable the 2#2 function. 

equipment is General Elec-
tric M ASTR. This includes 
the voting selector, re-
ceivers, transmitters, and 
control shelves. The voter 
has two outputs: the COS 
line and the audio output. 
The COS (carrier operated 
switch) is low when an in-
coming signal is present. 
This is at a transistor level, 
and, actually, we added 
single transistor inverters 
in several places through-
out the system to interface 
the various components 
exclusive of the control 
system. All audio lines in 
the system are balanced. 
The control system is 
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designed for balanced 
lines; therefore, it will work 
with both balanced and un-
balanced lines. If you use 
unbalanced lines, be cer-
tain to keep track of the 
hot and cold ends so that 
they match up. There are 
select and disable lines 
driving the voter. These 
lines are active low. The 
control system provides a 
ground when commanded; 
otherwise, the select and 
disable lines are open. 
The 440 control receiver 

has the COS and audio 
lines the same as the voter. 
Additionally, Private LineTm 
or Channel Guardlm subau-

In order to exert command on the repeater, it is necessary 
to enter the command mode. 6*# initiates the request. After 
entering this code, the carrier must be dropped. If the com-
mand is from the telephone line, the procedure may con-
tinue immediately. A confirmation code must be entered 
next. The confirm code is #*6. Important: Once the com-
mand code is issued, the system will wait for the confirm 
code forever. If no tone is given, the system will not be reset 
until it receives another touchtone. After the confirm code is 
entered, the carrier must be dropped again. Next, a single 
digit code is entered. If the single digit is a valid command, 
then the repeater will acknowledge with an "R". With the ex-
ception of three special single digit commands, the com-
mand mode is automatically left, and operation is again nor-
mal. A description of the single digit codes follows. 
The system has five different messages. Four are per-

manently stored in the ROM. They are presently (1) "DE 
WR3AFM BARC,"(2)"DE WR3AFM BALTIMORE," (3)"73 DE 
WR3AFM." and (4) "DE WR3AFM BALTO ARC." In addition 
to these four, there is a fifth which may be programmed 
through another command. 
Commands one through five select that number ID to be 

used always. Command six rotates through 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4, 
etc., each time the repeater identifies. Command seven 
rotates through all five IDs. 
Command nine resets all functions to the normal state. 

Normal is both repeaters enabled, ID #1 selected, and all 
other outputs ungrounded. This is the same thing as 
pushing the reset button on the control system. 
Command • resets the ID timer. The next time one of the 

repeaters is kerchunked, that repeater will identify. A word 
here about the timing of IDs is in order. In the rest mode, as 
after the • command, the first repeater used identifies. If, in the 
subsequent three minutes, one or both of the repeaters is 
used, then one or both of the repeaters will identify three 
minutes later. In this manner, the repeater is a "tail-ender," 
and always gets in the last word (something that is very dif-
ficult for one of us mortals to do on the repeater). 
Commands 8, 0, and # are the commands which do not 

exit the command mode immediately. Command eight is the 
ID load command. This loads ID #5 into memory. It does not 
change the specification of which ID is to be used. After 
entering the eight, and dropping carrier to hear the "R", the 
load program is waiting for further instructions. The ID is 
loaded in a character-by-character fashion. Dits are zero, 
dahs are one. The characters are loaded in the same as they 
are in Morse. For instance, take the letter "F". This is di-di-
dah-dit, corresponding to 0,0,1,0. To enter "F", then the se-
quence should be 0,0,1,0. When the letter is entered, enter a 
2 to signify that that letter is done. Continue loading 
characters in this manner. A 2 entered with no zeroes or 
ones will automatically be translated into a space. When the 
entire message has been entered, a 3 signifies that you are 

dible tones may be re-
quired to unsquelch it. This 
"PL" enable line requires a 
ground when it is desired to 
place the receiver into the 
PL mode. 
The two meter repeater 

is connected to its control 
shelf (standard MASTR 
equipment) in the ordinary 
fashion. The PTT (push-to-
talk) line is just that. The 
PTT interfaces with the rest 
of the system only through 
the control system. It is 
used for two purposes: to 
keep the transmitter on the 
air during IDs and to see if 

the repeater has timed out. 
The control shelf provides 
the three-minute timer and 
drop delay timer. The PTT 
line is disconnected from 
its normal feed. During 
normal operation, the con-
trol system reconnects the 
PTT and feed. The trans-
mitter audio pair is the 
audio input to the transmit-
ter. This is shorted out to 
block  repeating  of 
touchtones and is shorted 
with the same lines from 
the 440 transmitter for 
linkups. The "PL" audio in-
put is any audio input 



Command Codes 

done. The repeater acknowledges this with an "R", and the 
ID load and command commands are exited. Normally, 
place a space at the beginning and at the end to make the 
IDs uniform. Always be certain that the ID load mode is left, 
or the controller will be waiting to receive a "3" before it 
resumes its normal functions. After loading a message, you 
should select ID #5 and either wait to hear it or reset the ID 
timer to hear it to verify that it received what you think it did. 
After loading and verification, the desired ID mode can be 
set (either 5 or 7). 
Command zero is the most powerful command, and it is 

through it that positive control is established. After releas-
ing carrier and hearing the "R", the output mode is entered. 
In this mode, the repeater is waiting for three digit codes 
specifying which output bit to change. There are 64 bits ar-
ranged as eight eight-bit ports. Port 0 is a dummy port; it has 
no output lines and is used to disable the user functions. 
Port #1 is used by the indirect commands and is not normal-
ly used in the output mode. Ports #2 and #3 are enable func-
tions. Port ail is completely spare, port #5 is voter receiver 
disable, port #6 is voter receiver enable, and port #7 controls 
the touchtone generator. For ports #5 and #6, the bit 
number is the receiver number. This leaves room for eight 
receivers with no changes necessary. The normal configura-
tion is all ports zero. This gives an ungrounded condition on 
the voter and spare ports. The three digit sequence for the 
output mode is XYZ, where X is the port number, Y is the bit 
number, and Z is either 0 (normal) or 1 (asserted). After each 
output sequence, the output routine acknowledges with an 
"R" if the command is valid. Invalid commands would be 
831, 690, 300, 236, for obvious reasons. After each sequence, 
the output routine waits for further commands until a • is 
sent. The repeater sends an "R" to this and output and com-
mand modes are exited. For example, to turn off 67: enter 
command mode (6*#, #*6), 0, (output mode), 281 (turn it off), 
• (exit command). 
Command # permits loading of the telephone number 

stored for the single digit #1. Simply send the telephone 
number followed by a ". An "R" acknowledges loading and 
exits command mode. 
Always be sure that you have left the ID load, output, and 

load telephone number modes. If the repeater IDs, you have. 
This is true for all commands. A useful command to execute 
before ending a control session is the reset timer command, 
to hear the ID which guarantees that all is OK. 

111 - 150/450 link 
212 - Tape loop 
313 - Disable blocking until carrier drop 
414 - Touch Tone(R) Test 
515 - Repeat 414 or autopatch number 
67t - Autopatch 

2.2 - Tape 
915 - Remote base 

6., - Command mode 
1.6 - Confirm command mode 

After in command mode: 
1 - Select ID 11: • DE NR3AFN BARC • 
2 - Select ID $2: • DE NR3AFN BALTIMORE 
3 - Select ID 13: • 73 DE FR3AFN • 
4 - Select ID 141 • DE WR3AFP BA11110 ARC 
5 - Select ID IS: programmable through command 8 
6 - Rotate through IDs 1 trough 4 
7 - Rotate through IDs 1 through 5 
8 - Load ID t5: 

0 - Dit 
1 - Dah 
2 - End character 
3 - End load mode 

9 - Reset all outputs and modes to normal operation 
0 - Output mode: 

XY2 - Port X, Bit Y, Output r (exit output mode with .) 
• - Reset ID timer (first repeater up IDs) 
- Load single digit $1 telephone number (exit with a .) 

Output Ports: 
Port 10 
1 - 111 disable 
2 - 212 disable 
3 - Direct autopatch enable 
4 - 404 disable 
5 - 515 disable 
6 - 
7 - 
8 - 2.2 disable 

Port /1 - DO NOT USE 

Port 12 
1 - Beep disable 
2 - Control receiver PL enable 
3 - 150 Touch Tone (R) disable 
4 - Telephone Touch Tone (R) disable 
5 - Control Touch Tone (R) disable (when absolutely necessary) 
6 - Autopatch disable 
7 - 450 Repeater disable 
8 - 150 Repeater disable 

Port $3 
1 
2 
3 
4 - 
5 - 
6 - 
7 - 
I - 

DO NOT USE 
Timer disable 
DO NOT USE 
DO NOT USE 

Port 14 
1 - 
2 - 
3 - 
4 - 
5 - 
6 - 
7 - 
8 - 

Port 15 - voter 
1 - Receiver (11 
2 - Receiver 12 
3 - Receiver 43 
4 - Receiver 14 
5 - Receiver 15 
6 - Receiver 06 
7 - Receiver 17 
8 - Receiver 18 

Port 16 - Voter 

disable 
(Charles Street) 
(Cub Pill) 
(K3VC) 
(:'RNS) 

relect, bits same as 

Port 07 - DO NOT USE 

port f5 

which is not affected by 
the normal talk audio. It is 
used for the CW ID tone. 
The CS COS (control shelf 
COS) will key the transmit-
ter when grounded. This 
goes through the two 
timers in the control shelf 
and drives the PTT feed. 
The CS AUD (control shelf 
audio) pair goes through 
line amplifiers and com-
pressors to drive the 
transmitter. This is normal-
ly connected to the voter 
audio output. The RUSOS 
lead is a lead which, when 
grounded,  keeps the 

transmitter On through the 
timers. A ground on the 
RUSOS lead will not feed 
back on the CS COS lead. 
The RUSOS lead is ground-
ed for autopatches. The 
DUPLEX AUD is a bidirec-
tional audio path. It is 
labeled "AUD" on the rear 
of the control shelf. When 
the CS COS is low, audio 
exits from the DUPLEX 
AUD lead. If +10 volts is 
placed on the AUDIO 
GATE line, audio placed on 
the DUPLEX AUD pair will 
be fed to the transmitter. 
This is used to place 

telephone line audio on 
the air. When the DISABLE 
TIMER lead is grounded, 
the three-minute time-out 
timer is bypassed and the 
repeater will not time out. 
This is used during emer-
gency telephone calls. The 
time-out timer is on the in-
put, not the output of the 
repeater. Between each 
transmission, the timer 
resets. It is not necessary to 
let the repeater carrier 
drop. However, when the 
"beep" is active, a fraction 
of a second after the input 
signal disappears, the 

repeater will beep. The 
FORCE TIMER line, when 
grounded, makes the con-
trol shelf believe that a 
signal is present even if it is 
not. This is used so that 
when the "beeper" is 
enabled, not waiting for 
the beep will not reset the 
time-out timer. 
The connections for the 

440 repeater use the same 
definitions as the 150 
repeater. There is a 
separate interface for that 
repeater which provides an 
autopatch on a second 
telephone line. That is not 
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— Correction — 
Yaesu FT-227RA 

The product review of the 

Yaesu FT-227RA in the 

January issue of 73 incor-

rectly states that a conver-

sion kit is available through 

Yaesu. There is no conver-

sion kit available. 

of importance when inter-
facing with the control 
system, except that the 
autopatch logic includes a 
1#1 output function so that 
when that code is sent, the 
LINK line is grounded. This 
permits linking up the 
repeaters from the 440 end. 
The telephone line inter-

faces with the control sys-
tem and is switched prop-
erly by it. In this system, 
the telephone company in-
terface device is at a 
member's house. There is a 

dedicated line from his 
house to the repeater site. 
The audio and a reversing 
dc voltage are on the single 
pair, and its operation will 
be described later. If the 
telephone company inter-
face device is to be located 
at the repeater, all of the 
necessary signals are pres-
ent in the control system to 
handle it and it would be 
simpler than our arrange-
ment. There is a tape re-
corder connected to the 
line during autopatches, 
and the recorder is located 
at the member's house 
rather than at the repeater. 
This allows changing tape 
easily. 
There  are  various 

subassemblies in the con-
trol system. Rather than 
building everything from 
scratch, we used good 
quality commercial units 
where possible. There are 
three audio amplifiers. 
Two are used for the 
telephone line and one for 

driving the touchtone 
decoder. The amplifiers 
are IT&T K227s. They are 
balanced input/output, 600 
Ohm. The gain is variable 
from -.5 to +36 dB, and 
they each draw 18 mA from 
a 16- to 24-volt supply. 
Similar amplifiers should 
not be too difficult to find, 
or a few op amps should do 
the trick nicely. The touch-
tone decoder is an IT&T 
K-247-B. It is normally 600 
Ohms and is modified for 
1 Ok audio input im-
pedance. The digit lockup 
is disabled. The decoder 
has 13 outputs: one for 
each of the 12 digits and 
one which detects any 
valid touchtone (VTT). 
Each of these lines is nor-
mally open and goes low 
when active. Any decoder 
may be used which follows 
these conventions, but 
beware  of  567-type 
decoders which do not 
employ high/low audio 
group filtering. I en-

courage the use of com-
mercial decoders. Lacking 
that, be sure to test 
homemade ones exten-
sively. While the micropro-
cessor is the brain of the 
system, the decoder is the 
heart of the system. 

A standard touchtone 
pad is included to facil-
itate controlling the 
repeater when at the re-
peater site. 

The tape loop is a 
Mohawk Message Re-
peater. This is an antique 
vacuum tube device which 
could certainly be re-
placed with a newer piece 
of equipment. When one 
pair of wires is shorted, it 
activates the tape. While 
the tape is running, an out-
put pair is shorted. Any car-
tridge-type machine should 
be suitable, and a standard 
8-track player could be 
modified for this use. The 
tape must turn itself off 
when completed.• 

O MER (DIRECTORY 
Fontana CA 

We carry the following: ICOM, Midland, Am-
com, DenTron, ELM, Swan, Drake, Ten-Tec, 
Wilson. SST, MFJ, Hy-Gain, Lunar, Nye-
Viking, B&W, Redi-kilowatt, Cush Craft. 
Mosley, Big Signal, Pipo, etc. Full Service 
Store Fontana Electronics. 8628 Sierra Ave.. 
Fontana CA 92335. 822-7710. 

Santa Clara CA 
Bay area's newest Amateur Radio store. New & 
used Amateur Radio sales & service. We 
feature Kenwood, ICOM, Wilson, Yaesu, 
Atlas, Ten-Tee & many more. Shaver Radio. 
3550 Lochinvar A  , Santa Clara CA 
95051, 247-4220. 

Denver CO 

Experimenter's paradise! Electronic and 
mechanical components for computer people, 
audio people, hams, robot builders, ex-
perimenters. Opern six days a week. Gateway 
Electronics Corp.. 2E39 W. 44th Ave., Denver 
CO 80211, 458-5444. 

New Castle DE 
Paul WA3QPX. Rob WA3QLS—Serving 
amateurs in southern New Jersey, Delaware, 
and Maryland with the largest stock of amateur 
equipment and accessories in Delaware. 
Delaware Amateur Supply, 71 Meadow Road. 
New Castle DE 19720, 328-7728. 

Tell them you saw 
their name in 73 

Boise ID 
Alliance, Amcom, CIR, Cushcraft, Dentron, 
Edgecom, ICOM, Hustler, KDK, MFJ, NPC, 
NYE, SST, Ten-Tec, Wilson. Custom Elec-
tronics, 1209 Broadway, Boise ID 83706, Bob 
W7SC 344-50&4. 

Preston ID 
Ross WB7BYZ, has the Largest Stock of 
Amateur Gear in the Intermountain West and 
the Best Prices. Call me for all your ham needs. 
Ross Distributing, 78 So. State. Preston ID 
83263, 852-0830. 

Bloomington IL 
Retail—wholesale distributor for Rohn 
Towers—antennas by Cush Craft, Antenna 
Specialists, KLM, Wilson, Hy-Gain. 
Transceivers by Tempo, Regency, Wilson, 
Amcom. Also business and marine radios. Hill 
Radio, 2503 G.E. Rd.. Bloomington II. 61701, 
663-2141. 

Terre Haute IN 
Your ham headquarters located in the heart of 
the midwest. Hoosier Electronics, Inc.. 438 
Meadows Shopping Center, P.O. Box 2001, 
Terre Haute IN 47602, 238-1456. 

Littleton MA 
The ham store of N.E. you can rely on. Ken-
wood, ICOM, Wilson, Yaesu, DenTron, ELM 
amps. B&W switches & wattmeters, Whistler 
radar detectors. Bearcat. Regency, antennas by 
Larsen, Wilson, Hustler, GAM. TEL-(OM 

Inc. Communications & Electronics. 675 Great 
Rd. Rt. 119, Littleton MA 01460, 486-3040. 

Laurel MD 
We stock Drake, Ten-Tee, Wilson, ICOM, 
DenTron, Tempo, Hy-Gain, Midland, Mosley, 
Hustler. 40-page ham catalog available for 
$1.00 (refundable with 1st purchase)—write 
for cash quote! The Comm Center, Inc., 
Laurel Plaza, Rte, 198, Laurel MI) 20810, 
792-0600. 

St. Louis MO 

Experimenter's paradise!  Electronic and 
mechanical components for computer people, 
audio people, hams, robot builders, ex-
perimenters. Open six days a week. Gateway 
Electronics Corp., 8113-25 Page Blvd., St. 
Louis MO 63130, 427-6116. 

Camden NJ 
'4-Band (84 other frequencies) Microwave 
Components & Equipment. Laboratory Grade 
Test Instruments, Power Supplies, 1000's in 
stock at all times, BUY & SELL all popular 
makes—HP, GR, FXR, ESI, Sorensen, Singer, 
etc. Lectronic Research Labs. 1423 Ferry Ave.. 
Camden NJ 08104, 541-4200. 

Syracuse NY 
We Deal, We Trade, We Discount, We Please! 
Yaesu, Kenwood, Drake, ICOM. Ten-Tee, 
Swan, Den Tron, Midland, Cush (raft, ELM, 
Hy-Gain, etc Complete 2-was sets ice shop! 
Hem-bone Radio Idly. Stereo Repair Shop) 
3206 Erie Blvd. East. Syracuse NI( 13214. 
446-2266. 

Syracuse-Rome-Utica NY 
Featuring: Yaesu, ICOM, Drake, Atlas, Den-
Iron, Ten-lee, Swan, Tempo, ELM. Hy-
Gain, Mosley, Wilson, Larsen, Midland 
Southwest Technical Products. You won't be 
disappointed with equipment/service. Radio 
World, Oneida County Airport-Terminal 
Building, Oriskany Ni 13424, 337-2622. 

Cleveland OH 
Need service on your late model or old time 
equipment? We service all makes and models. 
Rates $19.96 hr. Call or write. Communica-
tions World, Inc.. 4788 Slate Rd., Cleveland 
Oh 44109, 398-6363. 

Souderton PA 
Tired of looking at ads ??? Come and try our 
new and used equipment yourself—personal 
advice from our staff's 60 years combined ham 
experience. Electronic Exchange, 136 N. Main 
St., Souderton PA 18964. 723-1200. 

Port Angeles WA 
Mobile RH shielding for elimination of igni-
tion and alternator noises. Bonding straps. 
Components for "do-it-yourself" projects. 
Plenty of free advice. Estes Engineering. 930 
Marine Drive, Port Angeles WA 98362. 
457-0904. 

DEALERS: Your company name d message 
can contain up to 25 words for as little as $150 
yearly or $45 quarterly (prepaid). No mention 
of mail order business or area code permitted. 
Text 4 payment must reach us 45 days in ad-
vance. The deadline for the May issue is March 
18th. Mail to 73 Magazine. Prim-borough NH 
03458. ATTN: Aline Coutu. 
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MFJ INTRODUCES MFJ ENTERPRISES. INC 1979 

NEW MFJ-940 VERSA TUNER II 
For $69.95 you can match any coax line or random wire from 1.8 to 
30 MHz. Up to 300 watts RF OUTPUT. Built-in SWR,  dual range watt-
meter. Six position antenna switch. Efficient airwound inductor. 

I
10 C.,,,, MITTER 

SWRIWATTS 

Inn  Ill 

1// / I /:,  ti k/ ir is 

MODEL MFJ 940 

With the NEW MFJ-940 Versa Tuner N you can 
match your transmitter to any coax line or random 

wire continuously from 1 8 to 30 MHz. 
Up to 300 wafts RF power OUTPUT. Works 

with all solid state (like Atlas) and tube rigs. 

Tune out SWR on your dipole, inverted vee. 
random wire, vertical, mobile whip, beam, quad. 
any coax fed or random wire antenna. 

Operate all bands with just one antenna. 
Increase bandwidth of your mobile whip by tun 

mg out SWR from inside vomit car  

A SWR and dual range wattmeter (300 and 30 
watts full scale) lets you measure RE power out 
put for simplified tuning 

Six position antenna switch on rear lets you 
select 2 coax lines direct or thru tuner, random 
wire, and tuner bypass for dummy load 
A new efficient airwound inductor (12 positions) 

gives you less losses than a tapped toroid for  
more watts out.  
Compact size 8x2x6 inches fits easily in small 
rimer of suitcase for rray trayelmo 

When you buy MFJ 

you buy proven MFJ 

quality . . . and a one year 

unconditional guarantee. 

$ 6995 
SO-239 coax connectors for transmitter and 

coax fed antennas Binding post for random wire, 

ground 208 pt. 1000 volt capacitors 
Optional mobile mounting bracket, add $3 00 
Every single unit is tested for performance and 

inspected for quality Solid American construction, 
quality components 
Beware of imitators. When you buy MFJ you 

buy proven MFJ quality  and a one year un 
conditional guarantee 
Order your MFJ-940 Versa Tuner II today. 

MFJ-900 ECONO TUNER matches coax, random wires. Full band coverage 1.8 to 30 
MHz. Up to 200 watts RF OUTPUT. Efficient airwound inductor. 
Use any transceiver, solid state or tubes 
Increase antenna bandwidth. Operate all bands 

with a single antenna. Tune out SWR on your 

mobile whip from inside  your car. 
Efficient airwound inductor gives more watts  

out than tapped toroid. SO 239 coax connectors 

for transmitter and coax. Binding post for random 
wire. ground Compact 5x2x6 inches. 
MFJ-901 Versa Tuner available. Same as MFJ 

900 but has 4 1 balun for balanced lines. $49 95. 

Beware of imitators. Some are still copying our 

• Full band coverage 
1.8-30 MHz. 

• Efficient airwound 
inductor. '39" 

earlier models. MFJ has made major improve 
ments. 
For example, a new efficient airwound inductor 

gives you less losses than a tapped torold for 
more watts out and plenty of inductance for full 
band coverage 1,8 to 30 MHz,  

/777 

MFJ-900 has 
one year unconditional uarantee 

0 
g . 

MFJ-16010 RANDOM WIRE TUNER lets you operate all bands — 1.8 to 30 MHz — with 
a simple random wire. Up to 200 watts RF OUTPUT. 
Operate all bands  anywhere. with any tr,ins 

ceiver — using a random wire and an antenna 
tuner small enough to carry in your hip pocket. 
Ultra compact 2x3x4 inches. 
Operate from your apartment with a wall to 

wall antenna, or motel room with a wire dropped 
from a window. Enjoy ham radio on a camping or 
backpack trip with a wire thrown over a tree. Pre 

• Operate all bands 
with a simple ran-
dom wire. 

pare for an emergency. Take it on a DXpedition 
or Field Day. One year unconditional guarantee. 
Match low and high impedances by interchang• 

mg input and output. SO 239 coax connectors. 

S. 
nNTENNA TUNER 
•,U  "0110 

FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER OR FOR ORDERS 

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-647- 1 800 
Order any product from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, return within 30 days for a prompt refund (less shipping). 

Order today. Money back if not delighted. One year unconditional guarantee. Add $2.00 shipping/handling. 

For technical infor mation, order/repair status, in Mississippi, outside continental USA, call 601-323-5869. 

Order By Mail or Call TOLL FREE 800-647-1800 and Charge It On 
P. 0. BOX 494  M52  VISA 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC. MISSISSIPPI STATE, MISSISSIPPI 39762 

Reader Service—see page 211 103 



Peterborough. New Hampshire 03458 
NEW 

MORE: Fun For Your Family and Friends 
.-111,Z11B-1.-1117/1 1.4  t'k  

11 1  T r e k-X 

Command the Starship Enter-

prise and fight  Klingon battle 

cruisers. Romulan warships. and 

Orian Destroyers. The Trek X Pro. 

gram has a full graphics display of 

enemy ships. moons, planets. suns. 

starbases. and has the added 

feature of allowing you to add 

sound to your Pet. 57.95. Order 

No 0032P. 

C•vdt Isploriong 
Yacht 
Corn entrallon 

11 Golf 

Space Trek II 

As commander of the Starship 

Enterprise. you must defend the 

galaxy against Klingon warships. 

Use your arsenal of phasors and 

photon torpedoes while moving in 

the quadrant under impulse power 

or jumping from quadrant to 

quadrant with your warp engines 

S7.95 Order No. 00028 

Electronics 1 

With this group of five programs 

you can design coils for radio cir-

cuits. calculate the component 

values for tuned circuits, design 

preamplifiers using the LM-38 I IC. 

and design timer circuits, either 

monostable or astable. using the 

555 IC timer. $7.95. Order No. 

00085 

Mortgage With Prepay--
ment Option/financier Two 
programs in one package of in-

terest to people concerned about 

today's economy Learn about in. 

terest. prepayments, profitable in-

vestments. depreciation sched-

ules. salvage values, and more. In-

credibly priced at  7.95. Order No. 

0006P 

4K 
LEVEL I 

Business 
Package II 

Would you like to be able to 

graph the sales of your firm . . or 

a particular product? This program 

will do this automatically, and save 

the data for later use or modifica-

tion. It will also calculate and 

graph the average sales for a year 

period, month by month . „ and 

calculate and graph the increase or 

decrease in sales  This program 

alone is worth the price of the en-

tire package $19 95  Order No 

0016R 

Gotoike.tak....) 

11 1 Business 
aaaaaaa I 

de 
Ham Package 1 

In Car Race you and a friend can 

have fun racing your cars on a 

choice of two race tracks with your 

TRS-80 In Rat Trap you must trap 

the rat In the grid using your two 

cats. Aim your gun and shoot down 

the plane in the Antiaircraft game 

$7 95. Order No. 0011R. 

Dow 
Jones 

• 
This group of eight programs will 

be of frequent help to any techni-

cian,  experimenter, or  ham 

operator. Included are programs 

for Ohm's Law calculations, fre. 

quency vs  reactance. series 

resistances, parallel resistances. 

series capacitances,  parallel 

capacitances, dipole antenna 

design, and yagi antenna design 

$7.95. Order No. 00075. 

011 Tycoon 

Compete with a friend for the 

honor of being the wealthiest ty-

coon in the oil industry You can ex-

plore and drill for oil. Invest in 

research and development, and 

suffer from spills and well-head 

blowouts  $7 95  Order No 

0023R. 

Beginner's Backgammon/ 
Keno 

You'll never lack for a backgam-

mon opponent again This program 

is designed for the new player, but 

the computer's steady play will 

challenge an expert. Keno is a 

popular Las Vegas gambling game 

where you can win big. 57.95 

Order No 0004R 

44. aa. 
111 Casino I 

MUD 

Golf The Golf program and 
played of the Apple has some pret-

ty tricky fairways lined with trees, 

sand traps, and water hazards. You 

have your choice of nine clubs to 

get your ball into the cup. But 

remember, the computer may give 

your ball an occasional slice, just 

to keep things interesting. 57.95. 

Order No. 0018A 

Dow Jones Find out first hand 
what the stock market is all about. 

Computer even offers broker's ad-

vice. High influence option In-

creases complexity of game. Enter-

tain yourself and friends while 

learning at the same time. $7.95. 

Order No. 0026P 

Personal Weight Con-
trol/Biorhythms Two con-
temporary concerns in one inex-

pensive package  Let your PET 

determine your ideal weight and 

then calculate the correct daily 

caloric intake to reach or maintain 

your weight goal. Chart your own 

biorhythms or anyone elses. 

$7.95. Order No. 0005P. 

You can bowl strikes and pick up 

spares with the Bowling Program 

on the TRS- 80. Your computer will 

give you a visual display of the pins 

and keep score as well  57.95 

Order No. 0033R. 

Tangle 
Super-Trap 

In Tangle, you must maneuver 

your line across the screen and 

cause your opponent or the Pet to 

crash its line into an obstacle. 

Supertrap is an even more ad-

vanced version of Tangle, where 

you have the option of using 

changing backgrounds and ob-

stacles to play the game. $7 95. 

Order No. 0029P 

PLUS MANY M 
• Segkmer's 
Backgammon Persoonl 

Weight Control 
and Blo•hytIons 

•  
Air Flight Simulation 

Turn your  TITS 80 into an 

airplane. Takeoff and land, do 

acrobatic maneuvers, and fly a 

course against any map you 

choose The program includes full 

instruments and flight controls. 

$7.95 Order No. 00I7R 

Basic Lunar Lander/ 
Intermediate Lunar Lander 

Your automatic landing system 

has malfunctioned and you must 

make a manual landing. The retro 

rockets must be carefully con-

trolled or they'll name the new 

crater after you 57 95. Order No 

0001R. 

Business Package 1 
You can keel, the books ca a 

small business on your TRS-80. 

You'll be able to run off a list ol 

your assets, run a trial balance and 

get a profit and loss statement 

when you want, with only a level!. 

4K computer. 529.95. Order No 

00I3R 

IN011  Tycoon 

111  
Golf/Crossout 

Play golf with your TRS-80 You 

have a choice of seven clubs to 

play the game on  18 different 

holes Crossout is the peg puzzle 

game. Remove all the pegs but 

leave one in the center hole 

57 95. Order No 0009R 

Casino I 

The Blackjack Program is not 

only fun to play but it will allow 

you to play every combination 11o5sible. It is so good that you can use 

it to practice before you go out to 

beat the house and get rich $7 95 

Order No 00141' 

Casino II 
Casino II is not just a craps 

game. its a tutorial program that 

will teach you the odds for every 

bet  You'll learn which bets give 

you the best odds. It's so realistic. 

it's like playing under actual house 

conditions  $7 95  Order No 

00151' 

and Keno 



RELEASES 
79 MORE: Efficiency in Your Business 

TRS 80 
Demo I 

Computer Composer 
111-lo E.s.r. Horse Race 
PetalsAroundTheRose 
Baseball  Slot Machine 

Demo I Is perfect for those times 

when you want a few short pro-

grams to show your friends what 

your YRS-80 can do. Programs in-

cluded are Computer Composer. 

Baseball. Horse Race. ESP. Hi-

LoiTic.Tac-Toe. Petals Around the 

Rose. and Slot Machine. $7.95. 

Order No. 0020R. 

Sharpen your skoi ai 

The Pet will oppose you on the 

board, keep score, signal when you 

can lump. and time the moves with 

an on screen clock. The Bacaarat 

Program gives you the choice of 

two styles of play. It will deal the 

cards and keep track of your bank-

roll. 57.95. Order No. 0022P. 

Iii Desouy All Subs. you 'num 

track and hunt down three subma-

rifles. Evaluate sonar reports and 

fire your depth charges to get a 

kill But watch out! Don't damage 

your ship by hitting a mine or being 

torpedoed. or you're sunk Get all 

three subs and you can expect a 

hero's welcome. 

57 RS Order No. 002IR. 

9RE IN STOCK! 
III Space IIBask and Intermediate 

Lunar Lander 

no 
C2 = = 

.00 Ham 
Package I r111$00. 

t  ) 

Golf 

Cross-Out 

 it;:a0Z1110.2170:4 4  

TRS 80 
1K 

LEVEL I 

Knight Quest 
Robot Chase 
Horse Race 

Battle sea or mountain demons 

as you travel around the kingdom 

of Norsax. in your quest to gain the 

treasure and become a knight. 

You're surrounded by homicidal 

robots. In Robot Chase, while 

trapped in an electrified prison. To 

save yourself, you must lure the 

robots onto the walls of your 

prison $7 95 Order No. 0003R 

(   

Air Flight 
Simulation 

TRS 80 

LEVEL 

Status of 
Homes 

Auto Expenses 

It you re a do -it-yourselt Jul  

with only one house or a contrac-

tor with an entire subdivision, you 

need the Status of Homes Program 

to help you keep track of all the ex-

penses involved in the building of 

houses. The Automobile Expense 

Program will let you keep track of 

just how much it costs you to tun 

your car or truck. $7.95. Order No 

0021R. 

111 Electronics I 

la-UralL.lalamaL) 

Mortsage mitt 
Prepayment 
and Financier 

Available at these Local Dealers. 
CALIFORNIA 
Amco Electronics Supply. Azusa 

Byte Shop. Mountain View 

Byte Shop. Citrus Heights 

Byte Shop Computer Store, Walnut Creek 

Computerland. Lawndale 

Computerland of West LA. Inglewood 

Hobby World Electronics. Northridge 

Opamp Tech Books, Los Angeles 

COLORADO 
The Byte Shop Colorado Springs 

ENGLAND 
L.D. Enterprises. Ilford. Essex 

FLORIDA 
AMF Electrical. Tampa 

Computerland. Ft. Lauderdale 

Dynamation Enterprises. Ft. Lauderdale 

Interstate Mktg. & Importing Co.. Ft. Lauderdale 

INDIANA 
Home Computer Center (Digital Data Systems). 

Indianapolis 

LOUISIANA 
Computer Shoppe. Metaire 

•To order direct call Toll Free I -800-

MARYLAND 
Micro Center Inc.. Annapolis 

MICHIGAN 
Computer Mart Inc  Royal Oak 

MISSOURI 
CDC Association. Florissant 

Computer Country, Florissant 

NEBRASKA 
Omaha Computer. Omaha 

NE W HAMPSHIRE 
Computerland of Nashua, Nashua 

NE W YORK 
Computer Corner. White Plains 

Computer Factory. New York 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Byte Shop of Raleigh. Raleigh 

Dixie Computers. Inc.. Chapel Hill 

OHIO 
Computer Stores of Toledo. Toledo 

HeathKit Co.. Columbus 

Olsen Electronics. Akron 

2 I st Century Shop. Cincinnati 

258-5473. Please have your credit card and mention Dept. 5-2 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Artco Electronics. Kingston 

Artco Electronics, Shavertown 

Personal Computer Corp.. Frazer 

TEXAS 
Houston Microcomputer Tech.. Bel Air 

Interactive Computer. Houston 

Learning Resources Center. San Marcos 

Pan American Electrical Co.. Miss-on 

VIRGINIA 
M. L. Gupta. Blacksburg 

W ASHINGTON 
American Mercantile Co.. Seattle 

Personal Computer Inc.. Spokane 

Ye Old Computer Shop. Richland 

W ASHINGTON D.C. 
Computer Cablevision 

WEST VIRGINIA 
The Computer Corner. Inc.. Morgantown 

WISCONSIN 

Byte Shop of Milwaukee. Greenfield 

Madison Computer Store. Madison 



Thomas E. Hutchinson VE3CWY 
35 Warrender Ave., Apt. 208 
Islington, Ontario 
Canada M9B 5Z5 

The Cosmac Connection: Part 2 
— meeting Mr. Morse 

Program your way to CW happiness. 

Now you can reduce 
operator fatigue in 

that next CW contest by 
storing commonly used 
messages in your micro-
computer, all ready to be 
sent automatically at the 
flick of a switch. Imagine 
relaxing in your arm-
chair. ... you reach over to 
your computer, flick a 
switch, and out comes CQ 
FD CQ FD DE VE3CWY/3 K.  could things get? Not 

No answers? Flick the 
switch again for a repeat. 
You've got somebody. You 
casually call him with your 
hand key, W1XXX. Then 
push another button on the 
computer and presto! Out 
comes DE VE3CWY/3 QTH 
HR IS... You wait until it's 
finished. The code is the 
best you've ever heard. 
Now how much simpler 

much, unless you also have 
an automatic Morse de-
coder, too! Of course, you 
don't have to be a contest 
operator to use this little 
gem. I use it now for many 
regular QSOS to put out 
the initial CQ and to send 
the first message, which, 
for most people, is simply a 
signal report, QTH, and 
operator's name. 

Speed (wpm)  5  7  10  13  16  20  25  30  35  40 
Hex code  3F  2D  1F  17  13  OF  OC  OA  09  08 

Table 1. Hex byte for code speed desired is entered in M(0004). 

One-byte characters 

A 22  N 21 
B 41  0 37 
B 41  0 37  Two-byte characters 
C 45  P 46  1 50 1E 
D 31  Q 4B  2 50 1C 
E 10  R 32  3 50 18 
F 44  S 30  4 50 10 
G 33  T  11  5 50 00 
H 40  U 34  6 50 01 
I 20  V 48  7 50 03 

J 4E  W 36  8 50 07 
K 35  X 49  9 50 OF 
L 42  Y 4D  0 50 1F 
M 23  Z 43 

word space  EE 
stop  FF 

double dash 
end of message 

end of work 
wait 

60  2A 
60  33 
60  OC 
50  09 
50  11 
50  OA 
60  28 
50  02 

Table 2. Hex codes for letters and punctuation. 

Equipment Required 

The Cosmac microcom-
puter constructed around 
the CDP1802CD CPU is 
used with 256 bytes of 
RAM of which 105 bytes 
are used for the main pro-
gram, the rest being used 
for storage of the mes-
sages. Program timing as-
sumes a clock frequency of 
1 MHz, but it is easily 
adapted for other clock 
frequencies. Other hard-
ware that you will need is 
shown in Fig. 1. This in-
cludes some ICs to inter-
face the computer and 
hand key to the transmitter 
and a sidetone oscillator. 

How the Program Works 

The byte stored in 
M(0004) is selected initially 
by the operator from Table 
1. This byte sets the length 
of a dot and hence sets the 
speed of the code. The pro-
gram triples this to get a 
number that will represent 
the length of a dash; this is 
stored in R6.0. Four times 
the dot byte represents a 
word space, and this byte is 
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•5V 

A 

0 LINE 

FROM  40 
COS MAC 

•5V 

2 2K 
•5V 

iSTAND•RD KEY 

FROM PIN 4 

OF ICI 

L ' 

i TO 
  ,  , 4 4 /RANSMITTER 

.  A 
iN•1413  REED 

RELAY 

2N2222 

•5V 

10K  10K 

6  2  7 

SIDeroNE OSCILL IfOR 

TO GRIDS OF KEYED STAGES 
(UP TO —300 VOLTS AND Bengt) 

Fig. 1.(a) Interface between Cosmac and transmitter; (b) 
alternate circuit for rigs with grid-blocked keying 
eliminates relay and Q1. 

stored in R7.0. Actually, 
this space gets added to 
the usual space of three 
dots that follows every let-
ter so that the actual space 
between words is equal to 
seven dots. These bytes are 
later used to specify the 
length of a timed loop and 
thereby set the length of all 
the dots, dashes, and 
spaces. 
The program fetches the 

first byte of the pro-
grammed message from 
M(0069). It is 45, which 
stands for the letter C, as 
you can see from Table 2. 
The first digit, 4, is the total 
number of dots and dashes 
in the letter. The second 
digit, 5, specifies the order 
in which the dots and 
dashes appear. Taking C as 
the example, — • — • can be 
represented in binary form 
by 0101, where the 0 repre-
sents a dot and the 1 repre-
sents a dash. This is the 
binary code for the number 
5. So byte 45 tells the com-
puter the order of dots 
and dashes and the number 
of dots and dashes in the 
letter. To actually generate 
the code — •  the num-
ber 0101 is stored in the 
D-register. D is shifted right 
giving 0010, and the 1 that 

peels off the right end of 
the number tells the com-
puter to send a dash first. D 
is shifted right again, giving 
0001; this time, a 0 peels 
off the right end, produc-
ing a dot. A third shift gives 
0000, pushing a 1 off the 
right end, thus making a 
dash. A fourth shift gives 
0000, pushing a 0 off the 
right end; this makes the 
final dot. The computer 
stops shifting D now be-
cause the 4 in byte 45 tells 
it to make only 4 shifts. A 
letter space is then gen-
erated and the next byte is 
fetched from M(006A). 
Since there are no letters 

that have more than 4 dots 
and dashes in total, the 
order of dots and dashes 
in any letter can be 
represented by four binary 
digits or one hex digit. The 
numbers, punctuation, and 
other special characters 
listed in Table 2 contain 5 
or more dots and dashes. 
To handle each of these, 
two bytes are required; the 
first specifies the total 
number of dots and dashes, 
while the second specifies 
the order in which they 
Occur 
The rest of the program 

is easy to follow from the 

Fig. 2. Main program flowchart. 

SET UP DOT, 

SASH AND 

SPACE LENGTHS 

SET SvoiTcH BYTE INTO 

MEMORY AND DISPLAY 

FOR START OF MESSAGE 

FETCH ME MORY BYTE 

FOR START OF 

MESSAGE; CALL IT EL 

SHIFT EL RIGHT FOUR 

TIMES TO GET OK, THE 

LENGTH OF CHARACTER, 
AND STORE OK IN 122 

5 F7E. THE RE BZIR P, 
THAN 4 DOTS 

LAND DASHES   

FETCH NExT 
MEMORY BYTE AND 
STORE IT N 0 

FETCH THE MEMORY 
BYTE AGAIN AND 
STORE IT IN D 

TED 

LOAD Sx OOT LENGT 

INTO R3 AND 

CALL SUBROUTINE 

FOR LETTER SPACE 

FETCH NEXT 
MEMORY BYTE 

LOAD WORD SPACE 
INTO R3 AND CALL 
SUBROUTINE 

; IS INPUT 
—  BUTTON 

2 RESSED 

AS THE WHOLE'—  
; CHARACTER 
LBEEN SENT 

LOAD DOT LENGTH 
INTO R3 

SHIFT 0 R GET ONCE, 
BIT 0—.OF; LIGHT ON 

LOAD DASH LENGTH 
INTO R3 

Subroutine flowchart 

CREATE • TIME DELAY 

PROPORTIONAL TO THE 

NUMBER STORED IN R3 

RE TURN TO 
MAIN PROGRAM 

CALL SUBROUTINE FOR 
DOT OR DASH AND 
TURN OFF LIGHT 

CALL SUBROUTINE FOR 
CHARACTER SPACE 

RO—forms timed loop in subroutine, setting the speed of the code 
R1 —main program counter 

R2—stores the total number of dots and dashes in the character 
being sent 

R3—stores length of dot, dash, or space for use in subroutine 
R4—subroutine counter 
R5—memory pointer for length of dot 
R6—stores dash length 
R7—stores word space length 
R8—stores address of the start of the recorded message 
R9—stores hex code for character being sent 
RA—memory pointer; points to M(0005) 

Table 3. Register assignments. 
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Fig. 3. Program listing. Title: Programmable Morse code generator. 

Address  Bytes  Comment  003E  25  R5-1 

0000  F8  06—D set main  003F  A3  D—R3- 0 make space 
0001  06  program counter  0040  04  4—P call subroutine 
0002  Al  D—R1-0  0041  22  R2-1 decrement length 
0003  D1  1—P go to main program  0042  30  go to 2B 

0004  OD  store dot length  0043  2B 
0005  address of start of mes-  0044  86  R6.0-*D load letter 

sage  space 

0006  F8  5C—D set subroutine  0045  A3  D—R3- 0 
counter  0046  04  4--.P 

0007  5C  0047  18  R8 + 1 fetch next byte 

0008  A4  D—R4.0  0048  FO  MX--D 

0009  F8  04-.D set memory  0049  FF  DEE D 
pointer  004A  EE  test for word space 

000A  04  004B  3A  go to 52 if D * 00 

000B  A5  D—R5. 0 points to dot  0040  52 
000C  E5  5-.X  0040  87  R7.0—D 
0000  FO  MX—D fetch dot length  004E  A3  D—R3 - 0 
000E  F4  MX + D—D  004F  04  4—P make word space 

000F  F4  MX + D—D  0050  30  go to 47 

0010  A6  D—R6. 0 store dash  0051  47 
length  0052  FO  MX—D 

0011  F4  MX + D—D  0053  FF  D-FF—D 
0012  A7  D—R7 - 0 store word  0054  FF  test for end of message 

space  0055  3A  go to 10 if 0+00 

0013  F8  05—D set memory  0056  1C 
pointer  0057  3F  go to 57 if EF4 = 0 

0014  05  0058  57  wait 
0015  AA  D—RA • 0  0059  30  go to 47 
0016  EA  A-*X  005A  47  continue message 

0017  6C  input switch byte— MX, D  005B  D1  1—P return to main 
0018  A8  D—R8 - 0  program 
0019  64  MX—display, AX + 1  005C  F8  4E—D start subroutine 
001A  2A  RA-1  0050  4E  set speed 
001B  E8  8—X  005E  AO  D—RO - 0 

0010  FO  MX—D fetch byte KL  005F  20  R0-1 
0010  F6  shift D right 
001E  F6  0060  80  AO-0—D 
001F  F6  0061  3A  go to 5F if 0+00 

0020  F6  0062  5F 
0021  A2  D—R2. 0 store OK  0063  23  R3-1 
0022  FD  04-D--D, carry—OF  0064  83  R3 -0—D 
0023  04  0065  3A  go to 50 if D * 00 
0024  3B  go to 28 if OF = 0  0066  50 
0025  28  0067  30  go to 5B 

0026  FO  MX—D fetch byte again  0068  5B  end of subroutine 
0027  08  long skip to 2A  0069  45  C recorded message 

0028  18  R8 + 1  006A  4B  0 
0029  FO  MX—D fetch next byte  006B  EE  word space 
002A  A9  D—R9•0 store character  006C  45  C 
0028  82  R2.0—D OK—D  0060  4B  Q 

0020  32  go to 44 if D = 00  006E  EE  word space 
0020  44  006F  45  C 
002E  89  R9.0-1)  0070  4B  0 
002F  F6  shift D right, bit 0—OF  0071  EE  word space 
0030  A9  D—R9 - 0  0072  31  D 
0031  7B  1-0 start timed interval  0073  10  E 
0032  38  go to 38 if OF = 0  0074  EE  word space 
0033  38  0075  48  V 
0034  86  R6.0—D load dash  0076  10  E 
0035  A3  D—R3- 0  0077  50 I  3 
0036  30  go to 3B  0078  18 1 
0037  3B  0079  45  C 
0038  45  M5-0, R5 + 1 load dot  007A  36  W 
0039  25  R5-1  007B  40  Y 
003A  A3  D—R3. 0  0070  EE  word space 
003B  04  4—P call subroutine  0070  48  V 
0030  7A  0-0 end of timed  007E  10  E 

interval  007F  50 I 
3 

0030  45  M5—D, R5 + 1  0080  18 1 
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0081 
0082 
0083 
0084 
0085 
0086 
0087 
0088 
0089 
008A 
008B 
008C 
0080 
008E 
008F 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
0094 
0095 
0096 
0097 
0098 
0099 
009A 
009B 
009C 

45 
36 
40 
EE  word space 
35 
FF  stop 
33 
23 
EE  word space 
37  0 
23 
EE  word space 
50 

double dash 
11 
EE  word space 
34 
32 
EE  word space 
32 
30 
11 
FF  stop 
40 
32 
EE  word space 
20  1 
21 

etc. 

flowchart in Fig. 2. Two 
special bytes were set up. 
One is EE, which calls for a 
word space; the other is FF, 
which halts the program 

until the input button con-
nected to EF4 is depressed. 

Using the Program 

Select the code speed 

desired from Table 1 and 
store this byte at M(0004). 
Table 1 was constructed 
assuming a clock frequen-
cy of 1 MHz. If your crystal 
is not 1 MHz, simply ex-
periment a little with dif-
ferent hex bytes to get the 
different speeds. The code 
speed varies inversely with 
the size of byte. 

After entering the main 
program, decide on the 
messages you want and 
select from Table 2 the 
bytes for each letter, 
number, or punctuation. 
Note that the numbers and 
punctuation require two 
bytes each. Terminate 
each message with FF so 
that the program will halt. 
To initiate one of the 
messages, enter the mem-
ory address of its first byte 
from the front panel of the 
computer using the toggle 
switches. Turn on the run 
switch. When the message 
terminates, you can make 
it carry on with the next 

stored message by pressing 
the input button which is 
connected to E F4. This 
way, you can have pauses 
inserted in messages to 
allow you to enter a signal 
report or callsign manual-
ly. 

Interface Circuitry 
The circuits shown in 

Fig. 1 are just suggestive. 
They work for me, but you 
may have to adapt them to 
your own rig. One possible 
area of difficulty I have 
noticed is that of rf from 
the transmitter getting into 
the IC gates and playing 
havoc with them. The prob-
lem seems accentuated at 
14 MHz and higher with my 
180-Watt rig. Typically, 
after a few dots and dashes 
are sent, the transmitter 
comes on and stays on. The 
cure is to shield the IC cir-
cuits in a metal enclosure 
and bypass incoming and 
outgoing leads with 0.001 
uF ceramic capacitors. • 

ANNOUNCING! 
The 1979 Atlanta HamFestival 

and 
Georgia State ARRL Convention 

June 16-17, 1979 

• GIANT covered Fleamarket/Swapshop! 

• More than 50 Forums/Meetings! 

• 15,000 sq. ft. Air Conditioned Exhibit Hall 

• Parking for thousands of cars! 

• 140 Major Exhibits! 

• Special MICROPROCESSOR Section! 

• Programs for Ladies & Children! 

• Activities Galore! 

The Best Hamfest in the World! 
FOR EXHIBITOR INFORMATION WRITE: BOX 27553, ATLANTA, GA. 30327 
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Learning the Code 
a better way 

Let your micro be your guide. 

George Waldie 
26 1/2 S. Main St. 
Mt Gilead OH 43338 

To get my ham license in 
1949, I had to produce 

one minute of perfect copy 
at 13 wpm. A full year's 
striving to reach this goal 
resulted in a set of condi-
tioned reflexes by which 
the code sounds entered 
my ears and came out my 
fingers as written text, after 
which the message was 
interpreted by my eyes. 
This roundabout process 
caused habits which have 
ever since inhibited both 
my skill and enjoyment 
where CW is concerned. 
The inclusion of my hand-
writing in the process was 
particularly unfortunate 
since, under pressure, my 
writing tends to become 
rather spastic. The process 
inhibits the ability to "copy 
behind" and to "copy in 
the head." 
I needed a method of 

creating a new set of reac-
tions which would gener-
ate mental images from the 

code sounds. Many ideas 
came to mind, but none 
provided a simple method 
of coordinating audio and 
visual presentations of 
characters, together with 
flexibility, without com-
plicated special-purpose 
equipment. 
Then, a couple of 

months ago, we added an 
audio alarm to our office 
minicomputer. This alarm 
gives a single 960 Hz beep 
in response to PRINT 
HEX(07). It is used to signal 
the operator when the 
machine needs attention 
for any reason foreseen in 
the program. Once I found 
that the duration of the 
tone could be controlled 
by changing the number of 
iterations in a loop con-
taining this statement, it 
was inevitable that I would 
program a code teaching 
machine. 
I have written this article 

hoping that others with 
similar CW problems, or 
those conducting code 
classes, will find the 
system useful and will let 
me know how they fare. 

The program contains a 
few wrinkles which may 
prove interesting to per-
sons concerned primarily 
with programming meth-
ods. 
Practice material can be 

stored in data statements 
in the program or, with sim-
ple changes, in external 
files. The program accom-
modates a full range of 
numerals, punctuation, 
and upper and lower case 
alphabetic character mate-
rial. As the text is scanned, 
each character is con-
verted into its audible CW 
equivalent and, an instant 
later, appears on the CRT 
as an addition to the string 
of previously sent charac-
ters. 
The code element speed 

and the element and char-
acter spacings are adjust-
able, as well as the delay of 
the CRT display of the 
character. There are a 
number of apparent advan-
tages to this system. A stu-
dent working solo with this 
program need never try to 
memorize the code from 
any printed representation, 

either in dots, dashes, or 
didahs. All that is stored in 
the program. The code 
sound is emitted, and then 
the letter appears on the 
screen to reinforce the 
character recognition. For 
code classes, practice 
material can be selected 
from any source and stored 
for later use. The instructor 
can input text to his 
machine and then recall it 
as CW at any speed ap-
propriate to class needs. 
My equipment will store 
80,000 characters on a 
cassette, some 16,000 
words, or 64 typed pages of 
text. Such material can be 
used over and over at any 
desired speed. 
Characters are handled 

in a computer as binary 
numbers which have deci-
mal, octal, and hex-
adecimal equivalents. In 
developing this program, it 
was necessary only to con-
sider the ASCII decimal 
equivalents of the various 
CW characters. Fortunate-
ly, and possibly not coin-
cidentally, the characters 
used in CW transmissions 
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are represented by ASCII 
decimal numbers lying in 
the range 40 to 90. A table 
of these characters is 
shown in Fig. 1, together 
with the string symbols 
used to control the audio 
output. Lowercase letters 
are represented by ASCII 
decimals 97 to 122. A few 
characters — the star, 
semicolon, "less than" and 
"greater than" symbols, 
and the (4) sign — have no 
international Morse sym-
bols that I could find, so 
provision is made to skip 
these characters when en-
countered. 
The equipment required 

to use this program is a 
small computer program-
mable in BASIC with 
STRING functions, a CRT 
display, and an audible 
tone alarm. The version of 
the program given here, 
which includes several 
lines of practice text, runs 
in about 2350 bytes. 
My machine is a Wang 

WCS10T, which includes 
the CRT, cassette drive, 
and keyboard in a single 
console with an outboard 
CPU. The BASIC compiler 
is hard-wired, so I do not 
have access to the machine 
language. Wang BASIC is 

an augmented subset of 
general BASIC, and only 
those features special to 
STRING manipulation and 
character identification 
have been used. If your 
BASIC lacks any of these 
features, but you can write 
machine language func-
tions, you should be able 
to run a version of this pro-
gram. Notes relating to 
conversion of the program 
to other dialects are 
located at the end of the 
article. 
The program can be 

followed readily from the 
listing of Fig. 2. A word is in 
order about this listing. The 
program was originally 
written and debugged us-
ing one statement per line. 
When operation was satis-
factory, the program was 
"compressed" by remov-
ing REMs and combining as 

ASCII No. 

40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 

Character 

• 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

• 

A 

Code 
Symbol 

101101 
010010 
2 
01010 
110011 
100001 
00200200 
10010 
11111 
01111 
00111 
00011 
00001 
00000 
10000 
11000 
11100 
11110 
111000 
2 
2 
10001 
2 
001100 
2 
01 
1000 
1010 
100 
0 
0010 
110 
0000 
00 
0111 
101 
0100 
11 

78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 

0 

V 

X 

a 

Fig. 1. ASCII decimal codes, characters, and CW sound codes. 

many statements as possi-
ble on each line. This saves 
a sensible amount of core 
and results in an almost 
unreadable LIST. To get 
the listing given here, the 
compressed program was 
processed by a utility 
which prints one statement 
per line and indents 
FOR/NEXT loops. The line 
numbers went unchanged 
throughout, except for 
deletions, accounting for 
the peculiar sequence 
shown here. 

Now for program operat-
ing: At LN 30, the variables 
are dimensioned as neces-
sary. C$(52)8 provides for a 
list of 52 code symbols, 
each 8 characters or less. 
M$64 sets up a string 

variable containing up to 
64 characters to receive 
text lines. 

T(4) is a list of the speed 
control numbers. 
T$(4) is a string list to 

receive speed prompts. In 
this BASIC string, variables 
with no specified length 
take a default of 16 charac-
ters. So the prompts can be 
up to 16 characters in 
length. 
A$1 sets up a single char-

acter variable. 

At LN 80, a loop READs 
the speed data prompts 
from DATA into list T$(). 
Then another loop READs 
the code symbol strings in-
to 52-element list C$(). At 
IN 170, a third loop dis-
plays each of the prompts 
on the screen. An "edit" 
routine follows, providing 
for inputing the necessary 
control numbers. This 
method of data INPUT is 
one I use rather routinely, 

10 
111 
0110 
1101 
010 
000 
1 
001 
0001 
011 
1001 
1011 
1100 
01 
1000 
1010 
100 
0 
0010 
110 
0000 
00 
0111 
101 
0100 
11 
10 
111 
0110 
1101 
010 
000 
1 
001 
0001 
011 
1001 
1011 
1100 

but it is not essential to the 
program. The Wang INPUT 
statement allows the inclu-
sion  of  the  prompt 
message in the statement. 
If you lack this feature, you 
should use a PRINT state-
ment "CHANGE ITEM #" 
preceding INPUT. Each IN-
PUT of a value causes a 
loop back to LN 170 where 
PRINT HEX(03) blanks the 
screen and prints a new 
data display from the top. 
When the necessary con-
trols have been entered, 
"0" used as an answer to 
"CHANGE ITEM?" will exit 
the edit routine. 

The change of variables 
at LN320 may seem un-
necessary. My computer 
has a HALT/STEP key 
which will interrupt pro-
gram operation at any time 
and permit the program to 
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be restarted after changing 
the value of a variable. Use 
of the unsubscripted vari-
ables makes the value 
changing a mite simpler 
during an interrupted RUN. 
The next statements 

blank the screen, set the 
DATA pointer to the begin-
ning of the practice text, 
and move the cursor to the 
center of the screen, re-
spectively. HEX(0A) is a 
line feed. 
At LN 410, the next text 

line is READ and tested. If 
the DATA is not "***", the 
program continues, other-
wise the DATA system is 
reset and the program 
repeats from LN 410. If 
your BASIC does not have 
the ability to RESTORE to a 
particular DATA item, you 

will have to program an 
alternative at this point. 
This version of the program 
assumes the practice text is 
stored in DATA state-
ments. Changes at this 
READ routine will permit 
the text to be taken from 
some other storage medi-
um. 
LN 490 counts the 

characters in text line M$, 
and the program enters a 
loop to process the line 
one character at a time. 
The next character is 
stored in AS, and the ASCII 
decimal value of AS is put 
in A. 
The  following  IF 

statements provide a 
means for accepting a 
variable only if it has a 
value between certain 

limits. Letting U, L be the 
upper and lower limits, 
respectively, the com-
parison statement is set up 
as: 

ABS(A — (U + L)/2).LE.(U 
— L)/ 
and will reject any value 
outside the limits. 

The first comparison re-
jects A unless it has a value 
between 40 and 90, which 
includes characters from 
"(" to "Z". Any value out-
side this range is tested 
again at LN 490. Values 
from 97 to 122 represent 
lowercase letters and are 
shifted to uppercase at LN 
640. Any other value of A 
results in a blank being 
printed on the screen, and 
no code sound is gener-

Fig. 2. BASIC program listing. 

10  REM  DIDAH1.2  GW  FEB 04, 1978 
20  REM  GEORGE WALDIE  261/2 S.MAIN, MT. GILEAD, OHIO 43338 

30  DIM C$(52)8,M$64,T(4),T$(4),A$1 
80  FOR J =1TO 4 

READ T$(J) 
NEXT J 

FOR J = 1TO 52 
READ C$(J) 
NEXT J 

170  PRINT HEX(03) 
FOR J = 1TO 4 
PRINT J;T$(..1);TAB(15);T(J) 
NEXT J 

PRINT 
0=0 
INPUT "CHANGE ITEM #",Q 
IF 0 =OTHEN 320 
INPUT "CHANGE TO",T(Q) 

GOTO 170 
320  Ti =T(1) 

T2 =T(2) 
T3 = T(3) 
T4 =T(4) 
PRINT HEX(03) 
RESTORE 57 
PRINT HEX(030A0A0A0A0A0A0A0A) 

410  READ M$ 
IF STR(M$, 1, 3)<>"*'•"THEN 490 
RESTORE 57 
GOTO 410 

490  M = LEN(M$) 
FOR J = 1TO M 
AS =STR(M$,J,1) 
A = VAL(A$) 
IF ABS(A-65)<25THEN 660 
IF ABS(A-109.5)< = 12.5THEN 640 
A$ =" " 
GOTO 940 

640  A=A-32 
660  C$ = C$(A-38) 

FOR 1= 1TO LEN(C$) 
CONVERT STR(C$,1,1)TO C 
ON C + 1GOTO 790,840 

ated. If your machine does 
not have lowercase, you 
can simplify the program 
by removing the second 
test of A. 
A anomaly of the pro-

gram as written is that a 
lowercase letter is inter-
preted so as to produce the 
same code sound as an 
uppercase, but the lower-
case character is added to 
the screen. Of course, this 
presents no difficulty. 
At LN 660, A is shifted in 

value to serve as the sub-
script for array C$(), and 
the coding for the cor-
responding CW sounds is 
stored in C$. 
There follows the loop 

to process the code sym-
bols. There are other ways 
of analyzing the symbol 

Read speed prompts 

Read code symbols 

Display control data 

Edit control data 
Exit edit routine 

Change variables 

Clear screen—home cursor 
Reset data 
Center display 
Read data line 
Test for end 

Repeat 
Length of data string 

Next character 

Test for uppercase 
Test for lowercase 

Shift from lowercase 
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strings, but the method 
shown suits my equipment 
and is efficient. The next 
character in the symbol 
string is CONVERTed to a 
numeric which then con-
trols the branching. Any 
value of C but 0 or 1 
generates a blank. 
In the DATA statements 

for the character codes, 
you will notice the ap-
pearance of "2"s in several 
places. In most cases, 
these mark characters for 
which no CW code com-
binations were found. 
However, the CW period 
does include internal 
spaces which require this 

The "normal" branches 
to LN 790 and 840 go, re-
spectively, to generators 
for dits and dahs. These are 
identical loops, except that 

the dah loop has twelve 
times as many iterations as 
the dit loop. If you are 
puzzled because you un-
derstand that a dah should 
be only three times as long 
as a dit, remember that the 
speed of the CPU enters 
here. In fact, you may have 
to adjust these loops to 
make the output sound 
right. The twelve multiplier 
was arrived at experimen-
tally. 
Both the dit and dah 

loops exit to 880, the in-
tracharacter space loop. 
This is simply a "do 
nothing" loop to use up 
time. Again, you can 
change the multiplier to 
suit your taste (ear?). 
Notice that both dit and 
dah loops are controlled 
by Ti, and the intracharac-
ter loop by 12. At 940, B$ is 

a shift register to maintain, 
on the screen, the last 16 
characters sent. In Wang 
BASIC, string variables are 
16 characters long unless 
otherwise dimensioned. 
You must use whatever 
string length specification 
is required  by  your 
language. LN 940 moves 
the last 15 characters of B$ 
to the first 15 positions, 
leaving a space at the tail 
of the string for the next 
character, which is added 
in the next statement. 
Another loop delays the 

display of the shift register. 
In this case, a meaningless 
arithmetic operation is in-
cluded to provide the de-
lay with fewer loop itera-
tions. In the initial learning 
stages, this delay can allow 
"capture" time for CW 
character recognition. The 

IF l<>1THEN 880 
A$ =  
GOTO 880 

790  FOR T = 1TO T1 

PRINT HEX(07); 
NEXT T 

GOTO 880 
840  FOR T =1TO 12•11 

PRINT HEX(07); 
NEXT T 

880  FOR T =1TO 91-2 
T =T 
NEXT T 

NEXT I 
940  STR(B$,1,15)=STR(B$,2,15) 

STR(B$,16,1)=A$ 
FOR T = 1TO 4 
T = SQR(T"T) 
NEXT T 

PRINT HEX(OC);TAB(20);STR(B$,1) 
FOR T =1TO 473 
T =T 
NEXT T 

NEXT J 
GOTO 410 

1120  DATA "CHAR. SPEED","LTR.SPACE","WORD SPACE","PRINT DELAY" 
1180  DATA "011110","101101","010010","2","01010""110011" 
1190  DATA" 100001","00200200","10010","11111","01111","00111" 
1200  DATA "00011","00001","00000","10000","11000","11100","11110" 
1210  DATA "111000","2","2","10001","2","001100","2","01","1000" 
1220  DATA "1010","100","0","0010","110","0000","00","0111","101" 
1230  DATA "0100","11","10","111","0110","1101","010","000","1" 

1240  DATA"001","0001","011","1001","1011","1100" 
1290  DATA " THIS IS A PROGRAM TO TEACH THE INTERNATIONAL MORSE" 
1300  DATA " CODE." 

1302  DATA"ABCDEFGHIJKL MN OPQRSTUV WXYZ" 
1304  DATA" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0" 

1306  DATA " 0* + — ./01234567891 =p@abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" 
1310  DATA " THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG" 
1350  DATA"•••" 

delay can be reduced as 
the recognition time de-
creases. 
Remember that, when a 

FOR/NEXT loop is encoun-
tered, it is exercised once 
even though zero itera-
tions are called for. So, in 
this case, there will be a 
delay of the screen display 
equal to one iteration of 
the loop even if T4 is zero. 
This is the reason for the in-
clusion of the arithmetic 
operation within the loop. 
This seems to work well at 
CW speeds up to about 20 
wpm, but this loop is a fac-
tor limiting maximum 
speed, since it does work 
once for every character 
This is a point to look at 
when you try for maximum 
possible code speed. 
After the shift register B$ 

is printed, there is a space 

Generate dit 

Generate dah 

Intraelement space 

Register shift 

Print delay 

Print register 

Space 

Speed prompts 

Code symbols 

Practice text 

1360  REM Compressed approx program length-1620 bytes 
1370  END 
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between characters gener-
ated by the delay loop con-
trolled by T3, after which 
the program goes back for 
the next text character and 
repeats the process just 
described until the entire 
text string has been used. It 
then proceeds to the next 
string of text data. 
There is another possible 

anomaly you should be 
aware of. Some BASICs in-
clude trailing spaces in text 
strings; others do not. If 
your version  of  the 
language crops trailing 
spaces from the strings, as 
mine does, you will have to 
add a leading blank to 
each text line, or the last 
word of each string will run 
into the first word of the 
next string without a 
separating space. Notice 
the space I have included 
after the leading quote in 
each line of the DATA 
statements at LN 1290 to 
1330. 
This program illustrates 

very nicely how a general-
purpose computer can 

serve a very specialized 
purpose merely by soft-
ware implementation. 

Conversion Notes 
The manual for Ohio 

Scientific, Inc., 6502 8K 
BASIC states that this 
dialect will run, without 
change, programs written 
for ALTAIR, IMSAI, and 
SWTP machines and, with 
slight changes, programs 
for PDP-8, PDP-11, and 
NOVA BASICS. The follow-
ing notes have been pre-
pared using this informa-
tion. I regret that I have not 
been able to test the ef-
fects of these suggestions. 

LN 30 — In Wang BASIC, 
the DIM statement is used 
to set the sizes of lists and 
arrays and also the number 
of bytes reserved for string 
variables. Thus C$ is de-
fined as a list of 52 
elements of 8 or less 
characters. There is a 
default length of 16 
characters. This specifica-
tion appears to be unique 

to the Wang system. 
LN 170 — When the 

system is turned on, output 
is selected to the CRT. 
Alternate outputs can be 
selected, but are not perti-
nent to this program. 
LN 170 and LN 320 — 

PRINT HEX(03) clears the 
screen and homes the cur-
sor to the upper left corner 
of the screen — cor-
responds to TTY keyboard 
CTRL C. 
LN 790 and LN 840 — 

PRINT HEX(07) keys the 
audio tone — corresponds 
to TTY keyboard CTRL G. 
LN 940—Each OA in 

PRINT HEX(0A) issues a 
line feed — corresponds to 
TTY keyboard CTRL 1. 
PRINT HEX (OC) moves the 
cursor up one line. 
LN 320 and IN 410 — 

RESTORE 57 resets the 
DATA pointer to the 57th 
item of data, beginning of 
sample text. OSI BASIC 
does not offer this feature. 
Some other BASICs allow 
RESTORE to a particular 
DATA line number. 

LN 410, LN 490, LN 660 
and LN 940 — STR(M$,1,3) 
refers to string M$, starting 
with the 1st character, and 
including 3 characters, to 
create a substring of M$. 
OSI uses MIDVMS,1,3) 
with same meaning. 

LN 490 and LN 660 — 
LEN(MS)  returns  the 
number of characters in 
M$. OSI uses same func-
tion. 

IN 490 — VAL(A$) re-
turns ASCII decimal value 
of 1st character of AS. OSI 
uses ASC(A$). 
IN  660 —CONVERT 

STR(C$,11) to C sets to 
the numeric value of 
numeral(s)  in  string 
variable—corresponds to 
OSI CHR(MID(C$,1,1). 

The relation operator 
.LE. is not accepted by my 
equipment, but is used 
here because my output 
writer does not have the 
usual left arrowhead on 
its type ball. The operator 
stands for "less than or 
equal to. "M 

There's only 
one bad thing 
about a 
Kenwood 
from G.I.S.M.O. 
She'll hate it. 

Your poor wife.  Now that G.I.S.M.O.'s handling Kenwood, 
it's only a matter of time until you own a TS-520S with DG-5 

digital frequency readout, or one sof Kenwood's other impec— 
cable products. The TS-520S is the result of Kenwood expertise 
and your improvement suggestions. The DG-5 option gives you 

crystal clear, dead accurate readout while sending and receiving. 
Only problem is your lady's going to see a lot less of you when 

you get hooked on Kenwood quality. 
We've got the entire Kenwood line. For a free, instant quote 

(mail's too slow), call the toll free number below. 

In S.C. call 1-366-7157 

G.I.S.M.,06„ 1  -800-845-6183 G  2305 Cherry Road, Rock Hill, S.C. 
29730 (Exit 66-B off 1-77) 
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YAESU ANNOUNCES THEIR SENSATIONAL COMPUTER AGE 
CPU-2500R/K 2-METER 25 WATT TRANSCEIVER 
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Again, Yaesu, THE RADIO, takes a giant step forward with their computer age 4-bit Central 
Processor Unit controlling the Phase Locked Loop. It allows selection of 800 PLL channels 
with touch button station selection built into the optional keyboard mike . . . PLUS auto-
matic scan, up or down across the entire 2 meter band . . . PLUS four memory channels 
. . . PLUS optional tone squelch encoding . . . PLUS tone burst . . . PLUS high SWR 
and reverse voltage polarity protection . . . PLUS 3/25 watts of power . . . PLUS fixed 
±600 KHz offsets . . . PLUS programmable offsets . . . PLUS tone pad microphone 
option . . . PLUS bright 3/8" LED six digit frequency display and another LED for memory 
display . . . and much more. 

The CPU-2500R/K is a space age radio for discriminating amateurs utilizing the latest solid 
state techniques and it's on your dealer's shelf today! 

Price And Specifications Subject To 
Change Without Notice or Obligation 

Sittini* 

„ 
\-/ The radio. 

YAESU ELECTRONICS CORP., 15954 Downey Ave., Paramount, CA 90723 • (213) 633-4007 

279  YAESU ELECTRONICS Eastern Service Ctr.,9812 Princeton-Glendale Rd.,Cincinnati, OH 45246 



Books for Beginners 

—you have to start somewhere! 

The Joy of Computing  comes home. 

Rod Ho/ten WA7NEV 
Road Runner Ranch 
PO Box 73 
Tombstone AZ 85638 

Programming a Microcomputer 
—6502, Caxton C. Foster, 
Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Co., Reading MA 01867, 230 
pages, 6" x 9" softcover, $9.95. 

The Little Book of BASIC Style, 
John M. Nevison, Addison-
Wesley  Publishing  Co., 
Reading MA 01867, 150 pages, 
6" x 9" softcover, $5.95. 

Although the instruc-
tion contained in Pro-

gramming a Microcomputer 
—6502 pertains in a general 
way to any 6502 machine, 
it is based specifically on 
the KIM-1. In fact, for best 
utilization of this book, a 
KIM-1 should sit at the 
reader's fingertips. This 
would also make an ex-
cellent classroom text as 
long as one or more KIMs 
were available to the 
students. 
An advertising flyer 

states that this book is also 
usable with the PET, but 
since the PET is hard to 
program in assembly lan-
guage as yet, this hinges 
on Commodore providing 
more information about 
how to operate the PET. 
One unusual aspect of 

the book is a complete lack 
of mention of the 6502 ex-
cept in the title and in the 
appendix, which lists op 
codes and addressing 
modes. All 6502 attributes 
are indicated as if they 
were KIM-1's exclusive fea-
tures. To quote, " ... the 
inventors of the KIM-1 pro-
vided a form of addressing 
that circumvents the prob-
lem. It is called 'immediate 
addressing.'" The inven-
tors of the KIM-1 and the 
MCS6502 are indeed one 
and the same, but em-
phasis should be placed on 
the fact that we are really 
talking about the KIM-1. 
As the result of a coinci-

dence, I became the happy 
owner of a KIM two days 
before I received these 
books. I am an 8080-Z-80 

programmer and the 6502 
instruction set was a 
foreign language to me. 
From that point of view, 
I'm a beginner, I guess. 
Chapter one is a discus-

sion of how the instruction 
set is used and chapter two 
takes you step by step 
through the operation of 
the KIM-1. Both are well 
done, but the true neo-
phyte would do well to go 
very slowly in chapter one. 
At one point in chapter 
two, the author failed to 
tell the student (me!) to 
restore the program count-
er after a STOP and before 
a GO, which means that 
the following steps didn't 
work. 
Chapters three to thir-

teen comprise a group of 
experiments. A problem is 
presented and instruction 
on methods is given. The 
student then writes a pro-
gram to gain the desired 
results and attempts to run 
it. The author's reasoning 
and solution to each prob-
lem are covered in an ap-
pendix. Extensive debug-

ging help is also given. 
The experiments includ-

ed involve a Morse-code 
oscillator, a piano key-
board, a combination lock, 
a tune player, a digital 
clock, and many more. In 
each case, whatever hard-
ware is needed (very little) 
is fully explained. The 
chapters that I found most 
interesting concerned an 
interpreter and an assem-
bler for a "Dream Ma-
chine." The "Dream Ma-
chine" is a pseudo-sixteen-
bit processor whose in-
struction set is interpreted 
by a KIM program. While 
the instruction set is 
limited by the amount of 
KIM memory available, it 
is an informative and effec-
tive means of examining 
the operation of any in-
struction on any processor. 
The appendices contain 

sections on binary math, 
KIM routines, 6502 op 
codes and addressing 
modes, and solutions to 
the programming problems 
contained in the text. 
These solutions are written 
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in assembly language and 
the student will have to 
reduce them to machine 
code in order to run them. 
I would hesistate to rec-

ommend this book to the 
complete novice unless he 
has access to a KIM-1. 
However, by combining 
the information contained 
in the three manuals that 
come with the KIM-1 with 
Programming a Micro-
computer-6502, I feel 
that I have become an ef-
fective 6502 programmer. 
The Little Book of BASIC 

Style wasn't what I thought 
it would be. Rather than at-
tempting to teach you how 
to program in BASIC, it is 
concerned with writing 
programs so that they can 
be more easily read by the 
user. 
Nevison contends that 

programs that are readable 
are better programs and 
that they will run the first 
time with fewer problems. 
Twenty rules are presented 
and woven into a discus-

sion which advocates clear 
structured programs. Many 
of these rules make good 
sense, but some are dif-
ficult to put into practice. 
Variable spacing within 

a line to make it easier to 
read won't work if your 
BASIC interpreter (like 
mine) eliminates all excess 
spaces. Using a blank line 
to separate blocks of code 
is also a good idea, but it is 
another no-no for my 
BASIC. 
The author calls for 

more comments within the 
body of a program to 
make for better under-
standing. One of his pro-
grams contains more lines 
devoted to remarks than it 
does operational state-
ments. If you are like most 
computer hobbyists, you 
don't have the excess 
memory that all of those 
remarks take. I like well-
commented programs, but 
I usually strip off the 
remarks at entry time. But 
that doesn't mean that you 

shouldn't use remarks 
while writing programs. 
They will clarify to you and 
anyone else who uses them 
what is intended. 
Each of the rules is pre-

sented with one or more ex-
amples. Both good and bad 
methods are shown side by 
side so that it is easy to see 
the advantages of style. 
Many of the rules, such as 
matching the variable to its 
meaning —V = Value, I = 
interest, etc.—and labeling 
constants, make very good 
sense. Have you ever at-
tempted to read a poorly-
commented program and 
tried to figure out what 
purpose each variable and 
constant served? 
After a discussion of the 

rules of style, some prac-
tical examples are given: 
sorting, craps, plotting, bar 
graphs, dealing a deck of 
cards, and more. And then 
comes the biggest program 
of all —STYLIST. STYLIST 
is designed to style your 
programs for you. While it 

is a huge program meant to 
do a task that the program-
mer should be doing for 
himself, it does present 
itself as an example of how 
to structure a program cor-
rectly. 
After studying The Little 

Book of BASIC Style, take 
one of the better programs 
that you have written and 
rewrite it according to 
Nevison's twenty rules. 
You'll be surprised at how 
much more readable it is, 
and six months from now, 
you'll still be able to figure 
out how it works without 
having to rewrite it again. 
Addison-Wesley publish-

es many other computer 
titles and their 100-page 
Business and Computer 
Science Catalog should be 
in every computerist's 
library. I have just read an 
advance flyer on the third 
volume in The Joy of Com-
puting series, BASIC and 
the Personal Computer, 
and I am looking forward 
to its publication.• 

'NEW MFJ DELUXE Versa Tuner II‘ 
$119.95 buys you one of the world's finest 300 watt antenna tuners 
with features that only MFJ offers, like . . . dummy load, SWR, forward, 
reflected power meter, antenna switch, balun. Matches everything from 
1.8 thru 30 MHz: coax, random wires, balanced lines. 

,fi0O 

This is MFJ's best Versa Tuner N. And one of 
the world's finest 300 watt (RF output) tuners. 
The MFJ-949 Deluxe Versa Tuner N gives 

you a combination of quality, performance, and 
features that others can't touch at this price . . . 
or any price. 

PERFORMANCE: You can run your NU trans-
ceiver power output — up to 300 watts RF out-
put — and match your transmitter to any feedline 
from 1.8 thru 30 MHz whether you have coax, 
balanced line or random wire. 
FEATURES: A 200 watt 50 ohm dummy load 

lets you tune up for maximum performance. 
A sensitive meter lets you read SWR with only 

5 watts and both forward and reflected power in 
two ranges (300 and 30 watts). 

MFJ's Best Versa Tuner II.. . 
Solid American Quality 

A flexible antenna switch lets you select 2 
coax lines direct or thru tuner, random wire or 
balanced line and dummy load. 
A large efficient ainvound inductor 3 inches in 

diameter gives you plenty of matching range and 
less losses for more watts out. 
1:4 baton. 1000 volt capacitors. SO-239 coax 

connectors. Binding post for balanced line, random 
wire, ground. 10x3x7 inches. 
QUALITY: Every single unit is tested for per-

formance and inspected for quality. Solid American 
construction, quality components. 
The MFJ-949 carries a full one year uncondi-

tional guarantee 
Order from MFJ and try it — no obligation. If 

not delighted, return it within 30 days for a re 

11995 
fund (less shipping). 
Ti eider, simply call us toll free 800-647-1800 

and charge it on your VISA or Master Charge or 
mail us a check or money order for $119.95 
plus $3.00 for shipping/handling. 
Don't wait any longer to tune out that SWR 

and enjoy solid OSO's. Order your Deluxe Versa 
Tuner II at no obligation, today.  ,,.. M52 

MFJ ENTERPRISES INC. 
P. 0. BOX 494 
MISSISSIPPI STATE, MS 39762 
CALL TOLL FREE .... 800-647-1800 
For technical information, order/repair status, in 
Miss., outside continental USA, call 601-323-5869 , 
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The 2 Meter ECM Caper 
James Bond, move over! 

Snake-Oil gets shut down. 

Byron H. Kretzman W2JTP 
431 Woodbury Road 
Huntington NY 11743 

The "Conditional," or 
Class C, license began 

many years ago when reg-
ular licenses were Class A 
and Class B. Honest in 
original intent, the Class C 
license was supposed to 
encourage ham radio for 
the handicapped and 
others who lived more than 
75 miles from an examina-
tion point and couldn't 
make the expensive and 
time-consuming trip to an 
FCC office. Later, the 
distance limit became 175 

miles. General Class 
privileges were available 
to the Conditional Class, 
which replaced the old 
Class C. All that was need-
ed was for someone to 
swear that 13 wpm could 
be copied and, as for the 
Technician Class, to 
"supervise" the mail-order 
technical exam. 
Because the change 

from 75 to 175 miles was 
made not too many years 
ago, a fair number of 
phony Conditionals exist, 
many of whom "bought" 
their licenses for cash or 
favors from some radio 
amateur without ethics. 
Phony Technicians exist, 
too, but we won't go into 
that since this is the story 

of what happened to a cer-
tain phony Conditional. 
Two meter FM seems to at-
tract these people, for 
some reason which es-
capes me. 
The story is fascinating. I 

wouldn't believe it if it 
were told to me. I'll change 
a few names to protect the 
guilty. Even so, I'll bet a 
dime it reminds you of 
somebody on FM you 
know. 
It all started when my 

old friend John came over 
one night to chew the rag 
about the DX he works and 
the DX I used to work. John 
is an electronics engineer 
at the local electronic 
countermeasures (ECM) 
factory, but he gets his 

kicks out of working DX on 
CW. Like me, he uses 
146.94 to keep in touch 
with his local ham friends. 
We were discussing VR6AY 
on Pitcairn Island when the 
.94 receiver opened up to 
interrupt us. There was 
Snake-Oil, sounding off 
like an expert to his phony 
Technician friends. John 
says, "Let's have some 
fun," taking my code prac-
tice oscillator off the shelf 
and standing it in front of 
the microphone. As soon as 
Snake-Oil stands by, John 
gives him a one-by-one call 
on the straight key at a 
brisk 10 wpm. Snake-Oil 
comes back, not to John, 
but to one of his friends, 
saying "Hey, the band is 
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really open tonight! Just 
heard the code ID of the 
repeater upstate!" John 
looked at me, reached for 
my Cal/book and quickly 
thumbed through it. Find-
ing Snake-Oil's call, he 
says, "Just as I thought!" 
and points to the "C". To 
prove the point, John 
broke in again with the 
CPO, sending only Snake-
Oil's call, but three times, 
at about 5 wpm. No an-
swer. Snake-Oil couldn't 
even recognize his own 
call! 
As time went on, Snake-

Oil more and more in-
curred the wrath of John 
and other old-timers by set-
ting up a .34/.94 repeater, 
but his popularity as the 
local FM "expert" grew as 
the number of appliance 
operators grew. Within 
about six months, .94 
became almost useless for 
a simplex channel. I told 
John it was impossible to 
fight this, but he answered, 
"Don't you ever watch 
'Mission Impossible' on 
TV?" I thought he was kid-
ding. 
As I worked around the 

shack now, .94 never 
seemed to shut up. It was 
alive with talk about the 
coming Division conven-
tion. Snake-Oil was on the 
program and would dem-
onstrate his FM repeater 
with its vast satellite 
receiver system which 
enabled anyone with a 
hand-held rice box to use 
the repeater from any-
where in the county. 
(Snake-Oil was a really 
busy fellow.) As I said, 
there wasn't much simplex 
activity on .94 anymore, 
and the old-timer didn't 
like standing in line to use 
the repeater while all those 
rice-box mobiles were tell-
ing each other what exit 
they just passed on the ex-
pressway. The local inter-
com feature of .94 seemed 
to be giving way to "prog-
ress." 
One Sunday morning, 

while driving down a street 
near Snake-Oil's house, I 

noticed a cable-TV truck 
parked by a telephone pole 
about a block away. I 
caught a quick glimpse of a 
guy in coveralls and a hard 
hat. There was something 
familiar about the guy, but 
I couldn't put my finger on 
it. On the way home that 
afternoon, I saw the cable-
TV truck in another part of 
town. This time I took a 
real close look at the guy in 
coveralls. The bell rang—it 
was John, but with a mus-
tache??? The next Sunday I 
saw him again in another 
part of town. What the hell 
was going on? John is a 
well-paid engineer. He 
wouldn't be moonlighting 
as a pole jockey for a 
cable-TV outfit, would he? 
And, how come on Sun-
day? Was this a gag? 
The more I thought 

about it, the more curious I 
got. Finally, I couldn't 
stand it any longer. I called 
up John, who had been 
"too busy" lately to come 
over to chew the rag about 
DX, and insisted upon go-
ing over to see him that 
night. John was in his base-
ment, at his workbench, ap-
parently breadboarding a 
bunch of transistors and 
ICs. This struck me as 
strange, too. John wouldn't 
be doing any homework for 
his job, as his work was 
highly classified, and 
John's ham interest was 
operating—working DX. 
I let him have it with 

both barrels. We were old 
enough friends, I told him. 
He could darn well let me 
know what was going on, 
as I had a strong feeling 
that it had something to do 
with ham radio. 
John swore me to secre-

cy, and then proceeded to 
unfold the wildest, most 
complex scheme imagin-
able, a scheme designed to 
completely foul up Snake-
Oil's coming Division con-
vention demonstration of 
his repeater system. Pulling 
out a drawer of his work-
bench, John showed me a 
small collection of plastic 
pill bottles, each with a 

very short, stiff wire com-
ing out the top and a 
longer, flexible wire com-
ing out the bottom. Then 
John took down from a 
shelf above his workbench 
a small black box, also with 
a short stiff wire on its top. 
The box had several push-
button switches, one of 
which was labeled, "de-
struct." This switch had a 
safety cover which had to 
be flipped up and held up 
before the switch could be 
actuated. 
As John explained it, 

each pillbox was a tran-
sponder which would gen-
erate white noise, upon 
command, across the en-
tire 2 meter band. John 
demonstrated it on his .94 
receiver. The noise com-
pensated squelch of the 
FM receiver would simply 
cut off the audio in the 
presence of the white 
noise, which also covered 
any signal. Of course, the 
small size of the transpon-
der made its range very 
short—hence John's crazy 
scheme of planting one on 
top of a convenient tele-
phone pole (so it wouldn't 
be noticed from the 
ground) close to each one 
of Snake-Oil's satellite 
receivers. This he did by 
borrowing the cable-TV 
truck from another friend 
and using it on Sundays to 
climb the poles himself. 
The truck was as common 
a sight in this county as a 
telephone company truck. 
"What's with the 'de-

struct' switch?" I asked 
John, having the distinct 
feeling that this was no gag 
either. Obviously, John 
was utilizing considerable 
know-how from his job at 
the ECM factory. 
"Well," John replied, 

"with all these transpon-
ders out, sooner or later 
one would be discovered, 
and it wouldn't take the 
FBI long to trace it to me." 
At this point, John took 

one of the miniature tran-
sponders and set it up on 
top of a stick stuck into the 
ground in the middle of his 

backyard. "Watch!" John 
manipulated the buttons 
on his black box and the 
transponder went "pooff!" 
A bright flash, a small wisp 
of white smoke, and the 
transponder was gone! 
John said, "Don't worry, 
I've got plenty more of 
them!" 
"What happened?" I 

asked. 
"Thermite," John an-

swered. "A small amount, 
in the bottom of each pill 
bottle." 
I went home shaking my 

head. This whole crazy 
scheme (were all ECM 
engineers this crazy?) 
seemed to be an awful lot 
of trouble just to foul up 
Snake-Oil. I could think of 
lots of ways to foul him up, 
more simple ways, but they 
all involved long jail 
sentences for the violence 
required. 
Two days before the 

convention, John called 
me up and told me that all 
was ready. All the tran-
sponders were planted, 
one near every one of 
Snake-Oil's  satellite 
receivers, all over the 
county. The black box was 
mounted in John's car, 
ready for the operation and 
then the "destruct" trips 
around the county. 
The night before the 

convention, John called 
me up excitedly. "Guess 
what?" he asked, imme-
diately answering the ques-
tion himself. "Snake-Oil 
got called in by the FCC for 
reexamination, and he 
flunked not only the 13 
wpm test, but the 5 wpm 
test as well, so they lifted 
his license!" 
What a let-down! All I 

could think of was the 
tremendous wasted effort 
John had put into this 
crazy jamming project. 
That night, on the ten 
o'clock news, it was re-
ported that police switch-
boards all over the county 
had earlier lit up with a 
rash of phone calls, each 
reporting a mysterious 
flash of light in the sky. • 
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"I Love My Ten-Tec!" 
— a look at the 5401544 

It's tough to argue with pulpit praise. 

Rev. James R. Belt WAOJ1H 

1006 N. 76 

Omaha NE 68114 

Icor the past six and a 
half years, my ham-

ming had become less and 
less enthusiastic. My reli-
able Swan 350 wasn't at 
fault. The level of activity 
on my favorite bands had 
increased, not diminished; 
that wasn't it either. There 
is just no way to know why 
our interests rise and fall. 
But then, something did 
happen. One morning, on 
one of my few remaining 
skeds, a good friend com-
mented on the fact that 
tubes were becoming 
scarce. RCA had gone out 
of manufacturing tubes 
and others were soon to 
follow. What would re-
place them? Transistors, of 
course. 
That did it. My mind 

went into a "red alert" con-
dition, and I began reading 
and rereading all the ads 

and specs of solid-state 
rigs. True enough, there 
were more and more solid-
state transceivers for the 
HF bands. Heathkit's SB-
104A and the Atlas 180 had 
given way to the 350XL, 
and the little 210X and 
215X seven-pound delights 
were right there in the 
Atlas lineup. A strange new 
company had come out 
of nowhere, and they 
were producing something 
called a Triton IV (now 
termed the 540 or 544) 
which sounded good. Ten-
Tec was its name. A quick 
overview of The situation 
reminded me of what I had 
forgotten. These were 
the people that came out 
with the little modules and 
finally the QRP rig, the 
Argonaut with 5 Watts in-
put. That did it. Over to the 
local radio emporium I 
went. What a display. 
There they were—the Ken-
wood TS-520S and the 
TS-820S, the Yaesu models, 
the Atlas,  the ever-
changeless Drake line, and 
the Ten-Tec 540. One by 
one, I listened to them all, 

but one was a standout: the 
Ten-Tec 540. Words fail 
me. It was like listening to 
pocket radios before walk-
ing into a high fidelity store 
for a demo. The receiver on 
the 540 was fantastic! 
But, when I listened 

around the band, all I 
heard were TS-520s. What 
could I do? I took the 
plunge and bought a Ten-
Tec 540, the CW filter, and 
the ac power supply. My 
ham life hasn't been the 
same since. My ham activi-
ty has skyrocketed. 
It's been about 16 

months since I first put the 
540 on the air. The first 
thing I noticed was the 
absence of warm-up. Press 
the button and the ma-
chine speaks. The single-
conversion receiver has a 
bandwidth of 2.7 kHz, 
which gives none of the 
squeezed audio that is 
often apparent with nar-
row designs. One over-
looked factor comes in the 
audio distortion spec. 
Every receiver on the 
market has a 10% distor-
tion allowance, but not the 

540. It has 2%, or 1/5, the 
amount of unpleasant 
noise to listen to along with 
the signal. That makes a 
big difference when you 
are on the air for over an 
hour or so. The 540 has a 
little 2" speaker located in 
the center of the bottom of 
the unit that outperforms 
two separate outboard 
speakers that I've tried so 
far. The receiver and the 
transmitter are not tied 
together as they are in 
most of the transceivers on 
the market. Peaking up or 
detuning the receiver 
doesn't affect the transmit-
ter at all. Using the remote 
vfo doesn't automatically 
mean that the further you 
go from the transmit fre-
quency, the more your 
receiver is off resonance! 
That's quite a remarkable 
feature of broadband 
design, especially if you 
are a DXer. Stable? You 
bet. 10 Hz allowed by the 
specs per hour hardly 
makes it worth mentioning. 
The sensitivity is really 
closer to .2 µV instead of 
the .3 that is advertised. 
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The standard for most units 
is .5 µV. The receiver is 
quiet. The absence of the 
ac supply from the unit and 
the lack of tubes all make a 
contribution here. 
The transmitter does as 

well as the Swan 350 with 
its 400 Watts input. The 
Ten-Tec 540/544 has 200 
Watts input on all bands 
and all modes including 
CW and RTTY. Output is 
about 100 to 110 Watts. I 
have had many, many 
QS0s on crowded bands 
that have lasted 45 minutes 
to an hour with the Ten-
Tec. The reports all in-
dicate good audio and a lot 
of punch to the SSB signal. 
It really does get out 

smoothly and superbly. I 
did buy a DenTron Super-
Tuner to match the 540 to 
my old inverted-vee dipole. 
The swr bridge is built right 
into the 540/544 so that, in 
the transmit mode, you can 
monitor swr without an ex-
ternal meter. I just reach 
over and touch up the 
knobs on the tuner while 
I'm transmitting if I change 
frequency very much. This 
past year, I worked Sweep-
stakes for the first time. 
What fun! I'd just go from 
one end of 40 meters to the 
other, hitting all the strong 
signals instead of sitting in 
one place with a kilowatt. 
The sprightly rig and that 
broadbanded design made 
it work. Many folks don't 
like contests and don't 
move around the band that 
much, but I do and it's nice 
to have the capability. 
The features of the Ten-

Tec are well chosen, mak-
ing it the most versatile rig 
I've ever come across. 
Take the 25-kHz calibrator. 
It's pulsed so you can dis-
tinguish it from a carrier. 
WWV is obtainable on 
both 10 and 15 MHz. It's 
the only rig I know of that 
has that capability on two 
frequencies. For the CW 
man, there is a $25 filter for 
150 Hz —that's right, a two-
position filter. I tried 
another well-known out-
board CW filter, and it 

didn't surpass this little 
wonder. The full break-in 
keying for CW is like 
having your sinus cavities 
open ... wide! One fellow 
540 owner told me that he 
thought his transmitter 
wasn't working until the 
station came back to him. 
You can listen to the band 
in between the dits on the 
number 5. There's more for 
the CW addict. The side-
tone not only has ad-
justable volume, but there 
is also an adjustment for 
the tone over a full octave 
to beat off the wearies of 
listening to the same tone. 
Both adjustments are 
made through a hole in the 
bottom of the unit that 
doesn't require moving the 
unit. 
If you work round 

tables, you know how vex-
ing it is to wander around 
from one station to 
another, so the Ten-Tec 
people have incorporated 
an offset tuning control on 
the front panel ... with a 
little LED to let you know 
when it's working. It has an 
effective noise blanker for 
any kind of impulse noise 
for an additional $29. 
The back of the radio 

has all kinds of switches 
and plug-in possibilities. 
All of the plugs are avail-
able for phone patches, 
linear amplifiers, external 
receivers, external speak-
ers, foot switches to ac-
tivate the mike, and a plug 
to take the remote vfo or 
160 meter converter. 
The alc is adjustable on 

the front panel so you can 
reduce the power input to 
75 Watts if you are on 
emergency power. The 
540/544 is essentially a 
12-pound dc-powered unit 
drawing 15 Amps on peaks, 
so it can function well on a 
12-volt battery stuck in a 
corner of the shack for 
emergencies. Naturally, 
that 12 lbs. goes a long way 
toward making it an ideal 
mobile station. The dimen-
sions are a bit larger than 
the Atlas 210X, but not 
nearly as great as many of 

the hybrid (tube-transistor) 
rigs on the market. 
What about protection? 

Well, the radio is designed 
to shut down if you forget 
to put the antenna on or if 
the swr is too high. It 
doesn't blow a fuse; it just 
quits playing. That has 
gone a long way toward 
keeping the transistors in 
the final from requiring 
replacement. The factory 
said that they have only 
replaced 6 transistors so 
far in the thousands of 
units on the air around the 
world. 
The service of the Ten-

Tec people is outstanding. 
I started off with a used 
Triton IV, and, soon after I 
purchased it, the antenna 
relay stuck and I had to key 
the mike to get it to go 
back into receive. It wasn't 
a big problem, but it was 
annoying. I called the fac-
tory, and they shipped me 
a little circuit board via 
UPS that took 3 days to ar-
rive. I sent the old one 

North Georgia's 

only 
Authorized 
Yaesu Dealer  

back. Even though the unit 
was way out of warranty, 
they made that swap at no 
expense to me. There are 
ten circuit boards in the 
unit that are all field 
replaceable. The rig is sure 
easy to service. There are 
no high voltages to induce 
a healthy fear in the ama-
teur. The layout is clean, 
neat, and simple to get at. 
The manual is a joy to read. 
Every circuit board is clear-
ly described and defined. 
The Ten-Tec 540/544 is 

one of the finest, most ver-
satile HF rigs I've ever seen 
and easily the best radio 
that has ever graced my 
ham shack. Over the 
months that I've been on 
the air with it, I've listened 
to many other amateurs 
operating this particular 
piece of equipment. They 
have experienced the same 
service that I've experi-
enced from the factory, 
and they are uniformly 
delighted with their good 
fortune. • 

BUTT'S 
2-Way Radio Service 

829 

2508 North Atlanta Road 
Belmont Hills Center 

Smyrna, 
Georgia 30080 
Phone (404) 432-8006 

Yaesu  Kenwood 
Mosley Antenna  Vibroplex keys 
Cush-Craft  B & W 
Rohn-Tower  Dentron 
C.D.E. Rotors  Hustler 
Shure  United Clocks and tuners 
Call Books  AR R L Books 
M F J  Saxton 

TPL 2 Meter Amplifiers 

Complete service Plead ies 

Call toll free 1-800-241-9961 
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A $5 Phone Patch 

the darn thing really works 

If you think you've seen everything in phone patches, check out this one's price tag. 

Lewis Tarnopol WA6RJK 
164 South Kingsley Drive 

Los Angeles CA 90004 

After  reading  Mr. 
Johnson's home brew 

phone patch article (D.H. 
Johnson, "Phone Patch 
Tips," 73 Magazine, July, 
1977, p. 138), I thought I 
might throw my hat in the 
ring, too. I built this phone 
patch into an old desk 
model extension phone 
several months back and it 
has worked great from day 
one. In building it, I 

TO 
RECEIVER 
SPEAKER 
OUT 

TO TRANSMIC INPUT 

MALE 
CANNON 
JACK 

FEMALE 
CANNON 
PLUG 

SWI 
(SEE TEXT) RI 5M  

discovered some very use-
ful hints I'd like to pass 
along. 
Before building or buy-

ing a phone patch, I had a 
few basic criteria to meet. 
First it had to be cheap! 
Also, I didn't want VOX—it 
costs more and its features 
appealed to me less. With 
VOX, the beginnings of 
sentences sometimes tend 
to be clipped off. Being 
picky, I preferred the more 
natural sounding voice. 
Since I had to monitor the 
QS0 and add 10-minute 
IDs anyway, I opted for 
manual control of trans-

T2 

500 ft 

ol d son 

1)21- .  

Fig. 1. Phone patch schematic. 

TO GREEN WIRE 

TO PRONE 

TO  RED WIRE 

mission and receive. In-
stallation of a small SPST 
switch to control my Drake 
T-4XC push-to-talk (trans-
mit relay) circuit would 
allow the person on the 
phone to talk without 
receiver noise being pres-
ent. Any transceiver or 
transmitter/receiver com-
bo should be able to ac-
cept this simple switch, 
allowing hassle-free com-
munication. 
Once the decision had 

been made, I went to work 
drawing on paper what I 
needed and then scroung-
ing in my junk box for the 
parts. Being a recording 
engineer, I found one small 
low-to-high impedance 
transformer, some audio 
cable, and all the plugs and 
jacks (audio-type) I need-
ed. A quick trip to the 
neighborhood electronics 
shop took care of the rest. 

Construction 
The phone patch sche-

matic is shown in Fig. 1. 
The phone line impedance 
is about 600 Ohms. It 
makes sense to match t4f3t 
impedance as closely as 
you can because doing so 
will yield excellent fidelity 
from the phone mouth-
piece. Since I had one 
transformer with a low im-
pedance side of 50 Ohms, I 
connected, in series with it, 
another transformer with a 
500-Ohm side. Figuring 550 
Ohms to be close enough, I 
let it go at that. Then I con-
nected up one capacitor in 
series with each "hot leg" 
of the phone. This gave me 
isolation from any dc. I 
found that 3 uF was a good 
choice for fidelity reasons. 
This side of the circuit was 
then permanently connect-
ed to the phone inside the 
phone cover. I'd like to add 
that there have been no 
problems with this perma-
nent arrangement and one 
could easily put in a switch 
to disconnect it if desired. 
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The other side of each 
transformer was hooked up 
to its respective device. 
The high-impedance (10k) 
leads went to the mic input 
of the transmitter and the 
low-impedance (8-Ohm) 
side went to the speaker 
output of the receiver. For 
the speaker, I ran speaker 
cable connected in parallel 
to the speaker output of 
the receiver, soldered on a 
male Cannon connector, 
mounted it in a small metal 
box I had handy, and at-
tached it to the front of my 
ham desk. It's very accessi-
ble. I then soldered a 
female Cannon plug with 
about 3 feet of wire to the 
8-Ohm side of the trans-
former. Thus, whenever I 
want the receiver audio in 
my phone, I simply plug 
the Cannons together. I 
made a plug which, when 
inserted in the mic jack of 
my Drake, connects to-
gether both the audio wires 
from the transformer and 
the two wires leading from 
my trans/receive (PTT) 
switch mounted in the 
phone cover. (For Drake, 
PTT amounts to shorting 
out ground and ring on the 
plug  for transmit.  I 
presume most ham PTT 
functions can be switched 
in and out similarly.) Cable 
for the mic section of the 
phone was good shielded 
cable. Its use prevented 
any possible hum from 
entering during transmis-
sion. I recommend always 
using shielded cable for 
high-impedance applica-
tions in audio. 

Originally, the 16.5-meg-
ohm resistor (made from a 
10-megohm and a 6.5-meg-
ohm in series) wasn't part 
of my plan. Without it, 
however, I cleverly discov-
ered the phone mouth-
piece would clip the input 
of the transmitter. Turning 
down the transmit gain 
didn't stop the distortion. 
Instead, I made the phone 
yield the same output 
voltage characteristics as 
my Shure 444. By inserting 

the resistor, I had no distor-
tion and excellent voice 
quality. Hooray for carbon 
mics! 

Results 

The very first day I 
assembled my phone patch 
I had the opportunity to 
use it. There was a ham in 
Iowa who wanted to patch 
into Glendale, California. I 
answered his CQ Glendale, 
and he explained he 
wanted to talk to a sick 
friend who had almost died 
from illness a week earlier. 
I made the patch without 
hesitation. When the call 
was done, I received many 
compliments from both 
sides, thanking me for help-
ing out. I felt extremely 
good to have participated 

in what was a very happy 
occasion for all. 
I later made some on-

the-air tests for voice quali-
ty. Nothing but com-
pliments came from all 
those who heard me 
testing. Many times people 
couldn't tell the difference 
between my phone and my 
Shure! Having the ability 
to hook up my receiver to 
my phone (without the 
transmitter) is nice, too. 
When I hear something in-
teresting, I call up a friend, 
plug my phone into my 
receiver, and we both 
listen. I might add that I 
find the transmit switch ar-
rangement very conve-
nient. All communications 
are done with the phone 
handset. Since my transmit 

switch is mounted on the 
phone, my left hand holds 
the handset, and my right 
hand switches the trans/re-
ceive switch. Those of you 
inclined to mount the 
switch in the handset could 
pull off one-handed opera-
tion. Or, how about a 
footswitch? 

The only change I've 
made was to add an on/off 
switch for my receiver. 
Now  I can adjust the 
receiver gain in the phone 
to any level without the 
distraction of an outside 
speaker blaring away. 
Since then, I've been quite 
happy with my home brew 
phone patch. All in all, I 
spent less than five dollars. 
That's what I call cheap!• 

Underside view of phone with patch inside. The wire coming out of the uppermost part 
plugs into the Drake's mic input. The lower wire plugs into the Cannon box below the 
electrical outlet (bottom of picture). The PTT switch is centered in the bottom of the front 
of the phone. 
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0  Longs suggests 

VISA 

KENWOOD 
KENWOOD 
TS-820S transceiver 
Features a factory installed digital freq 
readout. • 160 thru 10 meter coverage 
• Integral IF shift • RF speech 
processor • VOX • Noise blanker • 
PLL • Built-in 25 KHz calibrator • CW 
side tone & semi-break-in • IF OUT. 
RTTY. & XVTR • Phone patch IN and 
OUT terminals. 

1249.00 list Call for quote. 

KENWOOD TS-520S 
SSB transceiver 
160 thru 10 meter coverage • Optional 
DG-5 frequency display • New speech 
processor with audio compression 
amplifier • Built-in AC power supply 
(DC-DC converter, optional) • RF 
attenuator • Provision for separate 
receive antenna & phone-patch. 

799.00 list. Call for quote. 

KENWOOD AT-200 
6 band antenna tuner 
Features a through line watt meter. 
SWR meter, antenna selector switch, 
& antenna coupler. Freq. range 1.8 to 
29.7 MHz. Through power 200W at 
max.  connectors  for  UHF,  wire 
antenna, & a dummy load. 

159.00 list. Call for quote. 
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KENWOOD TL-922A 
HF linear amplifier 
Featuring a time delay fan circuit,freq. 
160 meters to 15 meters, drive power 
80 watts, SSB: 2000W PEP CW, 
RTTY:  1000W  DC.  Power  req. 
120/220/240 VAC. 50/60 Hz. 

1199.00 list. Call for quote. 

KENWOOD TR-7600 
The radio that 
remembers 
Full  4-MHz coverage  (144.00-
147.995), 800 channels, 10 watts RF 
output/1 watt low, memory channel 
w/simplex or repeater offset. & LED. 
With the optional RM-76 select any 
2m freq., store freq., auto stop on first 
busy or open channel, scan memories 

375.00 list Call for quote. 
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KENWOOD TS-700SP 
all mode 2m transceiver 
Covers the entire 2 meter band. The 
features are SSB, CW, FM, AM and 
semi-break-in CW. Also side tone 
monitor. digital freq readout, receiver 
preamp and 600 KHz repeater offset 
op (144.5-145.5 Hz) 10 watts RF 
output. AC/DC pow. supply. 

759.00 list. Call for quote. 

KENWOOD TR-7400A 
2m FM transceiver 
Features: • CTCS provisions, encode 
and decode • 25 watt output RF • 
Solid-state final stage • LED readout • 
PLL gives 800 discrete channels • 
Repeater offset circuit • PLL unlock 
protection circuit • MOS FET. 

449.00 list. Call for quote 

KENWOOD SM-220 
station monitor scope 
Features built-in two tone generator. 
monitors SSB wave forms, helps 
adjust mic gain & speech-processor 
compression level & monitoring key 
clicks on CW, tests linear amps. 
observes signals transmitted from1.8-
30 MHz 

349.00 list Call for quote 

Remember, you can Call Toll Free: 1-800-633-3410 in the U.S.A. or call1 -800-292-8668 in 
Alabama for our low price quote. Store hours: 9:00 AM til 5:30 PM, Monday thru Friday 

Long's Electronics master charge 
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YAESU 
Reject tuning, variable IF band 
width tuning, audio peak frequency 
tuning, LED w/memory TX/RX, no 
external VFO required for split freq. 
operation, built-in Curtis keyer, 
6146B final tubes. & 160 thru 10 
meter coverage. 

1459.00 Ca I for quote. 

YAESU FT-227RA 
One knob charnel selection for 800 
channels, frequency 144-148 MHz 
4-digit LED readout, fully synthe-
sized frequency control, selectable 
10 watt Hi/1 watt Low output, 4 
memories, touch control on mic for 
scanning, scan selectable for clear 
or busy channels. 

399.00 Call for quote. 
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YAESU SP-101PB 
speaker/phone patch 
The  SP-101-PB  features:  • A 
shaped response speaker from 300 
to 3000 Hz • Built-in hybrid phone 
patch with ind vidual gain controls 
• VU meter. Full VOX operation 
• Receiver input impedance: 4 or 
600 ohm • Output impedance: 600 
ohm or high impedance. 

67.00 Call for yours today. 
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YAESU FT-227R 
"Memorizer" 
• One kn DID channel selection using 
optical  sensing  to  select  800 
channels • Memory circuit allows 
instant teturn to any frequency 
between 144-148 MHz • 4-digit LED 
frequency readout • Fully synthe-
sized frequency control • Select-
able 10 watt HI/1 watt LOW output 
with one memory. 

385.00 Call for quote. 

YAESU QTR-24 
world clock 
Features world time at a glance 
Time in any principal city or time 
zone car be coordinated with local 
time on a 24-hour basis. The Time 
Zone  Hour  Disc  automatically 
retains tie correct time. Uses one 
"C" battery. 

35.00 Call for yours today. 

YAESU 
FT-101F transceiver 
• Coverage: 160 thru 10 meters 
• Built-in AC/DC power supplies 
• Built-in AF speech processor • 
260 watts PEP on SSB. 180 watts on 
CW, 80 watts on AM • Solid-state 
VFO • VOX • Auto break-in CW 
sidetone • WWV/JJY reception • 
Heater switch. 

799.00 list. Call for quote. 

YAESU CPU-2500RK 
2m FM transceiver 
Full 4 MHz cove-age in 5 KHz steps 
144-148 MHz • 4 memory channels 
may be programmed • Built-in 
scanner • keyboard mic allows for 
remote control of memories & dial 
frequencies • Also serves as an 
auto patch encoder • Power output 
3 watts/25 watts. 

585.00 list. Call for quoteiIi 

YAESU 
FT-202R 2m 
handheld FM 
transceiver 
1 watt output min., 6 channel 
capability,  flexible  helical whip 
antenna, tone burst, compact size 
and light weight. S-meter and bat-
tery condition indicator, operates 
on NiCad or dry cell batteries, built-
in speaker-mic. 

199.95 Call for quote. 

Remember, you can Call Toll Free: 1-800-633-3410 in the U.S.A. or call 1-800-292-8668 in 
Alabama for our low price quote. Store hours: 9:00 AM til 5:30 PM, Monday thru Friday. 

VISA Long's Electronics 
MAIL ORDERS: P.O. BOX 11347 BIRMINGHAM, AL 352C2 • STREET ADDRESS 2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233 
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VISA 

TEC 
TEN-TEC Omni D 
transceiver 
Totally solid state, 160 to 10 meters, 
LED readout, VOX and PTT, built-in 
squelch, built-in 4-pos. CW/SSB 
filter, 2 speed break-in, power input 
200W, 100% duty cycle, basic 12 
VDC operation, and more! Optional 
power supply 252M available. 

1069.00 list. Call for quote. 

TEN-TEC 252M 
power supply 
The 252M  features  solid state 
circuitry with built-in  metering, 
input 117 VAC, 50-60 Hz. output 13 
VDC plus or minus 0.5V, regulation: 
better than 1% NL to FL at 117 VAC, 
current 0-18 amps. 

119.00 list. Call for quote 

TEN-TEC Century 21 
CW transceiver 
Features. • Full break-in • 70 watts 
input  • Solid-state  • Built-in 
speaker • Receives CW or SSB • 
Instant  band  change  • Offset 
receiver tuning • Overload protec-
tion • Sidetone with adjustable level 
• Regulated power supply • 80 thrti 
10 meters with crystals supplied. 

299.00 list. Call for quote. 

TEN-TEC KR-50 
electronic keyer 
• Speed  range:  6-50  wpm  • 
Weighting ratio range: 50-150% of 
classical dit length • Output: reed 
relay, contact rating 15 VA, 400 V 
max. • Sidetone: 500 Hz tone • Dit & 
dah memories with defeat switches 

110.00 list. Call for quote. 
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TEN-TEC 544 
digital HF transceiver 
The 544 features. • 3.5 to 30 MHz 
coverage • Solid-state • Instant 
band change • 8-polecrystal IF filter 
• LED digital readout • 200W input 
on all bands • WWV at 10 & 15 MHz • 
Full CW break-in • "S" meter and 
SWR bridge • 100% duty cycle, full 
power for RTTY & SSTV. 

869.00 list. Call for quote. 

TEN-TEC 670 keyer 
This is a solid state electronic keyer 
made especially for use with the 
Gentry 21 CW transceiver. It has 
adjustable speed. 

29.00 Call for yours today. 

TEN-TEC project boxes 
A complete line of modern enclo-
Sures to give your handcrafted gear 
professional appearance. They are 
high impact polystyrene with a 
brushed aluminum front. 

ME-10 4'." x10-3/16" x 6-9/16"  14.00 
DE-8 4':" x 8'." x 10-3/8"  18.50 
DE-14  x 13'." x 10 "  25.00 
JE-5  2-9/16" x 4-15/16" x 6"  7.00 
JE-10 2-9/16" x 10-3/16" x 6-9/16" 14.00 

Order yours today. 

TEN-TEC KR-5A 
electric keyer 
For  portable,  mobile  or  fixed 
stations • Reed relay 15 V-amp con-
tacts, 400 V max. • 6 to 50 WPM • 
Self-completing dits & dahs • Dit 
length increased approx. 10% @ 20 
WMP 

39.50 Call for yours today. 

Remember, you can Call Toll Free: 1-800-633-3410 in the U.S.A. or call 1-800-292-8668 in 
Alabama for our low price quote. Store hours: 9:00 AM til 5:30 PM, Monday thru Friday 

Long's Electronics master charge 

MAIL ORDERS P 0 BOX 11347 BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202 • STREET ADDRESS 2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233 
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ICOM IC-701 HF transceiver 
and power supply 
All solid state, even the finals, 100W continuous 
duty on all bands, all modes. 160 thrL 10 meters, 
dual built-in individual digital VFO's for split freq. 
operation, VOX, semi-break-in CW, RIT, AGC, noise 
blanker, & built-in RF speech processor. Includes 
IC-701 PS (AC power supply). 

1700.00 list. Call for quote 

ICOM IC-280 remotable 
2m FM mobile 
Frequency 143.90-148.11 MHz • 
Power: 10 watts Hi, 1 watt adj. Low • 
Power requirements: 13.8 VDC at 
2.5 amps • Main PLL control head 
may be detached and remotely 
mounted • With microprocessor. 
stores 3 frequencies • Easy to read 
LED's, 

480.00 list. Call for quote. 

act. 

ICOM IC-202S 
2m SSB portable 
The IC-202 features: • Frequency 
coverage: 144-146 MHz • Modula-
tion: A3J and Al • RF output power 
A3J 3 watts (PEP), Al 3 watts • 
Sensitivity: 0.5 microvolts at (S+ N)/ 
N 10dB or better • Includes a true IF 
noise  blanker  • Requires  "C.. 
batteries or external 12 volt source 

379.00 list. Call for quote. 

ICOM IC-402 432 MHz 
SSB & CW portable 
Frequency range 430-435.2 MHz in 
any 200 KHz bands • Power output 
3 watts PEP SSB • CW, USB, LSB 
• Receiver sensitivity 0.5 UV at 10 
dB SINAD. Provisions for external 
antenna & power sources • BC-20 
NiCad  battery pack  & charger 
optional 49.95. 

ICOM RM-2 
microprocessor 
keyboard 
This is a touch tone unit adaptable 
to the IC-701, IC-211. and the IC-
245. It permits selectable scanning 
up or down, has four memories, a 
LED display, can program split 
freqs., and also serves as the touch 
tone pad for the IC-211 and the IC-
245. 

199.00 list Call for quote 

ICOM IC-215 
2m FM transceiver 
Features: • 15 ciannel capacity • 
MOS FET RF amplifier & 5 tuned 
circuits in the front end for optimum 
sensitivity and selectivity • S-meter 
on front panel • Dual power level, 3 
watts HI for long distance, 0.5 watt 
LOW for local • Uses C batteries or 
rechargeable cel s. 

239.00 list. Call for quote 

ICOM IC-502 
6m SSB, CW portable 
The 502 is a 6 meter SSB and CW 
portable with telescoping antenna 
& hand mic. • Frequency coverage: 
50 to 51 MHz • Modulation: A3J and 
Al • RF output power: A3J, 3 watts 
PEP and Al, 3 watts • Sensitivity: 4 
microvolts for 20 dB quieting • 
Virtually no intermod 

269.00 te 

Remember, you can Call Toll Free: 1-800-633-3410 in the U.S.A. or call 1-800-292-8668 in 
Alabama for our low price quote. Store hours: 9:00 AM til 5:30 PM, Monday thru Friday. 

VISA  Long9s 
MAIL ORDERS: P.O. BOX 11347 BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202 • STREET ADDRESS 2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA M233 



Longs suggests 

;1•- VIBROPLEX 

Co 

LU 
LLI 
CC 
U. 

VISA 

a 

VIBROPLEX 
vibro-keyer 
standard 
An electronic transmitting unit with 
large size contacts main frame, 
super finished parts, red finger and 
thumb pieces smooth trunion lever, 
adjustable standard finish. 

46.50 Call for yours today. 

VIBROPLEX 
"The Original" deluxe 
Can be sloed to 10 WPM or less or 
geared to a high rate of speed 
keeping high quality signal. Deluxe 
model-polished chrome w/jeweled 
movement & grey base. 

59.95 Call for yours today 

VIBROPLEX Lighting 
Bug Keyer deluxe 
For high quality signals at all speeds 
use this flat pendulum model. The 
deluxe has a polished chromium 
base and top parts with a grey 
crystal  base  with  a jeweled 
movement. 

59.95 Call for yours today. 

VIBROPLEX 
vibro-keyer deluxe 
An electronic transmitting unit with 
large size contacts main frame, 
super finished parts, red finger and 
thumb pieces smooth trunion lever. 
adjustable. Deluxe finish. 

58.50 Call for yours today 

VIBROPLEX 
Presentation 
Super deluxe keyer 
The finest bug ever built with 24 K 
gold-plated  base top,  patented 
jewel movement. It has a wider 
range of speed because the jewels in 
the movement reduce friction and 
maintain smoother operation. 

72.50 Call for yours today 

VIBROPLEX Lighting 
Bug standard keyer 
The standard model gives you the 
same high quality signals at all 
speeds using the flat pendulum 
model. It has polished chromium 
top parts and a grey base. 

49.95 Call for yours today. 

VIBROPLEX Champion 
standard keyer 
Heavy base to prevent walking, grey 
crystal base with chromium finished 
top parts. Without circuit closer the 
keyer  gives  smoother  even 
operation and a wide range of 
speeds, 

46.50 Call for yours today. 

VIBROPLEX 
"the Original" standard 
You can slow this down to ten WPM 
or gear it to a high rate of speed and 
always keep the signal quality very 
high. The standard has chromium 
top parts and a grey base. 

49.95 Call for yours today. 

Remember, you can Call Toll Free: 1-800-633-3410 in the U.S.A. or call 1-800-292-8668 in 
Alabama for our low price quote. Store hours: 9:00 AM til 5:30 PM, Monday thru Friday 

Long's Electronics 
MAIL ORDERS P 0 BOX 11347 BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202 • STREET ADDRESS 2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233 



• Longs suggests 

MOBILE. 
ANTENNAS 
LARSEN LM-150 antenna 
The famous  49" quadruple plated 
stainless steel rod with high efficiency, 
wave length, 3 dB gain, freq. range 

144-174  MHz.  Comes  with  Allen 
wrench and cutting chart. LM-C1 1/4 
wave antenna also available 2.65. 

23.85 Call for yours today 

ANTLER 
A280 
2m mobile 
antenna 0 91°AlfS  

Features a precision tuned coil, 
47" tapered stainless steel whip, 
VSWR: less than 1.3, certified 3 
dB gain, magnetic mount can 
withstand winds up to 100 MPH. 
A220 same as above except 
rooftop mount. 34.95 

39.95iist. Call for quote. 

HUS TLER 

HUSTLER MO-2 
HF mobile antenna 
Fold over mast for quick and 
easy interchange of resonators 
or entering a garage. When 
operating the mast is held up 
right with a sleeve clutch. 54" 
mast serves as  '/4 wave m 
antenna stainless base threaded 
to fit bumper mount. Also MO-1 
for deck or fender mounting. 

22.95 Call for yours today. 

Mount your antenna one 
of 4 ways! 
LM-TLM trunk lid mount 
LM-MM magnetic mount 
LM-GC  gutter clamp 
LM-K  roof top mount 

14.60 
14.60 
14.60 
6.95 

All units come with 17' AG A/U coax 
cable. 

Call for yours today. 

SHAKESPEARE 
magnetic mount 
2m mobile antenna 
This high 0 base loading coil is 
silver plated copper, the spring 
is stainless steel enclosed in 
fiberglass. 5/8 wave design, 3 dB 
gain with a power rating in 
excess  of  500W.  Includes 
connector, 20' of coax cable, 
and base. 

29.95 Order yours today. A l 

HUS TLER 

HUSTLER 
BBLT-144-A 
5/8 wave 2m antenna 
Features: 3.4 dB gain over '4 
wave length antenna, 200W FM 
power rating, 52" high, trunk lip 
mount, 1.1:1 SWR at resonance. 
sturdy stainless steel impact 
spring. 

34.95 Call for yours today 

,lieSTLER 

Accessories include 
RM 10 resonator 400 PEP 6.95 
RM 15 resonator 400 PEP 7.95 
RM 20 resonator 400 PEP 8.95 
RM 40 resonator 400 PEP 14.95 
RM 75 resonator 400 PEP 16.95 
RM 80 resonator 400 PEP 17.95 
BM-1 bumper mount  15.95 
RSS-2 resonator spring  5.95 
OD-1 quick disconnect  16.95 
L-14-144 feedline 144"  4.95 
L-14-240 feedline 240"  6.95 
SSM-2 deck or 
fender mount  18.95 

Call for yours today. 

HUS TLER 

HUSTLER SF-2 
51" 2 mete-, • - wavelength, 3.4 dB 
gain  over  '4 wave  mobile 
Designed with 3/0" 24 base to fit 
your mount or awideselection of 
Hustler mounts. (Mount or cable 
not included) 

9.95 Call for yours today. 

Remember, you can Call Toll Free: 1-800-633-3410 in the U.S.A. or call 1-800-292-8668 in 
Alabama for our low price quote. Store hours: 9:00 AM til 5.30 PM. Monday thru Fr iday 

VISA Long's Electronics 
MAIL ORDERS P.O. BOX 11347 BIRMINGHAM. AL 35202 • STREET ADDRESS 2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH BIRMINGHAM ALABAMA 35233 



TRS-80 OWNERS 
Send-Receive RTTY & CW 
• Auto. send & receive: RTTY & CW 
• Complete hardware & software. 
• Connects to TRS-80 User Port & key/headphone jacks. 
• 10 message memones 255 char. ea. 
• Keyboard buffer-allows typing ahead. 
• Uses built-in PLL or external TU. 
• Morse trainer-random 5 letter words. 
• Includes hardware. cassette & manual. $129 
II Requires Level II Basic & 16K RAM.  • 

wired 
• PET version available, 69 95 kit / 99 95 wired 

$99. 
kit 

Write or call for detailed brochure 

P.O. Box 747 (S) Keyes. CA 95328  (209) 634-8888 / 667-2888 

M48 
E VIIM S1174' 

CAlornia res dents add 6°. !a 

DO VE T R O N 
M PC-1000C 
Multipath Correction 
In-Band Diversity & 
AFSK Tone Keyer 

Amateur Net: $545.00 

Standard features include CONTINUOUSLY tuneable Mark and Space channels (1000 
Hz to 3200 Hz), Dual Mode (MARK or FSK) Autostart and internal high level neutral 
loop keyer (20 to 60 ml). Both EIA and MIL FSK outputs are provided for direct 
interface to microprocessor and video terminal peripherals. 

MPC-1000CR 
Signal Regeneration & 
Speed Conversion 

Amateur Net: $645.00 

A front panel switch permits internal TSR-200 Signal Regenerator-Speed convert-
er assembly to electronically "gear-shift" between 60, 67, 75 and 100 WPM. All 
incoming and outgoing signals are regenerated to less than 0.5 % bias distortion. 
Also available with DIGITAL Autostart (TSR-200D): Amateur Net: $695.00 

M PC-1000R/-
TSR-500 
Dual UART Regeneration, 
Speed Conversion, 200 
Char. Memory, Word Cor-
rection & DIGITAL 
Autostart 

Amateur Net: $895.00* 

The MPC-1000R TSR-500 provides Preloading and Recirculation of the 200 character 
FIFO Memory, a keyboard-controlled Word Correction circuit, Variable Character 
Rate, Tee Dee Inhibit, Blank LTRS Diddle, a Triple Tone-Pair AFSK Tone Keyer and a 
Character Recognition. Speed Determination DIGITAL (DAS-100) Autostart mode. 

*The MPC-1000R is also available without a TSR assembly and functions as a MPC-
1000C with a Triple Tone-Pair AFSK Tone Keyer. This "Basic-R" permits future ex-
pansion with a TSR-100, TSR-200,  TSR-200D or TSR-500 by simply lifting the lid 
and plugging in the appropriate TSR assembly: Amateur Net (Basic-R): $595.00 

Your QSL will bring complete specifications, or call: 213-682-3705. 

v, 023 
627 FREMONT AVENUE 

(P. 0. BOX 267) 

4171, ETROAI SOUTH PASADENA, CA. 91030 

Max power for the $ 
Extends weak signal range 

Base or mobile use 

What a combination , VVestcom's new 2-meter, 

90 watt linear amplifier, coupled with VVestcom s 
ruggedized 12 amp. DC power supply Now, base 

or mobile, you II have power for that weak signal 
work A natural for the OSCAR uplink. The 
amplifier, model number 2M 1SX9OL, is an add-on 
unit, no internal connections or adjustments 

required. Operates all modes SSB, FM. AM, 
RTTY, and, CW. "microstrip" design provides 
high stability and optimum performance over 

wide bandwidth The tough DC power supply, 

model number RS-12A, has computer grade 

components Looks great will its matched 
linear amplifier! This 'Power Duo  has been 
specially priced for a limited time, only Order 

today, and get both units for 
J U S T $219 

If not available from your local dealer 
contact:  W17 

WESTC0111 
ENGINEERING  (714) 744-0728 
1320 Grand Avenue San Marcos CA 92089 

Send 10' for our latest catalog 

Write or phone for more details 

2400 Crystal Drive 
Ft Myers, Florida 33901 
ill phones (813) 936-7397 

v- *J2 
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'A O COAX 
WO  SWITCHES CI%  from Barker & Williamson 

Model 593 
• Single Pole 3 
Position  with 
grounding of all 
unused positions 

• Crosstalk  (mea-
sured at 30 MHz) is -45db between ad-
jacent outlets and 60 db between alter-
nate outlets 

Model 594 
• 2 Pole 2 Position 
• Crosstalk 45db 
(measured at 30 
MHz) 

Specifications for both switches 

• Power 1 KW-2 KW PEP 
• Impedence 50-75 ohms 
• VSWR 1.2:1 up to 150 MHz 
• Dimensions 144 high, 5" wide, 3" deep 
• Weight 1 lb. 
• Mount Wall or desk 

,••• 823 Available at your B&W dealer 

DBarker 8 Williamson. Inc 
10 Canal Si. Bristol. Pa. 1900 . 

Telephone: 1215) 788-5581 

1, %OMAR 
<4, T WO METER 

CRYSTALS 

LIFETI ME GUARANTEE!  NO W ONLY 15.00 A RA W 

Make/ Model 

Standard / Icorn / Heathkit / 
Ken / Clegg  Regency / 
Wilson / VHFEng. / Drake / 
Motorola HT-220 and 
others! 

Xmit  freg  Rec  f req 

Name 
Address 

City  State 

Bill  M C  Visa  Arne, 

Credit  Card  s 

Exp  date 

Signature 

rf.• tt  wteutitk.  (1 ) 

nir 

Fewer 
Ra nt 

ITIRULI N 

!moor ., Sand. MHO 

2  25.  S.  Me-  314  400 
10  60  125  ISO  WS  IMO 

, •11% 
10 •••11S 
25 Wall% 
CO Wall% 
IOD wets 
250.40. 
',Means 
1000eao• 
/500.411. 
WOO wa m 

SO/I 
1001I 
I WO 
SOW 
100l41 
25COH 
5000H 

56 
Ion 
ZSA 
50* 
1004 
250A 
5110.. 
100001 

511 
It* 
2511 
Siwl 
11•11 

„.. 

St 
IOC 
25( 
5nr 

100 
250 
5011 

• 

10I 
251 
5111 
Nts 

MODEL el  $12500 
Elements (Table It 2,30 MHz  45 00 
Elements ITsbfis 1125-1000 M1•12  30 CM 

Carrying case tot Monet 43 16 *Wo w, s  27 50 
READ SF WATTS DIRECTLY' ISIwolly Type N sr 5021s  

Ts 
Sand tor our n•wd catalog! 

TUFTS 
Radio Electronics 

1113.00 shIpping ch wp• 

order • NO C 0.0.2! 

209 S Mystic Ave 
Medford MA 02155 
1(800) 225-4428 
(617) 395-8280 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM M&M 
The first West Coast dealership 
for these unique antennae. 

Array of 8 K2RIW 19s used by WB6t4MT on 432 MHz EME 
Louis IDSOed W1JR 21 October 78 w th this array to become 
the first amateur on FOUR BANDS EIV1E (50, 144, 220 also), 
and a/1 4 bands were made only will- home-to-home OSOs 
"The 8 RIW array did the job in just trider two months of 
work for the entire system Much faster than had hoped for 
(This configuration also included 8-1) eement Yagis for 144 
MHz EME.) 

K2RIW 19 EL YAGI 
With Tandem-reflector* 

HEY HFers! 
How's your 10 meter receiver work-
ing? Signals a little weak? Having 
trouble pulling out those weak ones? 
Lunar has a new preamp just for you. 
Their model PAI 
28E-s is a mini-
inline 10 mtr. 
preamp that will 
perk up your 40)0A -- - .,.  
transceiver. 
Small enough to fit inside most any 
HF rig, a flick of the switch bypasses 
the preamp, and the transceiver is 
back to normal operation for other 
bands. On 10 meter, another flick of 
the switch, and new life is added to 
that tired receiver. Stop missing 
those weak rare ones. Call for im-
mediate delivery of this preamp, and 
all Lunar products. too. 

(pat. pend.) 

• Outperforms all others 

• 24 degree beamwidth 

• Handles legal power 

• Low VSWR, under 1.2:1 at 432 MHz 

• Handles 434 MHz ATV also 
• Complete with all hardware and balul 

• Easify arrayed for increased gain 

• Lightweight at 1 3 Kg 

Call us for immediate delivery of these 
aisteenae. FtI W Power Dividers, too. 

M & M RF DISTRIBUTORS 

P.O. BOX 82183 • SAN DIEGO, CA 
92138 • (714) 299-9741. 
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el 
Si Amateur Radio Arvices 

(213) 837-4870 

4384 KEYSTONE AVE., CULVER CITY, CA. 90230 

the W6TOG ei• S32 

RECEIVER MODIFICATION KITS 
INCREASE SELECTIVITY • IMPROVE SENSITIVITY 

LOWER INTERNAL NOISE 
IMPROVE NOISE BLANKER OPERATION 

COMBAT BLOCKING FROM LOCAL SIGNALS 
TS-520 KIT  $27.50  FT-101 SERIES KIT... $32.50 
TS-520S KIT   32.50  FR-101 SERIES KIT... 34.50 
TS-820 & 820S KIT.  34.50  FT-301 SERIES KIT  34.50 
R-599 A/D KIT   27.50  FT-901 SERIES KIT ... 34.50 

EXPLICIT INSTRUCTIONS MAKE MODIFICAllON A CINCH 

IT'S MAGIC... 
IT'S "MAGICOM" 

PROCESSOR MODIFICATION KIT 
IMPROVES AUDIO PUNCH 

IMPROVES PROCESSED SPEECH QUALITY 

Converts TS-820 / 820S speech processor from RF 
compressor to RF clipper $27.50 

RF speech processor for TS-520 / 520S $42.50 
The "MAGICOM" RF processor module provides up to 

6dB increase in output with smooth, clean, 
non-distorted audio and more penetration for those 

pile-ups. 
ENDORSED BY W6TOG AND BIG GUN DXers WORLD WIDE 

the W6TOG 
INTERNAL ELECTRONIC KEYER 
FOR ALL AMATEUR TRANSMITTERS OR 

TRANSCEIVERS USING GRID BLOCK KEYING 
• No holes mounting with TS-820 Series 
• Mounting options for TS-520, TS-520S, FT-101 
Series, TR4 Series, T4X Series, T-599 Series and 
32S Series. 

• C-MOS DESIGN — Dot and dash memory — full 
iambic or manual operation. 

• Simple installation  )1E_ $49.50 

THE S-F REJEKTOR 
FILTER 

AN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
ACTIVE BANDPASS FILTER 

FOR PROCESSED RECEIVER AUDIO 
• Separate active filter elements 
for CW and SSB audio output stage 
• 8 ohm input and output impedance 
• Headphone jack for convenience 

• ON CW: from 500 hz to 100 hz, variable 
• ON SSB: 2 Khz fixed bandwidth 

• Rejects unwanted signal better than 60 dB 
• Designed for today's transceivers 

or yesterday's older equipment  $49.50 
*WEI] KNOWN 1)Xer WITH OVER 300 CO( INTRIELi CONf1RMED 

T 

QSO Tape"and QXX Tape 
now with simulated exams! 

only 

$4.95 ea. 
$20 95 
with oscillator and key 

Kantronics Speed Building Kit 

Get prepared! 
To pass the new FCC code exams, youll need to identify 
unusual names, places, antenna heights, rig types and a 
variety of other items gamered from simulated QS0s. 

Now you can really study for the current exams with the 
Kantronics QS0 Tape, (71/2 , 10, 13 and 15 WPM, or 13 
WPM only) or the QXX Tape (20, 23 and 26 WPM). These 
C-60 cassettes generate computer-perfect "on-the-air" 
transmissions, and include a text key and simulated 
exam for self-testing. 

If you've used these tapes before, you'll be glad to know we've 
introduced the QSO-2 Tape and QXX-2 Tape, in the same 
format! There's no better way to study for the FCC 
exams! 

WIKANTRONICS 
The Lightweight Champs. 

1202 East 23rd Street Phone 913 842 7745 
Lawrence, Kansas 66044 
We aCCePt V1Sa. M aster C harge, check and money orders 

Special Purchase 

ITT NORTH ELECTRIC N13012A 
POWER SUPPLY 

haye pu ,,,,aSed a lir . . qy y  .L  •••  ,k1g 11 • Telephone co mpany 

warehouse lochudabon—so the PnCe1 are good ordy wme they ,ast These uOplaell regularly 
sell tor S21200 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
ta,••••••isamaaa 

- -  swam. , 
Ora aS nue cLUVO +ONO • 20.. . ."  vase. neva  awrismoralwe oaraVa, 

0..rCuminl * Wale> ne... .ed e wes 
MN,* 
1.40,ften .. .A wn 46 Ita ges4 

Omer Orpea 
W C 10 a amps ai am, ,S Was ammills.Sar 
40•COO•vas 
W C 13 weft 

,3 Wes 
so,.  s was 

0•••••••• 
. o.anaca d•Osa maixd .ser v.. 0, 

e., COVINO, 
*PP M . T.I.1.100 •11........ 

1 - 5 
6 - 10 
11 - up 

$114.00 se. 
$119.00 S. 
$64.00 is. 

IC• nave.. Often Ca 
.aseanya a m a car 

Pao " •••• tea m s-
nels1 

Z101161 
WI ,GuT NET Is Led shia la Las 

ELECTRO NICS 
P. O B OX 1 LA,A/ N OALE. C ALIF 

0 0260 -121 31 376- 5887 

• • S 1 0 

All prices postpaid - in Calif. add 6% sales tax - Mastercharge & Visa accepted 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED 
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AUXILIARY POWER 
for Emergency or Portable Operation 

Light wt Portable Alternator Stand-by power for Ham 
Equipment, household needs during power outages or 
operation in remote areas  Operates lighting, 
refrigerators, heating systems or other appliances in-
cluding freq sensitive loads such as TV sets, induc-
tion motors and fluorescent lights  Solid-State 
voltage regulation  3750W rating; 25% surge 
capacity 120/240V at 31.3/15 6A 8 HP/3600 RPM 
B&S engine Alternator draws lust enough engine out-
put to meet load resulting in up to 25% fuel savings 
Low interference Advanced design Drip-proof con-
struction protects windings from rain and dirt assur-
ing long life One year warranty by manufacturer 
30'L x 18"W x 19"H  128 lbs. Shipped via Truck 
PREPAID (No extra charges)   $659.95 

Electric Start    $110.00 
Battery Charging,   11.00 
Spark Arrest Muffler  21.00 

Models available with 1350 to 7900 watt ratings 
Nrite for our quote and additional information. 

Mastercharge or VISA accepted 

OUTDOOR OUTFITTERS 
705 Elm Ct. Waukesha, WI 53186 
Ph 1-414-542-7772 • Ken, N9KS- Mgr 

The ONLY thing you 
need to know about 

Quartz Crystals 

is:  1-405-224-67130 

• Best delivery plus Emergency Ser-
vice with Guaranteed Delivery 

•Highest Quality with gold MIL-
C-3098 Process 

• Ask for Sentry Technology Manual 

And, order Toll Free 1-800-654-8850 

II 

VISA 

SENTRY 
S3 Crystal Park 

Chickasha, Oklahoma 

73018 

16 THE FIRST CHOICE IN 

REPEATER CONTROL 
The Power and Flexibility of Microprocessor Technology 

AUTOPATCH, REVERSE PATCH, SMART ID, ACCESS CODE 

MUTING, M ORSE CODE ANNOUNCE MENTS, FLEXIBLE 

FUNCTION TI MEOUT, COURTESY TONE, LINKING, 

CONTR OL OP. FUNCTIONS, TWELVE USER FUNCTIONS, 
... AND MUCH M ORE. 

Call or write for specifications: 

MICRO CONTROL SPECIALTIES  (617) 372-3442 
M69  23 EL M PARK GR OVELAND, MA 018 34 

\  BRUTE 
alpha one l t d.  1  N i FORCE 

CIA Off 551  ON RC 5, . \r. 1--T---sc--.6,-] 
*  VHF Power Amplifier  • 111‘ 

1111 11111.--

t  VHF Power Amplifier 

ON RC VR  //A alpha one ltd. 

444 44411144111 Watts 
on 2 meters! 

• 2, 1'. and 3/. meter models 

• Models from 25 to 300 plus watts out 

• Models from 1 to 35 watt drive power 

• Full band coverage — even 420-450 MHz! 
• Bias switching for fully 
linear SSB operation (plug-in option) 

• Harmonic-free stripline 
output filtering 

• Low-noise receiver pre-amp 
(plug-in option) 

• Local or remote control 
(plug-in option) 

Popular 2-Meter Models 

Model 
Number 

Drive 
Power 

Nominal 
Output 

Price 

I46C225 15 W 25 W $ 54 95 
146CI070 5-14 W 70 W 139.95 
146CI0160 5 14 W 160W 229.95 
I46C2300 1 5 W 300 W 379.95 
146C25300 15-35 W 300 W 339.95 

,••• A77 

Plutin Pre-amp 
Remote Control 

For boosting your hand-held s 
signal, or to deliver a pileup-
crunching signal when the 
band's just opening. Alpha I  O n es 
One has the amplifier you're 
looking for. More than 30 dif 
ferent models to match your  Fr- Fr  r 
precise need. 

25 watt "mini" 

300 
Plus 

All models 

available 
with these 
plug-in options 

alpha one It.d. 

erilf .11r:-*-ra 
VHF Potervr Amplilter 

Front Panel Control 

A 5 60 lunt avenue 
schaurnburg, Minors 
6 0193 

alpha one ltd. Write or call today 

for illustrated catalog. 

(312) 893-5455 

po' Reader Service—see page 211 133 



3/4 KILO W ATT D C INPUT 

ALL M O DE V HF A MPLIFIER 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
T  RHTlyt• 

Power Output, Max 

Circuitry 

Modes of Operation 

Duly Cycle 
Gain, Typical 

8 Warts Input 
12 Watts Input 
15 Watts Input 

Primary Wiring 

TIP Switching 

Spurious 

Po wer Output Select 

Metering, Lighted 

Cooling 

Te mperature Control 

Auxiliary Output 

Design Layout 

Weight 

Size IWo H u D/ 

Mounting 

Connectors 

USA Price 

POVVER 
LAPS 

144 148 MHz, No Tuning 

350 TO 400 Watts 

Fully Transistorized 

A M FM SSB C W-RTTV 

Continuous Duty 

300 Watts Output 
350 Watts Output 
400 Watts Output 

Built in AC Po wer Supply, 115/230 VAC 

•  1K W Coaxial TIP Relay 

60dB down all Harmonics 
60dB do wn all Spurious 

10 Watts (LO W) or 350 Watts (HIGH) 

Front Panel All Mode Set Indicator 

Convection SSB and C W 
Model F135 or F235 required for 
continuous FM operation 

Built-in Thermo Switch for Fan Control 

▪ 13 Volt at 3 Amperes on Rear Panel 

Hinged A mplifier and Heataink Top 

Assembly for easy Accessibility and Service 

52 pounds; 24 kilograms 

17 x 8 x 13", 432 x 203 x 33Ornm 

Bench Mounting, Rubber Bu mpers 
Rack Mounting, 19" Adaptor Kit (OPTIONAL1 

SO 239 UHF 

$895.00 FOB Factory 

MODEL: V350 

FOR BASE STATION 

REPEATER USE 

RF POWER LABS, INC. v R27 

11013-118th Place NE • Kirkland. Washington 98033 • Telephone 12061822-1251 • TELEX No. 321042 

C  JUST GETTING ON THE AIR? 

See Adirondack for 
1-1 New Equipment 
Used Gear 
Friendly Advice 

1-00..-FREE ORDER Pi-AOSE 
000) 833-8680 

or  technical iniornlation,orderlrepair 

for 
within Nevi York State, 

status  ca‘l (518) 2.42-8350 

0 [cn Radio 
Supply 

Amateur Headquarters for the Northeast 
185-191 West Main Street • P O. Box 88 
Amsterdam. N Y 12010 Tel (518) 842-8350 

\  Just 5 minutes from N.Y. Thruway—Exit 27 

Key  • Electronics 

00) 
Full ASCII Professional 

Keyboard Kit, Model 758 

• lull 128 Character ASCII • Tri- Mode M OS En-

coding • M OSiDTUTTL Compatible Output • 

Two-Key Rollover • Level and Pulse Strobe • 

Shift and Alpha Lock • Selectable Parity • 

Positive or Negative Logic • All New. OEM 

Grade  Components  •  Gold  Contact.  Low 

Bounce Key Switches • Rugged G- 10 Printed 

Circuit Board • Low Power Consumption . 

and More 

Model 756 Keyboard Kit 

Model 701 Plastic Enclosure 

Model 702 Steel Enclosure 

 $64 95 
 $14 95 

$29 95 

Send for catalogue of other NE W merchandise, 

Se mis, Sockets, ICs, Res., Caps, and M ORE. 

N.Y.S. Residents Add 4% Sales Tax 

Send to:  Key Electronics 
P.O. Box 3506 

Schenectady, NY 12303 
v•• K 14 

DISCOUNT SCANNERS 

The Touch. 

Prepaid 
$ 255.00  USA 

CHECK, M.O., MASTERCHARGE, VISA 

BAY—COM ,B32 
196 FRONT STREET 
SCITUATE MA 02066 
617-545-9700 

Other Regency models at 
similar savings—send for list 

..Mass. residents please add 5 °/o tax.. 

******************** 

Bearcat® 250 
Only S319.00 plus $5.00 U.P.S. shipping. 

Quantity discounts available! 

Order toll free (800) 521-4414 
or (313) 994-4444. Circle C5 on reader's 
service card for a free catalog or write us 
at Box 1002, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 

Cal COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS- ''' CS  

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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PS15C 

The best buy on the market today! 

PS25M PS 3012 

f engineering HIGH QUALITY POWER SUPPLIES 

15, 25 and 30 amp regulated power 

supplies with fold back current limiting, 
over voltage and transient protection. 

Also, output voltage and current meters. 

You migh- find a cheaper power supply, 
but you can't find one as well built with 

top quality components.  Other power 
supplies with lighter weight transformers 

and comppnents are no match for the 
VHF Engineering power supplies. 

115/230 volt input - 50/60 cycle • Overvoltage protection • Fold 
back output limiter • Isolation from ground. The circuit is isolated 

from the case and ground. • Load regulation: 2% from no load to full 

load • Output voltage: adjustable 11 to 15 volts * Ripple: 50mV at 
rated current • Temperature range: operEting 0 to +55 C • Black 
anodized aluminum heatsink. 

PS15C 

PS25C 

PS25M 

PS 3012 

10 A mps cont.  15 A mps intermit. (50% duty cycle)  11 % lbs. $134.95 

20 A mps cont.  25 A mps inter mit. (50% duty cycle)  20% lbs.  $169.95 

Sa me as PS25C with meters  $189.95 

25 A mps cont.  30 A mps inter mit. (50% duty cycle)  25 lbs.  $274.95 

AVAILABLE ONLY AT THESE AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

CALIFORNI A 

C & A Electronic Enterprises, Carson, CA 90745, Ph. 213-834 5868 
Tele-Co m Electronics, San Jose, CA 95121, Ph. 408-274-4479 
Zackit Corporation, Vallejo, CA 94590, 707 644-6676 

COLORADO 
A.E.S. Co m mun ,cations, Wes Corn, Colorado Springs, CO 80909, 

Ph. 303-475-7050 

FLORIDA 
A mateur Electronic Supply, Orlando, FL 32803, Ph. 305-894-3238 

N & G Distributing, Mia mi, FL 33126, Ph. 305-592-9685 

VHF/JAX, Orange Park, FL 32073, Ph. 904-264-7176 

GEORGIA 

Creative Electronics, Marietta, GA 30065, Ph. 404-971-2122 

ILLINOIS 
Klaus Radio, Peoria, IL 61614, Ph. 309-691 4840 

Spectronics, Oak Park, IL 60304, Ph. 312-848-6777 

IO WA 

Bob Smith Elect -onics, Fort Dodge, IA 50501, Ph. 515 576 3886 

M ASSACHUSETTS 

Tufts Radio Electronics, Medford, MA 02155, Ph. 617-395 8280 

MICHIGAN 

Ada ms Distributing, Detroit, MI 48228, Ph. 313-584-4640 

The Ha m Shack, Kentwood, MI 49508, Ph. 616-531-197E 

MINNESOTA 

PAL Electronics, Minneapolis, MN 55412, Ph. 612-521-4662 

MISSOURI 

Alpha Electronic Labs, Colu mbia, MO 65201, Ph 314-449-1362 

NEBRASKA 

Co m munications Center, Lincoln, NE 68504, Ph. 402-466-3733 

NEVADA 

Co m munications Center West, Las Vegas, NV 89106, Ph. 702 647 3114 

NE W YORK 

Barry Electronics, New York, NY 10312, Ph. 212 925 7000 

Del mar Electronics, W. Babylon, LI, NY 11704, Ph. 516 420 1234 
VHF Co m munications, Ja mestown, NY 14701, Ph. 716 664 6345 

OHIO 

Universal A mateur Radio, Reynoldsburg, (Colu mbus) Ohio 43068 
Ph. 614-866-4267 

OKLAHO MA 

Derrick Electronics, Broken Arrow, OK 74012, Ph. 918 251 9923 

PENNSYLVANIA 

LaRue Electronics, Scranton, PA 18509, Ph. 717 343 2124 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

Burghardt A mateur Center, Watertown, SD 57201, Ph. 605 886 7314 

TEXAS 

AG L Electronics, Dallas, TX 75234, Ph. 214 241 6414 

Madison Electronics Supply, Houston, TX 77002, Ph. 713 658 0268 

VIRGINIA 

Radio Co m munications, Roanoke, VA 24016, Ph. 703-342-8513 

W ASHINGTON 

A B-C Co m munications, Seattle, W A 98155, Ph. 206 364 8300 

WISCONSIN 

Amateur Electronic Supply, Milwaukee, WI 53216, Ph. 414 442 4200 

CANADA 

Bytown Marine Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario, Can. K2H 7V1, Ph. 613-820 6910 

Traeger Distributors, Richmond, BC, Can. V6X 2A7, Ph. 604 278 154' 

f engineering 
DIVISIOA OF BR O WN/AA ELECTR ONICS CORP. 

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 
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Don Davis 
107 Oakdale Dr. 
Warner Robins GA 31093 

The Filcher Foiler Revisited 
— vehicular protection 

The best news for hot rods since the green light. 

After  reading  Mr. 
Helvey's  article 

("Filcher Foiler Car Alarm," 
73 Magazine, Dec., 1977), I 
decided that it was just 
what I needed to protect 
my old Ford hot rod with its 
chrome-plated engine, 
dual  quads,  custom 
gauges, etc. Being a mid-
dle-aged hot-rodder in a 
neighborhood full of 
fifteen-year-olds will 
almost always ensure a 
good-sized audience for 
my car projects. This day 
was no exception. 
The first thing I did was 

purchase all the required 
parts, including the door 
switches. Upon com-
pletion of one door jamb, I 
overheard a supportive 
ten-year-old telling his 
older brother in no un-
certain terms that, no, Mr. 

EXISTING AUTO WIRING 

ETC 

Davis wasn't crazy, and, 
yes, it was undoubtedly go-
ing to be faster with dual 
light switches! After 
pretending (?) to go berserk 
and  chasing  all  the 
youngsters away, I went in-
side to reread the article 
and see just why I was in-
stalling another set of door 
switches. 
The very first thing I 

discovered, which was in-
cidental to my quest, was 
that the relay as shown is 
not in a true latching-type 
configuration. The next 
thing I discovered is that 
most vans don't have door 
switches for the courtesy 
lights already installed. 
Hence Mr. Helvey's in-
stallation. Well, the Bondo 
job on the doorpost wasn't 
too difficult and neither is 
the new alarm system out-

ADDED CONNECTION 
DI 

COURTESy LAMPS 

Fig. 1. 

ill ', HE N 

lit. )1111 I 

•I2V 

1112 LOCK RUNK 53 
14000 SW AND 1 SWITCH 

•I2V 

lined here. 
My hot rod and my 

Mustang were both wired 
the same, insofar as the 
courtesy  lamps  use 
switched 12 volts from the 
door switch while the other 
side of the lamp is ground-
ed. Car manufacturers, 
however, being what they 
are, have probably made 
cars where the lamp is at 12 
volts on one side and uses a 
switched ground on the 
other side. If your car falls 
in the latter category, sim-
ply reverse the grounds 
and 12-volt sources on the 
large schematic (not the 
two smaller alarm sche-
matics), and reverse the 
polarity of diode D1. I have 
made provision in my 
system for hood and trunk 
switches; however, any 
number of extra switches 
may be used. 
Isolation diode D1 has 

been included to prevent 
the courtesy lights from 
coming on when the trunk 

ADDED CONNECTION .12V 
•I2V IL AUTA HORN FL - I  SW 

AUTO'S HORN RELAY COIL 

Fig. 2. For use with existing 
car horns with horn relay. 

or hood switch is closed. 
The size of this diode is not 
very critical, but it should 
be at least 25 V piv and 
have a current rating 
capable of handling the 
relay coil. Notice the con-
figuration of the latching 
circuit for relay K1. This 
corrected design ensures 
that the relay will latch by 
positively holding the relay 
closed for as long as a 
switch is closed, which will 
be more than long enough 
for the armature to contact 
its latching contact. Mr. 
Helvey's problem with the 
relay buzzing rather than 
latching is not due to a 
defective relay, but rather 
to trying to have the relay 
do something it wasn't 
designed to do. 
Two different methods 

of activating an alarm 
device are shown in my 
schematic: 1) using the ex-
isting car horns, where the 

•I2V •I2V 

EXISTING OR ADD-ON HORN OR DEVICE 
Fig. 3. For use with existing 
horns without horn relay or 
to use sirens, bells, or add-
on horn. 
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horns are operated from a 
horn relay in the car, and 2) 
using the existing car horns 
where there is no horn 
relay (as in the case of most 
mid-60s Ford products) or 
for using a siren, bell, add-
on horn, etc. Both above 
circuits are shown with a 
heavy-duty automotive 
flasher installed to provide 
a beeping alarm, rather 
than a continuous tone. A 
switch (S4) is included to 
change from beeping to 

continuous tone. If not 
desired, this feature may of 
course be deleted entirely, 
thereby eliminating S4, the 
flasher, and relay K2 from 
the circuit. K2 is required 
only because the large cur-
rent drain of the horns will 
not permit the flasher to 
operate properly and will 
burn out the flasher very 
quickly. 
One last note: Use only a 

12-volt source capable of 
supplying high current 

(cigarette lighter, battery 
terminal, etc.), and use a 
heavy-gauge wire for all 

wiring. This will prevent an 
electrical fire, which in a 
car is very dangerousE 

Parts List 

D1  50 V 3 A silicon rectifier (Radio Shack 
276-1141) 

FL1  Tung Sol 552 heavy-duty flasher (Auto 
Parts Store) 

K1, K2  DPDT 12 V relay 10 A contacts mini-
mum (275-208) 

Si, S2  Contact switch (for trunk and hood) 
(275-513) 

S3  SPST locking switch and key (275-511) 
S4  SPST toggle switch (mode selection) 

(275-701) 

$  .69 

2.50 

4.99; 9.98 

1.49; 2.98 
7.95 

.99 

Lee Reed W4RBL 
1406 Railton Street 
Memphis TN 38111 

Build An Economy 

Zener Checker 

—versatile test rig 

Why not do it right? 

The device shown in Fig. 
1 was developed to 

check zener diodes but it 
has also been found useful 
for other purposes. 
With no load across the 

alligator clips, the panel 
meter will read about 50 
volts. With a silicon rectifi-
er across the clips, the 

RI 
AC  A  5K 
SW  200V  2,, 

120 VAC 

6A 

meter will still read 50 
volts for one position of 
the switch but only .6 volt 
for the other position. Note 
that the switch is cross-
connected to provide volt-
age reversal across the 
diode. 
When the alligator clips 

are connected to a zener 

ALLIGATOR 
CLIPS 

Fig. 1. Zener checker schematic diagram. 

diode, the meter will read 
.6 volt for one position of 
the switch, but for the 
other position it will read 
the rated zener voltage up 
to a maximum of 50 volts. 
A third use is to check 

the total forward voltage 
across a string of series-
connected rectifiers with-
out applying power. This 
would be about .6 volt per 
rectifier. This check could 
not be made with most 
VOMs because their ohm-
meter source voltage is not 
high enough. 
This device should not 

be used to check germani-

urn diodes unless the sup-
ply voltage is reduced. This 
can be done by forward bi-
asing a silicon rectifier to 
obtain a .6-volt source. 
Then the germanium can 
be connected across the 
.6-volt source in both for-
ward and reverse direc-
tions to see if the meter 
reading will drop to .2 volt 
in the conducting direc-
tion. 
A 50-volt panel meter is 

probably optimum for this 
checker. However, other 
voltages could be used if 
the values of R1 and R2 are 
changed • 
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 SCR1000   
The Repeater of Your Dreams! 

Shown In Optional Cabinet 

float/aide Wiet% Ofitieutai 
Ibe  eeitzeted 

"kroteget e  e,ailted iireoutt 
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The SCR1000—simply the finest repeater available on 
the market— absolutely TOP QUALITY throughout . . . 
and often compared to (lesser featured) units selling 
for 2-3 times the price! This is a 30 Wt. unit, with a very 
sensitive & selective receiver. Included is a built-in AC 
Supply, NEW Expanded Memory CW IDer, full meter-
ing and lighted status indicators/control push-buttons, 
crystals, local mic, etc. Incidentally, we have designed 
every board and sub-assembly in the SCR1000 specifi-
cally for 100% continuous duty Repeater Service in ex-
treme environments. (-30 to +60° C.) We use only 
professional quality boards—Not "transceiver", or 
cheap "kit type" boards! 

Join the thousands of very pleased Spec Comm custom-
ers world-wide who are using our gear— knowledge-
able Amateur Radio groups, Commercial 2X Radio 
users, Military & Government Agencies, Red Cross, 
Universities, etc. 

So, make your dream a reality ... Call or write Spec 
Comm today! Give us all of your repeater system re-
quirements—whether modest ... or "Super Deluxe," 
and let us give you a quote on the entire system! 

The Spec Comm Repeater System ... a sound, long-
term investment—for those who demand the finest! 
Available only by direct factory order. Get your order 
in A.S.A.P! 

180 Day Warranty 

TM—Registered Trademark of AT&T 

Call or write today and get the details! 
 1055 W. Germantown Pk., Dept. Si 

Rear View of SCR1000 
Receiver—Left. Transmitter—Right. 

• Full Autopatch, with or without reverse patch, 
and "Landline" or Radio Remote Control of the 
Repeater. 

• Radio and/or Landline TouchToneml Remote 
Control of such repeater functions as HI/L0 
Power; Patch Inhibit/Reset; Switch ID Tracks; 
Repeater ON/OFF; PL ON/OFF, etc. 

• 65 Wt. Transmitter! 
• "PL"-CTCSS; HI/L0 Pwr.; Multi-Freq. 
• Up to 4 different IDs; Automatic switching to 
"Emergency Power ID" when on battery pwr. 
• Ultra-sharp 10 Pole Xtal Filter; Xmtr. Xtal 
oven— for the "ultimate" in stability. 
• Timeout—Timer Reset Tone Annunciator 
• And many other "custom-designed" options 
per your request—such as auxiliary receivers, 
radio links, etc. Please Inquire. 

Along with a complete line of Repeater 
System Accessories ... such as: The Fin-
est Duplexers, Cavities, Cabinets from 7" 
to 7', Antennas, "Hardline," Cables, etc. 

241ft. & 220 MHz 
(450 MHz Soon!) 

SPECTRUM 
Export Orders — Contact our International Dept. 

1 38 



NOW Fully "Commercial"--
20 ale *road to aagougce titat Me SeR1000 id goad 
-7eea7oe  e....e.41 sm.?, „.de„ 

Paled 21 81 89, 91 awe 93 .1 
SCR 1000 Specifications  

RF Output.... 30 Watts typ. 
Infinite VSWR proof 
Sensitivity.. 0.3uV/20dB at. 
Selectivity-6dB it ± 6.5 kHz; 

-75dB (t ± 15 kHz; 
-100dB 0 ± 30 kHz. 

Includes 8 Pole Xtal Fltr. 
Sharper  10  Pole  Fltr. 
Available.) 

FEATURES 
• Full Metering of critical 
levels. 

• Front Panel Controls for 
timers & AF levels. 

• Lighted push-buttons or 
control/test functions & 
status indicators. 

• State of the Art CMOS 
control logic & timers— 
No Relay problems! 

Exclusive Spec Comm 
MOSFET/Hot Carrier Diode 
rcvr. front end—reduces 
'dense & IM problems! 

• Built-In AC Supply w/in-
stant btry. switchover for 
emergency pwr. ( +Trickel 
Chgr.) 

• Supplied with ± .0005% In-
ternational precision Xtals, 
local mic., & FL-6 Pre-
selector. 

• Built-in CW IDer—Low cur-
rent draw. 250 bit PROM 
Memory)  Adjustable 
speed, pitch, time, etc. 

•jacks  Provided  for 
Remote Control, Auto' 
Patch, DC out, AF in/out, 
COR Switch, etc. 

• True FM —For Rpt. Audio 
so good, "It sounds like 
direct ,"' 

Mobile/Portable/Base 
Transceivers also 

available! 

5-25 Wt.; 2, 6, & 12 Chan.; 2M & 

220 MHz 

Write or call 
for further info. 

SPEC COMM REPEATER BOARDS, SUB-ASSEMBLIES & ACCESSORIES  
.a..  These are Professional "Commercial Grade" Units — Designed for Extreme Environments ( — 30 to + 60° C). 

SCT 04: - 'Y  All equipment assembled & tested. For 2M & 220 MHz.  110 BOARD 

BOARD #4l4 .4e.' _,Iee$.. 
SCR100  - 

• ( 1 ;5 4,40;* 'T 

0 

SCR100 Receiver Board 
• Wide dynamic range! Reduces overload, 
'desense', and IM. 

• Sens. 0.3 uV/20 dB Of. typ. 
• Sel. -6dB a ± 6.5 KHz, -90dB 0 ± 30KHz, 
(-110dB w/opt. 8 Pole Fltr.) 10 Pole Fltr. Avail. 

• 'S Meter' Output. 
Exc. audio quality! Fast squelch! $125.00 w/xtal. 

8 Pole Fltr. (Highly recommended.) $15.00 

SCR100 Receiver Assembly 
• SCR100 mounted in shielded housing 
• Same as used on SCR1000 
• Completely asmbld. w/F.T. caps, 50239 conn.. 
AF GAIN POT, etc. $195.00 

SCAP Autopatch Board 
• Provides all basic autopatch functions 
• See our Dec. 73 Ad for details. $225.00 

RPCM Board 
• Used w/SCAP board to provide "Reverse Patch" 
and land-line control of rptr. 

• Includes land line "answering" circuitry. $79.95 

WP641 Duplexer 
• Superior Band Pass/Band Reject design 
• Provides great rejection of "out-of- band" 
Signals 

• Extremely easy to adjust 
• - 93dB typ. isolation. $495.00 (fully ckd. out 

wISCR1000). 

FL-6 Rcvr. Front-End Preselector 
• 5 Ni 0 Resonators with FET preamp. 
• Provides tremendous rejection of "out-of-band" 
signals w/out the usual loss! Can often be used 
instead of large, expensive cavity filters. 

• Extremely helpful at sites with many nearby 
VHF transmitters 

• Gain: apx. 10 dB 

• Selectivity: - 20 dB d' -± 2.0 MHz: - 60 dB 61 
± 6 MHz (typ.). $85.00 

TRA-1 Timer Reset Annunciator Board 
• Puts out a tone "beep" on rptr. xmtr. apx. 1 sec. 
after rcvd signal drops — thus allowing time 
for breakers 

• Resets rptr. time-out timer when tone Is emitted 
• Adjustable time delay and tone duration 
• For use with CTC100 and 10100/250 
• 820.95 (Add $18.00 for inst. & ck. out in 
SCR1000) 

CTC100 COR/Timer/Control Board 
• Complete COR circuitry 
• Carrier 'Hang' & T.O. Timers 
• Remote xmtr. Inhibit/Reset control 
• Provision for panel control switches & lamps 

• 100% Solid State CMOS logic 
• Many other features $35.00 

ID250 CW ID & Audio Mixer Board 
• Adjustable ID tone, speed, level, timing cycle 
• 4 Input AF Mixer & Local Mic amp. 
• COR input & xmtr. hold circuits. 

• CMOS logic; PROM memory-250 bits/chan. 
• Up to 4 different ID channels! 
• Many other features. Programmed $135.00 

(1 chan.) Adifl Chan. $6.00 ea. 
• Local MIC: $18.95 

COMMUNICATIONS s. 
MOBILE/PORTABLE TRANSCEIVERS ALSO AVAILABLE. 5-25 Wt., 2M & 220 MHz! 

Norristown, PA 19401  • (215) 631-1710 

FL-6 

SCT110 Xmtr/Exciter Board 
• 7 or 10 Wts. Output. 100% Duty Cycle! 
• Infinite VSWR proof 

• True FM for exc. audio quality 
• New Design — specifically for continuous rptr. 

service 
• Very low in "white noise" 
• Spurious - 70 dB 

• With .0005% xtal. $135.00 
• BA-10 30 Wt. Amp board & Heat Sink. 3 sec LPF 
& rel. pwr. sensor. 851.95 

SCT110 Transmitter Assembly 
• SCT110 mounted in shielded housing 
• Same as used on SCR1000 
• Completely asmbld. w/F.T. caps, 50239 conn 

• 7 or 10 Wt. unit $199.95. Add $68.00 for 30 Wt 
unit 

TTC100 TOUCHTONETm  
CONTROL BOARD 

TTC100 Touchtoneml Control Board 
•3 digit ON, 3 digit OFF control of a single 
repeater function. Or. 2 functions ON (2 digits 
each) with 1 digit (each) OFF. 
•Can be used to pull in a relay, trigger logic, etc. 
•Typically used for Rptr. ON/OFF, HI/LO Pwr., 
P.L. ON/OFF, Patch Inhibit/Reset, etc. 

•Stable, anti-falsing design. 5s, Limit on access. 
• 585.00 (8125.00 inst. & ckd. out in SCR1000.) 

Send for Data Sheets! 

 il(Ship./Hand1. —$3.75 PA residents add 6% I,3 
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Loren Car/berg WB5 WDG 

2423 Canterbury 

Muskogee OK 74401 

Alaskan Adventure 
stalking the elusive KL7 

If you crank up your perseverance, you can WAS. 

yep, I got Alaska! After 
a solid year of frustra-

tion, anxiety, and keen 
disappointment, I finally 
corralled a KL7 station. 

I believe Reader's Digest 
said that Alaska has some-
thing like thirty-seven 
million acres of land, and 
the Cal/book shows some-
thing like fifteen hundred 
amateur radio stations hav-
ing KL7 calls ... so it looks 
like getting Alaska would 
be about as hard as hitting 
Texas with a seven and a 
half gallon hat. 

Well, believe me, it 
ain't! The first thing I did 
was set up a sked with a 
station at the North Pole. I 
had  already  worked 
Hawaii and Australia, plus 
a few other DX points of in-
terest, so, with a sked, 
things would be easy and I 
could spend more time on 
Delaware and the Dakotas. 
But the sked just didn't 
come off as expected ... 
three times each week 
KL7IUM and I would toss 

CQs back and forth at each 
other, but none of them 
made connections in a 
faithful six months of ef-
fort. One by one, the other 
states came dropping in 
until  I was down to 
Delaware and Alaska ... 
and try as I would, I just 
couldn't find the range. 
A funny thing happened 

on the way to WAS, 
however.. . I was glued to 
the CW bands, and one day 
I heard a CQ that ended: 
"CQ, CQ, CQ de LA 
WARE!" I went back to 
him, not being sure where 
LA was, nor what country 
had calls without numbers. 
The Cal/book said that LA 
was Norway, but they had 
a number  after  the 
"LA" ... so I assumed I 
had read 3 into a W 
missing a few dits in the 
translation. Could happen! 
So I called and called ... 
no reply. Then I told my 
friend WB5WDD about it, 
and he said he had heard 
the same station but 
couldn't get it to come 

back. We agreed it was 
Norway . . . and let it go at 
that. Finally I landed a 
Delaware station, and it 
was then and only then 
that I realized the CQ I 
heard was FOR Delaware 
and not FROM Norway. It 
could happen to anyone! 
But, after concentration 

on Alaska, I began to hear 
a few KL7 stations . . . one 
of them coming in quite 
clearly on a Sunday after-
noon. He called CQ South 
America, so I waited 
through several of his calls 
until finally I assumed he 
would not get his desired 
station. Then I called him 
and anxiously awaited his 
return call. It came like 
this: "Can't you hear? I am 
calling South America!" So 
there was lesson number 
XX on CQ courtesy . . . but I 
kept listening and dialing. 
One evening I heard a 
truck driver, mobile in 
California, rag chewing 
with  a strong  KL7 
station ... so I waited 
... and waited ...  and 

waited ... not daring to 
holler "break" after the 
previous experience. They 
gabbed a good half hour, 
and the truck driver, who 
evidently had not read the 
book on ham courtesy, 
either, closed by saying, 
"I have a buddy tuned in 
on us now that would like 
to have a word with 
you ... so I'll be ... etc., 
etc." And the buddy took 
over until the band closed! 
Well, it was important... 
the buddy was trying out a 
new rig, and he wanted the 
opinion of this stranger in 
Fairbanks on whether he 
should buy the rig or not! 
Finally, in desperation, I 

decided that the next KL7 I 
heard would either pitch 
me out on my ear. ... or 
QSL! And then it came... 
again, a strong station in 
KL7-land hooked up with a 
California ham ... and I 
sat through the usual 
routine of statistics before 
timidly shouting "break" 
plus other pertinent data 
that I thought would get 
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me through. There was a 
short silence and KL7 said, 
"I believe we had a 
breaker ... come on in, 
breaker!" 
Here was the chance I 

had been so long waiting 
for ... and behold, my 
voice almost failed me! 
Finally  I got it out: 
"KL7ABC,  this  is 
WB5WDG, Muskogee, 
Oklahoma. Do you copy?" 
There was an exciting 

few seconds of dead 
silence, and then Califor-
nia said, "I believe he is 
calling you, KL7." 
Then KL7 said, "No, I 

think he was calling you." 
and with that, they went 
back to their aforemen-
tioned Q50 and never paid 
me another bit of atten-
tion. I snapped off the rig, 
snapped at my XYL, and 
told her where they could 
put Alaska if Russia ever 
wanted her back ... and 
went to bed, only to roll 
and toss and count cari-

bou, grizzlies, fjords, and 
permafrost. 
But the final blow came 

a couple weeks ago when 
KL7 came in quite clearly, 
slowly, and with a hesitat-
ing dandididandit followed 
by SA ... so, naturally, I 
assumed that this was a 
Novice newly upgraded 
who was trying out his new 
wings. I went back to him 
in fear and trembling, hop-
ing that this was it. And it 
was ... he heard me and 
came back loud and clear. 
A real live KL7 ... and he 
was answering my call... 
at last, the big hunt was 
over. I was so excited that I 
almost missed his QTH 
when he gave it as Ft. 
Bragg, North Carolina. He 
had been transferred from 
a military base in Alaska 
and was still using his KL7 
call ... the SA I had heard 
after the dandididandit 
was not an SA at all, but a 
four. Your ears hear what 
you want them to hear. 

But enough of that stuff 
... quitting never gets 
it ... and I just didn't quit. 
Quite by accident, I heard 
a QS° that ended identify-
ing itself as having a 
treasured Alaska station as 
one of the participants. 
Again I waited patiently 
until it ended, and I swung 
in behind the finale with 
my call. Believe it or not, 
the KL7 answered. 
At last, my luck had 

changed and I was ready to 
apply for my WAS award. 
His signal was strong ... 
his fist was great ... and 
everything was deathly 
quiet. He acknowledged 
my call, gave me his name. 
and then started with his 
QTH —just as a 4-land sta-
tion with a million-Watt 
linear started his big CQ, 
almost knocking my cans 
from my ears. I ditted a few 
thousand times and he 
stopped just as the lad in 
Anchorage was telling me 
that he had to get to work, 

but would answer my QSL 
as soon as he got it. And 
that ended that . . . thanks 
to the million-Watter in 
orange country. 
Only this time I was 

ready. This had happened 
to me before ... many 
times . . . so I was pre-
pared. While I was listen-
ing to the KL7 QS0, I was 
copying his data as he sent 
it  to  the  former 
r.ecipient ... and even 
though Florida knocked 
the orange juice out of my 
coax, I was ready with the 
proper address and now 
have my QSL merrily on its 
way to Anchorage with an 
SASE enclosed! 
Why didn't I refer to the 

Cal/book? Well, this lad 
had already said that he 
was too new to be in the 
latest edition of the 
Cal/book and he had to get 
his QSLs in care of his dad, 
who was in the book! Prac-
tice  may  not  make 
perfect ... but it helps.• 

'NEW MFJ Dual Tunable SSB/CW filter 
lets you zero in SSB/CW signal and notch out interfering signal at the  
same time. 

C • 'rev 

t/  NH I  II II 
,S8 Fll 1E11 

The MFJ-752 Signal Enhancer is a dual tunable  
SSB/CW active filter system that gives you signal 
processing performance and flexibility that others 
can't match. 
For example, you can select the optimum Pri-

mary Filter mode for an SSB signal, zero in with 
the frequency control and adjust the bandwidth 
for best response. Then with the Auxiliary Filter 
notch out an interfering heterodyne . . . or peak 
the desired signal. 
For CW, peak both Primary and Auxiliary Filters 

for narrow bandwidth to give skirt selectivity that 
others can't touch. Or use Auxiliary Filter to notch 
out a nearby OSO. 
The Primary Filter lets you peak, notch, low-

pass, or highpass signals with double tuned filter 
for extra steep skirts., The Auxiliary Filter lets 
you notch a signal to 70 db. Or peak one with a (.,bandwidth down to 40 Hz.  
Tune both Primary and Auxiliary Filters from 

300 to 3000 Hz. Vary the bandwidth from 40 Hz 
to almost flat. Notch depth to 70 db. 
MFJ has solved problems that plague other 

tunable filters to give you a constant output as a 
bandwidth is varied. And a linear frequency con-
trol. And a notch filter that is tighter and smoother 
for a more effective notch. 
Works with any rig. Plugs into phone jack. 2 

watts for speaker. Inputs for 2 rigs. 
Switchable noise limiter for impulse noise; 

trough clipper removes background noise. 
Simulated stereo feature for CW lets ears and 

brain reject ORM. Yet off frequency calls can be 
heard 
Speaker and phone jacks. Speaker is disabled 

by phones. OFF bypasses filter. 110 VAC or 9 
to 18 VDC, 300 ma. 10x2x6 inches. 
Every single unit is tested for performance and 

inspected for quality. Solid American construction, 
quality components. 

Ha m Radio's 
Most Versatile Filter 

$7995 
The MFJ-752 carries a full one year uncondi 

tional guarantee. 
Order from MFJ and try it — no obligation. If 

not delighted, return it within 30 days for a re 
fund (less shipping). 
To order, simply call us toll free 800-647-1800 

and charge it on your VISA or Master Charge or 
mail us a check or money order for $79.95 plus 
$3.00 for shipping/handling. 
Don't wait any longer to use Ham Radio's most 

versatile filter. Order your MFJ Dual Tunable 
SSB/CW Filter at no obligation, today.  ,...msz 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC. 
P. 0. BOX 494 
MISSISSIPPI STATE, MS 39762 
CALL TOLL FREE .... 800-647-1800 
For technical information, order/repair status, in 
Miss., outside continental USA, call 601-323-5E16 V 
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H. Lawrence Laupheimer K3FDL 
4110 Fields Drive 
Lafayette Hill PA 19444 

The Last DXpedition 

—"QTH hr is Purgatory" 

What the devil is going on here? 

This old-timer was one-
in-a-million, with a per-

sonal history dedicated to 
amateur radio. He was the 
envy of operators the 
world over. He held more 
certificates than the 
average ham ever knew ex-
isted, was winner of 
numerous contests and 
citations from all over the 
world for amateur radio 
services above and far 
beyond the call of duty, 
and was designer and 
builder of practically every 
type of radio equipment 
from the spark-gap days on 
up. This old-timer had just 
expressed his last "73" 
along with his final "dah-
dit-dah." In simple words, 
he died. 
He awakened, feeling no 

pain, and discovered he 
was lying on a very comfort-
able, elaborate bed, in a 
gorgeous room which was 
permeated by the faint 
odor of burning sulphur. 
"Oh, brother," sighed the 
old-timer, "I knew this 
would happen to me. I 
should have been more 
careful to always stay within 
the legal bands. I knew I was 
wrong in using that 'Califor-
nia Kilowatt' so often, and I 
should not have worked 
those guys with the HS, XU, 
XV, 3W8, and 8F calls. Yes, 

I'm confined to eternal 
damnation!" 

"just a minute there, my 
friend. Don't be upset 
about what happened to 
you." jumping from his 
bed, the old-timer found 
himself face-to-face with a 
man who was reddish of 
face and the epitome of 
sartorial splendor in his 
superbly tailored suit, 
bright red socks, and foot-
long cigar. The old-timer 
could plainly see the horn-
like protrusions, all polished 
and gleaming, near the 
top of the man's head, and 
even the shadow of a tail 
extended from his rear. 
"Allow me to introduce 
myself. I am lovingly called 
Satan by my many ad-
mirers and I welcome you 
to Purgatory. Now, don't 
get yourself all uptight 
about things you heard 
concerning me and my 
home from those narrow-
minded people up there 
where you used to live. I've 
been given a bad press all 
my life, and I honestly 
don't feel I deserve such 
humiliating treatment. 
They don't like me up there 
for some reason, and they 
sure paint a black picture 
of Hell. Now, don't misun-
derstand me—it's Hell 

down here alright, but we 
still have plenty going for 
us, as you'll soon discover. 
Here, have a glass of 
20-year-old bourbon, a fine 
cigar, and pull up a chair. 
Tell me all about yourself, 
you lucky man!" 
Before the old-timer had 

time  to  collect  his 
thoughts, Satan started in 
again. "Look, pal, I'm going 
to try to make you like it 
down here. Sure it's Hell, 
but just for openers, tell me 
what you like the best. Do 
you want a dozen or so 
beautiful, sexy gals—or 
maybe you'd like to be-
come a millionaire? Is it 
just hunting, fishing, and 
yachting you like? Tell me 
what 'turns you on' and it's 
yours, absolutely free of 
charge, with no strings at-
tached." 
"Well, Mr. Satan," re-

plied the old-timer, "up 
there I was one hell, oh, 
pardon me, of a ham radio 
operator, and I thought just 
maybe you'd have ... " 
"A ham radio operator!" 

screamed Satan. "Why the 
hell didn't you say so in the 
first place! Quickly, come 
with me." Satan then 
rushed the old-timer out-
side to a warehouse, 
unlocked the door, and 
said, "We'll start with your 

tower. Here's a nice 
medium height one of 
about 500 feet, OK?" 
"Wow!" yelled the old-

timer. "These are built bet-
ter than the commercial 
towers up there. You sure 
there's no catch to this?" 
"Aw, come on, pal," 

replied Satan. "Would I 
fool you when you're going 
to be my guest for quite 
some time? Why shouldn't 
I try to please you with the 
best of everything just to 
make you happy? Sure, it's 
Hell down here, as I said 
before, but we still have 
much more to offer a nice 
guy like you. Now, let's get 
some antennas up. How's 
this—a simple Christmas 
tree of rotary beams, sim-
ple 10-element beams for 
every band? I'll have them 
erected immediately." 
"Yes, but what am I go-

ing to do for a transmitter 
and receiver?" queried the 
skeptical old-timer. 
"Never fear, friend, 

Satan is here. Take a look 
and pick up any of these." 
Here was a room filled with 
every late model transmit-
ter and receiver, all in 
sealed cartons. The old-
timer was dumbfounded, 
as he had never owned any 
equipment that wasn't 
"home brewed." 
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new 
104 1979 

ADD GENERAL COVERAGE TO 
YOUR PRESENT HF OR NHF 
RECEIVER OR TRANSCEIVER 

Haven't you always wanted an All-Wave 
Receiver with continuous coverage 
and performance comparable to 
that of your present Ham Receiver 
or Transceiver? 

Wish no longer— 
Clegg "ALL-BANDERS" do it for you! 
If you're a VHF'er without a "low-band" re-
ceiver the AB-144 model will really excite 
you. It tunes from below the AM Broadcast 
Band on up through 30 MHz with no gaps. 
Works great with any of the popular 2 meter 
rigs such as the YAESU FT-225RD and FT-221; 
KENWOOD TS-700 series; KLM 2700 etc. 

"ALL BANDER" MODEL MB-28-9 

When connected to your present "ham 
band only' transceiver or receiver provides 
continuous coverage from 100 KHz to 18 MHz 
with stability, calibration, selectivity and 
other characteristics identical to that of the 
associated receiver. 

Several other models are currently in development 
for release during 1979. Drop us a line and we'll add 
your name to our MAILING LIST. 

"ALL BANDER" MODEL AB-144 

"ALL-BANDER" GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Clegg's "ALL-BANDERS" are solid state up-
converters designed for installation at the 
input of an appropriate HF or VHF receiver. 
Output is on 28-30 MHz or 144-148 MHz de-
pending on the specific model. 

A single band-switch on the "ALL-BANDER" 
selects the segment of the spectrum to be 
tuned and then all tuning and mode selec-
tion is performed at the associated receiver 
or transceiver. Receive AM, USB, LSB, OW, FSK, 
AFSK, RTTY etc. as established by receiver. 

C 3 

Communications Corp 
1911 Olde Homestead Lane 

Greenfield Industrial Park East 
Lancaster, PA  17601 

(717) 299-7221 
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"Wait a minute, friend," 
said Satan. "Pick up a good 
linear while you are at it. 
And by the way," he 
whispered, edging over to 
the old-timer, "how about 
one of my special 'Satanic 
Kilowatts' that makes those 
'California Kilowatts' up 
there sound like peanut 
whistles? Here's a great 
new 10 kW job. 
"Sure, this is Hell, but 

answer me truthfully, did 
anyone up there ever offer 

a nice guy like you so much 
for free with absolutely no 
strings attached?" 
The old-timer was ab-

solutely at a loss for words. 
Having scrounged all his 
life for every dime to buy 
used parts to build any-
thing he ever operated, he 
never dreamed he would 
be so fortunate as to have 
such magnificent ap-
pliances to operate for all 
eternity. "Let's get this set 
up!" yelled the old-timer. 

"I just can't wait to get on 
the air!" 
"Certainly," said Satan. 

With a wave of his smoking 
hand, there was a loud clap 
of thunder and a puff of 
sulphur-ridden smoke, and 
the old-timer found him-
self in a shack fit for a king, 
with everything properly 
set up. 
"Great, great, absolutely 

beyond belief!" cried the 
old-timer. I just don't know 
how to thank you enough. 

I'm going on the air to tell 
everybody up there the 
true story of you and your 
kindness, Mr. Satan. I'll tell 
them the absolute truth 
about the goodies you 
have to offer everyone. By 
the way, where do I plug in 
this magnificent equip-
ment?" 
"Well, my friend," 

replied Satan as he hastily 
headed for the door, 
"that's the hell of it—we 
have no electricityr• 

Randy Hoffman WB6WQN 
991 42nd Street 
Sarasota FL 33580 

An Audio Morse Memory 

— got a tape recorder? 

Listen to your own fist— and learn. 

The tape recorder de-
coder (Fig. 1) can be 

very useful and is easy to 
duplicate. It converts an 
audio signal to dc to key a 
relay. Code can be record-
ed on a tape recorder, then 
played back through the 
decoder, thus keying a 
transmitter, monitor, or 
both. Works just dandy for 
a "CQ" tape or a "CQ field 
day" tape. CW can also be 
recorded from a receiver 
and then played back to 
key your transmitter, let-
ting a fellow amateur hear 

OUTPUT 
FROM TAPE 
RECORDER 

Fig. 1. 
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his own fist! A delayed test-
transmission with a timer 
can also be arranged, 
allowing you to check 
signal quality from a 
friend's shack. 

Parts List for Tape 
Recorder Decoder 

Q1 —For maximum sen-
sitivity, a high-gain tran-
sistor such as a 2N447A 
(gain of 200) should be 
used. But any transistor of 
reasonable gain is OK 
(2N338, 2N3641, 2N3843, 
etc.). A PNP transistor can 

TAPE RECORDER DECODER 

DI- D4 

TO 
TRANSMITTER - •-• 
MONITOR 

" 

B 

Tape recorder decoder schematic diagram. 

be used as easily by revers-
ing the polarity at the bat-
tery and C3 (2N1307, 
2N404, 2N408, 2N1025 
with a gain of 100). 
C1 —.001 to .005 uF rf by-
pass. 
C2 —.1 to .25 uF disc 
ceramic, mylar, or elec-
trolytic (6 V). 
L1 — .5 H choke. A toroid 
is best because of its small 
size and low losses. The 
value is not critical and can 
be replaced with a 68- to 
100-Ohm resistor, though 
performance is degraded 
slightly when demodulat-
ing low frequencies. 
C3-1 uF to 2 uF, 3 V elec-
trolytic. 
T1 —miniature transistor 
audio output transformer 
with primary of 8 Ohms (to 
match tape recorder out-
put) and a secondary of 500 

to 1000 Ohms. 
D1-D4 —1N34 or equiv-
alent. Just about any small-
signal, germanium diode 
will work. 
K1 —reed relay with 3- to 
6-volt coil. A 10-Watt reed 
relay with coil can be 
bought at Lafayette Radio, 
or a range of relays, with 
and without coils, can be 
obtained at suppliers. 
B— battery, 3 to 6 V. 

None of the part values 
are critical. The volume 
control setting on play-
back and record will have 
to be adjusted to obtain 
the best results. Playback 
volume should be as low as 
possible to prevent back-
ground noise from causing 
odd clicks, or overloading 
from  causing  mushy 
characters.• 



Iii I USED BEHR *TEST EQUIPMERT• SPECIES 
30-DAY GUARANTEE U 90-DAY FULL CREDIT TRADE-IN II FREE SHIPPING VIA UPS ONLY 

Limited quantities. First  (if weight or size exceeds UPS max., we will ship freight collect) 
come, first served. 

Allied 
AX 190 Receiver 

Amoco 
PV 50 

CN 50 
CN 144 
TX 62 
621 VFO 

$159 

S 9 
29 
39 
79 
45 

B&W Waters 
Nuvertor 2+ 6 Cony  $ 75 
6100 SSB Xmitter  395 
670 SSB Adaptor  39 
Co Dax Keyer  95 

Central 
Electronics 

IO N Transmitter  325 
M M 2 Scope  69 
20 A SSB Adaptor  79 

Clegg 
22'er FM 
66'er 666 Xcvr 
99'er 600 Xcvr 
interceptor BRCUR 
Ant Pre Amp 
All Bander 
HT 146 
2 Vess 
FM 27 B Xcvr 

Collins 
75 Al Receiver 

755313 Receiver 
7551 Receiver 
KW M 2 Xcvr 
3251 Xmitter 
PM 2 AC Supply 
516 F2 AC Supply 
312135 Console 
36102 Mount 

Drake 

S179 
115 
59 
275 
22 
69 
125 
259 
325 

$395 
695 
349 
595 
349 

95 
139 
425 
79 

2A Receiver  $149 
2B Receiver  189 
?AO SPKR O MULT  79 
R4 Receiver  289 
RI B Receiver  349 
R4 C Receiver  399 
MS a Speaker  19 
2NT Transmitter  125 
7NT Transitter  99 
TR 6  695 

TR 22 2 Meter  140 
T 4X Trans mitter  339 
TR 72 2 Meter FM  225 
AC 4 AC Supply  95 
TR a C Transceiver  449 
CC 1 Console 
CPS I Supply 
SC 2 Cony 
SC 6 Cony 
SC 1 Calibrator 
The above all assembled 
complete pkg.  Only $2 00 

Dycomm 
10 02 M Ampl 
35 0 401N 1100 0 
470 25 450 MC 

P 1416 16 Amp Supply 

Eico 
720 Trans mitter 
727 VFO 
730 Modulator 

Eimac 

$ 49 
39 
39 

AF 67 Transmitter  5 45 
PMR 8 Receiver  79 

Geneve 
GTX22M FM 
GTX 200 2M FM 

$165 
149 

Globe/Galaxy 
VHF 6 - 2 Transm 
Chief Trans mitter 
Galaxy III Xcvr 
Galaxy V Xcvr 
Galaxy V Mk II 
GT 550 Xcvr 
GT 500A Xcvr 
AC 400 Supply 
FM 210 2M FM 

Gonset 
Corn II 266 
Corn Ii 6M 
Com IV 2M 
GC 105 2M 
G 28 Xcvr 
G 50 Xcvr 

39 
39 
159 
189 
239 
279 
329 
79 
95 

$ 75 
69 
129 
115 
119 
149 

Nallicrafters 
S 108 Receiver 
SX 101 Receiver 
HT 32 Trans mitter 
HT 32B Trans mitter 
SX 99 Receiver 
SX 115 Receiver 

S 99 
159 
179 
269 
79 
349 

The inventory quantities of the items shown 
in this list vary. There may be one or 
several of any item. Some items may be 
sold by the time you read this ad. It is also 
likely that we have items in stock that are 
not I isted, as a result of the many trades we 
make each day. We reserve the right to sell 
accessories and power supplies with match-
ing transceivers and transmitters. Please 
allow up to 10 working days to ship your 
order so that we may check and service the 
gear you purchase. 

KEN WOOD  Your price 
TS820  $1055.00  $896.75 

TS8OS  $1249.00... $1061.65 

HT 37 Transmitter  159 
HT 40 Transmitter  19 

SX 99 Receiver  99 
SX 117 Receiver  189 
SR 150 Xcvr  259 
SR 160 Xcvr  159 
SX 146 Receiver  175 
HT AM Trans mitter  159 
SX 111 Receiver  149 
SX•122 Receiver  249 
$.36 UHF Receiver  125 

Nammarlund 
HO 110 A VHF Receiver 5189 

$125  HO 110C Receiver  119 
130  HQ 110AC Receiver  149 
120  HQ 145X Receiver  169 
95  HO 170C Receiver  159 

HO 180 Receiver  379 
HQ 215 Receiver  259 
SP 600 Receiver  179 
HX 50 Trans mitter  169 

Heathkit 
SB 300 Receiver 
513 301 Receiver 
HR 10 B Receiver 
SB 303 Receiver 
SB 220 Linear Amp 
SB 102 Trivcvr 
DX 60B Transmitter 
HW 32 Transmitter 
HW 100 Transceiver 
SB 100 Transceiver 
SR 401 Transmitter 
SB 101 Transceiver 
SB 650 Digital Freq 

Display 
HW 30 Twoer 
Also Siker 
H 10 Monitor 
VHF 1 Seneca 
HW 12 Transmitter  75 
HP 23 AC Supply  49 
HP 23B AC Supply  59 
HW 202 2M FM Xcvr  159 

SB 620 Spectru m Analyz 120 
SB 102 Xcvr  369 
SB 610 Scope 
HA 20 6m Linear 
S13 634 Ccnsole 
SB 60.4Spkr  29 50 
SB 644 VFO  129 50 
B 230 Linear  359 
SB 104 Transceiver  625 

$199 
279 
69 
169 
419 
379 
69 
85 
249 
299 
249 
349 

149 
79 
29 
69 
79 

95 
125 
175 

ICON 
IC 21 2M FM Xcvr 
IC 230 De mo 
IC 22A 266 FM Xcvr 
IC 30A 432 MCF M 

$799 
369 
185 
269 

Johnson 
1 KW Matchbox/S WR 
Courier Linear 
Ranger I Transmitter 
Ranger II Transmitter 
Valiant I Trans mitter 
invader 2000 Xmitt 

Kenwood 
T 599 Trans mitter 
R 599 Receiver 
TS 570 Tranc 
OR 666 
OR 666 Receiver 
TV 502 Transvertor 

Knight 
T 60 Trans mitter 
r 100 Receiver 
TR 108 Trancur 1M 

Lafayette 
HA 800 Receiver 
HP 350 Receiver 
HE 45 Transceiver 

Midland 
509 H T 

Millen 

$195 
139 
85 
139 
129 
495 

$289 
289 
479 
259 
239 
179 

$ 39 
59 
79 

$ 89 
149 
49 

$149 

97200 Trans match  $149 
90651 A Grid Dipper  95 

National 
NC 270 Receiver 
NC 300 Receiver 
NCX 5 Transceiver 
NCX 5MK II Transcvr 
NC 303 Receiver 
AC 500 AC Supply 
NCX 500 Transceiver 
NCX 3 Transceiver 
NC 190 Receiver 
NC 105 Receiver 

Regency 
HR 2B 2M FM 
HR 220 FM 220 MC 
AR 2 2M Amplifier 
HR 25 2M FM 
HR 6 Meter FM 

SBE 
SB 34 Transceiver 
SB 33 Transceiver 
SB let 2M FM 
SBZ LP Linear 

$119 
179 
279 
799 
199 
69 
199 
169 
149 
69 

$169 
185 
85 
225 
189 

$749 
189 
175 
179 

crer 

YAESU FT227RA 
Regular $399, save $60. Your price $339. 

Cash—no trade. 

FT101F 
FT101EE 
FT101FX. 

Your price 
$799.00 .. $679.15 
$759.00  . $645.90  YAESU 
$699.00 . $594.15 

MAIL & PHONE ORDERS WELCOMED  BANK AMERICARD ACCEPTED 

Standard 
SRC 146 HT 
826 M Trnscvr 
SRC 14-1 
SRC 851T 

Swan 
700 CX Xcvr 
260 Cygnet 
179 Cygnet 
500 Xcvr 
500 CX Xcvr 
117 XC AC Supply 
14X DC Module 
MK II Linear 
KK VI 6 Meter 
250C 6M Xcvr 
FM 2X2 M Xcvr 
FM 1210A 2M 
350 Transceiver 
350C Xcvr 
600R Receiver 
600T Transmitter 
410 VFO 

Tempo 
$149  Tempo one Xcvr 
195  AC One Supply 
395  FMH 2M H T. 
250  CL 220 T1 ncur 220 MC 

FMH 266 wiTalkle 

$459 
289 
329 
799 
389 
95 
39 
475 
550 
349 
169 
249 
269 
299 
339 
399 
79 

Ten Tec 
PM 3 Trnsur 
Argonaut Xcvr 
KR 40 Keyer 
R X 10 Receiver 
5 30 Signalizer 
Triton II 

Taesu 
FT 401 Xcvr 
FRDX 400SD Rec 
FT 2 Auto 2M FM 
FT 10113 Xcvr 
FL 21008 Linear 
FV 101 VFO 
101E Xcvr Demo 

$299 
79 

149 
179 
149 

$ 49 
199 
79 
49 
79 
479 

$499 
325 
249 
549 
295 
79 
695 

Test Equipment Bargains 
Boonton "0" Meter   $295 
Tektronix 5140   249 
Tektronix 545A   950 
5 3/54A Plug-in wide band preamp .  75 
Hickok 695 Generator   69 
Bendix BC221 Freq Meter   39 
Polarad Spectrum Analyzers A84T. . 1695 
Hewlett Packard 400C   75 
Precision E-400 Signal Generator. . .  125 
Electro Impulse Spectrum Analyzer .  395 
Dyna/Sciences Model 330 Digital 
Multimeter   195 

Hewlett Packard 4905A Ultra Sonic 
Detector    550 

Hewlett Packard 120A Scope   250 
7S-323/UR Frequency Meter   175 
Hewlett Packard 4910B Open Fault 
Locator   650 

Bird Mod 43   80 
General Radio 650A   150 
Measurements Mod 80   195 
Nems Clark 1400   495 
Ballantine 300H   175 
PACO Scope Mod-S-50   75 
Singer FM-10C   3495 
Simpson 260 V.O.M   49.50 

MIDLAND 13-510 
Regular $399, save $60. Your price $339. 

Cash—no trade. 

YAESU CPU-2500RK 
KEYBOARD MIKE 

Regular $585. Your price $497.25. 
Cash —no trade. 
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Michael Black VE2BVW 
16 Anwoth Road 
Montreal, Quebec 
Canada H3Y 2E7 

The Amazing Active Attenuator 
—can you find a use for it? 

The op amp is the answer. 

I'm sure, by now, you 
have heard of many uses 

for op amps. But did you 
know that they can be used 
as attenuators? For some 
uses, they are better than 
attenuators consisting of 
only resistors. While the 
principle is very simple, I 
have not seen much men-
tion of it in the various 
electronic magazines. 
In an inverting op amp 

amplifier, as shown in Fig. 
1, the gain can be varied 
from the open loop gain 
down to a gain of one. This 
gain is determined by the 
equation Rf/Rin, where Rf 
is the resistor from the out-
put to the input and Rin is 
the resistor from the driv-
ing source to the input of 
the op amp (Fig. 1). Now, 
what happens if Ri n 
becomes greater than Rf? 
To save you the trouble of 
running this experiment, 
the answer is that there is a 
loss from input to output 
and the circuit becomes 
what I call an active at-
tenuator. 
There are, unfortunate-

ly, some disadvantages to 
this attenuator. The first 
problem is that an active 

component, along with its 
associated power supply, is 
required. Also, frequency 
response is restricted to the 
bandwidth of this active 
component. Next, you 
must remember that this 
circuit inverts, so if you are 
using it for dc, you will get 
a negative voltage out if 
you feed in a positive 
voltage and vice versa. 
Now, for the advantages. 

The output of this active 
attenuator, as in any op 
amp amplifier, is a low im-
pedance (independent of 
resistor values). This means 
that any loading (within 
reason) of the output will 
not change the output volt-
age. Also, it is great for 
driving long, unshielded 
wires without the worry of 
hum. Also, although I am 
not yet sure what it is 
useful for, you can use this 
circuit as a summing at-
tenuator. This is done by 
using different input 
resistors for each input 
desired. Fig. 2 gives the 
details. 
Here are a few things to 

watch out for: First, the 
amplifier configuration 
must be inverting because 

a non-inverting op amp 
amplifier has a minimum 
gain of one no matter what. 
Second, the input imped-
ance is equal to Rin. So, 
when calculating the resis-
tor values, choose Rin first, 
so that it is equal to the 
desired input impedance. 
Then choose Rf for the 
desired attenuation. Using 
this procedure, the resistor 
equation can be rear-
ranged as Rf = Rin 
desired attenuation. Also, 
make sure that the op amp 
is still useful at the desired 
frequency of operation. 
One thing that I am in-
terested in knowing is what 
happens to the open-loop 
frequency response when 
the circuit is used as an at-
tenuator. I know that as the 
gain of an op amp in-
creases, the frequency 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 1. Circuit for the active 
attenuator.  Vou f = 
(Rf/Rin)Vin and Rin = Rf X 
desired attenuation. 

response drops, so with an 
active attenuator, does the 
frequency response in-
crease? 
Well, I hope that you 

can put this information to 
use. I have not given too 
many details because most 
of the information required 
can be found in many mag-
azine articles and books 
dealing with using op 
amps. I have found the IC 
Op-Amp Cookbook by 
Walter G. Jung (Howard W. 
Sams & Co.) especially 
useful. If you come up with 
some new data or uses for 
the active attenuator, 
please let me know about 
it. If nothing else, you can 
use this circuit as an 
answer to those people 
who go around talking 
about "passive amplifiers 
and active attenuators." 

A in 

El 

C 'n 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 2. Circuit for summing 
attenuator. Attenuation of 
Ain = Rf/Rinl, Bin = 
Rf/R,2, and Cin = 
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H. M. Knickerbocker K6SK 
7750 Highgate Lane 
La Mesa CA 92041 

A Single IC Time Machine 
amazing clock 

You name it—this does it. 

 I 

Both clocks set up and operating. The small clock is on GMT, the other on local time. The radio is connected to the alarm 
output of the larger clock. 
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11 ow would you like an 
electronic clock with 

options from the following 
assortment of features? 
Single-chip operation 
Fluorescent direct drive 
Simple forward or reverse 
time setting 
4-digit nonmultiplexed dis-

play 
Am/pm and 1 Hz activity 
indicator 
50 or 60 Hz timebase oper-
ation 
Three-function wake select 
(radio tone, radio, followed 
by tone in 8 minutes) 
Count inhibit 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. To adjust, remove a screw on each side and remove the 
cover. As viewed from the rear, left to right, there are 6 
switches as follows: 

#1 (Red toggle)  Set hours/month 
#2 (Green toggle)  Set minutes/day 
#3 Slide switch  Inhibit/run 
#4 Slide switch  Spare 
#5 Slide switch  Alarm select —UP 

alarm  #2,  DO WN 
alarm #1 

#6 Slide switch  Display format —UP 
24 hours, DOWN 12 
hours 

Note: In 12-hour mode, pm is indicated when 3 bars appear 
in the first digit position. 
2. On initial light-off, all time functions will read 0:00, colon 
on or off, date will indicate 12 31, and seconds 00. To start 
the clock, momentarily place switch #2 (green toggle) in the 
advance position; seconds will start counting and the colon 
will flash. (Minutes may be set at this time if desired.) 
3. To synchronize (to WWV or a time-tick), place switch #3 in 
its up position, stopping the clock as indicated by the 
absence of a colon and 00 seconds. At the instant of the "00 
seconds" pulse from W WV or other time source, 
depress switch #3, restarting the clock. 
Note: Step #2 must be performed first, after initial light-off. 
4. Place function switch on LOCAL and set time: 
(a) To set hours, use switch #1 (red toggle)—UP advances; 
DOWN decrements; and MID-POSITION is the normal run 
position. 
(b) To set minutes, use switch #2 (green toggle) as in (a) 
above. 

5. Place function switch on zone, alarm 1, or alarm 2, and set 
the desired time as in step 4(a) and (b). Repeat for each 
desired function. 
6. Place function switch on DATE and set the desired date, 
using the #1 toggle for month and #2 toggle for the day. 
Note: After the seconds have been initially synchronized, 
any and all times (and/or dates) may be changed at will. No 
further synchronization is required unless the timebase is 
gaining or losing time—or the clock is accidentally stopped 
when changing power sources. 
7. To use the alarm(s), select the desired alarm with switch 
#5, and then place the front panel alarm switch to ON. When 
the alarm energizes, it may be stopped for 10 minutes by 
pressing SNOOZE, or by momentarily turning off the alarm 
switch. (A momentary turn-off rearms the alarm to energize 
at the designated time 24 hours later.) 
Notes: SNOOZE inhibits the alarm for 10 minutes from the 
time it is pressed (not from the time entered), e.g., if the 
alarm is set for 06:00 and is "snoozed" at 06:03, it re-
energizes at 06:13. This may be repeated indefinitely and 
makes the feature amenable for use as a 10-minute timer 
during long-winded OSOs. Also, if the display is blanked, the 
alarm feature will activate but will not sound off until the 
display is unblanked, if done within 1 hour of the time set. 
(Unless the snooze button is pressed, the alarm operates for 
an hour and then resets itself should the alarm circuit be on 
but the clock unattended.) 
8. On the right side of the front panel are two slide switches 
which control the illumination level of the LEDs. The first 
blanks or unblanks the display; in the blank position, the 
alarm output is also made inoperative (see step 7, above). 
The second (outboard) switch controls the display illumina-
tion level: HI for daytime viewing and LO for nighttime view-
ing. 

Power-up clear 
Leading zero suppression for 
tens of hours 
Month-date or date-month 
format 
A second alarm time 
LED direct drive (10 mA/ 
segment) 
Low-voltage standby allows 9-

volt battery backup 
Intensity control 
Slow-up circuitry eliminates 
RF I 
12- or 24-hour display format 
24-hour alarm 
Variable sleep (1 to 59 min-
utes) 
Seconds display 

OPERATION 

1. This clock is designed to operate from a number of power 
sources, 9 to 13 V dc or 6 to 9 V ac at the power input jack, 
without regard for polarity, or on a 9-volt transistor battery 
internally mounted. A small earphone-type jack is in parallel 
with the internal battery and may be used to (a) parallel the 
internal battery with an external battery while exchanging 
the internal battery, (b) provide a convenient test point for 
measuring the internal battery voltage condition, or (c) if 
necessary, be used as a recharge point for the internal bat-
tery. 
2. The input to the power supply is a bridge rectifier which 
will accept ac or dc voltages of either polarity. A -5-volt 
regulator (7905) provides the LED voltage and a regulated 
5-volt source for the internal crystal timebase. All circuits 
have been isolated from the case; therefore, it is safe to use 
this instrument in a car, using its battery connected to the 
power jack without regard to polarity. Caution: The shaft of 
the function switch is at circuit ground ( +) and must have a 
plastic knob. Use of a metallic knob will invalidate the 
preceding statement. 
3. The crystal timebase adjustment capacitor has been 
paralleled with a small piston-type capacitor to provide a 
"fine" adjustment, and is accessible via a small hole in the 
back skirt below the alarm speaker. 
4. In operation, this unit draws current from the power 
source as follows: 

7 mA — Illumination blanked 
26 mA — Illumination LO 
160 mA — Illumination HI 

16 THS 1 
• 
SIC Cit 
hit IirIFILIA1, 11111  

Battery version, top view. 
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Fig. 1. Generalized circuit (24-hour or date left display format) — a modified drawing to show 
the 12- or 24-hour option, the 50160 Hz option, and the manual intensity control option. 

5.TYP 4 7-4-  AO NOM 

540NOM 

90° 
6250 .D025 

20 

2.040 

.030 NOM 

7 

2 

I.- PIN SPACING (SEE NOTE I) 

40 

100 

-L AO 

075 

Fig. 2 The pin spacing is 0.100 between centerlines. Each pin 
centerline is located within ±.0010 of its true longitudinal 
position relative to pins 1 and 40. 

Summer/winter time switch 
for Daylight Savings Time 
Brownout indication 
Four-year calendar 
One time zone register 

Would you like to use it 
independently of power lines, 
as well — possibly in your car 

or in foreign countries when 
you travel on 230/115 V, 50 
or 60 Hz? 
If you desire a clock with 

the above listed features, the 
DCC-7302N clock chip comes 
in a kit, available with fluo-
rescent display, for about 
$30. In order to add options, 
read on. The chips are avail-
able for about $6.00 and an 
LED 4-digit display for about 
$10, or you can fabricate 
your own display from indi-
vidual LED readouts. 

I have produced 2 clocks 
around the 7302N chip. One 
is designed to operate from 
115/230 V, 50/60 Hz power 
lines and includes many of 
the published chip options. 
The second is designed to be 
operated from either a bat-
tery source or a filament 
transformer — in this, a bonus 
was obtained when it was 
discovered that the clock will 
function nicely on 9 V or 
less, and the battery drain 
may be minimized by using 
low illumination or a blanked 
display as much as possible. 
Blanked, the total current is 7 
mA;  at minimum  illumi-
nation, it is 26 mA, and, at 
maximum illumination, 160 
mA (using a 9 V source). 

The 115/230-volt version 
uses the power lines as a 
timebase and has most of my 
desired options, as indicated 
in the drawings. 

The battery-operated ver-
sion uses a crystal timebase 
sold by S. D. Sales, and 
several options were deleted 
to conserve on space and the 
number of switches required. 
A 7905 negative regulator IC 
chip is used in this unit to 
provide 5 V regulated for the 
timebase and the supply volt-
age for the LEDs. 
Caution: Although these 

chips use a positive ground 

3000 

330 F 

/47 -VSS 

I   

1̀, 1000,.F 

I @IOV 

VSS 

  !it 

Fig. 3. Recommended power supply for LED operation. 
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(common), the LED display 
must be of the common 
cathode configuration. 

PC Board Preparation 

Lay out the circuits on 
graph paper, full scale, 10 
lines to the inch, making a 
template. The template is 
then taped to the copper side 
of the PC board stock and 
each  hole  point  lightly 
punched through the tem-
plate. Remove the template 
and clean the copper with 
scouring powder and/or a 
steel wool soap pad, rinsing 
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Display mode 
Display mode 
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Set 2 

Timebase select 

Display format 
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date-month 
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blank 

radio 

enable 1  off 
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summer  winter 
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time zone  VDD 
reverse  N.A. 
reverse  N.A. 

50 Hz  N.A. 
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Radio and  N.A. 
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enable 2  N.A. 

sleep  N.A. 

reset  N.A. 
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CHIP 

L_ 
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V DISPLAY 

LED CONNECTION 

VSS 

CHIP 
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Fig. 4. Display connections. 
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Fig. 5. Selectable 72-hour or  Fig. 6. Total chip power dis-
24-hour display.  sipation. 
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Fig. Z Pin connections. 

Table 1. Input selection table. 

TIME  BASE 
50 ,60 •-\„, 

CI 
10000F 
25V 

Cl  1000 uF, 25 V dc 
C2  2000 uF, 15 V dc 

D1, 2  1 Amp, 50 V piv diodes 
Si  DPDT miniature slide switch 

F1  'A Amp Slo-blo 
J1  115 V TV-type receptacle 

W1  115 V TV-type cheater cord with 220 V adaptors, as 
required 

Fig. 8. 1151230-volt power supply. Note: there are at least 3 
types of 230-volt receptacles in use in Europe. 

01-04 
COMMON  • 

CHASSIS  INPUT 
J1 

9V BATTERY 

CHASSIS J2 

C1 
D1-5 
'Cl 

J1 

Chassis J1 

Chassis J2 

CI 

• VSS 
-5V 
BEG  VLED B 

TIME BASE 

9 TO -13 

Ds 
HOD 

1000 uF, 15 V dc 

1 Amp, 50 V piv diodes 

7905 -5 V regulator 
9 V transistor battery connector 
input jack, insulated from chassis 

input for auxiliary battery and small earphone jack, 
center positive and insulated from chassis 

Fig 9. Less than 2 inches must separate the capacitor and the 
chip, or a second capacitor will be required across the chip 
input. 

 4 0 25.1.--— 11 0.25 k  

REVERSE SIDE  ARCHER NO 276-1202 
COMMON CATHODE 4 DIGiT 

2.7 IN. 
3.1 IN. 

LED DISPLAY 

.5 IN 

_L , IN. 

Fig. 10. Glue two spacers, 3116" diameter x 114", id. tapped 
for #4-40 screws, to the two places shown. These spacers must 
align with the 2 holes in the main board. 
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4 1/8 IN 

5/16 IN. 

2 /4 IN. 

I_ I_ L 1/4 IN DIAMETER 

L 5/16 IN  DIAMETER ON i 

1/8 X 1/4 IN. SLOT, 3 PLACES 

9/64 IN DIAMETER, 4 PLACES 

I IN 

1 9/16 IN. 

2 3/161 

2 15/16 1 

Fig. 11. Front panel dimensions and markings — battery 
version. 

115 

TOP VIE 

I. -- 3/4 IN 

BREAK ALL 4 
CORNERS-MOUNT 
UNDER 7905 
CHIP 

7/64 IN DIAMETER  HOLE 

Fig. 12. Heat sink detail. Use 7" x 7" x 1176" aluminum angle 
cut ).i" wide or fabricate it from aluminum or copper stock. 

and drying each PC board 
thoroughly. 
After the PC board is dry, 

use a wide-tip permanent 
marking pen and draw a wide 
line (about A") through all 
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!A LED DISPLAY BC 
2 PWR  SUPPLY BD 
3 AUX  BD. 

ASSEMBLED SIDE VIEW 

Fig. 13. Wiring arrangement used for the battery version. 11 and 12 
cabinet chassis. 

must be isolated from the 

close-spaced contact points 
(20 on each side of the chip 
and others). Then, using a 
straightedge and a scribe, 
remove about 1/64" of the 
ink from between each of the 
contact points. Using a nar-
row etch-resist pen, draw a 
circle around the individual 
contact points (those sepa-
rated by more than 0.1"), 
and connect the various con-
tact points as indicated on 
the template. Use care not to 
soil the copper during this 
process.  After  all contact 
points have been correctly 
and properly connected, use 
the wide marker pen and fill 
in as much of the unused 
copper as possible to reduce 
the amount of copper that 
has to be etched off. This will 
speed up the etching and pro-
long the life of the etchant. 
In the battery version, re-
move the copper around the 
corner holes and the function 
switch mounting hole. 
Etch the PC boards with 

your favorite etchant. 
Note: There are several 

permanent marking pens on 
the market that will satisfac-
torily perform as etch-resist 
pens:  El  MarkoTm  and 
Marks-a-lotTm are examples 
that have been used here. If 
in doubt, try your favorite on 
a scrap of PC board. These 
pens are much less expensive 
than the etch-resist pens avail-
able  from  your  friendly 
Radio Shack or other dealer. 

Construction 

All PC boards should be 
the same size for mounting 
ease,  unless you wish to 
mount  the  programming 
board separately, as in the 
case of the 115/230 V ver-
sion. 
Check over the features 
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and decide which ones you 
need and which ones you can 
live without. Then determine 
how many switches you need. 
Time can be set with push-
buttons,  but,  to conserve 
space, use SPDT miniature 
toggle switches with center-
off. For economy, use single-
pole  slide switches where 
possible. Minimize the num-
ber of front panel switches. 
In the 115/230 V version, I 
used 6 push-button switches, 
5 SPDT  center-off toggle 
switches,  2 SPST  slide 
switches, and 1 DPDT slide 
switch. In the battery version, 
it came out 2 SPDT center-
off toggles, 1 push-button, 
and 7 SPDT slide switches, of 
which one is a spare and 4 are 
used in SPST functions. 
Two problems were en-

countered in the timebase 
inputs. In the 115/230 V 

-(vDDI  • • • 

+COMM  • • •  • 

1LLUM. SW  • 

- 5V REG  0 

TIME BASE-I. 

LOUDSPKR : 

version, the chip would not 
initially clock. A copy of the 
kit schematic was obtained, 
and it indicated that pin 11 
was biased back to common 
via a 150k Ohm resistor. This 
cured the clock problem but 
created another — the chip 
was clocking at 2 pulses per 
second rather than one pulse 
per second. A diode cured 
that. In the battery version, I 
found that pin 11 would 
drive directly off the output 
of the timebase without a 
diode, an isolation capacitor, 
or isolation resistor. However, 
I found that if the filter 
capacitor and the 7905 chip 
were not adjacent on the PC 
board, it would be necessary 
to place about 0.1 uF across 
the input to that chip to 
stabilize the output of the 
timebase. 
A socket for the 7302N 

1111111111111 

chip is recommended but not 
necessary. When drilling the 
PC board, use care, and, if 
possible, use special drills* 
for glass epoxy boards. Use 
nothing larger than a #65 
drill,  except at the edge 
points  where  wire  con-
nections are made, where a 
#60 drill is more correct. Of 
course, the hardware holes 
must be of the correct sizes 
to accommodate the screw 
sizes used. If a drill press is 
not available, be very careful 
with a hand drill or it will 
drift or make slanted holes, 
and aligning 40 pins of a chip 
or socket is no fun under 
those conditions (experience 
speaketh). 

Special drills are available from: 
Ford Cutting Tools, M.A. Ford 
Mfg. Co., Inc., Davenport IA, or 
Tools & Metals, 301 N. Johnson, 
El Cajon CA 92020. 

Fig 14(a). Main circuit board — PC board. 
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Fig. 14(b). Main circuit board — component layout. 

The 2-pole 6-position non-
shorting function switch may 
be mounted on the same PC 
board as the chip. The LED 
display and the chip PC are 
mounted back to back with a 
1/4" spacer between them (see 
drawings for details). Locate 
the positions on the back of 
the display that correspond 
to the positions on the tem-
plate for the main board 
(with the chip). Thread the 
spacers for #4-40 screws, and 
use Super GlueTm (or its 
equivalent) to bond them in 
position. 
I also used Super Glue to 

secure all slide switches in 
position, and, in the battery 
version, the battery clip was 
secured  similarly.  If done 
right, a good bonding is af-
fected; if done wrong, try, try 
again (it took 3 passes for the 
battery clip to hang in there). 
6-32 x 3" screws were 

used to mount the PC boards 
into  the  cabinets,  using 
spacers and the front panel 
for support. If necessary, 1/4 " 
PlexiglasTm tubing may be 
used to fabricate the desired 
spacers. The i.d. is slightly 
smaller than a 6-32 thread 
and can be either tapped or 
drilled out — for ease of 
assembly  and  disassembly, 
unthreaded  spacers  are 
recommended. 
Use care in locating the 4 

mounting holes for the 6-32 x 
3" screws, the openings for 
the display, and the shaft of 
the function switch on the 
front panel. In the battery 
version, provide an insulated 
mounting for the switch or 
insulate the shaft with shrink 
tubing, and be sure there is 
no contact between the shaft 
and the case (this has been 

ALTERNATE 
WIRING WHEN 
USING LINE FRE() 
AS TIME BASE 

• X • 
•  • 

47N  'SON 

Fig. 14(c). Alternate wiring 
when using line frequency as 
timebase. 
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Ac operated version, rear view. 

corrected  in the included 
template drawing). 
The illumination control is 

Fig. 15(a). Auxiliary board — battery version — PC board. 

NRS SET 

MIN SET 

FROM BATT. 
OR CHRGR 

4' 9-I3V DC E 
6-I0V AC 

a 33k Ohm resistor with an 
SPST switch in parallel to add 
or subtract the 33k to or 

0 0 

* VIA BLANK SW. IF DESIRED 

• * VIA ALARM ON/OFF SWITCH 

1000µF 
I6V 

from the circuit. If desired, 
the switch and resistor may 
be replaced with either a 30k 
Ohm variable resistor or a 
photocell control of about 
30k Ohms maximum resis-
tance. 
At this writing, it has been 

determined that the battery-
operated unit is hard on 9 V 
transistor batteries, in spite of 
its low drain in the "low" or 
"blan ked"  conditions.  A 
DuracellTm only lasted about 
20 hours under a 26 m A load; 
a regular carbon-zinc battery 
lasted about 18 hours (both 
new batteries). Although the 
clock works satisfactorily on 
a 9 V battery charger, I 
learned  that  the  circuit 
"loads" the charger to about 
7.8 volts, and a new battery 

INHI8 

60̂-

0  0 

0-

0.- 

-5V REG 

O  0  0 0 

CCINM 

inside the unit will supply 
power to the clock, in par-
allel, until it is at or below. 
the input voltage from the 
charger. 
When the clock is on the 

internal battery, it will con-
tinue to function (blanked or 
low)  at terminal  voltages 
below 7.0 volts, but disturb-
ing the input power (parallel-
ing the battery or applying an 
external supply) can and does 
cause glitches, if not done 
carefully. When glitches are 
introduced, the displays be-
come random — like showing 
65 seconds, or a 3 in the 
tens-of-hours  column,  or 
beeping the alarm tone when 
the alarm is turned off. Under 
these conditions, the best 
cure is to remove power com-
pletely and restore the cor-
rect voltage level; the clock 
needed resetting anyway. 
If it is desired to use the 

pm indicator in the 12-hour 
mode (rather than display 3 
bars), the 12/24-hour selector 
will have to be a DPDT 
(center-off) switch, and the 
date format will have to be 
the American style (month/ 
day). Similarly, if only the 
12-hour option is desired, the 
month/day format must be 
used in order to access the 
pm indicator, as the 3-bar 
output required for a 2 or a 3 
is also the pm indicator in the 
12-hour mode, and no digit 
greater than a "1" can be 

12/24 H TO NO. 12 • 

ALARM SELECT TO 17 • • 

•  SPARE 

•  INHIBIT/60... TO 13 

O 0 

O 0 

1  SPARE 
TIE 

POINTS 

COMM 

- (VDD) 

Fig. 15(b). Auxiliary board — battery version — component layout. 
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Parts List 

Quantity  Description 
1  7302N clock chip, Integrated Circuits Unlimited 
1  40-pin IC socket, ICU orIC Elex. 
1  LED display, four 1/4" digits + colon + pm indicator, Archer 406-1202 
5  Diodes, 1N277 or equivalent 
4  Diodes, 1N277 or equivalent 
2  Diodes, rectifier, 1N4001 or equivalent 
5  Diodes, rectifier, 1N4001 or equivalent 
1  7905 -5 V regulator chip, ICU or IC Elex. 
2  Transformer, 115 V pri., 6.3 V 300 mA sec., Radio Shack 
1  Transformer, output, 1200S2pri., 82sec., Calectro D1-724 
1  Capacitor, 1000 uF, 15 V 
1  Capacitor, 2000 uF, 15 V 
1  Capacitor, 2.2 uF, 15 V 
1  Resistor, 33k, % W 
1  Resistor, 3.3k, 1/4 W 
1  Resistor, 1k, % W 
1  Resistor, 330a % W 
1  Resistor, 4.7k 
1  Resistor, 5.6k 
1  Resistor, 27k 
1  Resistor, 47k 
1  Resistor, 150k 
1  Speaker, 8S1 0.12 W, 2", Calectro S2-202 or equivalent 
1  Relay, 6 V 5kn (SPST n.o. only used) 
2  Switch, SPOT center-off toggle MS167 
4  Switch, SPDT center-off toggle MS167 
1  Switch, push-button, n.o. Electrocraft 35.414 
6  Switch, push-button, n.o. 
1  Switch, slide, DPDT 
2  Switch, slide, SPST Electrocraft 35-202 
1  Switch, rotary, 2 pole 6 posit. miniature, Archer 275-1384 

(nonshorting type) 
2  Switch, slide, SPDT 
4  Switch, slide, SPST 
1  Timebase kit, S.D. Sales 
3  PC board 4" x 21/4" 
2  PC board 5" x 21/4" 
1  PC board 5" x 11/4" 
1  Mini phone jack 
1  Jack, power input and matching plug set 
1  115 V power conn. TV type 
1  115 V TV cheater cord 
1  Cabinet 41/4"W x 3"H x 4-3/16"D, Ten-Tec TG 34 
1  Cabinet 51/4"W x 3"H x 5-7/8"D 
1  Transistor, 2N2219 or equivalent 
2  Hinge, brass 11/4" x 1/4" 
4  6-32 x 3" screws, cut to size as required 
1  Mounting clip for NEDA1604 transistor 9 V battery 
1  Battery connection for NEDA1604 transistor 9 V battery 

Assorted hardware and spacers 

tolerated in the tens-of-hours 
digit when the pm indicator is 
desired. 
The clocks were mounted 

in small utility boxes. The 
1 1 5/2 30-volt  version  was 
installed in a box 3" H x 51/4" 
W x 6" D. The chassis was 
U-shaped, but the back panel 
(skirt) was sawed off at the 
bend, dressed up to allow for 
hinging, and hinges were in-
stalled.  The  programming 
board is mounted on this, 
and, when it is desired to set 
the clock or change the pro-
gram, one thumb screw is 
removed and the back drops 
down, disclosing the pro-
gramming  switches.  The 

battery version is mounted in 
a Ten-Tec TG34 box which is 
3" H x 41/4" W x 41/4" D. It is 
of a double "U" construc-
tion, and the top/sides piece 
is removed by removing one 
screw on each side, exposing 
the interior and making the 
set and  program switches 
available. 
An attempt to operate the 

battery clock off the cigar 
lighter outlet in the car met 
with failure, causing a glitch 
when the car was started. A 
filter is proposed, consisting 
of a small resistor and two 1 2 
V zener diodes back to back 
to act as shorts for any 
transients. • 

115/220 V  Battery 
version  version Both 

• ; ; • 
. . 
. . 

Price 
6.00+ 
.50 

1.69 ea. 

1.70 

5.95 

Ac operated version, top view 
disclose "program" switches. 

with the rear skirt opened to 
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Car Battery Charger 

—junk-box special 

This is the safe way. 

David E. Roscoe WIDWZ 
49 Cedar Street, RFD #2 
East Bridgewater MA 02333 

One of the most useful 
pieces of "junk" that 

can be found in any self-re-
specting ham's junk box is 
an old, but serviceable, 
12-volt automotive bat-
tery. They can be very use-
ful for bench testing, field 
day operation, running that 
mobile rig at the home 
QTH, jump-starting the 
wife's car, etc. To be main-
tained at the peak of their 

usefulness, they do require 
occasional recharging. Af-
ter getting along for a 
number of years with a 
haphazard (and danger-
ous) collection of hay wire 
and diodes, we decided to 
remedy the situation. Most 
of the commercially avail-
able chargers did not seem 
to meet the requirements 
we wanted, so we set out to 
fabricate our own. We 
wanted one that had the 
capacity to put out 15 
Amperes or so if needed, 
yet have the capability of 
being adjustable to 1 or 2 
Amperes for a trickle 
charge, or to some value in 

between. 
After experimenting 

briefly with series resistors 
and series-regulating pass 
transistors, these ideas 
were discarded as we 
found it difficult to 
dissipate such large quan-
tities of power (and heat). 
While thumbing through 
some manufacturers' ap-
plications literature, we 
came upon one describing 
the triac and decided that 
this would be a really neat 
way to do it (Fig. 1). 
A triac is basically two 

SCRs connected in parallel 
in opposite directions so 
that conduction is permit-

MI 
DC AMMETER 
0-15A 

T 
TRANSFORMER 
120 VAC 

CRI 
FW BRIDGE RECTIFIER 
25A 100 PIV 
POLY PARS 92CU1234 

120 VAC 
60 Hz 

RI 
3300 
1/2 W 

R2 
OR 
POT 

R3 
2200 
1/2 W 

DI 
BI-DIRECTIONAL DIODE 
R S 276-1050 

C2 
I  0 1pF 

200V 

Rt 
100 
1/2 W 

C3 
0 IµF 

200V 

Fig. 1. Battery charger schematic diagram. 

ted during both halves of 
the ac sine wave. By con-
trolling the phase and 
amplitude of the signal to 
the gate, the firing point of 
the triac can be controlled 
and, thus, the conduction 
angle can be varied to reg-
ulate the input power to a 
transformer primary. A bi-
lateral thyristor (D1, a diac) 
is used in the gate circuit to 
provide a threshold level 
for firing the triac. C3 and 
R4 provide a transient sup-
pression network to pro-
tect the triac from damage 
when  the  power  is 
switched off to the trans-
former primary. 
R1, R2, R3, Cl, and C2 

provide a phase-shift net-
work for the signal being 
applied to the gate. R1 is 
selected to limit the max-
imum charging current at 
full rotation of the control 
pot to stay within the 
ratings of the rectifiers, 
transformer, etc., of the 
specific components cho-
sen by the builder. As is 
true of most ham projects, 
we tried to use what parts 
we had available. Readers 
wishing to build this unit 
could substitute whatever 
they might have in their 
junk boxes for the bridge 
and the transformer and 
their unit would only be 
limited by the voltage and 
current ratings of these 
components.11 
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"OU ASKED FOR IT 
YOU GOT IT 

DSI 
(R)  

50 HZ TO 550 MHZ COUNTER KIT 
ac 0, - A C S PIIIRI  incry, TPQTP111 

Performance You Can Count On 

REOUENCY COUNTER APPLICATICN: 

Ham Radio — Two Way Radio — CB 
Audio Amplifier & Receiver Repair 
Computer Maintenance & Construction 

st for TV & PLL Repair 

$99.95 
ODEL 3550K 

includes built-in 
Pre-Amp & Prescaler 

EISI ::::U•NCY COUNTER  Diesel floe 

DSI OFFERS THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS . . . 
An unprecedented DSI VALUE... in a high qua ity, _SI Design, 
50 HZ to 550 MHZ frequency counter kit. Ant, because it's a 
DS! innovation, you know it obsoletes all competitive makes, 
both in price & performance. 
With 95% of the assembly completed by DSI you are only one 
hour away from solving all of those difficu t bench problems, 
from adjusting 60 HZ clock-time bases to setting the frequency 
of a 468 MHZ Mobile Radio. 

Every 355C QUIK-KIT® PC board is factory assembled 
and tested before shipment.  The problems al bad LED's, 
IC's, and Capacitors are a thing of the past.  No manu-
facturer except DSI offers a 550MHZ frec uency counter with... 
8 digits, .5 in. LED's, TCXO, 1F-lZ resolution and a one year 
warranty on parts for under $100.00.  We do not know 
how long we can hold this low, low price. GO WITH THE 

VISA 

DSI — GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS 
Time Base TCXO 1PPM 65° to 85°F 
Freq. Range 50HZ to 550MHZ incl. two S0239 inputs 
Resolution 1HZ to 55MHZ, 10HZ to 550MHZ 
Gate Time 1 sec & 1/10 sec with Auto Decimal Point 
Display 8 digits, 1/2 inch LEDwith Leading Zero Blanking 
Sensitivity 25MV @ 25MHZ, 150MHZ, 250MHZ; 

75MV @ 450M1-IZ 
Power Batt., 12VDC @ 300Ma, 110VAC (with AC-9) 

3550K Kit   $99.95 
T-101 Ant.   3.95 
AC-9 AC Adp. ......    7.95 
Shipping, Handling, Ins. .  10.)0 

3550W Wired   149.95 
T-101 (incl.) .........  .... NC 
AC-9 (incl.) .........  .... NC 
Snipping (incl.) ......  .... NC 

(800-542-6253) 

MERIC NJ 
DCPRESS 

(800-854-2049) 

DS! INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
7924 Ronson Road, Dept. G, San Diego, CA 92111 

TERMS: MC - VISA - AE - Crock - M.0 - COD ir U.S. Funds. Orders outside of 
USA & Canada, please add $20.00 adCitional to cover air shipment Califcrnia 
residents add 6% Sales Tax. 



CT-50 FREQUENCY COUNTER 

Outstanding 
Performance 

at an 
Incredible 
Price 

DESCRIPTION: The CT-50 is a versatile and precision frequency counter which will measure frequencies to 60 mHz and up 
to 600 MHz with the CT-600 option. Large Scale Integration, CMOS circuitry and solid state display technology have 
enabled this counter to match performance found in units selling for over three times as much. Low power consumption 

(typically 300-400 ma) makes the CT-50 ideal for portable battery operation. Features of the CT-50 include: large 8 digit LED 

display, RF shielded all metal case, easy pushbutton operation, automatic decimal point, fully socketed IC chips and input 
protection to 50 volts to insure against accidental burnout or overload. And, the best feature of all is the easy assembly. 
Clear, step by step instructions guide you to a finished unit you can rely on. Use the order blank below or call us direct and 
order yours today! 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Frequency range: 5 Hz to 65 mHz, 600 mHz with CT-600 

Resolution: 10 Hz (a 0.1 sec gate, 1 Hz (a 1 sec gate 

Readout: 8 digit, 0.4" high LED, direct readout in mHz 

Accuracy: adjustable to 0.5 ppm 

Stability: 2.0 ppm over 10 to 40° C, temperature compensated 

Input: BNC, 1 megohm 20 pf direct, 50 ohm with CT-600 

Overload: 50VAC maximum, all modes 

Sensitivity: less than 25 my to 65 mHz, 50-150 my to 600 mHz 

Power: 110 VAC 5 Watts or 12 VDC (a 400 ma 

Size: 6" x 4" x2", high quality aluminum case, 2 lbs 

ICS: 13 units, all socketed 

CT-600: 600 mHz prescaler option, fits inside CT-50 

CB-1: Color burst adapter, use with color TV for extreme accuracy 
and stability, typically 0.001 ppm 

OP—IONS: 

CB-I option: The CT-50 time base may be locked to an external 
freqJency standard. The television networks maintain extremely 
accurate atomic based frequency standards to maintain color tint on 
TV programs. These standards are typically accurate to one part in 10 
to the 12. By locking the CT-50 to one of these network standards, we 
are able to get super accuracy. The CB-1 adapter interfaces a standard 
color TV receiver to the CT-50 so that one can take advantage of the TV 
network frequency standards. The CB-1 requires connection to a color 
television for operation. 

CT-E 00 option: The CT-600 prescaler option enables the CT-50 counter 
to measure frequencies as high as 600 mHz with sensitivity in the 20 to 
150 my range, depending upon frequency. Typical sensitivity at 150 
mHz is 25 my. The CT-600 mounts on the same PC board as the CT-50, 
no extra boxes or PC boards are required. The scaler utilizes a state of 
the art ECL IC chip and two transistor pre-amplifier, thus eliminating the 
need for external pre-amp devices. 

Box 4072 Rochester NY 14610  (716) 271-6487 

sgsi 

CT-50, 60 mHz Counter Kit 
CT-50 WT, 60 mHz counter, wired, tested 
CT-600, 600 mHz prescaler option 

for CT-50, add 

ACCESSORIES 
DC probe, direct input, general purpose type 

High impedance probe, does not load circuit 

Low pass probe, used when measuring audio 

High pass probe, reduces low freq pickup 

VHF flexible rubber antenna, BNC connector 

Color burst adapter, for calibration, high accuracy 
typically 0,001 ppm accuracy, stability 

TRamsey Electronics 

$89.95 
159.95 

29.95 

$12.95 
15.95 

15.95 

15.95 

12.95 

14.95 

—1 

Box 4072  716-271-6487  41 • 78  
Rochester, NY 14610  F18 

Ouanity 

VISA 

Shipping, handling, insurance 

N.Y. state residents, add tax 

Total 

$5.00 

Name   

Address   

City     State  Zip   
L_ 



Come to 
Universal for 
all of your 
Amateur 
And Shortwave 
Radio needs. 
We are now a "stocking 
distributor" for VHR 
Engineering Kits. 
We are Drake TR7 Headquarters, 
too! Contact us for all of your 
Drake requirements. We have one 
of the largest showrooms in the 
nation. Come in and turn the 
knobs! See SSTV in action with the 
Robot Model 400 SSTV —Still only 
$695.00! 

See the new SWAN 100 MX 
transceiver. For your shortwave 
needs we have two great General 
Coverage receivers...the Yaesu 
FRG-7 and FRG-7000. 

"Winter Specials" 
as follows: 
SAXON COAX RGBU Poly -22, per 
ft. in 100 ft. lengths, 20, per ft. in 500 ft. 
rolls. This is good coax, 95, braid 
coverage. 

WILSON SYSTEM THREE -10-15-20m 
Beam  $139.95 
Mosley TA 33 -
10-15-20m Beam  S189.95 

DSI Model -3600 
A Frequency Counter   $189.95 

Detron Big Dummy Loads   S 26.95 

All Items, All prices plus 

shipping and handling. 

mauler charge 
011.1111•111•14 C YO 

'U6  umversa 
amateur 
ra m inc 

1280 AIDA DRIVE 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
(Reynoldsburg)43068 

(614)-866-HAMS 
Palomar Engineers 

All Bands 
Preamplifier 

• Improved reception. For receivers and transceivers. 
• Continuously tuneable 1.8 - 54 MHz. Covers all amateur 
bands 160 to 6 meters; all shortwave broadcast bands. 

• Low noise figure. Up to 20 db gain. Reduces image and 
spurious response. 

Here is an exciting new device to improve your reception 
on all bands 1.8 to 54 MHz. It gives up to 20 db extra gain 
and the low noise figure of a dual gate FET to pep up your 
noisy receiver or transceiver. And it adds a high Q tuned 
circuit to give improved overload capability and image 
reduction. Makes that tired old rig come to life again. 
Even helps new models dig into weak signal territory. 

Works with all transceivers up to 350 watts input power. A 
unique and improved circuit automatically bypasses the 
preamplifier when the transceiver transmits. The bypass 
delay is continuously variable by front panel control. 

The low profile cabinet takes minimum operating table 
space. A heavy die cast case gives better shielding and 
isolation. size: 6" x 7" x 2" high. A built-in 117 volt AC 
supply and a connecting coaxial cable for the transceiver 
are included. 

Order yours now! Price $89.50 plus $2 shipping/handling 
U.S. & Canada. Calif. residents add sales tax. 

Box 455, Escondido, CA. 92025 • Phone: [714] 747-3343 

le° Reader Service —see page 211 159 



Immortality for Vacuum Tubes? 
build a solid state tube saver 

This circuit doesn't replace tubes— it prolongs their life! 

Lewis J. Newmire K5KXM 
217 South 103rd E. Ave. 
Tulsa OK 74128 

T he deleterious effects 
of simultaneous appli-

cation of heater and plate 
voltages to vacuum tubes 
are well known. High 
power transmitters have in-
terlocks and time delays to 
prevent such occurrences. 
For reasons of economy, 
however, such interlocks 
or delays are seldom 
designed into consumer 
electronics. 
The solid state circuit 

shown in Fig. 1 is a simple 

but effective 60-second 
B+ delay. Q1 is any SCR 
able to block unloaded 
B+ voltage and pass the 
required load current. 
Using an RCA S-2061M, this 
circuit will perform in 
power supplies up to 600 
volts and 4 Amperes. 
This circuit is not a 

perfect switch. It has a 
voltage drop when on of 
about 1 volt and a "leak-
age" current when off 
equal to (VoltsB unloaded 
/30 in mA. This "leakage" 
current of a few milliam-
peres limits plate voltages 
in most applications to 
only a few volts. The 

10-Watt resistor is oper-
ated at full rating with a 
B+ of 600 volts, but only 
for 60 seconds at each turn-
on. 
Wire the B-delay into the 

power supply as shown in 
Fig. 2. The + end of the 
switch is connected to the 
input filter capacitor. All 
other wires except the one 
from the rectifier(s) must 
be removed from this ca-
pacitor and connected to 
the — end of the switch. 
The B-delay may be in-

stalled in all types of 
vacuum tube equipment 
including  receivers, 
transmitters, instruments, 
and TV receivers. Note: In 
a color TV receiver, the 
automatic degaussing may 
be visible on the screen for 
a few seconds after B + is 
switched. The original 
B-delay used an RCA 40812 
SCR. It has been operating 
in my black and white TV 
for 6 years, during which 
not a single tube has been 
replaced.IN 

01 

SEE TEFT 

Re 

30e 
10 WATT 

R2  02 
2200  2N4871  2200 
1/4 WATT  uNiJuNCTION  1/4 WATT 
,0 %  B2  Di  10 % 

R3 
IRON 
1/4 WATT 

10 % 

°I \  RI 

CI 
100,F 

4013V 

DI 

IN4744 
15v 
ZENER 

14  

Fig. 1. Schematic. 

TO LOAD 

FROM RECTIFIER(S) 

FILTER L 
OR 
FILTER R 

ee,   

TO LOAD 

Fig. 2. Connection of B-delay in a power supply. 
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HEATHICIT? Amateur Radio Gear... 
with the quality that measuresup.  

1 2031 
power 

Shown with 
Optional 
Auto-Patch 
Encoder Installed 

Heathkit Amateur Radio equipment has long been the 
favorite of Hams the world over because it provides 
the performance, specifications, dependability and 
long-term reliability that Hams are looking for. It should. 
It's designed by Hams, for Hams. For more than 25 years, 
Heath has been making fine Amateur Radio equip-
ment. It's no surprise that Hams have come to expect 
Heath's experience and knowledge to translate into 
some of the finest equipment around. 
For instance, our new VF-2031 2-meter Transceiver. It's 
portable, practical and it gets you on two with a clean, 
clear signal that really gets out! It has a minimum 
2 watts out, separate speaker and microphone for out-
standing audio quality, eight crystal-controlled chan-
nels and 600 kHz offset for a total of 8 receive and 24 
transmit channels for real 2-meter versatility. A com-
plete list of options includes auto-patch and tone 

FREE 
HEATHKIT CATALOG 
Send for yours today! 
Read about our entire line of Amateur 
Radio Equipment including linears. 
2-meter amps, antennas, mikes, watt-
meters and morel If coupon is missing. 
write Heath Company, Dept. 011-500, 
Benton Harbor, MI 49022. 

'Prices are mail order net F 0.B. Benton 
Harbor. Michigan. Prices and specifications 
are subject to change without notice. 

Hand-Held 2-Meter 
Transceiver with 
a full 2 watts 

Totally Broad-
banded, All Solid-
State C W/SSB 

SB-104A Transceiver 

encoders, external mike and holster-style leather 
carrying case. And at just $189.95 in kit form, we don't 
think you'll find a better all-around hand-held! 
Then there's our world-famous SB-104A, a superior 
SSB/CW transceiver, the "heart" of any first-class sta-
tion. Totally broadbanded, all solid-state, with TRUE 
digital readout - it's THE transceiver for the serious 
Amateur. And now, with it's completely re-engineered 
front-end receiver board and transmitter IF, which are 
supplied factory assembled and tested, you can get on 
the air faster and better! For just $699.95; and a few 
evenings of kitbuilding, you'll have a rig that compares 
with equipment costing hundreds of dollars more! And, 
of course, there's a full line of accessories to add con-
venience and versatility to your SB-104A station. 

There's more for the Ham at Heath. 

HEATH 

Schlumberger 
Heath Company, Dept. 011-500  H5 
Benton Harbor, MI 49022 

Please send me my FREE Heathkit Catalog. 
I am not currently receiving your catalogs. 

Name   

Address   

City  State   

AM-384  Zip   
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MIME MOST WANTED FEA 
AT A MOST WANTED PRICE... 

BIG '/2 " I-1.3H _CC DISPLAY 

LSE INDC OR'S OR OUT 

200 HOL R 9V BATTERY _IFE 

AUTO ZERO, 'OLARITY 
OVERRA NGE INDICATIC N 

100 mV DC F.S. SENSITIVITY 

19 RANGES AND FUNCTIONS 

F ernovable c wer et0-es tes 
t furnished 35 pa -t  tie 

HI C K O K 

:1  0- t V /rnA 

•iailable 3: C3ssCr et irljde AC 
adapter, pa:icti VISO CE -rving C . 
40KV DC p-Dbe. 1C A TIp DC shurt 

x' 0 DCV pr3ts3 C 
fo - prctectirgirlOt. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

DC VO _T S (5 RANGES t 0.1mV to 1000J; Acctracy 
-±0.5% rdg ±0 5 f.s.; Ir put imped: 10A411; Vex. 
input 1<'/ ex:.:ep: 500V on 200mV range 
AC VOLTS (401-12 to 5k1-z:: 0.1V to 600V; Accuracy: 
-±1.0% rdg -±0  f.s. (.--,t2iB max. at 5kHz); Ma. 
input: ECOV. 
RESISTANCE (E LOW F6WER RANGE  • 0 
20 M0 ; Accirac,!: -±0.5% Wig ±0.5$ t 
on 20'c. range) iiput  -otOlIcted tcr-  all 
ranges. 
DC CURRENT (I RANGES):.01  to 100mA; 
Accura:y: -±1.0% rdg ±-0.5% f.s. 
DIMENSIONS AND WBGHT: 5-7/8" x 3-3/8" x 
1-3/4', 8 oz.; F-CANER: 9V battery (not ircluded; or 
Hickok AC adap*er; RE4C RATE: 3/sec. 

1 54 :1-
I Jilt 'ASE SEND ME 

 Hickok LX303 Digital Multimeters   @ ;4.95 ea. 
RC-3 AC Adapter. 115./AC (220VAC avail.)   ® - 50 ea. 
CC-3 Deluxe Carrying Case   @  7' 50 ea. 
VP-10 SiC CCV Probe Adapter   @ 10.95 ea. 
CS-1 1C A DC Current Shunt   @ 14.95 ea. 
VP-40 40 KV CC Prob€    @ '5.00 ea. 

Payment en:I.  Bill my: Master Charge C VISA 0 
A:count #   Exp. Date   

$74 
HIC KOK 

Here is the iandfull of 
accuracy you've been 
waiting for. Hand-
somely encased. 
Compact. Efficient. 
Only 8 oLnces. 
Hickok s eKciting, 
new LX 303, 31/2 
digit Mini-Multime-
ter with high quality 
components,  one 
year qua -antee 
and rugged Cyco-
lac' case offers 
fea:ures previously 
found only in ex-
pensive units...at a 
price under S75.00! 
So why wait any 

longer? The 
amazing LX 303 
is here NOW! 
Another American 
made test equip-

ment break:hrough 
from Hickok, The Value 
Innovator. Orde- today! 

ckok distributor or order below 

TO ORDER CALL TOL_ FREE 
800-223-0474 

450 Street, New York, WI. "0036 212-587-2224 

Name   

Address   

I City   Stale   

I Add $3.00 Postage ani Ha -idling, Ne residents add sales tax 

L.   

Zip 



John A. Burton WB9QZE 
2282 McKinley Aye. 

Columbus IN 47201 

The Hot Mugger X1 
— coffee drinkers, rejoice! 

There is no such thing as a cold drink. 

Ever  since  Wayne 
Green's editorial in the 

July, 1977, issue of 73, I 
have been thinking about a 
coffee warmer. He gave 
some ideas on how to 
make one and also said 
that it should be a real 
money-maker. I, too, hate 
cold coffee with a passion 
and usually end up with 
such every time I bring a 
cup out to the shack. So, 
with his idea and my junk 
box of parts, I put together 
the Hot Mugger, destined 
to become the most pop-
ular piece of gear in the 
ham shack. 

Fig. 1. Schematic. 

HOUSING 

MICRO 
SWITCH 

I have used the Hot Mug-
ger for several months 
now, and it works very 
well. But I have left a lot of 
room for improvement and 
would be interested to see 
other ideas for a coffee 
warmer. I am surprised that 
no one has written one up 
yet, as it is a very practical 
item for the ham shack. I 
hope this will set the 
wheels in motion and we 
will see many improve-
ments and innovations. 
The Hot Mugger does 

not require much in the 
way of parts. My junk box 
yielded all that were need-
ed.  There  are  four 
550-Ohm, 15-Watt power 
resistors in series parallel, 
which gives 26 Watts of 
power dissipation. The 26 
Watts does a good job of 
keeping a cup of coffee 
warm. I don't know how 
much lower you can go in 
power dissipation and still 

CUP ACTUATED 
MICRO SWITCH LEVER 

° MICRO 
SWITCH()  

COPPER 
SIDE 

sson  sson  sson  ssoct 
15 ,N  ISW  iSW  ISW 

ISOLATE PADS 
FOR RESISTORS 

PRINTED 
CIRCUIT 
BOARD 

keep your cup warm, but 
you might try whatever 
you have on hand. I don't 
recommend exceeding 26 
Watts, as this wattage will 
cause 1/4 cup of coffee to 
become quite hot. 
The cup should be a flat-

bottomed one without any 
recess. I chose my cup 
before making the top for 
the coffee warmer so that I 
could cut the hole to the 
right size. The microswitch 
has a long actuator so that 
the cup will sit down on it 
and turn on the heating ele-
ment (resistors). The base 
and housing were made 
out of printed circuit 
board, soldered  and 

screwed together with an 
opening cut out of the top 
for the cup. 
That's just about it ex-

cept for painting. I used 
Rust-oleum 6 primer, 
which I don't recommend 
because it gave off a fishy 
smell for a long time after-
ward. Probably a good 
auto engine paint would be 
a better choice. A name-
plate could be added so 
that your friends will know 
what it is. 
As I type this, the Hot 

Mugger X1 is on the job 
keeping my coffee warm to 
the last drop. What is there 
left to say except, "Try it; 
you will like it." • 

Fig. 2. Construction. Side view of the finished Hot Mugger. 
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Winford Rister WB4MBL 
402 Allicia Street 
Albertville AL 35950 

Build the Mini-Probe 
-it's only logical 

Decoding digital with a PolaroidTm pistol. 

Here is an inexpensive 
logic probe that will 

determine all possible 
states of digital logic. It is 
built by point-to-point wir-
ing on a piece of per-
forated board just wide 
enough to fit into a discard-

•5v 

pROBE 

ed PolaroidTm film-coating 
container and about 21/2 
inches long. 

The Circuit 

Referring to Fig. 1, the 
plus 5 V and ground con-
nections are made to the 

RED 
LED 

•51/ 

PULSE 
DETECTOR 

Mi-LO-OPEN 
DETECTOR 

To 
CLiP 
LEADS 

Fig. 1. Logic probe schematic diagram. Resistors IA Watt, 
10%. Transistors ECG 123A or equivalent. LEDs as desired. 

circuit under test, and the 
probe is touched to the pin 
under test. If • the pin is 
open, Q2 will conduct 
slightly because of the bias 
introduced by R1. This will 
cause the yellow LED to 
light  at  about  half 
brightness. If the pin under 
test is ground, both Q1 and 
Q2 are off so neither LED 
will light. If the pin is high, 
the red LED will blink once 
because Q1 puts a high 
signal into the one-shot, 
and the yellow LED will 
light at full brightness 
because Q2 is turned on. If 
only the yellow LED were 
used, it would be difficult 
to differentiate between an 
open and an oscillating 

condition. This is where the 
one-shot goes to work. It 
gives a relatively long 
(.5 seconds or so) pulse 
anytime the probe goes 
high—even if for a very 
short duration. So if the 
probe contacts an oscil-
lating pin, it will blink 
continuously. 
Unless pulses of very 

high frequency are to be 
detected, there is nothing 
critical about the layout 
except for space economy 
so that the board can be 
slipped into the case. 
So there, in a nutshell 

(plastic one), is a way to 
know what's happening in-
side that digital monster's 
mind.M 

Completed probe. Circuit board assembly. 
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You're just a few digits away from 
name brand radio equipment - 
AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 

YAESU 
KENWOOD 
DRAKE 
ICOM 
STANDARD 
EDGECOM 
KDK 
PANASONIC 

look 

DENTRON 
HY-GAIN 
MOSLEY 
CUSHCRAFT 
WILSON 
HUSTLER 
LARSEN 
BENCHER 

CALL TOLL FREE 

108 00-228'4097 
Communications Center 

443 N 48th Street 
Lincoln Nebraska 68504 

In Nebraska Call ' 402 466-8402 

108 00-634°6227 
aCom munications Center 

West 
1072 N Rancho Drive 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89106 
In Nevada Call (702)647-3114 

TAYLOR 
SWAN 
TEMPO 
TEN-TEC 
MIDLAND 
CDE 
AUTEK 
MIRAGE 

E.T.O. ALPHA 
VHF ENGINEERING 
BERK-TEK CABLE 
CONSOLIDATED TOWER 
SAY 
SHURE 
TELEX 
ROBOT-SSTV 

We carry all major lines of Antennas at Discount Prices 

OUR NEW HOURS 
at Lincoln store only 

PACIFIC 

"  6 Sat  am - /0 pn I 
6 am 4P  ' 

Sun in a,  m II — m . 6 
PM 

MOUNTAIN 

M-F  7 am - 11 pm 
Sat  7 am - 5 pm 
Sun 11 am - 7 pm 
1 

SAME DAY SHIPPING ON MOST ITEMS 

BANhAMERICARO 

CST 

M-F  8 am - Midnight 
I Sat  8 am - 6 pm 
Sun Noon - 8 pm 

1-800-228-4097 
Com munications Center 

EASTERN 

M-F 9 am - 1 am 
Sat  9 am - 7 Pil) 
Sun 1 pm-9Pm 

css 

look 

443 N. 48th, Lincoln, Nebraska 68504  In Nebraska Call (402)466-8402 

Master charge 
,•1 • ......  ••0 
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W2 N S D/1 
NEVER SAY DIE 
editorial by Wayne Green 

from page 4 

interested in the same end ... a 
better world, helped along a 
whole lot by amateur radio. 
Hamming can only provide 
these benefits to the world if it 
is fun, so let's all try to do what 
we can to make amateur radio 
fun ... for everyone. I don't ask 
you to speak out against those 
who are lousing things up, 
whether by intention or stupid-
ity-1 just ask that you look into 
these things with an open mind 
and vote with your conscience. 

ALSO AT ATLANTA 
In addition to laying it on the 

line about amateur radio. . and 
I expect the usual goon squad 
... I'll  be  talking  about 
microcomputers. I'll be talking 
about them primarily in terms 
which may be of particular in-
terest to you ... how to make 
money in microcomputing. I'd 
talk about how to make money 
in amateur radio, but I don't 
know anyone who has figured it 
out yet. Perhaps those who are 
pushing for the Communicator 
Class license on 220 have the 
answer. 
The opportunities in micro-

computing are still as good as 
ever for making a bundle. The in-
dustry has grown some since I 
got involved. Sales in 1975 were 
about $5M. This went up to 
about $25M in 1976 ... $100M in 
1977 . .. and passed $300M in 
1978. With Atari and Texas In-
struments now hitting the 
market with microcomputers, 
1979 is still an unknown quanti-
ty. Radio Shack has a very big 
lead and may just be able to 
hold it, what with about 10,000 
of their stores selling the 
TRS-80. 
I'll be talking about hardware 

which is needed and which can 
be marketed easily to make 
money. I'll be putting software 
into perspective. Mostly. I'll try 
to answer as many questions as 
I can. I may even talk a bit about 
the whole philosophy of making 
money ... what the secrets of 
success are and how to achieve 
success if you want it. Most 
people have blundered into the 
trap of the good old American 
system . . . guaranteed to keep 
you poor for life and with no real 
hope of spectacular success. Is 
there anything to do about this? 
I think so ... and the first step 
is to become aware of the sys-
tem and how it can be beaten. 
Will I be seeing you at Atlanta 

June 16-17th? I hope so. What 
about Dayton? I don't know . . . I 
skipped it last year. but haven't 
decided about this year yet. 
With two or three new maga-
zines in various stages of get-
ting started, Instant Software 
really getting going, and some 
other projects, I don't really 
have time to go most of the 
places where they want me, 
much less where they don't. 

MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS 
Yes, Wayne Green is coming 

to St. Louis ... for the big 
hamfest on March 31st. I'll be 
talking about amateur radio ... 
the good things and the bad. I'll 
be answering questions on just 
about anything. In addition to 
that, as at Atlanta, I'll be talking 
to microcomputer hobbyists 
about the many ways of making 
money in this new field. I'll try to 
give some perspective on what 
has happened and what I see as 
coming in both fields. 
This will be my first trip to St. 

Louis, so I'm looking forward to 
it. I'll be getting in a day early, 
so I'll have a chance to get on 
the local radio and television 
stations and promote the ham-
fest. 
If you're a Wayne Green fan, 

be sure to come to the show. . 
at the new convention center. If 
you're anti-Green, it's even 
more important for you to come 
and make sure you are right in 
your assessment. Is it possible 
that you are more a part of the 
problem than a part of the solu-
tion? Find out at the St. Louis 
hamfest. 
There will be a raft of exhibits 

and other talks ... with manu-
facturers showing their latest 
ham gear and dealers doing 
their best to cut their own 
throats. They're lining up some 
fantastic speakers and forums 
(in addition to my talks), so 
you'll have a great time. 
I'm looking forward to seeing 

you ... please come. 

THAT LONNNG ARRL PIECE 
One of the problems is that 

I'm spread a lot thinner than I 
should be. Instant Software is 
demanding ... as is Kilobaud 
MICROCOMPUTING ... and 
with two or three more maga-
zines in the planning stages, 
when do I sleep? This came to a 
head last month with my end-
less editorial about the League. 
Normally, when I write an 

editorial, I sit down and write 
with smoke coming out of my 

typewriter. Then I find the heat 
abated a bit and write a second 
draft which is a bit less fiery. If I 
don't like the first two drafts. I 
try a third time. In December, all 
of the drafts of my editorial 
managed to reach print, end to 
end. I'm supposed to get a 
chance to review my editorial 
before it goes to the printer ... 
but they skipped me last month. 
Rats. 
Oh, I get annoyed at a lot of 

the crap I get from the League, 
but I'm not as upset about it as 
most people think. You'll per-
haps get better perspective on 
this at St. Louis or Atlanta if you 
come and say hello and get into 
one of my talks. 

ARTICLES NEEDED 
Our increased use of color in 

73 permits us to run some color 
photographs of interesting DX-
peditions. The time was when 
we had to run all those pictures 
of gorgeous places in black and 
white. We're looking for colorful 
DXpedition pictures accompa-
nied by interesting articles. An 
article will not only help pay 
some of the freight for the trip, 
but could also encourage 
others to help out a bit when 
they send for your OSL card. DX-
ing is one of the most exciting 
aspects of amateur radio, so 
let's see more of the DXing fun 
in articles for 73. 
If I can get my new tower up, 

I'll be back in there scrapping 
with you for the rare ones. I'm a 
tough one to beat, so watch out! 
I racked up over 300 confirmed 
countries (all on 20m phone) in 
one year a while ago ... and 
even managed 100 countries on 
20m phone one weekend, just to 
prove to myself that I could do 
it. I didn't get much sleep. 
It appears that we are up to 

here in antenna, keyer, and 
counter articles, but really in 
need of articles on transmitters, 
receivers, and transceivers. 
Surely someone out there has 
built a rig which will get 
thousands of hams hot to fol-
low suit. Let's see more con-
struction projects on ham gear. 
It is my conviction that the 

tens of thousands of hams who 
have bought microcomputers 
should be using them in place 
of Teletype-RI equipment. Let's 
have more articles on RTTY us-
ing microcomputers. 

SLEP WRITES 
A letter from Bill Slep (Slep 

Electronics) mentions that his 
ads have been selling stuff right 
and left. That's always nice to 
hear. Bill says that there has 
been a recent run on microwave 
equipment which hams are us-
ing to receive the TV satellites 
direct. I've been reading a lot 
about this recently and would 
like to encourage those who 
have been successful in getting 
something inexpensive togeth-
er to do the job to write for us 

about it. 
Why bother to get TV direct 

from a satellite? Well, right off 
the top there is the challenge. It 
isn't easy. Once you get set up. 
you'll be getting network pro-
gram feeds. This means that 
you'll be able to get. for exam-
ple, Johnny Carson before the 
salty language is bleeped out. 
You'll get a lot of programs 
which are not being broadcast 
in your area. You'll get the 
Home Box Office stuff ... late 
movies. 
I've been corresponding with 

Bob Cooper K6EDX/5. who pub-
lishes a magazine for the CATV 
field and is deeply into this 
direct satellite TV reception. I 
may be able to get him to either 
write an article for us or at least 
get him to get someone else to 
prepare such an article. Using 
commercial gear for the effort 
would  run  you  into the 
thousands of dollars. Heck, just 
a receiver for 4 GHz costs 
thousands. Then they want you 
to buy a ten-foot dish and a 
special preamplifier. Some ex-
perimenters have been getting 
the stuff with a lot less expense 
and trouble. If you're one, write 
to me about it. 

NEW COVER PRICE 
The  new  cover  price 

shouldn't come as much of a 
surprise to anyone. A big part of 
it is inflation, which has been 
running about 10% of late. It's 
been two years since there has 
been an increase in cover price. 
If inflation keeps up like it has 
(if you continue to let your con-
gressman spend money on 
more and more government), 
the price increases will have to 
come more often. How'd you 
like to find a different price 
every month? Keep it up, Con-
gress! 
We see the inflation in many 

ways. Postage has gone up 
beyond belief ... made even 
worse by the great big, thick, 
heavy issues of 73. Paper costs 
have doubled in the last couple 
of years, and no end is in sight. 
Wages all around have been go-
ing up in step with inflation. Our 
advertising rates, once under 
$100 per page, are now over 
$1,500 for a page! 
Obviously, the way to beat 

the cover price is to subscribe. 
I've been hinting gently at that 
for a long time. At $2.50 per 
issue, this comes to $30 per 
year. The subscription rate is 
$18 for one year and $36 for 
three years. That means you 
can get three years of 73 for just 
a little bit more than buying one 
year on the newsstand. Con-
vinced? Remember when a life 
subscription was going for $37? 
Of course, those early issues 

of 73 were much smaller (about 
one half the size of this page) 
and thinner. You're getting 
eight times as much material 
for about six times the price . . 
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so it is a good deal. Fifty-seven 
feature articles in the November 
issue! That's more than all the 
other magazines combined. 
isn't it? 

THE 10 GHZ SAGA 
Chuck Martin WA 1KPS 

started off going great guns 
(Gunns, that is) on 10 GHz with 
contacts with New Hampshire 
from Massachusetts, Vermont, 
Maine, and even the Granite 
State itself (106 miles between 
Pack Monadnock in southern 
New Hampshire and Mt. Wash-
ington, up north). From there 
on, the situation got more dif-
ficult. 
A couple of tries from hills in 

Rhode Island didn't make it. 
The paths were even difficult 
on 220 MHz, so the failure on 10 
GHz wasn't very surprising, 
even if it was disappointing. 
Chuck got the two transceiv-

ers together and found little 
things to do which supposedly 
improved their action. He also 

borrowed a two-foot dish 
to perk up his end of the signal, 
just in case this would help. It 
might push a signal through 
some trees, but it wouldn't 
boost it over any mountains. 
On November 19th, I braved 

icy winds gusting to over 80 
mph up in the superstructure of 
a tower on the Pack, while 
Chuck relaxed up in the branch-
es of a tree on a hill in Rhode 
Island. Well, he was perhaps 
only partly relaxed, considering 
that he was trying to hold on to 
the tree while he aimed the dish 
and tuned the transceiver ... 
and gradually froze. 
Perhaps it was worth it all. 

We did manage some short 
contacts as the two trans-
ceivers drifted in frequency 
about 16 MHz as they cooled 
down to the subarctic tempera-
tures. The AFC system is pretty 
good, but definitely not 
equipped to handle that kind of 
drift. And tuning the little bug-
gers is about like trying to tie an 

appendix with boxing gloves 
on. You have to turn the tuning 
knob about a thousandth of an 
inch to tune in a signal. This is 
interesting to do when you are 
being blown almost out of a 
tree or a tower by gusts of very 
cold wind ... shivering ... and 
your hands are turning blue as 
frostbite creeps up towards 
your armpits. 
That makes five states on 10 

GHz, with all contacts being 
over 50 miles. Anyone done bet-
ter than that, or should we send 
it to the book of world records? 
Our laurels will not be crushed. 
Chuck has some ideas on pep-
ping up the transceivers, and if 
we put the darned things out-
side so they can come to a 
steady temperature, we should 
avoid the drift miseries. The 
next stop obviously is Connect-
icut for state number six ... if 
we can get organized before 
the snow hits. 
Those little Microwave 

Associates Gunnplexers sure 

are good fun. They put out 
enough of a signal so that you 
should not have to have any ad-
ditional antenna for a contact 
over any line-of-sight path. Our 
contact of over a hundred miles 
was plenty strong. 
Sherry has been itching to 

get a hot air balloon ever since 
we went down to Florida and 
made the balloon cover for 73 a 
couple of years ago. If we get 
one, I understand that contacts 
from the balloon count for New 
Hampshire as long as the 
balloon is tethered. I wonder if 
a 5,000-foot kite string counts 
as a tether? 

OCTOBER WINNER 
Our readers have selected 

'Antenna Design: Something 
New!" as the best article in our 
October issue, so Harry A. Mills 
W4FD and Gene Brizendine 
W4ATE will be sharing our $100 
Most Popular Article prize. 
Remember, your ballot is your 
Reader Service card. 

DX 
from page 14 

from Greenland to South 
America out of our home base, 
Wright-Patterson AFB, on a 
two-week "worldwide" com-
munications test of an ex-
perimental airborne satellite 
terminal. Among the crew of 25 
men. we had four hams: Sandy 
Cole K1SC, Tom Walilko 
K8N0Q, Bob Beach W8LCZ, 
and Wayne Beeson K8WB. 

After landing (on Ascension 
Island) on Saturday night, we 
immediately searched for the 
acting base commander, Cap-
tain Lord, and finally found him 
in a barracks card game. Cap-
tain Lord informed us that the 
required forms and the British 
Islands Administrator's signa-
ture needed to obtain our own 
ZD8 calls would not be 
available until Monday morn-
ing. Meanwhile, he authorized 
the use of your call, ZD8KG, for 
us as guest operators. He 
presumed your kind permission 
since you were not then on the 
island. 

The authorization seemed 
adequate, as we had the word 
of the Lord, so we rushed over 
to barracks 14 and set up our 
FT-101E and 18-foot vertical 
antenna. Our first QS° took 
place just after midnight on 
September 17th with W7PFZ on 
20 meter SSB. 

We then proceeded to have 
the time of our lives working 
our first pileup from the fun 
(rare) end of the QS°. An 
awesome and enjoyable ex-
perience almost every DXer has 
dreamed of was coming true. 

All four of us took turns as 
noted in the enclosed log copy. 
We worked 10, 15, and 20 

meter CW and SSB. Conditions 
on 10 were great, so we used 
that band a lot in racking up 230 
contacts from ZD8KG in about 
36 hours. 

On Monday, we filled out the 
required forms, got the neces-
sary signatures, and finally 
received our own calls. Sandy 
got ZD8SC, Robert got ZD8RB, 
Wayne got ZD8WB. and I got 
ZD8TW. We still had some 
operating time left, so we 
returned to the rig and ran off 
105 more contacts in the four 
hours before our plane took off 
for Brazil. 

We totaled five continents, 
fifty countries, and 325 con-
tacts, of which 101 were with 
stateside stations. We earned 
no awards but we had a terrific 
time. 

During some hurried and 
confused packing, we yanked 
our antenna off the barracks 
roof in the middle of our last 
QS° with WBOTXV on ten 
meter SSB. A sudden end to our 
DXpedition. We all had a ball 
and can't wait to do it again. 
Our plane will return to Ascen-
sion Island in March, 1979. and 
again in the summer of 1980. 
We plan to bring multiple rigs 
next time and to use our new-
found experience to cut 
through the pileups faster. 
Meanwhile, we left our aircraft 
number and 73 written with six-
foot high rocks on the side of 
West Bay Hill near the bar-
racks. 
We requested everyone we 

worked to QSL direct to our 
home calls, but if you or your 
QSL manager, K4KBL, receive 
any cards for contacts we 
made, you can forward them to 
me. Again, thanks for the use of 
your call and we hope to see 
you on a future trip to the 
island. 
Tom Walilko K8N0Q/ZD8TW 

712 Sykes Circle 
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433 

BITS AND PIECES 
As of this writing, no 

documentation has reached 
the ARRL for the HZ1BS/8Z4 
neutral zone operation. No 
documentation, no recogni-
tion. 
If you still haven't worked 

KV4, there is really no excuse. 
KV4AA recently made his 
38,000th QS°. Most are CW. 
That W0DX who operated 

from Desecheo recently is Bob 
Denniston, former president of 
the ARRL. He runs the Smug-
gler's Cove Hotel on the north 
side of the island group. 
4U1ITU in Geneva reports 

that they are receiving QSL re-
quests for 4U1UN in NYC. The 
correct QSL route for 4U1UN is 
UN Staff Radio Club, United 
Nations, Box 20, NYC NY 
10017. SASE, of course. 
For those who are still con-

fused by the FCC callsigr 
allocations in areas outside the 
continental U.S., the following 
should be of some help. The 

George Lindley WA5HKW erecting his home-brew three-element 
beam. George built it from plans in Bill Orr's Beam Antenna Hand-
book for about one-third the cost of a commercial beam. He says it 
works great. 
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digit is the key. Alaska stations 
sign AL7, KL7, NL7, and WL7. 
The rest are as follows. 
Atlantic: 1—Navassa Island; 

2—Virgin Islands; 3—Serrana 
Bank; 4—Puerto Rico. Prefixes 
are KP, NP, and WP. 
Pacific: 1—Baker, Canton, 

Howland Islands; 2—Guam; 
3—Johnston Island; 4—Mid-
way Island; 5—Kingman Reef 
(K suffix); 5—Palmyra, Jarvis; 
6—Hawaii; 7—Kure Island; 
8—American Samoa; 9—Wake 
Island; 0—Northern Mariana 
Islands. Prefixes are AN, KH, 
NH, and WH. 
All the foreign nationals have 

been assigned YS9 prefixes in 
El Salvador. YS1WPE is now 
YS9YSS. 
The operator at HFOPOL, the 

Polish base in the South 
Shetlands, left and the new 
crew contains no amateurs. 
QSLs have been printed, but 
there is a holdup in getting 
them filled out and mailed. 
The ARRL is planning to take 

the FCC ten meter linear ban to 
court. As noted before, the in-
nocent hams were the only 
ones to suffer from this ban. 
The manufacturers of illegal 
CB  linears  either  went 
underground or switched to 
manufacturing high-powered 
"amateur transmitters." CBers 
just plug in their transceiver as 
a vfo. Passing laws to make it il-
legal for lawbreakers to break 
the law has never made much 
sense to us. 
Those working toward WAZ 

should bear in mind that 
UAOYAE, heard often on 15 

meter CW, is located in Tana 
Tuva, which is in Zone 23. In 
fact, any UMW is in Zone 23. 
Gary Yarus WBOMSZ puts 

out a directory of stateside QSL 
managers that contains over 
1300 managers. This is almost 
a necessity for the serious DXer 
and at only $1.00, it's a great 
bargain. The address is: Gary 
Yarus, 921 N. Clay Avenue, St. 
Louis MO 63122, and the list is 
updated weekly. 
UVOBB claims to be the first 

and only YL operator in Siberia. 
SV1IT is considering a possi-

ble Mt. Athos effort this sum-
mer. Nothing definite as yet, 
but if you run across him, you 
might ask for the latest word. 
Amateur radio continues to 

experience rapid growth. 
Amateur licenses in the U.S. 
are expected to top 366,000 by 
early this year. There were 
some 28,000 new licenses 
issued during 1978. The total 
number of licensed amateurs in 
the U.S. has increased better 
than 100,000 since 1975. CB 
licenses, on the other hand, 
dropped below 100,000 per 
month last summer for the first 
time in several years. Look for 
several of the larger CB equip-
ment manufacturers to jump in-
to the amateur market. 
QSL manager ON5TO notes 

that the true-blue 9U5CA has 
not been active since 1971. The 
one showing in '76-'77 was a 
pirate. Only 9U5CB, 9U5DS, and 
9U5CR are legit at present. 
The U.S. and Surinam, PZ, 

completed a reciprocal operat-
ing agreement on October 12. 

Ever wonder what the shack of a rare DX station looks like? Here's 
the operating position of the much-sought-after Yll BGD, the only 
station currently active in Iraq. Pictured are ops Ma/id (seated)and 
Saad, along with their Atlas transceiver. Can you spot your QSL on 
the wall? Thanks to Jack Winterboume VE3ITO and the CARF 
News Service for the photo. 

Amateurs of either country 
wishing to operate in the other 
country can do so upon ap-
plication  to  the  proper 
authorities. Information on this 
or any other reciprocal operat-
ing agreement can be obtained 
by sending an SASE to the 
ARRL. Reports indicate a 
reciprocal agreement with 
Spain is now in the works. 
A note from K5OVC straight-

ens out the Argentine-Antarctic 
callsign designations. LU-ZA, 
ZG, and ZM are South Orkneys. 
LU-ZY is South Sandwich. LU-
ZC, ZI, ZO, SZ, and ZT are South 
Shetlands. Others are Antarc-
tica. 
Jim Henderson, who spent 

several months signing ZM7AH 
from the Tokelaus a few years 
back, wants to clean up any re-
maining need for ZM7AH cards 
and seal the logs permanently. 
Anyone still needing a card can 
reach Jim at 13490 Mt. Hood, 
Reno NV 89506. 
The Mellish Reef operation, 

VK9ZR, managed some 16,000 
contacts  despite  being 
plagued by generator problems 
that limited their output. 
K4OD notes that he still has 

all logs from his previous 
overseas assignments and will 
be glad to confirm any con-
tacts. Anyone needing a card 
from 0A4DX ('68-'71), HP1X0D 
('70-'71), PY1ZAL ('71-'73), 
EP2OD ('75-'77), or 9D5B 
('76-'77) can reach Carl at PO 
Box 135, Front Royal VA 22630. 
SASE, of course. 
El8H is a legitimate station, 

but any El8H/xx you hear is a 
definite phony. Pat has been 
getting loads of QSLs for these 
operations, but all are going in-
to the trash and he requests 
that no more be sent. 
ZD9GG can often be found 

on a list operation run by 

WA7ZTL on 14245 kHz around 
1445Z. An Asahi newspaper 
recently took some aerial 
photos of Okino Torishima. The 
outlines of the barrier reef are 
quite distinct and the founda-
tion of the never-built weather 
station can be seen in the 
center. Only two rocks are visi-
ble at high tide. One is five feet 
tall. It is difficult to imagine 
another operation taking place 
from here for quite some time. 
The DX gathering on 14225 

kHz after 1500Z is a great hunt-
ing ground. Check it out. 
The first DXCC for 160 meter 

operation was issued on 
November 15, 1976. Since that 
time, twelve have been issued. 
#1 went to W1BB, of course, #2 
to W1HT, #3 to W8LRL and 
KV4FZ (two were issued), #5 to 
K1PBW, #6 to W4BRB, #7 to 
W2QD, #8 to W2DEO, #9 to 
W4QCW, #10 to W4YWX, #11 to 
K4CIA, and #12 to W9NFC. The 
east coast pretty well has a 
lock on this award. 
8J1JCI was a special station 

on from the Japanese Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry 
Centennial Exhibition. 

QSL INFORMATION 
In the November column, a 

typo snuck in directing QSLs 
for GU5CIA, GU4E0N, and 
GU3YIZ to K5YY. This was an 
error and San says no more, 
please. The correct route is to 
N6MA, whose address is listed 
below. 
3D6BA to WA4HNL 
3YOBZ to VE7ZQ 
3Y5DQ/3Y1VC to LA5NM 
4079WARC to YU2DX 
4NOD to YU2CQ 
4N2EC to YU1JAS 
7P8BH to WB9ZZK 
8J3ITU to JH3DPB 
9J2JN to WB2IZN 
9K2FX to W4KA 
GU5CIA to N6MA, 3800 J Street, 
Oxnard CA 93030 
A7XAH to DJ9ZB 
EX9A to Box 88, Moscow 
H5RAC to WA4HNL 
HH2DX to George Werner, 1045 
Le Brun, Jacksonville FL 32205 
HZ1AB to K8PYD 
J28AZ to I8JN 
JY3ZH to DJ9ZB 
KA1MI to WB1GXU 
KA1NC to K4JEX 
KG4KG to YASME 
LU3ZY to SARA, Malabia 3029, 
1425 CF, Buenos Aires 
NOTG/KP1 to Randy Rowe, 3237 
Connecticut Drive, St. Charles 
MO 63301 
S8GEH to WA4HNL 
TFODF to K4SAK 
ZL3HI/C to N2CW, 207 West 
Fifth Street, Ship Bottom NJ 
08008 
Thanks to The West Coast 

DX Bulletin, the Long Island DX 
Association Newsletter, and 
Worldradio Magazine for much 
of the preceding information. 

AMATEUR RADIO IN IRAQ 
During a business trip to 
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Baghdad in September, 1978, I 
contacted Majid Abdulhamid. 
Chief Operator of the Radio 
Club of Baghdad, amateur 
radio station YI1BGD. 
Majid gave me telephone 

directions to find the club 
premises, now located in the 
building of the General Direc-
torate of Scientific Welfare in 
the Azamia district of Baghdad. 
This building also houses other 
scientific clubs. 
I was met by Majid and 

another club operator, Saad Al 
Tai, both of whom accorded me 
a very courteous welcome. 
On being informed of the 

general interest of North 
American amateurs in the 
situation of ham radio in Iraq, 
they explained their present 
status. 
YI1BGD is the only legal ham 

station in Iraq at present. Majid 
is holder of the license, which 
is limited to the 20 meter band 

and 100-Watt input. 
The club hopes to be permit-

ted soon to operate on other 
bands and with higher power. 
The present membership, be-

sides Majid, consists of seven 
operators, including two YLs. 
Majid expects the club to grow 
as their activities become more 
widely known. 

The whole operation was 
made possible through a radio 
course given by YU1NFV, who 
has since left Iraq. 

The club station commenced 
operation on April 14, 1978, and 
has logged a respectable 
number of countries and QS0s 
since that time. 

The present station is 
equipped with an Atlas 210 and 
a two-element quad which is 
operated manually. Recently, 
they received a donation from 
Japan of a Yaesu FT-101, which 
is awaiting clearance at cus-

toms pending the revised sta-
tion license. 
YI1BGD's operating sched-

ule is Monday and Wednesday 
on 14210 MHz, and on Friday 
from 2000 UTC until 0100 UTC, 
their beam is directed at North 
America. At that time they have 
regular skeds with VO1CU (Gor-
don) and 12CBM (Bert) who act 
as control stations on their 
behalf. The Friday frequency is 
14310 MHz. 
When I enquired if they had 

any QSLs for VE3-land which I 
could carry back, they showed 
me the station log which in-
dicated almost 100 percent 
QSL response from them. 
Those hams who have sent 
QSLs are quite certain to 
receive confirmation, but it will 
take time. It does not appear 
that the club takes long to re-
spond, but the distance and 
conditions really slow things 
down. 

The club has received some 
publicity in the Long Island DX 
Association bulletin, one of the 
British magazines, and locally 
in an Arabic publication. 

My friends were kind enough 
to let me take a few pictures of 
them and their station (I hope 
the film survives the security 
checks on the return trip), and 
also gave me a small black and 
white print of four of the 
operators in the shack -
Kamal. Majid, Mohammed, and 
Dhia. 

Judging by the enthusiasm of 
these two men. the DX hounds 
will continue making regular 
contact with YI1BGD, but it is 
doubtful that there will be any 
other YI stations for some time. 
This information came to us 
courtesy of Jack Winterbourne 
VE3ITO, and was first pub-
lished in the Burlington, On-
tario ARC bulletin. -Ed. 

FCC 
_ Reprinted fro m the Federal Register. 

ADMINISTRATION OF TELEGRAPHY EXAMINA-
TIONS TO HANDICAPPED APPLICANTS FOR 
OPERATOR  LICENSES  IN THE  AMATEUR 
RADIO SERVICE 

Order •stending Het* for fil.ng comments end 
reply comments 

AGENCY:  Federal  Communications 
Commission. 

ACTION: Order Extending Time to 
File Co mments. 

SUM MARY: The FCC is inquiring 
into the administration of its telegra-
phy examinations to handicapped per-
sons who apply for amateur radio Ii-

censes. The comment period ends No-
vember 30, 1978. Mr. Norman Kaplan 
has petitioned to extend the comment 
period. The comment period is being 
extended to encourage as wide a par-
ticipation in the proceeding as possi-
ble. 

DATES: The comment period is ex-
tended to March 30. 1979. The reply 
comment period is extended to April 
30. 1979. 

ADDRF.SSES: Send comments to: The 
Secretary, FCC, 1919 "M" Street N W.. 
Wa.shington, D.C. 20554. 

FOR  FURTHER  INFOR MATION 

CONTACT: 

Mr. Robert Cassler, Personal Radio 
Division. Safety and Special Radio 
Services Bureau, 202-634-6620. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFOR MATION* 
See attached document. 

Adopted: November 21. 1978. 

Released: November 24. 1978. 

In the matter of the administration 
of telegraphy examinations to handi-
capped applicants for operator licenses 
in the Amateur Radio Service, Gen 
Docket No. 78-250.' 
1. On August 24. 1978, the Commis-

sion released a Notice of Inquiry into 
the administration of telegraphy ex-
aminations to handicapped applicants 
for operator licenses in the Amateur 
Radio Service. Comments were due no 
later than November 30. 1978. Reply 
comments were due no later than De-

cember 29, 1978. 
2. A petition to extend the comment 

period to March 30, 1979 was submit-
ted by Mr. Norman Kaplan of the Dis-
abled  American  Veterans.  North 
Miami Beach, Florida.  Mr. Kaplan 
cites the need for as many handi-
capped persons to participate in the 
proceeding as possible. Because of the 
special nature of this proceeding, we 
agree with petitioner. 

3. Accordingly, the Commission, by 
the Chief, Safety and Special Radio 
Services Bureau, pursuant to delegat-
ed authority granted to him by §0.331 
orders that the comment period and 
the reply comment period in General 
Docket No. 78-250 are extended to 
March 30, 1979, and April 30. 1979, re-
spectively. 

CARLOS V. ROBERTS. 
Chief,  Sa.fefy and Special 

Radio Services Bureau, 

OSCAR Orbits 
Courtesy of A MSAT 

FINDING OSCAR 

The listed data tells you the time and place that OSCAR 7 and 
OSCAR 8 cross the equator in an ascending orbit for the first time 
each day. To calculate successive OSCAR 7 orbits, make a list of 
the first orbit number and the next twelve orbits for that day. List 
the time of the first orbit. Each successive orbit is 115 minutes 
later (two hours less five minutes). The chart gives the longitude of 
the day's first ascending (northbound) equatorial crossing. Add 
29° for each succeeding orbit. When OSCAR is ascending on the 
other side of the world from you, it will descend over you. To find 
the equatorial descending longitude, subtract 166° from the 
ascending longitude. To find the time OSCAR 7 passes the North 
Pole, add 29 minutes to the time it passes the equator. You should 
be able to hear OSCAR 7 when it is within 45 degrees of you. The 
easiest way to determine if OSCAR is above the horizon (and thus 
within range) at your location is to take a globe and draw a circle 
with a radius of 2450 miles (4000 kilometers) from your 0TH. If 
OSCAR passes above that circle, you should be able to hear it. If it 
passes right overhead, you should hear it for about 24 minutes 
total. OSCAR 7 will pass an imaginary line drawn from San Fran-
cisco to Norfolk about 12 minutes after passing the equator. Add 
about a minute for each 200 miles that you live north of this line. If 
OSCAR passes 15 ° east or west of you, add another minute; at 30 °, 
three minutes: at 45°, ten minutes. Mode A: 145.85-.95 MHz uplink. 
29.4-29.5 MHz downlink, beacon at 29.502 MHz. Mode B: 
432.125-.175 MHz uplink, 145.975-.925 MHz downlink. beacon at 
145.972 MHz. 

OSCAR 8 calculations are similar to those for OSCAR 7, with 
some important exceptions. Instead of making 13 orbits each day, 
OSCAR 8 makes 14 orbits during each 24-hour period. The orbital 

19272 
19285 
19297 
19310 
19322qfP 
19335 
19347X 
19360 
19372 
19385 
19397 
19410qrp 
19422 
19435X 
19448 
19460 
19473 
19485 
19498grp 
19510 
19523X 
19535 
19548 
19560 
19573 
19585grp 
19598 
19610X 

period of OSCAR 8 is therefore somewhat shorter: 103 minutes. 

To calculate successive OSCAR 8 orbits, make a list of the first 
orbit number (from the OSCAR 8 chart) and the next thirteen orbits 
for that day. List the time of the first orbit. Each successive orbit is 
then 103 minutes later. The chart gives the longitude of the day's 
first ascending equatorial crossing. Add 26° for each succeeding 
orbit. To find the time OSCAR 8 passes the North Pole, add 26 
minutes to the time it crosses the equator. OSCAR 8 will cross the 
imaginary San Francisco-to-Norfolk line about 11 minutes after 
crossing the equator. Mode A: 145.85-.95 MHz uplink, 29.4-29.50 
MHz downlink. beacon at 29.40 MHz. Mode J: 145.90-146.00 MHz 
uplink, 435.20-435.10 MHz downlink, beacon on 435.090 MHz. 

Oscar 7 Orbital Information 
Orbit  Data  Time  Longitude 

(Feb)  (GMT)  of Eq. 
Crossing 

1 0040:17  71 4 
2 0134,34  85.0 
3 003354  69.8 
4 0128:11  83.4 
5 002731  68.3 
6 0121:48  81.8 
7 0021:09  66.7 
8 0115:26  80.3 
9 0014:46  65.1 
10  0109:03  78.7 
11  0008:23  63.6 
12  010240  77.2 
13  000201  62.0 
10  005618  75.6 
15  0150:35  89.2 
16  004955  74.0 
17  0144:12  87.6 
18  0043:32  72.5 
19  013749  86.1 
20  0037:10  701 
21  013127  84.5 
22  0030.47  69.4 
23  0125:04  82.9 
24  0024:24  67.8 
25  011841  81.4 
26  0018:01  66.2 
27  0112:18  79.8 
28  C001139  64.7 

Oscar 8 Orbital Information 
Orbit  Date  Time  Longitude 

(Feb)  (GMT)  of Eq. 
Crossing W 

4636A bn  1 0133:06  659 
4650Abn  2 0138:19  67.2 
4663Jbn  3 0000:17  427 
4677Abn  4 000529  44.0 
4691Abn  5 0010:42  45.4 
4705Abn  6 001554  46.7 
4719X  7 0021:66  48.0 
4733Abn  8 0026:18  49.3 
4747Abn  9 0031:30  50.6 
4761Jbn  10  0036:43  51.9 
4775Jbn  11  004155  53.3 
4789Abn  12  0047:07  54.6 
4803Abn  13  005219  55.9 
4817X  14  0057:31  57.2 
4831Abn  15  0102:43  58.5 
4845Abn  16  010755  59.8 
4859Jbn  17  0113:07  61.1 
4873Jen  18  0118:20  625 
4887Abn  19  0123:32  63.8 
4901Abn  20  0128:44  65.1 
4915x  21  0133:56  66.4 
4929Abn  22  013908  67.7 
4942Abn  23  000116  43.2 
4956Jbn  24  0006:18  44.5 
4970Jbn  25  0011:30  45.9 
4984Abn  26  0016:42  47.2 
4998Abn  27  0021:54  48.5 
5012X  28  002706  49.8 
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New Products 
from page 26 

ing. The peak reading feature is 
a must for SSB transmitters. 
The MP1 also will display swr. 
Swr is measured directly, 
without having to use extra 
charts or graphs. 
For ease of installation, the 

MP1 has a removable coupling 
unit which may be placed up to 
4 feet from the meter. 
The MP1 is portable. It con-

tains the latest in low-power 
ICs and is powered by a 9-volt 
battery. For long-term non-
portable operation, an optional 
ac adapter is available. 
A low-battery-voltage in-

dicator has been built into the 
wattmeter to indicate when the 
battery needs changing. 
The MP1 will provide all the 

functions and features needed 
to maintain an efficient, well-
operating HF amateur station. 
For more information, please 

contact your local dealer or 
Mirage Communication, PO 
Box 1393, Gilroy CA 95020; 
(408)-847-1857. Reader Service 
number M75. 

NEW MURA VOM 
MULTITESTER OFFERS DUAL-

RANGE SENSITIVITY 
Mura Corporation, manufac-

turer of home entertainment 
products, CB accessories, and 

The Mura Model 85-M VOM multitester. 

electronic parts and com-
ponents, has introduced a new 
precision VOM multitester with 
extremely high dual-range sen-
sitivity. 

Designated Model 85-M, the 
new VOM multitester is ideal 
for use where measurements 
must not appreciably disturb a 
particular circuit being tested. 
It features high 50,000-Ohms/ 
volt dc and 10,000-Ohms/volt ac 
sensitivities on one set of 
voltage ranges, and 25,000-
Ohms/volt dc and 5,000-
Ohms/volt ac on a second 
group of voltage ranges. 

In conjunction with a power 
supply, the 85-M can be used to 
measure capacitance and in-
ductance. Special circuitry has 
been included to protect the 
meter movement against ac-
cidental overload, and a mirror 
arc has been provided to help 
eliminate parallel error from 
readings. In addition, a conve-
nient carrying handle, attached 
to the unit's high-impact cas-
ing, can be positioned for easy 
meter reading. 

The new 85-M measures 61/4 " 
x 5" x 2" and weighs 1 lb., 5 oz., 
with batteries. Mura Corpora-
tion, 177 Cantiague Rock Road, 
Westbury NY 11590; (516)-
935-3640. Reader Service 
number M79. 

Wilson's "System Three." 

"SYSTEM THREE" BY WILSON 
Wilson Electronics is proud 

to announce the latest in tri-
band antennas for 10-15-20 
meters. The "System Three" 
features lightweight design, 
heavy-duty materials, low swr 
across all three bands, a boom 
length of 14' x 4", wind survival 
of 100 mph, direct feed with 
52-Ohm coax or with a balun, 
and a capability of 2000 Watts. 
For more information on the 

"System Three," see your 
favorite dealer or contact 
Wilson Electronics, Consumer 
Products Division, PO Box 
19000, Las Vegas NV 89119. 
Reader Service number W2. 

YAESU'S FT-202R 
"The  Handie,"  a new 

miniaturized two meter hand-
held transceiver (Model FT-
202R), has now been added to 
the Yaesu line of amateur radio 
equipment. 
Measuring only 67 x 49 x 171 

mm, the one-Watt-output, six-
channel hand-held should 
please the most critical user 
with its excellent receiver per-
formance and high-quality F3 
transmitted signal. 

The receiver is double-
conversion, with a sensitivity 
measurement of 0.32 mV for 
20-dB quieting. "The Handie" 
covers the entire two meter 
band and includes a flexible 
rubber ducky antenna and at-
tractive carrying case. Crystals 
are supplied for three channels. 
Other features include a 

combination "S"-meter and 
tuning meter, tone burst or 
subaudible squelch (optional), 
built-in speaker, and condenser 
microphone. Batteries required 
(not supplied) may be AA-size 
or nicads to provide 9.6 V dc 
(not to exceed 12 V dc). 
For complete details on this 

new hand-held transceiver, see 
your Yaesu dealer or write to 
Yaesu Electronics Corporation, 
PO Box 498, Paramount CA 
90723. Reader Service number 
Yl. 

NEW CUSHCRAFT HF 
VERTICALS 

Many hams are convinced 
that to work meaningful DX 
they need a couple of thousand 
Watts and a monster antenna 
array. While that undoubtedly 
helps, where is it written that 
the ham suffering a money or 
space cramp can't compete for 
his day in the DXCC sun? 
Three new Cushcraft ver-

ticals, the ATV-3, ATV-4, and 
ATV-5, provide a commonsense 
solution to a commonplace 
problem. Specifically designed 
for the DXer, these antennas 
provide the low angle of radia-
tion necessary for long-haul DX 
communicaiton, along with the 
performance and quality long 
associated with the Cushcraft 
name. The ATV-3, ATV-4, and 
ATV-5 operate over the 10. 15, 
and 20 meter amateur bands, 
with the ATV-4 having built-in 
40 meter coverage and the 
ATV-5 all set for complete 
5-band operation. 

All antennas feature a built-
in PL-259 coax connector and 
stainless steel hardware for all 
electrical connections, and are 
matched to 50 Ohms and rated 
for a full 2000 Watts PEP. 
Factory-marked tubing and 
plain English instructions 
make assembly a snap. 

Built to withstand the 
severest weather, the ATVs 
feature specially-designed 
high-Q traps employing large-
diameter enameled copper wire 
and solid aluminum air-
dielectric capacitors. The trap 
forms are manufactured from 
filament-wound fiberglass for 
minumum dielectric loss and 
high  structure  strength. 
Durable 6063-T832 aluminum 
tubing with 0.058" (1.5 mm) 
walls used for the vertical 
radiator and the heavy-duty 
phenolic base insulator ensure 
long life and durability. All this 
adds up to an antenna line that 
comes through winter after 
winter a winner! 
For more information and a 
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The new Mizuho SX-59 preselector from Gilfer. 

full-color catalog highlighting 
the entire Cushcraft HF, VHF, 
and UHF antenna line, write to 
Cushcraft, PO Box 4680, Man-
chester NH 03108. Reader Ser-
vice number C67. 

GILFER INTRODUCES 
VERSATILE NEW RF 
PRESELECTOR/ 

PREAMPLIFIER WITH 
AUTOMATIC ANTENNA 

SWITCHING 
If you are missing out on 

those weak DX signals because 
your receiver needs more sen-
sitivity, here's a low-cost way to 
hype it up: Add the new Mizuho 
SX-59 preselector/preamp from 
Gilfer. 
The SX-59 adds 20 dB of gain 

(3 or 4 S-units) with low noise. 
Tunable in 3 switched bands 
from 3 to 30 MHz, the unit is 
completely automatic in anten-
na switching—turn it on and it 

connects itself to the antenna, 
turn it off and the antenna is 
reconnected to the receiver. No 
manual bypass is needed. 

Beautifully styled in a 
solidly-made beige-colored 
cabinet, the SX-59 has a built-
in. switchable, 20-dB rf at-
tenuator to cope with ex-
cessively strong signals, plus a 
range switch, rf gain control. 
tuning dial, LED "on" indicator, 
input and output coax (S0-239 
and phono plug) antenna con-
nectors, "remote" terminals, 
and a built-in power supply for 
117 V ac. 

It's easy to use. Just select 
the band and tweak the tuning 
dial for the maximum signal. 
You'll be surprised at what 
you're missing. And if you've an 
old single-conversion receiver, 
the SX-59 will also reduce those 
images by 4 or 5 S-units. 

t11  REGLJL 
OF,  POW ATED 

ER SUPPLY 

MADE ,Nj % A 

For complete information, 
write Gilfer, Box 239, Park 
Ridge NJ 07656. Reader Service 
number G6. 

NEW STACO REGULATED 
8-AMP POWER SUPPLY 

A new regulated 8-Amp 
power supply from Staco, In-
corporated, is built to operate 
amateur, commercial, and in-
dustrial transceivers, as well as 
other 12-volt dc equipment, 
from 120 volts ac. 

The solid-state Staco RPS-8 
is ideally suited for fixed output 
power. A unique current fold-
back circuit and internal circuit 
breaker provide automatic dual 
overload and short-circuit pro-
tection. In the event of compo-
nent failure, an automatic 

Staco's new RPS-8 power supply. 

crowbar circuit protects equip-
ment from high voltage. The 
RPS-8 features a surge current 
of 8.0 Amps, a continuous cur-
rent of 6.0 Amps, and a full 
13.8-volt dc output. Ventilated 
steel housing is clad with black 
and white vinyl to prevent 
scratches or mars. Each unit is 
complete with input power 
cord, switch, pilot light, and 
operating instructions. Output 
connections are easily made to 
the terminal board on the rear 
of the unit. The RPS-8 mea-
sures 3-5/8 inches x 5 inches x 8 
inches, and is backed by a 
90-day limited warranty. 
For more information, cor-

tact Staco, Incorporated, 301 
Gaddis Boulevard, Dayton OH 
45403. Reader Service number 
S78. 

Corrections 
I would like to offer a reed 

relay update to my October. 
1978, article ("Happiness Is A 
Smart Scanner"). This informa-
tion is from Allied's catalogue 
#790 (page 180). The following 
relays may be used: stock no. 
929-377 (mfr. type MRR1ADS), 
stock no. 850-1552 (mfr. type 
W107DIP-3), or stock no. 
703-2012 (mfr. type AMP2012). 
Also, please note my new ad-
dress. 

John P. Skubick K8JS 
791 106th Ave. N. 
Naples FL 33940 

I just had a letter from Harold 
Drennon WOFSC who was nice 
enough to point out an error 
that he found in my OSCAR 
turnstile antenna article in the 
November, 1977, issue, page 
63. Fig. 3. In the 2m driving 
harness, the wording below 

coaxial line 2 read A/RG-62A/U, 
but should be A/4 RG-62A/U. 
This is the first notice of a prob-
lem I have had, and I am sorry 
it was not caught by me in the 
proofs. The original was okay, 
but the proofs are still my 
responsibility. I thoroughly 
checked the entire article 
again, while I was at it, and, 
sure enough, I found one of my 
own errors. Fig. 1 caption 
should be: "Vertical mast is 10' 
5' ..." Surely the builders 

caught that one or they got 
strange looks when they went 
shopping! 

Dave Brown W9CGI 
Noblesville IN 

Eric Corbett WD8PYE and 
others have pointed out a few 
errors in the wiring diagram 
and description of the Novice 
keyer on page 44 of the March, 

1978, 73 Magazine. The follow-
ing should be noted: 

Fig. 1: IC1 pin 7 should be pin 4. 
C2  should  be  reversed 
(negative side grounded). 
Fig. 2: D2 should be connected 
to R6 at the crossover point. 
Table 1: With power applied but 
key not contacting, IC2 pin 5 
should be low (not high as in-
dicated). 

Several hams have written 

with these difficulties, along 
with shorted diodes, etc. None 
of them has written to me a sec-
ond time, so hopefully I have 
been able to explain enough to 
them to get their keyers work-
ing. If you are having any dif-
ficulties, and will describe any 
voltages differing from those in 
the article (with above correc-
tions), I'll help you out. 

Michael Windolph WOOD X 
Chaska MN 

Ham Help  
I need information on how to 

update or increase the usability 
of a Hammarlund Super-Pro or 
BC-779 shortwave receiver. Any 
info would be appreciated. 

Bill Koczon W2HWQ 
85 Lakeland Dr. 

Bricktown NJ 08723 

I would like to convert a 
Johnson Canadian model 

Messenger 352 mobile SSB/AM 
solid-state 23-channel CB 
transceiver into a 10 meter 
mobile transceiver. I would 
greatly appreciate receiving in-
formation regarding this con-
version. 

Raymond Boivin VE2BOL 
282 Boul Monaco 
Duberger, Quebec 
Canada G1P 3H4 
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Contests  
from page 24 

other ZS1 stations. All modes 
or combination of modes per-
mitted. All bands or combina-
tion of bands permitted. Clos-
ing date for the award is July, 
1979. No QSL cards are re-
quired. Send a copy of your log 
verified by 2 local amateurs. 
Fee: US $1 or 10 IRCs; ZS R1.00. 
Send applications to: The 
Award Manager, ZS1M0, PO 
Box 5100, Cape Town 8000, 
Republic of South Africa. A 
special indication is given for 
VHF contacts. 

SECOND ANNUAL 
INTERNATIONAL SSTV 

CONTEST 
The contest is sponsored by 

R. Brooks Kendall W1JKF and 
David Ingram K4TWJ. 

CONTEST RULES: 
Contest is held annually on 

the second full weekend of 
March from 1500 to 2200 GMT, 
Saturday and Sunday, 3/10/79 
and 3/11/79. All amateur bands 
between 3.5 and 29.7 MHz may 
be used. 

EXCHANGE: 
Exchange of pictures should 

include callsigns, RST report, 
and contest number. FCC rules 
require verbal exchange of 
callsigns for U.S. stations. Do 
not include contact number. 

CREDITS: 
1 point for each station 

worked. A station may be 
worked once on each band for 
credit. 1 point for each state or 
province worked. 5 points for 
each country worked. 5 points 
for each continent worked. 

Total score is the sum of all the 
credits. Excessive discrepan-
cies in the contest entry may 
cause disqualification. Entries 
become the property of the con-
test committee. The decisions 
of the contest committee are 
final. 
ENTRIES: 
Activity sheets should show 

station worked, state or prov-
ince, country, and band (80, 40, 
20, 15, 10). Summary sheets 
should show number of sta-
tions worked, number of states 
or provinces worked, number of 
countries worked, number of 
continents worked, and total 
score. Contest entries should 
be postmarked no later than 
4/10/79. Top scorer will be 
awarded a certificate and a 
year's subscription to the 
magazine of his or her choice. 
Certificates will also be award-
ed to the top scorer for the 
most countries and most con-
tinents worked. 
Send entries to either: R. 

Brooks Kendall W1JKF, 10 

Stocker Street, Saugus MA 
01906, or David Ingram K4TWJ, 
Eastwood Village, No. 1201 
South, Rt. 11, Box 499, Birm-
ingham AL 35210. 

THE WORKED ALL WEST 
AUSTRALIAN SHIRES AWARD 

AND 
THE WORKED ALL WEST 
AUSTRALIAN POST CODES 

AWARD 
To become eligible for these 

awards, it is necessary for 
overseas amateurs to work 40 
shires and 50 post codes, 
respectively, with proof of the 
QS0s to be forwarded to the 
Contest Committee, c/o PO 
Box 6250, Hay Street, Perth 
6000, Western Australia, along 
with 10 IRCs or equivalent for 
the initial award. Subsequent 
stickers will be issued free, 
although return postage will be 
appreciated. 
A map of West Australia 

showing all shires is available 
from the above address for $2 
Australian. 

Ham Help 
I am with the Canadians in 

Lahr, West Germany. My prob-
lem is this: The D.A.R.C. over 
here has a large number of QSL 
cards that belong to DA call 
holders. I am in the position of 
trying to locate amateurs and 
pass on the cards. I am not a 
QSL bureau, just a locating ser-
vice. 
At the time of writing, I find 

myself with over 5000 cards, 
DA1, DA2, DA4, and DJ (foreign 
civilians), all of which the 
D.A.R.C. is unable to locate. So, 
for some time now, I have been 
trying to locate same, with little 
or no luck. Most of the U.S. 
Army DA call holders are mov-
ing around all the time, in-
cluding going back home, so a 
lot of amateurs are without 
their QSL cards. If you are miss-
ing some QSLs, let me know. 

Michael R. Jackson 
VE3KOI/DA1U0 
Postfach 1771 

7630 Lahr 
West Germany 

In the October, 1978, issue of 
73 Magazine, in Ham Help, I 
asked for a simple modification 
for the popular Kenwood TA-
7400A in order to receive the 
Civil Air Patrol frequency of 
148.15 MHz. A reader (Gerald 
Gray WAttilKA of Topeka) came 
up with the mod, and I would 
like to pass it along for use by 
other 7400 owners. The only 
components needed are a 
small switch and a diode. Con-
nect as follows: With the top 
cover of the radio removed, in-
stall an SPST switch with one 

lug grounded to the cover. 
Locate the switch directly 
behind the CT1 terminal. Con-
nect the cathode of a 1N914 
diode to the other switch lug. 
Add a 2" piece of wire to the 
anode, and slip shrink tubing 
over switch lug, diode, and 
wire. Strip the other end of the 
wire approximately 1/2 " and 
wrap it around terminal CT1 on 
PD board X50 1380 10 (refer to 
Kenwood manual); no solder is 
required. Install the cover. 
Label the switch "Receive, + 
600." With this switch in the 
closed position, I can receive 
the CAP frequency of 148.15 by 
setting the display dial of my 
transceiver on 147.550, and, 
with the TX offset of + 600, I 
can simplex on the frequency. 
No change is required to 
transmit on this frequency, and 
just turn the switch off to 
receive the frequency dis-
played. My thanks to Gerald 
and 73 Magazine. 

George E. Taylor WA4GUW 
Muscle Shoals AL 

I need to get in touch with 
other amateurs, faculty mem-
bers on the college or universi-
ty level, who teach biomedical 
electronics and instrumenta-
tion. I'm on the faculty of the 
University of Texas School of 
Allied Health Science in 
Houston. 
MDs interested in the sub-

ject are also very welcome. 
However, I am seeking re-
sources on at least the post-
graduate level in Health 
Related Science. In addition, 

those interested should be 
"teaching oriented." 

Jim McClure WB5MHA 
801 S. Braeswood, Apt. 1313 

Houston TX 77031 

We recently obtained a 
multimeter, ME-26 D/U, serial 
no. 7747 (similar to HP-410B), 
manufactured by Sentinel Elec-
tronics, Inc. The company is 
not listed in the Electronics 
Buyer's Guide, and may be out 
of business. We need the oper-
ator's manual and schematic. 
Thanks for any assistance. 

Heritage Christian School 
Warren Pettit 
Box 50002 

6401 East 75th St. 
Indianapolis IN 46250 

I need the manual for a 
Heathkit Model V-6 vacuum 
tube voltmeter. I will gladly 
reimburse reasonable duplicat-
ing and mailing expenses, or I 
will duplicate on receipt and 
send back by return mail. 
Thanks. 

V.F. Smith VE1BEA 
46 Beaconsfield St. 

Fredericton, New Brunswick 
Canada E3B 5H2 

I would like to hear from peo-
ple who are using the FCC ex-
perimental band and learn 
where I can get plans for 
transceivers, transmitters, and 
receivers. 

Rick Todd KA8AKL/N 
14470 Basslake Road 
Newbury OH 44065 

I need a photocopy of 
Surplus Schematic Handbook 
(red and black, with white 
schematic on cover, part of CQ 
series, 81/2 x 11 inches). Also 

need photocopy of Wolf's 
Motorola Schematic Digest 
and photocopy of manual or 
diagram for National NC-200 
receiver. 
Finally, I need Knight Signal 

Tracer and any data, and rigs 
for two meters in any condition. 

John C. White WB6BLV 
560 North Indiana 

Porterville CA 93257 

I would like to obtain a copy 
of the manual, or at least the 
schematic, for the Heathkit 
Model VF-1 vfo. I'll be happy to 
pay postage and copy costs. 
Thanks! 

Mark F. Allen WD6GZJ 
11401 Snowdrop Ave. 

Fountain Valley CA 92708 

I have an old Hallicrafters 
S-85 receiver and would like to 
modify and utilize it for DX work 
as the receiver is extremely 
sensitive. I am in need of a 
schematic and operator's 
manual. Thanks. 

Charles Bott DL-579/WW 
PSC Box 56 

APO NY 09123 

I am in need of an operations 
manual and schematic for a Du-
mont Labs type 350-R oscillo-
scope. I will pay for copies, or 
whatever arrangement we can 
come up with. 

James G. Brown 
15 New Ocean St. 
Lynn MA 01902 

I need a manual or complete 
schematic for a Motorola 41 V 
dispatcher (high band, 110/12 
volts). It is needed for a club 
project. 

Chuck Bennett WB8GOW 
17060 Paver-Barnes Rd. 
Marysville OH 43040 
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MESSAGE ME MORY KEYER 

"BRAND NEW" 
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$69.95 
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ELECTRONICS, INC 

RAC 1106 RAND BLDG.  T IC 

BUFFALO NY 14203 

THE I LVI ASIGN AL  

UNADILLA 
W 2AU Baluns 

DEMANDED BY  

PROFESSIONALS  

WORLD WIDE  

OVER 12YEARS 

•TheOrigiaal Lightuiag Arrest 
•6511' Strength 

• Stainless Hardware 

•Sealed 
•C OAR ANT F D 

.N\  

FULL POWER, QUALITY 
HAM ANTENNA PARTS 
AT YOUR DEALER 

• BAIRNS TRAPS • INSULATORS 
• QUAD PARTS • ANTENNA NITS 
• BOOM MAST MOUNTS • WIRE 
• CABLE CONNECTORS 

WRITE FOR FULL CATALOC I Enclose 30C Stamps I 
UNADILLA/REYCO DIVISION [Dept. 73 I Fc 

DEALERS WANTED-OVER 300 WORLD WIDE 

smsom  HA-2 MOBILE ANTENNA 

2 METER SSB 
HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED ANTENNA 

The SST HA-2 is a full half wave, horizontally 
polarized omnidirectional 2 meter antenna. With 
the horizontal polarization standard, the HA-2 is 
a must for 2 meter SSB mobile. With the vertical/ 
horizontal adapter option, use it with your FM 
rig too! 
Although the SST HA-2 was designed for mobile 
operation it will work well as a fixed or portable 
antenna--its small size provides the traveling 
ham with an antenna that can easily be packed in 
a briefcase. 

Features: 
• Mobile, portable, or fixed operation. 
• Horizontal or vertical polarization with 
operational adapter. 

• Greater than 3.5 MHz bandwidth. 
• Less than 1.5:1 VSWR. 
• High performance—additional data avail-
able on request. 

• Solid construction—built to last. 

Impedance matching is accomplished by means of a pre-adjusted 
gamma match and a variable capacitor. The HA-2 comes complete 
with RG/58, which is neatly fed through the center of the mast 
section, PL-259 coax connector, and 3/8 24 stud mount. The HA 2 
fits standard mounts. Our recommended rain gutter mount is 
available as an option. Also optional is a vertical/horizontal adapter. 

charigriivcr  ',Or  woh a scroll 

only $39.95 
GM-1 gutter mount  $5.95 VH-1 vertic,1 
horizontal adapter $5.95 

Pat. pending #88548  v-sio 

11 1.11111.1 1 .1 r  0 , 0 BOX 1 LAVVN;OALE, 'CALIF 
90260 (213) 376-5887 
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TU•170 kit  3149 95 
wired  3219 95 

NOW! NOW! NOW! NOW! NOW! 

The ultimate answer for eliminating the 
damaging effects of antenna weight on 
your rotor .... it's the 

"UDM THRUSTOR" 

• Fits any taper tower or can 

be used with flat top. 

• Accepts  mast pipe 

• All steel construction. 

• Utilizing precision ground 

& hardened ball-type thrust 

bearing. 

• Comes ready to install. 

• Eliminates the damaging 

effect on your rotor. 

•Shipped prepaid UPS 

(U.S.A.) 

• Check, cash, money order. 

Visa.  MasterCharge 

$49.95 complete. 

• Also available for 2" mast 

pipe for $59.95 

UDM ENTERPRISES 
P.O. Box 2037, Sandusky, Ohio 44870 

KIMTm BUS IS A WINNER! 
AlmTN,virem,(sypcm, KIM"' OWNERS 
land any other KIM TM  bus users) buy the best 8K 
board available anywhere 

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL-HDE 8K 
RAM-$169! 3 for S465.00! 
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PLAINSMAN MICRO SYSTEMS (di, 5C Corporation/ 
P.O. Bon 1 71 2, Auburn AL 36830  1205/745.7735 
3803 Pepperell Parkway. Opelika  v• P42 

Dealers for OSI. COMMODORE. COMPUCOLOR. ALTOS 

RTTY 

made 
easy 

State of the on design features make the TU 170 ideal for HF 
and VHF autostart operation at an unchallenged price 

• SIZE 7 IAI" Wx3%"Hy7I/f "D 
• Proved 170H, shift 3 stage active filter demodulator 
• Lighted tuning meter for easy tuning 
• Current regulated loop kever and power supply 
• Aptostart with threshold control and solid state relay 
• Stable audio frequency shift oscillator, produces phase 
coherent sine wave tones 

• TTL compatible inputs and outputs to, auullory equip ment 

• High level output for scope tuning 

FLISIIIII CORR VISA 

P.O. Box 976 

Topeka, Kansas 66601  1 

(913) 234-0198  F5  44 

Wide selection - Large stock 
Fast, one-day service 
Technical data with each order 
Write for free Tech-Data-Flyer 

A MI D N. 
MOigitrtb 221 ' 411611:° %.0  410 

) 

12033 Otsego Street, Northli teywood, ON . Calif 

A26  

4930 Detmold 18, West Germany 

Iron Powder and Ferrite 

TOROIDAL CO W 

91607 
• 

SES ULTRA TUNER 

ULTRA TUNER DELUXE 

TRANSIIITTILP 

ag11111111r"  Z' ULTRA TUNER 

The new SST T-4 Ultra Tuner Deluxe 
matches any antenna---coax fed or 
random wire on all bands (160-10 
meters). Use it with your dipole, vertical, 
beam, etc. It works with any transceiver. 

Tune out the SWR on your antenna for 
more efficient operation of your rig. One 
antenna can even be used for all 
bands. The SWR on mobile whips can 
be tuned out from inside your car. 

An easy-to-read two color meter scale 
provides convenient indication of SWR 
for easy tuning. A back panel antenna 
switch allows you to select between two 
coax fed antennas, a random wire, or 
tuner bypass. 

The SST T-4 Ultra Tuner Deluxe is com-
patible with any rig—solid state or tube. 
It's compact size (9" x 2-1/2" x 5") 
makes it ideal for mobile, portable, or 
home operation. Features an attractive 
bronze finished enclosure and exclusive 
SST styling. 

M E MIS 

Features: 
• Matches any antenna - coax fed or 
random wire. 1.8-30 MHz. 

• 300 watt output power capability. 
• SWR meter. 
• Antenna switch on back panel. 
• Efficient tapped inductor. 
• 208 pf. 1000v. capacitors for flexible, 
reliable operation. 
• Johnson binding posts Four SO-239 
connectors. 
• Made in USA. 

Compare features, quality, and price 
SST antenna tuners are your best value. 
This is our seventh year of manufacturing 
compact antenna tuners. 

Available now at your SST dealer or 
order direct---information on following 
page. 

only $69.95 
ELE CTR O NI CS 
P 0 B OX 1 LAVV N DALE, CALIF 

90260 (21 3) 376- 56E17 



Social Events 
MADISON WI 
FEB 8-11 

The 1979 Spirit of Ballooning 
Fiesta will be held on February 
8-11, 1979, in Madison, Wiscon-
sin. This is a national conven-
tion of hot-air balloonists. On 
the 8th and 9th, 10 balloons will 
takeoff each afternoon. On the 
10th and 11th, eighty balloons 
are scheduled to lift off. 
Amateurs interested in pro-
viding communications should 
contact  Clyde  Downing 
W9HSY, PO Box 3403, Madison 

s ms 

WI 53704, (608)-244-4744, or 
contact him on the Madison 
16/76 two meter machine. 
Please provide days and type of 
equipment available (base, 
mobile, HT. etc.). K9BIL or 
K9VAL may also be contacted. 

TRAVERSE CITY MI 
FEB 10 

The Cherryland Amateur 
Radio Club will hold its annual 
Swap & Shop on February 10. 
1979, from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm. 
at Northwestern Michigan Col-

ACCESSORIES mi,N 

SST T-3 

Mobile Impedance Transformer 

Matches 52 ohm coax to the lower impedance of a mobile whip 
or vertical. 12 position switch with taps spread between 3 and 52 
ohms. Broadband horn 1.30 Mhz Will work with virtually any 
trartscerver —300 ash output power capability. 50239 con 
rectors Toroid inductor for small size 2 3 4" x 2" x 2 1 4" 
Attractive bronze finish 

$19.95 

SST DL-1 K4RLJ DUMMY LOAD 

• ',ST D 

hy  .• 

.•neny load Is a must tor any ham stahon Hrgh 
• small sue rater makes the DI 1 'deal lot 
thle, base state , and work bench operahon 
•ams and commerral users  Accurate 
• rye. .11 result when used weh SWit  r 

• 

heatrons 
Max  power  1000 watts  PEP  
seconds 

SWR  less than 1 5  I MHz  225 MHz 
Sae  3,1,rx413-

$17.95 

SST AS-1 ANTENNA SWITCH 
madlowmar. 

elar 

!- I 

•-\   

$11.95 

ELECTRONICS 

SST T-2 ULTRA TUNER 

lege Technical Center, Front 
St., Traverse City, Michigan. 
For information, please con-
tact Greg North, Box 115, Lake 
Leelanau MI 49653. 

MANCHESTER NH 
FEB 10 

The Interstate Repeater 
Society will hold its 3rd annual 
auction and hamfest on Febru-
ary 10, 1979, beginning at 9:00 
am, at the Manchester Armory, 
across the Amoskeag Bridge 
from 1-93, in Manchester, New 
Hampshire. There will be com-
mercial exhibits, and the auc-
tion will be held rain or shine. 
Admission and parking are 
free.  Talk-in  on  14 6.52, 

L.  1 — 

RANDOM WIRE ANTENNA TUNER 

146.25/.85, and 224.86/223.46. 
For information, contact Gary 
A. Delong WB7NOH/KA1BCA, 
Interstate Repeater Society, 
PO Box 94, Nashua NH 03061. 

MANSFIELD OH 
FEB 11 

The Mansfield midwinter 
hamfest/auction will be held on 
February 11, 1979, in a heated 
building at the Richland County 
Fairgrounds in Mansfield, 
Ohio. There will be prizes and a 
flea market. Doors will open to 
the public at 8:00 am. Talk-in on 
146.34/.94. Advance tickets are 
$1.50; $2.00 at the door. For in-
formation, contact Harry Friet-
chen K8HF, 120 Homewood, 

All band operation (160-10 meters) 
with any random length of wire. 200 
watt output power capability - will 
work with virtually any transceiver. 
Ideal for portable or home operation. 
Great for apartments and hotel 
rooms—simply run a wire inside, out 
a window, or anyplace available. Ef-
ficient toroid inductor for small size: 

x 2-3/8" x 3", and negligible loss. 
Built-in neon tune-up indicator. SO-
239 connector. Attractive bronze fin-
ished enclosure. 

only $29.95 
the Original Random Wirc AMC Una Tuner 

In use by amateurs for 7 years. 

Tunes out SWR on any coax fed antenna as well as 
random wires. Works great on all bands (80-10 meters) 
with any transceiver running up to 200 watts power 
output. 

Increases usable bandwidth of any antenna. Tunes 
out SWR on mobile whips from inside your car. 

Uses efficient tapped inductor and specially made ca-
pacitors for small size: 51/4" x 214" x 21-2". Rugged, yet 
compact. Negligible line loss. Attractive bronze finish-
ed enclosure. SO-239 coax connectors are used for 
transmitter input and coax fed antennas. Convenient 
binding posts are provided for random wire and 
ground connections. only $39.95 
TO ORDER: 
Send a check or money order—or use your 
Master Charge or VISA card. COD and credit 
card orders are also accepted by phone. Simply 
give us your card number and expiration date. 
Our phone order desk is open at most hours for 
your convenience and so that you can take ad-
vantage of the very low before/after hour phone 
rates. 

GUARANTEE: 

All SST products are unconditionally guaranteed 
for 1 year. In addition, they may be returned with-
in 10 days for a full refund (less shipping) if you are 
not satisfied for any reason. 

Call (213)376-5887 or 379-9572 to order 
C.O.D., VISA or Master Charge 

or send to: SST Electronics, 
P.O. Box 1, La‘,vnciale, Calif. 90260 

Please add $3 for shipping and handling ($6 Air-
mail Worldwide). California residents, please add 
sales tax. $1 charge for COD. 

Name   
Street   
City   State   Zip   
Models Desired: Total Enclosed 

or charge to: OVISA OM.C. OC.O.D. 
Card #   Exp. Date   

ELECTRONICS 
,,Sto P.O B OX 1 LAVV N 0ALE, C ALIF 

9 0260 (21 3) 376- 50E37 
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SEND: 

$95 MORSE TRANSCEIVER 

• 1 to 150 WPM (set from 
terminal) 

• 32 character FIFO buffer 
with editing 

• Auto Space on word boundries 

• Grid/Cathode key output 

• LED Readout for WPM and 
Buffer space remaining 

SERIAL INTERFACE: 
MRS-100 CONFIGURATIONS: • ASCII (110, 300, 600, 1200) 

or Baudot (45, 50, 57, 74) compatible 

• Simplex Hi V Loop or T L 
electrical interface 

• Interfaces directly with the XITEX® 
SCT-100 Video Terminal Board; 
Teletypes° Models 15, 28, 33, etc.; 
or the equivalent L•.• $95 Partial Kit (includes Microcomputer components  and circuit boards; less box and analog components) 

• $225 Complete Kit (includes box, power supply, 
and all other components) 

$295 Assembled and tested unit (as shown) 

Overseas Orders and dealer inquires welcome 

COPY: 
• I to 150 WPM with 
Auto-Sync. 

• Continuously computes 
and displays Copy WPM 

• 80 HZ Bandpass filter 

• Re-keyed Sidetone Osc. 
with on-board speaker 

• Fully compensating to 
copy any 'fist style' 

See your local dealer or 
contact XITEX• direct. 

MC/Visa accepted 

MITEX CORP 
136241 Neutron • P II Box 402110 
Dallas, Tex. 75240 •1214 , 386.3059 

Mansfield OH 44906, or phone 
(419)-529-2801 or (419)-524-1441. 

LANCASTER PA 
FEB 18 

The 7th annual Lancaster 
hamfest will be held on Sun-
day, February 18, 1979, at the 
Guernsey Sales Pavilion, US 
Rt. 30 & PA At. 896, Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania. Doors will open 
at 8:00 am and there will be a 
prize drawing at 2:00 pm. Ad-
mission is $3.00, and table 
reservations are $2.00 in ad-
vance. There is a new, larger in-
door flea market area. Food 
and  soft  drinks  will  be 
available. Talk-in on 146.01/.61. 
For further information, con-
tact SERCOM, PO Box 6082, 
Rohrerstown PA 17603. 

MARLBORO MA 
FEB 24 

The Algonquin Amateur 
Radio Club will hold its annual 
electronic flea market on Satur-
day, February 24, 1979, from 
10:00 am to 4:00 pm, at St. 
Mary's School Hall on Broad 

Street in Marlboro, Massa-
chusetts. There is easy access 
to the Hall from 1-495 via At. 20 
east. Seller setup is from 9:00 
am to 10:00 am. Talk-in on .52. 
Sellers should contact Charlie 
W1BK at (617)-562-5622. 

VIENNA VA 
FEB 25 

The Vienna Wireless Society 
will hold its annual Winterfest 
on Sunday, February 25, 1979, 
at the Vienna Community 
Center, Vienna, Virginia. There 
will be tables, sales, prizes, 
food, and frostbite tailgating. 
Doors open at 6:30 am for ven-
dors and 8:00 am for the 
general public. Admission is 
$3.00, including one prize 
ticket; $2.00 for an extra prize 
ticket, and $1.00 for frostbite 
tailgaiting. Preteens with 
parents are free. Tables range 
from $2.00 to $5.00, depending 
on the quantity. Reservations 
close on February 15, 1979. For 
reservations, contact Carroll N. 
Guin, 7533 Oak Glen Court, 
Falls Church VA 22042. For in-

formation, contact the Vienna 
Wireless Society, PO Box 418, 
Vienna VA 22180. 

LIVONIA MI 
FEB 25 

The Livonia Amateur Radio 
Club would like to announce 
that the 9th annual LARC Swap 
'n Shop will be held on Sunday, 
February 25, 1979, from 8:00 am 
to 4:00 pm, at the new location 
of Churchill High School in 
Livonia MI. Tables, door prizes, 
refreshments, and free parking 
will be available. Talk-in on 
146.52 simplex. Reserved table 
space of 12-foot minimum is 
available. For further informa-
tion, send an SASE to Neil Cof-
fin WA8G WL, c/o Livonia 
Amateur Radio Club, PO Box 
2111, Livonia MI 48151. 

LAPORTE IN 
FEB 25 

The LaPorte Amateur Radio 
Club will hold its winter 
hamfest on Sunday, February 
25, 1979, at the LaPorte Civic 
Auditorium, LaPorte, Indiana. 

Radio equipment 
not included 

Floor Space: 39" Wide 30" Deep 

... at last ... 
your shack organized! 

A beautiful piece of furniture — your XYL will love it! 

$149.95 S-F RADIO DESK 
Deluxe-Ready to Assemble 
Designed with angled rear shelf for your 
viewing comfort and ease of operation. 

FINISHES: Walnut or Teak Stain. 
Also available in Unfinished Birch, $134.95 

Additional Information on Request. 

Checks, Money Orders, BankAmericard 
and Master Charge Accepted. 

F.O.B. Culver City. (In Calif. Add 6% Sales Tax.) 
S33 

S-F AMATEUR RADIO SERVICES 
4384 KEYSTONE AVENUE • CULVER CITY. CALIF. 90230 — PHONE (213) 837-4870 

There is a $1.00 table charge. 
Donation is $2.00 at the gate. 
Talk-in on .01/.61 and .52. For 
more information, contact 
LARC, Box 30, LaPorte IN 
46350. 

AKRON OH 
FEB 25 

The Cuyahoga Falls Amateur 
Radio Club will hold its annual 
electronic equipment auction 
and flea market on Sunday, 
February 25, 1979, at North 
High School, Akron, Ohio, from 
9:00 am to 4:00 pm. Tickets are 
$2.00. You may bring your own 
tables, and there will be some 
available for $2.00 each. There 
will be refreshments, prizes, 
and a grand prize of a Triton IV. 
There is easy access to the 
high school on the Tallmadge 
Avenue off-ramp and the North 
Expressway (Rt. 8). Talk-in on 
146.52 and 146.04/.64. For 
details, write CFARC, PO Box 6, 
Cuyahoga Falls OH 44222, or 
phone Bill Sovinsky K8JSL at 
(216)-923-3830. 

DAVENPORT IA 
FEB 25 

The Davenport Radio Ama-
teur Club will hold its hamfest 
on February 25, 1979, at the 
Masonic Temple in Davenport, 
Iowa. Admission is $2.00 in ad-
vance, $2.50 at the door. Re-
freshments and tables will be 
available. Talk-in on .28/.88 and 
.52. For further information, 
send an SASE to John S. Bir-
mingham WBIDOCC, 2022 
Brown St., Davenport IA 52804. 

CIRCLEVILLE OH 
MAR 4 

The King of the Pumpkin 
Ham Fiesta, sponsored by the 
Teays Amateur Radio Club, will 
be held from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 
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$95 Stand Alone Video Terminal 
• .  . . • , ,  •  I 

Ti•su  fr• rfl•  4. 1  -  • 

n4 DC41: is  . „ 

704; r. P5  , - T: 

abcde t hi j r. 1 ill CI pqrs t uvwx yz-C 3-
SCT-100 FEATURES: 

• 64 X 16 line format with 128 displayable characters 

11111  11111 

11111  SI S a la 
lb ID IS  III lb 1111 

.1 

• Serial ASCII or BAUDOT with multiple Baud rates 

• $187 Assembled or $157 Kit (Partial Kit $95) 

• Full cursor control with scrolling and paging 

• On board power supply 

Call or write today. MC/VISA accepted 

murex CORP 13628 Neutron  P. O. Box 40211(3 
Dallas, Texas 75240 1214i:386-3859 

Overseas orders and dealers inquiries welcome 

on Sunday. March 4, 1979, at 
the fairgrounds coliseum, 
Circleville, Ohio. There will be 
an indoor flea market, new and 
used equipment, door prizes, 
refreshments, and free parking. 
Table spaces are available at 
$3.00 each. Advance admission 
is $1.00; $2.00 at the door. For 
advanced reservations and in-
formation, contact Dan Grant 
W8UCF, 22150 Smith Hulse 
Road, Circleville OH 43113; 
(614)-474-6305. 

STERLING IL 
MAR 4 

Sterling Rock Falls Amateur 
Radio Society will hold its an-
nual hamfest on March 4. 1979, 
at the Sterling High School 
Fieldhouse, 1608 4th Avenue, 
Sterling, Illinois. Tickets are 
$1.50 in advance; $2.00 at the 
door. A large indoor flea market 
is restricted to radio and elec-
tronic items only. There is plen-
ty of free parking available, in-
cluding an area to accom-
modate campers and mobile 
trailers. There will be no ad-
vance sale of tables. We will 
take reservations for commer-
cial enterprises only. There will 
be bargains, miscellaneous 
prizes, and food. Talk-in on 
146.94. For tickets, write Don 
VanSant WA9PBS, 1104 5th 
Avenue, Rock Falls IL 61071. 
Make checks payable to Ster-
ling Rock Falls Amateur Radio 
Society. Please include an 
SASE. 

FLEMINGTON NJ 
MAR 17 

The Cherryville Repeater 
Association will hold its annual 
hamfest on March 17, 1979. 
from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm, at the 
Field House of Hunterdon Cen-
tral High School, just north of 
Flemington, New Jersey, on 

FAST SCAN ATV 
ALL YOU NEED IN ONE BOX 

Show the shack, home movies, computer games, et( . 
Connect to the ant, terminals of any TV set, add a good 
450 antenna, a camera, and you are there... 
• to Watt. peak RI ..utput Specify 4 t4.0 or 414 25 MIA/ 
• Subcarrier sound with plenty of rim gain tor distance 
pick-up. 

• 8 MHz bandwidly high resolution necessary for com-
puter alphanumeric sand color. 

• Tuneable converter covers 420 to 450. (Covers CH 2, 3) 
• Contains AC to 12VDC regulated 3 AMP power supply. 
• Only $399.00 di•ect mad. Check, Money Order, VISA. 
send  5 5 E. for catak* of ATV Modules and PC Boards. 

P.C. ELECTRONICS 
Maryann  2522 PAXSON 
WB6YSS  ARCADIA, CA 91006 

Tom 
W6ORG 

FLY YOUR RUBBER DUCKY!! 

Get off the trunk lid and into the best location 
on the car ... the center of the roof! Tests have 
proven that the low profile quarter-wave whip, 
or the rubber-ducky from a Handy-Talky. out-
performs a 5/8 whip on the trunk. Take advan-
tage of the super ground plane by converting to 
the FLYING-DUCKY magnetic mount. Although 
designed specifically for use with a H-T. it can 
be used with any mobile rig. Ten second installa 
tion 

FLYING-DUCKY magnetic mount consists of: 
• Chrome-plated super magnet (holds 50 lbs ) 
• Compatible coax plugs furnished to match rig 
requirements. Specify BNC, F type, PL259 
S0239 For TNC Wison type add 53. 
• Coax cable 105 in. long 

FLYING DUCKY MOUNT AND CABLE  $13.95 
QUARTER WAVE WHIP 
(specify connector)   5.95 
RUBBER DUCKY to match 
(specify connector)    S 7.95 

gTraPs Box 234 
1061Ce-  Middlebury CT 06762 

r Pis  (203) 758-9228 

50 144 REPEATERS 220 450 Mhz 

BA SIC AUTO PATCH  

•Access, aDisable and adjustable Timer. 

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED -975.00. 

EXTENSION BOARD 

Antitalsing, 3 digit sequential Touch 

ToneTM decoder with automatic reset. 

Antilalsirg Ring detector. reverse auto 

patch capability for basic auto patch and 

two, half watt audio amplifiers. 

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED —S100.00 

\AI pfso mk 
REPEATERS 

Now Win cowt•sy 
beso ono beacon 
capeeiiiir 

Ayalleble Separately: 

COB Identifier, An on one board. programmable, Fully ad 
'Listable. time out (.5-7 min.), Sang time (0.1 mm.). ocientoller 
(1- 10 min.), tone, speed. volume, L.E.D. outputs, low current 

dram CMOS logic, plugs for easy installation and removal plus 

much more. $79.95 COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED 

Basic Repeater 5499.95 COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED 
2M 130-175 MHz Basic Repeater for 2 meters with all the features of the HI 
Pro Mki less the power suply and front panel controls and accessories 

PA Res. add r, 

50 MHz Si 89.95 450 MHz  799.95 PIPS 
144 + 220 MHz S699.95  M36 

Maggiore Electronic Laboratory 
845 W E ST T O W N  R D 

W E ST C.4 E EE E E . P A.  1.1 3 8 0  R H O NE  215 438 805 , 
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DUPLEXERS 

US PATENT 

4080601 

t 
OUR  NE W  BANDPASS-

REJECT DUPLEXERS WITH 

OUR EXCLUSIVE 

BpBr CIRCUIT* I 
. . . provides superior perfor-
mance, especially at close 
frequency spacing. 

Models available for all Ham 
bands. Special price for 
Amateur Repeater Clubs 

CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS: 

WACOM PRODUCTS, INC. 
Box 7307 
Waco Texas 76710 

817/776-4444 

KEN WOOD Transceiver 
TS-520S 160 thru 10M 

KEN WOOD Transceiver 
TS-820S 160 thru 10M 

Route 31. Admission is $2.50 
per person. There is plenty of 
space, with over 200 sellers' 
tables, and displays from major 
manufacturers. There will be 
seminars and door prizes. 

VERO BEACH FL 
MAR 17-18 

The Treasure Coast Hamfest 
will be held on March 17-18, 
1979, at the Vero Beach Com-
munity Center, Vero Beach, 
Florida. Activities will include 
prizes, drawings, and a QCWA 
luncheon. Admission is $3.00 
per family. Talk-in on 146.13/ 
.73, 146.52/.52, and 222.34/ 
223.94. For information, write 
PO Box 3088, Vero Beach FL 
32960. 

JEFFERSON WI 
MAR 18 

The Tri County ARC Hamfest 
will be held on March 18, 1979, 
at the Jefferson County Fair 
Grounds, Jefferson, Wiscon-
sin. Advance tickets are $1.50. 
Reserved 6-foot tables are 
$2.00 in advance, while 6-foot 
space is $1.00. For information, 
send an SASE to Glenn Eisen-
brandt WA9VYL, 711 East 
Street, Fort Atkinson WI 53538. 

LAWTON OK 
MAR 23-25 

The Lawton Fort Sill Amateur 
Radio Club, Inc., will hold its 

33rd annual hamfest at the 
Montego Bay Motel Complex at 
Lawton, Oklahoma, the week-
end of March 23-25, 1979. There 
will be the usual large flea 
market, ARRL officials, tech-
nical programs, QCWA break-
fast, and activities for the 
ladies 

EAST RUTHERFORD NJ 
MAR 24 

The Knight Raiders VHF 
Club, Inc., will hold its world-
famous flea market at St. 
Joseph's Church, East Ruther-
ford, New Jersey, on Saturday, 
March 24, 1979. Doors open at 
10:00 am. There will be free ad-
mission and free parking. 
Refreshments will be available. 
Flea market tables are avail-
able for: $5.00/full table or 
$3.00/half table, in advance; 
$6.00/full table or $3.50/half 
table, at the door. Talk-in on 
146.52 and 144.65/145.25. For 
further information, call Bob 
Kovaleski at (201)-473-7113 or 
Jack Mandelberger at (201)-857-
0016 (evenings only). Send 
reservations to: R. Wetzel, 419 
Union Ave., Rutherford NJ 
07070, and make checks 
payable to: Knight Raiders VHF 
Club, Inc. 

WAUKEGAN IL 
MAR 25 

The Libertyville and Munde-

The LE DER 
In theNorthwest! 
ATLAS • ICOM • KEN WOOD • YAESU 

/14,0\ANAANIA/ 
NeTIONWIDE TOLL FREE NUMBER 

1-800 .426.6937 
washington state 1-800 -562•7625 

ABC 
COMMUNICATIONS ,A46 

- - 
(1=6 -0  

YAESU HF SSB 160 thru 10M 
FT 101F or FE 

YAESU 901 DM 

Tvis,T1 17550 15th Ave. N.E. • Seattle WA 98155 • (206) 364-8300 1 4 61 

Other locations: (Walk-in customers only) • Bellevue-12001 N.E. 12th • Everett-4610 Evergreen Way • Open Mon thru Sat. 
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lein Amateur Radio Society will 
hold its second annual Lamars• 
fest on Sunday. March 25, 1979, 
at the J. M. Club, 708 Green-
wood Ave., Waukegan, Illinois. 
Doors will open at 7:00 am. 
There will be plenty of free park-
ing, door prizes, and a large in-
door flea market for radio and 
electronic items. Tables will be 
available at $4.00 each. Ad-
vance tickets are $1.50; $2.00 at 
the gate, with children under 10 
free. Hot lunch will be available 
and there will be plenty of com-
mercial exhibits and demon-
strations. Talk-in on 146.94. For 
further information, write 
LAMARS  (include  SASE, 
please) at 1226 Deer Trail Lane, 
Libertyville IL 60048, or call 
(312)-367-1599. 

MUSKEGON MI 
MAR 30-31 

The Muskegon Area Amateur 
Radio Council is sponsoring 
the ARRL Great Lakes Division 
Convention and Hamfest at the 
Muskegon Community College 
in Muskegon, Michigan, on 
March 30-31, 1979. This event 
will feature manufacturers' ex-
hibits, technical forums, and a 
large swap shop. Ample park-
ing and dining facilities are 
available. Friday evening at the 
Muskegon Ramada Inn, there 
will be a "Ham Hospitality" 
with libation courtesy of the 
MAARC and a Wouf Hong ini-
tiation. For additional informa-
tion. contact MAARC, PO Box 
691, Muskegon MI 49443, or H. 
Riekels WA8GVK, (616)-722-
1378/9. 

COLUMBUS GA 
MAR 31 -APR1 

The Columbus Amateur 
Radio Club will hold first an-
nual hamfest from March 
31-April 1, 1979, at the Colum-
bus Municipal Auditorium, US 
27 & 280. Columbus, Georgia. 

Donation is $1.00 at the door. 
There will be plenty of free park-
ing and overnight free RV 
space. Exhibitors and flea 
market will be inside, with a 
free flea market outside. Talk-in 
on 28/88. For advance registra-
tion and details, write Bob 
Glasgow N4BGN, 1503 Layard 
Drive, Columbus GA 31907: 
(404)-561-7746. 

WILLIAMSPORT PA 
APR 29 

The West Branch Amateur 
Radio Association will hold its 
15th annual Penn Central 
Hamfest on Sunday, April 29, 
1979, from 11:00 am to 5:00 pm 
at the Woodward Township 
Fire Hall, Rt. 220 south from 
Williamsport. For more infor-
mation, write Richard Sheasley 
K3QDA, RD 1, Box 454, Linden 
PA 17744, or call Tony at 
(717)-322-6017. 

NEENAH WI 
MAY 5 

The 3-F Amateur Radio Club 
will hold its annual swapfest on 
Saturday. May 5, 1979, from 
8:00 am to 3:00 pm. at the 
Neenah Labor Temple, 157 S. 
Green Bay Road, Neenah, 
Wisconsin, just off Highway 41 
at the Highway 114 or 150 exit. 
Facilities include a large park-
ing area and a large indoor 
swap area with a free auction at 
the end of the day. Food and 
beverage will be available. Ad-
vance admission for tickets 
and tables is $1.50; $2.00 at the 
door. Talk-in on 52/52. For 
reservations, write to Mark 
Michel W9OP, 339 Naymut 
Street, Menasha WI 54952. 

SALINE MI 
MAY 13 

The ARROW Repeater Asso-
ciation will hold its annual 
Swap and Shop on Sunday, 
May 13, 1979, at the Saline. 
Michigan, fairgrounds. Admis-

JUST GETTING ON THE AIR? 

See Adirondack for 
O New Equipment 
O Used Gear 
II Friendly Advice 

r‘.m 0 
Radio 
Supply 

185-191 West Main Street • P 0 Box 88 
Amsterdam N Y 12010 Tel (518) 842-8350 
Just 5 minutes from N.Y. Thruway— Exit 27 

sion, including parking on the 
fairgrounds, is $1.50 in ad-
vance and $2.00 at the door. 
There will be food, prizes, and a 
covered area for trunk sales, as 
well as indoor tables. Because 
of Mother's Day, wives will be 

given free admission. Talk-in 
on  146.37/97.  223.18/224.78. 
and 448.5/443.5 MHz. For addi-
tional details, write ARROW, 
PO Box 1572, Ann Arbor MI 
48106, or call George Raub 
AD8X at (313)-485-3562. 

Ham Help 
My  divorce  broke  me. 

(Among other things, I lost my 
TR-4.) Does anyone have any 
ham gear to spare? A home-
brew 40m CW transceiver 
would do. Thank you. 

Lin Hamilton WB6PAV 
14100 Chadron Avenue 

#130 
Hawthorne CA 90250 

Hopefully, your Ham Help 
column can help me find the in-
formation I want. I would like to 
get in touch with anyone who is 
still using an old Galaxy V 
transceiver on the air today and 
find out what their opinions are 
of it. 

Rick Todd KA8AKL/N 
14470 Basslake Road 
Newbury OH 44065 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• IN STOCK! • 
• THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW YAESU 2-METER FM LINE 
• CPU 2500RK 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

"The Ultimate Rig" 
Microprocessor controlled, 25 
watt, keyboard-entry trans-
ceiver. 
Amateur net $585.00 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 

FT-202R 

"Best Buy" 2-meter 
hand-held. Compact, 
lots of extras. 

Amateur net $199.00 

• FT-227RA 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• "Full-Featured Plus." Four 
• memories, Autoscan remotely 
• controlled from mike. Tone 
burst. 

• 
Amateur net S399.00 • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 

I would very much appreciate 
help from anyone in finding a 
circuit diagram of the McMurdo 
Silver Masterpiece VI. 

Reg Trickey G3DRB 
31 Pensby Ave. 

Chester, England 

I would like to obtain a copy 
of the original owner's manual 
for a Viking "Courier" linear 
amplifier. 

John I. Nelson AA7W 
19025 73rd Avenue N.E. 

Bothell WA 98011 

I need a schematic for a 
Johnson Model 122 vfo. Any 
help in obtaining this will be 
greatly appreciated. 

Bill Richmond WD4CPQ 
122 E. Adair St. 

Louisville KY 40214 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Fo, immediate delivery, best WIC , • 

TO W E R 

ELECTRONICS • 
144 

24001 Alicia Parkway  • 

Mission Viejo, CA 92675  • 

Phone714/768.8900 
• 

• 

ANGELES  • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• • • • •  •  •  •  • •  • •  • 

• 
• 

• 

Hours 

rues thru Fri 10  - 7 pm \ 

Saturday 9 am 5 Ur” 
Sunday Noon - 4 pm 

SAN DIEGO 

Yaesu service and 
repair specialists. 
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FREQUENCY COUNTERS 

• 
HAI •TROPMX 

•••• 

IHE9HE 
• 4,usr 

CO MPLETE KITS: CONSISTING OF EVERY ESSENTIAL PART NEEDED TO 
MAKE YOUR COUNTER COMPLETE. HAL-600A 7-DIGIT COUNTER WITH FRE-
QUENCY RANGE OF ZERO TO 600 MHz. FEATURES TWO INPUTS: ONE FOR 
LOW FREQUENCY AND ONE FOR HIGH FREQUENCY: AUTOMATIC ZERO 
SUPPRESSION. TIME BASE IS 1.0 SEC OR .1 SEC GATE WITH OPTIONAL 10 
SEC GATE AVAILABLE. ACCURACY ±.001 %, UTILIZES 10-MHz CRYSTAL 5 
PPM 
COMPLETE KIT   4129 
HAL-300A 7-DIGIT COUNTER WITH FREQUENCY RANGE OF ZERO TO 300 
MHz. FEATURES TWO INPUTS: ONE FOR LOW FREQUENCY AND ONE FOR 
HIGH FREQUENCY: AUTOMATIC ZERO SUPPRESSION. TIME BASE IS 1.0 SEC 
OR .1 SEC GATE WITH OPTIONAL 10 SEC GATE AVAILABLE. ACCURACY 
± .001 %, UTILIZES 10-MHz CRYSTAL 5 PPM. 
COMPLETE KIT  4109 

HAL-50A 8-DIGIT COUNTER WITH FREQUENCY RANGE OF ZERO TO 50 
MHz OR BETTER. AUTOMATIC DECIMAL POINT, ZERO SUPPRESSION UPON 
DEMAND. FEATURES TWO INPUTS: ONE FOR LOW FREQUENCY INPUT, AND 
ONE ON PANEL FOR USE WITH ANY INTERNALLY MOUNTED HALTRONIX 
PRE-SCALER FOR WHICH PROVISIONS HAVE ALREADY BEEN MADE. 1.0 
SEC AND .1 SEC TIME GATES. ACCURACY ±.001 %. UTILIZES 10-MHz 
CRYSTAL 5 PPM. 
COMPLETE KIT    $109 

PRE-SCALER KITS 

HAL 300 PRE  $19.95 
(Pre-drilled G10 board and all components) 

HA L 300 A/PRE   $14.95 
(Same as above with preamp)   

HAL 600 PRE  $34.95 
1Pre-drilled G10 board and all components)   

HAL 600 A PRE   $39.95 
(Same as above but with preamp)   

TOUCH TONE DECODER KIT 
HIGHLY STABLE DECODER KIT. COMES WITH 2 SIDED, PLATED THRU AND 
SOLDER FLOWED G-10 PC BOARD, 7-567's, 2-7402, AND ALL ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS. BOARD MEASURES 31/2  x 51/2  INCHES. HAS 12 LINES OUT. 
ONLY $39.95 

DELUXE 12-BUTTON TOUCHTONE ENCODER KIT utilizing the new ICM 7206 
chip. Provides both VISUAL AND AUDIO indications! Comes with its own two-
tone anodized aluminum cabinet. Measures only 2 3/4 x 3 3/4". Complete with 
Touch-Tone pad, board. crystal, chip and all necessary components to finish 
the kit. 
PRICED AT  $29.95 
For those who wish to mount the encoder in a hand-held unit, the PC board 
measures only 9/16" x 1 3/4". This partial kit with PC board, crystal, chip and 
components. 
PRICED AT  414.95 

ACCUKEYER (KIT) THIS ACCUKEYER IS A REVISED VERSION OF THE VERY 
POPULAR WB4VVF ACCUKEYER ORIGINALLY DESCRIBED BY JAMES GAR 
RETT, IN OST MAGAZINE AND THE 1975 RADIO AMATEURS HANDBOOK 
$16.95 

ACCUKEYER-MEMORY OPTION KIT THIS ACCUKEYER MEMORY KIT PRO-
VIDES A SIMPLE, LOW COST METHOD OF ADDING MEMORY CAPABILITY 
TO THE WB4VVF ACCUKEYER. WHILE DESIGNED FOR DIRECT ATTACH• 
MENT TO THE ABOVE ACCUKEYER, IT CAN ALSO BE ATTACHED TO ANY 
STANDARD ACCUKEYER BOARD WITH LITTLE DIFFICULTY. $16.95 

6-DIGIT CLOCK • 12/24 HOUR 
COMPLETE KIT CONSISTING OF 2 PC G10 PRE-DRILLED PC BOARDS, 
CLOCK CHIP, 6 FND 359 READOUTS, 13 TRANSISTORS, 3 CAPS, 9 
RESISTORS, 5 DIODES, 3 PUSH-BUTTON SWITCHES, POWER 
TRANSFORMER AND INSTRUCTIONS. 
DON'T BE FOOLED BY PARTIAL KITS WHERE YOU HAVE TO BUY 
EVERYTHING EXTRA. 
m ap AT   $12.95 

CLOCK CASE Available and will fit any one of the above clocks Regular 
Price ... 56.50 But Only $4.50 when bought with clock 

SIX-DIGIT ALARM CLOCK KIT for home, camper, RV, or field-day use. Operates 
on 12-volt AC or DC, and has its own 60-Hz time base on the board. Complete 
with all electronic components and two-piece, pre-drilled PC boards. Board 
size 4" x 3". Complete with speaker and switches. If operated on DC, there is 
nothing more to buy.• 
PRICED AT  $16.95 
Twelve-volt AC line cord for those who wish to operate the clock from 110-volt 
AC  82.50 

SHIPPING INFORMATION 
ORDERS OVER $15.00 WILL BE SHIPPED POSTPAID EXCEPT ON ITEMS 
WHERE ADDITIONAL CHARGES ARE REQUESTED. ON ORDERS LESS THAN 
$15.00 PLEASE INCLUDE ADDITIONAL $1.00 FOR HANDLING AND MAILING 
CHARGES. SEND SASE FOR FREE FLYER. 

....... -HAL- HAROLD C. NOV/LAND 
WRZXH 

HAL-TRONIX H24 

P. O. BOX 1101 
, }SOUTHGATE, MICH. 48195  
PHONE (313) 285-1782 

8 11-*- 

S-F Amateur Radio Arvices 
(213) 837-4870 

4384 KEYSTONE AVE., CULVER CITY, CA. 90230 

the W6TOG S33 

RECEIVER MODIFICATION KITS 
INCREASE SELECTIVITY • IMPROVE SENSITIVITY 

LOWER INTERNAL NOISE 
IMPROVE NOISE BLANKER OPERATION 

COMBAT BLOCKING FROM LOCAL SIGNALS 
TS-520 KIT  $27.50  FT-101 SERIES KIT... $32.50 
TS-520S KIT   32.50  FR-101 SERIES KIT... 34.50 
TS-820 & 820S KIT.  34.50  FT-301 SERIES KIT... 34.50 
R-599 A/D KIT   27.50  FT-901 SERIES KIT... 34.50 

EXPLICIT INSTRUCTIONS MAKE MODIFICATION A CINCH 

IT'S MAGIC 
IT'S "MAGICOM" 

PROCESSOR MODIFICATION KIT 
IMPROVES AUDIO PUNCH 

IMPROVES PROCESSED SPEECH QUALITY 

Converts TS-820 / 820S speech processor from RF 
compressor to RF clipper $27.50 

RF speech processor for TS-520 / 520S $42.50 
The "MAGICOM" RF processor module provides up to 

6dB increase in output with smooth, clean, 
non-distorted audio and more penetration for those 

pile-ups. 
ENDORSED BY W6TOG AND BIG GUN DXers WORLD WIDE 

the W6TOG 
INTERNAL ELECTRONIC KEYER 
FOR ALL AMATEUR TRANSMITTERS OR 

TRANSCEIVERS USING GRID BLOCK KEYING 
• No holes mounting with TS-820 Series 
• Mounting options for TS-520, TS-520S, FT-101 
Series, TR4 Series, T4X Series, T-599 Series and 
32S Series. 

• C-MOS DESIGN - Dot and dash memory - full 
iambic or manual operation. 

• Simple installation  x  $49.50 

THE S-F REJEKTOR 
FILTER 

AN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
ACTIVE BANDPASS FILTER 

FOR PROCESSED RECEIVER AUDIO 
• Separate active filter elements 
for CW and SSB audio output stage 
• 8 ohm input and output impedance 
• Headphone jack for convenience 

• ON CW: from 500 hz to 100 hz, variable 
• ON SSB: 2 Khz fixed bandwidth 

• Rejects unwanted signal better than 60 dB 
• Designed for today's transceivers 

or yesterday's older equipment  $49.50   
WELL KNOWN DXer WITH OVER 300 COUNTRIES CONFIRMED 

All prices postpaid - in Calif. add 6% sales tax - Mastercharge & Visa accepted 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED 
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YEARS WARRANTY! 
EXACT Replacements for 

SYLVANIA 
ECG Transistor-Diodes-ICs 

ECG.  ECG.  ECG.  ECG. 
00  94  163  595  220  1 72  259 
101  98  164  575  221  1 90  290 
102  96  165  895  222  I 99  291 
1028  98  171  137  223  279  292  2. 
103  105  772A  72  224  506  293 
10371  1 11  175  162  225  434  294 
104  06  176  206  226  1 67  295 
105  227  177  19  228  1.38  297 
106  80  179  569  229  1 06  298  I ' 
107  79  180  588  230  360  299  2. 
108  89  181  465  231  396  300  2 
121  2 15  182  3 35  232  70  302  2 if 
123  69  183  363  233  74  306  211 
7231  79  181  I 37  234  72  301 
124  53  185  1 70  235  245  308  7 • 
126  16  I 86A  I 46  236  575  M K  0. 
127  60  1871  i 46  237  507  370  71.• 
128  37  188  159  238  795  311  2 
129  56  189  1 59  239  302  312  1 • 
130  95  190  1 85  241  1 71  313  I 
131  98  191  207  242  I 90  314  7 H. 
132  01  192  98  276  872  315  201 
133  14  193  04  278  736  316  274 
152  43  194  82  279  585  317  24 20 
153  85  1951  267  280  506  318  2080 
154  85  196  198  281  635  319  1 11 
155  202  197  189  282  424  320  26 00 
157  1 43  198  1 89  283  632  321  765 
158  1 08  199  59  284  735  322  1 fi 
159  86  210  I 37  285  799  323  0' 
160  143  211  1 56  286  575  324  '1 
161  98  218  308  287  69  325  27 
762  575  219  436  288  74  326 

• R-U-S-H, All Orders Shipped Same Day Received 

• FREE Freight on all prepaid orders 

• EXCLUSIVE 3 YEAR CONDITIONAL WARRANTY , 

• NO Min. Order-Quantity Discounts Available 

• Exact ICs & Diodes In Stock 

• Longer Hours Mon-Sat 9a-10p. Sun 1.7p 

• Call or wnte today-to place your order (5181-4653367 

Communications & T.V. Unlimited 
Dept 73. 17 Washington St., Rensselaer. NA 12144 

DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED 
T V.-C.B.•AMATEUR RADIO-STEREO.MONITORS , 

ELECTRONIC PARTS  C105 

2 METER 
CRYSTALS 
MANY 
IN STOCK 

FOR THESE RADIOS ON 
STANDARD ARRL REPEATER 

FREQUENCIES 

Clegg HT 146 
Drake TN 22 
Drake TR 33 Irec only) 
Drake TR-72 
Genave 
Heat hk  FM 2021 
(rec only) 

Heathkit HVY 202 
loom/VHF Eng 
Ken/Wilson 
Lafayette HA 146 
Midland 13-505 
Regency HR 2 

Regency HR 212 
Regency HR-2B 
Regency HR 312 
Regency HRIMS 
S.B.E. 
Sonar 1802 34, 3601 
Standard 146/826 
Standard Horizon 
Swan FM 2X 
Tempo FMH 
Trio/Kenwood 
Trio/Kenwood TR2200 
Trio/Kenwood TR7200 

$3.95 EACH - IN QUANTITIES 
OF 10 OR MORE, $3.50 EACH 

Certified check or money order only - 

R O U X DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 436 
Dunellen NJ 08812 

R15 

Oti GUE 

CA I" SAV,ii 
vol-t- tie' • 
you 14-%° 

(3a.u_sacl 

RF1/N8 
SAVE NOW!! 

R1O ieite 
4-Digit 0.5" Liquid Crystal Display  66.  

• RE CONNECTORS • ANTENNAS 

• S WITCHES • TRANSFOR MERS 

• ETCHING KITS • RESISTORS 

• HA M GEAR • CAPACITORS 

Irra 

rTt 

Includes Socket 
for Easy Mounting 

Reflective type LCD display with snooze, alarm and PM in. 

dicators. Very low power requirements. Direct drive design 

needs only 4 to 10 VAC at 2,A. Complete with socket and 

data sheet. 

P.O. BOX 2366 INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46206 

‘41%‘iN44 Real-State-of-the-Art 
TWO NEW AC•DC•BATTERY PORTABLE COUNTERS 

OPTO-8000.1A 10Hz to 600 MHz - FREOUENCY COUNTER 

• Precision TCX0 time base 0.1 PPM Stability 17-40 C 

• Super Sensitivity with preamps in both HI-Z & 50 Ohm inputs 

<10mV to 50MHz, 25 mVl0i 150 MHz <50mV to 600MHz 

• Auto Decimal Point • Aluminum Case • Socketed IC's 

• Three position attenuator - X1. X10. X100 (avoids false 
counting) 

*OPTO-8000.1A  Factory Assembled   $329.95 
frOPT0-8000 lAK Kit Form .   S279.95 

ftNI-GAD-80  NI-CAD Battery Rack   5 19 95 

OPTO-7000 10 Hz to 600 MHz MINIATURE COUNTER 

• XTAL (TCX0) Time Base -± 08PPM/ C 

• Aluminum Case • HI-Z & 50 Ohm inputs 

• 1 Sec & 1/10 Sec Gate times • Auto Dec. Pt 

• Built-in Prescaler and Preamps Standard 
rrOPT0-7000  Factory Assembled - 1 Year-Guar. $139.95 

*OPTO-7000K Kit Form   99.95 
*AC-70  AC Power Pack   4.95 
*NI-CAD-70  NI-CAD Battery Pack   19.95 
itTCX0-70  Precision TCXO Time Base 

<0.1PPM. 17-40 C  79.95 

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT - PHONE OR MAIL 

TERMS: Orders to U S and Canada add 5% to Ma/femur/1 of 010 00 per older 
tor shipping handing and Insurance To all other countries add 10% of Willi or-
der Florida residents add C, slate lax c OD lee SI 00 Personal checks must 
clear before rIleICNIrd . Is shipped 

ACCESSORIES 

PROBES: 

*P-100  50 Ohm. 1X   $13.95 
*P-101  Lo-Pass   16.95 

*P-102  H1-Z. 2X   16.95 
* AP- 8015 UHF Counter Preamp 20 MHz to 

600 MHz 15-50 DB Gain 

(Not Shown)  $49.95/Kit $39.95 

#13-450 Antenna 

Rubber Duck AF Pick-up 450 MHz  $12.50 

*D-146 Same as above 

146 5MHz   $12.50 
RA-BNC Right-Angle BNC Adapter for 
above Antenna   2.95 

OPTOELECTRONICS, INC. 
5821 NE 14 Avenue 
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33334 
Phones (305)771-2050  771-2051 

Phone orders accept . 

03 
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CES Model 230A 
Micropad is the 
Smallest Available 

This 33/4 by 2 inch micropad 

has auto PTT with tactile 

keys.  adjustable  level  & 

tone balance and can be 

used with any transceiver 

using a 500 oh m mic.  C115 

L A lot of Pad for only 39.95 

At your Ham Radio Dealer 

or Call or Write 

CES 
COMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRONICS 
SPECIALTIES, inc. 

399 W. Fairbanks Ave., Winter Park, Re. 32799 
305/646-0474 

The Only 
Automatic Dialing 
Touch Tone MIC 

The CES Model 235A 
Automatic  Micro-
dialer  has  a 10 
number memory that 
can store even 11 
digit numbers. Just 
dial *and one digit to 
bring up auto-patch, 
pause and dial phone 
number  automati-
cally. Program Dial-
ing speed for virtually 
any repeater auto-
patch,  then  dial 
number at fastest 
speed.  Automatic 
PTT with manual or 
automatic dialing. All 
dialing  and  pro-
gramming done from 
Keyboard. LED indi-
cator for program-
ming or PTT and ... 

69.95 

ALL CONTAINED IN A SMALL MIC. 

At your Ham Radio Dealer 

or Call or Write 

CES 
COMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRONICS 
SPECIALTIES, inc. 

399 W Fairbanks Am, Winksr Park, Fla. 32799 
305/6454474 

CALL 

I=1 
0 4 

0 

RUSH 
ELECTRONICS. INC. 

T1 
TOLL FREE 

= 251-0264 
TENN. RESIDENTS 1-615-764-0831 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR 

YAESU 

DENTRON 

CUSHCRAFT 

WILSON 

HY-GAIN 

CES 

BENCHER 

ATRONICS 

ROHN TO WERS 

LARSEN 

TURNER 

CDE 

HUSTLER 

KDK 

VIBROPLEX 

ALLIANCE 

TEMPO 

AND M ORE . . . 

ALSO: THE APPLE II PERSONAL 

COMPUTER SYSTEM 

CALL OR WRITE FOR THE 
BEST PRICES 

ON AMATEUR EQUIPMENT 
i, R21 

PUSH 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

re. 

DENTRON 
SUPER TUNER 
R PLUS 
eg- 149.50 

S135.00 

SUPER TUNER PLUS 
A full 1000 watts C W and 

1200 watts SSB power 

handling capacity. 

SOUTH'S FASTEST GROWING AMATEUR STORE 

1115 BLUFF CITY HWY BRISTOL, TN 37620  111111 =  

CIRCUIT BOARDS 
• REPEATER CONTROL 
• COMPUTER PROJECTS 
• SENSITIZED BLANKS 
• NEGATIVES/POSITIVES 
• PROTO-TYPE BOARDS 
• PARTS KIT 
• CUSTOM ETCH/DRILL 
• RCA 1802 MP BOARDS 
• CIRCUIT BOARD DESIGN 
• PROGRAMMING PADS 
• ART MASTER PREPARATIONS 

We can supply many of the Items you need 
to make a p-c board. Send SASE • 25 cents 
for catalog. 

  E 
O.C.  Stafford  

Electronic Service and Development 
427 S. Benbow Rd. 

Greensboro, NC 27401 
919-274-9917 DAY/NITE 
Serving Amateurs Around the World 

• 
DIGITAL READOUT FOR 
YOUR YAESU FT-221/221R 

YC-221 Digital Display. Only 
$69.50 plus shipping. Kit for 
older FT-221s $3.00 plus ship-
ping. Built by Yaesu. 

Send your check or 
Money Order to: 

El k . LEE TowER 
INTERmATIoNALI 
13401 South Hoover Street 
Gardena, CA 90247 

- FT-227 "ME MORIZER" - 
O WNERS SCANNER KIT 
• Selectable sweep width (up to full band) 
• scans only the portion of band you select 
• Scans at the rate of 200 kHz per second 
• Switch modification on mike allows you 
to scan past, or lock on, any occupied fre-
quency 

• Complete kit with detailed instructions 

• Installs inside rig; no obtrusive external 
connections 

• Rig can easily be returned to original con-
dition whenever desired 

• Scans to preset limits and reverses 
• Automatic bypass of locked frequency in 
31/2  seconds unless you press lock-on 
switch  Kit $34.95  

Pre.assembled and tested $54 

Add SI 50 Postage & handling 

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED 

- •.I RD 
I I t  MONTREAL. QUEBEC 

CANADA H3R 2H6 ILL 511 737 7241 
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NEW ELECTRONIC PARTS 

Brand rame, f irst line components. Stocked in 

depth. 24 hour deliver y• Low prices and money 
back guarantee on all products we carry. 

STA MP BRINGS CATALOG 

SPECIALS 
KEYBOARD ENCLOSURES 

D  B  PRICE 
SIX Slico lie, 8.3 .. 3..  $15.20 

12 " 8.3" 3"  18.3$ 
20" 8.3" 3"  19.25 

14" 11.3" 3"  16.50 
17" 11.3" 3"  18.8o 
20" 11.3" 3"  20.75 

Blue base, specify white or black top. 

RTTY 
UT4 SPEED CVTR BOARD 

KIT  $109.95 
BOARD ALONE  $18.95 
AUTO C W ID KIT  $37.90 

SHIPPING 
INCLUDED 

"" -  IN PRICE 

Day tapro Electronics. Inc. 
For merly NuData Electronics  D35 - 

3029 N. WILSHIRE IN  ARLINGTON HIS. 11.60004 

PHONE 312-870 0555 

A M ATEUR 
TELEVISI O N 

O N 
439.25 M Hz 

INTERESTED ?ACTIVITY IS 
INCREASING EVERY WHERE 

YOU CAN GET ACTIVE IN YOUR 
AREA WITH OUR PRODUCTS - 

A MTB FSTV CONVERTER 
complete  $1$0.00 

AX1OB FSTV TRANS MITTER 
complete  $385.00 

CALL 812-336-4775,OR WRITE US, 
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS 

APTRON 
LABORATORIES 
PO SOX 323 
BLOOMINGTON,INDIANA,47401 

v. A6 

CONNECTOR ASSORTMENT 

$25.00  $23.50 each  

Postpaid  lots of three 

Includes: 5- PL259, 5- 50239, 5- UG175, 5 -U G176, 
2 - PL258,  1 - DM,  1 - M358,  2 - M359,  1 UG255, 
1 - UG273,  2 - PL259P 0,  1 - 1021-20,  I - Lightning 

Arrestor. 
Master Charge & Va., accepted /Send for Free Catalog 

C O A KI T  . C21 

P.O. Box 101 -A  Dumont, N. J. 07628 
Circle C2I on Reader Service Card 

ED 

co 
12! 

o email c  DIO N MI LEI V OICL-1 

electronic calculators  E 
LIST  NAM NET  TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS  n 
6299.95  5269.95  T.1.-69, 960 STEP PRO° AAAAAA LE SCIENTIFIC INS 124.95  112.45  T.1.-1613, 480 STEP PRO° AAAAAA LE SCIENTIFIC 
59.95  53.95  T.I.-137, 150 STEP PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC 
49.95  44.95  E.1.435, 32 STEP PROG AAAAAA LE SCIENTIFIC  .--
59.95  53.95  T.I. PROGRAMMER, CONVERTS DECIMAL OCTAL HEX 
66.65  62.95  T.I. M•A, SUPER PROGRAMMED FINANCIAL 

LIST  HEWLETT-PACKARD ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS 
$750.00  S675.00  H.P..97, 224 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC PRINT VISUAL 
450.00  405.00  H.P..117, 224 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC 
275.00  247.50  14.P.-19C, 96 STEP PROD SCIENTIFIC PRINT VISUAL 
175.00  157.50  H.P.•211C, 96 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC 
175.00  157.50  H.P..10 BASIC HAND MELD PRINTER VISUAL 
325.00  292.50  H.P..91, PREPROGRAMMED SCIENTIFIC PRINT VISUAL 
100.00  90.00  H.P..33E, 49 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC 
60.00  72.00  H.P..32E PREPROGRAMMED SCIENTIFIC WITH STAT 
60.00  54.00  H.P..31E, PREPROGRAMMED SCIENTIFIC 
495.00  445.50  H.P..92. PREPROGRAMMED FINANCIAL PRINT VISUAL 
120.00  1013.00  H.P.•38E STEP PROGRAMMABLE SUPER FINANCIAL 
75.00  67.50  H.P.•37E, PREPROGRAMMED FINANCIAL 

WE STOCK ALL HE WLETT-PACKARD CALCULATOR SOF1VARE AND ACCESSORIES 

SEND ME TIE CALCuLATOA(S) INDICATED BELOW COMPLETE WITH INCLUDED ACCESSORIES 
INSTRUCTIONS AND MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY I UNDERSTAND THAT IF AM NOT COMPLETELY 
SATISFIED i MAY RETURN IT WITHIN 10 DAYS FOR A COMPLETE REFUND (LESS SHIPPING) 

mODELIS1 QUANTITY    AMOUNT ENCLOSED S. 

WE HONOR  VISA  MASTERCHARGE  MONEY ORDERS  COD 

ADD 12 00 FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING PLEASE ALLOW 10 DAYS FROM DATE OF RECEIPT OF 
ORDER FOR DELIVERY TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX 

CARD NUMBER  EXPIRATION DATE   

FULL NAME   CALL   

STREET  CITY  STATE  ZIP 

MORE LITERATURE MODELISI   

*****- DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED- -

Nartwelfs 'H26 
(Mice Aixid, Inc. 

MAIL TO: 6810 LARKWOOD 
HOUSTON, TEX 77074 
ATTN: STEVE, WA50EN 
PHONE: A.C. (713) 777-2673 

V. 

CI: 
Ii 

01 

•••1 

NEW  CoaxProbe*  NEW 
Coaxial RF Probe for Frequency Counters and 
Oscilloscopes That Lets You Monitor Your 

Transmitted Signal Directly From the Coax Line. 

offiy $12.95 
plus .50 postage 

FINALLY! A RF PROBE that lets you connect 
Into your coax cable for frequency 
measurements and modulation waveform 
checks directly from the transmitter. 
JUST CONNECT THE CoaxProbe • into 
your transmission line and plug the output 
into the frequency counter or oscilloscope. 
Insertion loss is less than .2db so you can 
leave it in while you operate. 
A NECESSITY IN ANY WELL-ORGANIZED 
HAM SHACK, the CoaxProbe" eliminates 
lerry-rigging" and hassles when tapping 
into the coax line is desired. 
A SPECIAL METHOD OF SAMPLING 
keeps output relatively constant with a wide 
variation of power. Power output of 8 watts 
gives .31v out, while 800 watts will give 
1.8v out. (rms 3-30 mhz.) 2000 watts PEP 
rating too! 
•Trademark of CoaxProbe Co for if sampling device 
•'178 by CoaxProbe Co 

111 

4 

USE IT ON 2 METER RIGS TO ADJUST 
FREQUENCY. The CoaxProbe • has a range 
of 1.8 to 150 mhz. 
MONITOR  YOUR  MODULATION 
WAVEFORM. With an oscilloscope of prop-
er bandwidth, you can check your modula-
tion for flat-topping, etc. Ideal for adjusting 
the speech processor. 
NOW YOU CAN MONITOR SIGNALS when 
connected to the dummy load, eliminating 
unnecessary on-the-air radiation. 
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME TO 
AMATEURS. Try it for 10 days. If not 
satisfied, send it back for refund (minus 
shipping charges) 
Order today from: 

CoaxProbe Co. 
P.O. Box 426, Portage, MI 49081 
Michigan Res. Add 4% Sales Tax 
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NEST Cosmac Super Elf Computer S106.95 
Compare features before you decide to buy any 
other computer There is no other computer on 
the market today that has all the desirable bene-
fits of the Super Elf for so little money The Super 
Elf is a small single board computer that does 
many big things It is an excellent computer for 
training and for learning programming with its 
machine language and yet it is easily expanded 
with additional memory. Tiny Basic, ASCII 
Keyboards, video character generation, etc. 

The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor tor pro• 
gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE 
STEP lor program debugging which is not in-
cluded in others at the same price With SINGLE 
STEP you can see the microprocessor chip 
operating with the unique Ouest address and 
data bus displays before, during and after 
executing instructions Also. CPU mode and in-
struction cycle are shown on several LED indica-
tor lamps 

An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to 
connect to your own TV with an inexpensive video 
modulator to do graphics and games There is a 
speaker system included for writing your own 
music or using many music programs already 
written The speaker amplifier may also be used 
to drive relays for control purposes 

A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys 
plus load, reset, run, input, memory protect. 

memory select, monitor select and single step 
Large, on board displays provide output and op-
tional high and low address. There is a 44 pin 
standard connector for PC cards and a 50 pin 
connector for the Guest Super Expansion Board. 
Power supply and sockets for all IC's are in-
cluded in the price plus a detailed 90 page instruc-
tion manual. 

Many schools and universities are using the 
Super Elf as a course of study OEM's use it for 
training and research and development 

Remember, other computers only otter Super Elf 
features at additional cost or not at all Compare 
before you buy. Super Elf Kit $106.95, High 
address option 68.95. Low address option 
$9.95. Custom Hardwood Cabinet with drilled 
and labelled front panel $24.95. W ad Battery 
Backup Kit $4.95. All kits and options also come 
completely assembled and tested 

Ouestdata. a 12 page monthly software publica-
tion for 1802 computer users is available by sub-
scription for 512.00 per year New 100 page 
software manual Vol 1 54 95. 

Tiny Basic for ANY 1802 System 
Cassette $10.00. On ROM Monitor S38.00. 
Super Elf owners, 30', oft Obiect code listing or 
paper tape with manual $5.50 
Original ELF Kit Board S14.95 

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface S89.95 
This is truly an astounding value' This board has 
been designed to allow you to decide how you 
want it optioned The Super Expansion Board 
comes with 46 of low power RAM fully address-
able anywhere in 64K with built-in memory pro-
tect and a cassette interface Provisions have 
been made for all other options on the same 
board and it tits neatly into the hardwood cabinet 
alongside the Super Ell The board includes slots 
for up to 6K of EPROM (2708. 2758. 2716 or TI 
2716) and is fully socketed ($12 00 value) 
EPROM can be used for the monitor and Tiny 
Basic or other purposes 

A IK Super ROM Monitor $19.95 is available as 
an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has 
been preprogrammed with a program loader 
editor and error checking multi file cassette 
read wrrte software. Irelocatible cassette fuel 
another exclusive from Quest It includes register 
save and readout, block move capability, and 
video graphics driver with blinking cursor The 
Super Monitor is written with subroutines allow-
ing users to take advantage of monitor functions 

Auto Clock Kit  S15.95 
DC clock with 4- 50" displays Uses National 
MA-1012 module with alarm option Includes 
light dimmer, crystal timebase PC boards Fully 
regulated, comp instructs Add 53 95 for beau-
tiful dark gray case host value anywhere 

RCA Cosmac VIP Kit  S229.00 
Video computer with games and graphics 
Fully assem and test $249.00 

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95 
Includes everything except case 2-PC boards 
6- 50 LED Displays 5314 clock chip. trans 
former, al components and full instrucs Green 
and orange displays also avail Same kit w/.80 
displays. Red only $21.95 Case $11.75 

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40 
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency to 
crystal time base Outstanding accuracy Kit in-
cludes PC board. IC, crystal. resistors, ca-
pacitors and trimmer 

simply by calling them up Improvements and 
revisions are easily done with the monitor If you 
have the Super Expansion Board and Super 
Monitor the monitor is up and running at the push 
of a button 

Other on board options include Parallel Input 
and Output Ports with full handshake They 
allow easy connection of an ASCII keyboard to the 
input port RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for 
teletype or other device are on board and if you 
need more memory there are two S-100 slots for 
static RAM or video boards A Godbout 8K RAM 
board is available for $135 00 Parallel I/O Ports 
$9.85, RS 232 $4.50, TTY 20 ma I/F $1.95, 
S-100 $4.50. A 50 pin connector set with ribbon 
cable is available at 512 50 for easy connection 
between the Super Elf and the Super Expansion 
Board. 

The Power Supply for the Super Expansion Board 
is a 5 amp supply with - 8v , 18y  12v - 5v 
Regulated voltages are -.5v & +12v $29 95 
12 volt optional Deluxe version includes the 

case at 539 95 

Digital Temperature Meter Kit 
Indoor and outdoor Switches back and forth. 
Beautiful 50" LED readouts Nothing like it 
available Needs no additional parts tor com-
plete, full operation Will measure - 100 to 
• 200 F. tenths of a degree, air or liquid. 
Very accurate  $39.95 
Beautiful woodgrain case w bezel  $11.75 

Same day shipment. First line 
parts only  Factory tested. 

Guaranteed money back. Dual-

ity IC's and other components 

at factory prices. 
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P.O. Box 4430M Santa Clara, CA 95054 
For will call only: (408) 988-1640 
2322 Walsh Ave. 
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NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit 
Opens snorted cells trial won t hold a charge 
and then charges them up all in one kit *lull 
parts and instructionS,  $7.25 

PROM Eraser 
Ultraviolet. assembled 

Clock Calendar Kit  623.95 
CT7015 direct drive chip displays date and 
time on 6' LEDS with AM-PM indicator. 
Alarm doze feature includes buner Complete 
with all parts, power supply and instructions, 
less case 

TERMS. $5.00 Min order U S Funds Calif residents add 6°0 tax 
BankAmerIcard and Master Charge accepted 
Shipping charges will be added on charge cards. 

Sinclair 31/2 Digit Multimeter 
Batt 'AC oper ImV and 1NA resolution Resis-
tance to 20 meg I°. accuracy Small, portable, 
completely assem in case 1 yr guarantee Best 
value ever  $59.95 

Video Modulator Kit  68.95 
Convert your TV set into a high quality monitor 
without affecting normal usage Complete kit 
with full instructions 
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2.5 MHz Frequency Counter Kit 
Complete kit less case  537 50 

30 MHz Frequency Counter Kit 
Complete kit less case  547.75 
Prescaler kit to 350 MHz  519 95 
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Stopwatch Kit  $26.95 
Full six digit battery operated 2-5 volts 
3.2768 MHz crystal accuracy. Times to 59 
min . 59 sec.. 99 1 100 sec Times std., split 
and Taylor 7205 chip, all components minus 
case. Full instructions. 

0 Connectors RS232 
25 Pm Subminiatures 
DB25P  2 95 
DB25S  3 95 
Cover  1 50 
RS232 Complete Set 6 50 

DE 9P  1 50 
DE9S  1 95 
DA15P 210 
DA15S 3 10 

1978 IC Update Master Manual 
1978 IC Update Master Manual $19.50 Corn• 
plete IC data selector, 2175 pg Master refer-
ence guide Over 42,000 cross references. 
Free update service through 1978 Domestic 
postage $3.50. Foreign $5.00. 1979 IC Update 
available are .1an  inn nn 

S-100 Computer Boards 
8K Static RAM Kit 
16K Static RAM Kit 
24K Static RAM Kit 
32K Dynamic RAM Kit 
641( Dynamic RAM Kit 
BK(16K Eprom Kit (less PROMS)  589 00 
Video Interface Kit  $139.00 
Motherboard $39.  Extender Board $8.99 

$127 VU 
265 00 
423 00 
449.00 
945 00 

ENE' Send for your copy of our NE W 1979 
( MST CATALOG Include 28c stamp 
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SERVING 
HAMS 
BETTER! 
North ... south ... 
east... west 

All leading brands 

in-depth stocks 

new /used gear 

NOW...FREE PHONE! 

Bob Ferrero. W6RJ K6AHV, Jim Rafferty, N6RJ 

other well known hams give you cour!eous. 
personalized service 

800 
854.6046 

CALIF CUSTOMERS PLEASE CALL OR VISIT STORES LISTED BELOW 

PLUS FREE SHIPMENT 
ALL ITEMS U.P.S. (Brown). 

CALL US FOR SPECIAL PRICES ON: 
• ALDA • ALLIANCE • ALPHA • AMECO • ATLAS • BIRD • 

• CDE • COLLINS • CUSHCRAFT • CURTIS • DENTRON • 

• DRAKE • EIMAC • HUSTLER • HY-GAIN • ICOM • 

• KENWOOD • KLM • MFJ • MOSLEY • PALOMAR • ROHN • 

• ROBOT • SHURE • SWAN • TELEX • TEMPO • TEN-TEC • 

• TRISTAO • TELREX • TRI-EX • WILSON • YAESU • more 

DRAKE! 

KENWOOD! 

ICOM! 

YAESU! 

ANAHEIM, CA. 92801 
2620 W. La Palma 
(714) 761-3033, (213) 860-2040 
1 rr.IP 6.3 , Knott, Flo—v Far, 

BURLINGAME, CA. 94010 

999 Howard Avenue 
(415) 342-5757 

m m 
VISA 

SAN DIEGO, CA. 92123 
5375 Kearny Villa Road 
(714) 560-4900 
1.(11 ,,V  & Cla ,er,ort Mesa Rd 

VAN NUYS, CA. 91401 

6265 Sepulveda Blvd 

(213) 988-2212 
5 miles south on 101 from S F Airport  San Diego Fwy at \how, Bi,d 

OVER THE COUNTER (Mon. thru Sat. 10 AM to 5:30 PM) 

MAIL ORDER, Phone, Write, 



SAVE $25.00 

Model 8100 
Frequency Counter Kit 
• Range: 20Hz to 100MHz 
• High Sensitivity 
• Resolution to 0.1Hz 

Oil 
1111111  PI M  liEt  fit 

11SEI:2364  (1 
WI i.e 

1  sabtronlcs 

11 

WNW SIN 1111011.110 CO N1111  MS  IS  1 IS XIS  Ile  xi  

Now you can forget about price/performance trade-offs when 
you select a frequency counter. In Sabtronics' Model 8100 kit 
you get all the characteristics of superior performance at a low, 
affordable price. 

This frequency counter, employing LSI technology, has the 
performance and input characteristics you demand: guaranteed 
frequency range of 20Hz to 100MHz (10 Hz to 120MHz typical); 
selectable hi do impedance; superior sensitivity; selectable 
resolution and selectable attenuation. Plus an accurate time 
base with excellent stability. 

An 8-digit LED display features gate activity indicator, leading 
zero suppression and overflow indicator. You would expect to 
find all these features only on high-priced instruments — or from 
Sabtronics' advanced digital technology. 

The amazing Sabtronics 2000 is the choice of both professionals 
and hobbyists. It's the only portable/bench DMM that offers so 
much performance for such an astonishing low price. 

You get basic DCV accuracy of 0.1% ± 1 digit; 5 functions giving 
28 ranges; readings to ± 1999 with 100% overrange; overrange 
indication; input overload protection; automatic polarity; and 
automatic zeroing. 

The all-solid-state Model 2000 incorporates a single LSI circuit 
and high-quality components. Our clear, step-by-step manual 
simplifies assembly. Complete kit includes a rugged high-impact 
case ideal for both test-bench and field use. 

Special Offer! Save $25.00* 
If you order both the frequency counter and 
DMM kits now, you pay only $144.90 
including shipping and handling. You save 
$25.00 off the combined regular low price of 
$169.90. Order both kits now. This special 
offer good for a limited time only. 

*Special offer good in USA only. 

Making performance affordable. 

sabtrcnics ral 
13426 Floyd Circle • Dallas, Texas 75243 

Telephone 21417133-0934 

x, S27 

IPPaesseet, 

10  

BRIEF SPECIFICATONS: 
• Frequency Range: 20Hz to 100MHz guaranteed. (10Hz to 
120MHz typical) • Sensitivity: 15mV RMS, 20Hz to 50MHz (10mV 
typical); 25mV RMS, 50MHz to 100MHz (20mV typical) 
• Selectable Impedance: 1MS2 /25pF or 50S2 • Attenuation: X1, 
X10 or X100 • Accuracy: ± 1Hz p!us time base accuracy • Aging 
Rate: ± 5ppm/yr. • Temperature Stability: ± lOppm, 0°C to 40°C 
• Resolution: 0.1Hz, 1Hz, 10Hz selectable • Display: 8-digit LED, 
overflow indicator, gate activity indicator • Overload Protection 
• Power Requirement: 9-15 VDC @ 330mA 

Model 2000, 31/2  Digit 
DMM Kit 
• 5 Functions, 28 Ranges 
• Basic DCV Accuracy: 
0.1% ± 1 Digit 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS: 
• DC volts in 5 ranges: 100 µV to 1kV • AC volts in 5 ranges: 100 
µV to 1kV • DC current in 6 ranges: 100 nA to 2A • AC current in 
6 ranges: 100 nA to 2A • Resistance: 0.10 to 20MS2 in 6 ranges 
• AC frequency response: 40 Hz to 50kHz • Display: 0.36" 
(9.1mm) 7-segment LED • Input Impedance: 10M2 • Size: 8"W x 
6.5"D x 3"H (203 x 165 x 76 mm) • Power requirement: 
4.5-6.5 VDC.4 "C" cells (not included). 

SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 15, 1979 

Sabtronics international Inc. 13426 Floyd Circle Dallas Tx 75243  "73-2" 

Yes, I want to take advantage of your special 625.00-oh otter.• 
Please send  Model 8100 and Model 2000 kit(s) for only 1144.90 total including shipping 
and handling 

Please send 

Please send 

Check 

Name 

Address 

Model 8100 Frequency Counter kit(s) 
Shipping and handling 

Model 2000 DMM kit(s) 
Shipping and handling 

Texas residents add sales tax 
Total enclosed 

Money Order  c Charge my Master Charge 
Acc. No. 

City  State 

4 $89.95 ea  $ 
$ 5 00 /unIt•  $ 

$69.95 ea 
$ 5,00/unit'  $ 

Visa 
Exp DI 

1 
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NEW!  NEW!  NEW! 

FM2016A 
KDK 

All Solid State-CMOS PL digital synthesized - No Crystals to Buy! 5KHz steps - 144-149 
MHz-HUGE 3/8 " LED digital readout PLUS MARS-CAP and MULTIPLE OFFSET BUILT IN. 

• 5 MHz Band Coverage - 1000 Channels (instead of the usual 2 MHz to 4 MHz-400 
to 800 Channels) • 4 CHANNEL RAM IC MEMORY WITH SCANNING AND 
AUTO TRANSMIT • MULTIPLE FREQUENCY OFFSETS • ELECTRONIC AUTO 
TUNING - TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE • INTERNAL MULTIPURPOSE TONE 
OSCILLATOR • R IT • RF ATT • DISCRIMINATOR METER - 16 Watts Output-
Unequaled Receiver Sensitivity and Selectivity - 15 POLE FILER, MONOLITHIC 
CRYSTAL FILTER AND AUTOMATIC TUNED RECEIVER FRONT END, COMPARE! 
• Superb Engineering and Superior Commercial Avionics Grade Quality and Con-
struction Second to None at ANY PRICE. 

INTRODUCTORY 
PRICE 

$35900 

Regulated AC/ PS 
Model FMPS-4R  839.95 

SHO WN WITH OPTIONAL pP-800 MICRO-PROGRAM MER 

• FREQUENCY RANGE Receive and Transmit 144 00 to 148 995 
MHz. 5 Khz steps (1000 channels) • MARS-CAP and MULTIPLE 
OFFSET BUILT IN 

• HUGE 3/x" LED DIGITAL READOUT. 
• 4 CHANNEL RAM SCANNER WITH IC MEMORY AND AUTO 
TRANSMIT: Program any 4 frequencies and reprogram at any time 
using the front panel controls—search for occupied (closed) channel 
or vacant (open) channels Internal Ni-Cad included to retain memory 
(no diode matrix to wire or change) 

• MULTIPLE FREQUENCY OFFSETS NO CRYSTALS TO BUY - 
EVER - Any offset any split! "Odd Ball" splits accomplished by digi 
tal programming Never any need for crystals! 

• INTERNAL MULTIPURPOSE TONE OSCILLATOR BUILT IN 
Sine Wave 1750 Hz tone burst for "whistle on operation" and sub-
audible tone operation Internal 2 position switch for automatic and 
manual operation, tone burst or sub audible tone PL - adjustable 60-
203 Hz (100 Hz Pre -Set)-

• AIRCRAFT TYPE FREQUENCY SELECTOR  Large and small 
coaxially  mounted  knobs  select  100KHz  and  10KHz  steps 
respectively Switches click-stopped with a home position facilitate 
frequency changing without need to view LED's while driving and 
provides the sightless amateur with full Frequency Selection as 
standard equipment 

• FULL AUTO MATIC TUNING OF RECEIVER FRONT END AND 
TRANSMITTER CIRCUITS DC output of PLL fed to varactor diodes 
in all front end RF tuned circuits provides full sensitivity and 
optimum intermodulation rejection over the entire band APC (AUTO 
PO WER CONTROL) - Keeps RF output constant from band edge to 
band edge NO OTHER AMATEUR UNIT AT ANY PRICE has these 
features which are found in only the most sophisticated and 
expensive aircraft and commercial transceivers 

FMMC 1  MICW 
phone with Built•in 
Touch Tune Pad 

WHY BUY LESS? 
THE FMMC-1 
HAS IT ALL' 

• New , Auto key up 
• Snap Action Keyboard 
• Adi level and tone 
balance 

• Use veithanytransceive-
• Only  2' .3995 

• TRUE FM Not phase modulation • for superb emphasized hi-fi audio 
quality second to none 

• RIT CONTROL Used to improve clarity when contacting stations 
with off frequency carrier 

• MONITOR LA MPS 2 LED's on front panel indicate (11 incoming 
signal-channel busy, and 121 Transmit 

• FULLY REGULATED INTEGRAL PO WER SUPPLY Operating 
voltage  for  all  9v circuits  independently regulated  Massive 
Commercial Hash Filter 

• MODULAR CO M MERCIAL GRADE CONSTRUCTION: 3 Unit-
ized modules eliminate stray coupling and facilitate ease of main 
tenance 

• ACCESSORY SOCKET Fully wired for touch tone, phone patch, 
and other accessories Internal switch connects receiver output to 
internal speaker when connector is not in use 

• MULTI-PURPOSE  METER  Triple  Function  Meter  Provides 
Discriminator Meter, ''S  Reading on receive and Power Out on 
Transmit 

• RECEIVE Better than 25uv sensitivity, 15 POLE FILTER as well as 
monolithic crystal filter and AUTOMATIC TUNED LC circuits provide 
superior skirt selectivity - COMPAREI 

• HIGH/LO W PO WER OUTPUT 16 watts and 1 watt, switch se-
(ected Low power may be adjusted anywhere between 1 and 16 
watts Fully protected - short or open SWR 

• RF ATT Live right next to King Kong Repeater and can't operate? 
With the 2016A You Can - Just flick the RF AU switch Only the 
2016A has this feature. 

• OTHER FEATURES Dynamic Microphone, built in speaker, mobile 
mounting bracket, external 5 pin accessory jack, speaker jack, and 
much, much more. Size 21/2  x 7 x 71/2  All cords, plugs, fuses, micro 
phone hanger, etc. included. Weight 5 lbs 

Manufactured by one of the world's most distinguished Avionics manufacturers, Kyokuto Denshi Kaisha, Ltd. 

First in the world with an all solid state 2 meter FM transceiver 

AMATEUR-WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS 
8817 S. W. 129th Terrace, Miami, Florida 33176 
Telephone (305) 233-3631 • Telex 51-5628 
U.S. DISTRIBUTOR DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

East Santvd Communicat,,,,  
Colonia. N 
1201) 574 3003 
florresitfluzzarce. Bay Electronics 
Buzzards Bay. Mass 
(617) 759 3376 
Wait: The Radio Pace 
Sacramento. Cal 
(916)441 7388 
Northwest. Action Sol Ov. Inc 
Boise Idaho 
1208) 344 5084 
tilkluest: Universal Serv.ce 
Columbus. Ohio 
1614) 221 2335 
Southilectrone Communications 

(Havmsrdev.r..... 
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GALLIUM PHOSPHIDE L.E.D. 
Provides Higher Intensity Than Regular 
LED's, T1-3/4 Dome (Red Diffused) 
AND Part #114R 1-99 . 22c 100 + 20c 
We stock the full line of AND LED's 

DIP SOCKET SPECIALS 
1.49 50. 

16 Pin Low Profile Solder Tab  20s  154 
18 Pin Standard Heignth Solder Tab  254  206 
24 Pin Low Profile Solder Tab GOLD  604  554 

CALCULATOR GUTS Experimen-
ter's delight  Each keyboact includes a 
monolithic calculator chip and a display 
These are rejects. It might be something 
simple to repair or it could be very nasty. 
At this price, who cares! 9 volt. $1.50 ea. 
3/53.00. 

HOBBY BAGS An assortment of 
misc electronic parts A genuine value 
and savings Only $2.99. 

DB-25 FEMALE CONNECTOR 
A unique assembly originally adapting the 
RS232 Type Connector to flat cable $1.50 
each or 2/52.50. 

INSTRUMENT/CLOCK CASE 
KIT Perfect for your opto projects. Solid 
.,,,,rninum construction with real walnut 
sides. 0.0. 5-3/8" by 5-3/8" by 2". 56.95 ea. 

Of 80S 08 
OM OF Of CPS H31413 

EDGE CARD CONNECTOR 
Cinch Jones 10/20 Pins 156 Spacing PC 
Mount 85a Burndy 22144 Pins. 156 spac-
ing PC Mount, $1.40 each. 

Electronic 
Sales 

A division of t1I1 1  C"P"a"" 

Corp. Hdqts., 2322 ist. Ave., Seattle, Wash. 98121 • (206) 682-5025 

LINE PRINTER HAM MER 
DRIVER BOARD Each board con-
tains approx. 130 each #MJE800 (Silicon 
Darlington NPN hfe 750, 1.5A). About 
$130.00 worth, over 100 1N4001 diodes, 
plus support chips. The whole package is 
yours for only $14.95. 
HURRY, WE DON'T EXPECT THESE TO 
LAST VERY LONG! 

EUROPEAN 220V LINE CORD 
Building something for export? Then you 
might need this 406 ea. 10/53.00. 

TRANSFORMER Pri. 110 VAC 
11 2 and 5 VCT w 1 amp 95c ea. 

TRANSFORMER P-C mount. pri. 
110 VAC Sec. 126 at 1 amp. $1.25 ea. 

CLOCK DISPLAY National Semi. 6 
Digit Multiplexed Display; .33" Characters 
(Common Cathode). 
A REAL BUY AT JUST $1.00. 

"44 11111111111111111111  
INSTRUMENT CLOCK CASE 
KIT A real jewel for those smaller proj-
ects Hinged top door allows you to hide 
your control area. 0.0. 41/2" x 4" x 1,4," 
$1.99 each. 

SMITH 5- WAY BINDING 
POSTS. 696 each 

FAIRCHILD #78H05 Pos. 5V 
5 Amp Regulator (T0-3) NET 
11111.00; Your Cost $1.95 or 233.00 

FLAT CABLE CONNECTOR 
Female 34 Pin Socket SO< each 

PLASTIC PARTS BOX A nice little 
hinged-top box for storing all your small 
parts. 0.d. 6'/." by 3  by 2" 756 ea. 
1035.00. 

COMPUTER PO WER SUPPLY 
TRANSFORMER PRI. 110/220 vac. 
SEC. 12.1 V yl 9 A, 44 0 V -a 2 5 A.12 9V 0:1 
2.0 A. 12.9 V 'Sr s 32 A Only $14.95 Sc. 

EDGE METER100-0-100 ua 1/2- by 
11/16" Compare with other meters 
costing S6 00. ONLY $2.00 ea. Why pay 
more/ 

CALCULATOR BUBBLE DIS-
PLAY BRAND NEW pocket calculator 
displays. Ranging from 6-9 digit. Your luck 
$1.25 ea. 3153.00 

KEYBOARD HOBBY BAG Com-
pare, then really save with our calculator 
hobby bag assortment. Each one contains 
3 calculator keyboards. All this for only 
$1.75. 

WAN 
KEYBOARD SWITCH ASSEM-
BLIES Spring contact type 6/52.00 
(Which enables you to re-assemble 3 com-
plete groups of 4 switches.) 

REPEAT OF A SELL-OUT A com-
plete 12 hour digital clock. Some are man-
ufacture line rejects, some are returns, 
and some are just scratched. Features: 
hours- minutes  • alarm- snooze alarm. 
Parts value alone would equal $20.00, you 
pay only $8.00 ea. 

Is  •.•• 

DEFECTIVE CALCULATORS 
Well, some are and some are not We can't 
afford the time to test them $2.50 ea. Bat-
teries not included 2./54.00 

#30 KYNAR Blk., Brn.. Red., Or., Yel.. 
Grn., Blu., Vio.. Gry.. Wh. 
We will do our best to ship the color you 
specify. To ensure prompt delivery of your 
order we will substitute colors should we 
be temp. out, unless you specify other-
wise. $2.38 per hundred foot spool; 
$14.18 per thousand foot spool; 
Multiples of 100' only. 

Call us for quotes on larger quantities. 

no 104, fri, 
11 EqICa 
11 

'Sc 

PARTS BOARDS A great way to buy 
parts on a budget We guarantee your 
money's worth ONLY $1.00 ea. 

CAPACITORS 
Capacitance  Voltage  Style  Price 
1000uf  25 VDC  P-C  25c 
220uf  25 VDC  PC  254 
2000uf  25 VDC AXIAL 506 
40/40  150 VDC AXIAL  454 
1uf  15 VDC AXIAL 19¢ 
018  100 V  MYLAR 256 
001  100 V  MICA  114 
01  DISC  7.2 
02  DISC  66 
1  DISC  9c 

CLAIREX PHOTO CELLS These 
have a real USEFUL range to them. Any 
project involving control from ambient 
light levels will utilize this photo cell. 
Light resistance 1K. Fast response. .156 
Diameter. 75r each or 2151.00. 

ROTRON WHISPER FAN 
#WR2H1 3 Blade 4" Diameter 75CFM 
115VAC. NET $17.00 YOUR PRICE $9.95 
Wait now. these are not pull-outs or some-
thing like that, these are new! 

10 STATION PUSH BUTTON 
SWITCH ASSEMBLY 4 Push-
On1Push.Of, f , 6 Ganged Push-On/Push-Off 
DPDT $2.50 Each. 

SELECTED VALUES 
These items are chosen from our vast in. 
ventory of industrial quality components 
Extruded heat sink 10 7/8" by 2 1/4" by 
5/8"   S1.49 
500 Ohm PC mount trimmer  20a 
Line cord #18 ga 6'  256 
74LS175 Quad D flip-flop   504 
S.P.D.T. sub-min slide switch  404 
S.P.S.T. P-C SWITCH  206 
ACID BRUSH  106 
SMITH 08523 SPACER .5 by #8 hole  Sc 
2 cond. #24 spiral wrap shld cable  106 
14 PIN DIP HEADER. „ 354 

For Master ChargeNisa 
Orders Use Our 

TOLL FREE HOT LINE: 
1-800-426-0634 

for areas outside Washington 
(incl. Alaska & Hawaii) 

woo 
0.E. M.'s WELCO ME  

11.1,111: All orders shipped ptomphy  Minimum order $500 
Telephone orders accepted All ord., shtpped UPS or PP Add 
5% extra Or shipping & handling Weshinglon stale residents 
add additional 54 % sales tax Master Cherge & VI/14 c•rds ac 
opted Money orders & your person., or company check are 
welcome P nd$rn.dOp4,.Oi.ifl U S currency only No C 0 D 
orders YOur Sat istaci ion is go•ranteed on all merchandise pot 
chased A. merchandise subtect to prior sale Open account lo 
govt agencieS & pobiiciy funded schools 

Store Hours M-F 9-6 • SAT 9.5 
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BILLET ELECTRONICS 
PO. Box 19442E Dallas, TX. 75219 (214)821-3240 

:rrreANC9263,66C1t-NICSI ON. 

MK-05 MINI MOBILE CLOCK 

FEATuRES 
0••• le crystal °meows 
Torad & now no m is everyone, protection 
leatinifed IS .6 died 
Compete ends ponettable 14 N mem 
9 14VOC •40 .50 
Readouts can bemoan...wed 
EASY QUICK ASSEMBLY 
An components required inciuded  vou v.v.. the 
spew, 
log quality Milled and plaled PC boards    
00. board  16 •  I  j 

"̀"*".:ErAt VOLTAGE 

P•rf•ct for  btitle' 
charg•rs  stench 
supplies crowbars 

EMITTER 
RESISTORS 
HARD TO FIND 

VALUES, 

I ohm (n SW 

25 ohm @ 5W 

• ,UR CROCE 
711.00 

6 DIGIT ZULU CLOCK KIT 

[cam set terminates the heaclacres of running ewes between c - • 
readout board As a bonus Met . has a seeldwible beer 0.1 000 S.-

Pal IOR EMPMCI Pee  0090.. *50 se wn 

• '  NO510 readouts and colons rnMung wee, 

es NOT use Me Led style 5314 Cho DUE ' 
SPECIAL PURCHASE WE HAVE A LIMITED QUANTITY 

A tun EASY Kit to assemble Mat emits an ear 
piercPna 10 watt dual tone wrearn Reserebtet 

Op17.74.:74!17;,( 71' 
12VOC•111 ohrn Awaked  Over live thousand 
hare been told  All parts including PC board, 

'" "P "'"  2.50 ORDER WS n. 

NEVER A SWEETER 
METER! 

Beauldul &week . Made pane 
meters res e w to n ail Huge 

esde dee are•asy M reed You 

would expel al P./ nom fer sw-
5*10. get for the peer MATCH, r 
SET 0-15VDC. 0-30ALEC 

138 

UNIVERSAL SOUND EFFECTS BOARD 
HAVE YOU D/EH ALiFIFlU YOU CuuLD DUP,A,..ATE T,iL C.JUNC Jr A STEAM 
TRAIN OR A PHASOR GUN?  HO.! ABOUT GUNSHOTS, WHISTLES, SIRENS, 
BARKING DOGS AND OTHER SOUND EFFECTS?  NCR! YOU CAN WITH OUR 
PRZGRAM4ABLE WIND EFFECTS KIT. IT USES ILE PEW 28 PIN T.I. SOUND 
SITITHESYZER CHIP, 9115477 A/1) SUPPORT CIRCUITRY. 5 TO 12VDC IS 
TEQ)IRED TO GIVE APPROX. 1/4 WAIT L1F AUDIO OMPUT. WE PROVIDE DiE 
P.C. BaiRD, PARTS AND INSTRUCTICKS ALCM WITH A CHART TO PROGRAM 
SCME C01.10N SOUNDS.  USE YOUR IMAGINATION TO CREATE ORIGINAL 
SCUM Lert.1..ib.  OKI3g1: M-01  16.9S(Less Spa'.) 

6 39 FAIRCHILD 

DUAL Low NOISE 
AUDIO PRE. AMPLIFIER 

\_.. 8 9 C  2/1.69 ..„) 

1.43100 QUAD 

NORTON AMP 

Ou•Nra•  ToTESE o0oSI. 
AluMISIRED PARTS •T • 
R•ITO•IV PRICE Tv•T 

uS TO SILT TPRIP 
PI TOW  200 

AC transformer Coma 
board  25. X 45. 
Readout Board I is X 
4, 

10.00 
24 Ilr Formal Onbe 

Hand  m•d•  solid 
hardeood ob. /or the 
Zulu Clocli  Inchades 
Tv1v, SOT? Mel and naafi 

*WM SPECS  500 

ie•lorel 24 no.., ZLI ILI torne and up to 24 hours of eIa0140 
time on the same so of six d.0.1 LED readoun Tome, 
.ndeoendent operation of both 'unctions Clock has ore 
setlabW alarm with 10 monute snooze T.mer has reset 
hold, and count functions  Full noire end overvolt pe 
protection  24 hour only Readouts has dimmer leature 
or they un be turned off without dolturbing the clock or 
timer Tirnebtee included I 01% •curaCv, Because of the 
metW oetions and mounting considerations the case and 
switches are not included Switches are standard lCIII 
Will Id inside standard aircraft instrument case. 

HOLESE e PRP POWER') 

cA. TO rano  lag 

OPTO ISOLATORII 
TROT.. • R. 131. 

1.1PF131  N-CHANNEL 
DUAL GATE MOSFET 

WIRE WRAP Wir; 

30 5020. 
KYNAR Insulot. 

500 FT 

4 0 50 ) 

ALL COMPONENTS 100% 
GUARANTEED 

Tal Or ALOPEOTINDIP 
T73 WS'S°. SSG w  Dr. 
WSW., POrawOulla • 

O• UV LOW SO W wOusE • 
TOW 1. is SECNASTO•nOuSs 

MUM • 0•2•001. Jiff 
7•4111, •••• WO POW Ow 10420 
" MO •WOCAPW•wilitt oto-roWC 
N,01.• 
TwsC Mew so. ow••••LED 

411. 10 
3/1.00 

311.10 

PO WER SUPPLY KIT 
PS-14 

13•1•T than 200EAV load and line repalation 
Foldback Current Limiting 
Short Co.,,.,! Protected  Lee 

TAd'rosTal2 nu'o•n1 Lonvsno  IPI 
Lest Mao I% ripple 
15 amps 11 5 to 14 5V 
All parts suppled including heavy OUN SAWS 
former 
I:lushly 01.1 . 11111041.51 PC board 

REVIEWED IN 7/78 73 MAG. 
I5A CONT. 

20A INT  42.95 

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION KIT 

6.95 

ics suet,  Dr , and coated PL hoard • 

2527:9011R aid11601•Pu 

MOBILE CLOCK CALENDAR KIT 

•'"••  '"" • ." 

.- "•21.::"̀"̀"'  23.50 en   
12 VAC XI IITI,r•  'I 

tomrel • • tem* 
241 T.o nfocr•T • 

'NO COD'S  'ADD 5% FOR SHIPPING  'ORDERS UNDER SIO. 

-SEND CHECK OR MONEY  • TEX RESIDENTS ADD 5% TAX  ADD .75for HANDLING 

ORDER OR CHARGE CARD NO. • FOREIGN ORDERS A D D 10 %, 

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED ON VISA & MC  COPYRIGHT 79 

7.. YOU RE SEEN IT ON QUALITY ---S \ 

STEREO GEAR 

•L•cll INSERT 

OPOT Top,l• 
SLCO CST 022 

/212 

1E44003 

0.000 

00270 

N3SA 

15.1.55 

-. BRUSHED 
C210000 

14.1900  J1000 

200V IA  15/1 CO 

1300V IA  12/1 00 

Gennaniurn Dods  41.00 

Go mm...Len Deole  10/100 

CA! S Brent lot 

PC B01114 InS•rbon  100/1.25 

U AAAAA ED PO WER 0100011 *nth 

cathode 0•10S Golvanteed lo te at Masi 

400PIV Ca IA 100, Good Pans EP., 

case 
25/1 00 

NEW ITEMS: 

lAV11124 Ven ue Done 'Cold Nom 21 

Tuning Range  400 

2015013 High Fr , Amp t wan (a I 5 

°HZ' TO-5 Casa style Mane • 500 

YE C40120111 '. 40.5 Audso Amp 4 can plas 

bc Pecs  50e 

NI10103 10030 34 SCR Lera sensitive 
gale drams from TTL TO-220  554 

MO US SOV 3A Tnac Sensitive Gate 

TO-5  *04 

500 MED et 3500C 

▪ 100VDC •••••• 
• SOVDC VIvi• 
• •001, DC M•lat 
• SSV Tarn ••••1 
• SOV Twot•• • 
• 3I5V Tont A•.• 
• 20V 13• Ton. 
• 10V 0. Tont 

ZENER GRAB BAG 

A eery nice assort ment of .. 

a. 1W Seners Voltage ranges 

are f rOrn 2.7 to 30 SOC. 
P1200 house • but we plc'. 

CrOSS over list to stand , 

numbers A great boy for any 

ShOp 12 01110e001 Wp m. 
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FREQUENCY COUNTER KIT 

Outstanding Performance 

Incredible Price $8 995  
CT-50 

The CT-50 is a versatile and prec sion frequency counter which will measure 

frequencies to 60 mHz and up to 600 nHz with the CT-600 option  Large Scale 

Integration, CMOS circuitry and solid state display technology have enabled this counter to 
match performance found in units selling for over three times as much  Low power 

consumption (typically 300-400 ma) makes the CT-50 ideal for portable battery operation 

Features of the CT-50 include large 8 digit LED display RF shielded all metal case, easy 
pushbutton operation, automatic decimal point gully socketed IC chips and input protection 

to 50 volts to insure against accidental burnout o- overload And the best feature of all is the 
easy assembly Clear. step by step instructions guide you to a finished unit you can rely on 

Order your today! 
CT-50 60 mHz counter kit 
CT-50WT 60 mHz counter wired and tested 
CT-600 600 mHz scaler option add 

CAR 
CLOCK 

The UN-KIT, only 
5 solder connections 

Here s a super looking rugged and accurate auto 
Clock.which is a snap to build and install Clock 
movement is completely assembled-you only solder 
3 wires and 2 switches takes about 15 minutes' 
Display is bright green with automatic brightness 
control photocell-assures you of a highly readable 
display day or night Comes in a satin finish an-
odized aluminum case which can be attached 5 
different ways using 2 sided tape Choice of silver 
black or gold case (specify) 
DC-3 kit 12 hour formal 
DC-3 wired and tested 
110V AC adapter 

$22.95 
$29.95 
$5.95 

Under dash 
car clock 
12 24 hour clock in a beau 
tiful plastic case features 6 
jumbo RED LEDS high accuracy (1min mo ) easy 3 
wire hookup display blanks with ignition and super 
instructions Optional dimmer automatically adjusts 
display to ambient light level 
DC-11 clock with mtg bracket  $27.95 
OM-1 dimmer adapter  2.50 

PRESCALER 
Extend the range of your 
counter to 600 mHz Works 
with any counter Includes 2 
transistor pre-amp to give supei sens typically 20 
my at 150 mHz Specify - 10 or - 100 ratio 
PS-1B 600 mHz prescaler  $59.95 
PS-1BK, 600 mHz prescaler kit  49.95 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Frequency range 6 Hz to 65 mHz 600 mHz with CT-600 
Resolution 10 Hz 0, 0 1 sec gate I Hz oi 1 sec gate 
Readout 8 digit 0 4 ' high LED direct readout in mHz 
Accuracy adjustable to 0 5 ppm 
Stability 2 0 ppm over 10 to 40 C temperature 
compensated 

Input BNC 1 megohm 20 of direct 50 ohm with CT-60( 
Overload 50VAC maximum all modes 
Sensitivity iess than 25 my to 65 mHz. 50-150 Inv to 600 
mHz 

Power 110 VAC 5 Watts or 12 VDC i, 400 ma 
Size 6" x 4" x 2- high quality aluminum case 2 lbs 
ICS 13 units all socketed 

$89.95  GB I Color TV calibrator-stabilizer 
159.95  DP-1 DC probe general purpose probe 
29 95  HP-1 High impedance probe non-loadir 

OP-AMP SPECIAL 

741 mini dip  12/52.00 

BI -FET mini dip, 741 type  10/S2.00 

VIDEO TERMINAL 
A completely self-contained, stand alone video ter-
minai card Requires only an ASCII keyboard and TV 
set to become a complete terminal unit Two units 
available common features are single 5V supply 
XTAL controlled sync and baud rates (to 9600), 
complete computer and keyboard control of cursor 
Panty error control and display. Accepts and gener-
ates serial ASCII plus parallel keyboard input The 
3216 is 32 char by 16 lines. 2 pages with memory 
dump feature The 6416 is 64 char by 16 lines, with 
scrolling, upper and lower case (optional) and has 
RS-232 and 20ma loop interfaces on board Kits 
include sockets and complete documentation 
RE 3216, terminal card  $149.95 
RE 6416 terminal card 
Lower Case option 6416 only 
Power Supply Kit 
Video 'RE Modulator, VD-1 
Assembled, tested units. add . 

199.95 
13.95 

14.95 
6.95 
60.00 

CALENDAR ALARM CLOCK 
The clock that s got it all 6- 5" LEDs 12 24 hour 
snooze 24 hour alarm 4 year calendar battery 
backup and lots more The super 7001 chip is used 
Size 5x4x2 inches 
Complete kit less case (not available) 
DC-9 $34.95 

30 Watt 2 mtr PWR AMP 
Simple Class C power amp features 8 times power 
gain 1 Win for 8 out 2 in for 15 out 4Wintor30our 
Max output of 35 W incredible value complete with 
all parts less case and T-R relay 

PA-1 30 W pwr amp kit  $22.95 
TR-1. RF sensed T-R relay kit  6.95 

Ramsey's famous MINI-KITS 

FM WIRELESS MIKE KIT 
Transmits up to 300' 
to any FM broadcast 
radio uses any type of 
mike Runs on 3 to 9V 
Type FM-2 has added sen-
sitive mike preamp stage 
FM-1 kit 52.95  FM-2 kit 84.95 

!,, 
Fa r 

COLOR ORGAN/MUSIC UGHTS 
See music come alive, 3 different 
lights flicker with music One light 
for lows one for the mid-range and 
one for the highs Each channel 
individually adjustable and drives 
up to 300W Great for parties band 
music nite clubs and more 
Complete kit ML-1  57.95 

LED BLINKY KIT 
A great attention getter which alter. 
nately flashes 2 jumbo LEDs Use 
for name badges buttons warning 
panel lights anything, Runs on 3 to 
15 volts 

1 7 O S 

INT11Saltj 

VIDEO MODULATOR KIT 
Converts any TV to video monitor 
Super stable tunabe over Ch 4-6 
Runs on 5.15y accepts std video 
signal Best unit on the market' 
Complete kit VD-1  $6.95 

TONE DECODER  .4-N 
A complete 
lone decoder on 
a single PC board 
Features  400-5000 
Hz adjustable range via 
20 turn pot voltage regulation 567 
IC Useful for touch..one decoding 
lone burst detection FSK etc Can 
also be used as a stable tone en. 
coder Runs on 5 to 12 volts 
Complete kit TD-1  55.95 

WHISPER LIGHT KIT 
An interesting kit small mike picks 
up sounds and converts them to 
light The louder the sound the 
brighter the light Completely self-
contained includes mike runs on 
110VAC controls up to 300 watts 
, U. 11  11 ,1C •LII  •11 , - I 

! G e e 

BOX 4072, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14610 

SUPER SLEUTH 
A super sensitive am 
Wilier which will pick 
up a pin drop at 15 feet' 
Great for monitoring baby s room or 
as general purpose amplifier Full 2 
W rms output runs on 6 to 15 volts 
uses 8-45 ohm speaker 
Complete kit BN-9  55.95 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
Complete triple regu-
lated power supply pro-
vides variable  6 to 18 
volts at 200 ma and v by at 1 
Amp  Excellent load regulation 
good filtering and small size Less 
transformers requires 6 3V  A 
and 24 VCT 
Complete kit PS-3LT  $6.95 

SIREN KIT 
Produces upward and downward 
wail characteristic of a police siren 
5 W peak audio output runs on 3-15 
volts uses 3-45 ohm speaker 
Complete kit SM-3  S2 9S 

PHONE ORDERS CALL 
(716) 271-6487 

514.95 
12.95 
15.95 

FM MINI MIKE KIT 
A super  high  performance  FM 
wireless mike kit' Transmits a stable 
signal up to 300 yards with excep-
tional audio quality by means of its 
built in electret mike Kit includes 
case mike on-off switch antenna 
battery and super instructions This 
is the finest unit available 

FM-3 kit  S12.95 
FM-3 wired and tested  16.95 

11 ' 
•000  

CLOCK KITS 

 our Best Seller 

your Best Deal 

Try your hand at building the finest looking 
clock on the market  Its satin finish anodized 
aluminum case looks great anywhere while six 4' 
LED digits provide a highly readable display This is a 
complete kit no extras needed and it only takes 1-2 
hours to assemble Your choice of case colors 
silver gold bronze black, blue (Specify) 
Clock kit 12 24 hour DC-5  $22.95 
Clock with 10 min ID timer 12 24 hour 
DC-10  27.95 

Alarm clock 12 hour only,'OC-8  24.95 

12V DC car clock DC-7  27 95 
For wired and tested clocks add S. • 

Hard to find PARTS 
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MODEL 

XV2-1 
XV2-2 
XV2-3 
XV2-4 

XV2-5 
XV2-6 

ham ronicsfinc. 

SSB TRANSMITTING 
CONVERTERS 

FEATURES: 
• Linear Converter for SSB, CW, FM, etc. 
•A fraction of the price of other units 
•2W p.e.p output with 1 MW of drive 
• Use low power tap on exciter or attenuator pad 
•Easy to align with built-in test points 

Frequency Schemes Available: 
IN  OUTPUT(MHz  

28-30 
28-30 
28- 30 
28-30 
28-29 
26-28 

50- 52 
220-222 
222-224 
144- 146 
145- 146 
144- 146 

ONLY $59.95! 

OSCAR 
HEADQUARTERS 

VHF RECEIVING 
CONVERTERS 

LET YOU RECEIVE OSCAR AND OTHER 
EXCITI N G SI GNALS ON YOUR PRES-
ENT HF RECEIVER! 

MODEL 

C28 
C50 
C144 
C145 
C146 
C 110 
C220 
C222 
Special 

RF RAN GE  

28-32MHz 
50- 52 
144- 146 
145- 147 
146- 148 
Aircraft 
220-222  2 8- 30 
222-224  2 8- 30 
Inquire About Other Ranges 

I-F RAN GE  

144-148MHz 
28- 30 
28-30 
28 -30 
28-30 
26-30 

ONLY $34.95 

QualityVHF & UHF Kits 

At Affordable Prices 

FA MOUS HA MTRONICS PREAMPS 

let you hear the weak ones! 

Great for OSCAR, SSB, FM, ATV. Over 10,000 in 
use throughout the world on all types of receivers. 

P9 Kit  $12.95 
P14 Wired $24.95 

Specify Band When Ordering 

• Deluxe vhf model for applications where space 
permits • 1-1/2 x 3" •Models avail to cover any 
4 MHz band in the 26-230 MHz range •12 Vdc 
• 2 stages •Ideal for OSCAR •20 db gain 
• Diode transient protection *Easily tunable 

S  Si  P8 Kit  $10.95 

P115 Wired $21.95 
Specify Bane 

• Miniature vhf model for tight spaces - size only 

1/2x2-3/8 *Models avail to cover any 4 MHz 
band in the range 20-230 MHz •20 db gain •12V 

UHF RECEIVING 
VHF Linear PA's  CONVERTERS 
• Use as Linear or Class C PA's • For XV-2 Xmtg 
Converters, 150 Exciters, or any 2W Exciter 

LPA 2-15 Kit  $59.95 

• 15W out (linear) or 20W (class C) • Solid State 
T/R Switching • Models for 6M, 2M, or 220 MHz 

LPA 2-45 Kit  $109.95  
• 45W out (linear) or 50W (class C) 
• Models for 6M or 2M 
LPA 8-45 Kit  $89.95 
For 2M, 8-10W in, 45W out 

T80 UHF PO WER AMP 

•Broodband PA •No Tuning Required •Class C PA 
5430470 MHz 
•13-15W Out 

-  0200 mW Drive 

Model 180-450 
$79.95 

Wired & Tested 

M ODEL RF RAN GE I-F RAN GE  

C432-2  432- 434  28 30M Hz 

C432-4  432-436  144- 146 
C432-5  435-437  28-30 
C432-7  427.25  61.25 
C432-9  439.25  61.25 
Special  Inquire About Other Range, 

ONLY $34.95 

P15 Kit  518.95 

P35 Wired $34.95  ti "f it * 

• Co.,ers any 6 MHz band in  V  p 
UHF range of 380-520 MHz 
• 20 dB gain 02 stages •Low noise 

A9 Extruded Alum Case with BNC's for 
above Converters (Optional) ... $12.95 

*NEW GENERATION RECEIVERS 
• MORE SENSITIVE *MORE SELECTIVE (70 or 100 -1E 
*COMMERCIAL GRADE DESIGN 
*EASY TO ALIGN WITH BUILT-IN TEST CKTS 
*LOWER OVERALL COST THAN EVER BEFORE 

R70 6-channel VHF Receiver Kit for 2M, 6M, 10M, 
220 MHz, or com'l bands   $69.95 
Optional xtal filter for 100 dB ad) char  10.00 

R90 UHF Receiver Kit for any 2 MHz segment of 
380-520 MHz band   $89.95 

NE W FM/C W EXCITER KITS 
BUILD UP YOUR OWN GEAR FOR MODULAR 
STATIONS, REPEATERS, & CONTROL LINKS 
• Rated for Continuous Duty • Professional 
Sounding Audio  • Built-in Testing Aids 

T50 Six Channel, 2W Exciter for 2M, 6M, or 220 
MHz (Specify band)   $49.95 

150U Six Channel, 1W Exciter for 430-450 MHz 
uhf operation   549.95 

P.Ask For Free Catalog 4 

IT'S EASY TO ORDER! 
CALL OR WRITE N O W FOR FREE 
CATAL O G OR TO PLACE ORDER! 

PH ONE 716-392-9430.  (Electronic 
answering service eves & weekends) 

Use credit card, c.o.d., check, m. 

Add $2.00 shipping & handling. 

IN CANADA, order from Communications Plus, 3680 
Cote Vertu; St-Laurent, Quebec or phone 514-337-
7255. Add 38% to cover duty, tax and exchange 

Note New Address and Phone No. 

ham ronics, inc. 
65A MOUL RD • HILTON, NY 14468 

--Dealer Inquiries Invited--

5.0' Reader Service—see page 211 191 
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16K EPROM CARD-S 100 BUSS 

$59.95 
KIT 

OUR 
BEST 

SELLING 
KIT! 

USES 2708's! 

Thousands of personal and business systems around 
the world use this board with complete satisfaction. 
Puts 16K of software on line at ALL TIMES! Kit features 
a top quality soldermasked and silk-screened PC board 
and first run parts and sockets. All parts (except 2708's) 
are included. Any number of EPROM locations may be 
disabled to avoid any memory conflicts. Fully buffered 
and has WAIT STATE capabilities. 

OUR 45ONS 2708'S 
ARE $8.95 EA. WITH 
PURCHASE OF KIT 

ASSEMBLED 
AND FULLY TESTED 

ADD $25 

16K STATIC RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS 

$295 KIT 

FULLY 
STATIC, AT 

DYNAMIC PRICES 

WHY THE 2114 RAM CHIP? 
We feel the 2114 will bethe next industry standard 
RAM chip (like the 2102 was) This means price. 
availabillty and quality will all be good. Next the 
2114 is FULLY STATIC. We feel this is the ONLY 
way to go on the S-100 Buss. We've all heard the 
HORROR stories about some Dynamic Ram 
Boards having trouble with DMA and FLOPPY 
DISC  DRIVES  Who  needs these kinds of 
problems/ And finally  even among other 4K 
Static RAM's the 2114 stands out Not all 4K static 
Rams are created equal , Some of the other 4K's 
have clocked chip enable lines and various timing 
windows lust as critical as Dynamic RAM's Some 
of our competitors 16K boards use these "tricky' 
devices But not us. The 2114 is the ONLY logical 
choice for a trouble-free straightforward design 

KIT FEATURES 
1 Addressable as four separate 4K Blocks 
2  ON  BOARD  BANK  SELECT  circuitry 
ICromernco Standard') Allows up to 512K on 
line. 
3 Uses 2114 (45ONS) 4K Static Rams 
4 ON BOARD SELECTABLE WAIT STATES 
5 Double sided PC Board, with solder mask and 
silk screened layout Gold plated contact fingers 
6 All address and data lines fully buffered 
7 Kit includes ALL parts and sockets 
8 PHANTOM is jumpered to PIN 67 
9 LOW POWER under 2 amps TYPICAL from the 
ifft Volt Buss 
10 Blank PC Board can be populated as any 
multiple of 4K 

BLANK PC BOARD W/DATA-S33 

LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET-$12  ASSEMBLED & TESTED-ADD $30 
SUPPORT IC'S & CAPS-S19.95  2114 RAMS--8 FOR $69.95 

8K LOW POWER RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS 
250 NS SALE! 

Pilltqww• trwl  ' 
+41111M- 11W 111111ii  --at  -J. 

Sti a. tiliALS . 71 TINE  :Xi I M ail "'ZOE' 

Two isioriiirert tiff .7.ar 1141',111111 
100ttla' 
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 k  -Jar 

ADD $5 

FOR 

25ONS! 

$129 KIT 

Use 21L02 
450 NS RAMS! 

Thousands of computer systems rely on this rugged, work 
horse, RAM board. Designed for error-free, NO HASSLE, 
systems use. 
KIT FEATURES: 

1. Doubled sided PC Board with solder 
mask and silk screen layout Gold 
plated contact fingers 

2 All sockets included 
3 Fully buffered on all address and data 
lines 

4 Phantom is iumper selectable to pin 
67. 
FOUR 7805 regulators are provided 
on card 

Blank PC Board w/Documentation 
$29.95 

Low Profile Socket Set 13.50 
Support IC's (TTL & Regulators) 

$9.75 
Bypass CAP's (Disc & Tantalums) 

$4.50 

ASSEMBLED AND FULLY 
BURNED IN ADD $30 

16K STATIC RAM KIT 
SWTPC (SS-50) 6800 BUSS 

USES 2114 
4K RAMS! 

$295 
COMPLETE KIT 

WHY PAY MORE 
FOR FINNICKY 

DYNAMIC BOARDS? 

At last an affordable static RAM board for this popular 
buss. Quality PC Board with solder mask and silk-
screen. Fully buffered with plenty of bypassing for 
reliable operation. FOUR ON-BOARD REGULATORS. 

16K DYNAMIC RAM CHIP 
16K 5 1 Bits 16 Pin Package Same as Mostek 4116-4 250 NS access 410 
NS cycle time Our best price yet for this state of the art RAM 32K and 64K 
RAM boards using this chip are readily available These are new fully 

guaranteed devices by a major mfg  VERY LIMITED STOCK! 

8 FOR $89.95   

450 NS! 

NOT ASSOCIATED 
WITH 

DIGITAL RESEARCH 
OF CALIFORNIA. 
THE SUPPLIERS OF 
CPM SOFTWARE. 

2708 EPROMS 
Now full speed! Prime new units from a major U.S. 
Mfg. 450 N.S. Access time. 1K x 8. Equiv. to 4-1702 
A's in one package. 

4-14.76-ea,  $9 95  A-FOR-NON-
PRICE CUT 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 

JUMBO CLOCK MODULE W AND NEW WESTERN DIGITAL UART 
TR1602A. PIN FOR PIN SUB FOR 

AY5-1013 AND TMS6011. 
FOR SERIAL I/O 

$ 2 9 9 EACH 

SURPLUS SPECIAL 

SALE! 
1N4148 DIODES SILICON 
Same as 1N914 New. 

factory  prime.  Full  Leads  

100 FOR $2 
1000 FOR $17.50 

p• ',' .., ,  _ *: 

$695 /7 /7  17 r7 
,  

4 FOR 
115 2 

EATURES 
FOUR JUMBO , INCH LED DISPLAYS 
12 HR REAL TiME FORMAT 
2, HR ALARM SIGNAL OuTPuT 
50 OR 60 HJ OPERATION 
LED BRIGHTNESS CONTROL 
POWER FAILURE INDICATOR 
SLEEP & SNOOZE TIMERS 
DIRECT LED DRIVE MOW RE,' 

Newt  REAL TIME 
Computer Clock Chip 
N.S. MM531 3. Features 
BOTH 7 segment and 

BCD  outputs.  28  Pin  
DIP.  $4.95 with Data 

ASSEMBLED, NOT A KIT'  'At, VIM, $1351 
ZULU VERSION, 

We nave a Irrn.red number or the 24 FIR Heal 
nix  PERFECT FOR USE 

COMES WITH FULL DATA 

COMPARE AT UP TO TWICE 
OUR PRICE! 

I.,,,. rerston or  in 4,04k 
WITH A TISIESASE. '.'4NUFACTURER 5 CLOSEOUT' 

IMA1ODID - $9.95 

Z-80 PROGRAMMING MANUAL 
By MOSTEK, or ZILOG. The most detailed explanation 
ever on the working of the Z-80 CPU CHIPS. At least 
one full page on each of the 158 Z-80 instructions A 
MUST reference manual for any user of the Z-80. 300  
_pages. Just off the press.  $12.95 

COMPUTER PARTS 
Z-80  - 19.95  8212 - 2.25 
2-80A  - 24.95  8255 - 6.95 
8080A  - 6.95  2111AL-4 - 2.25 
8080A-2 - 8.95  2708 - 9.95 

MOTOROLA  7805R  VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR. Same as standard 7805 
except 750 MA output. TO-220. 5VDC 
output. 

440 each  or  10 for $3.95 

Research Cal-poration 
•••...  ,020 ••••••  (OF TEXAS) 

P.O. BOX 401247 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-2461 ••••.*.   
-9- 

IS 96 .*: 

Digital TERMS: Add 304 postage we pay balance Orders under $15 add 754 handling No 
C 0 D We accept Visa. MasterCharge and American Express cards Tex Res add 
5% Tax  Foreign orders (except Canada add 20% P 6 H 90 Day Money Back 
Guarantee on all items 

 " • 0 
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MOS Clock Chips or Modules. Draws 
1••••• only 1.5 MA. All parts, data, and PC Board   •••••• 
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60 Hz CRYSTAL TIME BASE 
1•••o.  NATIONAL SEMI 
1•••.. 
1••••• 
141•••• 

..•••• (Complete Kit) 
MOS CLOCK CHIP WITH ::::Uses MM5369 CMOS divider IC with high 
7 SEGMENT AND BCD:::::: ::accuracy 3.579545 MHZ Crystal. Use with 
OUTPUTS  ...see 

SURPLUS SPECIAL 

'••••• 100 HZ CRYSTAL TIME BASE 
•••••• 

....••  (Complete Kit) 
is chocked full of rare 743 

Same as above, except it uses a special 
parts  bargains,  deals, 

MM5369. Perfect for frequency counter time 

$595  OUR CATALOG 

2N2904A Transistor 
PNP Silicon. TO-5. House  GREAT BUY!  RAM or CPU kits, plus 

bases, etc. Also use with MOSTEK MK50397  no. VCEO-60V. 3 watts. 
1111••••  HEE is 40 to 120 at  150  much more. Yours 

timer chip.  MA. 100 MHZ. 
FREE! - CALL! 

11110ow 
11104t. 

• • • • • • 

1111•••• •••••111 
•••••• 
•••••• 
•••••• 
...o . 011111 

•••••• 
•••••• 

141••... 
laosta.• 
,11•••. 
pana ”. 
rat•••• 
Ilattow 

We bought a load from a very large manufacturer of COM gear 
Please order by part ti 

45009-011 
45006-008 
45015-009 

YOUR CHOICE  #5015-007 

6 FOR $1 

7 TO 1 3 UH VARIABLE INDUCTOR (C T 

455 KHZ IF TRANSFORMER 
27 MHZ RF TRANSFORMER (C T PRI ) 
4 3 MHZ IF TRANSFORMER 

MICROMINI-SIZE] 
NOTE: The 5009-011 Variable Inductor can also be used as a 10 7 MHZ I F by t, ,,c1 a 240 PF CAPACITOR 

DUAL   GENERAL INST. MOS-FET 
GATE 

MPF-131. HIGH FREQUENCY 

DIODE PROTECTED GATES' 
DEPLETION MODE. VDS-35V 
N-CHANNEL.  YFS-10,000 
uM HOS LOW NOISE 

10 FOR $3.95 2 FOR $1 
••••.  •••••1 )   

1096.. 
1••••• 
I••••. 
1• ••.. 

1••••. 

1111•••. 

ilHa• 

I••••• 

1111••.. 

  1N4148 DIODE SALE! 
iyurommeememovtir FULL LEADS! BRAND NEW , 

COMPUTER MEG. SURPLUS 

100 FOR $2 1000 FOR $17.50 

FILTER CAP 
2200 MFD 16WVDC 

BY PANASONIC SMALL SIZE 

FRESH!  3 FOR $1.25 
ZENER DIODES 

3.6V. 400 MW (1N747A) 
3.6V. 500 MW (1N5227B) 
6.2V. 1 W. (1N3828A) 
6.2V. 10 W. (1N3998A) 
8.2V. 400 M W (1N756A) 

8.2V. 1 W. (1N3018A) 
9.1V. 400 MW (1N960B) 
10V. 400 MW (1N758A) 
15V. 1 W. (1N3024A) 
27V. 400 MW (1N971B) 
27V. 1W. (1N3030A) 
33V 400 MW (1N973B)  8/$1 
Please  • 'v  ',id part number when ordering 

GE NICAD! 
itiodlta•A-SZA/C.1.-

I tF-1   

GE Ni-Cad Battery Pack 
3 Cell pack, gives 4 volts 
at 900MAH. Brand new, 
factory fresh. Each cell is 
2/3 "C" size. S2.95. 
Buy 3 packs (12 volts) 
for $6.95. Limited stock! 

COMPLEMENTARY POWER TRANSISTORS 

SILICON NPN AND PNP. TO-220 CASE. 
VCEO - 40V  PD - 30 WATTS 

FOR AUDIO POWER AMPS. ETC 

YOUR 
TIP29 - NPN  CHOICE 
TIP30 - PNP  3 FOR $1 

011ott•• •••••I P..... •••••41 P••••. -••••4 
11••••. •••••4 ii•••••• •••••4 
11••••. 

•••••• sisii•••  •••••• 

MOTOROLA POWER 
TRIAC 

TO-220 CASE 

•••••4 

•••••4 

•••••• 
•••••11 

•••••I1 
•••••4 
•••••411 
..•••11 
..•••41 

-.004 

11•••.. •••••• 
•••••• 

•••••• 

11...-   

II•••.. 
11••... #FLV5057. Medium Size. Clear Case. RED EMITTING. These are not 

P••••• 

OP-AMP AND RELAY CONTROL BOARD 
::.•::: 
..:••:•:11 

We do not know what these boards were used in, but they do contain p••••• retested off-spec units as sold by some of our co  These are mpetition. Th  ...... 
11•••..  a wealth of quality components. Board has: 2-12VDC 200 OHM •••••• go.... factory prime, first quality, new units. 
11•••••  SPOT Mini Relays, 1-CD4001 CMOS, 4-LM358 High Performance •••••• 
11••••.  10 FOR $119  OP AMPS (same as 1/2 LM324). 1-MOTOROLA MC3340 Mini Dip, 1- •••••• 

•••••• 

11•••.. 
AUCII0  Output Transformer. 1-TIP30 30 WATT PNP Power •••••. 

50 FOR '495 Transistor, plus 70 more assorted components. All parts easily 
removed 

LIMITED STOCK: $2.49 each 

111••••. 
•••••• 
•••••• 

11)*•... 

Digital Research Corporation .•••• 
111•••••  (OF TEXAS) 
11••••• 

••":::P.O. BOX 401247  GARLAND, TEXAS 75040  (214) 271-2461 

.:0••••••:.;   
• _0  • •  
'• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
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041••••  •••••4 
1**•.. 
1•••..  •••••11 
1•••..  •••••4 
041*.p.  •••••4 

•••••4 
0•••it. •••••41 

•••••* 
1••••..  .••••11 
1•••.. 

...o0414 1••••• 
1•••.. 

•••••4 1••••. •••••4 10••••• 
•••••I 1•••.. 
•••••11 

1••••. •••••pd 

15 AMP  400 PRV 
SPECIAL  8 9 0 

I.F. TRANSFORMERS - VARIABLE INDUCTORS 

1031 
831 
631 
231 
8/$1 

631 
8/$1 
831 
531 
831 
531 

each 

5 FOR $3.95 

$4 95  MM5312 
CINCH-JONES 

5_140 D 

TER MINAL BLOCKS  

eTrminal  $FOR 1 

SUB-MINI INCANDESCENT LAMPS 

Rated 8 Volts - 50 MA. '199 WITH DATA 
LONG LIFE - 6 FOR $1 

"THE COLOSSUS" 
FAIRCHILD SUPER JUMBO LED READOUT 
A full .80 inch character. The biggest readout 
we have ever sold! Super efficient. Compare at 
up to $2.95 each from others! 

FND 847 Common Anode  YOUR CHOICE 

END 850 Common Cathode  $1 49 
EA 

(6 for $6.95) 

FAIRCHILD RED LED LAMPS 

FAIRCHILD PNP 
"SUPER TRANSISTOR" 

2N4402.  TO-92 Plastic. Silicon PNP 

Driver. High Current. VCEO-40 HFE-50 

to 150 at 150 MA. FT-150 MHZ A super 

"BEEFED -UP" Version of the 2N3906. 

8 FOR $1 
HY GAIN 

"WE BOUGHT 250,000 PCS." 

TERMS: Add 30C postage, we pay paiance Orders under $15 add 75c 
handling No C.0 D We accept Visa. MasterCharge. and American Express 
cards Tex Res add 5% Tax Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20%P & H 
90 Day Money Back Guarantee on all items 



QUESTION: WHAT'S BETTER THAN AN 
MA1003 CLOCK MODULE? 

ANSWER: AN MA1003 IN A BEAUTIFUL 
CASE... FOR ONLY $19.95! 

That's right, not just the module — but module and case — for $19.95. 
The MA1003 has blue-green flourescent readouts, a highly accurate built-in 
timebase (excellent for mobile applications and/or battery backup), and 
easy assembly: add 12 Volts DC with 3 time-setting switches and you're 
ready to go. 
Our matching case has a woodgrain front, mounting bracket and hard-

ware, and a blue filter that really brings out the best in the MA1003 
readouts. And for those of you who already bought the clock module, don't 
worry; the case is available separately for $5.95. The MA1003 is available 
separately for $16.50 (3 modules/$46). 
Here's your chance to get a good-looking, easy to assemble clock ... 

we've made it really simple for you. 

PARTS SPECIALS 
2102L-1 (high speed/low power) 1K 
static RAMs are now only 99g. Sorry, 
this price is only good on orders of 10 
or more ICs. 

1N571 A zeners (5.1V) now available at 
61$1. Stock up while the getting's 
good. 

"BARE BOARD" HEATH 
MEMORY SPECIAL 

Don't need the full 12K of our standard H8 compatible memory 
board? Then check this out: we'll sell you the bare board, mount-
ing bracket, edge connector, and print for only $35. Remember, 
this is a quality board — solder masked, legended, and double-
sided. Populate it with readily available, low lost 2102s to build 
your memory up to full 12K whenever your budget permits full 
expansion. 

MEET THE ECONORAM I FAMILY OF QUALITY MEMORY 
Cost-effective, low power, reliable memory ... backed with a 1 year warranty. Available as 

unkits (sockets, bypass caps pre-soldered in place for easy assembly), assembledltested, or 
qualified under the Certified System Component (CSC) program. CSC boards are burned-in for 
200 hours and immediately replaced if failure occurs within 1 year of invoice date. 

ECONORAM II'm 
ECONORAM IV'm 
ECONORAM VI 'm 
ECONORAM VII 
ECONORAM X 'm 
ECONORAM IX'm 
ECONORAM XI im 

Stc,rage  Design  Buss 

8K X 8  static S-100 
16K X 8 static S-100 
12K X 8 static  H8 
24K X 8 static S-100 
32K X 8 static S-100 
32K X 8 static DigGrp 
32K X 8 static  SBC 

Guar Speed 

2 MHz 
4 MHz 
2 MHz 
4 MHz 
4 MHz 
4 MHz 
4 MHz 

CSC 

$139 $159  N/A 
$279 $314 $414 
$200  N/A  N/A 
$445 $485 $605 
$599 $649 $789 
$649  N/A  N/A 
N/A  N/A $1050 

TRS-80 CONVERSION KIT $109 (3/$320) 
Our kit includes DIP shunts, 250 ns chips for 4 MHz operation, and 1 year guarantee. 

Upgrades 4K TRS-80 to 16K or populates Memory Expansion Module — our novice level 
instructions show you how. Also suitable for APPLE computers. 

FREE CATALOGUE: No one ever said our flyer has a great plot, but what a cast of 
characters! Linears, CMOS. low power Schottky TTL. standard TTL. specials. 
music kits, power supplies, and much more cavort (in glorious black and white) on 
40 pages of the cheapest paper we could find. If you're looking for bargains, this is 
the place. Send us your name and address, we'll take care of the rest. For 1st 
class delivery add 41 in stamps. 

TERMS: Orders under $15 add $1 handling. Cal res add tax. VIS M/Master-
charge  ($15 min) call (415) 562-0636, 24 his Allow 5% shipping, excess 
refunded. COD OK with street address for UPS. 

0® 
BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS 

BOX 2355. OAKLAND AIRPORT. CA 94614 
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SIM  

lip 
#SC628  
$7.50 each 

REMOTE CONTROL 
TRANSMITTER et. alcarint 

.. ..11 N 010,1801140011 .8 .0 ,81.1.8 

.. .4 0, 0a ,0 0 0 .1GARAGII 00 . 0.18 “. 

..,: =8.1.0., M10.1 0 .0011[0.01401 

• 1188188/ 4 4.188 •  1111v 

•1881 •81 . l•fl U01 0 

Custom Cables & umbers 

* 4 1 11 11 1 1 ! !!! "1111 V't  4 '11: 1  

DB 25 Series Cables 
Part No.  Cable Length  Connectors  Price 

01325P-4-P  Ft  2-DP25P  S15 95 ea 

DB25P-4 S  Ft  1-DP25P 1-25S $16 95 ea 

DE125S-4 S  11  2-0P255  517 95 ea 

Dip Jumpers 
DJ14-1  It  1 14 Pin  St 59 ea 

DJ16 -1  ft  1 16 Pin  1 79 ea 

0J24-1  ft  1-24 Pm  2 79 ea 

0J14-1-14  It  2-14 Pin  279 ea 

DJ16-1-16  ft  2-16 Pin  3 19 ea 
DJ24-1-24  ft  2-24 Pin  4 95 ea 

Fel Cal m Cables a Jampere, tee ANE W 1979 Carlisle lw Pride, 

CONNECTORS 
25 Pin-D Subminiature 

DB25P (as pictured) PLUG (Meets RS232) 

D825S  SOCKET (Meets RS232) 

DB51226-1  Cable Cover frir 0825P or 0B255 

PRINTED CIRCUIT EDGE CARD 

ill rss cosein .s . 

15/30 
18/36 
22/44 
50/100  100 Spacing) 
50/100 ( 125 Spacing) 

PINS iSolder Eyeleti 

PINS (Solder Eyelet) 

PINS (Solder Eyelet) 

PINS (Wire Wrap) 

PINS (Wire Wrap) 

$2.95 
13.50 
$1.75 

St 95 

52 49 

62 95 

$6 95 

0681-1 S6 95 

k 

MINI-BUZZER 

"ePP64 k ., 
• Thousands ol applications  PART NO. 
• Operates on • 6 to • 9 VDC  NBA  
• Output Frequency 800 Hz 
• Draws only 15 MA (r 600 Ohms 

• Size  I's  s 

1-24 

51.95 ea 

25 -49 
$1 75 ea 

o-99 
Si 49 ea 

SONALERT. AUDIBLE SIGNAL DEVICE 
Use as a wernmp Da me or Auchtde Meenind•e" 

• Turns on ref on rah ios. po w =fluster. SCR Or 1C 

• Unbolt/Mery oparaled 6-28 rots 
• Sow Sum  No mow% ports 

• Pew mounts in 1 75' round hole 

• Butt Plastic case-inducles MEG nut 

• Operetme Volts 11191:  6 (MO - 28 Mae) 
• Curren, MA  3 (Min) - 14 IMeal 
• OM  68 (Min) - SO 1$1.1 
• Frequency  2900Hr • 500 

AC Wall Transformer 
Ideal nor Age virth 
Clocks.  power 
supplies Or any 
Other type of AC 
Nakano', 

Ilay iles  10998  Output   Price  

AC 250  117V/60Hz  12 VAC 250mA  $3.95 

AC 500  117V/60H,  12 VAC 500mA  84.96 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS 
-  - 1080A 10804 SUPPORT DEVICES 
918:v 
nra   8 Or input Output 
8214  Pnerey Memel Centre 
8216  N•Dinictional aus Dreier 
8224  Dock Generator 
8226  Ike Dre w 
8228  System Controller Sus Doer 
8238  System Coerce*, 
8251  Pop Comm It 1115aR11 
6253  Prog infers brew 
8255  Plea Noah 11 IP881 
5257  Prep DMA Gontrol 
8259  P.9511881991 Co.0.1 

111110MON SUPPORT OMNI  
913109  5815 
MC11802CP  MPU  Once anis Ran 
913110.1011  1211X8 Mac Ran 
913821  Peron he.. Adept 10:8W01 
1403829  Panty !ra mp, Commie 
MOROCCO  1024118 BI WA 141C88430-81 
MO11150  Asynchronous Comm Amon 
913052  *lemmata Sena Ow Mat 
913840  0-600 bps Dome PAN)EM 
M eet  2100 bps Ne wsier 

995 
3m 
595 
349 
395 
349 
595 
595 
795 
14 95 
995 
19 95 
111 95 

$14 95 
24 95 
595 
749 
12 95 
la gs 
795 
995 
12 95 
14 95 

9138800  Ouad 3.Sete lot Trans 1/1081261  225 

-  MICROPRONSIOR 01111-111NCELLAMENIS -  
M O M  CPU  919 95 
IIM47110.it 
1391942 
2650 
8035 
NON 
11180K61 

W NW 
WINN 
M OM 
IMA M 
1015101 
1444501844 
25941 
2518 
2522 
2524 
0525 
2527 
25211 
2529 
7512 
2583 
3311 
-43479 

LINTS 
5 v-5-1013  We BAUD 

csv  24 95 
CPU  19 95 

19 95 
8.61 WV melee. RAM le ame  19 95 
CPU  19 95 
164111  wherdware maw, 
OWN  49 95 
 81.9 REINTIN   
NM 25 IN Danes 
Clel 50 N Dra ft 
Caml VS 8N Steric 
Des1 100 Mt Mac 
Del 114 IN aarowitasa 
909412 95 Otareic 

1014  (*MIK 
Ws 32 11. SIses 
OW 13291181We 
512 Mae 
1024 Dana 
NO 291 Be M N 
NM no sok 
OW 240 Mt Sued 
ChM  N 51M4 
1024 SIMIc 
95. 
404 Aseislsr Fee anStatel 

LO 

50 
50 
Sc 

1735  
495 
95 
99 

295 
295 

4° 
4:00 
95 

pm 

%9: 

595 

18.180 
M.CDP1902 
Al 2650 

•88320950021901 MANUALS - 
User Manual 
USW Mama, 
User Memel 

2513(21401 
2513130111 
2516 
4952 89 

ROWS 

Ow ner GeltratOalLO W 0541 
Character GmetatorDowei 0881 
Dormer Deviator 
2048.8n Rood 0* kW..., 

$9 95 
995 
10 95 
95 

  RAM'S   
1101  25691  Selo  Si 49 
1103  102410  Dynenim  99 
21011110h  25804  State  395 
2102  102491  SUM  1 75 
211.02  102491  snags  I 95 
2111011111  25604  Stem  395 
2,12  25604  Rabe MOS  495 
2114  102404  Stant 450ns  995 
21141.  132494  Stant 4500$ IOW power  10 95 
211.1-3  102494  Stabs 30Ons  10 95 
21141.3  102494  Stake 300ns im pantatf  II 95 
5101  25604  Slam  795 
5280 2107  M et  Drumm  495 
7489  I604  Stem  1 75 
745200  25691  Steed O M*  2'6 

45 93421  25691  Seim 
UP0414  40  Dynamic 16 pin  4v5 
(M940271 

UPDM6  16/1  ClynYnof 16 pin  14 95 
(9041161 

1MS404.4  Slant  14 95 
4941 

TMS40.5  102494  Sees  14 95 
Pill  16 38451  Down. 350rts  995 

lhoose merliedl 
14105262  am  Dynamic  a I OP 

  11110111   
17COA  2048  84905  95 45 
1952516  IMO  EPROMOnfe 27161  49 95 
(27161  'e we. see* • 59 power smiee 
1952137  41(91  EPROM  89 95 
2708  88  EPROM  10 95 
2716 1 1  16 ,  EPROM  19 95 

•.9050Ift5 153899.1, - 5V • 50 • 12V 

6301 126111 1024 
6330 -1176021 256 
82523  32813 
625115  4096 
1175123  3208 
74186  512 
74188  256 
745207  WI 

Trislate lama 
Omn C Boole 
Open Coke°, 
9 -
174091 
TTl. Open Collector 
tTL Open Colecto, 
Static 

Do 
3 49 
295 
395 
19 95 
395 
995 
395 
295 

Pews. nefavntmlitla   
P1881/f 

The Incredible 

"Pennywhistle 103 -

$139.95..nly 
TM Pramerfal• 148 .s  •  dab.,  .5 aullitiP MO W 
cram, ema warniinents kw me 'Koller led 444998communal' illmeNalle 
m ew ner1 = MA eineini ler M o m Ineweem" sa0 ese mle ftes. 44 
oda = 1 is = 001 =1 M a mie eeel le tall = ne mmi fte, isi ft M elia 
rens 
OM* trannitaren wawa  Freeway-Sem Kane. = MIN MO M08 99441  

Yemeni., Om. Rale  
Elsie Formal  .Papaletwoos Sera laurel. mat Wel Nei = 

edam =A M alin 
8mmee Ckellne Pr. es 991  - MB 12 fee erea. 2225 He ex me 
Trensrmi Cesmit1 hammers  Shelleh NINNY Loar bawd) • 1020 W M 

1270 raw MO • 025 s m. 2229 mit 
Receive Sensitivity   41 dem ecee maft tievoled 
Tranarnd Lev.  - IS Oa nonera Ailmetab• ,•- - - 

No -20 dem 
!Wavy. 'mammy" Tole...  Frafallint, Wen = a me11 

W m ter e milis belo w 19.9.  o 4, 
O.1 III bare Interi m  (IA 199.2321 et 20 me e mit bee Ke w= 

01= 0191 we no m = 
2.1 941 ada atm 10 Was 
an 09 ,05ents moan! on a Na p r V/ 

TRS-80 16K Conversion Kit 
Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K. Kit 
comes complete with: 
• 8 each UPD416 (16K Dynamic Rams) 
• Documentation for conversion 

irFis-lifit(  $115.99 
Special Offer - Order both your TRS-16K and the 
Sup R MOD II Interface kit together (retail value 
$144.95) for only 9139.95 

POWERACE 101 -General purpose model Ion 
Prototyping all types of circuit 

#923101  5 84.95 
POWERACE 102 -Complete digit prototyping lab 
with built-in logic probe 

#923102  $114.95 
PO WERACE 103 -Triple -output power supply 
for prolotypino both linear and digit circuits 

#923103  $124.95 

Model 2800 
599-95 

NEW!! IN STOCK... 

POWERACE 
ALL-CIRCUIT 

EVALUATORS WITH POWER 
• sag sour..., plug in r. pont,  orill hold up Is 18 
14.pm DIP s 

• Brabiboard elements accept all DIP sizes  including 
All Ott. TTL and CMOS derma TO-6 s and de. 
cretes with ieads up to 032 do 

• MI coonectIons to/trom salt:hes, indicators. Power 
supplies and meters are mate ea solderless plug 
twoomt MO M On 1405104 Panels 

• interconnect alb any wad 20 10 30 AWG are 
• Breadboard elements art mounted on ground plane , 
s dal tor her +Ima m and high -speeelncrer-nowe 
orcults 

• Shon-cucure WOO,  used  pole, supplies 
• operate , 110 to 130 VAC at 60 Hz 
• Space act compact sqiing and hph grade compo• 
'lents permit convenient organized and quick prototyp. 
mg. 
IJI models an 7  wail 11 5- deep end 40 mph 

ire.) 8 75- high 11881.81 and tecnin w oo 2 5 lb 

COMPUTER CASSETTES 
• 6 EACH 15 MINUTE HIGH 
QUALITY C-15 CASSETTES 

• PLASTIC CASE INCLUDED 

12 CASSETTE CAPACITY 

• ADDITIONAL CASSETTES 
AVAILABLE 4C -15-52 50 ea 

CAS-6 
$14.95 

(Case and 6 Cassettes) 

SUP 'R' MOD II 
UHF Channel 33 TV Interlace Unit Kit 

MOD II 

Wide Band 13/W or Color System 

* Converts TV to Video Display ror 

home computers CCTV Camera. 

Apple II, works with Cromeco Daz-

zler, SOL-20. IRS-80. Challenger, 

etc 

MOD ll is pretuned to Channel 33 

(UHF) 

*Includes coaxial cable and antenna 
transformer 

$29.95 KR 
3f r-Digit Portable DMM 

5-1 9•• 

Accessories' 

AC Adapter 8C-28  $9 00 

Rechargeable 

Batteries BP-26  20 00 

Carrying Case LC -28  7.50 

= 0 = 
19 .0.111 .8 000601108 .8 . 0881 . 

70 40•1883 Mig Nino 
er LED Dna*  • inuf power sOuCt5  e 
Crystal tOrerteld Itntbatt 5111.105 110 of 2209 ••411 
Emily AulernabC  Chir8t1  I Oh  .,111 

we-contamal 
See - 1 75- • 7 38. 
.562 

100 MHz 
8-Digit 
Counter 

"1" 10°  $134.95 

I I = 

ACCESSORIES FOR MAX 100: 
Mobile Charter Ellndaelor 

maw IN - CIA 33 M 
CherperiElimInItee 
•se IL V •C  Me w  - CAl St 16 

RS-232 CONTROL CENTER 
Plug in your mode m, co mputer 

pro m progra m mer, 

ter minal, printer, etc. 

and selectively control 
data flow. 

PART NO  
RS-232CC S89.95 kit Only 

bliw- 41/4/J 

Regulated Power Supply 
• Uses LM 3096 
. Heat sink provided 
. P C board construction 
. Provides a Solid 1 amp 
5V 
. Includes  components 
hardware and instruct,-
• Sizes: 3-1/2"x 5" o' 

JE200  $14.95 

INSTRUMENT/CLOCK CASE 

This case is an injection molded 
.  um! that is Ideal for uses such 

as DVM. COUNTER or CLOCK 

cases It has dimensions of 4)/z" 

in length by 4' in width by 

1-9,16  in height  It comes 

complete with a red bezel 

NO: IN-CC  S3.49 each 

e= = =I 

P. M Mini-Max 6 Digit 50MHz Frequency Counter 
• Guaranteed frequency range of 100 Hz to SO MHz 
• Full 6 Mtn desalts, me, anbglare andow 
• Fully automatic-range. rolanty, slope, Ingger input level Sr/Rating not required 
• Lead zero blanlong-Al zeros to Me let on the lost nOn-re0 digit are blanked Kilo Hertz 
and Mega Kett( decimal points automatcalk Ugh? UP when the unit .5 turnt0 On 

• kat In input °wino *. prolechon 
• Use 99 Clattery or 110 2200 power 
• Complete wrttl mini antenna 
• Liglawmght - - Only kr MINI-MAX  $89.95 

Ideal tor use with the 71315 80 
and Others 

Plug 'Jack interlace 10 any 
computer System requiring 
emote cont or of cassette 
tuns-eons 

The CC100 controls cassette 
motor hincttons. monitors 
Noe 10Cation with rts internal 
speaker and requires no 
power Eliminates theoluoging 
and unologging or Cables du, 
nig compute , ope.3 
hen Iron r .4 

• 

CASSETTE CONTROLLEF 

Accessories For Mini-Max 
Part No.  Description 
MM .44  Antenna 
MIA CS  Carrying case 
MM-IPC  Input cable int13 clic ea.?'. 
MM-6C2  1100 adapter 
MM-9C3  220V adapter 

Price 
$ 
5 95 
3 95 
9 95 
9 95 

55.00 Minimum Order - US. Funds Only  Spec Sheets - 254 
Caliternie Residents - Add 6% Sales Tao  1979 Catalog Available -Send 41, stamp 

ameco 
ELECTRONICS 

•-• J1  PHONE 
ORDERS 
WELCOME 
1415) 592-8091 

SI In OR!)!- R LI I ( RO VCS  1VORI DiC/In 
1021 HO WARD AVENUE, SAN CARLOS, CA 94070 

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU FEBRUARY 

63-Key Unencoded Keyboard 

This is d 0.1 'icy 1719,93i 58 0 .'1 newly ''criutsClured by .1 
lircie computer manufacturer It is unencoded with SPST keys, 
,matta ried to any kind of PC board A very solid molded plastic 13 

-V base suits most application IN STOCK  829.95/each 

Hexadecimal 
Unencoded 
Keypad 

19-key pad includes 1-10 keys 
ABCDEF and 2 optional keys and a 

shift key  810.95/each 

E'°' Reader Service-see page 211 



ASSOCIATED RADIO 913-381-5900 
8012 CONSER BOX 4327 
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS 66204 

CALL US WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

AMERICA'S NO.1 Real Amateur Radio Store 

Associated Wants to Trade 
Call US 

913-381-5900 

TRADE  BUY  SELL 
NEW AND RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT. 

NOTE:  SEND $1.00 FOR OUR CURRENT CATALOG 
OF NEW AND RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT. 

-X-ALSO WE PERIODICALLY PUBLISH A LIST OF 
UNSERVICED EQUIPMENT AT GREAT SAVINGS. 
A BONANZA FOR THE EXPERIENCED OPERATOR. 
TO OBTAIN THE NEXT UNSERVICED BARGAIN LIST, 
SEND A SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE. 
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1.00 
1.00 

0 SO POLYSTYRENE CAPS. pl mtic  . W M (.1.110121   1.00 
CI IONE 2 bulbs. for 110var prolorts, beedry, etc 0,512221   1.00 
0 10 PROXIMITY REED SWITCHES, asst al• W1.1.1125111  100 
0 11211155 UHF TO IS TRANSISTORS  •014231  I  00 

0 20 MOLEX CONNECTORS. ri ylon. m t. else. la $•411  100 
0 110-MINI BLOCK  CAPACITORS. Eme. red   scs. 10011  values. 0,332111  100 
0 6-CALCULATOR AC ADAPTOR JACK, Mondani threads 3 terminals. .23141  100 
0 SO ONE AMP DER DIODES. asst. imisl. u test (.U1904)   1.00 
0 &PA 263 THREE WATT •C BOARDS. for mime (412013)   LIN 
0 11-MICRO MINI SLIDE SWITCHES. SPOT ir U211141   1.00 
0 II MINI MOTORS. lin 041, for many hobby prN (,412501)  100 
0 161114000 RECTIFIERS, •set to 0000, • test (•U2S114)   1.00 
0 IS PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. •sm •1 ms, MANY 1.0201 0  I  00 
0 2 MERCURY SWITCHES, •Iliwit touch. SPIT 0.1.12423   1.00 
0 SITS A SNAP, 9 V DC •ATT ERY, mid n block lead lot/ Mal  100 
0 1 1400 VOLT "RED MALL" RECTIFIERS. a•I•11 AMP 1•1251101. 000 
CI 301114144 SWITCHING DIODES. 4 ne m axial i r U30001 100 
0 11-10 AMP QUADRACS, '/t' 01011diod• up 6000 (.0342.1   1.00 
0 5 MICRO SWITCHES, pu•h. esst typos  1/3011)   1.00 
0 40 SQUARE DISC STYLE CHOKES. color coded (M1 =0   1.00 
0 30 TRANSISTORS TO112 2144400 seri••. 0 test 1.1.13311111   1.00 
0 4-TRANSISTORS TRANSFORMERS. mrdiro. Inter. etc nsIN la/321115)   1.00 
El IMPRINTED CIO TRIMMER POTS, out values. etc  'U3346)   1.00 
0 0 UTILITY AC OUTLET JACKS, HI?,. •pultl. etc (•113502)  100 
2011 CABLE. I rond •01•140d, 1 24.2 m pa w 1.1.134113   1.00 
7 203033 MOSSY NON TRANSISTORS, T0.31.037711   1.00 
10 PIP 30 WATT TO 3 TRANSISTORS. 11.007 ('02772)   1.00 

. 30 TUBE SOCKETS. 4.5.6.7 pin tubos. asid (003113111)   1.00 
0 1.10 AMP PO WER TAM QUADRAC. 200 •1111, 70220. 2/1a511 . lo IMO)   1.00 
0 IS-BULLET RECTIFIERS. 1 amp. 2000, axial 1•1114   1.00 
0 2-MAN4 READOUT. RED, corn anod•. si m-.1fr (•1503)   1.00 

0 IS-READOUTS. MAN 3. common cat& LED, the claw. IUD 1413.1   1.00 
0 &LEDS. •••1. Or•• and Omp•o. red, . yellow, amber (•3555)   1.00 
U M OTO FLASH ELECTRO. CAP. 600 MF  310 0 Or W0071   1.00 
2-CIRCUIT  , sla m •••1•4•01•1. ratod ir I amp 0,3905  I  00 
MICRO MINI TOGGLE SPST. 1 pos. on off. 12SV r l aps (•353111)   1.00 
5 CB CRYSTALS. orig us•d wrsynthasiror , •••1. freq, 10.110/U holder (.5051   1.00 
4-PUSH BUTTON, SPST, , N.C. 1150  1 A1052116   ISO  

1_1 10-INSTRUMENT KNOBS. m t. Myles and Ceiere. N.' W M (45121)   1.00 
0 4-TAPE HEADS. Hifi RRRRR  51111  100 
0 IS AAAAA LUM ELECTROS, TEARDROP style. L301 4 251/ PISM O  100 
0 24NLINE FUSE HOLDERS. compl m.../S meg Ime l•sassi   Lee 
0 30-4" CABLE TIES. non mip ohn• M mHg (.1217)   1.00 
0 bo a •HEAT SHRINK, asst. ai ms. 501 salmis...614124W  100 
0 20-TOROIDS, sorn• mth col.  5431  100 
0 /5.150  . 400,n 6 M al. 01•44 C••• (•1140111   1.00 
El 2-ALUMINUM HEAT SINKS, for TO 220 i.1131$  100 
0 2.1.10. St. IO W. STUD ZENER. DO • mos* (•52117)   1.00 
0 I2.SKINNY TRIM POTS. PRECISION. m t. styles. Yalu.. 5011 yleld DI 3305/   1.00 
0 1110pc PRECUT. PRETINNED WIRE. various Months and cohere I•19711   1.00 
0 110-MINI RESISTORS, for PC •ppl, v•rl. 1 SW. calor 0•404 1•2215)   1.00 
0 0-TRANSISTOR RADIO EARPHONES. II ohms irrnmd ir211146)   1.00 
O 105K POTS, m.doo tapm, p1•510 a m in rhountbsg (•11124)   1.00 
0 10.11 2 MEG DUAL POTS, •mlio AAAAA . •••n•0 in" imni•stasi   1.00 
O 110-1 AMP 2ENERS. wid• asst. of ',Alu m  od 1.1014)  100 
ID 12.11CR S & TRIACS. 10 AMP. mill valu•s. untested 1•21311171   1.00 
0 3.0IJADRACS. 10 AMP. 1001 prim•. SO 100 1000.70.120 •5040   1.00  
0 20-MINI RECTIFIERS, 1, AMPS. 250. •posy, M N I•53741   1.00 
0 5-154007 10000 MINI RECTIFIER. AAAAA c•••. mi•I loo M ('2313)   1.00 
0 SO MOLEX CONNECTOR Top. M19311 4. rn•h•• 14 to 40 PM ••••••• 1.1409   1.00 
0 2-T.V. CHEATER CORDS. for •C poty m ./6. c•bl•  ISIS)   1.00 
0 10-0.0 CHEATER CORD JACKS. for on with •bo m r5$201  I  00 
0 10-1 AMP 2000 MINI RECTIFIER, 1114100 3.e , ity , • I 'al (•22710)   1.00 
0 3.1.50 SILVER OXIDE WATCH BATTERIES. spocIlly OM.) (15 1163)   1.00 
0 3-LCD WATCH READOUTS. 3," digits. 75•5. dins 15 x I" 0,50041   1.00 
0 1161C DICE CHIP. complirl• circuitry. •••L•is mir501151   1.00 
0 3.1001101 MARKER CRYSTALS. sp•cify 104047. 104.092, or 11 C00 k W (oS01/41)   1.00 
0 13.1.50 L••• AND SOCKET SET, 200ma. T2 orie (43054)   1.00 
CI 10-RCA PHONO JACKS, ch•••.• mount. toflee M a OUSIIS   1.00 
0 20-COAXIAL PIN HEAD .  100 

1.00 
0 4-14- BLOCK TRIM POTS. SK to 200K .  25311)   1.00 
U 1 "rEIT 0 PET' N CHANNEL, Cryst•lonics. I.Soaded DI M TI Meleti M.1•111191  100 
0 I.VOLTAGE REGULATOR. TO202 c •••. 125 SO MA 0.10001   1.00 
0 1.3 DIGITS ON A DIP, LED. .4. DL 33 • 10871   1.00 
0 3-1111115202 35 DYNAMIC RAM. sp mlfy type 1.34591   LOCI 

0 10-25711 HIGH SPEED SWITCHING  ISTORS. TOIL W M 1•33741   1.00 
0 3.150 HI PO WER TRANSISTORS. 22011. non. TO114 1.2717)   1.00 
0 4.24 PIN IC SOCKETS  216•   1.00 
0 140119311 DIGITAL CLOCK SHIP, 100% (41525)  100 
0 1411415725 • FUNCTION CALCULATOR CN N, 100% (o25211)  i  00 
0 I.MM 5202 ERASABLE PROM. 1000 Or 15251   1.50 
0 3.10 AMP 250 BRIDGE RECT. comb style  24571   1.00 
0 10-2143349  ISTORS, T0100, 2115133 0.33721  100 
0 10.LINEAR SWITCHING TRANSISTORS, 2111905. p m, T05(43375)   1.00 

1.00 
0 1-OPEN FACE READOUTS, LED. red. sorn• secs •60•1•5 madly M ao 1430121   1.00 

600 
0 40-TERMINALS, Incl ring and AAAAAA yd., ler •13 M•310wIrels11115111   1.00 
0 10-DATA ENTRY SWITCHES. SPIT. imnp, 1110 mono *p m (43001)   1.00 
0 10-FLUORESCENT 0 AAAAA OW 111L•DOUT TIAN(S, w/loode (•121114  100 
0 10-203704 TO92 TRANSISTORS • 35051   1.00 
: : 1 213001 00 AAAAAA !STOWS STUD 1.2000   600 

0 5132 AMP CYLINDRICAL RECT. up to IK. u  (.4004)   

0 10202222 .or equiv.. TO  metal c m  19•12) 

LIU 

We're Expanding . . . We're Growing with our Biggest 

"ONE PENNY GETS YOU TWO"  
Buy any $1 Item 
on this page 

and choose 2nd item • 
one for operftnnyi  

HOW TO ORDER 
Min•n  ord ming.  alor m. s us• 

mIog number. lyp• no . th• 

orin• ol Om megatons you Bre 

00000 ins from an4 the neenth 

ONE DOLLAR PLUS A PENNY GETS YOU TWO 

0 BO IF TRANSFORMERS . mist al ms I r 3596    1.00 
0 30 RADIO AND TV KNOSS. met styl•s. wriss  11217  100 
0 SO TUBULAR CAPACITORS. asst volt* •nd sir..  112191   1.00 
0 M EO W NOISE RESISTORS ,. %W. HIFI. ..  220    1.00 
CI 40 PO WER RESISTORS. 3,3.7 to. M al. pm+ ai m  1122/5  100 
CI 125 SURPRISE, all Sind. of parts In • pah , 4294   1.00 
0 12 PANEL SWITCHES.  . slide. toggle. etc 1.11101$   2.00 
0 SO COILS AND CHOKES. rl.  Iii., II. MC 14121171   2.00 
CI 10 TERMINAL STRIPS. up to 4 milder lo w (•11334)  1  00 
0 SO PRECISION RESISTORS. 'SW. IL ••1•1 ICB M/   1.00 
0 SO MICA CAPACITORS, mat 'slims 141373   1.00 
0 IOSIETS RCA PLUGS AND JACKS. phone (49402)   1.00 
0 SO DISC CAPACITORS. mat values Meg Made I•14371   1.00 
0 20 TRANSISTOR CLIC TR OS, mot up sod w (.114113)   1.00 
0 73 HALF RATTERS, r•M  . color coded. wet 1414541  I  00 
0 20 SILVER MICAS. mei baciss M al. mst. I41141111)   1.00 
0 &SO AMP RECT. amt volts up to 25. stu4 (•1717   1.00 
0 100 G RRRRR IUM DIODES. •01•1 loads, • Met 1•1142/   1.00 
0 100.ST A BISTORS. R•gul•tor. ••n•ing •nd computer. Axial. •00•11•51 yield 1.31401   1.00 
0 £00 PRINTED CIRCUIT I•1 WATT RESISTOR& wet 1•11101101 
0 RRRRR NSISTOR SOCKETS. mat non and pap typee 1•0111511 
0 50-3 AMP SILICON RECTIFIERS. 201111. wet 11 IMI651 

4-5-DIGII  - SEGMENT READOUTS, in flatlek . W165111 0   

4 for 1.01 •  c r  00 , 0 so .  0 1. 

42.1 1.01  ".  0 0  1. ° 
24 for 1.01 5) O1 

"CU,'  " 1 •  120 for 1.01 0 

161or 1.01 •  Sto 011  .AS. 
20 for 1.01 •  3 
20 for 1.01 •  19 

24 for 1.01 •  99 .0  
100101 1.01 •  35 1.."' 

40 for 1.01 •  '-1!1:Z  S"  ° 

Ifor 1.01 • pA  AO 

SO 

35 

• 

10 for 1.01 • 
120 for 1.01 

41or 1.01  'Sr.°1°  
20 for 1.01 
20 for 1.01 
At., 1.01 • 
6 for 1.01 0 
201 . 1.01 • 
4 for 1.01 
24 tor 1.01 • 
20 for 1.01 0 
20 for 1.01 0 
II., 101 0 
@for 1.01 0 
2 for 1.01 
2 for 1.01 4, 
2 for 1.01 • 
2 tor 1.01 • 
20 for 1.01 • 
41or 1.01 
Sto, 1.01 M 
2 for 1.01 
3 Mr 1.01 
1 for 1.01 • 
for 1.01 • 

20 Mr 1.01 • 
20 for 1.01 
10010, 1.01 
10 Mr 1 01 0 
20 for 1.01 0 
001 .1.01 0 
20 for 1.01 
201o. 1.01 
1010, 1.01 a, 
2 for 1 01 

Cat. M.  O a  000 .  $ala  1c SALE! 
2377  154001  so  to M.  5.75  20 for  5.75 

flu   
roe  t 

each 2370  1101002  100  10 for  BS  20 for  .04 
23711  114003  200  10 for  95  20 for  .94 

8. 89  v 
22 =1  11: 44 .0043 400  1 100  200 11: r, 111, 2"  1 0  1: 42: 

2  or   

1900  2352  1114006  000  10 for  1 49  20 for  1 SO 
2303  104007  1000  10 lor  1 39  20 for  140 

-  s 1TE 
1N4000 Epoxy Rectifiers 

LASER DIODES 

..04 '   10 for 1.01  . 

00 for 1.01 .........................--- 00 11) ... & Ufa 
41or 1.01  .. 

0010r 1.01 3'  ...le N T.  gr. 'Dr+ 

30 for 1.01 0  S .0 21 01  ZENERS! Order by Cat.  

20003  

• 
• 

SO for 1.01  • 
60 for 1.01  • 
100 for 1.01 
100 for 1.01  M 
SO !or 1 01  ..3" 
SO for 1 01 
24 for 1 01 
1001o, 1.01 
100for 1.01  • 
100 firr LLD  • 
toot,. Ir.  • 
10 ler  01  • 
100 for 1.01  • 
tioter tea  • 
ISOfor 1.01  lb 
70 for 1.01  • 
101. 1.01  • 
200 ler 1.01 
200 for 1.01  • 
200 for 1.01  • 
24 for 1.01  • 
100 for 1.01  • 
100 for 1.01  • 
20 for 1.01  • 
20 for 1,01  • 
12 for 1.01 
60for 1.01 
200 for 1.01 
1210, 1.01 
10010, 1.01 
1010. 1.01  • 
1010,1.01  • 
10 for 1.01  • 
103 for 1.01  • 
30 for 1.01  • 
• for 1.01  • 
11 lot 1.01  • 
Igfer 1.01  • 
40 for 1.01  • 
12 for 1.01  • 
10 for 1.01 
Bal m 1.01 
SO N, 1.01.  • 
▪ for 1.01 
30 for 1.01  M 
12 for 1.01 
40ft 1.01 
14 for 1.01  •̀ 
2020r 1.01  • 
1001er 1.01  • 

2 for 1.01  • 
20 tor 1.01  • 
4 for 1.01  • 
20 for 1.01  • 
16 for 1.01  • 
1 for 1.01  0 
• for 1.01  • 
2 for 1.01  0 
101 . 1.01  4, 
for 1.01  4, 

20 for 1.01 
1110r 1.01 • 

PLESSEY CAPS 
10 for $1  20 for $1.01 

Half and full poe Mge stamp elm, elute ',war m Vortwal mtg. 
Umts unmarked a please order only same mlues per item All 

100VDC  Cot. M. 5399• 

Mfd  Mtd  0114 
.0015  M I  .17 
.01  I  .47 
.015  .12  1.00 
.047  .22 

TWO DOLLARS PLUS A PENNY GETS YOU TWO 

0 100 CAPACITOR SPECIAL di m, mylar, !Wks. mo m 1.27361   2.00  2001 « 2.01 
O IS-VOLTAGE REGULATORS. hobby 111330. 344.7 03 la 1130  2.00  20 Im 2_01 
0 30-PANEL SWITCHES,•114es. M artes. mod. M  Dr 32601  2.00  001 « 2.01 
0 200-RESISTOR SPECIAL. KIM 1110. rarben. metal 1.3014   2.00  4001 . 1.01 
Cl 200 HALF WAITERS. / Motor& embers, metal l• 30441   2.00  4001er 2.01 
0 100 RATIONAL IC 00111111/4.11  . 7400e ROMS I•20401   2-00  200 for 2.01 
0 10 LM3407 VOLTAGE REGULATORS 5 le 240. TO 2.20 (02S M   2.00  30 for 2.01 
0 100 POLYSTYRENE CAPS, mstA yalu m. vollag•.11-111•2721/1   2.00  200 for 2.01 
0 513 THERMISTORS, r•alNors thal c AAAAA with te m 1•40401   2-00  100for 2.111 
0 10- BRIDGES. untosted. 2. 4. 4 ansp. hall sray•  40221   2.00  40 for 2.01 
0 14 NIXED READOUTS. hobby, enteetod..127, .3..S. M . 1•3111111   2.00  3010, 2_01 
0 110 QUARTER RATTERS. resisters. motal 01.5 marked l• M13)   2.00  300 Om 2.01 
0 100 PLASTIC  'STOIC fret mted. TO-02143404)   2_00  200 for 2.01 
0 M O PREFORMED RESISTORS. s.. 5. 1W, r a m% mord 1.25/10   2.00  400 for 2.01 
O 150 PRECISION RESISTORS.  1n, 1W. 1L 211 macked  (.24281)   2.00  300 for 2_01 
0 60 DIPPED Id YEARS. shifty Knish •552-4 vele « (• 211571   2.00  220 I. 2.01 
CI 30- VOLUME CONTROLS. eedle Ilem•r. ••st'd values ., 2421)   2.00  SO ler ZO1 

0 300 SILICON SIGNAL DIODES, mic re 01 m.. .ewers MN SO% p5024 ).312i1. 2.00  600I a 2.01 
O IS CLOCK CALCULATOR, in•y includ• 555374 MM537S (•111411111)  200 30 for 2.01 
0 ID PUSH SWITCHES. pat -1•-broolt, amt. Al amo (.521141)   2.00  2014. 2.01 
0 12 MICROPROCESSORS and   IC's. n9435   2.00  24 for 1.01 

0 ISO GLASS ZENERS, 400 M W, isete•te4. better th w W S yfeld 017401. _ 2.00  300 for 2.01 
0 75-CARBOFILM RESISTORS. ss.0. watt. IS 105, snarimd, seers 1•1614) 2.00  111010, 2.01 
0 2110-U AAAAA ED CAPACITORS, pal  . irmaded. PM M OSS M O M. . 2.00  500 I of 2.01 
0 100- 11114140/•14 SWITCHING DIODES, WM. yield. UMeetall loSSIM.... 2.00  20010, 2.01 
0 30-PC TRIM POTENTIOM  • theresbiwkirol. m mordetwer ....t. Is gista.. 2.00  00.1er 2.01 
CI 1S-SLIDE VOLUME CONTROLS, aserd valves. Mune, Moak. )30S7(   2.00  301er 2.01 
0 704" CABLE TIES. pl•Mlc, Ilk. "Ty imp - .112111   100  ISO let 2.01 
0 10-   ra•y locled• CO. Ham A mer•I•221411   2.00  20 hir 1.01 
0 100-TERMINAL STRIPS, Irene 2 legs op Is 31311)   2.00  2001er 2.01 
0 30-NE 1110I1 LAMPS. all 100% geed l• MIS)   2.00  40for 2.01 
0 44-It, SHIELDED CABLE. 1 cerwl, rwIlms. M ormo, to3177)   2-00  00 ft. for 2.01 
0 3-BOUND TRIGGERS, sound trIggors mr ra ms 1.34125)   2.00  4 for 2.01 

0 10-CS CR7011E6.10, phase 1041. 154., HA W 14C/11114567/41  2.00  30 for 2.01 
0 SO 4 LAYER SHOCKLEY DIODES  Amt, p.m. roltag ai41072)   2.00  10010, 201 
0 7 IV S07400 TIL IC.. • AAAAA .4 stn. ',old. mp WO W 1.34  0  2.00  ISO for 2.01 
o 100 MINI DIP 106,11     SOS+ O MA N* IM M01632451  2-00  200 lor 2.01 
CI 30.1.14340 AUDIO IC's, 1 watts en-s-dlp 505+ M ed PIS MIIII   2.00  501., 2.01 
0 71 LI  . CIP•MPS.  ME+ rloId.ompodlipomoladloo 044161. 2.00  15010, 2.01 
0 100- TTLA IL 1.114EAR MIXED wish 7400e. SOS? Weld (A3431)  2-00  200 for 2.01 

0 150-PREFORMED DISC CAPACITORS, nmels-dcgi me. mwed1.711MER   2-00  3001 . 2.01 
0 10 CALCULATOR KEYBOARDS, 20 keys sod wg.1•3134) •....    ----- --- 3.00   10 for 2.01 
0 2000 FACTORY REJECT DIODES.  . rect. ele mlowW•016  2.00  40 .310 " 7-02  
0 40 AXIAL ELECTROS, asst'd vahms •  NO M. i•ZE27)   2.00  SO for 2.01 
CI 40.UPRIGHT (EEC EROS. asetA values • co melt000m lo323111   2.00  1101er 2.01 
0 110-RED DISC SPECIAL Erie. no mtly w aked. 0•0 *M ao (*E MI)   2.00  300 Mr 2.01 
0 "WATCH GUTS". LED, who Mi ms how geed l• 52071   2.00  220, 2.01 
0 10 1000V 1 All• RECTIFIERS. 1114007 (1344  2.00  201or 201 
0 150 MOLEX IC tonn•ctors. I., 14. II. 111, 40.451 MS (.3334)   2.00  300 for 2-01 
0 25 PO WER TAB  ISTORS. TO 202, 301 .1411.342M   2.00  SO for 2.01 
CI 10 PUSH MICRO TOGGLE SWITCHES. mmt 1•5430)   2.00  20 for 2.01 
0 10 MICRO TOGGLES, spot dpdt, for panel, MC. l• 51341   2.00  20 for 2.01 
0 SO 2 AMP METAL CASE AXIAL NECTS. mote 110 • •400111   2.00  1002or 201 
0 100- MINI BLOCK CAPACITORS. Erie Rml s• dlsc styli,. (.35211)   2.00  200 for 2.01 
0 20 PLESSEY 0.1 MF  I00 VDC 1" SQUARE CAPS i • $541)   2.50  4010, 2.01 
0 10 TV FM 300 OHM TWIN LEAD SPLICERS  •SS471   2_00  20 for 2.01 
0 2.90 NICAD BATTERY CHARGER 110v m In .40941  200 2 for 2.01 
Cl 4 MIRE HOLDERS, to, CIF. •nd oh m mobile rigs .05634)   2.00  • for 2.01 

0 10 PLESSEY CAPS, IMF  1000 1- sq. CERAMICS Immortal) (41111331  100  20 for 2.01 
0 100 PLESSEY CAPS. miled .0111•• marlted •nel unmarked (1/110115   2-00  SO for 2-01 

No.  5210 A & voltage & wattage  • •9' ho  C" N.   5" 01  

5 W ATTS  Sole  II SAL F 

C  6. V  3 for  1 6 for  1.01 
C  11.21/  3 tor  1 6 for  1.01 
C 19  V  3 for  1 6 for  1.01 
0 15. V  3 for  1 6 for  III 
C 24. V  3 for  I. 6 for  101 
IT 30. V  3 for  I. 6 for  1.01 

1 Watt  Selo  I< SALE 
740  S fer SI.  10 for SI 01 
0211  S ter  1.  10 fer  1.01 
9.10  S for  I,  10 fer  1.01 
100  S fee  I.  10 Im  1.01 
11.0  S tor  1  10 lee  1.01 
112.0  5 ler  1.  10 for  1.01 
15.0  S Im  I.  10 ler  1.01 

LYTIC KLINIC 
ELECTRO'S 

Omlar by Cat No.  3259 beg rale. 
ur  Solo  II SALE 
s, 1,05 315, 

Sher SI  lifer $1.01 
101 , 51  10fer $1.01 

0 10  Su  41er 51  121., 51.01 
0 20  /5  9 for SI  W et 111 01 
0 IS  29  lt.,$I  142.t 111.01 
O SO  15  01er SI  121er 01.01 
0 SO  25  4 for SI  111 lor 111.01 
0 100  13  3 ter SI  • for 1.1.01 
0 100  25  Iler 51  Ifer 51.01 
0 1000  3  2 ler 111  4 IN 51.01 
0 1000  16  1fer 51  2fer $1.01 
All PC type .n.pt fer meted 'JUIN 

2 A M P M E T A L SI LI C O N 

C Y LI N D E R R E C TI FI E R S 

• .••• •oalorl  Or••r try Cat Igor •••I 
• OKI, loads  and mit••• 

3130 
O 100V 

200V 
C 400V 

10 for 159  20 for S 60 
10 for  69  20 for  70 
10 for  79  20 for  SO 
10 tor  AS  20 for  90 

YOUR CHOICE 5 for Si 00 
IC SALE  10 for $1.01 

Ordirr by Cm. No 
1710  MICRO TOPHAT RED 
1795  JUMBO   CLOUDY 
1002  MICRO SINGLE PIN RED 
1544  MICRO YELLO W 
2139  JUMBO RED 
2136  JUMBO TAPER RED 
2137  MICRO RED 
2790  HAI M RED CLEAR 

WERE OVERLOADED WITH 
BRAND NEW IC'S 

&Mt  2 ler  Ord0, I! typ• numbin 
0 $117401  $ .11  5 .10  THIO  Salo  2 For 
0 557403  .11  .15 0 1074011  .30 
0 1417404  .20  .30 0 557472 
0 157410  .11  .15 0 11617474  .35  .34 
0 1447420  .20  .21 0 1141744110  50  St 
0 1417426  .25  .20 0 51174116  .6S  NA 
0 5117437  .25  .24 0 51174144  .05  NO 
0 517440  .20  .21 0   .90 
0 107450  .30  .21 0 114174112  .70  .00 
0 $117455  .30  .21 0   .70  so 
0 51174114  .20  .21 0 S61741115  .59  .70 

RIBBON CABLE AT THIN PRICES 
Clod  Sale  1 for  • Ultra Mt? 

• 28 A WG 

Orimr by Cat. 
No. 3939 and 
[0.101.1(10.0. 

•   
:POLY PAKSg: • • „„ii MA c  P 0  B O X 942- A2  2 
•  BE PHONED'  S O  LY N NF1EL D. M A  ; 

•  01940  • 
Yer m•: Add Postage  Rat•d: Net 30  • 

▪  Phon•i (617) 245-3828  • 
• 

•  Retail: 16-18 Del Car mine St  • 
:MINIMUM ORDER: 5 8  Vilekef'eld, M A • 
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URPLUS  PHONE (305) 887-8228 

7294 N.W. 54 STREET  TVV X:  810-848-6085 

MIAMI, FLORIDA 33166  LoERCpT.R.,0,43 WHOLESALE- RETAIL  NICS 
I  

PL 259's 
QUALITY AMERICAN MADE 

10/$5.00  100/$35.00 

50/$20.00  1000/$300.00 

E. F. Johnson Desk Top Microphone 
Ceramic Element/High Imp 

$20.00 ea 
While They Last 

IC SOCKETS 
Cambion 

Gold Plated Wire Wrap 
14 pin  .35 ea  10/$3.00 
16 pin  .38 ea  10/$3.30 

RCA POWER MODULE 
450-470 MHz 10W 
UHF Hybrid 
$20.00 ea. 

$1.95 ea., 
5 for 
$8.00 

10 for 
$13.95 

TEXAS INSTRUMENT 

- 
+MP. 

-6.4- 

KEYBOARD 

...alh  Has 3 slide 
miimm.  switches -28 

different keys - 
keypads re-

-  movable by 
I - - 

-:.. removing 4 
screws. 

MODEM CABLE 
50' cable contains 

13  # 22  ga.  wire  DB-25p  with  

DB-51226-1 cover on one end 

$6.50 ea  10/$50.00 

-  
•  - 

.  - 
... ' - 

EFJ Push-To-Talk 
Telephone Style Handset 

$7.00 ea. 

White Porcelain 
Egg Insulator 

1''2 " X 1- 50c ea  
3 for $1.25 

MINI TOGGLE SW 
C&H 

SPDT 

si 00 ea  6,55 00 

12 Vdc RELAY 
SPST 35 Amp Contacts 

Open Frame 

Rugged, great for mobile use 

$4.50 ea  5/$20.00 

EFJ CRYSTAL OVENS 
6V/12V 75° 
$5.00 ea. 

MOTOROLA SRF 574 
house marked 

9W 175 MHz Amp. 
$5.00 ea.  

WIRE WOUND 
RESISTORS 
.1 Ohm -5 W 
.10 Ohm -10 W 
qi 15¢ each 

RECEIVER FRONT ENDS 
Made by EFJ 
132-174 MHz 
$12.00 ea. 

PANEL METERS 
21/4 x 21/4" also 2v4"  3- 

10-0-10 dc Amps  $4.00 ea "  x 

0-20 dc Volts 
25-0-25 dc Volts  >  2 for 

0-25 dc Volts  $7.00 
0-50 ac Volts 

-Shunt Required- 

CB SPECIAL 
Brand new printed circuit board assembly. Used in all 
HyGain 40 channel CB transceivers. Fits many other 
manufacturers' units also. Squelch pot/volume control/ 
channel selector switch not included. 

1- 9-7.50 ea.  Board 
10-49-6.50 ea.  Dimensions 

16- x 6'4 - 
50-99-6.00 ea. 
100-up -5.50 ea 

MUFFIN FANS 

3 Blades,  110  Vac,  43 /4" sq. 
Removed  from  equi pment  - 
Excellent  condition -$4.95  

"New" Muffin Fans 

3 Blades-110 Vac, 43/4" sq. 

$9.95 

CMOS 
RCA CD 4012 AE 

Dual 4 in Nand Gate 

6/$1.00  100/$10.00 

50/$6.00  1000/$80.00 

12 Vdc RELAY 
SPST Open Frame 
5 Amp Contacts 
Mfg-Magnecratt 

$1.50 ea  4/$5.00 

POLYFOAM COAX-50 OHM 

Equal to RG174 
$4.95/100' 
Low Loss 
Polyfoam 
Coax Cable 

TRIMMER CAPS 
Small enough to fit 
in your watch -
3.5 to 20 pF 
5 to 30 pF 

$.75 ea., 2 for $1.25 
5 for $3.00 

D Cell Nicad 
mfg. by G. E. 2.50 ea 
1.2 volts 3.5 amp hrs. 
cat No. 41B004 ADO8G5 

Coax 
UG-273/U 
UG-255/U 
UG-146A/U 

Connectors 
BNC-F/UHF-M 2.50 
BNC-M/UHF-F 3.00 
N-M/UHF-F 4.50 
N-F/UHF-M 4.50 
RG-58 Adapt. .20 
RG-59 Adapt. .20 

CRYSTAL FILTERS 
10.7 3/Lead 
Can Type 
$3.00 ea. 

CAPS 
2200 UF ,/ 16V 
Radial Leads 
.25 ea. 10/$2.00 

CERAMIC IF FILTERS 
EFC L455K 
$3.50 ea. 

NEW BOXER FANS 
5 blades 110 VAC 
4,4" sq. -$11.95 

Computer Grades 
23,200 uf qz 50 Vdc 3.00 ea 
3" diam x 41/2" high G. E. 

UG-83B/U 
UG-175 
UG-176 

GOLD PLATED CARD EDGE CONNECTORS 

Double Row/Wire Wrap .100 

25 pins  $3.49 ea  10/$30.00 

30 pins  $3.96 ea  10/$32.00 
50 pins  $5.43 ea  10/$45.00 

Double Row/Solder Eyelet .156 

6 pins  $1.10 ea  10/$9.00 

15 pins  $1.55 ea  10/$12.50 

22 pins  $2.08 ea  10/$17.00 
43 pins  $3.66 ea  10/$30.00 

22 pins/Double Row/Dipped Solder 

.156  $2.08 ea  10/$17.00 

22 pins/Double Row/Wire Wrap 
.156  $2.44 ea  10/$19.00 

All material guaranteed • If for any reason you are not satisfied, our products may be returned within 10 days for a full refund (less shipping) Please add $3 
TERMS: for shipping and handling on all orders Additional 5% charge for shipping any item over 5 !Ds COD's accepted for orders totaling 550.00 or more All orders 

shipped UPS unless otherwise specified Florida residents please add 4° o sales tax Minimum order $15.00 

EQUIPMENT / COMPONENTS / WIRE & CABLE / ACCESSORIES 
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GET YOUR 

December 1st, 1 4  1  9  9  Published De 

• DX Usbnil• 

\i979  

ittreqn 
rads) aniateur 

cal' t .. 

Specialize in DX? Then you're 
looking for the Foreign Cal!book 
with over 280,000 calls, names and 
addresses of radio amateurs out-
side the USA plus many valuable, 
additional features of interest to 
the DX'r. 

FOREIGN CALLBOOK 

$ 1 4. 9 5 

PLUS SHIPPING 

RADIO AMATEUR 

CALLBOOKS 
••• ••••••••ftelaftwa.01  

raft 

United States W OKS 

..---- 7—:, 1979 

ra 
1 radio amateur 

See your favorite electronics dealer 
for the latest issue or order direct 
from the publisher using handy order 
form. 

Radio 

A mateur 

cal1600k, INC. 

925 SHERWOOD DRIVE 

LAKE BLUFF, ILLINOIS 60044 

The U.S. Callbook has over 

350,000 W & K listings. It lists 

calls, license classes, names 

and addresses plus the many 

valuable back-up charts and 

references you come to expect 

from the Callbook. 

nasamliftfte. M•1  M oael.m. lee 

..... 

Respected worldwide as 

the only complete authority 

for radio amateur 

QSL and QTH information. 

UNITED STATES CALLBOOK 

$15.95 
PLUS SHIPPING 

Payment in U.S. funds must 

be sent directly to publisher 
not through a bank. 

ORDER FORM 

1 Item Proce Each Shipping Iftial Poet 

El U. S. CALLBOOK S15.95 $1.75 $17.70 

FOREIGN CALLBOOK $14.95 $1.75 $16.70 

Charge my: 0 Visa Card 

Card No.     Expiration Date _ 

Dept. B  Signature   

Illinois residents only odd 5% sales tax   

TOTAL 

Na me   

Address   

City   

State  Zip   

0 Master Charge 

V Header Service —see page 211 199 



ALDELCO ELECTRONIC CENTER 
OVERVOLT 12 

Crow  Bar  circuit  protects 
Transceivers & Tape Decks from 
runaway power supply voltage that 
can zap expensive components. OV 
12 causes fuse in Power Supply to 
blow if voltage exceeds preset level 
(approx. 16 to 18 volts).  Rated at 25 
Amperes.  $ 7.95 
Model OV5. Protects 5 Volt circuits. 
Triggers at 7.5 Volts  $8.95 
Other units available at 3.3 to 100 Trig-
ger Voltages  $10.95 ea 

THE LUNCH 
COUNTER 

0 - 0---( 

Build a 600 MHz 6 Digit Frequency 
Counter. We supply 3 PC Boards, Silk 
Screened Front Panel and complete 
Instructions  Only $12.50 

Chips used in Counter 
11C90 Prescaler  $14.50 
74C925  9.95 
F9368 (2 used)  ea 3.95 

MAK.. Celeffila 

Measures 
3-5/8" Wide 
2.1)8" High 
1-15/16" Deep 

9.1lown with option., tivel< MS 

AT LAST!!! A PROFESSIONAL LOOKING 

CAR CLOCK CABINET 

FOR THE MA1003 CAR CLOCK MODULE 

ONLY 
$5.95 

PERFECT FOR VANS 
AND RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 

ATTRACTIVE IMPACT RESISTANT ABS BLACK PLASTIC 
CABINET WITH CHROME TRIMMED FRONT. HAS REMOVABLE 
WOOD GRAIN INSERT THAT WILL MATCH OR COMPLIMENT 
MOST AUTO INTERIORS. CAN BE INSTALLED "IN DASH" OR 

MOUNTED ON DASHBOARD TOP OR BOTTOM WITH SUPPLIED 
BRACKET CONTROL SWITCHES CAN BE MOUNTED REMOTE 

OR AS SHOWN 

MA1003 National Car Clock Module with 3 push switches $17 95 

AEC 1074 50 Watt 
30 MHz $21.15  

AEC 1076 75Watt 
g 50 MHz $24.00  
both cases 500 4LFL 

Hard to find replacement for 
VHF Mobile 8 Marine use 
Successfully used in Stan-
dard and other VHF Rigs 
Rated 12 Watts at 200 MHz 
125 Volts with 53 DB Gain 
Heat Sink stud (8i32) isolated 
from leads  Only $12 30 

AEC 1158 

RF DEVICES 
2N2876 18W  200 M H7 TO60 
2N3375 3 OW  400 MHz TO60 
2N3553 25W  175 MHz TO39 
2N3866 1 OW  400 MHz TO39 
2N3926 7.0W  175 MHz T060 
2N4427 1,0W  175 MHz TO39 
2N5589 3 OW 
2N5590 10W 
2N5591 25W 
2N5913 1 75W 
2N6080 4 OW 
2N6081 15W 
2N6082 25W 
2N6083 30W 
2N6084 40W 
2N6094 4 OW 
2N6095 15W 
2N6096 30W 
2N6097 40W 

175 MHz MT71 
175 MHz MT72 
175 MHz MT72 
175 MHz TO39 
175 MHz MT72 
175 MHz MT72 
175 MHz MT72 
175 MHz MT72 
175 MHz MT72 
175 MHz X106 PNP 
175 MHz X106 PNP 
175 MHz X106 PNP 
175 MHz X106 PNP 

$12.35 
5.60 
1.40 
1.25 
6.30 
1.35 
4.75 
7.80 
10.25 
1.70 
5.40 
8.45 
10.95 
12.30 
16.30 
6.60 
8.50 
10,35 
20.00 

ALDELCO KITS 
DUAL DIGITAL 12124 HOUR CLOCK KIT 
NOW WITH A NEW WALNUT GRAIN WOOD 
CABINET 

Features 

12 or 24 Hour Operation on either clock 

Each Clock separately controlled 

Freeze feature for time set 

Easy assembly for clock and cabinet 

imam(*) 
BIG 

0.5 LEDS 

MODEL ALD 5 W  ONLY $49.95 

LEDS 
Monsanto MAN 72 Red LED 
Readout  300- High, Common 
Anode  ONLY S 89 

Monsanto MV5053 JUMBO LED 
and Holder  only 25 
LED Holders   10 
Jumbo Red LEDS  8for 51 00 
Jumbo Green. Orange or Yellow 

LEDS  5 for $1 00 

FETS 
MPF102   55 
2N3819  35 
2N5457  so 
2N5458  50 
2N5459  55 
2N5485  50 
2N5486  72 

DARLINGTON 
MPSA 13  so 
MPSA 14   40 
2N5306   50 
SCR 
C 1065    55 
C 106B  65 
C 12213  .85 

- THE MIMIC - 

PROGRAMMABLE IAMBIC MEMORY KEYER 
• Four memory inputs, sixty let-
ters each 
• Five minutes of memory (a 10 
wpm 
• Operates on 110 V ac and 8-16 
vdc 

• Triggered clock for memory re-
cording 
• Built-in side tone monitor 
• Speed control 5 to 40-plus wpm 
• Two to three times the memory 
of nearest competitor 

Comes in attractive light 

blue cabinet measuring 

21/2 - high x 4" wide 

x 5 deep 

KIT ONLY $79.95   
Kit with set of paddles ... $104 95 
Assembled unit   99.95 
Paddles only   29.95 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
TO220 Package 
Positive $1 00  Negative $1 25 
7805  7905 
7806  7906 
77808 912  
77812 915  
781' 

CLOCK CHIPS 
5313  349 
5314  349 
5316  395 
5375   3 95 
CT7001   695 

2200 MFD 16 volt 
Radial Cap 3 for 89c 

ALARM CLOCK KIT 
6 Big 0.5 LED Displays • On Board AC Transformer • 12 
Hour Format with 24 Hour Alarm • Snooze Feature ' Elaps 

ed Timer Timer feature makes this Popular in Broadcast 
Stations It's a natural for cars, boats and campers when 
used with optional crystal time base. Fits our standard 
cabinet  $19.95 
Crystal time base when purchased with clock.  82 95 

12 or 24 HOUR DIGITAL CLOCK KIT 
Uses 0.5 Display LED 5314 Clock Chip Freeze feature tor 
accurate set, fits our standard cabinet  ONLY $18,95 

CLOCK CABINETS 
Woodqrain or black leather 

ea $4 95 

CRYSTAL TIME BASE KIT 
Includes PC Board. Crystal. all parts and mstruc 

lions  $4 95 

CLOCK FILTERS 
Blue Red, Green, Amber or Smoke  $ 60 

Blinky Flasher Kit  S2 95 
PC board. 555 & all parts works on 9 volts Mouse button 
51 00 

DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER & 
THERMOMETER 

31/2  Digit -5 ranges on each 

function AC/DC .2 Volts to 

2000  Volts  Current  2 

Microamps  to  2 Amps 

Resistance 2000 Ohms to 2 

Megoh ms.  Includes PC 

Board. ICL7107 Chip and all 

parts,  Only $49 95 

CRYSTAL SOCKETS 
HOLDS 8 HC25U....$ 59 
Single HC25U   29 

144 MHz 10 Watts 
RF Transistor 
2N5590 $5.50 ea. 

SPECIAL 
RF TRANSISTOR 
3 Watts 175 MHz 
2N5589 $3 75 

SPECIALS 
MC1458P   
555 Timer  3 tor $1.00 
4011 

NEW! 
Tunable 420  MHz 
Fast Scan TV 
Converter 

Receive Fast Scan Amateur TV in the 420 to 450 MHz Band 
with any TV set Low noise, high gain rf Amp with Varactor 
tuned input and outputs Built in AC supply. Comes in two tone 
walnut 8 beige cabinet measuring 1 7/8- x 4 1/4" x 41)8". 
Factory wired with 2 year guarantee    $59.95 

29  ADJUSTABLE POWER SUPPLY KITS 
5 15 Volts 500 MA 

23  12-28 Volts 500 MA 
$6 95 
6.95 

THE VERY 
POPULAR 
TOPE 

ACCUKEYER 
KIT 

• Self Completing Dots & Dashes • Provision for attachment of 256 or 51:. 

• Iambic Operation 

• Single Dot & Dash Memories 

Revised version of the Accukeyer featured in the ARRL Handbook Has 
more logical IC Layout and ON Board sidetone Oscillator Includes PC 
Board. TTL ICs, 555 Timer, IC Sockets. Switch. Speaker. Transistors. 
capacitors and resistors Requires 5 VDC  ONLY $19 95 

ACCUKEYER MEMORY KIT 
Simple low cost Memory Kit Uses 2 programmable 1101 Memory chips Pro-
vides 2 canned messages of 30 Characters each Adaptable to Handbook 
and other Accukeyers Includes PC board (same size as accukeyer board) 
and all parts, Requires 5 UDC, 9 VDC  $19.95 

Bit Memory for DX or Contest work 

A2 

2789A MILBURN AVE, BALDWIN, N.Y. 11510 
516 378 4555 

Add 6% shipping. Add $1.00 for orders under $10.00. Out of U.S. A. add 15 % shipping and certified check or money order in U.S. funds. 
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QTY. 
DIODES/ZENERS 

1N914  100v  10mA  .05 
1N4005  600v  1A  .08 
1N4007  1000v  1A  .15 
1N4148  75v  10mA  .05 
1N4733  5.1v  1 W Zener  .25 
1N753A  6.2v  500 mW Zener .25 
1N758A  10v  .25 
1N759A  12v  ”  .25 
1N5243  13v  .  .25 
1N524413  14v  ”  .25 
1N5245B  15v  ..  .25 

QTY. 
SOCKETS/BRIDGES 

8-pin  pcb  .20  ww  .35 
14-pin  pcb  .20  ww  .40 
16-pin  pcb  .20  ww  .40 
18-pin  pcb  .25  ww  .95  

[ 
20-pin  pcb  .35  ww  .95 
22-pin  pcb  .35  ww  .95 
24-pin  pcb  .35  ww  .95 
28-pin  pcb  .45  ww  1.25 
40-pin  pcb  .50  ww  1.25 
Molex pins .01 To-3 Sockets  .25 
2 Amp Bridge  100-pry  .95 
25 Amp Bridge  200-pry  1.50 

TRANSISTORS, LEDS, etc. 
QTY. 

2N2222  (2N2222 Plastic .1 0) .15 
2N2222A .19 
2N2907A PNP .19 
2N3906 PNP (Plastic Unmarked) .10 
2N3904 NPN (Plastic Unmarked) .10 
2N3054 NPN .45 
2N3055 NPN 15A 60v .so 
T1 P1 25 PNP Darl ington  1.95 
LED Green, Red.  Clear,  Yellow  .15 
D.L.747 7 sag 5/8" High corn-anode1.95 
MAN72 7 seg corn-anode (Red) 1.25 
MAN3610 7 seg corn-anode (Orange) 1.25 
MAN82A 7 seg corn-anode (Yellow) 1.25 
MA N74 7 seg corn-cathode (Red) 1.50 
FN D359 7 seg com-cathode (Red) 1.25 

QTY. 
9301 

9000 SERIES 
QTY. 

.85 I  9322 .65 
.2o 
.45 

9309  .35 
931 6  1.10 

9601 

9602 

MICRO'S, RAMS, 
QTY. 

8T1 3  1.50 

CPU'S, E-PROMS 
QTY. 

210713-4  4.95 
8T23 1.50 2114 9.50 
8724 2.00 251 3 6.25 
8797 1.00 2708 10.50 
748188 3.00 2716 DS. 34 .00  
1488 1.25 271 6 15v) 59.00 
1489 1.25 2758 (5 0 23.95 
1 702A 4.50 3242 10.50 
AM 9050 4.00 4116 11.50 

6800 13.95 
MM 5314 3.00 6850 7.95 
MM 5316 3.50 8080 7.50 
MM 5387 3.50 8212 2.75 
MM 5369 2.95 8214 4.95 
TR 1 60213 3.95 821 6 3.50 
UPD 414 4.95 8224 3.25 
Z 80 A 22.50 8228 6.00 
Z 80 17.50 8251 7.50 
Z 80 PIO 10.50 8253 18.50 
2102 1.45 8255 8.50 
21 02L 1.75 TMS 4044 

. 
9.95 

C M OS 
QTY. 

4000  .15 
4001 .15 
4.60-2  .20 
4004  3.95 
4006  .95 
4007  .20 
4008  .75 
4009  .35 
4010  .35 
4011  .20 
4012  .20 
4013  .40 
4014  .75 
4015  .75 
4016  .35 
4017  .75 
4018  .75 
4019  .35 
4020  .85 
4021  .75 
4022  .75 
4023  .20 
4024  .75 
4025  .20 
4026  1.95 
4027  .35 
4028  .75 
4029  1.15 
4030  .30 
4033  1.50 
4034  2.45 
4035  .75 
4037  1.80 
4040  .75 
4041  .69 
4042  .65 
4043  .50 
4044  .65 
4046  1.25 
4048  .95 
4049  .45 
4050  .45 
4052  .75 
4053  .75 
4066  .55 

4069/74C04  .35 
4071  .25 
4081  .30 
4082  .30 
4507  .95 
4511  .95 
4512  1.10 
4515  2.95 
4519  .85 
4522  1.10 
4526  .95 
4528  1.10 
4529  .95 

MC 14409 14.50 
MC 14419  4.85 
74C151  1.50 

QT Y. 

MCT2 

LINEARS, 

.95 

REGULATORS, 
QTY. 

LM323K  5.95 

etc. 
QTY. 

LM380 (8-14 Pin(1.19 
8038 3.95 LM324 1.25 LM709 (8-14 Pin) .35 
LM201 .75 LM339 .75 LM71 1 
LM301 .45 7805 (340T5) .95 LM723 

.45 

.40 
LM308 .65 LM340T1 2 .95 LM725 2.50 
LM309H .65 LM340T1 5 .95 LM739 1.50 

LM309K 1340K-51 1.50 LM340T18 .95 LM741 (8-14) .35 
LM31 0 .85 LM340T24 .95 LM747 1.10 
LM31 1D .75 LM340K1 2 1.25 LM1 307 1.25 
LM31 8 1.75 LM340K1 5 1.25 LM1 458 .65 
LM320H6 .79 LM340K18 1.25 LM3900 .50 
LM320H1 5 .79 LM340K24 1.25 LM75451 .65 
LM320H24 .79 LM373 2.95 NE555 .45 

7905 1LM320K51 1.65 LM377 3.95 NE556 .85 
LM320K1 2 1.65 78L05 .75 NE565 .95 
LM320K24 1.65 78L1 2 .75 NE566 1,25 
LM320T5 1.65 78L 1 5 .75 NE567 
LM320T1 2 1.65 78M05 .75 

.95 

LM320T1 5 1.65 

QTY. 
- 

QTY. 
T T L - 

QTY. QTY. 

7400 .10 7482 .75 74221 1.00 741302 .30 
7401 .15 7483 .75 74367 .95 741504 .30 
7402 .15 7485 .55 75108A .35 741505 .35 
7403 .15 7486 .25 75491 .50 741508 .35 
7404 .10 7489 1.05 75492 .50 741509 .35 
7405 .25 7490 .45 74H00 .15 741310 .35 
7406 .25 7491 .70 74H01 .20 741511 .35 
7407 .55 7492 .45 74H04 .20 741520 .30 
7408 .15 7493 .35 74H05 .20 741521 .35 
7409 .15 7494 .75 70408 .35 741522 .35 
7410 .15 7495 .68 741.110 .35 741532 .35 
7411 .25 7496 .80 744411 .25 741337 .35 
7412 .25 74100 1.15 74H15 .45 74 LS38 .45 
7413 .25 74107 .25 741120 .25 741340 .40 
7414 .75 74121 .35 74H21 .25 74 LS42 .75 
7416 .25 74122 .55 74H22 .40 74 LS51 .45 
7417 .40 74123 .35 74H30 .20 74 LS74 .45 
7420 .15 74125 .45 74H40 .25 74 LS76 .50 
7426 .25 74126 .35 74H 50 .25 74 13116 .45 
7427 .25 74132 .75 74H51 .25 741390 .65 
7430 .15 74141 .90 744452 .15 74 LS93 .65 
7432 .20 74150 .85 744453 .25 741S107 .50 
7437 .20 74151 .65 74H55 .20 7415123 1.20 
7438 .20 74153 .75 744472 .35 741S151 .85 
7440 .20 74154 .95 744474 .35 74LS1 53 .85 
7441 1.15 74156 .70 7444101 .75 74 LS1 57 .85 
7442 .45 74157 .65 74H103 .55 7413160 .95 
7443 .45 74161 .55 7444106 .95 741S164 1.20 
7444 .45 74163 .85 74100 .25 7413193 1.05 
7445 .65 74164 .60 74102 .20 7415195 .95 
7446 .70 74165 1.10 74103 .25 7413244 1.70 
7447 .70 74166 1.25 74104 .30 7413367 .95 
7448 .50 74175 .80 74110 .20 7413368 .95 
7450 .25 74176 .85 74120 .35 74500 .35 
7451 .25 74180 .55 74130 .45 74502 .35 
7453 .20 74181 2.25 74147 1.95 74503 .25 
7454 .25 74182 .75 74151 .45 74504 .25 
7460 .40 74190 1.25 74155 .65 74505 .35 
7470 .45 74191 1.25 74172 .45 74508 .35 
7472 .40 74192 .75 74173 .40 74510 .35 
7473 .25 74193 .85 74174 .45 74511 .35 
7474 .30 74194 .95 74175 .85 74520 .25 
7475 .35 74195 .95 74193 .55 74540 .20 
7476 .40 74196 .95 741123 .85 74550 .20 
7480 .55 74197 .95 741300 .30 74551 .25 
7481 .75 74198 1.45 741501 .30 74564 .15 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS UNLIMITED 
7889 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, California 92111 

24 Hour Toll Free Phone 1-800-854-2211 
(714) 278-4394  California Residents  1-800-542-6239 

CUSTOMER NAME  CABLE ADDRESS ICUSD 

STREET ADDRESS   

CITY   STATE 

PHONE 

CO D   WILL CALL  PO 

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED PREPAID - NO MINIMUM - COD ORDERS ACCEPTED  - ALL  ORDERS  SHIPPED  SAME  DAY  
OPEN ACCOUNTS INVITED - Californ ia Res idents  add 6% Sales  Tax.  PRICES  SUBJECT  TO  CHANGE  WITHOUT  NOTICE.  

We accept American Express / Visa  / Ban kAmer icar d / Master  Charge  

ZIP   

AE Visa 
CHARGE CARD  BA M C   E XP  DATE  

74S74 

745112  .60 
745114  .65 
745133  .40 
745140  .55 
745151  .30 
745153  .35 
745157  .75 
745158 .30 
745194  1.05 
745257 4123,1.05 

8131  2.75 

.35 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 

Total Order  Deduct 

UPS   POST   NET 10th OF THE MONTH     $35-S99  10% 

$100-S300  15% 
S301 S1000  20% 



•  Continuously Variable from 2V to over 15V 
• Short-Circuit Proof 
• Typical Regulation of 0.1% 
•  Electronic Current Limiting at 3 00mA 
•  Very Low Output Ripple 
•  Fiberglass PC Board Mounts All Components 
•  Assemble in about One Hour 
•  Makes a Great Bench or Lab Power Supply 
• Includes All Components except Case and Meters 

VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY KIT $1 195 FREE 

ADD $1.25 FOR POSTAGE/HANDLING  

SPECIALS-THIS MONTH ONLY 
11134/1  Germanium Dr ., 604 10mA  IONS 

1112/0  Germamum Drode 104 700n1A  4/1 

11914  San., Drode 0000 100.11  2661 
1116263  Hot CHI,., Drod• 04P2100, He 
03  Varwtor 1-2W Out 043200, 

1Spws P. Circuits included pink F7I  52.011 
010130 GRAB BAG Mi. 0* rimerl rectifier. etc  50/51 

21106 
20111 

nmog 
2112920 
2113104 

214121 

11141691 

5112 

11074 

NIN H O Speed Sternch 75n, 
UHF Tranustor Osc Arrip up to 1 OH. 
P C tunnel I IT Arnold,. 1500..mhos 

NPN Outd Trans.,. 3rnli MH O . 126 

NPOI Amp'Switch 100 400 111OrnA 

PIP R F Amplilrer & Swnch 

14 [Nen. Audio FE 1 5.1 mr low Ne m 

ISO Veil PNP Tfanustor lor Itesec 
14 Dunn. PET VHF RI Amp 

Channel F FT W O Speed Stench 40 

4/1 

4/51 

11.011 
2,914 

141 

3/1 

2/51 
2/1 

3/11 

3/$1 

IM10111 

LM3091, 
59.13171( 

LM311014 
111566.1 

LM1231714 
LM747 

2102 
274000 
C430 114 

CA30211A 

CA 1075F 
SC 0550 
1155564 

III550V 

$031 

LP 10 

low Bus Curren, Op Amp Super 109 
Volt Reiulator  TO 3 

Adtustatile Valta.• Regulator  7 371 

2 Via. Hod,, Power Amplifier  01P 
Plvs• Locked Loop  DIP 

Pr. ... Volt , Regulator  01P 
0.1 741 Compensated Op Amp  01P 
1024 Mt VW. RAM 11024  DIP 
FIT Input Op Arnp Me NE S36/.11740 
Trannator Arrify/Dorlongton 

RF/IF Ampfilvor DC 0 1201011 

FM IF Amprl. .101/041•01or  DIP 
1/.1 0 6 Gein Op Amp  mOIP 
Neutron Fact Dp Amp  ,,DIP 
Duel Hi Gain Op Amp Comp  m13111 

Functlen Generator NCO . 1 circuit. 

LOGIC PROBE YR III . Cl/05, M 
1.1111.1.04  includerd '5 11 ine...60 

SEND FOR ADVA'S NE W 1979 CATALOG 

NEARLY 1000 SE MICONDUCTORS, KITS, CAPACITORS. ETC SEND 254 STAMP 

OTHER ADVA KITS: 

LOGIC PROSE 5IT- Use wtti CMOS, TOL. DTI. HOC VOL HAQ an, mom MOO IC', 
Ruin in profecfron aria•inet polarity reverse! and overenteer Dv.... only • few mA trprn cotuol 

under ten Duni LED readout C0mpl.I.50 molude4 awe and chp AS.  ONLY V MS 
FIXED REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 11111-9.onp.r .. proof wan 'Hem. current 

ComPesn ....no 00.1 re9Wainon of 06% me. thwe 4140 no, 4.64 41441•04.4 

Womdfs A...1 .0 fix SY • 500mA 6V • 600,1 fIV • 500m1 12V • 400mA, 115V • 
300mA Spouts von a, when order ,  1111.54e 

Dune ben  ••••md• Yds IOC .. al cornpononts COMP, V. dated. inecrusnum• end 

fit.091e. PC how. Poorer atipplu 50. do nor mciude ow  metera Add SI 20 644 4.1 for 
poem} and hon01 , 

1MAIL MOW!'REF DATA SHEETS wool . Hi. mans Rents from 014 ad FREE ON 

REQUEST 741 Op Anw HAP none order of S6 or more 149 no.? Op Arno of two E100 
onlef Al SlOor moo•. penmen . wow to 2 31 78.0ne tree dem pH onlor 

04010 i00066 Aii 2.00 ieencs to ono. sne ar.1 0* 420  001/00,02.111 000 010,. 

All nem. ere new ....Nu. parts 100.1.funclionell•telted 
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 179 °O wn. awn 700 lerniconcluctors rani . a. stork 

Send 254 stamp 
TERMS  Send check or money order 14/ 5 tund. sei. or . Mel Mr onstaw 1or 135 

C44•446 444 6144.40 II 00 handling .0.0 on wow, °ode. 110 Calif r ani. arN 0% .4044 
00 Foreign °Fernand 10% pint . COD onlan Hid SI 00 service charge 

10 114 
84 

350 
II 
RI 

331 

231 
51 7S 
1.11S 

1.40 

146 

3/51 
2/$1 

3/51 

13100 

07.15 

MORE SPECIALS:  4111 
RC41950N !15V @ 50mA VOLTAGE REGULATOR IC. Vary easy to 

use. Makes a neat Highly Regulated • 15V Supply for OP AMP',. etc. 

Requires only  unregulated  DC  118-30V) and 2 bypass capacitors. 

With Data Sheet and Sche matics 8 pin rnDIP  01.25 

R CA136 Clued 741 Low NOI . Op Arno mDIP  $096 

LM1304 FM Multiplex Stereo Demodulator DIP  0.99 

LM2111 FM IF Subsystem (IF Arne, Det  / DIP  0.99 

116263 Hot Carrier Diode OAV 0 lmA 0 Ins DO 35  1.00 
ZE NE RS Samoa y Vol ... 3 3, 39, 4.3, 5 1, 68, 82  40OrnW 4;51 00 

9 1, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18. 20 22. 24, 27. or 33V 1'10%1  1 Watt 3/01.00 

• MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
• ALL TESTED AND GUARANTEED 

ELECTRONICS 
BOX 4 181 GB,  WOODSIDE, CA 94062 
Tel. 14151 328-1500 

LM318CN 
LM3180 
LM339N 
LM380N 8 

NE 567V 
XR567CP 
LM723CN 
LM747CN 

SAD 1024 

000010 

LINERS IS 

RECTIFIERS 
4464 04 
11461 
11443 
004 41 
lIMO, 
112W 
11114° 
Una ts 

4/11 
NO M 
1111814  6/01 
IO N  11,11 
10111' 1241 
114442  12/41 
1148113  02/11 
1141414  11/11 
114401  1111 
OWN  IVO 
N W  1141 
44141  11141 
141541 26/11 
114370 

2/11 114372 
44454  1141 
114711 
114 /3  440  
15131 te 
15216 

IC or FET's WITH 

$5 & $10 ORDERST 
DATA SHEETS 

WITH MANY ITEMS 

TRANSISTORS  TRANSISTORS  TRANSISTORS  LINEAR IC', 

741111  zs 250091 
21711  /4 211401/ 
111111  0 IMO, 
11111  1 St 254112 

:;;I:11  7 
13  Sti 119 2 2: 0201 42: 

SI 115631  151  101400 5 SI 20 
SO 15 115640  SI 144340T 5  1 20 
111 CP641  $4 DO 19340T 6  110 
I/11 CP1154•  SS 00 103411-I2  I 20 
S/$1 £14151  Sd 00 1143411116  1,20 
S/$1 Elill  4/51 1.0340T 24  1/0 

44 ,  3 :11.1410  3: 1 1:44:41  Sit E1111  3/11 1.4433111•  SI 
50  431 (I V  331 Oil/HI  161 

16/51 212119  24 114774  SRI ElIS  3/S1 101101  1,21 
297122  631 2144301  1121 .111166••  00, ,S660•  231 
2122224  VD 214303  21 .111114  615516  MIN 
251361  vs, 2114331  ti  1112  431 1.1.0011011  11 
10126011  '214436010  211 111111115  3/$1 10/0101  .29 
PI NCH  210311  11 1E1111  4/S1 10/1311  2/51 
2142905  SO 14 264191  SO 00 5E1182  431 10/3311 . 331 
21171106•  24 21 016  2.3l 502911  4/$1 1.013914  11 11 
vanor  531 21.4166  SO AO 502902  431 ;14 ;44;:14..  .3/1 
1113553  Si 1141156  s, SES011 to 
713513  6/$1 394161  SE WS]  10 01 0114  14 
093541  431 2:41%;  :1; 5E1121  1,00.13411°C,14, 113: 
/I  TI573113565 te 2 406  

214111  12 Si 11576  SIC] OW  I 00 

011261: DIGITAL IC's  1" C' 00 '  " 
2136311  631 294965  1/11  „  1013041  III 
113641  1/51 215011  4011  10145114 . 311 
1113642  It11 7145011  431 40000  05 ,4/ .  „  102111w  s• 40 
293643  1131 2115121 to  „ 11025560,  I 55 
093644  4/$1 114513S  2/4001  I 95 
VO US  4/SI 295131  631  o OR 0410114  I 15 
213611 to  2151111  S/11 „ CA3046  14 
213690  -' 216163  331  SN/I  II Lk130 /111  I 45 

VARACTORS  213641 0 43 ,1 206197  56 00 s.„ „.  „ 140611'143  62 

11151 M  111614  215111  2-SO  „po , 
116144  113121  014 2115110  I/11  0141640  ISA 
DS 1414114,  41 713122  II WO WS  311 LINEAR (CI  0041940D  250 
47 4311,01  52 213103  40 71633/  II 50 1.0100.  57 50 044115011•  1 25 
110130  2113166  II 215432  III 1930145  II 50411511,  0211 
11111132  293903 tor 111546/  331 193001  II 104154 01  /10 
1011001.  213906  ';  366460  4131 101015  11  345511111  55 
11111634  7141119  55 00 215414  3/11 1.43351  91 455564  $5 
1111114  113121  SOO 1154116  111 16131111  SO 1155510  60 

52 1111133 
111.1201 0  1%3551  I 15 POS.. 

211164  1 70 210111  S1 00 101201  1 1: ..;1;r:00;;;  725 

100046  7131E0  1 00 115561 11 12  15  16 50/5490  111 

*SUPER SPECIALS:  -0 
1134  Ger maniu m Diode 

15914  100V' lOrnA Diode 

114001 NOV lA Rectifier 
154154 30V 10914 

BR 1 50V  Bridge Rec 

252222  NPN Transistor 

212907 PNP Trans .°, 

213055 Power Xistor 10A 

213904 NPN Amp/Sw • 100 

213906 PNP Amp/Sw, 100 

CP650 Power FET ',A mp 

10/01  FSA2501 M Drode Array  2/01 

20 01  MPF 102 200008, R F A mp  331 

15 ,01  40673 MOSFET IF Amp  $1,75 

2601  LM324 01.d 741 Op Arnp  .94 

401  LNI376 Pos Volt Reg rnDIP  .55 

601  NE555 Ti mer mDIP  .38 

601  LM723 2 37V Rey DIP  3/01 

00 75  LM741 Co mp Op Amp rnDIP  831 

651  LM1458 Dual 741 mDIP  3/01 

CA3086 5 Trans Array DIP  .62 

55  RCA29 Pot Xistor lA 30W  70 

RF 391 RF Power Amp Transistor 10 25W es 3 30MHe TO 3 

5650 Tuner  lln Different putout from 555 lw/datal 

RC41941K Dual Tracking Regulator • 02 to 30V @ 20OrnA TO 66 

RC4195TK Duel Tracking Regulator • 15V @ 100mA (TO 661 

8038 Wavefor m Generator  Wave With Circuits & Data 

$5 00 

3/01 

S2 50 

$2 25 

03 75 

NEW SPECIALS 
High Speed Op Amp 50V/,..,s mDIP 
High Speed Op Amp 50V/0 DIP 
Quad Comparator Single or Dual Supply 
1/2W Audio Power Amplifier 8 22V 

Tone Decoder (PLL) 0.01Hz to 500kHz 
Tone Decoder (PLL) 0.01Hz to 500 kHz 
Precision Voltage Regulator 2-37V DIP 
Dual 741 Compensated Op Amp 

Dual 512 Stage (1024) Audio Delay Line 
"Bucket Brigade- Appl. Data included 

XR2206CP  Function Generator with applic. data 
XR2242CP  Long-Range Precision Timer /IS to days 

1 YEAR TIMER Kit-2 XR2242's and Applic. Note 

LM2901N  Quad Comparator 45V or 2 to 36VDC 
CA3018A  4-Transistor Array/Darlington 
CA3028A  RF/IF Amplifier DC to 120MHz 
RC4558  Dual High Gain Op Amp mDIP 

S0.94 
.90 
.79 
90 

.99 

.99 
3/S1 
2/S1 

S18.95 
4.40 
1.50 
3.00 

S1.20 
.99 
1.25 
3/S1 

SPACER Kit - 4 ea of 5 assorted size spacers  S1.00 

15 VOLT Regulated Power Supply Kit-Easy assembly, 
5mV regulation, 100mA, fully protected. 
Includes all components and hardware, 
no PCB or case-Add S1.50 for shipping  S13.95 

NEARLY 

1N270  Germanium Diode 80V 200mA 
1N823  Temp Comp Reference 

6.2V-5% • .005%/ C 
1N914  Silicon Diode 100V 10mA 
1N3044  100V Zener 1W-Better than an 083 
1N3045  110V Zener 1W-Better than an 0B2/0C3 
1N3071  200V 100mA Switching Diode 40ns 

4/S1 

S0.60 
25/S1 
.75 
.75 
.30 

2N2915  NPN Dual Transistor 3mV Match 100  S1.95 
2N3819M  N•Channel RF FET 100MHz Amp  .35 
2N4020  PNP Dual Transistor 5mV Match . 250  5.00 
2N4445  N-Channel FET 5t! Switch  3.50 

2N5394E 
2N5912 
2N6028 
2N6449 

Ultra-Low Noise J-FET Audio Amp 
Dual J-FET RF Dif Amp to 800MHz 
Programmable Unijunction Transistor 
300 Volt N•Channel J-FET Amp/Sw 

CP640  Broadband FET RF Amp 140dB 
Dyn Range 

E304  N Channel RF FET 3.8dB NF @ 400MHz 
MPSA12  NPN Darlington Transistor, 20,000 
TIS88  N Channel FET 400MHz RF Amp 

RESISTOR Kit-150 pcs '4W, 20 most common values, 
individually packaged, 5 to 20 pcs each . 

PC BOARD Mounting Kit-8 ea spacer, screw, nut 
and washer-32 pcs total. 

SEND FOR ADVA'S NEW 1979 CATALOG 
1000 SEMICONDUCTORS, KITS, CAPACITORS, ETC.-SEND 250 STAMP. 

ADVA ELECTRONICS 

A24 

S1.25 
2.90 
.45 
2.00 

S4.50 
.50 
.75 
.60 

S4.95 

$1.00 

BOX 4181 GB 

WOODSIDE, CA 94062 

Tel.(415) 328-1500 
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CURTIS LSI's 
help you 

ALL BAND TRAP ANTENNAS! 
. --  - 

."'"I k kilmii m memIMMIO  

PRETUNED  COMPLETLY  ASSE MBLED \I T/ FOR ALL MAKES & MODELS OF AMATEUR 
ONLY ONE NEAT SMALL  ANTENNA  FOR  TRANSRECEIVERS  -  TRANS MITTERS - 
UP TO 6 BANDS!  EXCELLENT FOR CON-  GUARANTEED  FOR  2000 WATTS  SSB 
GESTED HOUSING AREAS - APART MENTS I4  1000 WATTS CW.  FOR NOVICE  AND ALL 
LIGHT - STRONG  - ALMOST INVISIBLE I  CLASS AMATEURSI 

CO MPLETE AS SHO WN with 90 ft. RG58U-52 onm feedkne, end PL259 connector, insulators, 30 ft 
300 lb. test dacron end supports,  center connector with built in lighnIng  arrester and static discharge - 
molded, sealed, weatherproof, resonant traps 1"X6"- you just switch to band desired for excellent worldwide 
operation - tr•nsmitting and reclevIngI WT.  LESS THAN 5 LBS 

160-80-40-20-15-10 bands 2 tr•p--149 tt with 90 ft. RG58U - conn•ctor. Mod•1777BU . ..$54.95 
80-40-20-15-10 band• 2 trap -- 102 ft. with 90 It RG58U - connector - Model 998BU ...$49.95 
40-20-15 -10 bands 2 trap --- 54ft. with 90 ft. RG58U coax - connector - Model 1001BU  .. $48.95 
20-15-10 bands 2 trap --- 28 ft. with 90 ft.  RG58U  coax - connector - Model 1007BU ..  $47.95 

SEND FULL PRICE FOR POST PAID INSURED DEL. IN USA. (Canada is $500 extra  for postage - 
clerical - customs - etc.) or order using  VISA Bank Amioricard - MASTER  CHARGE - AMER EX-
PRESS.Give number end ex date. Ph 1-308-236-5333 9AM - 6P M week days. We sNp in 2-3 days. 
PRICES MAY INCREASE SO - ORDER NO W ANn SAVEI All antennas guaranteed for 1 year  Money 
beck trial I Made in USA  FREE INFO. AVAILABLE ONLY FRO M. 

WESTERN ELECTRONICS  ,-- W18  Dept.  A7- 2  Kearney, Nebraska, 68847 

MFJ INTRODUCES A NE W 

24 HOUR DIGITAL CLOCK 
with HUGE 1-5/8 inch digits that you can keep set to GMT. 
Alarm and snooze functions let you use it as an ID Timer. 
Assembled, too! 

MFJ Enterprises brings you a new 24 hour 
digital alarm clock with HUGE 1-5/8 inch orange 

7 segment digits that you can see clear across 

the room. 

This one is strictly for your ham shack, one 
that you can leave set to GMT. No more mental 

calculations to get GMT. 

Use the alarm to remind you of a SKED or 
with the snooze function as an ID timer to buzz 

you in 8 minute intervals. 

A constantly changing kaleidoscopic  pattern 
indicates continuous operation. 

Beige. 2.1/4 x 4 1/8 x 8 3/4 inches. UL listed. 
Requires 120VAC. 60Hz. 

Order from MFJ and try it — no obligation. If 
‘ .ot delighted, return it within 30 days for a re . 

fund (less shipping). One year limited warranty 

by MFJ Enterprises. 
To order, simply call us toll free 800-647-1800 

and charge it on your VISA or Master Charge 

or mail us a check or money order for $29.95 

plus $2 00 for shipping and handling. 

Don't wait any longer to enjoy the convenience 
of a "Hams Only" clock. Order today. 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC. 
P. 0. BOX 494 ' M522 
MISSISSIPPI STATE, MS 39762 
CALL TOLL FREE   800-647-1800 
For technical information, order/repair status, in 

Miss., outside continental USA, call 601-323-5869.i 

speak 
MORSE 
* 8044; Keyer-On-A-Chip • iReplaces 80431. $1495 
Apr 75 MR Feb 76 OST Radio Hdbli 75 Apr 84131( 77 78 

* 8044-3 IC,PCB,Socket,Manual   24.95 

* 8044-4. Semi-Kit   54.95 

* 8045; Morse Keyboard-On-A-Chip IC ..  59.95 

* 8045-1 IC,PCB,FIFO,Sockets,Manual   89.95 

* 8045-2 Semi-Kit   159.95 

* 8046; Instructokeyer-On-A-Chip IC .  . 7499..9955 

* 8046-1 Semi-Kit    

* 8047; Message Memory-On-A-Chip IC   39.95 

* 8047 1. IC,PCB,RAM.Sockets,Manual   69.95 

ladd SI 75 on above Or postage and handlingi 

EK ,430; CMOS Keyer • iFeb 76 osri   124.95 

IK-440A; Instructokeyer • iMar 76 osri ..  224.95 

• roe will, dasn memory as standard 

System 4000 Ham Computer isee Jan '78 osTi (write) 

Curtis Electro Devices, Inc. 
/14  Dept S 14151964 3136 4 ; 0  

Boa 4090 Mountain View CA 94040 
1   

You can build a better 
organ than you can buy! 
A magnificent Schober Electronic Organ 

What a marvelous way to put your special 
talents to work' With our Schober Electronic Organ 
Kits and your skill. you can build yourself some 
very special satisfaction, and a lifeti me of great 
music' 

Schober Organs are literally tar superior to 
comparably-priced  ready-made units You could 
actually pay twice as much and get no better organ 
and miss the fun of assembling it yourself A PC 

board at a time. component by component. you II 
assemble your own -king of instruments  And 
when you re done. you II wish there was more to 
do And there is' For then. Schober will help you 
learn to play, even it you ve never played a note 
before' 

Schober Organ Kits range from $650 to 
$2850, and you can purchase in sections to spread 
costs out  or have two-year time pay ments 

Just send the coupon for the fascinating 
Schober color catalog for enclose $I for a record 
that lets you hear as well as see Schober quality ) 

The  1..e4 Organ Corp . Dept D15 

43 West 61st Street. New York, N.Y. 10023 '.••• 579 

Please send me Schober Organ Catalog. 
Enclosed please find $t 00 for 12-inch L.P. 
record of Schober Organ music 

• NA ME 

I ADORE• CITY 

ge   
STATE  ZIP 

el 

Reader Service —see page 211 20.3 
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• NOVICE STUDY GUIDE —SG7357 —Here is a completely new study 
guide and reference book for the potential ham. This is not a ques-
tion/answer memorization course. Electronic and radio fundamentals are 
presented and explained in an easy-to-understand fashion, preparing the 
beginner for the Novice exam. Includes the latest FCC amateur regula-
tions, as well as application forms. Easily the best path into the exciting 
world of ham radio! $4.95.• 

• GENERAL CLASS STUDY GUIDE—SG7358—A complete theory course 
for the prospective General or Technician. This reference explains tran-
sistor, amplifier, and general radio theory, while preparing the Novice for 
the "big" ticket. After getting your ticket, you'll use this guide again and 
again as an electronic reference source. Not a question/answer guide that 
becomes dated when the FCC updates the amateur exams. $5.95.• 

• ADVANCED CLASS STUDY GUIDE —SG1081 —Ready to upgrade your license? To prevent retaking the FCC theory exam, you 
need the 73 Advanced theory guide. SSB, antenna theory, transmitters, and electronics measuring techniques are covered in 
detail in this easy-to-follow study guide. Special modes and techniques, such as RTTY, are also treated. An engineering degree is 
not necessary to master Advanced theory —try this book before visiting the examiner's office! $5.95.' 

• EXTRA CLASS LICENSE STUDY GUIDE —SG1080—Before going for your 1 x 2 call, it pays to be a master of the Extra class 
electronic theory. This study guide is the logical extension of the 73 theory course. All the theory necessary to pass the exam is 
presented. Antennas, transmission lines, swr are discussed, as well as noise, propagation, and specialized communication 
techniques. This book is not a classroom lecture or memorization guide, but rather a logical presentation of the material that must 
be understood before attempting the Extra exam. Save yourself a return trip to the FCC and try the 73 method first! $5.95.• 
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Startling Learning Breakthrough 
• NOVICE THEORY TAPES —CT7300 —Startling Learning Breakthrough. You'll be astounded at how 
really simple the theory is when you hear it explained on these tapes. Three tapes of theory and one of 
questions and answers from the latest Novice exams give you the edge you need to breeze through 
your exam. 73 is interested in helping get more amateurs, so we're giving you the complete set of our 
tapes for the incredibly low price of ONLY $15.95.* 
Scientists have proven that you learn faster by listening than by reading because you can play a 
cassette tape over and over in your spare time —even while you're driving! You get more and more info 
each time you hear it. 
You can't progress without solid fundamentals. These four hour-long tapes give you all the basics 
you'll need to pass the Novice exam easily. You'll have an understanding of the basics which will be 
invaluable to you for the rest of your life! Can you afford to take your Novice exam without first listen-
ing to these tapes? Set of 4—$15.95.• 

SSTV 
•SLOW SCAN TELEVISION 
TAPE —CT7350 —Prize-winning 
programs from the 73 SSTV 
contest. Excellent for Demo! 
$5.95. • 
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Any Four Tapes For 515.95! • 
$4.95 Each! • 

"GENESIS" 
5 WPM —CT7305 — This is the beginning 
tape for people who do not know the code 
at all. It takes them through the 26 letters, 
10 numbers and necessary punctuation. 
complete with practice every step of the 
way using the newest blitz teaching tech-
niques. It is almost miraculous! In one 
hour many people —including kids of ten 
—are able to master the code. The ease of 
learning gives confidence to beginners 
who might other mse drop out 

"THE STICKLER" 
6 + WPM —CT7306 —This is the practice 
tape for the Novice and Technician li-
censes. It is made up of one solid hour of 

73 CODE SYSTEM TAPES 
code, sent at the official FCC standard (no 
other tape we've heard uses these stan-
dards. so many people flunk the code 
when they are suddenly —under pressure 
—faced with characters sent at 13 wpm 
and spaced for 5 wpm). This tape is not 
memorizable, unlike the zany 5 wpm tape. 
since the code groups are entirely random 
characters sent in groups of five. 

"THE CANADIAN" 
10 + WPM —CT7310 —73 hasn't forgotten 
the Canadian hams —our 10 WPM tape 
prepares you to breeze through your coun-
try's licensing exams. Like the other code 
groups, the tape is not memorizable and, 
once mastered, provides a margin of safe. 
ty in the actual text situation. 

"BACK BREAKER" 
13 + WPM —CT 7313 —Code groups 
again, at a brisk 13 per so you will be at 
ease when you sit down in front of the 
steely-eyed government inspector and he 
starts sending you plain language at only 
13 per. You need this extra margin to over. 
come the panic which is universal in the 
test situations. When you've spent your 
money and time to take the test, you'll 
thank heavens you had this back-breaking 
tape. 

"COURAGEOUS" 
20 + WPM —CT7320 --Code is what gets 
you when you go for the Extra class li-
cense. It is so embarrassing to panic out 
just because you didn't prepare yourself 
with this tape. Though this is only one 
word faster, the code groups are so diffi-
cult that you'll almost fall asleep copying 
the FCC stuff by comparison. Users report 
that they can't believe how easy 20 per 
really is with this fantastic one hour tape. 

"OUTRAGEOUS" 
25 + WPM —CT7325 —This is the tape for 
that small group of overachieving hams 
who wouldn't be content to simply satisfy 
the code requirements of the Extra Class 
license. It's the toughest tape we've got 
and we keep a permanent file of hams who 
have mastered it. Let us know when you're 
up to speed and we'll inscribe your name 
in 73's CW "Hall of Fame." 

/5 CODE COURSE') 
ti MI  it 
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f•  fold • BEHIND THE DIAL—BK7307—By Bob Grove. Get more fun out 
of shortwave listening with this interesting guide to receivers, 
antennas, frequencies and interference. $4.95.   

• THE CHALLENGE OF 160—BK7309—is the newest book in the 
73 technical library, dedicated to 160 meter operating. Si Dunn pro-
vides all necessary information to get started on this unique band. 
The all-important antenna and ground systems are described in 
detail. The introduction contains interesting photos of Stew 
Perry's (the King of 160) shack. This reference is a must for new 
and experienced "Top Band" operators. Price: $4.95.• 

• IC OP-AMP COOKBOOK —BK1028—by Walter G. Jung. Covers 
not only the basic theory of the IC op amp in great detail, but also 
includes over 250 practical circuit applications, liberally il-
lustrated. 592 pages, 51/2  x 81/2, softbound. $12.95.• 

• SSB ... THE MISUNDERSTOOD MODE—BK7351 —by James B. 
Wilson. Single Sideband Transmission ... thousands of us use it 
every day, yet it remains one of the least understood facets of 
amateur radio. J. B. Wilson presents several methods of sideband 
generation, amply illustrated with charts and schematics, which 
will enable the ambitious reader to construct his own sideband 
generator. A must for the technically-serious ham. $5.50.• 

• SSTV HANDBOOK —BK7354(hardcover), BK7355(softcover)— 
This excellent book tells all about it, from its history and basics to 
the present state-of-the-art techniques. Contains chapters on cir-
cuits, monitors, cameras, color SSTV, test equipment and much 
more. Hardbound $7.00, softbound $5.00.• 

• WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK —BK7370—Simple equip-
ment and methods for getting good pictures from the weather 
satellite. Antennas, receivers, monitors, facsimile you can build, 
tracking, automatic control (you don't even have to be home). Dr. 
Taggart WB8DQT.$4.95.• 

Dipole and 
Long-Wire 
Antennas 

• INTRODUCTION TO RTTY—BK7380—A beginner's guide to 
radioteletype including teletypewriter fundamentals, signals, 
distortion and RTTY art. You can be a RTTY artist! A 73 publica-
tion. $2.00.* 

•THE NEW RTTY HANDBOOK —BK7347—is a new edition and 
the only up-to-date RTTY book available. The state of the art has 
been changing radically and has made all previous RTTY books ob-
solete. It has the latest circuits, great for the newcomer and expert 
alike. $5.95.• 

• PROPAGATION WIZARD'S HANDBOOK—BK7302—by J. H. 
Nelson. When sunspots riddled the worldwide communications 
networks of the 1940's, John Henry Nelson looked to the planets 
for an answer. The result was a theory of propagation forecasting 
based upon interplanetary alignment that made the author the 
most reliable forecaster in America today. The book provides an 
enlightened look at communications past, present, and future, as 
well as teaching the art of propagation forecasting. $6.95.• 

SLOW 
SCAN 
TELEVISION 
HANDBOOK 
- 

— 
:t 
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ANTENNAS   
• 73 DIPOLE AND LONG-WIRE ANTENNAS—BK1016—by Ed-
ward M. Noll W3F0J. This is the first collection of virtually every 
type of wire antenna used by amateurs. Includes dimensions, con• 
figurations, and detailed construction data for 73 different anten-
na types. Appendices describe the construction of noise bridges, 
line tuners, and data on measuring resonant frequency, velocity 
factor, and swr. $5.50.• 

• 73 VERTICAL, BEAM AND TRIANGLE ANTENNAS—BK1069— 
by Edward M. Noll W3F0J. Describes 73 different antennas for 
amateurs. Each design is the result of the author's own ex-
periments covering the construction of noise bridges and antenna 
line tuners, as well as methods for measuring resonant frequency, 
velocity factor, and standing-wave ratios. 160 pages. $5.50.• 

• VHF ANTENNA HANDBOOK —BK7368—The NEW VHF Anten-
na Handbook details the theory, design and construction of hun-
dreds of different VHF and UHF antennas ... A practical book 
written for the average amateur who takes joy in building, not full 
of complex formulas for the design engineer. Packed with 
fabulous antenna projects you can build. $4.95.• 

73 Radio Bookshop • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information. 
Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine. 
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TEST EQUipMENT 

•RF  AND  DIGITAL  TEST  EQUIPMENT  YOU  CAN 
BUILD—BK1044—Rf burst, function, square wave generators, 
variable length pulse generators-100 kHz marker, i-f and rf sweep 
generators, audio osc, af/rf signal injector, 146 MHz synthesizer, 
digital readouts for counters, several counters, prescaler, 
microwave meter, etc. 252 pages. $5.95.• 

• VOL. I COMPONENT TESTERS—LB7359— ... how to build 
transistor testers (8), diode testers (3), IC testers (3), voltmeters 
and VTVMs (9), ohmmeters (8 different kinds), inductance (3), 
capacity (9), 0 measurement, crystal checking (6), temperature (2), 
aural meters for the blind (3) and all sorts of miscellaneous data on 
meters ... using them, making them more versatile, making stan-
dards. Invaluable book. $4.95.* 

• VOL. II AUDIO FREQUENCY TESTERS—LB7360— ...jam 
packed with all kinds of audio frequency test equipment. If you're 
into SSB, RTTY, SSTV, etc., this book is a must for you ... a good 
book for hi-fl addicts and experimenters, too! $4.95.* 

• VOL. III RADIO FREQUENCY TESTERS—LB7361 —Radio fre-
quency waves, the common denominator of Amateur Radio. Such 
items as SWR, antenna impedance, line impedance, rf output and 
field strength; detailed instructions on testing these items in-
cludes sections on signal generators, crystal calibrators, grid dip 
oscillators, noise generators, dummy loads and much more. 
$4.95.' 

•VOL. IV IC TEST EQUIPMENT —LB7362 —Become a 
troubleshooting wizard. All you need to know about pulse, audio 
and sync generators, frequency counters, digital component 
testers, logic probes and more! Plus a cumulative index for all four 
volumes of the 73 Test Equipment Library. $4.95.• 

ThE WELL-EQUippEd hAM ShACk  

W2NSD/1 
W AV ArS 11 /1 

Style W 

• BACK ISSUES—Complete your collec-
tion—many are prime collectibles now, 
classics in the field! A full collection is an 
invaluable compendium of radio and elec-
tronics knowledge! $2.00 each, or 5 for 
$5.00. • 
• LIBRARY SHELF BOXES—These sturdy 
white, corrugated, dirt-resistant boxes 
each hold a full year of 73 or Kilobaud. 
With your order, request self-sticking 
labels for any of the following: 73, Kilo-
baud, CO, QST, Ham Radio, Personal Com-
puting, Radio Electronics, Interface Age, 
and Byte. Order 1—BX1000—for $2.00*; 
order 2-7— BX1001 —for $1.50 each; order 
8 or more—BX1002—for $1.25 each. 

Style Y 

-r.-

• NEW REPEATER ATLAS OF THE EN. 
TIRE WORLD—BK7345-150% as big as 
any list ever available—nearly 900 more 
repeaters listed. New improved maps 
show the locations by frequency of every 
repeater in the States. Only $1.95.* 
•OSL CARDS-73 turns out a fantastic 
series of QSL cards at about half the cost 
of having them done elsewhere because 
they are run as a fill-in between printing 
books and other items in the 73 Print Shop. 
250 Style W-0W0250—f or $8.95; 500 
Style W—QW0500—for $13.95"; 250 Style 
X-0X0250—for $8.95; 500 Style X— 
QX0500 —for $13.95; 250 Style Y-0Y0250 
—for $8.95; 500 Style Y-0Y0500—for 
$13.95. • 
• 73 MAGAZINE BINDERS—Preserve and 
protect your collection for your lifetime! 
There's no excuse for lost issues when you 
have these handsome red binders with 
gold lettering. Order 1—BN1001 —for 
$6.50*; 2 or more—BN1002—for $6.00 
each.• 

73 Radio Bookshop • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information. 
Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine. 
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• SSB  THE MISUNDERSTOOD MODE 
—BK7351 —by James B. Wilson. Single 
Sideband Transmission ... thousands of 
us use it every day, yet, it remains one of 
the least understood facets of amateur 
radio. J. B. Wilson presents several 
methods of sideband generation, amply il-
lustrated with charts and schematics, 
which will enable the ambitious reader to 
construct his own sideband generator. A 
must for the technically-serious ham. 
$5.50. • 

PROPAGATION WIZARD'S HANDBOOK 
—BK7302—by J. H. Nelson. When sun-
spots riddled the worldwide communica-
tions networks of the 1940's, John Henry 
Nelson looked to the planets for an 
answer. The result was a theory of propa-
gation forecasting based upon interplan-
etary alignment that made the author the 
most reliable forecaster in America today. 
The book provides an enlightened look at 
communications past, present, and future, 
as well as teaching the art of propagation 
forecasting. 6.95.• 

•  •••••••••• 

A Guide to Ham Rad' 

Amd 1•• yee1/1....• 

• A GUIDE TO HAM RADIO—BK7321 —by 
Larry Kahaner WB2NEL. What's Amateur 
Radio all about? You can learn the basics 
of this fascinating hobby with this ex-
cellent beginner's guide. It answers the 
most frequently asked questions in an 
easy-going manner, and it shows the best 
way to go about getting an FCC license. A 
Guide to Ham Radio is an ideal introduc-
tion to a hobby enjoyed by people around 
the world. $4.95.• 

•VOLUME IV—IC TEST EQUIPMENT— 
LB7362—it's easy and fun to build your 
own test equipment with ICs! Here in this 
fourth volume of the 73 TEST EQUIPMENT 
LIBRARY are 42 home construction proj-
ects for building test equipment to work 
with your ham station and in servicing 
digital equipment. Counters, scalers, fre-
quency standards, synthesizers, logic 
probes ... JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING 
you need and can build with ICs. $4.95.• 

73 Radio Bookshop • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information. 
t * Add $1.00 handling charge for orders under $10.00. Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine.. ; 
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21,560 
pages. 

That's the size of the world's 
most co mprehensive guide to 
the subject of ha m radio: 

18 years of 73 Magazine. 

The back issues of 73 are a gold mine of interesting articles. Unlike 
the other magazines, which fill their pages with activity reports, 
there's little to go stale in 73. You'll find pioneering articles on SSTV, 
FM, repeaters, ICs, and computers. Even the editorials are fun as 
Wayne Green's dire predictions, like the debacle of incentive licens-
ing, have come to pass. 

Clip the coupon below and send for 73's new back issue catalogue. 
Treat yourself (or a friendly ham) to some fun, and a fantastic bargain 
to boot. 

E YES! Rush me 73's FREE Back Issue Catalogue! 
Name   
Address   
City  State  Zip   S2 

magazine  
PETERBOROUGH NH 03458 
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IS HARD COPY STORAGE A PROBLEM? 

031 

73, as thick as it is, is more like a floppy when it comes 
to standing on the bookshelf. Try the 73 Library Shelf 
Boxes, ... sturdy corrugated white dirt resistant card-
board boxes which will keep them from flopping around. 
We have self-sticking labels for the boxes, too, not only 
for 73, but also for Kilobaud .. and for CQ, OST, Ham 
Radio, Personal Computing, Radio Electronics, Inter-
face Age, and Byte. Ask for whatever stickers you want 
with your box order. They hold a full year of 73... or 
Kilobaud. Your magazine library is your prime reference, 

keep it handy and keep it neat with these strong library 
shelf boxes ... One box is $2.00, 2 boxes are $3.00 and 
eight boxes are $10.00. Be sure to specify which labels 
we should send. Have your credit card handy and call 
our toll-free order number 800-258-5473, or use the order 

card in the back of the magazine and mail to: 

MOVING? 
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't 
miss a single issue of 73 Magazine. 
Attach old label where indicated and print new ad-
dress in space provided. Also include your mailing 
label whenever you write concerning your subscrip-
tion. It helps us serve you promptly. Write to: 

magazine  
PETE RB OR O UG H N H 03458 

0 Address change only 
0 Extend subscription 
D Enter new subscription 
0 1 year $18.00 

E Payment enclosed 
(1 extra BONUS issue) 

CI Bill me later 

If you have no label handy, print OLD address here. 

zz ▪ Name  Call   

▪ Address   

E. City  State   Zip 

print NEW address here: 

0) 

N  Name  Call cy 
(,) 
Address   

State   Zip   

Propagation 
by 
J. H. Nelson 

EASTERN UNITED STATES TO: 
G M T:  00  02  OE  06  08  10  12  14  16  18  20  22 

ALASKA 31 14 1 7 7 7 7 7 14 14A 71 77A 

ARGENTINA 14A 14 14 7 7 7 14 7IA 21A 7IA 71A 71A 

AUSTRALIA 214 14 14 70 75 /8 75 14 14 14 21 27A 

CANAL ZONE 21 14 7A 1 7 1 14 21 2IA 21A 21 A 21 

ENGLAND 7 / 7  7 70 4 21 A 21A 21 14 140 

HA WAII 21A 14 7 7 7 1 7 Id 14 21 21A 21A 

INDIA 7 7 70 78 713 78 14 14A 14 18 78 7B 

JAPAN 14A 14 7A /8 78 1 / 7 / B /8 713 14 

MEXICO 21 14 14 7 / 7 1 14A 21 2IA 2IA 2IA 

PHILIPPINES I4A 14 7A /13 /8 78 /13 14 14 140 1413 14 

PUERTO RICO 14 IA 7 7 7 7 14 2IA 21A 21 21 14 

SOUTH AFRICA 14 / 7 1 70 14 21 2IA 21A 2I A 21 21 

U S S R I 7 I 1 7 /8 14 217k 7,1 It IA 7 

WEST COAST 21 14 /A 7 7 7 7 

STATES 
7 

14 

7 

21 

14 

2IA 

21 

21A 

TO: 
21 

21A 

2IA 

CENTRAL 
14 

UNITED 
14 1 7 7 ALASKA 21 

ARGENTINA 21 14 14 7 7 ) 7A 21 7IA 11A 21A 2IA 

AUSTRALIA 21A 21 14 76 10 le 70 10 14 14 71 21A 

CANAL ZONE 21 14 14 7 7 7 7 14A 21A 2IA 71A 2 

ENGLAND 7 7 7 7 1 1 70 14 7IA 21 14 740 

HA WAII 21A 21 14 7 7 7 7 7 14 21 2IA 2IA 

INDIA 7 14 14 18 10 /8 78 7 14 10 78 70 

JAPAN 21A 14 14 70 7 7 1 1 1 /B 70 14 

MEXICO 11 14 7 7 1 7 1 14 21 21 2IA 2 

PHILIPPINES 21A 14 14 78 78 70 70 7 14 14B 148 14 

PUERTO RICO 14 14 7 7 7 7 14 21 21A 21A 7IA 21 

SOUTH AFRICA 14 14 7 7 78 78 14 21 2IA 21A 21A 11 

78 7 7 7 7 78 78 14 14A 14 70 78 

WESTERN 
ALASKA 21 14 

UNITED 
14 7 3A 7 

STATE 
7 7A 7A 14 

TO: 
21 2IA 

ARGENTINA 21A 14A 14 7 1 1 70 14 21 21 A 71 A 21/1 

AUSTRALIA 21A 21A 21 14 78 78 78 7B 14 14 21 21A 

CANAL ZONE 21A 14 14 7 7 7 7 14 21 21 A 71A 21A 

ENGLAND 78 7 7 1 7 7 713 140 14 2IA 14 140 

HA WAII 2IA 1IA 21 14 7 7 7 7 14 21 21A 21AI 

INDIA 78 I4A 14 TO 78 7B 70 70 7A 7A 78 70 

JAPAN 21 A 21A 14 78 7 7 7 7 1 70 /8 14A 

MEXICO 71A 14 7A 7 1 7 7 14 21 71 A 21A 21A 

PHILIPPINES 2IA 21A 14 78 70 70 70 7 14 14 14E1 74 

PUERTO RICO 21 14 7A 7 7 7 7 14 21 2IA 21A 21 

SOUTH AFRICA 74 748 7 7B /0 70 713 14 21 21A 7IA 21 

U S S R 18 7 7 7 7 70 70 140 14 1413 le hi 

EAST COAST 2, 14 7A 7 7 7 7 14 21 2IA 11. 71/1 

A = Next higher frequency may also be useful 
B = Difficult circuit this period 
F = Fair 
G = Good 
P = Poor 
SF = Chance of solar flares 

february 

s u n m o n 1 lu e  w a d t h u Irl s at 
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11 
G 
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G 

14 
G 

15 
G 

16 
P 

17 
G 

18 
G 

19 
F 

20 
F 

21 
F 

22 
P 

23 
G 

24 
G 

25 
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26 
F/SF 
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U21  Vega   26 
V5  VHF Engineering   135 
W15 Wacom  178 
W17 Westcom Engineering   130 
W18 Western Electronics  203 
W2  Wilson Electronics   3 170 
YI  Yaesu ElectronicsCill, 41, 115, 170 
XI  Xitex   176, 177 
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•Reader Service inquiries not honored 
Please contact advertiser directly. 

MS, ETC. 
BK1016 73 DIPOLE & LONG WIRE ANTENNAS   
ST0000 73 BACK ISSUE   
ST2500  73 BACK ISSUES-25 OUR CHOICE   
ST0500  73 BACK ISSUES-5 YOUR CHOICE   
ST1000 73 BACK ISSUES-10 YOUR CHOICE   
ST2501  73 BACK ISSUES-25 YOUR CHOICE   
BK7307 BEHIND THE DIAL   
BN1001 BINDER-73-1   
BN1002 BINDER -73-2&UP   
BK7309 CHALLENGE OF 160   
CT7305 CODE TAPE-5 WPM   
CT7306 CODE TARE-6 WPM   
CT7310 CODE TAPE-10 WPM   
CT7313 CODE TAPE-13 WPM   
CT7320 CODE TAPE-20 WPM   
CT7325 CODE TAPE-25 WPM   
CT7399 CODE TAPE-LEARN MORSE CODE   
CT7394 CODE TAPES (ANY FOUR ABOVE)   
BK7321 GUIDE TO HAM RADIO   
BK7325 HOW TO BUILD A MICROCOMPUTER   
BK1028 IC OP AMP COOKBOOK   
BK7380 INTRO TO RTTY   
CT7300 NOVICE THEORY TAPES   
BK1100 PRACTICAL TEST INSTRUMENTS   
BK7302 PROPAGATION WIZARD'S HANDBOOK  $ 6.95 
QW0250 QSL CARDS-STYLE W -250  $ 8.95 

$ 5.50  QW0500 QSL CARDS-STYLE W -500  $13.95 
$ 3.00  QX0250 QSL CARDS-STYLE X-250  $ 8.95 
$10.00  QX0500 OSL CARDS-STYLE X-500  $13.95 
$ 7.00  QY0250 QSL CARDS-STYLE Y-250  $ 8.95 
$12.00  QY0500 QSL CARDS -STYLE Y-500  $13.95 
$20.00  BK7345 REPEATER ATLAS  $ 1.95 
$ 4.95  BK1044 RF DIGITAL TEST EQUIPMENT  $ 5.95 
$ 6.50  BK7347 RTTY HANDBOOK  $ 5.95 
$ 6.00  BX1000 SHELF BOX-1  $ 2.00 
$ 4.95  BX1001  SHELF BOX-2  $ 1.50 
$ 4.95  BX1002 SHELF BOX-8 UP  $ 1.25 
$ 4.95  BK7351 SSB THE MISUNDERSTOOD MODE  $ 5.50 
$ 4.95  BK7354 SSTV HANDBOOK (HARDCOVER)  $ 7.00 

$ 4.95  BK7355 SSTV HANDBOOK (SOFTCOVER)  $ 5.00 
$ 4.95  CT7350 SSTV TAPE  $ 5.95 
$ 4.95  SG1081 STUDY GUIDE-ADVANCED CLASS  $ 5.95 
$ 4.95  SG1080 STUDY GUIDE-EXTRA CLASS  $ 5.95 
$15.95  SG7358 STUDY GUIDE-GENERAL CLASS  $ 5.95 
$ 4.95  SG7357 STUDY GUIDE-NOVICE CLASS  $ 4.95 
$ 9.95  LB7359 TEST EQUIP LIB V1 -COMP TESTERS  $ 4.95 
$12.95  LB7360 TEST EQUIP LIB V2-AUDIO TESTERS  $ 4.95 
$ 2.00  LB7361  TEST EQUIP LIB V3-RADIO EQUIP  $ 4.95 
$15.95  LB7362 TEST EQUIP LIB V4-IC TEST EQUIP  $ 4.95 
$ 4.95  BK1069 VERTICAL BEAM & TRIANGLE ANTNS  $ 5.50 

BK7368 VHF ANTENNA HANDBOOK  $ 4.95 
BK7370 WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK  $ 4.95 
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ceive more information 
from any of the adver-
tisers in this issue of 73, 
postage-paid return cards 
are provided here for your 
convenience. If you wish 
to hear from one or several 
advertisers, refer to the ad 
itself. You will find num-
bers near the logo of each 
advertiser. Each repre-
sents the advertiser's in-
dividual Reader Service 
Number. Circle the cor-
responding numbers on 
one of the cards on this 
page, include your name, 
address & zip, and drop in 
a mailbox. In 4-6 weeks 
you'll hear from the adver-
*.iser directly. 
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READER SERVICE REPLY CARD 
Return this card to receive full information on the many products advertised in this 
issue. Limit: 25 requests. LI Subscriber  Newsstand. This card is valid until 
April 30, 1979. 

Al  A77  C9  D20  H2  19  M48  P30  R27  T3 
A2  B1  C21  D23  H3  132  M52  P41  S3  T18 
A6  B8  C58  D25  H4  J1  M69  P42  S8  T34 
A21  B23  C67  D35  H5  J2  M75  P44  S10  T48 
A24  829  C88  F5  H8  K13  M76  03  S27  T55 
A26  B32  C90  F12  H16  K14  M79  R1  S33  U6 
A46  B42  C105  G4  H24  L9  03  R8  S43  U8 
A57  C3  C110  G6  H26  M35  012  R10  S50  U9 
A60  C5  C115  G12  H31  M36  P2  R15  S78  U10 
A62  C6  D6  G22  11  Md1  P15  R21  S79  V5 
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W2 
W15 
W17 
W18 
Y1 
X1 
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Return this card to receive full information on the many products advertised in this 
issue. Limit: 25 requests. El Subscriber Newsstand. This card is valid until 
April 30, 1979. 
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radio bookshop order form 
Please send me the following 73 products: (please print or type!) 

Oty Catalog $1 Descriptior Unit Price rota , 

Add $1.00 shipping & handling: 

Total: 

Enclosed $ Check 

Bill:  American Express 
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The radio 
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(91.Y.)5.1 \/ 

VAESU ELECTRONICS CORP., 

15954 Downey Ave., Paramount, CA 90723 

611 

EASTERN SERVICE CTR., 

9812 Princeton-Glendale. Cincinnati, OH 45246 

• 

•  •  • 

•  ' II 
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Left to Right 

Top Row: YP-150 Dummy Load/Wattmeter; SP-101PB Speaker/Patch; FT-101E 160-10M Transceiver with VC-601B Digital 
Display/Frequency Counter; FV-101B External VFO; YO-101B Station Monitor; FTV-250 2-Meter Transverter; FTV-650B 6-
Meter Transverter; FR-101 Digital 160M-10M Receiver; FL-101 All Band Transmitter. 

Row 2: FRG-7 General Coverage Receiver; FRG-7000 General Coverage Digital Receiver; FP-301 13.8VDC Power Supply; 
FT-301 Solid State 160-10M Transceiver; FV-301 External VFO; FT-301D Solid State Digital 160-10M Transceiver; FP-301D 
13.8VDC Power Supply with Clock & Identifier; YO-301 Station Monitor; FC-301 Antenna Coupler; LL-301 Landliner Phone 

Patch; FP-4 4A Power Supply. 

Row 3: FTV-901 Three Band Transverter; FV-901DM Synthesized Scanning VFO; FT-901DM 160-10M The Smart Radio" 
Transceiver; YO-901 Station Monitor/Analyzer; FC-901 Antenna Coupler; SP-901P Speaker/Patch; QTR-24 World Clock; 
YH-55 Super Soft Headset; YD-844A Hi/Lo Imp. Desk Microphone: YD-148 Hi/Lo Imp. Flexible Neck Desk Microphone. 

Row 4: FT-202R Hand Held 2M Transceiver; YC-500E High Precision Frequency Counter; FT-227R 2M FM Mobile Trans-
ceiver The Memorizer"; FT-227RA 9M FM Mobile Scanning Transceiver-4 Memory; CPU-2500R/K 2M FM Mobile Com-

puterized Transceiver; FT-7 20W PEP Mobile Transceiver; FT-225RD 2M All-Mode Digital Transceiver; FT-625R0 6M All-
mode Digital Transceiver. 
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Row 5: YM-24 Speaker/Microphone (FT-202 Accessory); YM-2500 Keyboard Microphone; FFDX-50 52 Ohm Low Pass Filter. 
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Instant recall. 
(And 25 watts of power) 

Kenwood's exciting 25-watt TR-7625 and optional RM-76 
Microprocessor Control Unit...gives you the power you want 
plus outstanding channel memory and scanning capability. 

...there's more! The TR-7625 has a lot of versatility for a 2-meter FM 
transceiver and when teamed up with the RM-76 gives you a lot of rig. 
See the new TR-7625 and optional RM-76 now at any Authorized 
KEN WOOD Dealer! 
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RIM-76 MICROPROCESSOR 
CONTROL UNIT 
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TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS INC. 


